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JOB ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FORCES JOBS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Research Requirement; 

The overall goal of the project was to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new Special Forces (SF) performance measmes. This goal required two 
types of information: (a) the individual attributes requisite to SF performance and (b) the 
behavioral dimensions of field performance of SF jobs. The research involved five major 

steps: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

Development of workshop materials and logistics, 
Administration of workshops to collect critical incidents and task and 
attribute ratings, 
Analysis of critical incident, task, and attribute data. 
Development of performance categories and behavior-based rating scales, 

and 
Analysis of linkages between attributes and performance categories. 

Procedure: 

Step 1, development of workshop materials and logistics, involved: (1) collecting 
and reviewing documents to form initial lists of job tasks and personal attributes relevant 
to SF Military Occupational Specialties (MOS), (2) conducting interviews with SF officers 
and NCOs to obtain critical incidents and feedback on the initial lists of tasks and 
attributes, and (3) preparing and pilot testing job analysis data collection procedures. 

Steps 2 and 3 were accomplished over the course of May through July of 1993. In 
total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers participated. They represented various SF 
MOS and the five major SF groups (i.e.. Special Forces Group Airborne [SFGA]). On 
average, the participants had 13 years of Army experience and 8 years of SF experience. 
Seventy-seven percent of participants were currently assigned to A Detachments (B 
Detachment = 17%, C Detachment = 6%). 

The participants in Step 2 provided three major types of information; 

(1) judgments about individual attributes (such as judgment and decision making 
ability, nonverbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

(2) judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 
(3) descriptions of critical incidents (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 

individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 
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Step 3, data analysis, involved; (1) editing and categorizing critical incidents, (2) 
computing means, standard deviations, and reliability coefficients for the task ratings, and 
(3) computing means, standard deviations, and reliability ratings for the attribute ratings. 

In total, the participants provided 1,767 critical incidents, and in turn, the research 
team organized the incidents into job performance categories. Step 4 involved collecting 
and analyzing additional information on the performance categories and critical incidents. 
It had two goals: (1) to get input from SF NCOs, officers, and warrant officers on the 
performance categories and (2) to obtain judgments about the effectiveness of different 
behaviors that are represented in the critical incidents. One hundred and thirteen SF 
NCOs, officers, and warrant officers representing the five SFG[A] made the judgments. 
In turn, we used the effectiveness data to develop behavior-based performance 
evaluation scales relevant to each of the performance categories. 

Step 5, analysis of linkages between attributes and performance categories, 
involved collecting judgments from NCOs, officers, and researchers familiar with SF jobs 
about the importance of each attribute for effective performance in each of the job 
performance categories. 

Findings: 

The critical incident technique yielded 26 performance dimensions that describe 
SF jobs. These behavioral dimensions are diverse such as "Building Effective 
Relationships with Indigenous Populations," "Decision-Making," and "Navigating in the 
Field." 

A wide variety of attributes (e.g., physical endurance, reasoning ability, language 
adeptness) are needed for elective performance in the 26 performance areas. Forty- ■ 
seven relevant attributes were defined. 

Utilization of Findings; 

The information developed in this project formed the foimdation for the 
identification and vahdation of tests or other tools likely to predict performance Jn SF 
jobs. The behavior-based rating scales may be used to gather criterion data. Task 
ratings will guide development of hands-on or job knowledge performance criteria. 
Definitions of job-relevant individual attributes will guide identification of appropriate 
predictors for SF job performance. 
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JOB ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FORCES JOBS 
CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCnON 

Purpose 

The landscape of defense has changed dramatically for the United States over the 
past decade. Because the country is more concerned about threats from the third world 
than with the traditional worries associated with the former Soviet Union, the nature of 
defense may become less conventional, and soldiers may need to be more adaptable 
(Gorden, 1994; Russell, Knapp, & Campbell, 1992). Such requirements could necessitate 
greater use of the Special Forces. 

The primary goal of the job analysis was to provide a solid foundation for the 
development of selection/classification and criterion measures for four entry-level enlisted 
Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) and two officer positions in the Special Forces 
(SF) Career Management Field (CMF) [i.e., CMF 18]. These MOS are: 18A 
Commander - Captain; 180A Detachment Technician - Warrant Officer; 18B Weapons 
Sergeant; 18C Engineer Sergeant; 18D Medical Sergeant; and 18E Communications 

Sergeant. 

This chapter provides an overview of SF in general and describes current SF 
selection and classification procedures along with the history of SF selection and 
classification research. It concludes with a discussion of the research rationale for the 
current job analysis project. 

Overview of Special Forces 

The basic unit within SF is the A detachment (or Operational Detachment - 
SFOD A). Ideally, an SF team is designed to have 12 members: 

Officers 

• 1 Detachment Commander (18A), usually a Captain 
• 1 Detachment Technician (180A), a warrant officer, second in command 

Advanced MOS 

• 1 Operations Sergeant (18Z) 
• 1 Assistant Operations and Intelligence Sergeant (18F) 
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Entry-Level Enlisted MOS 

• 2 Weapons Sergeants (18B) 
• 2 Engineer Sergeants (18C) 
• 2 Medical Sergeants (18D) 
• 2 Communications Sergeants (18E) 

Operationally, the full contingent of 12 is not always realized. Shortages of 
officers, warrant officers, and medical sergeants result in smaller teams. It is common to 
find tpams with a warrant officer and no Captain; in those instances the warrant officer is 
the team commander. Also, some teams only have one medic. Occasionally, teams are 

short on other MOS. 

Each team is part of a larger structure defined by five active duty Special Forces 
Groups [Airborne] ~ SFG[A]-each of which is responsible for a particular geographic 

orientation: 

• 1st SFG[A] headquarters at Ft. Lewis, Southeast Asia orientation 
• 3rd SFG[A] headquarters at Ft. Bragg, Africa orientation 
• 5th SFG[A] headquarters at Ft. Campbell, Southwest Asia orientation 
• 7th SFG[A] headquarters at Ft. Bragg, Latin America orientation 
• 10th SFG[A] headquarters at Ft. Devens (in process of moving to Ft. 

Carson), Europe orientation 

Geographic orientation influences language requirements for team members, types 
of missions, and training needs. For example, the 10th SFG[A] operates in cold weather 
environments; ski and cold weather survival training are important for 10th SFG[A] 
teams, and team members are likely to be trained in European languages such as Polish 
or Russian. On the other hand, the 1st SFG[A] works in the Southeast i^ia 
environment, much of which is jungle; team members are likely to be trained in 
Vietnamese, Chinese, or other Asian languages. Obviously, cultures, social structures, 
and languages vary considerably across the various geographical orientations. 

SF performs five primary missions (Department of Army, 1990): 

• Unconventional Warfare (UW), 
• Foreign Internal Defense (FID^ 
• Direct Action (DA), 
• Special Reconnaissance (SR), and 
• Counterterrorism (CT). 

UW and FID missions both involve training indigenous forces, but UW includes 
guerrilla warfare (GW) and other direct offensive low-visibility, covert, or clandestine 
operations while FID missions are overt. FED involves training, organizing, and assisting 
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forces for a Host Nation (HN). Both UW and FID missions can be of long duration. 
DA missions are short-duration, small-scale offensive actions. SR is reconnaissance and 
surveillance for data gathering purposes, and CT involves offensive measures to prevent, 

deter, and respond to terrorism. 

In addition to the five primary missions, SF performs collateral activities 
(Department of the Army, .1990) including: 

• Security Assistance, 
• Humanitarian Assistance, 
• Antiterrorism and other Security Activities, 
• Countemarcotics, 
• Search and Rescue, and 
• Special Activities. 

SF Selection and Qassification Procedures 

SF selection and classification is a multi-hurdle approach designed to ensure that 
SF personnel are well-qualified mentally and physically. There are main phases: (1) 
initial screening of applicants, (2) a three-week assessment program (Special Forces 
Assessment and Selection [SFAS]), and (3) the SF Qualification Course (i.e., the Q- 
Course or SFQC). MOS assignment is made prior to the third hurdle (i.e., the Q- 
Course). Assignment to an SFG[A] is made during or after the Q-Course. 

During the initial screening phase SF applicants must (Pleban, Thompson, 
Valentine, Dewey, AUentoff, & Wesolowski, 1988): 

• be a male soldier (E4 to E7) or officer in a promotable status to the grade 
of captain; 

• have a high school diploma or GED; 
• have an Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) General 

Technical (GT) score of 110 or higher; 
• be airborne qualified or voltmteer for airborne training; 
• be able to swim 50 meters unassisted wearing boots; 
• meet medical fitness standards as outlined in AR 40-501, DTD 15 May 

1989 
• pass the Advanced Physical Readiness Test (score 206 using 17-21 year 

group standards); and, 
• be eligible for a Top Secret security clearance. 
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Applicants must not: 

• be under suspension of favorable actions (AR 600-31); 
• have been convicted by special or general court martial during current term 

of service; 
• be barred to reenlistment; 
• be a prior Special Forces or Airborne duty voluntary terminee; or 

• have quit military school. 

Selected applicants attend SFAS where they are tested and exposed to challenging 
field exercises. The SFAS battery comprises a number of mental, learning, and 
personality tests as well as a series of field-related assessment activities (Velky, 1990). 
Soldiers are required, for example, to swim 50 meters while wearing boots and fatigues, 
to test their agility on the obstacle course, and to go on long treks with a 45-55 pound 
rucksack ~ otherwise known as the "pain bag." As land navigation is important in 
successful completion of the training, heavy emphasis is placed upon military orienteering 
events during SFAS (Pleban, Allentoff, & Thompson, 1989; Busciglio, Teplitzky, & 
Welbom, 1991). After the first ten days, the candidates are evaluated by a board to see 
whether or not each should continue. Soldiers may voluntarily withdraw from the 
program at any time. Those who are sent home are advised as to why they c^ot 
continue and how they may improve in order to reapply. Those who volxmtarily 
withdraw can only be readmitted by exception. The remaining eleven days of activities 
are designed to evaluate how well individuals function as team members in a variety of 
physically demanding situations and how well they demonstrate leadership skills. On the 
twenty-first day, a final selection board determines whether or not each candidate is 
suitable to go on to the Q-Course. About 50 percent of the applicants who begin SFAS 
are selected.for the Q-Course (Brooks, 1991; Fricke, 1990). 

MOS assignment is made by a panel of senior SWC staff called the assignment 
board. Assignments are based upon the match between the candidate’s background, 
aptitude level, and personal interests arid the MOS requirements and SF needs.^ In 
making assignments to SF MOS, the board considers the candidate s General Techmcal 
(GT), Skilled Technical (ST), and auditory perception test scores as well as the 
candidate’s expressed interest and prior MOS. Some conventional Army MOS are 
viewed as highly relevant to particular SF MOS. For example, the conventional Army 
MOS IIB (Infantryman) is thought to have an SF counterpart, 18B (Weapons Sergeant). 
Other conventional Army to SF counterparts are: 12B (Combat Engineer) and SF 18C 
(Engineer Sergeant), 31C (Single Channel Radio Operator) and SF 18E 
(Communications Sergeant), and 91A (Medical Specialist) and SF 18D (Medical 

Sergeant). 

^We attended an MOS assignment board. This description summarizes our observation 
of the board’s process; it is not taken firom formal documents. 
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Those who are selected briefly return to their original branches until they are 
called to participate in the Q-Course (Fricke, 1990). The SFQC takes place primarily at 
Fort Bragg in North Carolina. The course lasts anywhere from 24 to 55 weeks, 
depending on the MOS that a candidate enters. Although the sequence of courses and 
activities has changed over the years and will change again in FY95, it includes several 
major activities: land navigation and small unit tactics, MOS specialty training, and a field 
assessment where soldiers are given an understanding of the Special Forces doctrine and 
organization while they are also trained in airborne and airmobile operations. 

As mentioned earlier, there are four entry-level enlisted SF MOS. MOS 18B is 
SF Weapons Sergeant. The men are trained in such areas as tactics, anti-armor weapons 
utilization, the functions of all types of U.S. and foreign light weapons, indirect fire 
operations, manportable air defense weapons, weapons emplacement, and integrated fire 
control planning. Training lasts for 13 weeks. SF Engineer Sergeant (18C) training 
includes the topics of btiilding and bridge construction, field fortification, and the use of 
explosives for both sabotage and demolitions. Again, training lasts for 13 weeks. MOS 
18E, that of SF Communications Sergeant, requires an additional eight weeks of training 
that’is actually completed before coming to the SFQC. During this prerequisite time, 
candidates participate in and pass the Advanced International Morse Code (AIMC) 
course. Upon arriving at the SFQC, these individuals are then trained in the installation 
and operation of SF high-frequency and burst communications equipment; antenna 
theory; radio wave propagation; and communications operations, procedures, and 
techniques. Finally, MOS 18D is that of SF Medical Sergeant. Those entering this MOS 
must complete 31 weeks of training at Fort Sam Houston, Texas and 13 weeks of training 
while at Fort Bragg. Training consists of advanced medical procedures that are to be 
administered both to the team and to indigenous populations. The topics covered 
include those of trauma management and surgical, dental, and veterinary procedures. 

The final qualification period covers such topics as methods of instruction, 
unconventional warfare operations, and direct action operations. This phase culminates 
in a guerilla warfare exercise conducted in a national forest in the Fort Bragg area. 
Here, individuals are expected to be able to function as part of their 12 man team - an 
"A-team" or "A-Detachment." The team consists of a captain, a warrant officer, and 10 
non-commissioned officers (NCOs). Both specialty and common skills are evaluated in 
this environment as the team attempts to fulfill its mission. It should be noted that the 
basic mission of any "A-Detachment" is to raise, organize, train, equip, and lead in 
combat an indigenous light infantry battalion consisting of up to 1,500 members. 

Attrition from the Q-Course varies substantially across MOS (Dianti, Teplitzky, & 
Zazanis, 1994). The highest attrition rate is for Medical Sergeant (18D), only 18% of the 
students graduate on their first try through the course. Another 45% of the students 
eventually graduate 18D training, making the total graduation rate 63 percent. About 13 
percent of Communications Sergeant (18E) trtiinees ftiil to graduate from training. 
Engineer Sergeant (18C) and Weapons Sergeant (18B) have relatively low attrition rates. 
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16 and 15 percent respectively. In some cases, soldiers who fail training in one MOS are 
reassigned to a different MOS and proceed with SF training. SWC and ARI have been 
conducting additional research on attrition from the Q-Course and are studying ways to 

reduce attrition. 

Those individuals who pass the SFQC receive language training. Individuals learn 
basic communication skills with an emphasis on military terminology and on speaking and 
listening skills. The languages learned range from those widely known, such as Spanish 
and French, to those many Americans deem obsciure, such as Urdu (spoken in Pakistan) 
and Tagalog (spoken in the Philippines). Individuals are assigned to languages according 
to their SF Group assignment, language preference, and scores on the Defense Language 
Aptitude Test (DLAB) (Petersen & Al-Haik, 1976). Foreign languages are divided into 
four difficulty levels, and different cut scores are applied to the DLAB for different 
languages. For example, Spanish, one of the easier languages for English speaking 
people to learn, is in the lowest difficulty category. 

SF expects continuous training and honing of skills (Fricke, 1990). Once 
individuals are assigned to a team, they begin informal cross-training. SF soldiers are 
expected to acquire skills in at least one other specialty area. SF soldiers will also often 
attend the MOS portion of the SFQC to formally qualify in a second MOS. Cross¬ 
training does tend to blur differences between weapons sergeant (18B) and engineer 
(18C) over long periods of time. However, the skills required for communication 
sergeant (18E) degrade without consistent practice, and medical sergeant (18D) skills are 
highly specialized. Thus, 18E and 18D tend to remain differentiated over the course of 
their SF careers. 

History of SF Selection and Qassification Research 

Historically, SF selection and classification research dates back to the development 
of the Army Classification Battery (ACB), the forerunner to today’s ASVAB (Berkhouse, 
1963). In the early 1960’s, Army researchers conducted validity studies to develop a 
special battery of tests, the SF Selection Battery (Berkhouse, 1963; Berkhouse & Cook, 
1961; Berkhouse, Mendelson, & Cook, 1961). The experimental predictor battery 
contained a variety of noncognitive, self-description inventories as well as a situational 
judgment test and selected ACB aptitude area composites. Validity evidence led to the 
selection of four measures for the final battery: (1) the Infantry Aptitude Area composite 
from the ACB, (2) the Special Forces Suitability Inventory, a noncognitive measure of 
emotional stability or general psychological adjustment, (3) the Critical Decisions Test, a 
measure of risk-taking and practical judgment (where a few facts were presented with 
stringent time limits for deliberation), and (4) the Locations Test, a spatial orientation 
measure that required orienting oneself according to photographs of terrain. The four 
measures together yielded a multiple correlation of .63 with the hands-on performance 
criterion (N=216), .55 when corrected for shrinkage. The Special Forces Selection 
Battery became operational in 1961. Several noncognitive measures were later designed 
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with the intent of supplementing the Special Forces Selection Battery (Marder & 
Medland, 1964) but there do not appear to be any citations to research using the newer 

noncognitive measures. 

Another validation study examined the usefulness of the Special Forces Selection 
Battery and other measures for prediction of officers’ academic grades, training 
performance, and peer ratings (Marder & Medland, 1965). The Special Forces Selection 
Battery, the Special Forces Qualifying Examination (verbal and math items extracted 
jOrom other officer selection instruments), and a language aptitude test showed promise 
for predicting academic grades and to a lesser extent, peer ratings. None of the 
experimental measures predicted training performance evaluations. 

A new experimental battery was developed and assessed in the early 70s 
(Olmstead, Caviness, Powers, Maxey, & Qeary, 1972). The battery contained the ACB, 
the Interest Opinion Questionnaire, Life History Inventory, Mihtary Interest Blank, an 
inventory designed to assess attitudes toward SF activities, the Team-Task Motivation 
Questionnaire, the Cognitive Test Battery, physical endurance, and a personal 
information form, several of which had subtests or subscales. Criterion proficiency 
measures included job knowledge tests, hands-on tests, and self- and peer ratings. Based 
on stepwise regression results (N=100), researchers identified thirteen tests for the final 
battery. Several of the best predictors were cognitive; five were from the Cognitive Test 
Battery, and three were ACB subtests. "Fighter" scores from the life history and military 
interest instruments as well as a "despair" score, physical endurance, and the team task 

motivation score made the final battery. 

Around the mid-70’s the Army terminated use of special batteries for SF selection, 
relying primarily on the Army Physical Fitness Test, ASVAB GT score, and information 
available from administrative records such as training experiences for SF selection 
(Pleban, et al., 1988). These procedures continued for about a decade, xmtil the Special 
Warfare Center (SWC) tasked ARI to assist in the development of SFAS~a program for 
screening applicants into SFQC (where attrition was about 50%). 

Development of paper-and-pencil and other selected predictors for SFAS involved 
two major steps.^ The first step was highly exploratory (Pleban, et al., 1988). The 
research team, along with the SWC psychologist, determined that predictors should tap 
three general domains (intelligence, personality, and physical fitness), selected measures 
for those domains, and compared profiles of SF and non-SF personnel on those 
measures. They administered the Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT~a g measure), the 
Jackson Personality Inventory (JPI), the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), and a 

^FAS includes a number of predictors other than those mentioned here. Some of them 
are classified, such as the Ruckmarch. Literature reviewed here is limited to reported and 

unclassified documents. 
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Biographical Questionnaire (BQ) to soldiers from the 197th Infantry Brigade (N=57), 
attending the Q-Course (N=339), and currently on A-Teams (N=19). The BQ contained 
14 items taping educational level, component (active-reserve), time in service, rank, 
specialized training received, MOS, marital status, race, and career plans. Based on 
practical concerns and comparisons between the samples and between Q-Course students 
who were successful and unsuccessful in Phase I of the Q-Course, they eliminated the 

MBTI from further consideration. 

The second step was a criterion-related validation study (Pleban, Allentoff, & 
Thompson, 1989). The WPT, JPI, and BQ were administered to SFQC Phase I 
candidates. At that time, Phase I was a four-week course focusing on general subjects, 
teaching, leadership, patrolling, land navigation, and physical conditioning. Phase I 
status, the criterion, was based on six variables: (1) a map reading wntten exam, (2) a 
land navigation field exercise (FTX), (3) a confidence course, (4) a patrolling written 
exam, (5) a patrolling FTX, and (6) rated performance as a patrol leader. The six scores 
were noncompensatory, failure to reach the specified cut score on any one variable 
resulted in termination from SFQC. The best single predictor of Phase I status was WPT 
(r = .29). Four of the 16 JPI scales correlated significantly with Phase I status. 
Consequently, the authors recommended use of and further research on the WPT and 

the four JPI scales. 

The BQ items pertaining to specialized prior training were examined. Pleban et 
al. found that prior Ranger training was related to Phase I status; eighty-four percent of 
the candidates who had graduated from Ranger school successfully completed Phase I. 
Reconnaissance and Jungle Warfare training also appeared to be associated with Phase I 
success. Analyses of the other BQ items (e.g., marital status) were not reported. 

There have been two recent, relevant investigations of physical fitness 
requirements for Ranger training and SFAS. Burke and Dyer (1984) collected self-report 
information about recent Advanced Physical Fitness Test (APFT) scores and 
administered a physical fitness test consisting of the Harvard Step Test, push-ups, and 
pull-ups to 906 students in the Ranger Course on the day before training. They found 
that many of the physical test and APFT scores were related to both graduation from 
Ranger training and self-reports on the occurrence of nonserious injuries. 

Teplitzky (1991) showed that the SFAS Phase I selection boards give considerable 
weight to the ruckmarch scores in making decisions about candidates. She correlated 
physical ability components of SFAS, the Ruckmarch and the APFT, with graduation (yes 
or no) from SFAS. The data were operational (not experimental), and the selection 
boards had reviewed scores on these events when deciding whether to allow poor 
performing students to continue. She computed average correlations across three years 
of SFAS (N=approximately 2,000 per year). The correlations of .25 (APFT) and .43 
(Ruckmarch) with SFAS graduation suggest that physical abilities, particularly the 
Ruckmarch are a major component of the graduation decision. 
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Recent SF selection and classification research has investigated the usefulness of 
predictors from the Army’s Project A (Peterson, Hough, Dunnette, Rosse, & Toquam, 
1990). Busciglio et al. (1991) found that spatial tests developed in Project A yielded 
moderate validities for predicting two land navigation criteria collected during SFAS. 
DeMatteo, White, Teplitzky, & Sachs (1991) administered three scales from the 
Assessment of Background and Life E^eriences (ABLE) to 1023 SF candidates on the 
third day of SFAS. Approximately 49% of the candidates graduated successfully from 
SFAS. Scores on the three ABLE scales (Energy Level, Emotional Stability, and Internal 
Control) were highly skewed, concentrated on the positive end of each scale. Internal 
Control, which was most severely skewed, failed to demonstrate a significant correlation 
with SFAS graduation. Energy Level and Emotional Stability yielded low, but significant 
positive correlations with graduation. Additional analyses suggested that ABLE scores 
were differentially related to the reasons for attrition. Nearly half of the imselected 
candidates had withdrawn voluntarily while others were involuntarily cut. The 74 
candidates with very low ABLE scores had a disproportionately hi^ rate of voluntary 
attrition compared to candidates with higher ABLE scores. 

Research Rationale and Approach to the Job Analysis 

As mentioned at the onset of this chapter, the prim^ goal of the job analysis was 
to provide a solid foimdation for the development of selection/classification and criterion 
measures for MOS in the 18 CMF. This goal is accomplished when the job analysis 
describes (a) the job performance domain and (b) the domain of individual attributes 
likely to be associated with job performance. Furthermore, the job analysis should also 
delineate attributes and areas of work performance that are common across all SF jobs 
and those that are MOS-Specific. 

Our approach for achieving these goals (a) coupled task and performance 
(behavioral) information to form a complete description of the performance domain, (b) 
relied on individual differences research literature and subject matter expert (SME) input 
to specify individual attributes, and (c) used professional and subject matter expert 
(SME) judgment to link these two domains. Together the attribute and performance 
information provide the building blocks for the identification of predictors, development 
of criteria, and conduct of a criterion-related validation study. 

An important aspect of this research was the focus on job performance behaviors 
afforded by the critical incident approach (Flanagan, 1954; Pulakos & Borman, 1985; 
Smith & Kendall, 1963). Critical incidents define in concrete, behavioral terms the 
critical performance requirements of the jobs. These behavioral analyses tend to 
illuminate critical performance components that are a function of motivation, 
interpersonal skills, communication skills, etc., which are often less likely to emerge in 
task analyses. The behavioral analyses provided the basic data for constructing job 
performance rating scales for SF jobs-a major product of the job analysis. 
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Another important component of the entire project was the inclusion of a subject 
matter expert panel (SMEP). We briefed the SMEP at key stages of the project-prior 
to each data coUection. SMEP members provided advice on data collection plans, made 
specific suggestions on forms and materials, and helped us obtain information. Although 
most of our contact with the SMEP was in formal briefings, several members provided 
informal feedback on draft materials and sent us articles or other documents. SMEP 

members were^: 

MG Shachnow 
COL Katz 
LTC McGoey 
MAJ Banks 
CSMEfird 
CW3 Merrill 

The job analysis involved five major steps: 

(1) Development of workshop materials and logistics, 
(2) Administration of workshops to coUect critical incidents and task and 

attribute ratings, 
(3) Analysis of critical incident, task, and attribute data, 
(4) Development of performance categories and behavior based rating scales, 

and 
(5) Analysis of linkages between attributes and performance categories. 

Step 1, Development of workshop materials and logistics, involved: (1) coUecting 
and reviewing documents to form initial lists of job tasks and personal atoTjutes relevant 
to SF jobs, (2) conducting interviews with SF officers and NCOs to obtain critical 
incidents and feedback on the initial lists of tasks and attributes, and (3) preparing and 
pilot testing job analysis data collection procedures. 

Steps 2 and 3 involved a total of 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers 
representing the five major SFG[A]. On average, the participants had 13 years of Army 
experience and 8 years of SF experience. Seventy-seven percent of participants were 
currently assigned to A Detachments (B Detachment = 17%, C Detachment = 6%). 
The participants in Step 2 provided three major types of information: 

(1) judgments about individual attributes (such as judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

COL Getty 
LTC Aaron 
LTC Wilderman 
CPT Downey 
SGM Neale 

toward the end of the project COL Mitchell became our chief Point of Contact with 
SWC. CPT Downey changed jobs and was replaced by CPT Short. SGM Neale brought his 
new replacement, SGM Powers, to the last SMEP meeting. 
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(2) judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 
(3) descriptions of critical incidents (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 

individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

Step 3, data analysis, involved: (1) editing and categorizing critical incidents, (2) 
computing means, standard deviations, and reliability coefficients for the task ratings, and 
(3) computing means, standard deviations, and reliability ratings for the attribute ratings. 

In total, the participants provided 1,767 critical incidents, and in turn, the research 
team organized the incidents into job performance categories. Step 4 involved coUecting 
and analyzing additional information on the performance categories and critical incidents. 
It had two goals: (1) to get input from SF NCOs, officers, and warrant officers on the 
performance categories and (2) to obtain judgments about the effectiveness of different 
behaviors that are represented in the critical incidents. One himdred and thirteen SF 
NCOS, officers, and warrant officers representing the five SFG[A] made the judgments. 

We used the effectiveness data to develop behavior-based performance evaluation 
scales relevant to each of the performance categories. The names of the performance 
categories and the major roles of SF jobs that they reflect are listed in Figure 1. 

Step 5, Analysis of linkages between attributes and performance categories, 
involved collecting judgments from NCOs, officers, and researchers familiar with SF jobs 
about the importance of each attribute for effective performance in each of the job 

performance categories. 

The remainder of this report summarizes the procedmes and results of the job 
analysis. Chapter II describes the development of the job analysis data collection 
procedures. Chapter III summarizes the data collection and describes the data analysis. 
Chapter IV explains the development of SF job performance categories and behavior- 
based rating scales. The last chapter. Chapter V, describes the identification of 
attributes important for successful performance in each of the performance categories. 
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Teacher A. 

Diplomat B. 
c 
D. 

Professional E. 
F. 
G. 

Mission H. 

Planner L 

Soldier J. 
K. 
L. 
M 
N. 
O. 

Weapons P. 

Expert Q. 

Engineer R 
S. 

Communi¬ T. 

cations U. 

Medic V. 
W. 
X. 

Leader Y. 
Z. 

Teaching Others 

BuUding and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

Handling Interpersonal Situations 
Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 
Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Planning and Preparing for Missions 

Decision Making 

Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Navigating in the Field 
Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Being Safety Conscious 
Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 
Managing Administrative Duties 

Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 
Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Techniques 

Employing Demolitions Techniques 
Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 

Following Communication Policies and Procedures 
Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment 

Evaluating and Treating Medical Conditions and Injuries 
Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages 
Ensuring Standards of Health-Related FaciUties, Conditions, and Procedures 

Showing Consideration for Subordinates 

Providing Direction 

Figure 1. 
SF Roles and Performance Categories Based on Performance Examples 
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CHAPTERH 
DEVELOPMENT OF WORKSHOP MATERIALS AND LOGISTICS 

The primary objective of the project was to conduct a thorough job analysis that 
would establish the framework for a future criterion-related validation effort. We 
plarmed to use a workshop format to collect job analysis information about job. tasks, 
attributes needed to perform SF jobs, and critical incidents. In this chapter, we describe 
the types of data we collected and the materials and protocol the project staff developed 
to capture those data. Specifically, the development of workshop materials and logistics 

involved three major steps: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

reviewing documents and working with subject matter experts (SMEs) to 
form categories of SF job tasks, 
reviewing literature and conducting interviews with SF officers and NCOs 
to develop a list of attributes relevant to performance in SF jobs, and 
preparing forms and procedures for collecting critical incidents, task 
category and attribute ratings, and other job information. 

Development of Job Task Categories 

At the onset of the project we worked to develop a basic understanding of SF. 
We reviewed docmnents from SWC that described the Q-course and SFAS and general 
SF needs and concerns (e.g.. Brooks, 1991; Fricke, 1990; Velky, 1990). We also reviewed 
SF doctrine (e.g.. Department of the Army, 1989a, 1989b, 1990) and professional 
bulletins from SWC, such as Special Warfare. We learned the basics of the structure of 
SF, the missions, the locations of the five SFG[A], the make-up of teams, and opinions 
about the differences among the groups and jobs. 

With regard to job task descriptors, a key decision we faced was the decision of 
what level to use to describe SF jobs. Several factors influenced our decision. One of 
our aims was to avoid duplicating the in-depth work of other ongoing efforts. The U.S. 
Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM) was in the process of administering task surveys 
to SF persoimel. We did not think it prudent to recollect specific task data and were 
concerned that SF would be displeased as well. Also, for the purposes of the current 
project, we needed to focus on tasks at a broader level. The sheer number of judgments 
on specific tasks (frequency and importance) required of job experts would take up most 
of the time available to conduct workshops. We, therefore, chose to work with materials 
available from PERSCOM to develop broader task categories for the current project. 

Development of Draft Task Category lists for Enlisted MOS. There were three 
steps in the process of developing task category lists. We used items from the Army 
Occupational Survey Program (AOSP) surveys developed by PERSCOM and AOSP 
survey data printouts to develop a structure of general categories and specific example 
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tasks for MOS-specific and SF-Common tasks, verified and/or refined the structure based 
on a review of the Soldier’s Manuals, and conducted interviews with SMEs to review and 
revise both the category structure and specific example tasks for each of the categories. 

In the first step, we assigned each project staff member an MOS with which to 
become familiar. We then visited PERSCOM and obtained for each MOS a copy of the 
survey and results of the most recent data analysis. AVe studied the organization of the 
surveys. Each survey lists the major MOS duty areas and relevant tasks within those duty 
areas. We used these major duty areas as our "task categories" - the general structure 
for our preliminary task hsts. We then examined the data analysis results. 

The Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) output for 
the surveys listed the following indices for each task: (1) the percent of incumbents who 
performed a task, and (2) of those performing the tasl^ the average significance of the 
task. We used these two measures as the criteria to select example (representative) 
tasks for each of our task categories, for MOS 18B, 18C, 18D, and 18E. We looked for 
specific tasks within each duty area with the highest average part of position means (on a 
seven-point scale ranging from 1 = insignificant to 7 = extremely si^iificant). We also 
applied a cutoff value of a mean of 3.5. If a task mean was above this value, we 
considered that task as a potential example task for that category. For the common 
tasks, we looked for the highest part of position means across all four of the MOS (i.e., 
18B, 18C, 18D, and 18E). In the cases where no task(s) were above the 3.5 cutoff value 
for all four MOS, we looked for task(s) above this cutoff for any three of the four MOS. 

PERSCOM also provided data, combined across MOS, on tasks that were 
common to all SF jobs (SF-Common Tasks). We repeated the process described above 
to identify SF-Common task categories and exemplary tasks. 

Once we had the structure for each MOS defined, we looked at the Soldier’s 
Manuals. Our objectives in examining the manuals were to: 

• Find a full listing of tasks and determine how they were organized (e.g, 
what dimensions, if any, were suggested by their task listing). 

• Find any attributes listed in the manual. 
• Determine whether the task categories were structured the same way as in 

the AOSP survey. 
• Compare tasks listed within duty areas in the Soldier’s Manuals with listings 

in the CODAP printouts. 

Each staff member made revisions to the draft task list for his/her assigned MOS. 
Then we exchanged tasks lists and obtained input from the other team members on each 
list. We also noted areas where we needed further input before making final decisions 
about the structure of the domain or which example tasks to include. 
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Development of Task Categories for Officer Jobs. We used a somewhat different 
procedure to develop initial lists for officer and warrant officer jobs. Through discussions 
with ARI personnel, we learned that teams often have either an officer or a warrant 
officer, not both. In those cases, the officer or warrant officer is the team commander, 
and he performs the duties of both the team commander and detachment technician. 
For that reason, we determined that we should form one task list, merging the duties of 
officers and warrant officers. Second, PERSCOM was in the process of administering an 
officer AOSP; CODAP data for officer jobs were not yet available, and data that were 
accessible for warrant officer jobs were several years old. We exanmied the AOSP 
survey items that PERSCOM had developed for officer jobs and removed items that 
were common to all SF jobs (i.e., already listed under SF common). We also extracted 
task statements from position descriptions and text provided in the Special Forces 
Technician (USAJFKSWCS, 1993), a manual that had recently been developed for 
warrant officer jobs, and the primary manual for officers (Department of the Army, 
1991). Ultimately, we used the general task category structure from the officer manual, 
supplemented with some new task categories based on the warrant officer position 

description items. 

SME Review of Draft Task Categories. Each project staff member prepared 
interview questions for SMEs. We developed a script that included giving a brief 
overview of the project, eliciting backgroimd information from the interviewee, obtaining 
the interviewee’s opinion about critical attributes for successful performance in SF, and 
obtaining specific feedback on the relevant draft task list (18A/180A, 18B, 18C, 18D, 

18E). 

We scheduled two SMEs for each MOS, and allowed one to two hours per 
interview. Pairs of researchers interviewed each SME. Eighteen SMEs, all of whom 
were currently instructors at SWC and were highly familiar with SF MOS, participated in 

the interviews. 

It became apparent from interviews that individuals in some MOS and on some 
teams did not spend all of their time performing tasks within their MOS. Interviewees 
indicated that on some teams, 18Cs and 18Es may spend a lot of time performing staff 
functions, such as serving as an adjutant and administrative officer, intelligence officer, 
general assistant, logistics officer, or general point of contact. Because of this input, we 
developed a form that listed these staff functions and reserved it for later data collection 

activities. 

We also revised our task lists based on interview comments about the overall 
organization and the specific example tasks. Copies of the final task category lists are 
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given in Appendix A. The final lists contained the following number of categories 
specific to each MOS: 

MOS Number of task categories 
18A/180A 16 
18B 13 

. 18C 8 
18D 22 
18E 11 

Additionally, we contacted the SF office at SWC that was tasked with reorganizing 
the SF common task domain for an expert review of the SF-Common task list. An 
expert from that office reviewed the task list and made some suggestions, including 
deleting one category zmd modifying several of the example tasks. The final SF-Common 
task category list contained 33 categories. It appears in Appendix A, along with the 
MOS-Spedfic categories. 

Development of the Attribute T.ist 

Our approach to the development of the attribute list was to start with a master 
taxonomy of attribute constructs identified in previous research and refine and tailor the 
master taxonomy as we conducted interviews with SMEs and reviewed research on SF 
selection and classification.'^ Comparing SMEs statements about attributes and 
attributes used in previous research against an overarching taxonomy helps ensure that 
abilities statements (used in job analysis) are easily matched to well-researched constructs 
and helps ensure complete coverage of various domains. 

The development of the attribute list involved three steps: (1) constructing a 
master list of individual differences variables based on reviews of individual differences 
literature and writing very short job-analysis-like definitions of each variable, (2) selecting 
from and making refinements to the master list of attributes based on interviews with SF 
officers and NCOs, and (3) making additional refinements on the basis of SMEP input. 

Development of the Master l ist of Attributes. Literature on human attributes is 
quite literally voluminous. For cognitive abilities alone, for example, several major 
theoretical contributions and reviews have been made over the last centiuy (e.g., Carroll, 
1993; CatteU, 1971; Guilford & Lacey, 1947; Spearman, 1927; Thurstone, 1938; Vernon, 
1950; as well as Ekstrom, French, & Harman [1979] and Toquam, Corpe & Dunnette 
[1988] who conducted major cognitive abilities literature reviews). Research in each 

'^Landy (1988) and Fleishman and Mumford (1988) have advocated using a taxonomy 
to develop lists of abilities for job analysis purposes. 
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other major domain (personality, interest, psychomotor, and physical abilities) is nearly as 

vast and rich. 

Fortrmately, research has resulted in a number of salient constructs in each 
domain. Two recent literature reviews highlighting replicable research-based attribute 
constructs provided the starting point for the development of the attribute list, the 
Project A model (Hough, Kamp, & Barge, 1986; McHenry & Rose, 1988; Peterson, 1987; 
Toquam, Corpe, & Dunnette, 1989) and a more recent literature review on individual 
differences domains prepared for the Roadmap project (Russell, Reynolds, & Campbell, 

1993). 

The Project A literature reviews resulted in definitions of replicable constructs in 
the cognitive, psychomotor, personality, and interest domains. After defining a set of 
predictor constructs, the research team conducted an expert judgment exercise to identify 
areas of covariation among the predictors for predicting criterion variables. Sets of 
predictors that covary may be redvmdant or overlapping in predicting criteria. The end 
result was a predictor-criterion performance space model illustrating clusters of 
predictors which function similarly in predicting performance criteria. As shown in 
Figure 2, this model defined eight broad factors of attributes: (1) cognitive, (2). 
visualization/spatial, (3) information processing, (4) mechanical, (5) psychomotor, (6) 
social skills, (7) vigor, and (8) motivation/stability. The broad factors subsume clusters of 
predictors at the next level of the hierarchy (e.g., verbal ability and reasoning within 
cognitive abilities). Fifty-three constructs appear in the lowest level of the model, the 
level of interest to us for writing job analysis attribute statements. 

The Roadmap literature review summarized major taxonomies in the cognitive, 
psychomotor, personality, and interest domains-including those described by Project A. 
The resulting structure appears in Figure 3. The research team chose to summarize 
cognitive abilities according to Horn’s (1989) structure, which at the basic construct level 
is consistent with other taxonomies (e.g., Vernon, 1950). Horn integrated information 
processing research with traditional factor-analytic results and evidence from physiological 
studies of brain injury and other impairments to identify broad and narrow cognitive 
factors. Narrow (or primary) factors are ones for which the intercorrelations among sub¬ 
factors are large; broad factors (second-order) are defined by tests that are not as highly 
intercorrelated. He defines six broad cognitive attributes-G^, Gj, G,„ SAR, TSR and G^- 
and two other factors that are important in specific settings, Gq and Eng. 

The labels for psychomotor constructs in both Figures 2 and 3 are derived from 
the classic work of Fleishman and his colleagues (e.g., Fleishman, 1954; Reishman & 
Ellison, 1962; Reishman & Hempel, 1954a, 1954b, 1955, 1956), Imhoff and Levine 
(1981), and McHenry (1987). The more recent works have focused on hierarchical 
models of psychomotor abilities-models that are compatible with Reishman’s taxonomy. 
Imhoff and Levine (1981) proposed two higher-order dimensions of Reishman’s 
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Figure 2 
Project A Hierarchical Map of Predictor Space (from Peterson, 1987) 
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B^ad Attributes | Related Constructs 

"Cognitiw_ . 

Ge- Knowledge or Crystallized Intelligence Knowledge of general information 

Word knowledge 

Gr- Broad Reasoning or Fluid Intelligence Inductive reasoning 
Deductive reasoning 

Gv- Broad Visual Intelligence Spatial visualization 
Spatial orientation 

SAR- Short Term Acquisition and Retrieval Recency memory 

Word span 

TSR- Long Term Storage and Retrieval Assodational fluency 
Expressional fluency 

Ideational fluency 

G.- Broad Speediness Visual scanning 

Visual matching 

G.- Auditory Intelligence Discrimination among sound patterns 

Auditory cognition of relations 

Gq- 
Quantitative Thinking Computational fluency 

Numerical computation 

Eng- English Adeptness Word parsing 

Phonetic decoding 

1i>sycliOCiolc«r . .!. ... 

Dexterity Finger dexterity 

Manual dexterity 

Basic Movement Speed and Accuracy Reaction time 

Control precision 

Speed of arm movement 

Perceptual-Motor Movement Control Multi-limb coordination 

Rate control 

IWuscular Stren^h 

Cardiovascular Endurance 

Movement Quality 

Niuscular tension 
Muscular power 

Muscular endurance 
Cardiovascular endurance 

Flexibility 
Balance 

Coordination 

"Extravcriion 

Emotional Stability 
Agreeableness 

Conscientiousness 

Intellectance 

Sociable, titegarlous, 
Ambitious, Achievement-oriented 

Emotional, Anxious, Depressed 
Good-natured, Cooperative 

Dependable, Responsible 

Curious, Broad-minded 

i^iihtercst 

Realistic 

Investigative 

Artistic 

Social 
Enterprising 

Conventional 

Practical, likes hand-on work 

Curious, likes academic endeavors 

Creative, likes self-expression 

Friendly, likes people 
Ambitious, likes managing & directing 

Concrete, likes exactness in work _ _ 
>urces; Cognitive (Horn, 198!)), I'sychomotor (Meisnman, iVto/; imhoU & Levine, lysi; McHeniy, ViSiy, t'hysical (^Hogan, lyyia); 

sreonaUty (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Digman, 1990; Tett, Jackson, & Rothstein, 1991); Interests (Holland, 1983). 

Figure 3 
Individual Differences Attributes and Constructs (from Russell et al^ 1993) 
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psychomotor ability factors; (1) Basic Movement Speed and Accuracy and (2) Perceptual- 
Motor Movement Control. Basic Movement Speed and Accuracy includes Fleishman s 
Control Precision, Speed of Arm Movement, and Reaction Tune abilities—abilities that 
are highly structured and require speed and accuracy with little processing. Fleishman’s 
Multilimb Coordination, Response Orientation, and Rate Control are subsumed by 
Perceptual-Motor Movement Control. This is a category of abilities that requires 
continuously or periodically adjusting movements in response to sensory or perceptual 
feedback. McHenry (1987) extended Imhoff and Levine’s (1981) work, adding a third 
second-order dimension. Dexterity, to include manual and finger dexterity, and he posited 
a general factor underlying all tests of psychomotor ability. 

Fleishman’s (1972) taxonomy had nine physical proficiency constructs: (1) Static 
Strength, (2) Explosive Strength, (3) Dynamic Strength, (4) Trunk Strength, (5) Extent 
Flexibility, (6) Dynamic Flexibility, (7) Gross Body Coordination, (8) Gross Body 
Equflibrium, and (9) Stamina. Hogan (1991a) adapted and revised Fleishman’s 
dimensions to better reflect physiological functioning and work performance. Her 
categories are seven-fold: (1) Muscular Tension, (2) Muscular Power, (3) Muscular 
Endurance, (4) Cardiovascular Endurance, (5) Hexibility, (6) Balance, and (7) Coordina¬ 
tion. In Hogan’s model, Muscular Tension, Muscular Power, and Muscular Endurance 
are organized into a broader Muscular Strength construct. Similarly, Flexibility, Balance, 
and Coordination are included in a broader Movement Quality construct. Cardiovascular 
Endurance has no higher-order counterpart. 

Personality research has begun to converge on the number and content of 
replicable factors in personality instruments (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Digman, 1990; Tett, 
Jackson, & Rothstein, 1991). The "big five" replicable factors are: (1) Extraversion 
(sociable, ambitious), (2) Agreeableness (amiable, cooperative), (3) Emotional Stability 
(well-adjusted, calm), (4) Conscientiousness (trustworthy, persistent), and (5) 
Intellectance (thinking, creative). It is important to note, however, that there is some 
disagreement about the big five. Some have argued that the first factor is really at least 
two factors-achievement orientation and sociability-and others have argued for 

additional factors. 

The most widely-used occupational taxonomy, not based on cognitive requisites for 
jobs, is probably Holland’s interest-based scheme (1983). Holland found that four to 
eight categories of interests subsume most scales in interest inventories and that the 
different interest constructs have relatively stable relationships with one another. He 
named the primary six interest themes-Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, 
Enterprising, and Conventional-or RIASEC. More recent occupational interest 
measurement research suggests that the Holland factors form the top of an interest 
hierarchy with the 20 basic interest factors from the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory 
constituting the next level (Campbell & Hansen, 1981). 
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At the construct (i.e., not factor) level, the Roadmap and Project A reviews 
overlap substantially. The major differences are the inclusion of physical abilities and 
auditory intelligence in the Roadmap structure. We wrote short defimtions of the 
constructs represented in the models to form our master list. A defimtion of auditory 
intelligence, for example, was "ability to detect and retain tonal patterns." We also 
reviewed previous SF research (see Chapter I) and identified attributes that have 
historically proven successful for predicting SF performance. We did not, however, use 
the prior SF research in any definitive way since most of it is quite dated. 

Initial 5%ft1PirrinTi nf Ttem.s. We conducted interviews with officers and NCOs at 
SWC to identify the attributes deemed relevant by SMEs. The structured interviews had 
two parts. In the first part of the interview, the researcher asked the interviewee what 
personal qualities do you think are very important for successful performance in SF? The 
researcher probed for a full list of qualities, vmtil the interviewee had no more ideas. If 
the interviewee had not already indicated the priority of the attributes, the researcher 
asked him to do so. 

One problem with simply listing attributes is that different people have different 
definitions of broad traits. The goal of the second part of the interview was to define the 
attributes in specific behavioral terms that would enable us to ensure that we understood 
the meaning of the attributes. Starting with attributes deemed most important, the 
reseeurcher asked the interviewees to think of an SF officer or NCO you know who [is 
loyal; uses good judgment; and so on]. Tell me about a time when he did something that 
realty showed his [loyalty; good judgment; and so on]. The researcher probed to obtain a 
critical incident of an individual’s behavior in a particular situation. If the interviewee 
had trouble thinking of an incident or a person, the researcher asked him to consider 
the opposite side of the coin-to provide an example of someone showing poor judgment. 
We continued this interview process until either the list of attributes was exhausted or we 
had run out of time. 

We interviewed a number of high ranking SWC personnel in this way. For a few, 
we were unable to get to the second part of the interview. MG Shachnow, for example, 
did provide a list of characteristics that he thought were important, but we did not have 
sufficient time to generate critical incidents with him. Not including MG Shachnow, we 
conducted interviews with nine personnel who were highly knowledgeable about SF jobs: 
two colonels (one from SWC and one from SF command), two command sergeants 
major from SWC, a sergeant major and a warrant officer from SWC, two NCOs from the 
7th SFG[A], and the Deputy DOT-D. Each interview lasted approximately one hour. 

After the interviews, we reviewed and refined our list of attributes on the basis of 
their descriptions; we tailored definitions to conform with their language. We eliminated 
attributes that appeared to be clearly irrelevant, and we added attributes that appeared 
important, but were not hsted. The attributes we added fell into two general categories: 
(1) ones that were on the "skiH" side of the attribute to skill continuxim (e.g., ability to 
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swim) and (2) attributes that probably reflect a set of more basic constructs combined in 
a way that is meaningful to the SMEs (e.g., ability to plan). We were comfortable 
mfllring these changes; attributes defined in the job analysis need to reflect the jobs. 

Final Rfwiew nf thft Attribute List We presented the attribute list to the SlvffiP 
for review. They suggested combining some attributes (for example three spatial abilities 
were combined to form one ability) and suggested some minor wording changes such as 
changing the label "Emotional Stability" to be "Maturity." We made refinements to the 
list based on their comments. The final list of attributes appears in Figure 4. 

Development of Data Collection Procedures 

We planned to collect several types of information in job analysis workshops: 

• background demographics on workshop participants, 
• task category ratings that would facilitate identification of task categories 

likely to be useful for the development of criterion measures, 
• attribute ratings that would identify attributes important for successful 

performance in SF, 
• critical incidents that would provide the groundwork for the development of 

job performance categories and behavior-based summary rating scales, and 
• information about backgroimd variables (or biodata) likely to be useful for 

predicting success in SF. 

We developed forms, processes, and workshop scripts for collecting these data and 
we pilot tested the workshop procedures at Ft. Bragg. This section describes the 
development of the forms and scripts and their post-pilot test revisions. Copies of all of 
the final data collection forms and scripts are provided in Appendix B. 

Development nf the- Background Information Form (BIF). We developed a 
background information form to collect basic demographic information from each of the 
workshop participants. In addition to the standard Privacy Act Statement, age, race, 
MOS, rank, and time in service items, the BIF included the following items: 

• MOS prior to joining SF 
• time in SF 
• length of time spent in each of: A, B and C detachments 
• current detachment 
• familiarity with tasks in each SF MOS 
• deployment history 

We wanted to collect information about participants’ cross training - essentially 
their familiarity with tasks in SF MOS other than their primary designated MOS. A 
number of individuals interviewed earlier in the development process indicated that MOS 
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Cognitive Abilities 

1. Judgment and Dedsioa Making AbHity - to make sound derisions; obtaining needed information; using common sense; 

improvising; extracting general principles and applying them in new situations. 
2. Planning - to plan and organize activities and resources such that mission objectives are met 

3. Ada^tabili^ - to switch gears; modifying plans to fit the situation. 
4. Creativity - to find novel ways to use the resources at hand in solving problems. 

5. Andhoxy IntcHigence - to detect, memorize, retain, and distinguish tonal patterns. 

6. Mechanical Ability - to understand electrical and mechanical principles; to understand how equipment \TOrks. 
7. ^latial AbiUty - to readily orient oneself in an unfamiliar environment; reading maps or diagrams; forming mental pictures 

of things (c,g., equipment, terrain). 
8. Pcic^rtual Speed and Accuracy - to notice details, similarities, or differences in things (like numbers, codes) quickly and 

accurately. 
9. Pacir- M^ - to add, subtract, multiply, divide, and use formulas. 

10. Advanced Math - to use advanced math such as geometry or algebra. 

rWmrniinirgrinn Abilities 

11. Reading Ability - to read and comprehend written materials. 
12. Writing Ability- to write materials that are easily understood; using appropriate grammar, punctuation, and level (for the 

audience). 
13. Language Ability - to learn new languages quickly. 
14. Connnunkation Ability - to present information clearly, using voice inflection, gestures, and eye contact for emphasis; 

tailoring presentations to the audience. 
15. Non-Verbal CommunkatiQn - to read non-verbal behaviors (e.g., defensive posture) accurately. 

Interpersonal Abilities, Motivatkm, and Character 

16. Dqtomacy - to be tactful, pleasant, and diplomatic toward others; to be persuasive. 
17. Coitnial/Inteipeisonal Ad^rtabffity - to modify own style and behavior to fit the situation and culture; being open-minded. 

18. Maturity - to be level-headed and emotionally stable; to remain calm under stress. 

19. Antononty - to be confident, self sufficient, and comfortable when working alone. 

20. Team Pl^crship - to support the team effort, making contributions to the team. 

21. Dependability - to be responsible and loyal; following through on duties, 

22. Initiative - to be self-motivated, self-starting, and achievement-oriented. 
23. Perseverance - to sustain a high level of effort over long periods of time, in spite of hardships. 
24. Moral Courage - to act on own convictions, despite consequences; choosing the more difficult "right" over the easier 

"wrong." 
25. Motivating Others - to encourage team work and maintain esprit d’eorps; setting an example for others. 

26. Supervising - to organize and monitor the work of others. 

Physical Abilities 

27. Swimming - to swim capably, using water survival skills; avoiding water hazards. 
28. Pltysical Flexibility and Balance - to kneel, stoop, reach, or get into awkward physical positions, maintaining balance. 

29. Pl^sical Strength - to push,pull, lift, or cany heavy objects. 
30. Physical . to do cardiovascular activities, such as running, skiing, climbing; achieving and maintaining a high level 

of physical readiness. 

Figure 4 
SF Individxial Attributes 
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distinctions tend to blur over time in SF; that is, longer tenure is associated with 
knowledge of tasks for a wider range of SF MOS. We thought that familiarity with MOS 
tasks beyond the primary MOS could affect task judgments by workshop participants. 
We developed two questions to collect information about cross training experience. One 
question on the background information form (for the pilot test) required participants to 
rate how familiar they were with the tasks associated with each of the MOS: 18A, 180A, 
18B, 18C, 18D, 18E, 18F, and 18Z. A five-point rating scale was used, with anchors for 
the three’pointe of (1) "Not at all familiar," (3) "Somewhat famfliar" (^ow the basic 
skills), and (5) "Very familiar" (Know beyond the basic skills). Participants were also 
asked to indicate whether they had learned tasks for each of the MOS through classroom 
training, field training, or both. These two training background items were retained for 

the full-scale data collection. 

Deployment history was also considered relevant demographic information to 
collect, given the SMEP’s guidance that the workshop participants have recent ~ and 
varied -- deployment experience. For the pilot test, we included a background item that 
asked participants to briefly describe their deployment experience for each of the five 
missions: Unconventional Warfare, Strategic Reconnaissance, Direct Action, Foreign 
Internal Defense, and Counterterrorism. This item was modified for the full-scale data 
collection. We structured the question to ensure that people would provide complete 
answers. We asked participants to indicate: (1) whether deployments were training or 
operational in nature (or both), (2) the approximate time period of deployment, and (3) 
the location. We also added three additional mission categories: Psychological 
Operations, Civil Affairs, and Coalition Warfare. 

Participants were told that the demographic information was necessary for these 

reasons: 

1. The SMEP would be interested in the representation of the different 
MOS and SF groups in the sample, as well as the types of 
experiences (e.g., deployments) that they had. 

2. We were interested in identifying any differences in task or attribute 
data that might be related to group, location, or mission. 

Development nf Task Category Rating Forms. The primary purpose of the task 
category ratings was to facilitate identification of tasks for criterion development in later 
stages of the project. Project staff conducted a brainstorming session to generate a list of 
all the potential kinds of ratings we could use to collect relevant task judgments and we 
reviewed rating scales used in previous projects. We determined that two types of 
information would be most useful in selecting task categories for criterion measurement: 
(1) task category importance and (2) an indication of the extent to which there is 
variability in performance for each performance category. Obviously, tasks selected for 
performance measurement should be important. The rationale for the performance 
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variability index may be less obvious. Because SF personnel are highly trained, it is 
possible that there is little or no variability in the effectiveness with which they perform 
certain kinds of tasks. The extent to which there is performance variability on tasks 
could be very important in selection of tasks for criterion measurement. 

A direct and simple judgment of task category importance was a logical choice, 
given that we wanted to be able to designate which task categories are most critical for 

field performance. We used the scale: 

"How important is this task category for effective performance in this MOS in 

the field?" 

1 = Unimportant 
2 = Minor Importance 
3 = Important 
4 = Very Important 
5 = Extremely Important 

The performance variability index was based on a rating scale developed for the 
Army’s Project A (Campbell, Ford, Rumsey, Pulakos, Borman, Felker, De Vera, & 
Riegelhaupt, 1990). The instructions for using the scale were: 

"Consider 10 typical [appropriate MOS] soldiers with one year of experience 
that you have encountered during your time in SF. Allocate those typical 10 
soldiers into these five proficiency categories: 

• The number of soldiers that Virtually Never perform the task effectively 
• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively Less Than Half 

the Time 
• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively About Half the 

Time 
• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively Most of the Time 
• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively All of the Time 

That is, out of 10 typical soldiers (with one year of field experience), how many 
wotild perform the task effectively virtually never? less than half the time? 
about half of the time? most of the time? or all of the time?" 

An example appears in Figure 5 for officers/warrant officers. Here the rater 
indicated that out of 10 typical officersAvarrant officers, 10 would perform supervising 
tasks effectively all of the time. As shown, we assigned point values to each of the 
effectiveness categories. We then derived two indices based on those data: famiharity or 
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Task 
Category Out of 10 typical officers/warrant officers, how 

many would perform this task category 

effectively: 

Mean 
Rating = 
Familiarity 
or Easiness 

Standard 
Deviation = 
Performance 
Variability 

(1) 
Virtually 
never? 

(2) 
Less 
than 
half 
the 
time? 

(3) 
About 
half 
the 
time? 

(4) 
Most 
of 
the 
time? 

(5) 
All of 
the 
time? 

1. Supervising 10 5.00 0.00 

2. Planning 1 3 5 1 2.60 0.84 

3. Training 10 1.00 0.00 

Figure 5 
Performance Variabilily Example 

easiness and performance variabilily. The familiarity/easiness is the mean rating. Here 
5.0 indicates that typical ofBcers/warrant officers must be either very familiar with 
supervising tasks or find them easy. The performance variability index is the standard 
deviation of the effectiveness allocation. Zero indicates no variability in performance. 

The importance and performance variability scales were developed for NCOs to 
rate their own MOS task categories and common task categories. Officers and warrant 
officers used the scales to rate Officer/Warrant Officer categories only. The rating scales, 
instructions, and feedback discussion script used to generate discussion about the rating 
results are given in Appendix B. 

Develoomfint nf the Attribute Rating Form. We chose an importance scale for 

obtaining attribute judgments. This scale was: 

"How important is this attribute for effective [18A/B/C/D/E or 180A] 
performance in the field?" 

1 = Unimportant 
2 = Minor Importance 
3 = Important 
4 = Very Important 
5 = Extremely Important 

We showed the draft rating form to the SMEP. They suggested that the 
importance ratings would be quite different if we asked SF members to rate the 
importance of the attributes for overall SF performance, that is, importance for 
performance as a team member, regardless of MOS. We thought this was a valid point. 
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and decided to include the additional scale "How important is this attribute for effective 
field performance in SF? 

The distinctions between these two scales may seem subtle but turned out to be 
quite useful. The first scale, the MOS-specific rating, can be used to identify attributes 
that are useful for classification purposes, because they are job specific. The second 
scale focuses on selection qualities, characteristics that are important for effective 
performance in SF regardless of one’s MOS. 

PevelopmeTit nf Critical Inddent Data Collection Materials. The critical 
incident data collection (Flanagan, 1954; Smith & Kendall, 1963) was the heart of the 
project. As noted, prior to this project there was already a good deal of information 
about SF job tasks; in the current effort we planned to collect supplemental task 
information that would facilitate criterion development for tasks. The critical incident 
approach highlights motivational, interpersonal, contextual, and judgment/decision-making 
behaviors that are less likely to emerge m task analyses. Also critical incidents are the 
building blocks for behavior-based rating scales-a useful criterion measure. Moreover, 
collection and analysis of critical incidents was a very important part of the project. 

We developed a script for teaching workshop participants to write critical 
incidents. We used examples and emphasized the following points for workshop 
participants: 

• The critical incident method is a technique for gathering information about jobs. 

• The method was chosen for gathering information for this project to: 

(1) emphasize motivation, interpersonal skills, and communication skills as well 
as job skill and knowledge and 

(2) generate critical incidents for building performance rating scales. 

• Alternate types of rating scales exist and there are advantages and 
disadvantages associated with each (comparing trait and numerically-anchored 
scales to performance-based scales). 

• Critical incidents are specific examples of performance (with examples) that 
must include brief descriptions of: 

(1) the situation, 
(2) the individual’s behavior in that situation, and 
(3) the result of the behavior. 
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• Tips for writing incidents include: 

(1) focus on observable behaviors - not traits, 
(2) write in the third person, 
(3) keep it concise, 
(4) do not provide names or personally identifying information,^ 
(5) provide actual incidents when possible; if not, provide realistic but 

hypothetical incidents (particularly if specific information is classified), and 
(6) rate the effectiveness (using the seven-point scale provided) of the behavior 

in the given situation. 

After providing instructions, we asked participants to write two or three 
incidents. We circulated the room providing feedback and assistance with incidents. 
When everyone had written at least one incident, we asked for volunteers to read 
incidents to the group and led a group discussion about the incident. 

With regard to the workshop agenda, we allocated the critical incident writing 
into segments over the course of the day. We planned to have the participants spend 
time writing incidents for their own MOS by tasking them to write incidents relevant to 
MOS-specific task categories. We also planned a block of time for participants to spend 
writing critical incidents for the SF Common task categories. And finally, we set a block 
of time for generating incidents based on the attribute categories. 

Discussions of Ratinps Feedback. We also decided to use an informal data 
collection procedure to gather anecdotal data from the workshop participants. We 
planned to calctilate means and standard deviations for the task category ratings and for 
the attribute ratings so that we could give the participants results on the spot. The 
purpose of presenting these results was to ask for clarification in interpreting any unusual 
or unexpected rating results. Having the actual raters indicate why they rated task 
categories and attributes as they did was instructive; we planned to take notes on all 
discussions to have as further reference. We also wanted these discussions to help to 
pinpoint where inter-group differences might exist in tasks and attributes, and further, 
whether any differences could be due to differences in mission, location, etc. 

DeveloDipftTit nf a Strategy for Phtaimupr Tufnrniation Relevant to Biodata. As 
stated previously, we were interested in information that would indicate what background 
variables (biodata) might be useful for SF selection and/or classification. Unfortunately, 
no job analysis procedures exist for linking biodata items to jobs (Mael, 1994). With the 
help of an ARI researcher who is an expert on biodata we developed a semi-structured 
discussion format for generating individuals’ ideas on what educational background 

^During the pilot test and subsequent workshops, we found that it was absolutely 
critical to stress the anonymity and confidential nature of the critical incidents. 
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and/or interests, work experiences either inside or outside of the Army, ^d interests and 
hobbies are associated with or contribute to success in SF jobs. We desi^ated specific 
time periods as prompts for the discussions -- experiences as a child, during high school, 

after high school, and so on. 

Pilot Test of Workshop Materials and Procedures. Project staff integrated the 
rating forms, instructions, and scripts into a one-day workshop agenda. We conducted a 
full day pilot test of workshop procedures with five 18Bs and one 18Z at SWC. We 
gave an introduction to the project background and purpose, collected demographic 
information firom workshop participants, and explained their role in the project. The 
scripts that we used for these sections of the workshop are included in Appendix B. 

The main activities of the workshop included collecting ratings of task 
categories, collecting ratings of attributes, feeding back ratings information and discussing 
those results, coUecting critical incidents, and conducting a semi-structured discussion of 
background characteristics related to success in SF. 

We found that the approximate time estimates we had made for different 
activities in the workshop were fairly accurate and that no major logistical changes in our 
plan were necessary. Specific changes made to instructions or steps were noted above. 
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CHAPTERm 
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

We conducted workshops with a total of 175 SF NCOs and officers representing 
the five active duty SFG[A] to collect job analysis information. This chapter describes 
the data collection and analyses of task category ratings, attribute ratings, critic^ 
incidents, and information about biographical variables related to performance in SF 

jobs. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Wnrirshnp Tr>pistics. We worked with Points of Contact (POCs) designated by SF 
Command to schedule workshops with each SFG[A]. We established criteria for 
workshop participants with help from the SMEP. Our SMEP advised us to request men 
who (a) are currently assigned to A teams and (b) have been deployed within the last 
three years to ensure recent relevant A team experience. For supervisory input for the 
enlisted MOS, we requested 18Zs (team sergeants) to attend each workshop. We also 
requested that the participants have one year of post-training experience-a criterion that 
turned out to be nearly impossible to meet for officers because they typically spend only 
18 months as a team commander, and we wanted officers with recent team commander 
experience^. Consequently, officers in our sample are generally less experienced (in 
years) than the NCOs and warrant officers. 

The data collection schedule took the research team to four locations between 
May and July of 1993 to meet with the five SFG[A], as shown in Table 1. We conducted 
five workshops with each of the five SFG[A]~a total of 25 workshops. Each workshop 
was a day long, and each day we focussed on one MOS; Monday was 18B day, Tuesday 
was 18C day, and so on. We requested 10 participants per day-five NCO incumbents in 
the MOS of focus that day and 5 18Z (supervisors of NCOs). Officer and warrant officer 
workshops were combined because (a) we knew we would be unable to obtain very many 
participants due to shortages in the field and (b) all of our materials were combined for 
officer and warrant officer jobs since either may be the team commander. We requested 
five officers and five warrant officers for each officer workshop. 

We began each workshop with an overview of the project and the agenda for the 
day, making sure that participants tmderstood the time requirements for the task and the 
importance of their contribution to the effort. Participants then completed the 

^Captains in SF typically spend 18 months on a team and then rotate to another 
assignement. Some stay within SF for example, as company commanders; some rotate to 

assignments at SWC. 
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Table 1 
Data Collection Schedule 

Group Location Dates 

1st Group Ft. Lewis, WA June 7-11, 1993 

3rd Group Ft Bragg, NC June 21-25, 1993 

5th Group Ft. Campbell, KY May 10-14, 1993 

7th Group Ft. Bragg, NC June 21-25, 1993 

10th Group Ft. Devens, MA July 12-16, 1993 

Background Information Form (BIF), received instructions for task category ratmgs and 
made their ratings, received critical incident writing instruction and wrote MOS-specific 
incidents, all before noon. We analyzed the task ratings during the cnbcal mcident 

instructions and during lunch. 

After a one hour lunch break, we reported task ratings back to the group, focusing 
on the most and least important tasks, tasks with little or a lot of performance vanability, 
and tasks where there was some disagreement (as indicated by the standard deviation or 
the ratings) on the task rating. We took notes to learn the ration^e behind the ratmgs. 
After the task discussion, participants wrote additional critical incidents, this time 
targeted toward the SF-Common task categories. The remainder of the afternoon 
included: making attribute ratings, writing critical incidents relevant to the attnbutes, 
discussing attribute ratings (as we gave feedback), and generating ideas for biographical 
variables (biodata) likely to be related to effective SF performance. 

Workshon Particioants. The number of participants from each SFG[A] is 
provided in Table 2. It is important to note that 18F and 18Z are not entry level MOS 
deluded in this job analysis. We had requested 18Zs (team sergeants) to provide 
supervisory input for each of the enlisted MOS. When 18Zs were unavailable, we asked 
our POa to send either 18F (who often have supervisory responsibilities) or senior 
NCOS in the MOS of focus that day. Since each team only has one 18Z, their time is 
very hard to come by. We were, therefore, pleased with the level of participation we 

obtained from 18Z. 

The workshop participants had strong Army and SF backgrounds. On the 
average, workshop participants were 33 years old, had been in the Army 13 years, ^d 
had been in SF for 8 years. Approximately 77 percent were currently assigned to A 
detachments, and on the average the participants had spent six years m A detachment 
assignments. (Chapter 1 describes A detachments.) Appendix C provides additional 

information about the demographics of the sample. 
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Table 2 
Number of Partidpants in Each MOS and SFGFAI 

Site and Group 

MOS Ft Lewis 
1st SFG[A] 

Ft. Bragg 
3rd SFG(A] 

Ft.Campbell 
5th SFG[A] 

Ft Bragg 
7th SFG[A] 

FtDevens 
10th 

SFG[A] 

Total# 
in MOS 

18A 2 4 5 4 4 19 

180A 4 4 3 2 3 16 

18B 5 8 4 6 1 24 

18C 5 5 6 7 4 27 

18D 4 6 7 2 4 23 

18E 3 2 4 7 4 20 

18F 1 2 0 0 1 4 

18Z 5 13 9 7 8 42 

Total# 
in 
SFG[A] 29 44 38 35 29 175 

As shown in Table 3, participants as a whole had served in a variety of types of 
deployments over the years. It is very important to note that the percent of reported 
deployments includes both training and operational deployments. (Chapter 1, pages 2-4 
describe the kinds of SF deployment missions). Over 60% of the FID deployments 
reported were operational deployments. About 80% of the UW, SR, DA and CT 
missions reported were training missions. This is consistent with verbal reports we 
received from SF personnel that most of SF operational deployments are FID missions. 

Analysis of Task Category Ratines 

Recall from Chapter II that we collected ratings on two scales for MOS-specific 
and SF-Common task categories: Importance and Performance Variability. The 
importance scale ranged from 1 (Unimportant) to 5 (Extremely Important). The 
performance variability index was based on a rating scale developed for the Army’s 
Project A (Campbell, et al., 1990). SMEs were asked to allocate a "typical" group of 10 
soldiers across five performance levels based on how they would expect such a group to 
perform each task category. The standard deviation of this distnbution is an index of 
expected performance variability. The mean of the distribution is an index of the 
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Table 3 
Particip^^t.s’ Deplovipp‘-Tit T-Tistories bv Length and Type of Deployment 

Mission Type Percent of Reported 
Deployments 

Foreign Internal Defense (FID) 19.3% 

Unconventional Warfare (UW) 15.2% 

Strategic Reconnaissance (SR) 18.4% 

Direct Action (DA) 17.3% 

Counterterrorism (CT) 9.1% 

Other: 20.7% 

Psychological Operations (4.7%) 

Civil Affairs (8.1%) 

Coalition Warfare (7.9%) 

Total 100% 

Note: Table entries include both training and operational deployments. 

familiarity/easiness of a task category. High scores indicate that soldiers must be either 
very famihar with the tasks or find them easy and vice versa. 

SF-CninTnon Ta?sk Categories. We computed means and standard deviations of 
the importance and performance variability judgments for each MOS within each 
SFG[A]’. Those specific tables appear in Appendix D. Table 4 shows the grand mean 
importance ratings computed across SFG[A] for each MOS and across MOS, sorted from 
most to least important. As shown, land navigation and first aid tasks were among the 
highest rated across all MOS; special-purpose task categories having to do with 
psychological operations or nuclear, biological or chemical (NBC) hazards were rated 
lowest in importance. With ratings hovering around 3.0, however, these task categories 
are still rated as important. 

"^Due to constraints on time officers and warrant officers did not rate SF-Common 

task categories. 
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The grand means of the performance variability scores appear in Table 5. Across 
all MOS, SMEs reported the most variability in performance of task categories that are 
characteristically SF such as airborne operations, defensive operations, training and 
advising indigenous people. The least variability appears for Army-wide tasks such as 
administering first aid, land navigation, NBC, and handling classified documents. 

The grand means of the task category familiarity/difficulty scores appear in Table 
6. Here the easiest (or most familiar tasks) tend to be Army-wide tasks. Based on very 
consistent verbal reports during workshop feedback sessions, we are sure that most of the 
lower rated tasks here are not more difficult to learn or perform than the others; lower 
rated tasks are practiced less often. "Use emergency procedures" involves using 
emergency cryptography, a highly degradable skill. Participants indicated that, other than 
18Es, few individuals would practice often enough to retain this skill. Psychological 
operations and intelligence related task categories are not often performed by SF 
personnel in the four enlisted MOS included in the study, hence incumbents would be 
less familiar with those tasks. 

We computed intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC; Shrout & Reiss, 1978) to 
examine the reliability of the importance, performance variability, and familiarity/ 
difficulty scores. We pooled the entire set of SF-Common ratings across MOS and 
SFG[A]s and computed ICCs adjusted to 20 raters and adjusted to the full N (141).® 
Adjusted to 20 raters, the ICCs were .79 (importance), .51 (performance variability), and 
.81 (familiarity/difficulty). Adjusted to 141 raters (i.e., the full N), the ICCs were .96 
(importance), .88 (performance variability), and .97 (familiarity/difficulty). 

There are two important points to note from these data. First, the reliabilities for 
the importance and fam^arity/difficulty scores are about the same, while those for 
performance variability are considerably lower. Recall that both the famiharity/difficulty 
and performance variability scores come from the same data—an allocation of 10 soldiers 
across five performance levels. Thus the indication of performance level was more 
reliable than the spread across performance levels. That is consistent with our 
observation from the workshops. Several participants refused to allocate people, saying 
that all 10 soldiers would perform at the same level. Obviously, most of the participants 
did allocate soldiers across levels. Hence the second major point, the ICCs are high 
enough to suggest that we can have confidence in the SF-Common task category grand 
means reported in Tables 4 through 6 which are based on the total sample. 

®The ICCs adjusted to the full N reflect the overall level of reliability of the observed 
ratings; the reliability of the data presented in this report, for example, is best estimated 
with the full N ICC. Since ICCs are influenced by sample size, adjusting ICCs to a 
common N such as "20" allows comparison of ICCs across samples where N varies. 
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MOS-Snecific Categories. We computed means and standard deviations of 
the importance and performance variability judgments for each MOS within each 
SFGrAl Those specific tables appear in Appendix E. As with SF-Common ratmgs, we 
computed ICCs (Shrout & Fleiss, 1978) to examine the relmbiHty of the Nport^ce 
performance variability, and familiarity/difficulty scores.^ ICCs for each MOS adjusted 

to 20 raters and for the full N appear in Table 7. 

I^rlL Correlation Coeffidents for MOS-Spcdfic Task Category Scor^ 

MOS 

Number of 
Task 

Categories 
and Raters 

Importance Performance 
Variability 

Familiarity/ 
Difficulty 

K N 20 N 20 N 20 N 

18B 13 34 .77 .85 .65 .76 .85 .91 

18C 8 40 .93 .97 .45 .62 .90 .95 

18D 22 36 .87 .92 .68 .79 .86 .92 

18E 11 31 .81 .87 .28 .38 .61 .71 

18A 16 35 .89 .93 .13 .20 .53 .67 

Notes: N= actiial aumber of raters 
K= number of attributes 
The ICCs adjusted to the full N reflect the overall level of reliability of the observed ratings. 
Since ICCs are influenced by sample size, adjusting ICCs to a common N such as "20" allows 
comparison of ICCs across samples where N varies. 

ICCs for the importance judgment are the highest and provide a high degree of 
confidence in the mean ratings. Familiarity/difficulty ICCs are similar in magnitude to 
those for importance for most jobs but are considerably lower for two jobs. However, 
even the lowest ICC (.67 for 18A) approaches the conventionally accepted minimum 

level of .70 for job analysis ratings. 

Performance variability ICCs are low, particularly for 18E and 18A The low 18A 
ICCs on performance variability and familiarity/difficulty are not too surprising. For this 
rating, the 35 participants (19 officers and 16 warrant officers) made these judgments. 

^ Unlike the SF-Common task categories where we were interested in judgments 
pooled across MOS, ratings within MOS are of interest for MOS-specific task categones. 
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Officers in the sample had about 6 months of post-training experience on a team. Some 
had never been on an operational mission. Warrant officers are fully qualified in three 
MOS and have much more SF experience. Because officers had so little experience, we 
asked warrant officers to make judgments with regard to officers. The officers had very 
little job experience relative to warrant officers, and this may have led to widely disparate 
views. With regard to 18Es, 18E tasks involve highly sophisticated equipment. It could 
be that differences in experience with particular types of equipment and techniques in 
different environments led to less reliable scores. 

Possible explanations for the lowest refiabilities aside, the performance variability 
scale appears to simply be less reliable than the other scales. Although performance 
variabilities were not low enough to cause concern for the SF-Common task category 
ratings, they were lower than those for the other scales. Thus, the finding that 
performance variability reliabilities are low relative to the other scales is consistent across 

the different types of data. 

Analyses of Attribute Ratines 

Recall from Chapter II that workshop participants made two judgments about the 
importance of the attributes (a) how important is this attribute for effective performance 
in SF (an SF-Common rating) and (b) how important is this attribute for effective 
performance in your MOS (an MOS-Specific rating). In both cases, the rating scale 
ranged from 1 (Unimportant) to 5 (Extremely Important). 

SF-Commnn Attribute Ratinpp. We computed means and standard deviations of 
the importance judgments for each MOS within each SFG[A]. Those specific tables 
appear in Appendix F. Table 8 shows the grand mean importance ratings computed 
across SFG[A] for each MOS and across MOS, sorted firom most to least important. 
The ICCs were .99 for the entire pooled sample (N=175) and .88 adjusted to 20 raters, 
suggesting there was a very high level of agreement across participants on the importance 
of the attributes for effective performance in SF. 

MOS-Spe<^'fi<*- Attribute Rating. We computed means and standard deviations of 
the importance judgments for each MOS within each SFG[A]. Those specific tables 
appear in Appendix F along with the SF-Common attribute tables. Table 9 provides the 
grand mean importance ratings for each MOS, ordered by the standard deviation of the 
means such that attributes that are most differentiated across MOS appear at the top of 
the list. "Auditory Intelligence" is listed first because it is highly important for 18E and 
less important for the other MOS. The more distinguishing attributes are ones that 
might be useful for making MOS assignments. Table 10 shows the ICCs for the MOS- 
Specific importance judgments; they are all .89 or greater (for N raters) providing a high 
degree of confidence in the mean ratings. 
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Tntriirla^ rnrrp.lation CoefRcients for MOS-Specific Attribute Importance Rating 

Adjusted to Number of Raters 

MOS K N 
20 N 

18B 30 35 .92 .95 

18C 30 40 .87 .93 

18D 30 35 .85 .91 

18E 30 31 .84 .89 

18A 30 18 .95 .94 

180A 30 17 .95 .94 

Notes: N= actual number of raters 
K= number of attributes . , ^ ^ ^ 
The ICCs adjusted to the full N reflect the overall level of reliability of the observed ratings. 
Since ICCs are influenced by sample size, adjusting ICCs to a common N such as "20" allows 

comparison of ICCs across samples where N varies. 

Analysis of Critical Incidents 

As mentioned in Chapter U, the critical incident data collection (Flanagan, 1954; 
Smith & Kendall, 1963) was the heart of the project for two main reasons. First, the 
critical incident approach provided information unique from tasks, illuminating other 
areas such as interpersonal. Second it allowed for the development of behavioraUy 

anchored rating scales (Chapter IV). 

The Workshop Procedures. We wanted workshop participants to provide as 
many useful incidents as possible representing the full diversity of SF jobs. We decided 
to break the critical incident writing into pieces throughout the day-each time giving a 
focus. After rating MOS-Specific task categories, participants were asked to focus on 
MOS-Specific duties when writing incidents. Next we allowed time for writing mcidents 
focusing on SF-Common activities, and during a third time slot we asked participants to 
review the attribute list and write incidents wherein various attributes were involved. We 
hoped that this loosely structured approach would reduce boredom and help prompt 
people’s memories while still allowing for the emergence of a unique dimensional 
structure. Workshop procedures were summarized in Chapter H, and the script for 
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conducting critical incident training is provided in Appendix B. 

Workshop participants provided a total of 1,767 critical incidents, an average of 10 
per participant. The sums for each MOS workshop across the five SFG[A] were. 

• 348 from 18A/180A workshops, 
• 380 from 18B workshops, 
• 403 from 18C workshops, 
• 301 from 18D workshops, and 
• 335 from 18E workshops. 

Two example incidents are: 

• During an OCONUS deployment, the host nation soldiers were amazed with the 
upper body strength of the SF team members and were interested in increasing 
their upper body strength. This SF soldier developed a weight tra^g pro^am 
and provided instruction for those who were interested. The training was given 
twice a day. Many of the host nation soldiers were impressed with the results and 
persuaded others on their team to weight train with them. 

• An SF team was working with host nation cotmterparts. During the usual siesta 
time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers and the 
American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he did not like the 
local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to eat at a McDonalds. This 
SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the host nation soldiers. 

Development of Draft Performance Categories. Each project staff member 
processed the critical incidents for his/her assigned MOS. Two staff members divided the 
task of processing the common and attribute critical incidents. We followed a logical 
progression of steps to process the incident data: 

• assembled the incidents collected from the workshops for one MOS; 

• edited incidents to put them into a common format, to ensure that 

incidents were: 

• structured to include one or two sentences of context, followed by 
one to three sentences of the specific behavior, followed by one 
sentence of outcome 

• stripped of identifying information; 

• coded incidents to represent the SF group (location) and MOS workshop 
they originated in; aU common and attribute incidents were coded as 
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"common" and for the appropriate SF group (rather than identified by a 

specific MOS). 

• separated all incidents that were written about students (as these 
individuals were not yet full members of SF, we did not include these 
incidents in further antilysis steps), 

• reviewed behavior-based performance scales previously developed for Army 
jobs to see what kinds of dimensions had been formed, 

• read each incident and wrote a brief behaviortil summary statement for it, 

• placed the incidents into sets of similar incidents, based on 
overlapping/related content of the behavioral summary statements, 

• reviewed the contents of each set, and resorted the incidents until satisfied 
that the behaviors represented within each set were homogeneous and did 
not overlap with the other sets (to the greatest extent possible), 

• drafted a title for each set of similar incidents that formed a performance 
category, and 

• drafted descriptions of both effective and ineffective performance as 
anchors for high and low ends of a scale for each category; these anchors 
were written at the summary level to capture general behaviors across a 
number of specific critical incidents. 

The result of these steps was a total of 40 draft performance categories. We 
organized the 40 draft performance categories into broader areas -- 14 SF roles - to 
simplify the presentation of the data. These roles and the performance categories they 
subsume are given in Figure 6. 

Description of Biographical Variables Relevant to SF Performance 

As described in Chapter II, we conducted a semi-structured discussion to elicit 
information about biographical (biodata) variables that might be useful for SF selection 
or classification. One team member was assigned to take notes during each session. 
After all the sessions, we reviewed the notes, tabulated ideas that were mentioned by 
participants, and organized them by content. We selected the most salient, most 
frequently mentioned variables. They appear in Figure 7. 
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Role 
Teacher 

Performance Categories 
- Teaching Others 

Diplomat - Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with 
Indigenous Populations 

- Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 
- Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem-Solver - Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 
- Decision Making 

Planner - Planning for Missions 
- Preparing for Missions 

Team Player - Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional - Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 
- Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/Survivor - Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 
- Navigating in the Field 
- Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 
- Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator - Handling Administrative Duties 
- Handling aassified Information and Materials 

Weapons Expert - Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 
- Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Tech^ques 

Engineer - Employing Demolitions Techniques 
- Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 
- Calculating Mission-Related Requirements 
- Developing and Using Target Folders 

Communications 
Expert 

- Maintaining Communication Equipment 
- Complying with Communication Procedures and Policies 
- Assembling, Operating, and Disassembling Accurately Configured 

Equipment 
- Using Cryptic Message Format to Make Communications 

Medic - Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries 
- Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages 
- Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 
- Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and 

Procedures 
- Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 
- Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 
- Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures 

Military Advisor - Advising Host Nation/Guerilla (HN/G) Counterparts 
- Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Leader - Considering Subordinates 
- Providing Direction 
- Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 
- Developing Others 

Figure 6 
Draft Special Forces Roles and Job Performance Categories 
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Work Experience - worked in Combat Anns MOS 
- worked in skilled trades or farming jobs 

Athleticism and Fitness - participated in team sports of any kind 
- participated in physically challenging activities 

(e.g., mountain climbing scuba diving, skiing) 

Pastimes - likes outdoor activities (e.g., hunting, fishing, 
camping) 

- likes to work on cars or build things 
- is curious about other cultures (e.g., reads 

National Geographic) 

Family/Community - reared in a military family or a family that moved 
or travelled fi-equently 

- exposed to hardships as a child (e.g., death of 
parent, low income) 

- strong family ties 

Scholastic - made good grades in school 
- took language courses 

Figure 7 
Salient Biodata Variables Suggested by Workshop Participants 

It is important to note that some of the workshop participants were threatened by 
the biodata discussion, fearing that it would lead to rigid rules about the kind of 
backgrounds requisite for SF. Along the same lines, participants sometimes disagreed 
about what was important. The results of these discussions, therefore, should be viewed 
as brainstormed ideas, and not as definitive by any means. 
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CHAFIERIV 
DEVELOPMENT OF BEHAVIOR-BASED RATING SCALES 

The critical incident methodology (Flanagan, 1954; Smith & Kendall, 1963) 
culminating in behavior based rating scales was the heart of the SF job analysis. This 
approach Ruminates behaviors that are a function of motivational, interpersonal, and 
contextual factors-information which is virtually impossible to capture through task 
analyses. Also because critical incidents are the building blocks for behavior-based rating 
scales, this methodology was highly relevant to our goal of providing the foxmdation for 
criterion-related validation work. 

After conducting the critical incident workshops and forming preliminary 
performance categories, we began the steps required to create the final products — 
performance categories and rating scales. In this chapter, we describe the development 
of retranslation questionnaires, administration of retranslation questionnaires to SMEs, 
and the development of the behavior-based rating scales. 

Development of Retranslation Questionnaires 

Critical incident retranslation is a method of (1) examining the quality of a 
dimension structure and (2) scaling the effectiveness of behaviors represented in the 
incidents. It involves asking SMEs to categorize critical incidents into a preliminary 
dimension structure and to rate the level of effectiveness of the individual’s behavior in 
the critical incident. 

Orpam'zation of Critical Incidents into Questionnaires. Once we had edited 
critical incidents and drafted performance categories, we began developing the 
instructions and forms for the retranslation exercise. We organized the incidents into two 
questionnaire forms (Form A and Form B) for each SF job: (1) 18A/180A Team 
Leader, (2) 18B Weapons Sergeant, (3) 18C Engineer Sergeant, (4) 18D Medical 
Sergeant, and (5) 18E Communications Sergeant. Due to the sheer munber of incidents, 
developing only one form would have dictated that we overburden raters with an 
unwieldy number of judgments. Thus, we chose the alternative of limiting the number of 
common critical incidents on each form. 

Each form included half of the MOS-specific incidents and a sample of SF- 
Common incidents. (A complete set of questionnaires appears in Appendix G.) 
Although most of the items were placed on either one form or the other, we did build in 
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some overlap -- we included a few of the same MOS-specific critical incidents on both 
forms. The forms contained the following number of critical incidents: 

MOS Form A Form B 

Team Leader (18A/180A) 159 140 

Weapons Sergeant 136 135 

Engineer Sergeant 167 142 

Medical Sergeant 163 162 

Communications Sergeant 119 144 

Development of Response Scalers and Tnstructions. Because the questionnaires 
were to be handed out by the POCs on site rather than administered by project staff 
members, we developed the following sections for each questionnaire: 

• the Privacy Act Statement 
• the project purpose 
• the background of the project 
• the purpose of the retranslation questionnaire 
• a list of the 40 performance categories, grouped into the 14 roles, with 

markings to designate which categories were covered in the specific 
questionnaire 

• instructions for the questionnaire 
• a page of examples 
• definitions for the performance categories included in the questionnaire 
• a background information page 

Respondents were instructed to carefully read through the performance category 
definitions to gain a thorough understanding of them before making judgments and to 
refer to them as necessary during the judgment task. The instructions asked respondents 
to read each critical incident and then: 

• identify the appropriate category for the incident from the performance category 
list, and 

• rate the effectiveness of the behavior of the individual in the critical incident, 
using a 7-point rating scale (from 1 = low effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness). 

Figure 8 shows an example page from a retranslation questionnaire. 
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Which SF What is the 
job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in the 

(sec incident? 
definitions (l=low to 

page) 7 = high) 

1. B 7 During an OCONUS deployment, the host nation soldiers were amazed 
with the upper body strength of the SF team members and were interested 
in increasing their upper body strength. This SF soldier developed a 
weight training program and provided instruction for those who were 
interested. The training was given twice a day. Many of the host nation 
soldiers were impressed with the results and persuaded others on then- 
team to weight train with them. 

2. B 5 An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the American 
jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the foreign 
nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered the 
standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being made. 
The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and complete the 
airborne training. 

3- ^ 5 This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted siirviyal training and used 
the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

4. _ _ This 18B was responsible for weapons training in an African country. 
Upon arrival, it was discovered that there were no ranges. This 18B talked 
to the 18C and the supply sergeant on the team about getting the 
equipment to build a range and developing a plan for its construction. The 
range was built and the host nation was able to acquire the materials to 
make more ranges. 

5. _ _ An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he did 
not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to eat at 
a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the host 
nation soldiers. 

Figure 8 
Example Retranslation Questionnaire Page 
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AdminisiratioTi of the Rctrapslation Questionnaires 

We sent copies of the two versions of each questionnaire to a POC at each of the 
five SF Groups. These POCs took the responsibility for handing out the questionnaires 
to experienced team members in the relevant MOS, and then coUecting and mailing them 

back to the project staff. 

A total of 113 SF members completed the retranslation exercise. On average, 
they had 12 years of experience in the Army and six years of experience in SF. They 
were representative of the five SFG[A] as shown in Table 11. Our target was to obtain 
at least 10 completed questionnaires for each form. As shown in Table 11, we fell 
slightly short of that goal for two forms. While not ideal, the numbers of respondents for 
those two forms were sufficient for the purposes of retranslation. 

Table 11 
Kiimhpr of Participants in Retrajislation From Each SFGrAl 

Group 

Questionnaire Ft Lewis 
1st 

Group 

Ft Bragg 
3rd Group 

FtCampbell 
5th Group 

Ft Bragg 
7th 

Group 

Ft Devens 
10th Group 

Total 

Team Leader - A 3 3 3 3 2 14 

Team Leader - B 3 3 2 3 2 13 

Weapons SGT - A 3 3 1 3 1 11 

Weapons SGT - B 2 2 2 2 2 10 

Engineer SGT - A 2 3 1 3 2 11 

Engineer SGT - B 2 2 2 2 0 8 

Medical SGT - A 2 3 2 3 3 13 

Medical SGT - B 3 2 2 2 2 11 

Communic. SGT - A 3 3 3 3 1 13 

Communic. SGT - B 1 2 2 2 2 9 

Total # in Group 24 26 20 26 17 113 

More than half of respondents’ time spent on operational deployments was on 
FID missions (see Table 12). As we found in job analysis workshop demographic results, 
operational missions are primarily FID. 
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Table 12 
T^ptraTislation Participants’ Deployment ICstories 

Nfission Type 

Percent of Deployment Time Spent 

Training Deployments Operational Deployments 

Unconventional Warfare 9.7% 5.0% 

Foreign Internal Defense 41.7% 53.3% 

Strategic Reconnaissance 21.3% 17.2% 

Direct Action 18.0% 8.7% 

Counterterrorism 3.8% 2.6% 

Other 5.3% 12.4% 

Total 99.8% 99.2% 

Analysis and Results 

PftfinPiTnpnt of the Performance Category Structure. We computed the percent of 
respondents placing the incident in each performance category and the mean and 
standard deviation of the effectiveness level rating. An example of the information 
available for each example appears below. 

Dim % N M S 105. During a classroom exercise on the plotting 

A* 69 9 6.44 0.68 board, one student could not grasp the lesson 

NN 23 3 7.00 0.00 being given. This NCOIC took the student off 

AU 13 6.62 0.62 to the side and brought him up to speed while 
his aide continued to teach the class. This 
instructor also spent long hours of his own time 
teaching the student The student was able to 
fully grasp the lesson and, when tested, was at 
the top of his class. 

For each incident, every dimension which received 20 percent or more 
endorsement is listed. For example, sixty-nine percent of the respondents placed the 
above incident in category A (under "Dim"), and 23 percent indicated it should go in 
category NN. "M" above is the mean level-of-effectiveness rating questioimaire 
respondents gave for the NCO or officer’s performance in the incident. "S" is the 
standard deviation. The complete set of critical incident data are provided in Appendix 

H. 

We also generated a matrix summarizing co-categorization of incidents. This 
matrix was generated by categorizing each critical incident according to its two most 
highly endorsed performance categories. Cell entries represented the number of critical 
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incidents categorized by the pairing of each primary (column) and secondary (row) 
performance category. We used this matrix to identify the overlapping categories for 
each MOS and to identify the overlapping SF common categories. 

We examined the overlaps identified by the matrix, reviewed the critical incidents 
that were categorized onto the overlapping categories, and decided where it was logical 
to combine performance categories. We revised the wording of the titles and definitions 
to reflect the merged content. As a result of this performance category restructuring 
process, we collapsed the 40 draft performance categories into 26 performance 
categories. Consequently, the final set of SF roles was reduced from 14 to 13. The 
revised set of performance categories and roles is presented in Figure 9. 

Development of Performance Rating Scales. After completing the process of 
refining the performance category structure, we developed performance rating scales. 
We constructed the scales to have these specific components: 

• performance category title 
• behavioral summary statements anchoring different levels of effectiveness within 

the category 
• one or two critical incidents for each level of effectiveness 
• a seven-point numerical rating scale 

We developed three sets of behavioral summary statements summarizing low, 
effective, and high performance. To write the behavioral summary statements for each 
level, we first reviewed draft stems developed for the previous draft performance 
category(ies), then read through the critical incidents for the revised performance 
category. We aggregated the behavioral content of the critical incidents that had a 
dmilar mean effectiveness rating, e.g., the incidents that had means within each of the 
low, moderate, and high ranges on the numerical scale. Where it was meaningful to do 
so, we tried to construct parallel segments of the summary statements, e.g., "Lacks 
awareness of or respect for the culttire" (low), "Is knowledgeable about and 
demonstrates respect for HN/G culture, values, and customs" (moderate), and "Applies 
knowledge about HN/G culture and customs to identify with HN/G and predict HN/G 
behavior" (high). 

We reviewed the listings of critical incidents by performance category to select 
exemplary critical incidents for each of the performance rating scales. Again, we used 
the mean effectiveness level ratings to guide the selection of appropriate incidents. We 
attempted to include two incidents for each level of each scale; however, in some cases 
we could not locate two distinctly different and illustrative incidents. As expected, the 
midpoints of the scales were most difficult to pinpoint appropriate incidents for. 
Examples of the performance rating scale are provided in Figures 10 and 11 and the full 
set of rating scales is provided in Appendix I. 
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Roie Performance Categories 

Teacher A. Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 
C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 
D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Professional E. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 
F. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 
G. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Planner H, Planning and Preparing for Missions 

L Decision Making 

Soldier/Survivor J. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 
K. Navigating in the Reid 
L. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 
M. Being Safety Conscious 
TsT AHministpring First Aid and Treating Casualties 

Administrator O. Handling Administrative Duties 

Weapons 
Expert 

P. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Rre Weapons 
Q. Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Techniques 

Engineer R. Employing Demolitions Techniques 
S. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 

Communi¬ 
cations 

T. Following Communication Procedures and Policies 
U. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment 

Medic V. Evaluating and Treating Medical Conditions and Injuries 
W Deterrn’ning and Administering Medications and Dosages 
X. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

Leader Y. Considering Subordinates 
Z. Providing Direction 

Figure 9 
Final Special Forces Roles and Job Performance Categories 
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Figure 10 
Example Rating Scale for Category A. Teaching Others 
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CHAFTER V 
DEVELOPMENT OF LINKAGES BETWEEN 

ATTRIBUTE AND JOB DESCRIPTORS 

The overarching goal of this project was to develop information that would 
support the identification of predictor and criterion measures for later use in validation 
research. Validation involves assembling evidence about relationships between predictor 
measmes, attribute descriptors, job descriptors, and criterion measures (Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 1987). Often expert judgments are one source 
of evidence in this network (see Figure 12). The appropriate l^es of judges vary 
according to the purpose. Construct validation, for example, involves (a) assessing the 
relationship between job descriptors and attribute descriptors, a judgment requiring 
knowledge of the job and (b) assessing the relationship between attribute descriptors and 
predictor measures, a judgment that requires knowledge of psychometrics and individual 
differences research literature. 

Construct 
Validation 

Content 
Validation 

Job Experts’ Judgments 

Criterion*Reiated J 
Validation | 

Empirical Data 

Figure 12 
The Roles of Expert Judgments in Validation Paradigms 

The best validation efforts assemble information from more than one source, for 
example coupling criterion-related and construct validation, and that is the planned 
approach for future SF selection and classification research. The first step in that 
direction is to establish a network of relationships between attribute and job descriptors, 
through an expert judgment exercise. This chapter describes the procedures and results 
of an expert judgment exercise we conducted to begin the process of assembling 
validation information. Specifically, it describes the development of expert judgment 
materials, administration of the expert judgment exercise, and data analysis and results. 
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Developinent nf Kype.rt Incident Materials 

The expert judgment materials included: definitions of attributes, defimtions of 
performance categories, instructions, a rating form, an executive summary of the project, 
and a background information sheet. A full set of materials appears in Appendix J. 

Attribute Dftfinitinns. Our starting point for the attribute definitions was the set 
of 30 attributes rated by job incumbents and their supervisors during the job analysis 
workshops (see Chapters II and HI). To ensure that the attribute descriptors were as 
complete and accurate as possible before proceeding to the next stages of the project, we 
reviewed workshop information and relevant research projects underway. We made 

several changes to the attribute list. 

First, recall that we analyzed the attribute ratings during the workshop and 
workshop participants discussed the results. We reviewed our notes firom the workshops 
to identify any improvements that could be made to the wording of attributes and to 
learn about any attributes that should be added to the list. We made minor wording 
changes to the definitions of four attributes, and we added one attribute. 

We also reviewed notes from workshop biodata discussion sessions and decided 
that interest and experiential attributes needed elaboration. One of the most salient 
findings from the workshop biodata discussions was that NCOs view specific types of 
conventional Army experiences as unportant for successful performance in SF. This is 
especially important in light of recent findings on the career force project that first tour 
performance is a highly effective predictor of second tour job performance and has 
incremental validity over the ASVAB (Campbell, Johnson, & Fellows, 1994; Campbell, 
Peterson, & Johnson, in press). Moreover, since SF selects from Army NCOs for whom 
performance information does exist, some measures developed as criteria for assessing 
NCO performance in the Career Force (Campbell & Zook, 1990) and Expanding the 
Concept of Quality of Personnel (ECQUIP) (Peterson, et al., 1993) projects could be 
useful as predictors for SF. We, therefore, reviewed information from the other Army 
projects and added attribute statements to reflect NCO performance constructs (e.g., 
Leadership, Achievement and Effort, Personal Discipline, and so on). With regard to 
Core Technical Proficiency (CTP), we added MOS-Specific statements for each of the 
MOS that SF tends to view as a stepping stone into SF jobs (e.g., IIB as a step toward 
18B), and we added two general CTP items-one for combat MOS and one for non¬ 

combat MOS. 

Another salient set of items from the biodata discussion reflected interests. Recall 
that NCOs described their hobbies and outside work activities. We reviewed the biodata 
discussion notes and wrote statements summarizing the types of interests reflected in 
participants’ hobbies. For example, "Interest in Skilled Trades," was written to cover 
pasttimes like "work on my car/motorcycle.." and "carpentry." The final attribute list 
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contained definitions of 47 attributes representing a wide variety of characteristics. It 

appears in Figure 13. 

Job Descriptors. The final job performance categories from the critical incident 
analysis served as the job descriptors for the expert judgment exercise. They appear in 
Figure 14. To ensure that the categories were inclusive of various job content areas, the 
research team reviewed the task categories against the performance categories. We 
determined that the constructs relevant to the task categories were represented at a 
higher level of generality in the performance categories, probably because we had 
instructed workshop participants to write incidents relevant to SF-Common and MOS- 
Specific tasks (see Chapter HI). We were, therefore, comfortable using the 26 job 

performance categories. 

Tnstmctioiis and Rating Forms. Figure 15 shows an example page from the rating 
form, and a full set of materials is provided in Appendix J. As shown, we asked 
respondents to consider How importont is such attribute for effective performance in each 
Special Forces Performance Category? Respondents used the following rating scale to 

record their judgments: 

0 = Not at All Important 
1 = Slightfy Important - this attribute is slightly important for effective 

performance in this Special Forces performance category. 
2 = Somewhat Important - this attribute is somewhat important for effective 

performance in this Special Forces performance category. 
3 = Important - this attribute is important for effective performance in this 

Special Forces performance category. 
4 _ Very Lnportant - this attribute is very important for effective performance 

in this Special Forces performance category. 
5 = Crudal - this attribute is crucial for effective performance in this Special 

Forces Performance category. 

Because the expert judgment exercise was fairly lengthy (47 x 26 judgments), the 
instructions stressed its importance and provided some tips. Respondents were asked to 
use the full range of the rating scale (i.e., 0 for not at all important to 5 crucial), read the 
attribute and performance category definitions carefully in advance of making ratings (to 
save time in the long run), and remove themselves from distractions. We expected the 
task to take three to six hours of each respondent’s time. 

AHministratinn of the Expert Judppient Exercise 

Making ratings of the importance of attributes for performance categories 
requires knowledge of the jobs and completing the exercise requires diligence. SF NCOs 
and officers and research team members served as expert judges in this exercise. 
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General Attributes 

1. Judgment and Reasoning - to make sound decisions; using common sense; improvising; extracting 
general principles and applying them in new situations. 

2. Planning - to plan and organize activities and resources such that mission objectives are met. 

3. Adaptability - to switch gears; modifying plans to fit the situation. 

4. Creativity - to find novel ways to use the resources at hand in solving problems. 

5. Auditory Abflity - to detect, memorize, retain, and distinguish tonal patterns or sounds. 

6. Mechanical Ability - to understand electrical and mechanical principles; to understand how 
equipment works. 

7. Spatial Ability - to readily orient oneself in an unfamiliar environment; reading maps or diagrams; 
forming mental pictures of things (e.g., equipment, terrain). 

8. Perceptual Ability - to notice details of the physical environment; to be attentive to and observant 
of surroundings. 

9. pacir Math - to add, subtract, multiply, divide, and use formulas. 

10. Advanced Math - to use advanced math such as geometry or algebra. 

Communication Atttibates 

11. Reading Ability - to read and comprehend written materials. 

12. Writing Ability- to write materials that are easily understood; using appropriate grammar, 
punctuation, and level (for the audience). 

13. Language Ability - to be multi-lingual; learning new languages. 

14. Communication Ability - to present information clearly; using voice inflection and eye contact for 
emphasis; tailoring presentations to the audience. 

15. Non-Verbal Cbmmnnication - to use and read non-verbal behaviors (e.g., posture, gestures) 
accurately. 

Interpersonal Skills, Motivation, and Character 

16. Persuasiveness/Diplomacy - to be tactful, pleasant, and diplomatic toward others; to be persuasive. 

17. Cultural/Interpersonal Adaptability - to modify own style and behavior to fit the situation and 
culture; being tolerant of other cultures and value systems. 

Figure 13 
Final Attribute Definitions 
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18. Maturity - to be level-headed and emotionally stable; to remain calm under stress. 

19. Autonomy - to be self-confident, self-sufficient, and comfortable when working alone. 

20. Team Playership - to be cooperative—to support the team effort, making contributions to the 

team. 

21. Dependability - to be responsible and loyal; following through on duties. 

22. Initiative - to be self-motivated, self-starting, and achievement-oriented. 

23. Perseverance - to sustain a high level of effort over long periods of time, in spite of hardships. 

24. Moral Courage - to act on own convictions, despite consequences; choosing the more difficult 
"right" over the easier "wrong." 

25. Motivating Others - to encourage team work and maintain esprit d’corps; setting an example for 
others. 

26. Supervising - to organize and monitor the work of others. 

Physical and Ptychomotor Attributes 

27. Swimming - to swim capably; using water survival skills; avoiding water hazards. 

28. Physical Flexibility and Balance - to kneel, stoop, reach, or get into awkward physical positions, 
maintaining balance. 

29. Pineal Strength - to push, puli, lift, or carry heavy objects. 

30. Phygifai FnftiiraTny. - to do cardiovascular activities, such as running, skiing, climbing; achieving 
and maintaining a high level of physical readiness. 

31. Psychomotor Ability - to have good eye-hand coordination and quick reaction time. 

hiterests 

32. Interest in Adventure and Outdoor Activities - to like adventurous activities such as riding 
motorcycles or parachuting; to like hunting, fishing, and camping. 

33. Interest in Skilled Trades - to like auto mechanics, carpentry, or other skilled types of work. 

34. Interest in Other Cultures - to like learning about other cultures. 

35. Interest in People - to like people, enjoying being around people. 

36. Enterprising Interests - to like activities that involve leading others or being persuasive or 
assertive. 

Figure 13 Continued 
Final Attribute Definitions 
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Conventional Anny Experiences 

37. T /^rtftrghip . to use good judgment in dealing with subordinates (e.g., counseling, disciplining); 
acting as a role model, communicating, and supervising effectively. 

38. Achievement and Effort - to produce high quality work, exhibiting effort and initiative; to achieve 
notable accomplishments. 

39. Personal Discipline - to follow regulations/orders; to exhibit integrity and self-control. 

40. Physical Fitness and MOitaiy Bearing • to maintain physical fitness, strength, and stamina; to 
maintain proper military appearance and bearing. 

41. Graeral Soldiering Proficienty - to perform basic soldiering tasks (e.g., first aid, land navigation, 
NBC activities, field techniques, weapons, communications, mines) effectively. 

42. Infantry (11 CMF) Core Technical Proficiency - to perform irffantryman tasks proficiently. 

43. Combat Engineer (12 CMF) Technical Proficiency - to perform combat engineering tasks 
proficiently. 

44. Other Combat MOS Tedbmical Proficiency - to be proficient in combat MOS other than 11 or 12 
CMF (e.g., 13B, 16S, 19E). 

45. Radio Teletype Operator (31 CMF) Teclmical Proficiency - to perform radio teletype operator 
tasks proficiently. 

46. Medical Care Specialist (91 CMF) Technical Proficiency - to perform medical care specialist tasks 
proficiently. 

47. Other Non-Combat MOS Technical Proficiency - to be proficient in non-combat MOS other than 
31 or 91 CMF (e.g., 63B, 64C, 71L, 95B). 

Figure 13 Continued 
Final Attribute Definitions 
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A Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; developing POI and tailoring material 
to the target audience’s needs and capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; 
presenting material in an orderly fashion; using handouts, aids, or tools; finding appropriate ways 
arotmd language barriers; demonstrating own proficiency. 

B. Bunding and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating 
respea for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; 
providing services and assistance to develop rapport with indigenous people and build respert for 
SF. 

C Handling Interposonal Situations. Dealing with others constructively, persuading rather than 
forcing own way; remaining composed, even when provoked; using non-verbal communication 
skills to interpret behaviors; resolving disputes; allowing others to “win" confrontations. 

D. Using and Fnhanring Language Skills. Using foreign language skills to communicate with Host 
Nation/Guerilla (HN/G) or other foreign personnel; practicing and developing language skills. 

R Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale Motivating others; commimicating effectively with 
team members; enhancing new and existing team members’ skills and readiness; building team 
spirit through personal interactions. 

F. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a 
timely fashion; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra 
responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a positive image of SF. 

G. Displaying Honesly and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put 
aside personal beliefe to follow poliqr requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally 
correct course of action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine 
vnth others. 

H. Planning and Preparing for Mfissions. Developing mission plans that are technically sound, well- 
coordinated, and likely to lead to mission accomplishment; obtaining complete information needed 
for planning; drawing on team member’s experiences; anticipating enemy movement or other 
obstacles; weighing alternative courses of action; determining and preparing resources needed for 
mission accomplishment. 

L Decision Making. Assessing the situation and determining an appropriate course of action within 
a reasonable time frame; digesting information and drawing conclusions; using time, personnel, 
equipment, and tactics effectively; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining level¬ 
headed and task-oriented in stressful situations. 

J. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive 
an ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically challenging situations; 
preparing physically for challenge; following field survival guidance; taking steps to ensure own 
health and endurance. 

Figure 14 
SF Performance Category Definitions 
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K. Navigating in the Reid. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding 
conditions^ orienting self^team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and 
taking into account map or environmental details to aid in navigating. 

L. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Thinking of alternative ways to solve a problem; using the 
resources at hand to fabricate needed items; improvising from own technical knowledge of 
mechanical and electrical principles. 

M. Being Safety Conscious. Being alert to safety at all times; rigorously following safety guidelines and 
instructions for weapons/explosives or other hazardous materials; monitoring others to ensure 
compliance with SOP when using weapons/dangerous equipment; being alert to potential threat; 
maintaining noiseAight discipline. 

N. Administering Rrst Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergent life-saving techniques and 
<;iriiis when accidents or injuries occur, treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; 
following SOP for treating conditions and injuries. 

O. Managing Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; obtaining and ensuring maintenance of supplies 
and equipment; coordinating with others to share resources or work on projects; finding the 
source of administrative problems; using computers; handling classified materials. 

P. Operating and A/faintaining Diiect-Rie Weapons. Operating and maintaining direct-fire weapons; 
loading, disassembling, assembling, clearing, reducing stoppage in weapons. 

Q. Employing Indirect Rie Weapons and Techniques. Emplacing, laying, and aligning mortars and 
their ammunition; executing R)C procedures. 

R. Employing Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate area(s); using 
firing systems correctly and clearing misfires appropriately, electric and non-electric. 

S. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of operations 
through construction; building necessary structures; using rigging devices; overseeing construction. 

T. Following fVtmmniilfafinn Procedures and Policies. Planning and preparing communication 
requirements; following SOP in communication procedures; suing cryptic message format to send 
and receive messages; coordinating communication efforts. 

U. Assembling and Operating Conuno Equipment - Configuring and operating equipment, using 
knowledge of equipment; managing equipment problems. 

V. Evaluating and Treating Medical Conditions and Injuries - Obtaining medical records and 
treatment histories; investigating and evaluating symptoms; performing or assisting doctor in 
surgical procedures; conducting laboratory tests; treating and monitoring patients. 

W. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages - Taking patient history into account in 
prescribing/administering medications; administering immunizations; ensuring security of drugs; 
calculating dosages; preparing drug supplies for missions. 

Figure 14 Continued 
SF Performance Category Definitions 
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X Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facflities, Conditions, and Procedures in the Field Testing 
and monitoring environmental conditions; providing guidance to HN in preventive health; 
establishing facilities or procedures for treatment, sanitation, and disease prevention procedures. 

Y Considering Subordinates. Noticing when subordinates are experiencing personal problems or are 
demoralized or injured; listening; uplifting others; taking the time and effort to research and 
correct subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving mail while on deployment). 

Z. Providing Directioa Establishing a direction; defining ^ks clearly, setting specific, chaUenging, 
but attainable goals; giving praise when due and discipline as appropriate. 

Figure 14 Continued 
SF Performance Category Definitions 
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Figure 15 
Example Expert Judgment Rating Form 
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Subiect Matter Experts. We discussed appropriate subject matter experts and 
data collection procedures with the SMEP. In the 1993 Fall meeting, the SMEP 
volunteered to serve as the experts and requested that they be permitted to complete 
theexercise on their own, through a mail-out procedure. We agreed with this plan 
because the SMEP was assembled according to MG Shachnow’s request that they 
represent the diversity of opinions and experiences in SF-a diversity that would serve us 
well in the expert judgment exercise. 

We met with the SMEP in January of 1994 to brief them on the most recent 
phases of the project and to hand out and introduce the expert judgment exercise. Since 
the SMEP is high ranking, several SMEP who supervise NCOs agreed to assign packages 
to officers and warrant officers. In all about 25 packets were handed out. We hoped to 
receive 15 packets but could be satisfied with 10 at the minimum based on previous 
explorations of increases in reliability with increasing numbers of raters (Peterson, 
Owens-Kurtz, Hoffinan, Arabian & Whetzel, 1990). Each packet included a return 
envelope already addressed and stamped. But, the self-administering procedure did not 
work as well as we had hoped; ten SMEs completed the exercise. 

We are very confident that the 10 SME respondents are highly knowledgeable of 
SF jobs. They include one colonel, one lieutenant colonel, a captain, a command 
sergeant major, one sergeant major, three master sergeants, and two warrant officers. 
Thus, they represent various perspectives of rank. On average, they had been in SF 14 
years and in the Army 20 years. Moreover, although the group of SMEs was small, they 
were highly qualified to provide the judgments. 

Research F:yperts. Four Ph.D. level researchers who are highly familiar with SF 
jobs served as experts. Three of them were researchers on the job analysis team, and the 
fourth was an ARI research psychologist who has a great deal of experience with SF 
selection, classification, and training research. He had been briefed on the job analysis 
project but was otherwise not involved in it. 

Data Analysis and Results 

Data (Ipaninp. Two of the raters had some missing data, less than 10% of the 
items in both cases. To allow for the computation of intraclass correlation coefficients 
(which require complete data), we filled missing data with the appropriate mean rating 
for the relevant sample (SME or researcher). 
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TntrarlasR Correlatioii Coefficients. We computed Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficients to assess the reliability of the judgments; the appropriate ICC for this model 
is based on a three-way ANOVA (Peterson, Owens-Kurtz, et al., 1990).^® As shown in 
Table 13, the reliabilities were reasonable, ranging from .76 for SMEs, .81 for 
researchers, and .86 for the pooled group, giving us confidence in the quality of the data. 

Table 13 
Tnfrarlass Correlation Coefficients gCCs^ for Eroert Judgments 

Raters 

Number of Raters 
for ICC 

Subject Matter 
Experts 
(N=10) 

Researchers 
(N=4) 

Pooled Sample 
(N=14) 

N .76 .81 .86 

20 .86 .96 .90 

Notes: N= actual number of raters 
K= number of attributes 
The ICCs adjusted to the full N reflect the overall level of reliability of the observed ratings. 
Since ICCs are influenced by sample size, adjusting ICCs to a common N such as "20" allows 

comparison of ICCs across samples where N varies. 

Kfpians. We computed (1) the means for the pooled sample and (2) the grand 
means of the mean SME and mean researcher ratings. The means for the pooled 
sample appear in Appendix K, and the grand means are provided in Table 14. 

Next Steps 

The expert judgments reported in this chapter provided one link in the network of 
validation evidence. Our next step will be to build further construct validation evidence, 
HumRRO, AIR, ARI, and SF researchers will make judgments about the usefulness and 
accuracy of predictor measures for measuring the attributes defined in the SF job 
analysis. Other expert judgments will focus on the criterion; subject matter experts will 
assess the job-relevance and usefulness of various criterion variables. Since some of the 
attributes and some of the performance categories were MOS-specific and others were 
SF-Common, these judgments will permit identification of predictors likely to be useful 
across SF MOS and those that are likely to be MOS-specific. 

^°ICC=[Mean Square (task x attribute) - Mean Square (task x attribute x rater)]/Mean 
Square (task x attribute). 
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Appendix A 

Task Categories Lists 



Officer and Warrant Officer Task Categories 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Supervising 
Sample tasks: 
assign/delegate tasks 
give feedback to subordinates 

counsel subordinates 

Leading 
Sample tasks: 
develop unit pride and esprit d corps 
encourage teamwork 

• resolve disputes 
• (for warrant officers) provide 

supervisory in 
all CMF 18 MOS 

• establish a direction 
• set an example of integrity and 

courage 

Handling Administrative Tasks 

and process paperwork (e.g.. personnel actions, EERs) 

mflintaiTi records (e.g., battle book) and data bases 
inventory equipment, supplies, gear, weapons, etc. 

Planning, Coordinating, and Conducting Operations 

Sample tasks: 
conduct mission analysis 
obtain and analyze relevant background information /r>rvo\ /': « 
plan integrate, and coordinate all aspects of Battle Operatmg Systems (BOS) (. ., 
Lelligence, maneuvers, fire support, air defense, mobility and survivability, 

combat service support, command and control). 
synchronize plans with other combat, combat support, or combat service support 

activities. 
synchronize plans with heavy and light forces. 
incorporate and synchronize psychological operations, propaganda, 

appty^^^^g® missions, tactics, and techniques (e.g., spUt team, stay 

behind) 
modify plans as needed to accomplish the mission 
elicit input/information firom team members 

A-1 



5, Gathering and Analyzing Intelligence 
Sample tasks: 

• collect and process information on threat and the physical and socio-political 

environment 
• integrate information and prepare Area Assessment report 
• update collected information 
• conduct target surveillance 
• conduct post damage assessment 

6. Conducting Maneuvers 
Sample tasks: 

• conduct unit movements (air, land, or sea) 
• conduct infil/exfil (air, land, or sea) 
• engage enemy/materiel/facilities (e.g., apply rules of engagement, employ sniper) 

7. Conducting Fire Support 
Sample tasks: 

• apply rules of engagement • choose attack system 
• locate, confirm/select targets • request air support 

8. Conducting Air Defense 
Sample tasks: 

• seek concealment from aerial observation 
• select air targets to attack 
• attack enemy air targets 

9. F.nhancing Mobility and Survivability of SOF units 

Sample tasks: 
• operations security • communication security 
• breach/bypass obstacles • provide counter-mobility (emplace obstacles) 
• enhance siuvivability (e.g., conduct deceptive measures, prepare fighting positions) 

10. Combat Service Support 
Sample tasks: 

• ensure the availability of arms, fuel, food, clothing, etc. 

11. Command and Control 
Sample tasks: 

• acquire information and maintain communications 
• assess the situation and determine action 
• direct and lead subordinate forces 
• establish or enhance capability of indigenous/coalition military forces 
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12. Detachment Training (Preparing for Operations) 

Sample tasks: 
• assess A-team strengths and deficiencies 
• identify need for specialized training (e.g., cold weather, sniper) 
• establish long-range training objectives 
• prepare short-range training plans and schedules 
• prepare lesson plans 
• conduct language training 
• ensure cross-training and development of subordinates 
• update Battle books and METLS 

13. Training Indigeneous People 
Sample tasks: 

• advise, train, and assist battalion level host nation forces 
• assess training needs 
• establish training objectives 
• prepare lesson plans and conduct training in target language 

14. Interfecing with Indigenous Populations/ Agencies and U.SVIntemational Agencies 
Sample tasks: 

• advise and assist the host country operations 
• negotiate services and resources with host country cotmterparts 
• interface with high ranking officials and dignitaries of other countries 
• act in accordance with appropriate cultural values, mores, and customs 
• maintain liaison with host nation, NATO, US Army, other US Services, etc. 
• maintain liaison with the Country Team 

15. Communicating with Chain-of-Conunand 
Sample tasks: 

• conduct staff briefing 
• prepare and present mission concepts (MICON) 
• prepare and present briefback 
• prepare and present after action report 
• send and receive periodic reports 
• write other reports as assigned 
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16. Navigating and Surviving in the Field 

Sample tasks: . • j 
• determine directions, locations, elevations, azimuths, and distances in order to 

navigate over terrain 
• obtain food, shelter, water, and fire to survive elements and avoid hazards m 

various environments 
• use field survival techniques to escape, resist, or evade capture. 
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MOS 18B: U.S. Army Special Forces Weapons Sergeant 

Indirect Fire Tactics 

• Select mortar firing positions 
• Conduct displacement of mortars 

Fire Direction Center 

• Record information on firing records 
• Compute angle T 
• Prepare FDC order 

Plotting Board 

• Prepare plotting board for operation (below pivot point) 
• Compute data for polar mission 
• Compute data for sheaf adjustment 

Observed Fire Procedures 

• Call for and adjust indirect fire 
• Conduct a mortar registration 

81mm Mortar, M29A1 

• Foresight the mortar 
• Perform safety checks 
• Prepare 81mm ammunition for firing 
• Engage a target using fire without an FDC (direct lay and direct alignment) 

(fifimm and 81mm mortar) 
• Lay an M29A1 for deflection and elevation 

60 mm Mortar 

• Engage targets in the hand-held mode 
• Prepare 60 mm mortar ammunition for firing 
• Perform misfire procedures on the M224 

Air Defense Artillery (ADA) 

• Engage target with Stinger weapon systems 



8. Anti-Tank Weapons 

• Determine M220-Series launcher system firing limitations 
• Boresight an 84mm recoilless rifle (RCLR) (Carl Gustaf) 

9. Operating Systems 

• Describe the operation of various weapon systems (Bolt Action, Blowback, 
Delayed Blowback, Recoil-Operated, Gas-Operated, Manual Pmnp, Revolving 

Cylinder) 

10. Locking Systems 

• Describe various weapon locking systems (Rotating Bolt, Rising/Lowering 
Breechblock, Roller, Rising Barrel, Locking Flaps, Swing Breech, Rising Cam 
Lock, Rising/Lowering Bolt) 

11. Feeding Mechanisms 

• Describe the three types of feeding mechanisms (Magazine, Belt, Clip) 

12. cycle of Operation 

• Describe the eight steps in the cycle of operation for most light weapon systems 

13. Training Management 

• Plan and construct an indirect fire range 
• Plan and construct a direct fire range 
• Describe the responsibilities of a range safety officer 
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MOS 18C: U.S. Arn^ Special Forces Engineer Sergeant 

1. Employ demolition techniques 

• Prime and employ civilian and military explosives 
• Qear misfires, electric and non-electric 
• Construct and employ variety of firing systems (e.g., electric, dual) 
• Employ demolition safety techniques, destroying munitions as necessary in 

emergency situation(s) 
• Transport and load demolition materials appropriately 
• Plan for and conduct demolition missions (e.g., reconnaissance, ambush) 
• Calculate and designate placement of charges for environment-altering purposes, 

both expedient and deliberate 
• Calculate conventional steel-cutting charges using conventional formulas 
• Remove and/or neutralize obstacles, employing appropriate safety techniques 

2. Conduct reconnaissance of operational environment 

• Conduct hasty or deliberate reconnaissance of operational environment, reviewing 
potential hazards in elements both natural and man-made 

• Determine water supply requirements 
• Review and analyze reconnaissance report(s) 

3. Improve environment of operations through construction 

• Improve environment of operations by directing appropriate construction (e.g., 
expedient/hasty road surfaces, landing eireas) 

• Design and supervise construction of concrete structures and supporting elements 
• Use and maintain appropriate tools 
• Understand use of military and civilian generators and application of appropriate 

powerload 
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MOS 18C: U.S. Army Special Forces Engineer Sergeant (continued) 

4. Employ mine and counter-mine techmques 

• Identify and install/remove variety of threat domestic and foreign anti-personnel 
and anti-tank mines in multiple environments 

• Disarm and neutralize variety of threat domestic and foreign mines in multiple 

environments 
• Direct minefield breach, marking lanes appropriately 
• Provide advice on mine^ounter-mine operation techniques 

• Interpret minefield report 
• Employ and install/remove variety of firing devices for purposes of deterrence 
• Use mine detectors, probes, and terrain analysis to locate mines and mine sites 
• Employ 142 multi-pxirpose firing device separately or on US anti-tank mine 

(e.g., hasty minefields) 
• Direct minefield party for purposes of marking, siting, laying, or recording mines 

5. Construct field fortifications to ensure survivability and countermobility 

• Determine logistical requirements for and construct field fortifications (e.g., 
emplacements, wire obstacles) 

• Recommend type and siting of obstacles 

6. Prepare and evaluate target anafysis 

• Locate chokepoints in target analysis 

7. Emplcty rigging techniques 

• Employ rigging techniques, ensuring safety of materials 
• Direct construction of expedient lifting devices ensuring safe working capacity 
• Construct rigging devices 

8. Employ militaiy bridging techniques 

• Determine bridging requirements, accounting for safety and site considerations 
(e.g., military load classification) 

• Plan and supervise construction of elements and superstructure of timber trestle 
bridge, accounting for logistical requirements 

• Direct construction of/construct abutments/retaining walls for timber trestle bridge 
• Construct bridge, anchorage systems 
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MOS 18D: U.S. Am^ Special Forces Medical Sergeant 

1. Perform Basic Medical Procedures/Skflk 

• Apply dressings/bandages 
• Monitor vital signs 
• Administer medications 

2. Treat/Manage General Trauma 

• Assess extent of injuries and shock 
• Manage injmies and conditions 
• Perform emergent^ procedures (amputation, treat bums, etc.) 

3. Treat Environmental Conditions 

• Treat victims of environmental hazards (e.g., near-drowning, snakebite, rabies) 
• Treat conditions related to environment (e.g., high altitude) 

4. Treat NBC-Related Conditions 

• Treat NBC casualties and conditions 
• Prescribe preventions and pretreatments (e.g., nerve agent auto-injector) 

5. Provide Veterinary Care /Treat Emergency Veterinary Conditions 

• Perform physical examinations of domestic/companion animals 
• Treat medical conditions of animals 

6. Perform Laboratory Procedures (Hematology, Bacteriology, Parasitology) 

• Assess blood conditions 
• Perform bacteriological tests 

7. Perform Nursing Tasks - Centralized Material Services (CMS) 

• Insert catheters, oral, tracheal and nasal tubes, etc. 
• Maintain records and equipment 
• Prepare patient for surgery 
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8. Perform Anesthesia and Surgical Procedmres 

• Prepare sterile environment for surgery (e.g., sterile operating room) 
• Administer anesthesia 
• Perform surgical procedures (open, perform procedure, close) 

9. Treat/Manage Orthopedic Conditions/Musculoskeletal/Podiatric Disorders 

• Manage bone trauma and/or fracture (e.g., apply casts) 
• Manage bone diseases/conditions 
• Manage joint/tendon/ligament injuries and conditions 
• Manage foot disorders, injmies, and conditions 

10. Treat/Manage Eye/Ear/Nose/Throat (EENT) Conditions 

• Assess and manage trauma to EENT 
• Assess and manage conditions of the EENT 

11. Treat Neurological/Psychiatric Disorders and/or Conditions 

• Manage common nervous system conditions and disorders 
• Manage behavioral conditions and disorders 
• Manage psychiatric conditions and disorders 

12. Treat/Manage Cardiovascular/Pulmonaiy Conditions/Diseases 

• Assess cardiovascular diseases and conditions 
• Assess and manage respiratory infections and conditions 
• Manage pulmonary diseases 

13. Treat/Manage Gastrointestinal Conditions and Infections 

• Assess and manage diseases of the gastrointestinal tract 
• Manage conditions and infections of the intestinal tract (e.g., worms) 

14. Treat/Manage Infectious Diseases/Vector-Bome Diseases 

• Manage infectious diseases (e.g., viral infections, bacterial diseases) 
• Manage vector-borne diseases (parasitic, bacterial, and viral) 

15. Trea^Manage Medical Conditions 

• Manage skin conditions 
• Manage blood conditions (e.g., anemia) 
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16. Treat/Manage Obstetric/Gynecological Conditions 

• Manage gynecological conditions 
• Manage progress of normal pregnancy 
• Treat medical complications of pregnancy 

17. Treat Genitourinary Conditions 

• Manage urinary system conditions and diseases 
• Manage genital conditions and diseases 
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MOS 18D: U.S. Army Special Forces Medical Sergeant (continued) 

18. Treat/Manage Dental Conditions 

• Perform common dental procedures (e.g., extract teeth, review x-rays) 
• Manage dental and periodontal conditions and diseases 

19. Treat/Manage Pediatric Conditions 

• Perform pediatric examinations to assess conditions and diseases 
• Treat/manage conunon pediatric diseases 

20. Plan and Perform Preventive Medicine Tasks and Field Operations Support 

• Establish immunization, sanitization, and hygiene programs 
• Inspect medical and food facilities to ensure compliance with health standards and 

SOP 

21. FnStahlish and Manage Administrative Programs and Facilities 

• Establish aid stations, pharmacies, convalescent facilities to provide needed services 
• Establish and implement preventive medical programs (e.g., immunization, prenatal 

care, nutrition, dentistry) 

22. Supervise Subordinates/Soldiers Performing Medical Duties 

• Supervise soldiers working in a variety of environments to provide preventive 
medical care, disease control, sanitation, and hygiene 

• Supervise soldiers working in medical facilities and medical operations 
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MOSISE: 

1. Signals/Conuniiiiicatioiis Security 

Perform defensive procedures with equipment and information to avoid eavesdropping or 
capture by the enemy. 

• Check signals security 
• Recognize Electronic Countermeasures (ECM) 
• Implement Electronic Counter-Coimtermeasures (ECCM) 
• Authenticate message traffic 
• Encrypt/decrypt messages using one-time pad systems 
• Encrypt/decrypt frequencies using frequency cipher pads 
• Destroy communications equipment/documents to avoid capture by the enemy 
• Sterilize transmission site 

2. Morse Code 

Communicate with allies using cryptic message format. 

• Send burst transmission 
• Receive bmrst transmission 
• Identify/use Q and Z signals 
• Receive Blind Transmission Broadcast (BTB)/comply with 20-group callup 
• Transmit manual morse code message 
• Receive manual morse code message 

3. Antennas 

Assemble rods and/or wires in the appropriate configuration for various environments. 

• Construct field-expedient RC-292 (Jungle) antenna 
• Install RC-292 jungle antenna 
• Construct doublet anteima 
• Construct inverted-1 (military-type) antenna 
• Construct clandestine antenna (closed loop) 
• Construct slant-wire anteima 
• Construct long-wire antenna 
• Construct counterpoise 
• Construct vertical half-rhombic antenna 
• Construct inverted-v antenna 
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4. Commxmications Procedures 

Apply basic duties, learned tasks, and security measures to accomplish electronic 

correspondence. 

• Transmit/receive radio message 
• Write messages 
• Operate in radio nets 
• Log radio traffic (special forces operational detachment/special forces operational 
base/forward operational base) 
• Compute/apply world time-zone indicators 
• Use automated Communications-Electronics Operation Instructions (CEOI) 
• Use emergency cryptograph system 

5. Base Station Operator Activities 

Assemble, operate, maintain, and disassemble central and peripheral equipment, in various 
environments, necessary to communicate with allies. 

• Tnstall Satellite Communications (SATCOM) antenna 
• Select outstation firequency 
• Maintain communications operator’s log 
• Log receiver message traffic 
• Prepare equipment maintenance worksheet (DA form 2404) (organizational) 
• Prepare maintenance request (DA form 2407) 
• Disassemble OE-316ArSC-99 antenna 
• Disassemble OE-317A/TSC-99 antenna 
• Remove AN/GRC-122 / AN/GRC-142 radio teletypewriter set 

6. Communications Equipment Installation 

Establish main and/or remote communication sites equipped with central and peripheral 

equipment. 

• Install AN/PRC-70 radio set 
• Install AN/PSC-3 radio set 
• Install SB-22 (*)/PT manual telephone switchboard 
• Install TA-312/]^ telephone set 
• Install OA-8990/P Digital Message Device Group (DMDG) 
• Install surface field wire line 
• Install G-76 generator 
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7. Comnnmications Equipment Operation 

Use accurately configured equipment. 

• Operate AN/PSC-3 radio set 
• Operate G-76 generator set 
• Operate OA-8990/P Digital Message Device Group (DMDG) 
• Operate AN/PRC-70 radio set 
• Prepare TSEC/KY-57 for operation/operate 

8. Commxmications Equ^ment Mamtenance 

Supply the upkeep, repair, or replacement of equipment. 

• Perform preventive/operator maintenance on communications equipment organic to 
operational detachment 
• Troubleshoot radio sets 
• Prepare maintenance request (DA form 2407) 
• Utilize equipment inspection/maintenance worksheet (DA form 2404) 

9. Communications Supervision 

Provide appropriate standard of conduct, direction, and/or guidance. 

• Check PMCS on assigned cormmmications equipment 

10. Communications Training 

Provide instruction, assistance, and discipline. 

• Train personnel on antenna construction 
• Train personnel on communications procedures 
• Train personnel on communications equipment installation 
• Train personnel on communications equipment operation 
• Train personnel on communications equipment maintenance 

11. Communications Administration 

Handle routine tasks necessary to keep the communications site operating. 

• Prepare TSEC/KY-57 communications security equipment for operation 
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SF Common Task Categories 

Intelligence A*hreat 

1. Handling classified materials/records according to purpose 

• Safeguard classified material 
• Destroy classified documents/information/materials 

2. Planning, gathering, evaluating, and reporting intelligence/threat 

• Identify/confirm characteristics of threat equipment/weapoM 
• Observe friendly unit actions to identify security vulnerabilities 

3. Maintaining maps, workbooks, journals, etc. to ensure intelligence information is correct 

• Prepare/update enemy/friendly situation map 
• Prepare/update intelligence workmap 

4. Planning and conducting intelligence operations/actions 

• Implement OPSEC 
• Plan/conduct strategic intelligence collection/target acquisition (sicta) operations 

Training, Administration, and Logistics 

5. Developing Programs of Instruction (POI) 

• Identify unit/individual training needs 
• Develop unit/individual training objectives 
• Assist in prioritizing missions/tasks for training 
• Assist in development of unit training plans 

6. Preparing and conducting instruction 

• Coordinate/select training sites 
• Develop lesson plans 
• Conduct formal instruction 

7. Evaluating Programs of Instruction (POI) 

• Plan/participate in army training evaluation program (artep) 
• Monitor/evaluate individual training 
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Mission Planning and Isolation Procedures 

8. Anafyzing mission requirements and intelligence information, planning for 
contingencies, preparing plans, and developing training strategy to prepare for a mission 

• Research intelligence/operational materials during mssion preparation 
• Conduct/critique rehearsal during mission preparation 
• Pack/rig equipment during mission preparation 

T and Navigation and Map Stucfy 

9. Determining Directions, Locations, Elevations, Azimuths, and Distances in Order to 
Navigate Over Terrain Using Maps, CJompasses, and Terrain Features 

• Determine magnetic azimuth using compass 
• Determine location on ground by terrain association 

10. Determining Distance, Features, Coordinates on Map 

• Locate unknown point on map/ground by resection 
• Measure distance on map 

Preparing for and Conducting NCssions 

IL Preparing for missions: support requirements, operations, infiltration, and exfiltration 

• Provide MOS-specific input for various aspects of mission plan 

• Prepare training plan 
• Assist in infiltration and exfiltration planning 
• Present briefback to chain of command 

12. Contacting Organizing, and Training Guerrilla Forces 

• Train guerrilla forces/indigenous personnel 
• Establish rapport with guerrilla leaders 
• Initiate contact with guerrilla/indigenous personnel in accordance with contact plan 

13. Determining Approach, Implementing/Coordinating Program Efforts, and Evaluating 

Effects of PsyOps 

• Assist in implementation of UW psychological activities 
• Determine impact of enemy propaganda on civilian populace 
• Provide psyop intelligence on enemy forces/hostile civilians/friendly civilians 
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14. Training, Advising, and Assisting Host Nation Forces/Agendes in Civil Affairs, Military 
Operations, and Protection Measures 

• Identify key signature items of enemy equipment during strategic 
reconnaissance/strategic intelligence collection operations 
• Train/advise/assist host nation regular forces/agendes during FED operations 

Air Operations 

15. Planning, Preparing for, and Conducting Airborne Operations 

• Select/mark landing zone for rotary wing aircraft 
• Mark drop zone for personnel/low velocity cargo drop 

16. Selecting and marlring landing zones for various types of equipment 

• Mark landing zone for rotary-wing aircraft 
• Mark drop zone for personnel/low velocity cargo drop 

Fieldcraft and Survival 

17. Obtaining Food, Shelter, Water, and Fire to Survive Elements and Avoid Hazards in 

Various Environments 

• Make survival kit 
• Obtain potable water in various environments (e.g., at sea, in cold weather). 
• Construct/maintain fire 

Tactics 

18. Planning, Conducting, and Coordinating Offensive Attacks in Various 
Environments/Conditions 

• Use night vision devices 
• Plan/conduct deliberate attack 

19. Planning for. Coordinating, and Conducting Defensive Operations for Various Conditions 

• Plan unit defensive fire plan 
• Plan/coordinate unit direct fires 

20. Planning, Preparing for, and Conducting Patrol and Reconnaissance Activities Under 
Various Conchtions 

• Negotiate/cross danger area while on patrol 
• React to enemy contact/observation while on patrol 
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NBC Operations 

21. Maintaining, Donning, and Using Protective aothing. Masks, and Equipment 

• Replace filters for M17-series protective mask 
• Out onAvear protective clothing (MOPP) 

22. Reacting to and Reporting on Nuclear, Biological, or Chemical Hazards 

• Decontaminate your skin/personal equipment 
• Perform as member of company nbc decontamination team 

First Aid 

23. Administer first aid and rescue techniques to resuscitate, control bleeding, treat injuries, 

and treat shock 

• Clear upper airway obstruction 
• Initiate intravenous infusion (IV) 

• Administer first aid for heat injuries 

Weapons 

24. Load, fire, reduce stoppage, and clear pistols, rifles, submachine guns, machine guns, and 

grenade launchers 

• Load/Fire/Reduce Stoppage/Qear M9 pistol 
• Load/Fire/Reduce Stoppage/Qear MP5A3/K submachine gun 

25. Disassemble, reassemble, and perform function checks on pistols, rifles, submachine guns, 
TTiarhiTiR guns, and grenade launchers 

• Disassemble/Reassemble/Perform Function Check on AK rifle 
• Disassemble/Reassemble/Perform Function Check on Soviet Rocket Propelled 

Grenade (RPG) RPG-2/RPG-7 

Engineering Operations 

26. Identify, iTistall, arm, disarm, remove threat mines and grenades 

• Locate mines by probing 
• Install/recover M142 multipurpose firing device 
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27. Construct firing systems 

• Construct detonating cord firing system 

28. Tie knots/lashings during engineering operations 

Communications 

29. Install, operate, maintain radio sets 

• Install/operate AN/PRC-70 radio set 
• Operate AN/PRC-77 / AN/PRC-25 radio set 
• Perform operator maintenance on AN/PRC-77 / AN/VRC-64 radio set 

30. Encrypt/deciypt, transmit/receive, authenticate, and write messages 

• Encrypt/decrypt messages using one-time pad systems 
• Enciypt/deciypt messages using frequency cipher pads 
• Transmit/receive radio message 
• Authenticate message 
• Write message 

31. Send^receive, authenticate, and encrypt/decrypt transmissions 

• Send/receive burst transmission 
• Use KAL-61B/KTC-1400 munerical code to authenticate transmissions / 
encrypt/decrypt munbers/grid letters 

32. Construct antennas 

• Construct doublet antenna 
• Construct long wire antenna 
• Construct slant-wire antenna 

33. Use emergency procedures 

• Use emergency cryptography system 
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Appendix B 

Workshop Scripts and Forms 



Script for General Introduction 

5egi>z the workshop when 80% of the people have arrived, or no later than 8:45am. 
Designate one person to brief and update stragglers. Designate a second person to contact 
the POC (at 8:45am) about no-shows. 

Hello and welcome. My name is .... 

Before we begin I would like to thank you for taking the time to meet with us today. We 
know that it took a lot of effort to get here. What you will be doing today really is 
important and we need you here as you are experts in SF jobs. You’re the only ones 
who can supply us with the information we need and so we greatly appreciate the time 
you’re taking away from your jobs. 

What I would like to do is spend a few minutes explaining a little bit about the project 
itself to give you a general background as to why we’re here. Having done that, we’ll 
introduce ourselves and, in turn, we’d like you to tell us a little about yourselves. We’ll 
then go over the schedule for today and what exactly you’ll be doing during your time 
with us. 

Pass out handout re: project purpose 

(continued) 
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Script for (^.neral Introduction (cont.) 

Wc are here representing the Anny Research Institute. ARI has a Memorandum of^ 
Agreement with the Special Forces to do this work. The overall goal of this project is to 
ga^er information that will lay the groundwork for improved selection of SF personnel. 
I’m sure everyone is familiar with SFAS. This project is designed to provide input for 

future changes in SFAS. 

To accomplish this overall goal, we need to meet two primary objectives. First, we need 
to describe jobs - the performance areas of SF MOS, the tasks that you do. Second, we 
need to describe the person side of the equation - the individual attributes or personal 
characteristics that are required for successful SF performance. We will be discussing 
such characteristics as adaptability, team playership, and problem-solving ability and the 
effects that these have on how SF soldiers perform. We are going to focus on areas of 
variability in performance. We understand that SF personnel are highly selected and 
then receive thorough training. The performance on some tasks therefore may not vary 
that much among individuals. This is where the individual attributes may take a greater 

role. 

Before we go any further, I would like to note that although we have conducted 
interviews with individuals in the various SF MOS, we are not experts on SF. We have 
studied material that was made available to us by PERSCOM and talked with people 
representing all MOS (A, 180A, B, C, D, E) and we have book knowledge. As 
previously noted, we are relying on you as the experts. If we ask questions or present 
material that appears naive, it’s probably because we are a little naive. Does anyone 

have any questions? 

Okay, what I’d like to do now is go around the room and have everyone briefly introduce 
themselves, telling us a little about your background (years in SF, recent deployment). 
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Agenda 

0830-0845 

0845-0900 

0900-0950 

0950-1000 

1000-1030 

1030-1100 

1100-1115 

1115-1200 

1200-1300 

1300-1330 

1330-1400 

1400-1430 

1430-1500 

1500-1515 

1515-1600 

1600-1630 

1630 

Overview of the Day & Introductions 

Complete Background Information Form 

Rate Task Categories 

Break 

Explain Critical Incident Method 

Write Critical Incidents Targeted to MOS-Specific Task Categories 

Group Critique of Critical Incidents 

Write More Incidents for Task Categories 

Lunch 

Feed Back & Discuss Task Category Ratings 

Write Critical Incidents for Common Task Categories 

Discuss & Rate Attributes Needed for Success in SF 

Write Critical Incidents Targeted to Attributes 

Break 

Write More Incidents for Attributes 

Feed Back & Discuss Attribute Ratings 

Discuss Related Life Experiences/Background Variables 

Qosing 
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Agenda for Officer and Warrant Officer Workshop 

0830-0845 

0845-0900 

0900-0950 

0950-1000 

1000-1030 

1030-1100 

1100-1115 

1115-1200 

1200-1300 

1300-1330 

1330-1400 

1400-1430 

1430-1500 

1500-1515 

1515-1600 

1600-1630 

1630 

Overview of the Day & Introductions 

Complete Backgrotmd Information Form 

Rate Task Categories 

Break 

Explain Critical Incident Method 

Write Critical Incidents Targeted to MOS-Specific Task Categories 

Group Critique of Critical Incidents 

Write More Incidents for Task Categories 

Lunch 

Feed Back & Discuss Task Category Ratings 

Discuss & Rate Attributes Needed for Success in SF 

Write Critical Incidents Targeted to Attributes 

Break 

Write More Incidents for Attributes 

Feed Back & Discuss Attribute Ratings 

Discuss Related Life Experiences/Background Variables 

Qosing 
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Script for Agenda 

Before we continue, I would briefly like to go over the agenda for the day (see overhead). 
We are going to have you fill out a background information form just now. Then recall 
that I said we would focus on the job and the person. We will spend the morning talking 
about your job. This morning we will ask you to make judgments about your job. 
During much of the day we will use a method called "Critical Incidents," these are 
essentially specific war stories. We will discuss how to write these and you will spend 
quite some time writing them. We will be walking arotmd to offer our assistance and you 
will talk about how you’re doing briefly as a group. After Itmch, we will show you the 
results of the ratings you made at the beginning of the day on task category importance 
and variability. You will then continue to write critical incidents, but the focus will turn 
to task categories that are common to all SF MOS. 

Having completed these, we will turn to the person side of the equation. We will discuss 
attributes or personal characteristics that are needed for success in the SF. You will then 
rate these attributes as to their importance. Having taken a break, you will once again 
write critical incidents with the focus now on the attributes just discussed and rated. 
Having completed these, you will receive feedback as to your attribute ratings. You will 
then be asked to think about some life experiences or background variables that you feel 
contribute to the development of these attributes and to success in SF. Finally, at about 
4:30, you will be provided with the opportunity to give us feedback about how you felt 
the day went. 
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Script for Agenda for OfScers and Warrant Officers 

Before we continue, I would briefly like to go over the agenda for the day (see overhead). 
We are going to have you fill out a background information form just now. Then recall 
that I said we would focus on the job and the person. We will spend the morning talking 
about yotir job. This morning we will ask you to make judgments about your job. 
During much of the day we will use a method called "Critical Incidents," these are 
essentially specific war stories. We will discuss how to write these and you will spend 
quite some time writing them. We will be walking around to offer our assistance and you 
will talk about how you’re doing briefly as a group. After lunch, we will show you the 
results of the ratings you made at the beginning of the day on task category importance 
and variability. You will then continue to write critical incidents, but the focus will turn 
to task categories that are common to all SF MOS. 

Having completed these, we will turn to the person side of the equation. We will discuss 
attributes or personal characteristics that are needed for success in the SF. You will then 
rate these attributes as to their importance. Having taken a break, you will once again 
write critical incidents with the focus now on the attributes just discussed and rated. 
Having completed these, you will receive feedback as to your attribute ratings. You will 
then be asked to think about some life experiences or background variables that you feel 
contribute to the development of these attributes and to success in SF. Finally, at about 
4:30, you will be provided with the opportunity to give us feedback about how you felt 

the day went. 
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Script for RflckproTind Tnformation Form 

Hand out form 

We are handing out a Background Information Form for you to fill out. This form 
contains a number of questions about your background. We’re interested in this type of 
information for several reasons; for example, 

1. Our panel of subject matter experts who have provided some guidance on the 
direction of this project also will review the project’s results. They will want to 
know some backgroimd about the total group of MOS experts ~ such as 
yourselves -- who provided information for the project. 

2. We expect that the different groups within SF may provide different information 
due to the nature of their location, mission, etc. 

The first page contains straightforward items such as rank, years in service, prior MOS, 
detachment experience, etc. 

The question on the next page asks for some specific information about your training and 
cross-training in SF. We’re interested in your familiarity with task across the range of SF 
MOS because we’ll be asking you for some SF-wide information. 

On the last page, you will see a question about your deployment history. Again, this 
information will be useful to us because we expect that what you do in your job can vary 
a great deal from mission to mission. 

If you have any questions while you’re filling this out, please ask one of us for 
clarification, help, etc. Please begin... 
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Special Forces Background Mbrmation Form 

1. (Optional) Name: 

3. Date: 

5. Race: 
in Black/Afro-American 

20 Native American/American Indian 

30 Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or other Spanish Origin) 

40 White or Caucasian 

50 Other, Please Specify __ 

6. Site and Group: 
60 Ft. Bragg, 3rd Group 90 Ft. Devens, 10th Group 

70 Ft. Bragg, 7th Group lOO Ft. Lewis, 1st Group 

SQ Ft. Campbell, 5th Group 

7. MOS Rank 
18A Commander ___ 
180A Detachment Technidan _ 
18B Weapons Sergeant _ 
18C En^eer Sergeant _ 
18D Medical Sergeant 
18E Commimications Sergeant _ 
18F Asst. Op SgtTIntell _ 
18Z Operations Sergeant _ 

8. MOS prior to joining Special Forces _ 

9. How long have you been in the Special Forces? 

10. How long have you been in the Army? 

2. SSN#: 

4. Date of Birth: 
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11. We want to know how familiar you are with the tasks required for each of the following Special 
Forces MOS. 
Please do the following: 

(1) For each MOS listed, circle the number that indicates how familiar you are with the 
required tasks. 

Not at all Somewhat Very 
familiar familiar familiar 

(Know the basic skills) (Know beyond the basic skills) 

< > 

ISA 1 2 
180A 1 2 
18B 1 2 
18C 1 2 
18D 1 2 
18E 1 2 
18F 1 2 
18Z 1 2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

(2) Indicate whether you learned tasks for that MOS in the classroom, in the field, or both. 

Classroom Held Both 
training Training 

18A 

180A 

18B 

18C 

18D 

18E 

18F 

18Z 
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12. We are interested in your deployment history. Please check the appropriate cell(s) below to 
indicate the type of mission for each of your deployments. Write in the: 

(1) Approximate time period (e.g. 3/91 - 8/91). 
(2) Location of each deployment. 

Unconventional warfare 
(UW) 

Strate^c reconnaissance 
(SR) 

Direct action (DA) 

Foreign internal defense 
(FID) 

Counterterrorism (CT) 

Psychological 
Operations (PSYOP) 

Civil affairs (CA) 

Coalition warfare 

Time Period Place 

Privacy Act Statement: 

This is an experimental personnel data collection acctivity conducted by the U.S. Army Research Institute 
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission as prescribed in AR 70-1. When 
identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be used for admiistrative and statistical control purposes 
only. Full confidentiality of the responses will be maintained in the processing of the data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and accurate information in 
the interests of the research. There will be no effect of you for not providing any or all of the information. 
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Script for Task Category Ratines 

For B, C, D, and E, hand out MOS-Specific, S1-S5, and SF-Wide Task Category Rating 
forms, associated lists, and the cover sheet listing the rating categories and definitions. For 
the OfficersIWarrant Officers workshop, hand out the 18A and 180A, the S1-S5 rating 
forms, and the cover sheet. 

As we mentioned earlier, the overall goal of this project is to gather information that will 
aid in the development of predictors of field performance in the SF MOS. The 
information you provide on the rating forms you have just received will be one portion of 
the information we require to do this. The &st set of ratings you make will be for your 
specific MOS; the second set will be for support function roles performed [except for 
officers/warrant officers] and the third set will be for SF Common task categories. 

The task categories you are about to rate and the sample tasks listed for each were 
derived from several sources. We generated a draft list after carefully examining MOS 
Soldiers’ Manuals and reviewing task inventories supplied by PERSCOM (e.g., the Army 
Occupational Survey Program forms). We then modified the draft list of task categories 
and sample tasks based on feedback from interviews with several SF persoimel. Note 
that the sample tasks listed under each category are provided as merely as exaihples. 
We do not intend them to span the entire range of tasks within each category. Rather, 
they are meant to help you imderstand the kinds of tasks that might appear within each 
category. 

We are asking you to supply two ratings for each task category. The cover sheet 
describes the ratings to be made and the rating options from which you are to choose. 

The first rating we would like is your judgment of the IMPORTANCE of the task 
category for MOS performance in the field. Please rate each category according to the 
scale provided on the cover page. 

For example, consider the SF common task category Land Navigation. If you think that 
performance of the tasks in this task category are of Extreme Importance to MOS field 
performance, you would enter a "5" in the column beside the task category. Any 
questions? (Pause) Please rate all the task categories in a similar fashion. 

The second rating accoxmts for the fact that we know you are human beings and that 
there is necessarily variability in the way that tasks are performed. No individual can be 
an expert in all things, that’s why you’re trained so thoroughly. We would therefore like 
you to make regards the VARIABILITY OF PERFORMANCE in a task category. As 
stated on the cover sheet, we would like you to consider a typical group of 10 cite 
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appropriate MOS (18A, B, C, D, E or 180A) with one year of experience that you have 
encountered during your time in SF. We would like you to sort those 10 typical 18A, B, 
C, D, E, or 180As into the five proficiency categories that appear on the cover sheet. 

That is, we want to know how many of the 10 l^somethmg^ typically perform the tasks in 
the task category correctly without preparation Less than Half the Time, how many 
perform the tas^ correctly Most of the Time, and so on. 

So, let’s consider an example. 
In rating the variability of typical lSsomething& on performance of Land Navigation tasks, 
one might arrive at the following ratings (r^er to overhead or fill in slide as you explain) : 

I 0 I 1 I 3 I 5 I ._1__L 

For this task category, the rater has indicated that 1 out of every 10 typical l^somethings 
wiU perform the tasks correctly and in a timely fashion All of the Time, 5 out of every 10 
will perform the tasks correctly and in a timely fashion Most of the Time, 3 out of every 
10 About Half the Time, and 1 out of every 10 Less Than Half the Time. No soldiers 
were judged to Virtually Never perform the tasks from the Land Navigation task category 
correctly and in a timely fashion, (continued) 

Of course, you could also assign individuals as follows (again, refer to overhead): 

I 0 I 0 I 0 I_Q_I_10_L 

Any Questions? 

You could also assign individuals as follows (again, refer to overhead) to indicate a task 
category that your group of 10 would have more difficulty performing without 
preparation: 

I 8 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 

This rating of variability is your chance to tell us, based on your SF experience, which 
areas of your MOS you believe evidence the widest range of performance. You will be 
rating all task categories in a similar fashion. 

There are two things you must make sure of as you proceed through each of the ratings 
forms. 
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First, please complete both ratings for a given task category before moving on to 
the next one. In other words, rate each one for importance and then for 
variability in performance before you move on. 

Second, before you do move on to the next category, check to ensure that the 
soldier allotments you make for the variability ratings sum to ten. Please do this 
each and every time as it is very easy to make a small mistake. 

(continued) 

Okay, are there any questions? Please begin. 

Walk around and check individuals’ ratings to ensure they sum to 10 

If people realty have "heartburn" in generalizing over the sample tasks presented, tell them 
they can make separate ratings for one or two that they really have a problem with. 
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Examples for Task Category Ratings 



Rating Scales [18B Example] 

Task Category Importance 

How important is this task category for effective 18B performance in the field? 

1 = Unimportant 

2 = Minor Importance 

3 = Important 

4 = Very Important 

5 = Extremely Important 

Task Category Performance Variabilily 

Think of all the 18B soldiers you have known. Now think of a typical group of 10 of 
those soldiers. Please indicate how many of those 10 soldiers would perform the tasks 
constituting this task category at the proficiency levels specified by the categories below. 
Mark this number of soldiers imder the appropriate box on the rating sheet. 

Categories 

• The number of soldiers that Virtually Never perform the task effectively the first time 

• The munber of soldiers that perform the task effectively Less Than Half the Time 

• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively About Half the Time 

• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively Most of the Time 

• The number of soldiers that perform the task effectively All of the Time 

Note: Please check your ratings to see that the number of soldiers adds to ten for each 
task rated. 
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Script for Feedback Session on the Task-Category Ratings 

Given results of data analyses, determine the following: 

(1) Which categories were rated as mostfleast important 
(2) Where the raters agreed most/least in their importance ratings 
(3) Which categories were rated as demonstrating the most/least performance variability 

(4) Which categories were implicitly rated as most/least dijficult 

• Place these ratings on corresponding overheads (see example) 

We’re going to discuss the ratings you made earlier this morning. We’re going to go over 
the results and any discrepancies in the ratings to ensure they make sense to you. 
Remind participants of the ratings they made earlier that day (IMPORTANCE and 
VARIABILnY of MOSSpecifk and SF~Wide task categories for MOS/SF field 

performance) 

IMPORTANCE 

The value for IMPORTANCE is the mean rating for that task category (can range from 
1 to 5, just like the ratings you were asked to make) 

• Discuss the importance rating, pointing to the top 2-3 or so in importance. Ask if 

they agreeldisagree with these. Any comments? 

Script for Agreement 

The average importance ratings tell us which task categories you all consider most and 
least important, but they don’t teU us how similar your ratings were for each of the task 
categories. We want to know where your ratings are most similar to one another, and 
especially where your ratings are most different from one another. This helps us to 
determine whether the differences in ratings were due to substantive differences (e.g., 
group differences due to geographic orientation) or to other differences (e.g., how raters 
interpreted the task categories; rater differences in perceived importance). 

The values for agreement that appear on the slide can range from zero to two. If this 
value were zero, it would indicate that there was perfect agreement (i.e., all raters 
assigned exactly the same rating to the task category). A value of two would occur when 
half the raters assigned the category a one (unimportant) and the other half assigned the 
category a five (extremely important). (continued) 
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Script for Feedback Session on the Task-Categorv Ratings (cont.) 

VARIABILITY -> Dhcuss in terms of field performance 

It might seem strange for us to teU you which task categories were rated as most difficult, 
given that you didn’t rate them on difficulty directly. Nevertheless, by assigning the 10 
typical soldiers to the various proficiency categories, you implicMy rated them on 
difficulty. For example, if all 10 soldiers were assigned to the highest proficiency 
category, you have implicitly rated this category as easy~any typical soldier could be 
expected to perform the tasks in this category correctly at the drop of a hat all of the 
time. If you allocated most of your soldiers to the lower proficiency categories for a 
particular task category, you have implicitly told us that the tasks in this task category are 
relatively difficult to retain for immediate, on-the-spot performance. 

It is very important to understand that this does not mean that the tasks within these 
categories are absolutely the most or least difficult to perform aven adequate 
preparation. Remember, that is not how we asked you to make your ratings. We asked 
you to assign the 10 soldiers to the proficiency categories based upon their anticipated 
performance if they were asked to perform the task "cold. Hence, some tasks that 
would be easy to perform if they were given a chance to prepare might appear difficult 
here. Similarly, some tasks that are difficult to perform might appear easy here because 
soldiers do them all the time and most typical soldiers would be very proficient at them, 
even if asked to perform them without any time for preparation. 

As with the agreement measure, the values of the variability measure also range from 
zero to two; a value of zero would occur if all ten soldiers were assigned to a single 
proficiency category; a value of two would occur if five soldiers were assigned to the 
lowest proficiency category and the other five were assigned to the highest proficiency 

category. 
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Script for Critical Incident Development 

The goal of this part of today’s workshop is to gather critical incidents that can be used 
to describe points on rating scales. 

The "critical incident method" is a technical term for a method of collecting information 
about jobs. "Critical incident" is really just our jargon for an example of how someone 
performs in a specific job situaton. 

We will: 

♦ briefly describe what behavior-based rating scales are 
♦ describe what critical incidents are and how to write them 
♦ work with vou to write critical incidents for your MOS and for SF-wide - 

• for task categories (this morning and early afternoon) 
• for attributes (this afternoon) 

NEXT STEPS: 

After our workshop today, we will put together all your incidents with those written by 
others. We will translate the incidents into summary behavior statements that will anchor 
the high, low, and middle points of a number of performance rating scales. These rating 
scales should help raters make more objective judgments of how effective performance is. 
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ALTERNATE SCALE TYPES 

I would like to briefly show you some common examples of scales - you have probably 

seen these kinds of scales before. 

TRAIT scales 

[Show overhead "Alternate Rating Scale Formats: Example of Trait Rating' & hand out 

page] 

Disadvantages of trait scales: 

1. Traits usually aren’t explicitly defined for raters or ratees - each trait is listed with 

a scale 

• Since each person probably interprets the trait differently, they may not be 

rating the same attribute 

2. Scale anchors give no guidance on what to do or how to improve performance 
(evaluation purpose only ~ no developmental information) 

NUMERICALLY-ANCHORED scales 

[Show overhead "Alternate Rating Scale Formats: Example of NumericaUy Anchored 

Scales" & hand out page] 

Disadvantages of numerically-anchored scales: 

1. Individuals differ in judgments of what performance at each scale point is 
2. Scale anchors give no guidance on what to do or how to improve performance 

(evaluation only ~ no developmental information) 
• this example does give guidance on what factors to consider in rating 

BEHAVIOR-BASED SCALES 

[Pass out the 2 example products - 95B dimensions with anchors] 

These types of scales are called "behavior-based" rating scales because the anchors are 
defined by examples of behavior. The behaviors are in place of the more common 
numbers or adjectives (e.g., excellent, good, etc. or high, low). 

[Check for familiarity; see if they have any questions] 
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We will use what you do here today to build these kinds of scales for SF-wide and MOS- 

specific areas. 

The advantages of using behaviors for anchors include: 

1. The anchors are based on observed behaviors rather than subjective judgments 

2. The anchors are relevant to the jobs being rated, since job incumbents and 
supervisors participated in developing them 

2^ Pptings are based on performance, not on other urelevant factors (e.g., - 

personality, gender, race) 

4. Ratings help to show relevant strengths and weaknesses across different 
performance areas for an individual 

5. Behaviors are less susceptible to differences in interpretations -- more likely that 
different raters could agree on what each anchor means 

6. Ratings of behaviors can be used as a basis for improving performance - 
what good performance is to ratee 

[Show slide "Overview of the Critical Incident Approach”] 

Earlier, I defined for you the term "Critical incident" -- a performance example. Let’s 

get into more detail. 

WHAT A CRrnCAL INCIDENT IS: 

A critical incident is a short description of an individual’s behavior in a situation. A 
critical incident contains three very essential parts: 

1. the situation 

2. the individual’s action or behavior in that situation 

3. the outcome 
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SOME IMPORTANT POINTS TO COVER BEFORE YOU START WRITING: 

The key to writing good performance examples is to describe only what you saw the 
person do. not what you judged from their action. The emphasis is on your observation, 
not your interpretation of how they acted. A useful analog is a camera - it simply 
records the action but does not reconstruct it or interpret it. 

For example, rather than write that a soldier "displayed loyalty," you should describe what 
the soldier actually did that led you to beUeve that he/she was loyal. As examples, the 
soldier may have "defended the leader’s position to a group of subordinates" or "worked 
all night to finish the orders." Both of these actions or behaviors describe what the 
individual did to make the writer of the incident believe he/she was loyd. 
Over the course of today, we will also ask you to write some critical incidents that 

capture effective and ineffective: 

• behaviors related to performance in your MOS and SF in general and 

• attributes for performance in your MOS and SF jobs. 

We would also like for you to provide your judgment -- as the writer -- of the 
effectiveness of each incident you write. After you write each performance example, 
indicate for us how effective or ineffective that behavior was in the context by marking a 

point on the scale. 

I will read one example incident to you. [Read the one about the booming-voiced trainer 
working with conscripts .] What do you think of this incident? Is it an example of 
effective or ineffective performance? Would it be effective/ineffective in all situations? 

Let’s look at some examples as a group to get you "up to speed' to write incidents. For 
these examples, we will identify some problems with the way they were written. 

Give out the 2 HOs or show the OHs -- examples of INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION and 

IRRELEVANT INFORMATION 

Discuss the parts of the incidents, asking them questions to bring out the following points: 
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A- INSUPnOENT INFORMATION 

Not enou^ context: 
- no indication of what regulations were violated 

- where did it occur? 
- what were the soldier’s responsibilities? 

- conveys no understanding of what was requured m the situation 
- what did the SF soldier actually do (vs. failed to do)? 

Outcome: 
- what was the accident? 
- how bad was it? 

Corrected version: 
- it was actually a law that was violated 
- the conditions - in vehicle, after drinking - are stated ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , s 
- we know what the SF soldier M (not up to our standard of what he should have done) 

- we can judge the ineffectiveness of the outcome 
- we have an understanding of the action and its result 

B. IRREUEVANT INFORMATION 

Context 
- the weather is irrelevant 
- the action is in the wrong place 

Behavion 
- this is a judgment of what happened, not the action itself 

Outcome: 
- vague 

Corrected version: 
- context is concisely written — players, what they did 
- action is in the ri^t place 
- no extraneous info in the result 

Now that we have looked at the examples, do you have any questions? 
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Script for Critical Incident Development (cont.) 

WRITING PERFORMANCE INCIDENTS - EXAMPLES 

Problems 
1. 

Insufficient 
information 
to evaluate the 
behavior. 

2. 

Does not clearty 
state what the 
individual did. 

3. 
Does not give 
enough information. 

What were the circumstances leading up to the incident? 

A soldier violated regulations. 

What did the individual do to make you feel he was a good, 
average, or poor performer? 

The SF solder failed to take corrective actions. 

What was the outcome of this incident? 

An accident occurred. 

Incident Corrected to Proper Form 

1. What were the circumstances leading up to the incident? 

During a live &e exercise, this SF soldier noticed that a 
soldier driving a vehicle was under the influence of alcohol. 

2. What did the individual do to make you feel he was a good, 
average, or poor performer? 

The SF soldier simply told the soldier that he could "get into 
trouble if anybody else found out." 

3. What was the outcome of this incident? 

Later in the day, the vehicle the soldier was operating went 
off the road and became stuck in a dangerous area; as a 
result, the vehicle was damaged. 

(continued) 
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Script for Critical Incident Development (cont.) 

WRITING PERFORMANCE INCIDENTS 

1. What were the circumstances leading up to the incident? 

Includes 
irrelevant 

information 

It was a really hot day and a unit was out conducting training 
when a soldier (who is always mouthing off and causing trouble) 
started making sarcastic remarks about one member of the guerrilla 
forces talring part in the training. When hearing this, the soldier 
pointed out to the soldier the inappropriateness of his comments. 

2. 

Labels the 
behavior doesn’t 
say what the 
individual did. 

3. 
Does not 
give enough 
information. 

What did the individual do to make you feel he was a good, average, 

or poor performer? 

The SF soldier showed good judgment. 

What was the outcome of this incident? 

The problem was solved. 

Incident Corrected to Proper Form 

1. What were the circumstances leading up to the incident? 

During a training exercise, a soldier was making sarcastic remarks 
about one of the guerrilla forces taking part in the training. 

2. What did the individual do to make you feel he was a good, average, 
or poor performer? 

This SF soldier pointed out to the soldier the inappropriateness of 
his comments. 

3. What was the outcome of this incident? 

The soldier stopped making negative comments. 
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Script for Critical Incident Development (cont.) 

Answer any general questions. If they want to see any more examples, show the EXTRA 
OVERHEAD and discuss the three examples listed on it. Then work in the following points 
before they start writing or mention them when answering the questions. 

When ready to write incidents: 

To write a good incident, try to remember what the individual did or failed to do that 
made the behavior effective or ineffective in a situation. Incidents can be examples of 
extremely effective or ineffective performance. Let’s define effective and ineffective 
performance. By effective performance, we mean that when you see that type of 
behavior occur, you wish everyone would do the same thing in similar situations. By 
ineffective performance, we mean behavior that if it occurred repeatedly or even once in 
a specific situation, you would doubt the person’s competency or doubt that it is the best 
behavior in those circumstances. 

Remember, also, to be short and to the point -- don’t bother to go to great lengths 
specifying unimportant or irrelevant details. 

Always write the incidents using the third person. You may relate incidents that are 
examples of your own performance. However, even in these cases, please do not identify 
yourself by name. It is appropriate to use the more generic terms such as "the 
detachment Sgt.," "the in^vidual," "the soldier," etc. 

You may know of incidents that happened during classified missions. We realize that 
some great critical incidents for good and poor performance may have happened during 
operational classified missions. It is okay to write these as long as you modify the details 
of the context to protect the security of the mission. For example, you can use different 
names for the places or use more general descriptions to convey the information. Use 
your judgment in how to write incidents such as these. We don’t want to lose out on 
getting this type of information because we don’t want to restrict the pool of critical 
incidents we collect to only those behaviors that happened in training scenarios. 

When specifying the circumstances leading up to an incident, you need to include 
information about: 

• the place 
• the persons 
• the conditions 
• the activities 
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Each part of the incident must be clearly written: 

♦ Set the context -- give just enou^ background to set a common ground for 
judging the behavior to be described 

♦ Describe the behavior -- give enough detail that different people reading the 
incident will understand how effective/ineffective the behavior was 

♦ State the result - state the outcome in such a way that people will be able to 

agree on the effectiveness level 

Show ex of ADEQUATE INFORMATION - this is the one about the 63B performing 

PMCS. 
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Script for Critical Incident Development (cont.) 

This also is an example of the form we will use to collect these critical incidents in the 
workshops. For each incident, we also need you to give us the name of the job 
performance category or attribute this incident applies to and your opimon about the 
effectiveness of the behavior. You will be using the scale provided. 

[Show the slide of Tips for Writing Performance Incidents. ] To briefly review, [go through 
points on slide, emphasizing no personalty identifying information and writing in the third 

person.] 

Follow agenda for WRITING INCIDENTS, as follows: 
A. Incidents for task categories, 
B. CRITIQUE, 
C More incidents for task categories, 
D. {-lunch break}, 
E. More incidents for task categories, 
F. Incidents for attributes 
G. {break} 
H. More incidents for attributes 

A. INCIDENTS FOR TASK CATEGORIES 

Look now at the first task category you rated earlier. Think of an example of effective 
or ineffective behavior for this category that you have observed recently. Write down in 
the appropriate spots on the form the circumstances, the behavior, and the outcome. 
Make sure you provide sufficient detail. Also supply the name of the task category and 
then rate the effectiveness level for your example. We will circulate and try to be of help 
by answering questions and providing assistance in recording your incidents. 

Monitor their efforts. Walk around and look at their incidents. Facilitate and offer 
comments as necessary, such as: 

• What exactly did the individual do that was either effective or ineffective? What 
did you observe? 

• What was the context for this incident? What was the essential background? 
What should someone know about the situation in order to understand the 
eventual outcome? 

• How is the incident you described an example of effective or ineffective behavior? 
In other words, how did this affect the task(s) the person was performing? 
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When everyone has finished one, have them try to write another one for that first task 

category. 

Now try to write one for another task category that represents a different effectiveness 
level. If you are having difficulty thinking of an incident try one of the following 
approaches: 

• Think of a textbook example of stellar performance and the potential outcome(s). 
What would the flipside behavior be? What would be a likely outcome? 

• Think of something you have done in the past where you were proud of your 
performance. An incident can be based on an "observation" of your own 
performance, it doesn’t have to be performance of some other person. Use the 
third person in writing the incident, however, instead of saving "I did ..." 

• Think of some time in your past where you learned something the hard way. 
What did you do and what was the outcome? 

• Think of a time when you realized too late that you should have done something 
differently. If you had done that instead, what would be a likely outcome? 

• Think of a time when you saw someone do something in a situation and you 
thought to yourself "If I was in that same situation. I’d handle it much differently." 
What was the scenario you saw? Also, what would you do differently and what 
might be the result? 

• Think of some of the differences in performance that are related to how long 
you’ve been in an MOS. What kind of mistakes do people make when they’re 
new to the job (and what are the results)? What kinds of knowledge are gained 
that result in improved performance and what are these outcomes? 

. Stress writing incidents for different levels of ^ectiveness so that they don’t get into a rut. 

. Move on to another task category and have them write several CIs. 

Pick out a few to critique -- based on your monitoring. Then get them to discuss some of 
the ones that are written. 

B. CRITIQUE 

Let’s take a few moments to talk about the incidents you’ve written so far. 
Get them to discuss some of the ones that are written, using one of the following approaches 
that seems best suited for the situation. 
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APPROACHES: 

2^ 'You^^ick^: have ready several that you Vc scouted out to illustrate the following 

kinds of points: 
• too much detail — could use more general words to describe 
m not enough information - think through essential pieces of info for Cl reader 
• labels the behavior andtor evaluates it - simply describelrecord, not interpret 
• there seem to be multiple incidents rolled into one — separate out each distinct 

behavior (may be one or more persons doing different behaviors) and then supply the 

necessary context and outcome for each one 
• task category doesn’t seem to fit incident - give it a different category name or write it 

so that the intent is clear 
• good example incident — has all the critical pieces and is written concisely 
• behavior has a teamdevel outcome as well as or instead of an individual-level 

outcome - the team- and individual-level outcomes may really have different scale 

values 
• outcome not related to the behavior — some results are due to outside influences, not 

to what the person did; use the result of the behavior 

2. Volunteers: ask for them to: 
• share their CIs with comments about what was difficult, 
• critique their own CIs and then have the group comment 

Try to cover the points above !! 

3. Take turns . ^ ^ 
• have each one in turn read a Cl and then facUitate the discussion that follows. Go 

around again if necessary to be sure they have the hang of it. 

Try to cover the points above !! 

C. MORE INCIDENTS FOR TASK CATEGORIES 
Let’s move on to some additional task categories. 
Same drill with more MOS-specific categories: monitor while they write, critique. 

D. LUNCH BREAK 

E. MORE INCIDENTS FOR TASK CATEGORIES 

Let’s move on to some additional task categories. These are the SF-wide categories you 

rated earlier. 
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Same drill with the rest of the categories: monitor while they write, critique 

F. ATTRIBUTES 

Now let’s focus on writing some incidents for the attributes you’ve just rated. Same drill 
with the rest of the categories: monitor while they write, critique 

Depending on the group and how much structure they need, either let them write CIs for 
whichever attributes they can think of CIs for, or step them through the list, e.g., "Wnte some 
for attributes 1 - 5, 6-10, etc. The intent is to ensure we set CIs for all task categories and m 
attributes: we don’t want "holes" (or suess who sets to write CIs for those attnbutes/task 

catesories). 

G. BREAK 

H. MORE INCIDENTS FOR ATTRIBUTES 
Same drill with the rest of the categories: monitor while they write, critique 
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Script for Attribute Ratings 

Hand out Attribute luting Forms 

We are interested in personal characteristics required for successful SF performance. 
We call these personal characteristics "attributes." 

There are 30 attributes listed in the rating form we just gave you. This list is a residt of 
Q-jjf literature review and our mitial interviews with SF subject matter experts. Notice 
that the list includes several types of attributes. Cognitive abilities are listed on the first 
page. Communication, Interpersonal Motivation & Character attributes are listed on 
page 2. They continue on page 3, and the Physical attributes are listed at the end. 

For each attribute, we would like you to make two ratings. 
For the examples that you use here, refer to one that is appropriate for the MOS group that 

day (see examples below) 

• The first rating is the importance of the attribute for effective field performance in 
your MOS. For example, you may decide [adaptability - substitute] is extremety 
important for effective field performance in your MOS. 

• The second rating is the importance of the attribute for effective SF performance 
in the field. For example, you may decide [adaptability - substitute] is of minor 
importance for effective SF performance. We are asking for both ratings because 
we have been told the two ratings can be very different. 

Use examples relative to each MOS...For example: 

MOS Attribute example 
18AI180A Supervising 
18B Mechanical Ability 
18C Spatial Scanning 
28D Non-verbal Communication 
18E Perceptual Speed and Accuracy 

Please review the entire list to get a feel for the material you will be rating... Also, the 
title of the attribute can be misleading. So, please be sure to read the entire definition of 
each attribute. Try to resist the temptation to say that all attributes are extremely 
important and try to use all the scale points, 1-5. Save your 5s for only those 
characteristics that are extremely important. Using just one or just a few of the points on 
the scale will not indicate the relative importance of the attributes. 
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After attribute ratings, cajole them into writing more critical incidents. Hand out the 
attribute definitions to help them focus. Point out that there are 4 categories: Cognitive, 
Communication, Interpersonal Motivation & Character, Physical. 

Ask the participants to write 1 incident each for Cognitive, Communication, and Physical. 
Ask them to please provide 2 incidents for Interpersonal Motivation & Character. 
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Script for Aftrihute Ratings Feedback & Biodata Generation 

Attribute Ratings Results 

Given results of data analysis, determine which five or so attributes were rated as 
important which 5 or so were rated as least important, and where the greatest differences m 
opinion Ury. Do this for both the MOS-Specific and SF-Wide ratings and list on appropriate 

overhead (see example). 

Compare the ratings made for MOS-Specific and SF-Wide grouping^. Are there any notable 
simUarities or differences between the two groups - make notations on the MOS-wide 
overhead if this is the case (e.g., same attributes in the top five; see example). 

Read off the top attributes and ask participants if they make sense to them. Would ar^one 
like to comment on any of them in particular? Do the same for the low attributes. If there 
are differences in opinion (Le., high variability), ask why the attribute would be deemed to be 
high in importance and why it would be deemed low in importance. Can they see the other 

perspective and reach agreement? 
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Script for Biodata Generation 

Biodata -> Do this for the SF-Wide ratings 

Okay, what I would hVft to do now is discuss some life experiences that you may have 
had or that fellow SF soldiers have had that contribute to the development of the 
attributes you rated as most important. Specifically, what I’d like you to do is think back 
to two major periods in your life: When you were a child and around the time you were 

in high school. 

Show the slide matrix of time period by type of experience. 

Will need to present them with prompts in the following way: 

Education: Can you think of any experience you had in your educationischooling or that 
you know other SF members have had in common regarding educationischooling that 

contributed to the development of 

• the most important attributes listed here? 

• to characteristics in general that lead to SF success? 

o As a child? 

o In high school? 

Work How many of you worked prior to Joining the Army? Full-time? Part-time? 
Of those of you who worked full-time.... of those of you who worked part-time.... 

• Can you think of any experience you had in your work experience or that you know 
other SF members have had in common regarding work experience that contributed 

to the development of 

o the most important attributes listed here? 

o to characteristics in general that lead to SF success? 

♦ As a child? 
♦ In high school? 

What about experiences in the Army prior to joining SF? 
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Outside interestslhobbies: Can you think of any experience that you had or that fellow SF 
member have had in common regarding outside interests or hobbies that contributed to the 

development of 

• the most important attributes listed here? 

• to characteristics in general that lead to SF success? 

o As a child? 

o In high school? 

Probe further for the "most important' attributes and for any attribute that was deemed 
particularly important in MOS-Specific but was not deemed important for SF-Wide (again, 

see example — mechanical ability). 
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Appendix C 

Additional Demographic Breakdowns of SF Workshop Participcints 



Table C-1. 

Remk 

Rank Frequency Percentage* 

0-2 1 1% 

0-3 16 9% 

0-4 1 1% 

E-5 4 2% 

E-6 43 25% 

E-7 48 27% 

E-8 42 24% 

E-9 2 1% 

CW-1 7 4% 

CW-2 6 3% 

CW-3 2 1% 

WO** 2 1% 

* Perc6ntsg6S may not sunt to exactly 100 due to rounding error 

** WO indicates those warrant officers who did not designate their CW level 
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MOS 

Prior MOS 

05B 

OSH 

llA 

IIB 

lie 

IIF 

IIH 

IIM 

12A 

12B 

13B 

13D 

13F 

14A 

14B 

16D 

16H 

16T 

18B 

18C 

19D 

19F 

21B 

21J 



HOS 

Prior MOS 

27E 

29E 

31C 

31G 

3 IK 

31V 

36K 

43E 

52B 

52D 

52M 

54B 

54E 

62E 

63B 

63S 

64C 

67T 

67Y 

71M 

74C 

76W 

77W 



Table C-2 (contirmed.) 

MOS Prior to Joining Special Forces 

Prior MOS Frequency Percentage 

91A 4 2% 

91B 8 5% 

91C 2 1% 

91D 1 1% 

93J 1 1% 

94B 1 1% 

95B 6 3% 

* Percentages may not sum to exactly 100 due to rounding error 
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Appendix D 

Tables of SF-Common Task Category Ratings by MOS and SFG[A] 
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Appendix E 

Tables of MOS-Spedfic Task Category Ratings by MOS and SFG[A] 
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Appendix G 

Retranslation Booklets 



QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCnONS FOR POCS 

Please find enclosed 30 questionnaires. There are five versions of the questionnaire, one for 

each of the following SF jobs; 

Weapons SGT [Tan] Engineer [Green] 
Medical SGT [Yellow] Communications SGT [Blue] 

Team Leader [Orange] 

There are six copies of each version. 

Who should complete guestinnuaires? Questionnaire respondents will be asked to make 
judgments about behaviors that define good and poor SF performance. Therefore, they 
should he people who are adequate to good performers themselves. To the extent possible, 

they should have recent A team experience. 

Twenty-six personnel will be needed to complete the questionnaires. 

4 senior 18Bs, 4 senior l8Cs, 
4 senior 18Ds, 4 senior l8Es, 4 l8Zs, 
3 captains with about one year of experience, and 
3 warrant officers who are or have been team leaders. 

(Four of the 30 questionnaires are extras.) 

With exception of the Zulus, personnel should complete the version of the questionnaire that 
matches their MOS/job (e.g., 18B completes Weapons SGT). The four Zulus should be 
assigned to questionnaires as follows: one to 18B, one to 18C, one to 18D, and one to 18E. 

Please use the attached Questionnaire Assignment Tracking Sheet to keep track of who has 
questionnaires and who has turned them in. As you assipi questionnaires to individuals, 
write their names and phone numbers in the appropriate blank. Indicate when the 
questionnaire was assigned and when the questionnaire was returned. We are not asking 
respondents to write their names on the questionnaires, so you can’t count on that as a 

method of tracking. 

What if people have questions about the questionnaire? If individuals have questions about 
the questionnaire or how to complete the questionnaire, they should call Teresa Russell or 

Felicity Tagliareni (703) 549-3611. 

When are the gnp-stinunaires due? We would like to have all completed questionnaires 
returned to our offices by 29 October 1993. If this is an unreasonable time frame, please 
call me, Teresa Russell (703-706-5666) and we will work something out. 

How should the questionnaires be sent back? Questionnaire respondents will be instructed 
to place their completed questionnaires in an envelope and return the envelope to you. 
Please use the enclosed Federal Express package to return the questionnaires to me. We 
want to be able to trace the package if it does not arrive in our offices. The Federal 
Express form is already completed for your convenience. Just (1) fill in the date, (2) tear 
off the bottom (pink) copy, (3) save the pink copy in case the completed questionnaires do 
not arrive in our offices, and (4) call Federal Express for a pickup or drop the package off 

ai a Federal Express drop box. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Team Leader [A] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 
performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 job 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 
questionnaire. 

Questioimaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 
examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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EUJte 

SF Roles and Perfijimance Categories Based on Ferfonnance Examples 

Ferfonnan.ee Categoiy(ies) 

Teacher A. Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Weapons R. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 

Expert • s*. Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Techniques :. 

Engineer T, Employing Demolitions Techniques 

u. . Constructing for Mission*Related Requirements 

■. Vv- . Calculating Kffi^ion-Related Requirements 

% Developing and Using Thrget Folders 

Communi- ■ x.. Maintaining Communication Bqaipment 

cations y: COmpijtog viith Communication P^cedores and Policies 

Expert z Assembitas Operating, and'Disassembling Accurately Configured Equipment 

•AA. • Using Cryptic Message Format to Make Coramunications 

Medic. Bk. Evalaating and Treating Non-Emergenty Medical Conditions and In|uries 

cc: Determining, and: Administering Medications and Dosages 

DD/ Ofetalnift|/Malnminlhg Medical Records and Treatment Histories 

EE'. Bmtnrjng Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

FF. Responding to Acddent and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 

. QQ, :. Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgttal Procedures 

... HH. Oonducting Laboratory Tesis/Procedures 

Military II. Advising HN/G Counterparts 

Advisor JJ. Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Leader KK Considering Subordinates 

LL. Providing Direction 

MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

NN. Developing Others 



Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. T^ese 
performance categories are also listed on the last pugs of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your coinpleted 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character—this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
team leader roles. Other questionnaires contain MOS specific performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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EXAMPL E FERK)BMANaE EXAMPI£ BCKDKI^ 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See deflnitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 
of the NCO, 

officer, or 
warrant 

officer in the 
incident? 
(See below) 

1. B 5 An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 
complete the airborne training. 

2. A 5 This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survivaktraining and used 
the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

3. B 2 An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 
host nation soldiers. 

4. C 6 During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 
productively exchange ideas. 

5. J 7 During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. 'Phis SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 
continue with the mission. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Low Moderate High 
Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Otheia. Conveying knowiedge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning- oresenling material in an orderly fashion: tailoring material to the target audiences needs and 
Srimrob2nraudL^ i-d'dat and involvement; using handonm aids, tools, or kirs; conarmcrtvely 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B BufldinR and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating r^pect 

tor and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unne^sary disputes de- 
Sca^Slig te^ions, and res^ng disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
MmiSrusing non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

Situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunfties to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
^oblem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
accourmaking deSsion tharuse time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; ac^untmg for policy 

or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 

members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

R Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; deteimining e^ipment 

needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment, ... . .^ 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibili , 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 

and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes a 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
f^hion- putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals, 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displavine Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course o 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 

ordeal; maintafning team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations, preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 



M Navigating in the Held. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in ail training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; using approved equipment or methods. 

n. Advising HN/G Counterparts. Providing sound technical advice to HN/G, highlighting areas of 
vulnerability; providing advice that reflects the best interest of the HN/G, is consistent with their mores 
and culture, and allows them to avoid unnecessary or unwise actions; calming and reassuring HN/G in 

stressful situations. 

JX Conducting Operations with Other (HN, G, Conventional) Forces. Organizing or reorganizing HN/G 
troops to ensure effective leadership without offending key HN/G personnel; learning from HN/G about 
the environment and using that information to enhance operations; sharing equipment and resources with 

HN/G. 

KK. Considering Subordinates. Considering consequences of decisions on subordinates; taking their 
needs/feelings into account when making decisions; taking the time and effort to research and correct 
subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving mail while on deployment). 

t T. Providing Direction. Taking charge in the absence of authority-establishing a direction, organizing a 
team; gravitating toward positions of leadership; pulling the team together; setting specific, challenging, 
but attainable goals; distributing work fairly; being consistent. 

mm. Gaining the Respea and Confidence of Subordinates. Knowing the limits of own knowledge; valuing 
the experience of team members; facing the consequences of own decisions/actions; taking responsibility; 
being truthful; following through on promises; treating others with respect; setting a personal example of 

hard work and sacrifice. 

NN. Developing Others. Confronting behavioral problems directly; giving others responsibility, but 
checking others’ work often enough to be sure it is of high quality; providing negative feedback 
constructively, such that individuals know what was wrong and how to improve; administering 

"punishment" that is appropriate for the situation. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=Icw to 

7=high) 

While deployed on a joint exercise, this 18A was expected to eat 
lunch with the foreign general and his staff every day. He did not 
speak the language and few of the hosts spoke English. This 18A 
expressed to a host officer who spoke some English his interest in 
learning more of the host language. The 18A learned a "sentence 
of the day" from the host officer and used it at lunch, which 
mixed humor with the ongoing training events. The 18A built 
tremendous rapport with the general and his staff, gaining their 

support for additional training resources. 

During a deployment, a team was responsible for maintaimng all 
sensitive items. This 18E did not do a proper check and later 
noticed that his crypto was missing, even though he had been 
reporting all sensitive items accounted for. He had the team 
locked down, conducting a search in order to find the missing 
items. The sensitive items were found and the 18E was given a 

letter of reprimand. 

A new team member arrived on a team. This SF officer told the 
new member how to behave to make the team more effective. 
This SF officer also told the new member not to call each other 
by rank as everyone knows what rank they all are. His assistance 

helped the new member become part of the team. 

This 18A was given the responsibility of developing and 
implementing a desert operations/survival program of instruction. 
This 18A delegated the responsibility of different portions of the 
POI to subordinate personnel to take advantage of the SF team 
members’ versatility. The desert training program was exemplary. 

This team leader was very weak in Spanish. This team leader 
made no attempt to improve his language skills because he was 
confident that his other abilities would make up for it. An 
important mission was given to another team that had a team 
leader who was better able to speak and understand Spanish. 

I 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7=high) 

The ODA was on movement to a contact mission. The ODA was 

under fire and the situation was worsening. This ODA 
commander maintained control and showed enough flexibility to 

react to the situation. The mission was a success. 

This team leader was assigned to a team with a team sergeant 
who was consistently verbally abusing the team members if they 
didn’t perform to his standards. This team leader told the team 
sergeant that verbal abuse would not improve performance and 
had him read a book on leadership and counseling. The team 
sergeant stopped abusing his team members; esprit de corps and 

overall performance improved. 

Near the end of a very long and cold training exercise, the team 
had low morale, was very tired, and was becoming weak. The 
team was given another mission and everybody complained. This 
team sergeant let them blow off some steam, then gathered the 
team together and gave a short pep talk about the importance of 
the new mission and how the team needed to pull together to 
accomplish it. The team members eventually agreed; they 
completed the mission and received praise for their team work 

and determination. 

After working as a DZ party for airborne operation, this SF 
officer wanted to view the operation of an AC-130 gunship. This 
SF officer could not locate the AC-130 gunship and got the team 

lost in the gunship’s impact area. The SF officer could not 
resection his location on the map. The AC-130 gunship 
determined personnel were present in the impact area and did 

not fire. 

A company was deployed to an operational area when a real 
world" mission came down for three ODAs. This 18A was upset 
that his ODA was not given the mission and got 3/4 of the ODA 
to threaten to resign or move to another company. That ODA 

was given the next "good" mission. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 
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The mission was to role play other higher commands. In the 
scenario, this captain with little experience outranked his 
commander. The captain would not listen to the senior NCOs 
and the warrant officer. His motto was panic first. The captain 
was unable to separate reality from role-playing. He got into 
several shouting contests with his rater/commander and was 
disrespectful. The stressful, uncooperative environment resulted 

in bad feelings on all sides. 

A soldier became dehydrated when participating in an obstacle 
course. This 18B gave an IV to the injured soldier even though 
he did not know what he was doing. The soldier recovered, but 

the 18B was given a negative spot report. 

The detachment received a new commander just prior to 
deployment for Desert Shield. This detachment commander did 
not conduct the required initial counseling with the team 
sergeant in the first month to set goals and expectations. This 
detachment commander had a series of power struggles and 
personal disagreements with the team sergeant over a period of 5 
months, at which point he conducted the counseling session. The 
detachment was unable to accomplish assigned missions during 

this period and got a bad reputation. 

During an ARTEP, an isolated detachment cross-loaded all 
equipment and rigged it for an airborne resupply for the ARTEP. 
This SF soldier re-packed the equipment bundles so that they 
were no longer cross-loaded. Upon infiltration of the team and 
equipment, one bundle failed to open, destroying over 5200,000 
of equipment and leaving the detachment non-operational and 

unable to complete the mission. 



An SF 18C was part of a two-person team establishing a program 
to train refugees. When the team leader had to leave the mission 
to brief the general, this 18C took over the role of negotiating 
with officials from a variety of nations/factions. This 18C wore 
civilian clothes and went to a high-level meeting to represent the 
U.S. to the host nation. The negotiations proceeded, rather than 
being suspended due to the team leader’s absence, and the 

training camp was funded. 

This SF commander was given a mission to act as a liaison for a 
conventional unit. He was able to send part of his equipment 
ahead of him and decided to take the rest with him when he 
deployed. The plane ended up being very full. This SF 
commander was forced to leave a number of items behind. The 
team did not have all the necessary equipment. 

During a sensitive mission, the detachment was required to split 
into 3 elements. One element sustained a non-life threatening, 
but painful injury to one of its members. This element had no 
18D. This ISB had carried a medical kit with him on the 
mission. This 18B treated the injury, where a poisonous plant 
had entered the soldier’s leg and broken off internally, by 
numbing the area surrounding the wound and extracting the 
plant. The wounded soldier was able to continue with the 

mission. 

A guerrilla group was rebelling against having to move camps on 
a rainy night with no notice. The senior guerrilla NCO was the 
most negative. This cadre leader SF soldier quietly pulled the 
senior guerrilla NCO aside and had him moved to another 
location. The guerrillas grudgingly went along. 



The team was working on a land navigation course with host 
nation forces. This team sergeant tried w convince the host 
nation forces to use terrain association, instead of a straight line 
from point to point as a land navigation technique. The host 
nation continued with their old technique even though terrain 

association was shown to be much easier. 

While training with host nation forces, it was discovered that 
their main commo link was messenger. The commo equipment 
was available but no one knew how to use it. Although the 
equipment was not known to the 18E, he was able to figure it out 
and teach the force to effectively use the equipment. The host 
nation commo link was improved which then improved all other 

tasks performed by the force. 

Ordnance was found by a team on a humanitarian mission. The 
team’s ISC strongly advised this team leader that each ordnance 
piece had to be individually charged (because it would not 
sympathetically detonate) but that the team did not have enough 
demolitions material to place a charge on each separate piece. 
This team leader said to "do it anyway." The explosion launched 
several unexploded projectiles towards the team at a high rate of 

velocity. 
This 18C was tasked with safeguarding classified matenal. inis 
18C removed all the weapons from the weapons safe box. placed 
the classified material in the bottom of the box, and piled heavy, 
oily weapons on top. The materials became oily and unreadable. 

This 18C was deployed on a mission in which the marching route 
followed a stream. Although the intelligence reports stated that 

is was possible to walk the entire route along the bank, the 
element found that there were cliffs on both sides of the stream 
and deep water to their front. This 18C constructed a large raft 
to float the equipment down the stream. The element was able 
to continue their mission and did not lose any travelling time. 



laA 180A fA] ■ 

Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 
category of the NCO. 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(1 —low to 

7=high) 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

The post-damage assessments from an air war were constantly 
monitored by this team’s warrant officer. This warrant officer 
constantly updated the enemy’s disposition, composition, and 
strengths on the enemy situation map. Successful detachment 
missions were planned and organized based on this warrant 
officer’s assessment. 

An ODA was conducting improvised munitions training. An 
ISC’s improper storage of the flammable chemicals resulted in 
damage to equipment and danger to personnel. Instead of 
punishing the individual, this commander stopped training, had 
the chemicals disposed of, and prevented improvised munitions 
training from being conducted. 

An ODA was given the mission of training African soldiers on a 
new parachute system and on means of exiting their aircraft. 
This ODA commander convinced the host nation airforce to 
allow the host nation forces to jump from the ramp (instead of 
the door) of the aircraft since they had never done that before. 
The ODA commander also gave a safety briefing on emergencies 
as part of the pre-jump procedures. As a result, the host nation 
learned a new way to exit their aircraft and added an emergency 
procedure briefing to their SOP. 

A team leader was deployed with his detachment to the Joint 
Readiness Training Center to be evaluated on the team’s ability 
to conduct a DA mission. This team leader consistently argued 
with and verbally abused his team members for the duration of 
the exercise. The team members all lost the motivation to do 
well and performed their tasks in a substandard way. The team 
received a poor evaluation. 
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An SF company was deployed overseas on an operational mission 

and was located in a staging base planning missions. This SF 
soldier frequently called home and told his wife about numerous 
classified activities. The wife told other individuals and the 
information reached the SF unit. Morale was lowered but no 

corrective measures were taken. 

The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS mission. For 
the purpose of planning, classified material was being used. The 
18B observed the detachment commander storing confidential 
material in his desk. This 18B advised the commander that all 
material classified as confidential and higher must be stored in a 

safe. The classified material was safeguarded. 

A detachment was planning two separate missions (one DA, one 
SR). This detachment commander gave his planning guidance 
and then let the team sergeant conduct the planning, periodically 
checking on the team’s progress. The planning was effective 
without "micro-managing" and the team had an excellent 

bricfback. 

During mission planning, some SF officers displayed little respect 
for the foreign officers and had them do servant work. This 
group leader told the foreign officers that if they felt they were 
not being used properly, they should just leave. The SF officers 
started to give the foreign officers real work or nothing at all. 

This 18A was sent on a two-person team mission. The mission 
involved negotiation with various foreign groups and the U.N. for 
a program to train refugees. This 18A represented both civilian 
and military interests for the U.S. through the long negotiation 
process, changing his approach to fit the cultural background of 
the people with whom he was working. More foreign countries 
supported the effort and sent people to the negotiations. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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The detachment was tasked to move from point A to point B. 
This 180A tasked the 18E to plan the route. The 180A did not 
check the 18E’s work. It took longer to get where the team was 

supposed to go because the 18E had made errors. 

While in a host nation country, an SF soldier backed up a truck 
over a plastic water pipe line, breaking a 6 foot section. This 
18C went to the local economy to acquire the necessary material 
to repair the water line. A possible problem with host nation 

personnel was avoided. 

An 18A was in charge of a staff section with a team member who 
was about to retire. The team member did not want to deploy, 
but the 18A insisted he go. This team member maintained a bad 
attitude during the deployment, contradicted the policies of the 
18A and chain of command, and did not change his behavior 
after the unit sergeant and battalion commander talked to him. 
This team member was relieved when he got home. 

A detachment had been waiting three days to make a link-up 
after an escape and evasion exercise. The detachment, which was 
out of food, was ordered to remain hidden until the link-up was 
made. This captain made the decision to walk into the village 
and call the battalion. The battalion said that they had not been 
able to find the grid coordinates where the detachment was to be 

exfilled. The team was exfilled. 

An ODA was deployed for a series of four very long 
deployments. This team sergeant listened to team members 
problems and told them he cared about what they said, being a 
friend if they had personal problems. The team became cohesive 

and respected the team sergeant. 
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A team was deployed to a foreign nation to conduct FID. This 
officer would not eat with his host nation counterpart or invite 
him to eat with the team. This officer drank tea with him only 
when higher headquarters’ ranking US officers were present. The 
ODAs could not accomplish their missions due to the negative 
attitude of the host nation counterparts as the host nation 
commander told his subordinates about this officer’s behavior. 

A detachment was conducting search and reconnaissance training 
in cold, wet weather. This team leader did not realize how the 
bad weather was affecting the team so the team never stopped to 
warm or dry themselves. Six out of eight soldiers suffered cold 

weather injuries. 

A platoon-type raid was planned to snatch a prisoner. The plan 
called for a large force to hit the objective and grab the prisoner 
under cover of darkness. The enemy force size was unknown, but 
was thought to be squad +. This reconnaissance team leader set 
up his surveillance team at the objective and saw that the enemy 
force was larger than expected. This team leader saw that the 
prisoner had been brought out with only 2 guards far from the 
camp. This team leader decided to rescue the prisoner there and 
then. The prisoner was rescued; this mission would probably 
have failed if it had been executed as planned. 

On an extended deployment, a drunk SF soldier became abusive 
to SF soldiers who were trying to help him get to bed. This 
senior warrant officer took charge of the situation, forced the SF 
soldier to go to bed, and waited until the next day to counsel 
him. A potential problem was diffused and the soldier learned 

his lesson while sober. 
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An ODA was sent to an FTX without sufficient gear to stay 
warm in a static position for extended periods in sub-freezing 
conditions. An 18D on the team notified this officer twice of the 
lack of protective gear and that four team members had incurred 
environmental injuries by the midpoint of the FTX. This officer 
disregarded the ISO’s input. Six team members ended up with 
permanent injuries, despite treatment by the 18D. 

This newly assigned 18A had a meeting with the 18Z and the 
180A. This 18A told the 18Z and the 180A that he deferred rank 
to experience and was there to help the team. The team became 

close knit and worked very well together. 

This SF leader verbally counselled a substandard SF NCO 
routinely. When the poor performer received a bad NCOER, he 
appealed to the battalion commander and command sergeant 
major. This SF leader had failed to document the poor 
performance. The NCOER was disapproved and re-written 

indicating average performance. 

A team sergeant was directed to have the ODA wear flak jackets 
on a maneuver live fire. A flak jacket is heavy, cumbersome, and 
completely incapable of stopping a bullet. ODA emotions about 
having to wear them were strongly negative. This team sergeant 
gathered his information and spoke to the commander through 
the group level to try and reverse the policy. The team sergeant 
lost, but he had tried. Later that day on the range, he put his 
team in jackets and did the CFX. No senior leadership was there 

to see if he had done it correctly or incorrectly. 
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This SF team sergeant was tasked to develop a program of 
instruction for a light infantry course. This team sergeant did not 
aive clear instructions to his team regarding what he wanted the 
fesson outlines to look like. Once completed, all the lesson 
outlines had to be redone to fit the same format. 

The detachment was deployed to a border observation post. This 
detachment commander kept classified information at the post 
and presented briefings related to it to many officers who visited 
the post. This detachment commander also fired a weapon over 
the berm and drove a vehicle into "no-mans land" between the 
berm and the enemy observation posts. The detachment 
members prepared statements about the commander’s behavior 

and he was relieved. 

This newly assigned officer was responsible for producing the 
MTP and updating the battle books. Two days prior to the 
briefing, this officer said he did not feel competent enough to 
perform these duties. The 18A was required to perform these 

duties. 

A new team leader was strict and control-oriented. This team 
leader maintained the autocratic style he was used to in the 
infantry rather than adjusting to the consensus style used in the 
unit. He alienated himself from most of the members of his 

An ODA was conducting marksmanship training according to 
Unit Guidelines. This officer stopped training because protective 
masks, which were not required by Unit Guidelines, were not 
beinc worn. The ammo was turned in unused, training (which is 
hard to schedule) was halted, and military courtesy (following the 

chain of command) was not observed. 
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This SF soldier was assigned to a European-based unit which was 
responsible for conducting ground warfare in the mountains 
during the winter. This SF soldier refused to learn how to ski. 
This SF soldier was a liability to the detachment during winter 

operations. 

A detachment was tasked to participate in a joint training 
exercise. This SF officer was given the task of developing the 
battlefield and briefing the detachment. This SF officer posted 
information on an operations map, plotted units and incidences, 
and interpreted information that was supplied. This officer then 

briefed the operations map and data. The exercise and 
subsequent operations were given an air of realism. 

This team leader called a team meeting for the next day at nine 
o’clock. At nine o’clock the next day, the team leader had not 
yet arrived. After waiting fifteen minutes, the team sergeant 
began the meeting during which it was decided not to move the 
billeting site. When this team leader arrived at nine-thirty, he 
yelled at the team sergeant and the other NCOs in the room 
about how "a bunch of dumb NCOs could make a decision like 
that in such a short time." After this outburst, the team sergeant 
felt he could not work with this team leader and the rest of the 

team avoided him. 

This detachment commander was required to interface with a 
wide variety of people from difference backgrounds. He spoke 
eloquently with embassy-level people and talked about crops and 
coondogs with the country folk of rural areas. Coordination with 

people at all levels was successful. 

A soldier worked hard all day out of sight of his supervisor. This 
officer accused the soldier of being lazy and disloyal and \erbally 
abused the soldier for a half hour. The soldier lost respect and 

lovaltv for this officer. 
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An ODA was deployed four times for periods of at least six 
months at a time. This team sergeant kept the team on track by 
taxing indi\iduals a case of beer for any misdeeds or violations of 
team rules. The team was cohesive, worked well together, and 

spent time together outside of work. 

This team sergeant was leading the team on a vehicular 
reconnaissance with the only accurate map. The senior medic 
asked to see the map and after referring to the GPS, told this 
team sergeant that the team was out of its assigned sector. This 
team sergeant told the senior medic that he was wrong. This 
team sergeant then reported that location when he sent in his 
daily SITREP. The higher command asked this team sergeant 
why his team was out of sector when the team returned and gave 

the debriefing. 

An SF captain was in charge of communication. This officer left 
the crypto in the hotel room while he went to the US embassy. 
There was a possible compromise of crypto material. 

The detachment was conducting a real world search and 
reconnaissance mission. This detachment commander would fall 
asleep during his shift for observing the target and another team 
member would have to wake him up. Some of the detachment 
felt they could not trust this detachment commander and others 

felt that if he could sleep on duty that they could too. 

A detachment was in isolation preparing for an SR mission. 
Tentative approval was given for the original concept, but it was 
later denied for technical reasons. This team leader put in little 
planning effort after the mission concept changed. The 
detachment gave a poor briefback and had to give it again twelve 

hours later. 



61. _ This 18A was tasked with reestablishing order in a refugee camp- 
including conducting a census, organization, reinstating 
leadership, and distributing goods. This 18A was able to 
establish strong ties by listening attentively to the needs of the 
refugees and working hard to understand their customs, 
courtesies, and taboos. An interim government was established, 
food was distributed, and a sense of order was re-established. 

62. An 18C was moved off a team and counseled by the CSM for 
disloyalty and not being a team player. His team leader did not 
say a word in his defense at the time. About a year later this 
team leader ran into the 18C. This team leader said he would 
now write a statement to support the 18C, because although the 
move had not been his idea and he had not agreed with it, he had 
been afraid at the time to say anything. The 18C unnecessarily 

suffered a year of hard times. 

63. A captain was "temporarily" assigned to an ODA one week prior 
to an OCONUS deployment. In actuality, he was to be a 
permanent member of the ODA but had not been told this. The 
captain failed to take any positive actions or make decisions, 
resulting in a team crisis. This detachment commander stepped 
in, set the team sergeant on the correct path, and counseled the 
team. The crisis was resolved and the team functioned 

appropriately. 

64. _ When this team leader came to the team, he told them he would 
sit back and learn from all the sergeants who had more 
experience. After five months, he proclaimed that the team was 
messed up and he would fix it. He often commented on other 
team members' specialties, talking down to them and revealing to 
others present that he didn't know what he was talking about. 
As a result, the team members felt they were talking to a brick 
wall and there was discord on the team. 
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An 18E was tasked to install several radios for the United 
Nation’s Lisbon headquarters. This 18E drew up plans showing 
what systems would be needed prior to installation. The system 

was operational and became a model for others. 

During a sensitive mission, a night insertion was planned. A 
three man element was inserted 8 kilometers south of the 
intended landing zone. The next day, this team leader was able 
to determine the team’s approximate location on the ground 
using terrain features and distances traveled. The team notified 
the command element of their location and they were picked up 
and re-inserted in the correct location. The mission was a 

success. 

This 18B was to conduct a boresight class on the 81mm mortar 
during an OCONUS MTT with foreign forces. This 18B planned 
and conducted both hands-on and classroom training, 
demonstrating in-depth knowledge of the subject matter with a 
professional demeanor. He established interoperations with the 

foreign army and enhanced his POI. 

A team of SF soldiers was flying over potentially hostile air space 
in two helicopters during the night. This door gunner threw a 
cigarette out of the first helicopter. Another soldier said he saw 
a red spark. When the story got back to the chain of command, 
several people had reported seeing tracer fire from several 

locations and panicked. 

An 18B SF soldier was off duty at a local restaurant. This SF 
soldier observed a civilian having a heart attack and administered 
CPR until the emergency medical services arrived. The man 

lived. 



An SF team was assigned to a host nation battalion and tasked to 
build rapport and provide training based on an assessment of the 
battalion needs. After a series of meetings and tea drinking, the 
SF team leader realized the host nation commander was avoiding 
training despite the apparent rapport established. This team 
leader realized the host nation commander had received no 
guidance from his higher command to conduct joint training. 
The team leader requested that this issue be addressed at a 
higher level and arranged a briefing/demonstration for the host 
nation regimental commander and his staff. Joint training was 

started shortly thereafter. 

During the Gulf War, the team was stationed with a Kuwaiti 
brigade. This 18E learned how to speak common Arabic from 
the Kuwaiti soldiers during his eight months there. He could 
make himself understood to the Arabs, and served as the primary 

communicator for the team. 

This SF officer was planning training, but the host nation was 
constantly changing various aspects of it (e.g., increasing the 
number of personnel, canceling their aircraft, asking for more 
support from U.S.). This SF officer got extremely frustrated and 
canceled the training. Nobody received the training. 

Maintenance of the team equipment and the team room is 
usually done by NCOs on teams. This team leader, when his 
work allowed, lent a hand in cleaning the team room and in 
maintaining the equipment. The team members truly felt that 
the team leader was a member of the team, not just the 

commander. 
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A team sergeant was very insecure about his authority. He would 
complain to the ODA, claiming that the team leader was doing 
his job. This team leader confronted the team sergeant and told 
him to quit sniveling to the ODA and start acting like a team 
sergeant. This team leader told him to do his job and the ODA 
would back him 100%. The team sergeant changed his attitude 

and proceeded to do his job. 

This commander who had little Special Forces experience was 
placed in charge of the detachment to plan, coordinate, and 
conduct an operation. He asked the advice of a junior NCO who 
had more experience with this type of mission. This showed faith 

in the junior NCO and led to a successful mission. 

This SF soldier was tasked to work individually to produce 
operational information. This SF soldier researched, developed, 
and wrote a standard operating procedure for operations to be 
conducted by Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed in 

areas that had never been addressed. 

A new 18C who was overweight and could not meet the SF 
standard for the physical fitness test arrived at the battalion. This 
officer did not interview the 18C and immediately assigned him 
sight unseen to a scuba team (which requires the highest level of 
physical ability) because he was scuba-qualified. The 18C failed 
to improve and finally received a "do not promote EER. 

This detachment was deployed to Korea to live, work, and train 
with the Korean Special Forces. This team leader coordinated, 
planned, and executed training with the host nation forces, 
overcoming the language barrier between the forces and the SF 
team with the use of an interpreter. The DFT was successful. 
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Two team members were operating in mountainous terrain with 
foreign forces in a developing country. One of the indigenous 
personnel fell and was lying unconscious and injured at the 
bottom of a 400 foot ravine where the only evacuation route was 
by a road along the top of the cliff. This team member tied the 
injured person to himself and climbed back to the top, while his 
fellow team member assisted by controlling a safety line. Once at 
the top, the injured individual was transported to a local clinic 

and treated. 

This team sergeant did not think that SF soldiers should be 
married. This team sergeant gave married team members a hard 
time, telling them to forget about their wives and families and 
instructing them that they should be staying deployed as long as 
possible. Married team members - and single SF soldiers - lost 

respect for the team sergeant. 

This SF soldier was tasked to construct a survival kit. This SF 
soldier looked back on notes from previous missions and 
consulted others on the subject. He was able to assemble the 

survival kit. 

This 18B was tasked to provide mortar training to personnel. 
This 18B did not study the manual or any references prior to the 
class. He did not present some important technical information, 
did not logically progress through the material, and could only 
answer basic questions. Consequently, the students were poorly 
trained and they had a negative impression of the instructor. 

An SF team member was about to PCS. He had been on the 
team for several years and was an outstanding soldier. This team 
leader failed to process an award for the SF soldier. The soldier 

left the unit without any award. 
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The ODA was expected to deploy for FID within 2 weeks. All 
team members had been tasked to produce POIs for the 
deployment. Most of the team members were taking leave during 
the 2 weeks. This team leader did not require in progress reviews 
to check on the development of the POIs. On the day of the 
suspense, only 50% of POIs were completed and the team leader 
and team sergeant had to complete the rest. 

The HN post commander curtailed routine communications with 
the SF team leader because the team leader could not speak the 
language. This team leader made no attempt to improve his 
language capabilities, even though he was in an ideal learning 
environment where many would have volunteered to help him. 
The HN personnel tactfully ostracized the team leader, and the 
morale of the entire team suffered as a result of his behavior. 

This SF team member had no medical training. During the 
packaging and transport of a suspected spinal injury, this team 
member tried to intercede in providing medical care. The medic 
in charge had to have the team member leave the room. 

Two ODAs were preparing to deploy. The teams had the same 
mission and both could not go. Each team knew that the ODA 
with the best briefback would go on the mission. This ODA 
commander fidgeted, stuttered, and made obvious errors while 
briefing his position on the briefback. The other ODA was 

deployed. 

This SF team was planning to teach very technical information to 
foreign soldiers. Upon arrival, this instructor assessed the level 
of the target audience and made the necessary changes to tailor 
the class. The students remained attentive and the class was 

successful. 
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39 A soldier with limited swimming ability was conducting a 
waterborne operation and parachuted into the water. When his 
life preserver did not work, he wasn’t able to swim ashore. He 

drowned. 

90. _ A South American soldier came into the clinic when this 18D 
was alone. This 18D began to take the history but couldn’t 
understand what the man was saying. He used a dictionary to 
determine that the problem was a bug bite on the right hand. 
The other 18D, who spoke better Spanish, came into the clinic 
and realized that the man had a large wood splinter embedded in 

the hand. The soldier was treated correctly. 

91. _ _ While preparing for an airborne insertion into the desert, the 
detachment was having problems with the A-21 cargo container. 
The size of the container was going to be a problem given the 
size of the drop zone and the number of personnel who were to 
follow the container. This 18B devised a roller skid that would 
quickly eject the cargo container. The detachment successfully 

infiled in only one pass. 

92. During mission planning, an 18C was tasked to develop his 
portion of the plan. This team leader took the ISC’s plan, which 
had been approved by the team sergeant, made red marks all over 
it, and changed it without asking the 18C any questions. The 
mission plan did not take advantage of the ISC’s e.xpertise and 

the 18C lost respect for the team leader. 

93. _ _ The team was to conduct four days of weapons firing, requiring 
the transportation of ammunition, weapons, and personnel. This 
officer was told that he could not keep a vehicle out for more 
than one day. This officer did not then inform the commander 
that a large number of weapons and ammunition had to be fired 
among the six man team. A shuttle system had to be developed 
to get the personnel, ammunition, and weapons to and trom the 

site over a number of days. 
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94 A warrant officer was assigned as team leader during Desert 
Shield/Desen Storm. His team was assigned to work with Syrian 
forces. For weeks, the Syrians ignored the detachment except for 
giving subtle harassment. One day, a Syrian vehicle came to the 
ODA camp and trained the main gun on the team. After 
approximately five minutes, this team leader calmly walked up to 
the vehicle, tapped the driver on the shoulder, and politely asked 
the soldiers in Arabic what they wanted. The Syrians turned 
their vehicle around and drove away. The ODA was not 
bothered again and as much cooperation as could be expected 

slowly began to evolve. 

95_ During Provide Comfort I, the Turkish Kurds were very angry at 
the Iraqi Kurds because the Iraqi Kurds were getting a lot of 
world-wide assistance (e.g., food, clothing, medicine), while they 
were getting nothing. This led to open hostilities and violence. 
This 18A got the two sides and the Turkish Army to talk. He 
convinced the Turkish Kurds that the treatment the world was 
giving the Iraqi Kurds now made up for the hardships the Iraqi 
Kurds had previously suffered. He also got the Turkish Army 
commander to bring in a doctor and food supplies for the 
Turkish Kurds. Although the situation was still tense, there was 

less hostility and violence. 

96. NTC training was being conducted for participation in a rotation 
of conventional forces. This detachment commander conducted a 
thorough reconnaissance of the training areas and briefed his 
team thoroughly. The team was able to navigate at night 

completely through terrain association. 

97. _ _ A new, older team sergeant arrived and began a much-needed PT 
program. On a hill exercise with rucksacks, this older sergeant 
set the performance standard by outperforming his younger 
troops. People were motivated to increase their level ol physical 

fitness. 
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A host nation colonel had been informed that the SF team would 
supply an aircraft for airborne training. The SF team did not 
have an aircraft available, but the host nation colonel did not 
believe this. This 180A spent a great deal of time with the host 
nation colonel explaining the error and convincing him that there 
in fact was no aircraft available. The host nation colonel made 
one of its aircraft available for the training. 

This 46 year-old officer had twice recovered from serious injuries 
(once after being told he would never walk again). After a young 
team member told him he was too old and beat up for SF, this 
officer stated he would win the next triathlon, for his age group, 
that he entered. He did. His win of this triathlon was the 
impetus for the young team member to work hard to get back in 
shape and stay in SF after his third knee operation. 

A company-size element was deployed overseas for several 
months. One telephone line was available to the US for morale 
calls. While the time limit set for phone usage was less than 30 
minutes, no limit was set for the number of times the phone 
could be used in a week. This officer called his family almost 
every night before he made the phone available to his unit. This 
commander also failed to enforce the phone policies published by 
the local command. Phone usage for the unit was cut off at least 
twice for improper use. The commander was perceived to have 

compromised his integrity. 

As the leader of a 4-man SR team, this 180A also was 
responsible for the medical safety of the team as he had serv'ed as 
an 18D. This 180A, while infiling by helicopter, left his weapon 
on board and forgot to pack the M-3 bag for the mission. The 
helicopter had to return to the landing zone so this 180A could 
at least retrieve his weapon. One member of the team had to 
suffer an injury for 2 days without treatment until exfiltration. 
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102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

The team was involved in a number of vehicular reconnaissance 
missions. This team sergeant received reports that there were 
bandits operating in the area. Though it was not a mission 
requirement and could have compromised the team, this team 
sergeant decided to attempt to lure the bandits into a trap and 
capture them. He did not give a Frag Order for this additional 

task. The team sergeant lost his credibility. 

An operational detachment was given an SR mission and a "no 
later than" performance date. This team sergeant delayed the 
mission until after the no later than date, saying that the 
detachment did not have the necessary equipment. The mission 

was delayed. 

This 18A established a good working relationship with one of the 
Kurdish resistance leaders during Provide Comfort I. He 
initiated and encouraged the soldiers under his command to 
become involved with the locals. The unit as a whole 
accomplished its primary mission earlier than scheduled. 

During a classroom exercise on the plotting board, one student 
could not grasp the lesson being given. This NCOIC took the 
student off to the side and brought him up to speed while his 
aide continued to teach the class. This instructor also spent long 
hours of his own time teaching the student. The student was able 
to fully grasp the lesson and, when tested, was at the top of his 

class. 

The SF commander was advising his host nation counterpart in a 
FID operation. This SF commander imposed his ideals on the 
way tactics and operations should be conducted. The host nation 
commander discontinued his association with the SF commander 

resulting in an overall mistrust of SF among the host nation 

forces. 
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107. _ _ This SF officer was ai a training mission planning conference and 
was responsible for selecting sites. He selected sites from a map, 
not paying attention to terrain features, rather than physically 
reconning the sites. New sites had to be selected at the last 
minute, because the sites he’d selected (cliffs, ravines, etc.) could 
not be maneuvered over without special equipment and training. 

108. _ _ During a humanitarian mission, this 18A used an interactive style 
of leadership. He allowed the leaders under his command to 
dictate how their refugee camps would be run. The unit 
accomplished its mission earlier and received several awards. 

109. _ _ A warrant officer and team leader were instructed to write an 
After Actions Review on a mission they completed. This AAR 
was to be reviewed by high levels of command and the State 
Department. This 180A made a poor effort in doing this AAR. 
Although he used a word processor, he did not use a spell 
checker or use complete sentences. Because this was a high 
priority mission, copies were sent straight to Washington DC. 
bypassing the normal chain. The entire group was criticized as 
"dumb SF cowboys" by members in the Pentagon who read the 
error-filled report. 

no._ _ During a 4 month deployment, the ODA desert uniforms (DCUs) 
became unserviceable. There was no DX available. Some 
individuals in a civilian company had been seen wearing DCUs. 
An SF NCO built rapport with the civilians and became friends 
with the civilian company procurement officer. The SF NCO got 
new DCUs for the team because the civilian commander offered 

them to the team. 

111._ _ The team deployed for rigorous mountain training. The team 
sergeant, who had performed with honor for 15 years, was in 
obvious pain and caused the team to move slower than it should 
have. This team leader implied that he was weak. The team was 
disheartened by this team leader’s comments. 
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The ODA was given the task of planning a JTF mission. This 
detachment commander immediately started planning the 
mission, setting up all aspects and contingencies without 
consulting ODA members. 85% of the plan had to be re-written. 

A team was in the pre-deployment phase of a mission. This team 
sergeant passed out tasks to each team member to accomplish 
before departure. The departure went smoothly and the training 
to be done during deployment was well planned. 

The team was in isolation preparing for an SR. This team 
sergeant decided that every man should carry one LAW and two 
claymore mines. This team sergeant did not consult with the 18B 
and 18C on the team in making the decision. The team carried 
far more weight than necessary and the team members were 

exhausted. 

This 18C was tasked to pack a door bundle in an A21 container 
for a resupply mission. This 18C was briefed as to what to put in 
the bundle. This 18C put all the correct items in the bundle and 
packed it correctly. The ODA was resupplied and none of the 

items were damaged. 

The detachment was deployed OCONUS for 90 days. Upon 
returning CONUS, the team was tasked with a no-notice exercise 
requiring long distance fool movement. This SF officer had 
maintained the detachment in excellent physical condition during 
the deployment. The no-notice exercise was a success. 
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lYj The ODA was short of food and still a few days away from exfil. 
With the food supply low, this 18E ran an antenna lead to a 
nearby tree noted to harbor a hefty squirrel population. He 
placed a small amount of peanut butter on the wire to attract 
squirrels’ attention, then keyed the transmitter and shocked the 
squirrels when they had the peanut butter in their mouths, 
stunning them long enough to have someone hastily retrieve the 
squirrels. The ODA was able to have sufficient food for a couple 

of extra days. 

118 A National Guard unit was responsible for setting up a mess hall 
supporting SF company in the field. The refrigerated truck used 
to store fresh food broke down. National Guard leadership was 
absent and an SF warrant officer was sent over to remedy the 
situation. After allowing a short session for complaints from the 
National Guard enlisted personnel involved, this warrant officer 
told the senior cook to figure out what he would need for 5 days 
and told the other enlisted personnel to unload the truck. There 
was little response to the request. This warrant officer then 
removed his shirt and climbed up in the truck with the cook and 
began to sort out the food himself, handing out the packages to 
the waiting enlisted. The National Guard troops became 
involved and the cook began to assert himself also. The food was 

saved and the mess hall was set up. 

119. _ _ The detachment was training foreign troops OCONUS. There 
were no interpreters available during the first days of training and 
this 18B could not speak the local language. This 18B taught his 
entire class without saying a word, using only training aids and 
hand motions. The foreign troops completely understood the 

task that was trained. 

120. _ _ While on a real world mission, this 18A went to the battalion 
commander and "volunteered" his ODA for the rear echelon 
missions. This 18A had not talked over the situation/choices with 
the members of the ODA. The morale of the team was crushed. 
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121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

This 18B was to train the rest of the 18Bs in the battalion on 
indirect fire using both 60inin and Sltnm mortars. This 18B 
belittled and ridiculed the students during the class. Seventy-five 
percent of the students lost interest and gave up on the learning 
objectives having been alienated by the 18B. 

An officer was tasked to update his battle book as to team 
proficiency or training guidance letters. This officer did not do 
this and supplied his higher headquarters with METL 
proficiencies that were guesses. He also did not focus his 
training on those tasks on which he guessed his team needed 
training. Although the team was proficient in zeroing weapons, it 
was untrained in communications, medical tasks, engineering, 
intelligence, NBC etc.; all the training events that are "hard" and 

not "fun." 

This 18A met with the local village chief to see how the team 
could best assist his village. After the chief fed this 18A a 
traditional meal and offered him a drink from a bottle of scotch 
which he had been saving for special occasions, this 18A told the 
chief, "No, our General does not allow us to drink.” The chief 
was humiliated and embarrassed in front of his village elders. 

This SF soldier was tasked to select a route of movement. This 
SF soldier came up with a route at the last minute without 
looking at the map. The team got lost and did not accomplish 

their mission. 

On a recent OCONUS trip, the Arab forces being trained did not 
want to participate in any night training. It was a necessity that 
they do some night patrolling. The ODA’s team leader spoke 
with the entire Arab forces’ chain of command on an individual 
basis, reminding them of the importance of this ability. The Arab 
forces’ chain of command recognized the need and relented, 

allowing their forces to receive training. 
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126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

A commander received a tasking that 4 of his subordinates were 
to participate in TDY training. The subordinates were to have a 
suspense of 2 weeks to submit names to higher headquarters so 
orders could be cut and the subordinates could prepare. This 
commander waited three weeks before submitting the names to 
higher headquarters. Orders were late resulting in no lime for 
the soldiers to pick up advance TDY monies, the soldiers were 
deployed unprepared, and the TDY mission failed. 

This 18C was told to pack all related equipment for his portion 
of the operation. This 18C did not pack the demolitions block, 
generator, or pioneer box. When the team sergeant spot checked 
and found the error, the 18C lied about having been briefed on 

what to pack. 

During the Gulf War this team leader was attached to a Kuwaiti 
brigade. This team leader instructed the Kuwaiti brigade 
commander on field sanitation and disease prevention. The 
brigade commander set up areas for latrine and for garbage 

collection. 

A team was discussing the importance of being a team player. A 
tasking list was made for clean-up and this particular ISA was on 
it. This captain would not participate and did not give a reason 
why. The team felt that the captain thought he was too good for 

the chore. 

^30. This commander was very good at staffing and planning, but had 
little experience in executing missions. The commander had the 
team take a limited focus and concentrate on OPORD. He 
prevented other critical activities from being conducted, such as 
rehearsals and equipment testing. The team did not perform well 

on the mission. 
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A helicopter crash-landed in an unsecure area of the host nation. 
Terrorist activity was present in the surrounding area. This SF 
officer sent out an NCO to the area to check out the problem 
and provide assistance, stating that he would stay at base and 
monitor the activity over the radio. All the NCOs in the host 

nation lost respect for the officer. 

A new officer reviewed the teams AAR for a deployment and 
noticed that all the soldiers complained about not receiving mail 
for a 4 week period. This officer researched the problem and 
found that the mail clerk had been re-assigned to a duty that did 
not allow him to perform his mail duties and that no other 
solider had been assigned in his absence. The mail clerk was 
often re-assigned in the manner. This officer recommended that 
actions be taken to eliminate this problem and he and his 
soldiers monitored the situation on future deployments. The 
officer's soldiers received feedback from the AAR that helped 

ensure they received their mail on deployments. 

This unit commander was good at staffing and planning, but had 
difficulty in communicating with the men in his unit. This 
commander failed to initially establish rapport or adjust 
communication to a style to which the team would respond. The 
commander could not inspire, motive, communicate or bond with 

his unit effectively. 

During a 12-mile rucksack march as part of a stress test, this 40- 
year old SF team member covered the course with 55 pounds in 
one hour and 41 minutes, even though the maximum allowed 
time was two and a half hours. He was an example to other 

younger team members who followed. 
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135_ One day, an SF soldier came to work slumping over when he 
usually would stand tall and erect. This team sergeant realized 
something must be wrong and counseled the SF soldier. The 
team sergeant discovered that the SF soldier was having problems 

at home and was able to advise him. 

136 This 18B was giving instructions to a group of South American 
officers. His Spanish was not very good and it was the first time 
he was teaching in the language. This 18B made slides for an 
overhead projector and could look at the slide when he got stuck 
on a word. The officers received good training. 

137_ This team member was leaving a target with a host nation troop 
to rally back at the main road ten kilometers away. They all 
headed west for about six kilometers and then the host nation 
truck started to veer south. This team member stopped the host 
nation troop to discuss the situation and to show them the 
heading on the compass. The host nation troop did not want to 
believe the compass and said they would continue to drive south. 
This SF team member continued driving west four kilometers 
until he hit the road and then informed another element of the 
location of the troop that was heading south. 

138. An 18D was the oxygen NCO for a HALO jump. This officer 
would not listen when the 18D told him the oxygen was running 
out, and would not allow the aircraft to descend when the 18D 
suggested it. Although the jump was made without injuries, the 
bailout bottles were all used up and the walk-around bottles had 

to be used. 

139. _ _ This SF soldier went to South America not knowing the 
language. This soldier quickly adapted to the situation by reading 
and speaking Spanish as much as possible. This SF soldier 
taught great classes. 
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140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

A team of SF soldiers were going to conduct cold weather 
training for 3 or 4 days. A handful of these individuals 
complained to the team leader of injuries they had already 
sustained and that they were now on crutches. This SF team 
leader responded "Oh, you poor babies, you stay back here." The 

team members were insulted. 

A soldier was causing problems for the whole platoon by showing 
up late and failing to complete his work. The platoon was being 
punished because of him, but the soldier told them he did not 
care. This platoon sergeant decided to have a class on hand-to- 
hand, having the trouble-maker "volunteer." Rapport between 
the platoon sergeant and the platoon strengthened. 

This SF soldier was sent to language school for three months to 
learn French. This SF soldier believed he would never have the 
ability to communicate freely with French-speaking people as 
there were no exchange programs for him to attend so that he 
could be main-streamed into thinking in French. This SF soldier 
did not attempt to learn the language. The soldier could not 

speak the language. 

This NCO was new to the team. This SF NCO always had to be 
told what to do; he could not think of what he should be doing 
on his own. The NCO’s supervisors had to monitor him 
constantly otherwise the NCO was not able to do his job. 

While a team was on deployment, this team leader was not 
assigned any classes to teach. This team leader would lay on his 
bed all day and read novels while the team members were 
teaching their classes. The team members lost respect (or the 

team leader. 
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145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

This 18D was on patrol with the SF team. The weather was very 
bad and motivation amongst the team members was low. This 
18D kept a good attitude and took charge of the situation, 
makinc a conscientious effort to motivate the others. Team 
morale increased and the mission was completed. 

This 18C was tasked to be on a committee assigned to teach a 
demolitions course. Part of the course involved a field problem. 
This 18C wrote an operations order that was so complete that 4 
teams working in different locations could understand what was 
to be done and when. The target of interest was hit and the field 

mission was a success. 

An ODA was on a field training exercise with host nation 
soldiers. This SF soldier complained about the weight of his 
rucksack and said he did not want to carry it anymore. The host 
nation soldiers developed a poor opinion of the SF soldiers. 

NCOS were unloading white phosphorous (WP) from a truck in 
preparation for mortar training. This SF NCO was smoking a 
cigarette while unloading the boxes of WP. This NCO kept the 
cigarette in his mouth as he carried the ammunition boxes in 
front of him. The NCO was counseled that it was unsafe to 
smoke around WP mortar ammunition and to put out the 
cigarette; the NCO apologized and put it out. 

A training mission was being conducted in very steep mountains. 
The team members were carrying rucksacks weighing about 85 
pounds. This SF soldier kept falling behind as he could not keep 
up with the other team members. This SF soldier required that 
the team members stop and wait for him many times during the 
mission. The time on target was almost missed and there were 
no eyes on the target because of the length of time it took to get 

there. 
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150. 

151. 

152. 

153. 

The team was conducting PT. This senior 18B decided he did 
not care for the team’s PT schedule. This 18B went off on his 
own runs or swims. The 18B alienated himself from the team 
and was finally reprimanded by the team sergeant. 

The team was to be infilled by choppers to an area surrounded by 
dense trees and underbrush. The team was tasked with reconning 
a road and made a point of orienting themselves to the terrain by 
reviewing a map prior to being dropped. Upon landing, this 
team sergeant told the team members to move 200 meters north, 
at which point they would conduct a security halt/map check. 
Several team members stated that the target was located about 
1400 meters south of the team’s location. This team sergeant 
told the team he knew where the road was and to move north. 
This team sergeant did not conduct a quick map check. The 
team had to move 1600 meters south upon conducting the 
security check/map check in order to start their reconnaissance. 

This two man team was to conduct an area reconnaissance in the 
desert. This officer had the team go on the mission in the middle 
of the day; the temperature was upwards of 110 degrees. The 
team ran out of water and could not make it back to their water 
supply. The team requested water resupply by water. This officer 
aborted the mission rather than supply the water, although the 
18D said the team was in good health. The area reconnaissance 
was not completed and pertinent intelligence was never gathered. 

This SF officer was in charge of two detachments on an 
OCONUS deployment. Another SF officer was treating the host 
country soldiers like basic trainees or ranger students. This SF 
officer told the offending officer to stop behaving in such a 
manner or high command would be notified. The offending 
officer did not stop, this officer notified higher command, and the 

individual was sent home. 
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154. While coming back from the range late at night, the SF team’s 
HUMMV was disabled. The parking brake was too tight and so 
the brake drum overheated and caught fire. This team member 
got under the vehicle and adjusted the break with very few tools, 
^e team was able to come home without requesting outside 

assistance. 

155. An SF team was in an endurance event. This team sergeant 
could run very fast and extremely far. This team sergeant had the 
team do the same. The team suffered because they were not in 

good running condition. 

156 This team leader was supervising and instructing the team 
members. This team leader gave the other soldiers the work that 
he was supposed to do and said that it would be good training for 
them. The team had little respect for this team leader. 

157. This SF NCO was serving as the official narrator for a base. This 
SF NCO was constantly being questioned and interviewed by 
various representatives in the military’. This SF NCO was polite 
and responded quickly and concisely to all inquests. The media 
had a positive image of the soldier and of SF as a whole. 

158. This 18A was in charge of a team. This 18A let the individual 
MOSs plan, prepare, and execute their portions of the mission, 
asking for updates as the tasks were completed. The team’s 

mission was successful. 

159. This 18A was preparing his detachment as one of three going on 
a FID deployment to JRTC. The 18A had never been deployed 
on a FID mission before. This 18A did not ask any of the other 
18As for input on the training plan, even when the other 18As 
offered their input as they had been on previous deployments. 
After five days into this 18As training plan, the commander told 

him to rewrite it. 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (Team Leader) 

A Teadiing Others. Conveving Icnowletlge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere condudve to 
toramg- prLnting material in an ordetlv fashion; tailoring material to the target andtences needs and 
iTpTlhte; obtainfng atidience interest and involvement; using handouts aids, tools, or kits; constmcttvely 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B Building and Maintahmig Effective Relarionships with Indigenous PopalatioDS. Demonstrating respect 
tor and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

c Handling Difficult Iiiterpersonal or IntercifituralSituatio^^ Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 

ScaSg tensions, and resting disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, anger^, or 
MmSd; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve mterpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 

not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing lanpage; takmg 
opportunfties to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for p cy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

n Pinnninp for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
mmb^Lipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 

alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining 
needs aL preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
“HSo arSon locafiob” infoming .earn members of prcpara.Ion aciviriea and responsibilities; 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for indmdual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enha"ang 
and existTng team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively r^olve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spmt through personal interactions. 

J Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion- putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals 
seeking cLllenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative, presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of cxjnduct, knowing when to put aside 
personal bSs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally rorrect course of 

Ltion when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintafning^eam standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations, preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M Navigating in the Held Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting sel^team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts, monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; using approved equipment or methods. 

n. Advising HN/G Counterparts. Providing sound technical advice to HN/G, highlighting areas of 
vulnerability, providing advice that reflects the best interest of the HN/G, is consistent with their mores 
and culture, and allows them to avoid unnecessary or unwise actions; calming and reassuring HN/G in 

stressful situations. 

JJ. Conducting Operations with Other (HN, G, Conventional) Forces. Organizing or reorganizing HN/G 
troops to ensure effective leadership without offending key HN/G personnel; learning from HN/G about 
the environment and using that information to enhance operations; sharing equipment and resources with 

HN/G. 

KK. Considering Subordinates. Considering consequences of decisions on subordinates; taking their 
needs/feelings into account when making decisions; taking the time and effort to research and correct 
subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving mail while on deployment). 

r j. Providing Direction. Taking charge in the absence of authority-establishing a direction, organizing a 
team; gravitating toward positions of leadership; pulling the team together; setting specific, challenging, 

but attainable goals; distributing work fairly; being consistent. 

mm. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates. Knowing the limits of own knowledge; valuing 
the experience of team members; facing the consequences of own decisions/actions; taking responsibility; 
being truthful; following through on promises; treating others with respect; setting a personal example of 

hard work and sacrifice. 

NN. Developing Others. Confronting behavioral problems directly; giving others responsibility, but 
checking others’ work often enough to be sure it is of high quality; providing negative feedback 
constructively, such that individuals know what was wrong and how to improve; administering 

"punishment” that is appropriate for the situation. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Team Leader [B] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
' accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 

performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 job 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questiormaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the peiformance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

1 
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Figore L 
Role 

SF Roles and Perfijunance Categories Rased on F«fonnance Examples 

. Performance Categoiy(les) 

Teacher A- Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Weapons R.: Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 

Expert s. Employing Indirect-Rre Weapons and Techniques 

Engineef t; ■ Employing Demolitions Techniques 

U. Oonstructing for Mission-Related Requitemente 
Calculating Mission-Related Requirements 

. Developing and Using Ihrget Folders 

Communi- X. Maintaining Communication Equipment 

cations 
Expert 

Y.. 
Z 

complying with Cornmnnicatfon Procedures and Policies 
Assembling, Operating, and Disassembling Accurately Configured Equipment 

. .. AA... Using Ciyptic Message Format to Make Cdnununications 

Medic BB. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Tajuries 

CC Determining and Administering Medications and Dosa^ 

DD, Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 

be:. Bosuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

FF. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditfons 

. Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 

HR Conducting Laboratory Tesis/Procedures 

Military II. Advising HN/G Counterparts 

Advisor JJ. Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Leader KK Considering Subordinates 

LL. Providing Direction 

MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

NN. Developing Others 

shading indicates categories that are not covered in this version ot me questionnaire. 

? 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character--this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to categoiy "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
team leader roles. Other questionnaires contain MOS specific performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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FXAMPm PERFORMANCE EXAMPLE BOOKIJ^ 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

efi’ectiveness 

of the NCO, 
officer, or 
warrant 

officer in the 
incident? 
(See below) 

B 5 

A 5 

B 2 

C 6 

J 7 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. Tim SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. 'Phis SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Bmlding and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 

escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Fnhanring Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performant^ on missions, 

not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weigWng consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when ne^ed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals, 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K- Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

6 
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M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 
target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment: following SOP 
for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; using approved equipment or methods. 

n. Advising HN/G Counterparts. Providing sound technical advice to HN/G, highlighting areas of 
vulnerability; providing advice that reflects the best interest of the HN/G, is consistent with their mores 
and culture, and allows them to avoid unnecessary or unwise actions; calming and reassuring HN/G in 
stressful situations. 

JJ. Conducting Operations with Other (HN, G, Conventional) Forces. Organizing or reorganizing HN/G 
troops to ensure effective leadership without offending key HN/G personnel; learning firom HN/G about 
the environment and using that information to enhance operations; sharing equipment and resources with 
HN/G. 

KK. Considering Subordinates. Considering consequences of decisions on subordinates; taking their 
needs/feelings into account when making decisions; taking the time and effort to research and correct 
subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving mail while on deployment). 

T .T. Providing Direction. Taking charge in the absence of authority-establishing a direction, organizing a 
team; gravitating toward positions of leadership; pulling the team together; setting specific, challenging, 
but attainable goals; distributing work fairly; being consistent. 

mm. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates. Knowing the limits of own knowledge; valuing 
the experience of team members; facing the consequences of own decisions/actions; taking responsibility; 
being truthful; following through on promises; treating others with respect; setting a personal example of 
hard work and sacrifice. 

NN. Developing Others. Confronting behavioral problems directly; giving others responsibility, but 
checking others’ work often enough to be sure it is of high quality; providing negative feedback 
constructively, such that individuals know what was wrong and how to improve; administering 
"punishment" that is appropriate for the situation. 
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18A&180A(B] 

Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 
category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(1 —low lo 

7=high) 

X. __ During a FID mission, an ODA found that the indigenous 
soldiers were not taking the training seriously. This warrant 
officer used hide positions to make a videotape of poor security 
practices and then presented the tape in the context of an 
enemy's weapons sight to emphasize their vulnerability. The tape 
made an impression on the indigenous soldiers; they saw how the 
techniques presented by the ODA would help to keep them alive, 
so they paid more attention in class and increased their efforts in 
field maneuvers. 

2. In the space of five days, a team was given five different DA 
targets for which they were to plan, prepare, etc. This team 
sergeant sent people in many different directions without focus, 
continually asking questions of everyone. The team had difficulty 
working with this team sergeant and he prevented the team from 
pulling together. 

3 An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance event, moving a 
long distance with a lot of equipment. This team member 
realized that the team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 
the team by taking the lead and giving words of encouragement. 
The team completed the endurance event within the time 
standard. 

4 _ This team leader was displeased with a change that had been 
made to his training schedule which required the team to run a 
range on a day that had been scheduled as a day off. This team 
leader repeatedly complained about the change in the presence of 
his team members as they prepared to run the range. On the day 
of the event, the team opened the range late, rushed members 
who needed to qualify, and displayed a poor attitude. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 
VIoderate 

Effectiveness 

5 6 i 

High 
Effectiveness 
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ISA & ISOA [B] 

Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 
category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(l=Iow 10 
7=high) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

A team was conducting an operation deployment for a FID 
mission. This SF individual could not speak Spanish well. He 
did not attempt to associate with the indigenous forces/people, 
and withdrew into a "shell" due to the culture shock of living 
under less than favorable conditions. He was a deterrent to the 
team and had to be redeployed to the rear, causing the 
detachment to continue the mission minus one individual. 

A detachment was infiltrated into the field three hours late by 
helicopter, in the wrong location. This detachment had to locate 
themselves on the ground because they were not informed of 
where they were dropped off. By using resection, this SF soldier 
successfully determined their location on a map. The detachment 
was able to continue on with their mission. 

The target a detachment was to destroy/disable a WAS positioned 
in an open area secured by the equivalent of a reinforced squad. 
The detachment came up with several courses of action to 
conduct the mission. The detachment warrant officer was not 
satisfied with any of the suggestions. This warrant officer 
developed a plan to disable the target utilizing a degree of stand¬ 
off by engaging with a .50 cal sniper system. The target was 
disabled with no friendly casualties. 

After giving a class on weapons to HN forces, the HN 
commander asked the team members to give the class again so he 
could videotape it. The team agreed without first seeing the 
team leader. This team leader came in after it was finished, was 
very rude, and accused the HN commander of trying to run his 
team. There was a great loss of rapport between the team leader 
and the HN commander. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Low Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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18A & 180A [B] 

Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 
category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(l=low to 
7=high) 

This team sergeant had primary responsibility for the day-to-day 
operations of the team. This team leader filled out all required 
reports, records, and schedules ahead of time. This team sergeant 
also provided the 18A with information for mission planning 
before the 18A requested it. The administrative tasks for the 
detachment as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

This team sergeant was displeased with the performance of a 
junior NCO on the team and he requested that the NCO be 
relieved or punished under the UCMJ. This team sergeant had 
only counselled the soldier verbally and had not prepared the 
necessary counselling statements. The SGM could not 
recommend that any action be taken until the team sergeant had 
the counselling statements to suppon his position. 

While training host nation forces in refugee camp operations, one 
indigenous guard pointed a weapon at this SF warrant officer 
who tried to drive through the compound gate without showing 
his ID. This warrant officer cursed and screamed at the guard, 
and demanded to see his commanding officer. Because the 
warrant officer was reckless and ignored custom taboos, the 
detachment lost credibility with their counterparts. 

This team leader and his detachment were deployed to the Joint 
Readiness Training Center and tasked to conduct an SR mission. 
During mission analysis, this detachment commander did not take 
into account the enemy’s probable course of action based on 
current intelligence and the enemy’s past actions. The 
detachment followed the plan to move to its objective along a 
ridgeline that had enemy positions established; all team members 
were either killed or taken prisoner. 

I 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 5 6 7 
Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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During a mission the detachment was filmed by a news crew, 
showing the team’s improper grooming and uniform standards in 
the field. The company commander directed the detachment 
commander to take corrective action. This detachment 
commander joined the rest of the detachment in making 
disparaging remarks about the company commander. The 
members of the detachment were encouraged to be disrespectful. 

While on a field mission, this SF NCO noticed that one of the 
indigenous soldiers was being very hostile to another host nation 
soldier. This SF NCO spoke with both individuals and prevented 
the indigenous soldier from killing the other. 

During an ARTEP, an ODA was given a short amount of time to 
move a long but not unrealistic distance. Halfway through the 
movement, this SF soldier began to slow down and fell out of the 
movement. He took numerous breaks, his equipment was 
carried bv others in their rucksacks, and the medic had to stay 
behind to help him. The two were captured by the enemy 
because they had to move during daylight to catch up with the 
rest of the team. 

An SF team was tasked to give classes to indigenous personnel in 
a country where the leadership did not like to associate with the 
enlisted personnel. The team had to decide what to teach and 
who to train. This 17C explained to an English-speaking officer 
that the enlisted team members actually did the teaching, but that 
they could work something out. He met with the officer 
separately to determine classes to teach, times, numbers, etc. The 
host nation officer was able to save face and the soldiers learned 
the necessary skills. 

An SF soldier came to a new unit. This team sergeant gave the 
SF soldier updated enemy situation maps and intelligence maps 
so that he would be up to speed with his team. The new SF 
soldier was aware of the enemy’s position. 



Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 
category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(l“low to 
7=high) 

1SA&18()A[B] 

In a period of 18 days, the team was given many different DA 
targets to prepare for and coordinate. This 18A demanded 
actions and answers of the team members without giving them 
adequate time in which to gather information. The team lost 
focus in preparing for the mission. 

A sergeant was told to counsel a soldier who was overweight 
according to standards. This team sergeant spoke to the soldier 
in an offhand, nonchalant manner and did not follow up very well 
on the problem. The soldier did not lose weight and was 
eventually placed in a weight control program. 

A 4-man reconnaissance element was participating in a special 
mission requiring a march up the side of a mountain range over 
loose shale with rucks weighing 65+ pounds. This team leader 
did not modify his plan to accommodate one slower commo man 
with a heavier ruck, driving the team to exhaustion. This team 
leader made an example of the slower man and blamed him for 
the team not making the hide site on time. The team was 
compromised on the second day of the mission due to fatigue and 
sloppy camouflage. 

This officer was in charge of a reconnaissance mission to navigate 
towards and find a site. During the mission, two team members 
informed the officer that the terrain looked familiar and that they 
had been there before. This officer ignored the soldiers’ input 
and told them where he felt they were on the map. The team 
arrived at their "area of operations" only to be compromised by 
their own team as they had been surveilling the team’s base 
camp; they had simply gone 360 degrees. 

This SF team leader was given the task to create a battle book 
and maintain it for his detachment. This SF team leader created 
a battle book that went beyond requirements. He was far ahead 
of the game for making future updates to the book. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 
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23, While performing land navigation training, this SF NCO 
stumbled upon a heat exhausted team member. This NCO pulled 
the soldier into the shade, loosened his clothing, initiated an IV, 
applied water, treated him for shock, and evacuated the member. 

T^e injured soldier is still alive. 

24, This officer instructed his new platoon sergeant to lay out all of 
the platoon equipment for an accountability inspection. This 
officer failed to tell the platoon sergeant where, when, and how 
he wanted the equipment displayed. The equipment was not laid 

out the way the officer wanted. 

25, ' En route to a meeting in a small village, one of the detachment 
vehicles struck a mine. Two men were seriously injured and the 
detachment medic was mortally wounded. The team sergeant was 
initially stunned and disoriented due to his injury. This 
detachment commander ensured that medical treatment was 
initiated, that communication was established with higher 
headquarters, and that medical evacuation was requested. The 
wounded soldiers were quickly stabilized and helicopters were on 

their way as soon as possible. 

26, _ Six U.S. and six host nation forces were acting as a combined unit 
during a training exercise in a host nation. Tension between 
these two groups developed after an international incident. This 
team sergeant was serving as an evaluator/observer and 
intervened by separating the groups for a cool-down period and 
talking people into calming down. Tension was reduced. 

27, The battalion team leaders and team sergeants had not been 
putting forth documents that met all of higher command’s 
requirements for clarity and conciseness. This officer developed 
an accurate format for such documents. This battalion now has 

few, if any, significant problems in this area. 



ISA&lSOAtB] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7=high) 

The SF commander was faced with the task of operating at night 
with host nation forces who did not have night vision capability 
in their vehicles. This SF commander made the decision to 
intermix host nation forces’ vehicles with the SF detachment 
vehicles, utilizing very small kirn light sources applied to the 
vehicles in a manner that did not give off much light and that 
allowed all vehicles to operate at night. The detachment and 
host nation forces were able to successfully accomplish the 
mission without being compromised. 

This SF NCO was in a Middle Eastern country. He made a 
gesture to a native in what he thought was a normal gesture. The 
native was offended, but the SF NCO was able to explain to the 

native that he meant no offense. 

This SF officer was tasked to present the S-2 (intelligence) 
portion of a briefback using overlays. He stayed up all night 
preparing the overlays, and placed all positions on the map to 
make them easy to understand. Everyone in the briefback 
understood the S-2 portion of the briefback. 

Two 18Cs were placed to observe a patrol of foreign soldiers. 
One of the soldiers climbed a tree to get a better view of the 
target and fell out of the tree. This 18C splinted the host nation 
soldier’s leg and directed the indigenous forces on how to make a 
stretcher. He then directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event increased the indigenous force’s confidence in the SF. 

1 2 3 4 

Low Moderate 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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ISA & ISOA [B] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7=high) 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

The team was given a no notice mission requiring immediate 
training to ensure that all detachment members were able to 
execute required tasks. This team officer set up a quick training 
plan, prioritizing tasks to train on first, tasks requiring outside 
support, tasks requiring continuous practice, and tasks that would 
have to be worked on during the mission. This team officer then 
searched to find units conducting similar training and for those 
who could provide expertise/instruction for some of the specific 
tasks. A training calendar was established and the team 
conducted all training necessary prior to deployment. 

A detachment was conducting winter warfare training. An 18D 
(instructor) did not intervene when an inexperienced team 
member whom he disliked was packing the wrong equipment. 
This warrant officer informed the 18D of the responsibilities of 
being an instructor and a member of the team, and encouraged 
teamwork. The 18D ensured the team member packed the 

appropriate clothing. 

An ODA was deploying to a foreign country with two pallets of 
equipment. A forklift was required to unload the pallets from 
the plane. This team leader did not call to see if a forklift was 
available since he had been to this particular airport before and 
knew that there was one they could use. Upon arrival, however, 
the team was informed that the forklift had broken several 
months ago. They had to unload the plane by hand which 
required extra time that had not been scheduled. 

This SF officer was to plan and conduct an ambush in an allotted 
time. This SF officer organized the team, gave clear and concise 
instructions, moved the team 5 kms, and conducted the ambush 
within 30 minutes. The ambush was successful. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Low Moderate 
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During a desert evasion exercise through a narrow, extremely 
mountainous corridor, the 18E could not keep up with the team 
movement due to a heavy rucksack load and his lack of physical 
endurance. This 18A redistributed the 18E’s load and divided the 
team into two groups: the element without the 18E stayed in the 
corridor and collected the required information while the other 
element with the 18E took a longer but flatter and easier route 
to a link-up point. The team made the link-up on time. 

During an operational deployment, this SF soldier noticed that a 
HN soldier picked up a foreign weapon that was not familiar to 
him. This SF soldier watched the HN soldier accidentally fire the 
weapon. Another HN soldier was shot and killed by the 

accidental discharge. 

This SF soldier found classified material while cleaning the team 
room. This SF soldier stored the classified material in a foot 
locker. The material was found during an inspection. 

This 18C was to task out certain classes for an upcoming mission 
to his junior. This 18C let the junior engineer pick the classes 
about which he was most knowledgeable so that he could give the 
best instruction possible. This 18C interacted with the junior to 
confirm or deny information that should be included in the 
classes. The junior 18C was able to do a good job and he 
developed greater respect for his senior. 

This 18B was tasked to locate a point on a map to exfiltrate. The 
18B could not find the point. The team missed exfiltration. 

This high ranking SF soldier was asked a question he could not 
answer by a detachment member. This SF soldier told the 
member he would find the answer and several days later came 
back to the detachment with a reply. The detachment members 
respect for this SF soldier increased and his effectiveness in his 

position was enhanced. 
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A patrol was moving from one point to the next through very 

swampy terrain. They were moving parallel to a road in a known 
hostile area. This team leader decided to walk the road without 

regard for the enemy situation. The entire patrol was 
compromised and two people were injured. 

The detachment was mandated to infiltrate an AO to do beacon 
bombing from a specific location. This team leader did not pay 
attention to the flight path and had the choppers set the split 
team on the wrong hilltop, disregarding the intelligence man’s 
input. The ODA had to move 4 miles in the desert in US degree 
heat on foot with materials to be in place for the bombing 

mission. 

A battalion’s guidon was taken from a unit training area 
OCONUS. The detachment had not been implicated. This 18A 
asked his men if they had any information about the theft or the 
guidon itself to give it to him by the following morning with no 
questions asked. The guidon was returned and this 18A returned 
it to higher headquarters. The detachment was implicated and 
disbanded and the 18A was given a below center of mass OER. 

While on a FID mission, a team was tasked to identify and report 
any new equipment procured by the host unit. This warrant 
officer made a dark room out of ponchos, bought chemicals and 
equipment, arranged for the 18F to take color slide pictures of 
equipment as he saw it, developed the film, conducted an initial 
analysis of the equipment pictured, and organized a rapid pick-up 
of the pictures and commentary to be taken to headquarters (100 
miles away). Headquarters received timely input and routed all 

film from other teams to the warrant for fast processing and 

interpretation; team morale soared. 
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While assigned as the senior US advisor to a host nation 
battalion on a border screen mission, this SF officer was told the 
unit was under attack. The host nation battalion commander was 
panicked and ready to evacuate the area of operations. This SF 
individual lit a cigarette, asked for a cup of coffee, and sat down. 
After making a humorous remark to a host nation officer, this 
officer methodically questioned the host nation staff to ascertain 
the exact situation. Addressing US soldiers present, he calmly 
issued instructions to prepare and ODA reaction force and an 
ODA level of base security. Observing the SF officer’s leadership 
style, the host nation battalion commander began issuing 
complementary orders to his staff. The battalion responded 
efficiently to the liihited attack and maintained its position on the 

border. 

After a long, hot day of training, this 18E noticed that a host 
nation soldier walked away from the other team members and sat 
down by a vehicle. This 18E calmly took over an aid bag and 
evaluated the host nation soldier. Upon determining that the 
soldier was dehydrated, this 18E gave him an IV and got a medic 
to monitor the soldier. The host nation soldier was treated 
without embarrassment and the soldier gained respect for this 

18E. 

The team was attempting to build rapport with and win the 
confidence of an indigenous force. The team leader could not 
make the indigenous force’s leader like him, although he made 
great efforts to make the individual happy. This warrant officer 
jumped in and got the two leaders to better understand and 
accept each other. The team was able to build rapport with the 

indigenous force. 
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Two team members were always fighting with each other. Once, 
the entire ODA was embarrassed in a bar because of these two 
team members. This team sergeant had the team form a circle, 
placed the trouble makers in the middle, tied their hands 
together and removed their shoes. The two team members 
fought until they lay on the ground out of breath; the men are 

now the best of friends. 

The detachment was training men in a SE Asian country. This 
18A would always talk down to the indigenous trainees by 
implying that they were not as good as Americans. Consequently, 

training was reduced. 

Directions were given to set up battle books, LAW, METL tasks 
etc. The team leader’s specialty was staff/administration and 
planning. This captain spent 2 weeks of his own time producing 
one of the most correct, comprehensive battle books in the 
command. The battle book was used as the standard for the CO. 

This SF officer was placed in charge of a group of young and 
inexperienced SF soldiers and then tasked to plan a combat 
reconnaissance mission in just a few hours. TTiis SF officer did 
most of the planning himself, ensuring that it was done correctly 
but risking that it may not have been finished in the given time. 
The plan was correct, but the SF officer was burned out which 

affected his later performance. 

An SF team was tasked to secure a bridge. This SF commander 
planned a false attack on one side of the bridge while the main 
assault force crossed the river and attacked the defenders from 
behind. The team successfully captured the bridge without any 

friendly casualties. 
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A detachment was conducting a DA mission with foreign soldier 
augmentation. The augmentees wanted to walk into town to get 
a resupply of cigarettes. This officer conveyed to them that they 
could not go. When they went anyway, this officer moved the 
camp to a point 2km away. The augmentees took eight hours to 

find the rest of the detachment and never tried to go to town 
again, increasing the detachment’s security posture. 

A detachment was preparing to cross firom an area where all the 
trees and features looked very similar to the far side of a danger 
area. This SF soldier was sent out 700 meters to clear a roadway 
at the far side of the danger area. He left without noting his 
exact location or his azimuth. When he tried to return, he 
couldn’t remember where he left from or how to find his way 
back. It took him two hours to find his team, and as a result, 

they failed to hit the target on time. 

The detachment was deploying on a mission. This 18C made a 
packing list but did not follow it. Equipment was left behind and 
the detachment had to make do with what they had. 

The coalition force was brought into planning for an operation 
which was supposed to assure the higher level commanders of 
their effectiveness. This detachment commander advised the 
coalition force S-3 not to participate in the mission in front of 
some American 0-6s and 0-5s. The Americans told the 
detachment commander that he should support the mission, but 
this detachment commander said he was supposed to help the 
coalition forces unit and that they would receive the ill will of the 
locals if they participated. The detachment commander was made 
an integral part of the coalition force unit’s decision making 

process. 
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During an endurance test, the battalion was required to travel 
SOkm in 72 hours while conducting various rigorous tests with no 
sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 lbs. When limes 
were rough, tiring, and everyone felt like stopping for only a 
minute, this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran to 
pull the rest of the team through. The battalion completed the 

endurance test. 

A team was tasked to infiltrate into their area of operation by 
static line parachute for a UW exercise. This team commander 
told his team members to place the radio equipment onto a 
bundle that would be dropped along with the detachment. The 
bundle’s parachute failed to deploy and all of the radios were 
damaged. The team could not communicate with headquarters 
and exfilled without accomplishing its mission. 

This SF officer was in Europe carrying classified documents. This 
officer went to a restaurant for dinner. This officer did not want 
to be burdened with the documents during dinner and locked the 
classified information in the trunk of his rental car. The car was 

stolen, along with the documents. 

This SF officer was called to meet with the battalion commander 
regarding an upcoming deployment. This officer got to the 
briefing and found it was not the one for which he had prepared. 
This SF officer tried to give the appropriate briefing, stumbling 
his way through it. The battalion commander counseled this 
officer on the briefing’s poor quality and his inability to answer 

questions. 
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This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of the team’s organic 

equipment. The records from the prior leadership were 
ineffective and out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to include team and individual issue. 
This 18C then established an SOP that covered garrison and 
packing for deployment and helped identify where everything was, 
where everything should be loaded, and who was responsible for 
what (e.g., commo gear...). The SOP enabled the team to cut 
down on loading time and made accountability easier. 

The team was training in medical treatment procedures. One of 
the tasks was to start an IV. This SF soldier could not find a 
vein in which to stick the IV needle after 2 or 3 tries on two 
individuals. This SF soldier was given extra training on inserting 
needles properly using fruit as a target. 

A "G" base that had just been constructed was over-flown by an 
unknown aircraft. This SF team commander had everyone move 

to the alternate location. The team was safe. 

SF team leader was commanding the team through a survival, 
evade, and escape exercise. This SF team leader decided to make 
contact with local indigenous personnel for possible survival and 
escape assistance. The detachment was set up in a secure safe 
house and through a series of secure assets, was returned to 

friendly lines. 

During a training mission, the detachment had a "no later than" 
time to pick up an unknown person at a pre-described location. 
The individual was not on time. This 180A decided not to wait. 

Thus, they did not pick up the man. 
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This junior NCO was given duties as a team sergeant even 
though another member of the team outranked him. This junior 
NCO used the input of the senior NCO at all times. The senior 
NCO felt his opinions were important and the team’s moral 

remained intact. 

During a field mission, a team sergeant was training a platoon 
size element in light infantry skills. A soldier who was known to 
be hot-headed and belligerent was making rude comments to -the 
instructor regarding his experience and knowledge of the subject. 
This team sergeant simply requested that the soldier remove 
himself to the rear of the group. Instead, the soldier walked to 
the front of the group and fired two blank rounds in the team 
sergeant’s face. Higher HQ had to be called. 

A small element of SF personnel were to recon an area in a 
desert en\1ronment. The means of infiltration was a landing zone 
for a rotary %ving aircraft. This SF soldier told the pilot where to 
drop the team, saying that this was the location the team leader 
had specified on the map. The team was dropped 5 kilometers 
from the point of infiltration and had to request an emergency 

re-supply of water. 

A foreign national soldier walked behind a loaded RPG-7 during 
a ranee fire. This team sergeant quickly walked to the SF soldier 
controlling the range. This team sergeant told the soldier that 
weapons were not to be loaded until they were ready to be fired. 
The SF soldier did not load the weapon until the firer was ready 

to fire. 

An ODA was required lo perform post damage assessment. This 
detachment commander inflated the actual damage found. 
Inaccurate information was sent to higher headquarters authority 

leading to overinflated intelligence estimates. 
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Heavy rains had caused poor visibility on the roads and a lady 
had run off the road into a river. An SF soldier saw the lady on 
top of her car, stopped, and was told there was a baby in the car 
which was filling with water. This soldier was a weak swimmer 
and so did not attempt to rescue the child. The baby drowned. 

This SF soldier was responsible for conducting air operations for 
foreign troops. However, the equipment to be used for the 
training was missing from the aircraft and training therefore 
could not be conducted in accordance with the training safety 
standards manuals. This SF soldier told his superior he would 
not train the foreign soldiers due to safety restrictions; although 
the training might go without incident, it would not be to the 
standards required by the manual. This soldier was verbally 
reprimanded by his superior for failing to complete his teaching 

tasks. 

A split team was assigned to a African nation platoon for an 
exercise. The element needed to make a night movement to 
conduct a dawn attack. The African troops do not move at night 
and refused to move before daylight. This SF team leader 
conducted a demonstration and classes on the use of US night 
vision equipment. He allowed the African nation leadership to 
wear the equipment during the movement. The raid exercise was 

completed and was successful. 

During Friday PT formation runs, this officer would meet the 
company after they had run one or two miles and sprint the next 
mile at the front of the formation. This officer counseled each 
soldier who failed to maintain the pace he set for them. Thirty- 
five percent of the company went to sick call on Friday mornings 

and there was a strong dislike for the officer. 
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While deployed in Africa, an SF medic told this team leader not 
to use untreated water or ice. This team leader disregarded the 
advice and drank a soda with ice made locally. The team leader 
had severe diarrhea, was treated for parasitic infestation, and was 

counseled. 

A detachment was in the field. This 18E lost his CEOI and did 
not tell anyone for 24 hours. The 18E was then punished. 

This officer constantly complained about the tasks and conditions 
given to him while serving as a team member/follower, 
performing poorly every time. This officer was later placed in 
charge of the operation. This officer changed his entire attitude 
and demanded the same standards of performance in the same 
tasks and conditions that he had complained about earlier. The 
display of a double standard lost this officer the respect and 

confidence of the other soldiers. 

A two-and-a-half ton truck went dead on the highway. This 
soldier conducted a trouble shooting sequence and found the 
problem. He fixed the electrical problem with a foil wrapper 
from a stick of chewing gum. The truck was able to move safely 

to its destination. 

An SF unit was ordered to make contact with an allied unit that 
was not happy about having the unit advise them. Before 
establishing the rapport needed for relations between the units, 
this officer proceeded to impose changes and make decisions 
without taking into account the feelings of the other unit. All 
future operations were hurt and the SF unit was asked to leave, 

compromising the mission. 
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This SF team leader was given an operational plan to conduct a 
mission using host nationals. The SF team leader was required 
to change the plan after MICON was given in order to satisfy the 
host national commander just prior to the briefback. The SF 
team leader changed plans in a way that satisfied the host 
national commander. The combined briefback and the operation 

were successful. 

Upon being notified for a real world mission, the detachment 
commander was told to get a split six-man team ready for 
deployment and that other follow-on six-man teams would deploy 
later from the company. This detachment commander picked all 
senior personnel for his team and planned to take all the team 
equipment. The other split team had no experienced people and 

no equipment. 

While on deployment, this 18C was working on a range that was 
used for all types of ammunition and explosives. Civilians pass 
through the range all day on foot trails that take them to the next 
town and children come to the range to pick up brass. The host 
nation soldiers almost never clear duds or misfires. This 18C 
collected and disposed of several dud munitions. This 18C 
possibly saved the lives of many civilians and soldiers. 

An ODA was located in an African country. This 18D was able 
to learn the host nation language within four to five weeks and 
could understand several survival-and-military oriented phrases. 
Overall ability and survivability of the Special Forces ODA was 

enhanced. 

The new battalion commander wanted to receive weekly training 
briefs with the use of slides and other equipment. This 18C 
utilized his computer skills to assist in producing the slide show 
and briefing. The presentation was accepted by the battalion 

commander. 
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The detachment was making initial contact with a guerrilla force. 
Upon making contact, this detachment commander was offered 
the opportunity to partake in a traditional ceremony which 
involved an animal sacrifice. This detachment commander 
refused to participate and would not drink the traditional goat 
blood toast. The team was taken into custody by the indigenous 

personnel and removed from the camp. 

The detachment received a .combat search and rescue mission. 
This team sergeant developed a course of action without relying 
on the experience of other detachment members. When flaws in 
the plan were realized during rehearsal, the detachment 
commander opted to go with the plan rather than argue with or 
dispute this team sergeant. The plan had the team spend too 
much time on the ground, potentially compromising the team and 

the supporting air crew. 

A request for personnel was sent down for particular people to 
deploy to jump on a training mission. This team leader whose 
name was on the list went to the company and had his name 
removed. In his place, he put another team member’s name 
without asking that team member if it would be alright. The 
team member had personal plans for this time frame which he 

had to give up. 

A team was conducting a UW exercise. This 18A repeatedly 
made disparaging remarks about the quality and motivation of 
the guerrillas. After five days of hearing this, the guerrillas 
apprehended him, disrobed him, tied him to a tree, photographed 
him, and bargained with the team for his return (diminishing the 

team’s credibility). 
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The ODA was deployed on an MTT. When it appeared that the 

host nation forces did not understand the material given in the 
lecture style classes, this team sergeant told the instructors to 
break into smaller groups and to ask the host nation forces 
questions to get them more involved. The host nation forces 
opened up and were soon seeking additional training. 

An SF company was tasked to provide humanitarian assistance to 
refugees. TTie company received limited intelligence and 
information about the situation other than that the camp held 
approximately 120,000 refugees and that the death rate was 
alarmingly high. This officer relied heavily on the experience of 
his leaders to provide him with guidance in his decisions in this 
untraditional scenario. The death rate dropped dramatically and 
organization and leadership were restored in the camp. 

While operating in a foreign city, the opposing forces had 
saturated the sector that the SF were operating in. This warrant 
officer located access to the storm drain system under the city 
and lead the team beyond the OPFOR and to a U.S. sate area. 
The operation continued successfully for the U.S. while the 
OPFOR was distracted by searching the city sector far away from 

the actual location of the ODA, 

An 18E right out of the Q course was assigned to an A team 
without the benefit of a senior commo sergeant to mentor him. 
He realized he was not trained on the radio equipment at the 
team level nor was he familiar with the base operating procedures 
for the battalion. On his own, this 18E inventoried team radio 
equipment, identified equipment he was not familiar with, and 
asked for and then received classes on all radios and equipment 
he was not familiar with. He became familiar with all team radio 
equipment, all company and battalion radio procedures, and 

SOPs. 
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A detachment was conducting pre-mission planning for a real 
world mission. This Special Forces soldier threw sensitive 
material (containing the name of the country they were going to, 
how long they would be there for, and the names and social 
security numbers of all the detachment members) into the non- 
sensitive waste can. Had the paper not been retrieved before it 
was put in the dumpster, the mission could have been canceled. 

A team was moving a great distance within a constrained time 
with very heavy rucks. This team member could not maintain the 
set pace and said his ruck was too heavy. The rest of the team 

took turns carrying the extra ruck. 

This officer visited training in a FID environment where HN 
soldiers and officers were present. This officer talked about the 
poor performance of the HN soldiers in Vietnam years earlier. 
The HN officers, who understood English, overheard the 

comments and walked off the site. 

This 18A briefed his team on the search and reconnaissance 
mission they were to conduct. This 18A had a brain storming 
session with the detachment members using the mission essential 
planning process to break down tasks into manageable bits. This 
18A then delegated these bits to the appropriate team members, 
providing additional guidance as required. Everyone understood 
the mission and their jobs and felt comfortable with the plan 

developed. 

This team sergeant was originally a member on the team, where 
he was known for being a marginal team player. When he 
became sergeant, he questioned everything the team members 
did, wrote soldiers up for minor points (e.g., teaching styles and 
opinions), and wanted to make drastic changes in everything. 
The team started falling apart and cliques were formed. 
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99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

While on a demolitions training mission, this ISA did not take 
the advice of his 18C in the proper handling of the remaining 
materials. This ISA decided to return open containers of 
explosives and flammables to the supply clerk; they were packed 
in a box and stored. The storage facility burned down; after 
discussing the incident, this team leader realized he should have 

followed the advice of the ISC. 

At a refugee camp, an area of tents needed to be moved in order 
to create a loading zone for water and food shipments. Families 
that had walked over 100 miles and were settled in did not want 
to move again. This SF officer got the area elders together and 
explained the need for the UZd and how it would make things 

easier for the refugees. The families moved. 

An ODA was constantly complaining about the excessive weight 
it was forced to carry due to communications requirements. This 
officer established a new communications system during the 
annual evaluation of his subordinate units. This system required 
additional equipment and also forced the ODA to establish 
unsecure HF communications. Not only did the ODA have to 
carry additional equipment, but the new commo system actually 
defeated the commo security measures it was supposed to 

enhance. 

A team was in isolation with a foreign SF team. The cultural 
differences between the teams began to cause verbal strife. This 
team leader observed his team members verbally sparring with 
the host nation soldiers. He took no action to halt the strife. 

Cohesion didn’t develop between the two teams. 
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103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

An SF team was participating in a day and night land navigation 
exercise. This NCO did not participate for medical reasons. This 
NCO therefore took his own time to cache a large bucket of 
chicken and soda for his detachment at a contact site late at 
night. The team received a high rating and the morale during 

and after the exercise increased. 

An 18D organized instruction in waterborne infiltration 
technic{ues for a small ranger unit. This 18A directed people to 
boats, not following the 18D’s plan, such that the boats were 
flooded and submerged in the surf. After the 18D apologized to 
the students for this ISA’s actions, this 18A took the 18D aside 
and chewed him out for embarrassing him in front of the students 
and not sucking up the mistake for his training event. The 
team’s morale and cohesiveness dropped; the students felt the 
training lacked planning and professionalism. 

During isolation, this detachment S-1 was serving as the team 
warrant officer. Not trusting anyone else to do their job, this S-1 
worked more than his share of the staffing positions. The men 
on the team took him out of his position because he was not 

being a team player. 

This SF officer was in charge of a demolitions range. After a 
demolitions shot was fired, this officer cleared the charge site and 
walked back to a student holding an unexploded charge. All 
assistant instructors left the area when they saw this, but the 
students were unaware that the charge was sensitized and could 

go off at any time. 
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This team member was tasked to evaluate an ISOFAC and FOB 
deployed to a foreign country. In his evaluation, he told the 
officer that his formal written evaluation would reflect that 
operations were extremely poor and that the team was failing 
every critical task. Even though the officer threatened him with 
damaging his promotion chances if he wrote the formal report, 
this SF soldier knew his evaluation was the truth and wrote and 
submitted the formal evaluation. The ISOFAC and FOB failed 

the evaluation. 

While in a host country training indigenous soldiers, an NCO 
picked up an unsupervised weapon belonging to an Arab. After 
making his point, the NCO wouldn't return the weapon, creating 
a tense situation. This SF soldier saw this situation, intervened 
and told the first NCO that he could destroy the team’s 
credibility (without causing him to lose face with the Arabs). He 
also told the Arabs it was just a drill and started telling jokes in 
one of the region’s languages. The situation was diffused in a 

matter of seconds. 

Isolation was being conducted for a mission. This SF officer 
assinned team members staff tasks that were outside their area of 
expertise. The team members were forced to see mission 

planning from a different angle. 

The detachment was assigned the responsibility of conducting 
airborne training for host nation forces. This detachment 
commander assessed the level of proficiency of host nation 
personnel, monitored conduct of the training, and selected a very 
large, soft drop zone ensuring that all jumpmasters allowed extra 
time between individuals’ exits from the aircraft. None of the 
personnel were injured and the host nation command was very 

happy with the training. 



ISA & ISOA [B] - 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 
7=high) 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

A team was on a FID mission overseas running a weapons 
training program. This soldier chose to learn a new word or 
phrase in the host nation language every day. He established 
rapport with students and learned basic conversational language. 

During a deployment, this ISA discovered that some members of 
his team were going to smuggle some M-1 carbines out of the 
country. These weapons were given to the detachment members 
by the host nation and were not stolen. Instead of speaking with 
the 180A and 18Z, this 18A called higher headquarters and asked 
them to have U.S. Customs check the team. The team was 
disbanded, the 180A and the 18Z were kicked out of the Army, 

and the 18A was given a promotion. 

A team was on call for a search and rescue mission during a 
deployment. The aircraft carrying some of the team’s equipment 
crashed. This 18A directed the 18C to stay behind and 
coordinate for emergency resupply within 24 hours. The team 
was resupplied due to the efforts of the 18C and some support 

personnel. 

The detachment came under fire while attempting to establish 
contact with an indigenous faction. This officer moved the 
detachment and vehicles to a covered position, deployed the men, 
and directed them to hold their fire. When the hostile fire died 
down, this officer walked out to meet with the indigenous faction 
representatives. The situation was defused without injury to 

either side. 

During a live fire exercise that involved training of indigenous 
personnel, this SF team leader noticed that an 18B was nervous 
in front of the group and was presenting the material in a 
disorganized way. He pulled the 18B aside and talked to him to 
put him at ease. The class proceeded without incident. 

1 2 4 5 6 7 

Low Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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A detachment received a task overseas that required 20 
personnel. The majority of this detachment was already deployed 
and the personnel status of the company was low. An 18E was 
returning from one month overseas to his wife and child. This 
officer placed the 18E on orders to depart three days after his 
return. The morale of the 18E and the entire detachment was 

reduced. 

While this SF soldier was on a rucksack march, he noticed a 
soldier from another unit go down from heat injury. This SF 
soldier administered quick first aid by pulling an IV out and 
giving it to the injured soldier. This SF soldier also had another 
soldier flag down a car for help in getting the injured soldier to 
the hospital. The individual was saved from heat injury. 

This officer volunteered his unit for a month-long mission in an 
isolated location without first consulting any of the subordinate 
leadership. While deployed, this officer would not allow the unit 
to go into the neighboring town, even in small groups. He did 
allow them to visit a small base in the same area. This was a 
threat to the unit because the groups of new faces on the small 
base actually increased the unit’s visibility: the unit’s morale was 

seriously undermined. 

A team was extremely well trained and prepared in all areas but 
that of language proficiency. This team leader ordered that only 
Spanish would be spoken during the workday among team 
members. This team leader made a game out of it, making 
anvone who was caught speaking English do push-ups. The team 
greatly increased its capability to communicate in conversational 

Spanish. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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18A&180A[B] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 
7=high) 

120. An SF soldier was on an OCONUS deployment, in charge of 
helicopter rappelling. The proper equipment was not available to 
conduct the air operations. This soldier manufactured a securing 
system which allowed rappelling operations. Training was 
successful and concluded without incident. 

121. _ An SF team was tasked to give classes to general personnel. 
This team member went into extensive detail on his portion of 
instruction, including technical descriptions of various functions, 
and did not ask the class for questions. He gained a reputation 
as a "know it all" and no one paid attention in his classes; those 
who could come up with excuses did not attend his scheduled 

classes. 

122. This team sergeant was responsible for establishing trust and 
rapport with his host nation (HN) counterpart. The counterpart 
offered this team sergeant some raw meat, dripping with blood, 
from a goat that was just killed. This team sergeant refused to 
eat the meat even though the HN soldier wanted him to eat it. 
The team sergeant did not gain the trust of the HN soldier. 

123. _ An SF team was training an indigenous force. This SF soldier 
did not like any of the other team members and kept to himself 
when he was not conducting training. The indigenous soldiers 
could sense the tension and lost some of their confidence in the 

team. The training was slowed. 

124. An ODA was deployed in a foreign country to do UN work. 
^ Upon linking up with host nation forces, the ODA commander 

did not establish rapport with the G-chief. The ODA 
commander consistently talked down to the G-chief telling him 
how "it" should be donk This officer did not acknowledge the 
fact that the G-chief had been running a successful operation for 
several years. The ODA commander was exfilled and the team 

sergeant was made the commander. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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18A&180A(B] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

A detachment was working at a refugee camp. There was 
considerable friction between the U.S. Special Forces and the 
host nation (HN) concerning the method of providing relief 
supplies to the refugees. During a meeting between the U.S. and 
HN command, this 18A interjected his own thoughts on the 
situation without the assistance of trained personnel. The HN 
officers were angered and an effective worldng relationship was 

never established. 

The detachment was going to run a company MIGA2 
qualification range. This officer felt he was responsible for 
coordinating and planning the whole operation and did not use 
the eight NCOs he had to assist him. As a result, many of the 
requests were late, the detachment did not receive all the 
ammunition and vehicles required for the training, and the NCOs 

felt the commander did not trust them. 

A composite team was preparing for deployment to Africa; this 
new team leader who had just graduated from the Q-course was 
placed in charge of the core team. This team leader did not ask 
for help from the experienced 180A on the team, was threatened 
by criticism, and voiced his anger once by shouting and raving in 

front of HN personnel. 

While overseas on a training mission, the ODA was alerted for a 
possible real world mission. After this 180A received his briefing 
from the S-2 and obtained some classified briefing material, he 
left it in plain sight in an open area and left the area. He 
initially denied that he had left the material, but then stated that 
the material "wasn’t that classified." The team lost respect lor 

this 180A 

1 2 3 
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Effectiveness 
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Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

A detachment was conducting an SR mission (planned for four 
days) in a desert environment. On the fourth day, the mission 
was extended for three days; water resupply was needed for the 
additional days. This detachment commander called for water 
resupply and gave the grid coordinates but not the grid zone 
identifier. The resupply went to the wrong location and it took 
24 hours to get an additional resupply to the team. 

A team was deployed overseas on a FID mission and told that 
the battalion commander would visit the following day. This 
team leader allowed his team to drink alcohol and change into 
civilian clothes before the battalion commander arrived. When 
he arrived, all team members were out of duty uniform and most 
were drunk. The team’s reputation was severely damaged, the 
team leader received a letter of reprimand, and the team did not 
receive an overseas deployment for one year. 

The team was digging a hide site very close to an enemy camp. 
The dirt movers were working very hard and needed to switch 
with the guards or diggers. This acting team sergeant who was 
digging made no effort to shift himself or his two friends. The 
morale of the team went down and many arguments began. 

This officer was put in charge of demolition training, giving him 
the responsibility of serving as safety officer of the range. After 
the 18C had set up and inspected the charges, this safety officer 
placed some scrap metal on one of the charges. When the 
charges were set off, pieces of scrap metal were launched back up 
the range towards the detachment; no one was hurt. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

During an actual combat mission, the UH-ID was receiving heavy 
ground fire. It was relayed to the air crew that friendly 
indigenous troops were in the field of fire. The order was given 
to the gunner to ignore this and provide fire. This 18B heard the 
order and asked for it to be repeated to be sure that he was in 
fact being told to fire on friendly troops. This ISB shifted his fire 
in the mean time so that it affected no one. The order had in 

fact been a mistake. 

This team leader was preparing a backbrief for an upcoming 
mission. This team leader became overly involved in the 
Operations Annex and did not have time to review the other 
annexes that were prepared by others prior to briefing the 
commander. During the briefing, the commander pointed out 
several errors and the briefing had to be conducted again at a 

later date. 

A group of SF soldiers were in a camp located between two 
armed, rival, indigenous groups. One night, the two groups 
started firing at each other, however none of the fire was directed 
at the SF soldiers. During a break in the firing, this SF soldier in 
charge told the team to return fire if they began to fire again. 
His order was countermanded by a senior NCO and the SF 
soldiers did not become involved in the fire. 

This officer was tasked to conduct a site survey to JRTC for the 
company forward operating base. Upon arriving at JRTC, this 
officer learned that no ammunition had been coordinated for the 
rotation. This officer did not work out the problem with higher 
headquarters. The company had no ammunition at the beginning 

of JRTC rotation. 
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Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See defmiiions the 
page) incident? 

(l=low lo 

7=high) 

137, During Operation Provide Comfort, an ODA was given the task 
of having some refugees vacate their area to make room for a 
helicopter LZ. This team sergeant decided rather than just 
physically moving them without permission, to talk with an elder 
chief in his tent and offer concessions for moving the tents. The 
people moved their tents and were given extra rations for 

compensation. 

133 The newly assigned team leader was having a difficult time 
relating to the detachment and was having daily confrontations 
with this team sergeant over minor details of detachment work. 
This team sergeant would argue with the team leader in front of 
the detachment and would also talk about the team leader behind 
his back to detachment personnel. A physically violent 

confrontation nearly occurred. 

139, The team was conducting vehicular reconnaissance. The medic 
notified this team sergeant that the team was outside its assigned 
sector. This team sergeant chose not to believe the medic and 
continued out of sector. The team lost its credibility with the 
unit it was supporting when it was out of sector for no justifiable 

reason. 

140. This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. After detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
grenade had misfired. This ISA stated that he had done 
everything correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. An ISC took the responsibility and cleared it for him. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Weapons Sergeant [A] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal stalls, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 

performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision malting 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situatiori, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Defini ions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categorws 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgmen s 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in xht performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 

very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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SF Job Perfonnaiice Category Definitions 

A- Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion: tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M. Navigating in the Field Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and sldlls 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 

communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; using approved equipment or methods. 

IL Advising HN/G Counterparts. Providing sound technical advice to HN/G, highlighting areas of 
vulnerability; providing advice that reflects the best interest of the HN/G, is consistent with their mores 
and culture, and allows them to avoid unnecessary or unwise actions; calming and reassuring HN/G in 

stressful situations. 

JJ. Conducting Operations with Other (HN, G, Conventional) Forces. Organizing or reorganizing HN/G 
troops to ensure effective leadership without offending key HN/G personnel; learning from HN/G about 
the environment and using that information to enhance operations; sharing equipment and resources with 

HN/G. 

KK. Considering Subordinates. Considering consequences of decisions on subordinates; taking their 
needs/feelings into account when making decisions; taking the time and effort to research and correct 

subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving mail while on deployment). 

LL. Providing Direction. Taking charge in the absence of authority-establishing a direction, organizing a 
team; gravitating toward positions of leadership; pulling the team together; setting specific, challenging, 

but attainable goals; distributing work fairly; being consistent. 

mm. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates. Knowing the limits of own knowledge; valuing 
the experience of team members; facing the consequences of own decisions/actions; taking responsibility; 
being truthful; following through on promises; treating others with respect; setting a personal example of 

hard work and sacrifice. 

NN. Developing Others. Confronting behavioral problems directly; giving others responsibility, but 
checking others’ work often enough to be sure it is of high quality; providing negative feedback 
constructively, such that individuals know what was wrong and how to improve; administering 

"punishment" that is appropriate for the situation. 
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l8BiA]:. 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

categoiy of the NCO. 
does this officer, or 
incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
( 1 = low lO 

7 = high) 

This SF soldier was preparing an M16 plotting board for a below 
pivot point mission. He set the wrong direction ot fire on the 
board, it fired outside the range and people’s lives were 

endangered. 

A team jumped into the field late one night on an overseas 
mission during the dr\’ hot season when water is scarce. Each 
team member was told to take plenty of water to last until a 
source could be found in the field. This team leader drank his 
eight quarts of water before morning, and then asked team 
members if they would share their water. This team leader 
became a burden to the rest of the team because they gave him 
some of the water they were conserving for themselves. 

TTe detachment was training foreign troops on the 81mm mortar. 
During a live fire operation, registration, the troops stated that 
they wanted to learn how to hit the observer. This 18B noted the 
hich desire to learn and gave a hip pocket class on adjustment. 
Fifteen troops learned how to adjust tire. 

This ISC was assigned to a team leaving immediately for a 
foreign countrv. After only four days in the country, this SF 
soldier was learning the language by communicating with the host 
nation trainees and also speaking full sentences in the language 
while off duty. He was able to communicate with and gain 
rapport with the host nation troops. 

.A team was conducting mortar training. While using an M19 
hand-held mortar, this 18B was not paying attention to what he 
was doing. This 18B dropped a WP round 40-50 meters in front 
of another gun crew. The ISB was pulled off the gun alter a 

check fire was called. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 

7 = high) 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

This uunner dropped a round of mortar ammunition which did 
not fire. This gunner did not observe the first misfire and 
dropped a second round that also did not fire. This gunner 
aiicmpied to perform misfire procedures for the second round. 
This gunner was stopped by someone obser\’ing and was told that 

another round was still in the tube. 

The team was doing an ARTEP in the Alaskan rural arctic 
training area to evaluate individual and detachment ability to 
accomplish special reconnaissance. This 18B did not collect his 
skis and snowshoes from the infiltration aircraft. He was not 
able to move effectively across the terrain, thereby slowing and 

affecting the detachment’s capabilities. 

This 18C was building a school house for a civil affairs project. 
Some cement and a little money was left over having completed 
the school. This 18C built a basketball court next to the school. 
Rapport was increased between the host nation and the SF team 

and a lot of children were happy. 

During a live fire exercise at a machine gun range, a hot gun had 
a misfire. This range safety officer moved every-one back, waited 
for the gun to cool, and cleared the weapon. Safe procedures 
were demonstrated and no one was injured. 

This 18B was firing a 4.2 mortar in unplanned firings as part of a 
daily requirement. This 18B failed to follow firing procedures. 
The' round went 15 feet into the air and then dropped back into 

the pit. Nobody was hurt. 

A detachment was tasked to run a drop zone for a company 
operation. This SF NCO failed to make final coordination with 
Air Force personnel regarding the marking of the drop zone. 
The airplane Hew over the mis-marked drop zone without anyone 

jumping. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 = low to 

7 = high) 

This SF soldier was responsible for land navigation techniques, 
with an estimated time of arrival of 12 midnight. This SF soldier 
did not arrive until 8 am. He could not use azimuth or a map 
appropriately and had gotten lost. The soldiers who were waiting 
for him were resentful, affecting team morale. 

The HN post commander curtailed routine communications with 
the SF team leader because the team leader could not speak the 
language. This team leader made no attempt to improve his 
language capabilities, even though he was in an ideal learning 
environment where many would have volunteered to help him. 
The HN personnel tactfully ostracized the team leader. 

The soldiers being trained did not have a way to clean their 
weapons. This 18E found an old bathtub and suggested that 
diesel fuel be used as cleaning fluid. The soldiers were able to 

clean their weapons. 

,A. soldier, who had been involved in a drug related incident, 
barricaded himself and threatened to kill anyone w ho tried to 
take him away. This SF NCO convinced the soldier to allow 
himself to be committed for treatment. The soldier surrendered 
and was enrolled in a drug rehabilitation program. 

During a training mission, a student was particularly 
uncooperative and aggressive towards the instructors. This 
principal cadre advised the rest of the detachment to watch the 
student closely in case he caused a problem later. Indeed, the 
student started to turn his weapon away trom the established line 
of fire. No one was injured because a team member was there to 

intercede. 
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i8B [A] 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
retlect? 

(See detiniiions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 
of the NCO, 

officer, or 
warrant 

officer in 
the 

incident? 
(l = iOW 10 

7 = high) 

The detachment was training foreign troops on indirect fire 
tactics with the 81mm mortar. The troops believed that only an 
open field could be used as a mortar position and so the mortar 
was a poor weapon to use during attacks as the enemy could see 
you. This 18B showed the troops how the mortar could be 
completely hidden and still engage the enemy. The unit began to 

use their Slmm mortar in combat operations. 

During a real world combat engagement, an 18B moved to a 
firing point and fired an AT-4 at the enemy. This 18B did not 
take protective measures for his rear. The backblast burned some 

other SF soldiers. 

The team was preparing tor night movement with night vision 
goggles. This 18B planned NVG training and familiarization. He 
broke an infra-red chem-lite, poured the contents on a hacky 
sack, and had the team play hacky sack in the dark while wearing 
their NVGs. The team became coordinated in movement 

wearing NVGs. 

Three men were to participate in a training exercise. This team 
leader overheard one of the 3 men lie about something related to 
the mission. This team sergeant did not report the lie. The 3 

men were killed as a result. 

While attending climbing training, this 18B observ'ed a team 
leader fall while conducting a demonstration. This 18B 
immediately took the equipment needed and climbed up to assist 
the fallen climber. The climber was not seriously injured and 
other team members were motivated to learn more about 
climbing as they saw what it could accomplish. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
{l=low to 

7=high) 

22. 
This soldier was firing his M60: the barrel was hot and the gun 
double fed and jammed. This SF soldier waited instead of 
reacting in a timely manner, then opened the feedtray cover. 
One of the double-fed rounds cooked olf due to the barrel .s hcai 

and injured the gunner. 

During Desert Storm, the team had no one who was trained on a 
stinger. The equipment was unloaded 4 hours prior to entering 
combat operations so the team s weapons sergeant had almost no 
opportunity to learn how the stinger operated. This ISB 
reviewed the operating instructions in the time he had so that he 
could react if necessary to an ADA threat. The team did not 
encounter an ADA threat and so survived. 

This SF soldier was responsible for specific mission planning 
during pilot recovery training and for actual operations using 
classified area maps and charts. When he returned to his home 
station in the U.S., this soldier took a classified map with him as 
a war trophy. He then brought this sensitive map to his house 
for display to describe his deployment overseas with tamily and 
friends, the incident was reported and investigated. 

The team was conducting water operations on a lake in the L.S. 
Ail equipment was to be lashed on one rope to the zodiac boat 
so that it could float free when the boat overturned. Tliis soldier 
lashed the equipment to one rope but not to the boat iisell. 
When the boat overturned, all equipment floated free of the boat 
but some of it floated free from the single line itself. The 
equipment scattered and was hard to retrieve. 

An M-17 series protective mask maintenance class was being 
conducted. This 18E failed to remove his filters. The Alters got 
wet when the mask was cleaned, making the filters unserviceable. 
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18B (A] 

During an exercise, this 18B was given foreign machine guns to 
use for training. The weapons had not been supplied with blank 
adaptors. This" ISB took expended rounds and constructed make¬ 
shift blank adaptors. The foreign weapons fired well and never 

malfunctioned. 

While conducting demolitions training, a misfire occurred leaving 
a block of TNT with sensitized detonating cord still priming the 
block. This officer picked up the block of TNT and brought it to 
a group of trainees to show them how stable TNT is rather than 
conducting proper misfire procedures. The officer endangered 
the group of trainees and received verbal counseling. 

This SF soldier was leading a squad of indigenous personnel to a 
resupply point and was responsible for moving the squad in the 
correct direction. The direction of travel was to be north, when 
in fact the SF soldier was leading the element east. Another 
NCO eventually took over and corrected the route. 

The detachment was training foreign troops on the RPG-7. The 
unit stated that they had 10 RPG-7s but that only 2 worked. The 
18B inspected the unserviceable guns and found that the firing 
pins were broken. This 18B replaced the firing pins and trained 
the troops’ armorer on the replacement procedure. RPG-7 
training was conducted and the troops’ opinion of SF was 

improved. 

During specialized training for direct fire on the M224, this SF 
soldier was firing a longer close mission. This soldier lost control 
of the cannon, causing the cannon to super elevate. Two rounds 
fell close to the gun crews, but no one was hurt. 
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This junior NCO with little experience was put in charge of 
pulling toceiher the firing fan on a plotting board tor a mortar 
range. This NCO misplotted some critical firing data. When the 
round was fired, it landed several kilometers outside the fan. The 
FO realized the mistake and informed the FDC. The FDC 
rcplotted. found the error, and performed the correct fire 

mission. 

During a CONUS deployment, an 18B was tasked to give a 
program of basic Mf6 rifle marksmanship to a counter-drug 
government element. This 18B produced the program of formal 
instruction, provided the instruction, and served as the NCOIC of 
all the Rangers. The government element received the much- 
needed training, rewarded the ODA and the company with 
plaques of appreciation, and is now using the training in action. 

While using a non-standard/surv'eyor's map to plot a drop zone 
for a DZ survey, it was almost impossible to plot the buoy 
coordinates. This was e.xtremely important because civilian 
residences were located in the area. This team member knew 
trigonometry and converted survey plots to latitude/longitude and 
then to military grid coordinates. The coordinates were plotted. 

During a movement to contact with live ammunition, an IIB with 
an SAW went to the ground. Tlie trigger mechanism worked its 
way free, turning the SAW into a runaway gun. The 1IB started 
to freak out and back away from the gun, not knowing what to 
do. Tnis ISB rushed over, held the gun down, and broke the 

belt. No one was injured. 
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36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

A team was conducting ct)aliiion training in Alrica. The team 
had a linguist attached to it. The linguist was a native-born 
Somalian who in the last several years had become an American 
and becun working tor the Department ot Detense. This team 
serceant was unpleasant and untactful toward the linguist on the 
basis of his race and religion. The linguist would not work with 
the team sergeant and the team was not as effective in gathering 

information as it could have been otherwise. 

The detachment was training foreign troops on the RPG-7. 
Although the RPG-7s had optical sights, the troops said they 
were not good and would not use them. This 18B challenged the 
troops’ best uunners to shoot against him. The 18B doubled the 
best man’s range and hit the target the first time using the optical 
sitiht. Everyone wanted to learn how the optical sights worked 
and the entire unit greatly improved in distance and accuracy. 

While conducting a move out live fire exercise, a team member 
was injured. Instead of stopping the exercise, this 18D hoisted up 
the injured team member, who weighed more than 250 pounds, 
and ran with him on initial withdrawal. The individual was 
treated, and the continuation t)t the exercise gave a more realistic 

scenario for the training. 

During mortar training, this SF soldier was working the #2 gun. 
This SF soldier placed the live round in the cannon of an M29. 
fuse-end first. A cease fire was called and the soldier was 

removed from the gun pit. 

The new commander wanted to receive weekly training briels 
with the use of slides and other equipment. This ISC utilized his 
computer skills to assist in producing the slide show' and brieting. 
The presentation wxis accepted by the commander. 
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During a battalion-sized ARTEP. this senior NCO was sent to 
monitor and evaluate the SF operations base. This SF NCO 
made an honest but critical evaluation, even though he knew it 
would be an unpopular point oi view. The superiors of the 
evaluated unit questioned his loyalty to the unit. 

This I SB was assigned the task of destroying sensitive materials 
in order to sterilize the detachment's isolation area. Some of the 
material was recorded on plastic viewgraph film, requiring that it 
be completely burned. This 18B did not ensure the materials 
were completely burned, Tlie intelligence sergeant checked the 
burn barrel and discovered that some mission-related information 
could still be gleaned from the film; this ISB was counseled and 

given corrective training. 

During a field training exercise, an iSB was taking cla.sses on the 
stinger (ADA) system from a local unit. Once trained, this 18B 
decided to fool around with the ADA system and began tracking 
local dying aircraft. A formation of F-I6s radioed to range 
control* that they did not liked to be tracked, even for training. 

The detachment was conducting desert survival OCONUS. 
Water procurement in the area was a major problem. This 18B 
talked with the locals about how they had procured the water in 
the area. The detachment learned new water procurement 

methods. 

The detachment was training foreign troops on the 106mm 
recoilless rifle. The size and noise^of the w'capon was scaring and 
sometimes confusing the young troop members. This 18B 
obsers'ed that one of the men was confused and about to push 
the main gun trigger. The 18B yelled and started to run up to 
the man to stop him. The main gun tired and seriously injured 

the 18B. renderinu him unsep.-iceable. 
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This SF NCO was to draw an M9 pistol from the arms room to 
be used as a guard weapon. This NCO went to the range and 
used his own pistol as a guard weapon. The NCO was counseled, 

relieved from duty, and given a Relief for Cause NCOER. 

This Special Forces soldier was sitting in a bar talking with 
another soldier. To impress some females that were silting 
nearby, this SF soldier talked about a sensitive mission. This got 
back to the unit and the CID almost launched an investigation on 

the soldier. 

This 18D could not speak any Spanish. This 18D learned what 
he could of the language from his team mates and from personal 
lime reading. This ISD was able to present an excellent block of 

instruction in Spanish. 

.A.n SF NCO was told to destroy some unidentified projectiles. 
Without investigating the matter further, this NCO attached 
explosives to the projectiles and detonated them. The projectiles 
were a fire/llame (filled) producing agent. .A large wooded area 

was burned. 

During a field training exercise, a soldier experienced dehydration 
and extreme heat exhaustion due to high heat and humidity. This 
18B cooled the soldier with water, loosened his clothing, 
administered an IV, and arranged for evacuation. The heat 

casualty was effectively treated. 

During operations Desert Shield/Descrt Storm. SF A- 

dctachments were extremely short on vehicle weapon mounts. 
This SF soldier scrounged material from metal scrap piles and 
traded MREs with indigenous welders to weld the materials to 
his designs. The teams were outfitted with the mounts tor the 

vehicles. 
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During an M-60 qualification course, the team was firing more 
rounds than should have been fired for sustained rate of fire. 
One M-60 jammed. This 18E instructor lifted up the feedirav 
cover. The round exploded in the machine gun and he lost an 

eye. 

This SF soldier was tasked to run a pistol range lor a platoon 
si/e element. This SF soldier organized the platoon into liring 
ranks, gave them the task condition standards, and kept positive 
control during the firing on the range. The soldiers learned and 

were safety conscious. 

The team was conducting coalition warfare in the host country. 
The 18B learned that one of the M2 .50 cals belonging to the 
host country had not been operational for 2 years. The weapon 
was supposed to be providing security for the team. This 18B 
disassembled the weapon, checked it, and determined the 
problem through his knowledge of the weapons system and 
throuuh conversing with host team members in their native 
lanauage. This ISB reassembled the weapon, performed a 
functions check, and found the weapon operational. It w-as 

possible to use the w^capon. 

A soldier was tasked to set up commo via SATCOM with a team 
in the field. This soldier chose to sleep and did not even attempt 
to make commo. When this soldier said that he tried, another 
soldier with him disputed his statement, .saying he simply slept all 

night. Commo was not made with the team in field. 
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Durinc ^in actual combat mission, the UH-ID was receiving heavy 
iiround fire. It was rciavcci to the air crew that friendly 
indigenous troops were in the licld ol fire. The order was given 
10 the eunner to ignore this and provide fire. This 18B heard the 
order a^nd asked for it to be repeated to be sure that he was in ^ 
fact being told tc^ lire on friendly troops. This ISB shifted his tire 
in the mean time so that it affected no one. The order had in 

fact been a mistake. 

During a FID mission, this 18B was in charge of the range where 
team and support troops were firing mortars. This 18B allowed 
an 18F to fire a 6()mm mortar without first checking the firing 
data or charge. This iSB wanted to see how close a round would 

land on charge 0 and maximum elevation. This caused an 
extremely close impact that could have caused injuries. 

This ISB was running a training exercise for disassembly and 
reassembly of a MAG-58. The 18B thought that everyone 
understood the weapon and allowed everyone to fire the weapon 
in the afternoon. The 18B inspected the weapons after the tiring 
and found that a firing pin had been assembled incorrectly. Tlte 

bolt carrier was damaged and had to be filed down. 

While conducting coalition warfare in Kuwait city, an SF A- 
detachment obscr\’ed .several small children playing with and 
around a pile of live hand grenades. This SF soldier attempted 
to explain the danger. He told the children to move away and 
then disarmed all of the grenades. The danger of the situation 

was reduced. 
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60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

This SF soldier was tasked to present a class to soldiers of a third 
world country. In this country, a rigid sense of military discipline 
was maintained, with military officers having absolute rule over 
the enlisted soldier. Prior to the start of the class, this SF soldier 
made negative comments about U.S. .Army officers and olficers in 
'icneral, stating that "the world would be managed much better 
without them." The SF soldier had to apologize to the host 

nation and was relieved of his duties. 

SF soldiers were firing on a 50 cal. range. This 18B set up the 50 
cal. for firing, without setting the headspace or timing. The gun 
blew up, costing S7.999 to replace: luckily, no one was hurt. 

An 18E was told to mount an antenna on top of a building roof 
but the building had no roof access. This 18E looked around the 
building and found a tree that was only a few feet from the roof. 
He clinitbed the tree, walked out on a limb, and jumped to the 
roof. He installed the antenna and made commo. 

During a live fire exercise at an anti-tank range, this primary 
instructor was given a safety brief on the backblast area. During 
his live fire demonstration, this SF soldier left his foot in the 
backblast area. The backblast kicked up rocks and ruined his 

right combat boot and pant leg. 

This 18B was put in charge of maintaining the sitmap. The other 
team members kept asking him where the compound at which 
they were staying was located on the map. This 18B drew a 
bright, red circle around the location and wrote "the compound" 
inside the circle. This 18B got in trouble for not using military 
symbols, but everybody knew where they were on the map. 
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65. _ _ Weapons were to be emplaced and functioning before higher 
command elements arrived to view and critique training. A 
group was tasked to conduct pans of the training, but they were 
not coordinating with each other - too many people were in 
charge. This SF soldier took charge of the situation, emplaced 
the weapons, and organized the procedures to complete the tasks 
to be done. The poor situation was turned around so that the 
training got done and the superiors still looked good. 

66. _ _ This 18B was responsible for sniper training in an African 
countrv’. Upon arrival, this 18B inspected the weapons to be used 
for training and found that several weapons systems were 
inoperable. This 18B repaired all but one of the weapon systems 
prior to training. It was possible to train 11 snipers rather than 6 

snipers. 

67. _ _ During a practice isolation, the detachment w’as planning its 
infiltration. The maps needed for this were not available from 
the S-2. .At the completion of the exercise, the detachment found 
(hat they had the maps but had not been able to find them due to 
confusion in the filing system. This ISB took all the maps, 
chans, and overheads and created a simple, comprehensive filing 
and marking system. The detachment was able to find and use its 

assets. 

68. _ _ While in Central America at a bar and grill, this soldier had 
finished eating and began drinking. Thirty minutes before curfew, 
the soldier disobeyed a direct order from the detachment 
commander to get in the truck to go back to the barracks, using 
profanity. The owners of the bar and grill asked the soldier not 
to come back. 
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This SF NCO was the DZ for an airborne operation at night with 
combat equipment. This NCO set up the DZ without computing 
the formula to ensure the troops landed where they were 
supposed to land. Two other NCOs tried to correct this NCO. 
but he said ho was the DZ and would set up the DZ in the wa\ 
he chose. The troops landed at the far edge of the drop zone, 
very near the tree line. Some individuals landed in the trees. 

During Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm, detachments 
located with Arab coalition forces were having supply difficulties. 
The battalion S-4 personally drove out to visit each detachment 
and carried items he could in his pick-up truck. Delivery of 
supplies to deployed detachments was slightly improved and 

morale was boosted. 

An NCO was at a crowded cafe in eastern Europe and had used 
his newlv-acquired language skills to order the bill. .After he 
received a coffee-type drink from the waitress instead, he changed 
his pronunciation and asked again for the bill. The waitress 

brought him the bill. 

While on a live fire range, one of the team members found that a 
.50 cal weapon would not complete a functions check and he told 
the USB. This 18B found that the breech block was reversed and 
reassembled the weapon correctly. Nobody was hurt. 

The team was conducting mortar firing on the range after 
receiving three weeks of training specifically dealing with mortars. 
This SF soldier, when given the okay to drop a round into the 
tube, tried to drop it in upside down. He was stopped, but 
repeated his error when given the okay again. This soldier 
endanaered others around him and range procedures were halted 

due to safetv violations. 
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In a combat situation during contact with enemy forces, an SF 
team encountered close-range effective enemy fire. Both sides 
were firing from behind cover. This 18B placed counter-assault 
fire on the enemy but failed to employ hand grenades/'M203 
iirenade launcher fire to eliminate the threat. During after-action 
review, it was determined that grenades would have been more 
effective: training on employing grenades was implemented. 

On day 2 of a range event, the detachment found that a number 
of weapons did no“t work. This 18B inspected the weapons and 
found that thev were improperlv assembled. The 18B 
reassembled the weapons correctly. The detachment conducted a 
successful live fire range exercise with no injuries. 

This ISB was laving in two 81mm mortars for a registration 
mission. After laying in the mortars, this 18B rc-checked his M2 
aiming circle against his M2 compass. He discovered that the i _ 
aiming circle was off by 500 miles. An accident was prevented. 

An SF NCO was driving a Zodiac when he fell out and was run 
over a number of times by the boat. This SF soldier swam out to 
save him. avoiding being hit by the boat by getting himself and 
the injured soldier underneath the water. This SF soldier swam 
the injured NCO to shore. The NCO was sent to the hospital to 

be treated for his injuries. 

A "G" base that had just been constructed was over-flown by an 
unknown aircraft. This SF team commander had everyone move 

to the alternate location. The team was safe. 



This 18C was tasked to teach host nation soldiers about the G3 
rifle assemblv/disasscmbly and was given two months to prepare. 
This 18C did not ask for guidance from his two iSBs and only 
picked up the weapon once prior to giving his class. During 
class, this ISC did not know how to take the bolt apart and had 
to ask for assistance on how to disassemble the bolt and perform 

a functions check. The soldiers of the host nation thought the 

18C was incompetent. 

During FID operations in Desert Shield, the A detachment was 
conducting .50 MG training with host nation troops. The host 
nation guns would not feed properly and had to be charged after 
each round. This 18B noticed that the host nation troops were 
placing the ammunition belts in the guns upside down. He 
stopped the firing and demonstrated the proper teed technique. 

The guns fired properly and training continued. 

While conducting a live-fire exercise, the SAW used as covering 
fire double-fed and jammed. This senior SF NCO shifted the gun 
to a safe area and let it cool off. In the mean time, he began 
picking up the expended cartridges. The hot weapon accidently 

discharged and killed him. 

During a deployment for training in a foreign country, this 18C 
became particularly close with a platoon among the indigenous 
forces. This 18C started to show favoritism to that platoon 
durina training by always sitting them in front for classes, 
allowing them to go first during practical e.xercises. and giving 
them first shot at limited training resources (e.g., ammunition). 
TTic rest of the indigenous forces were aware of the favoritism 
and became annoyed, hurting rapport and training elfeciiveness. 
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During Vl-16 c^uHliticiition, un l8Ds wcupon W3S multunciioning. 
He called an 18B to assist him. This 18B performed an 
immediate action drill on the M-16. The weapon was operational 

again. 

During a routine check of a road block, this 18B who was new to 
the location noticed that the police were manning the outpost 
using automatic weapons. He did not know that all previously 
confiscated weapons had recently been released. This 18B locked 
and loaded his M16 and look the weapons away from the armed 
police with the threat of violence. He destroyed the rapport that 
had taken six weeks to establish. A series of meetings had to be 
held to reestablish the U.S. presence and this 18B was removed 

from the area. 

This 18B was teaching a reconnaissance platoon about 6 foreign 
weapons. This 18B taught the platoon in detail about the 
operaiini> systems, locking systems, and feeding mechanisms of 
the weapons. He also made it a point to describe the particular 
identifiable traits of each weapon so the platoon could more 
accurately report on weapons seen. The reconnaissance platoon 
said it had never been taught as much about weapons before and 
requested that the 18B return for future training events. 

The team was conducting long range patrolling and basic infantry 
tactics training for foreign soldiers under e.xtremely hot weather 
conditions. This SF soldier conducted training day after day in 
the heat and rough terrain, while maintaining a superior physical 
appearance, posture, and professional attitude. A greater level ot 
respect for the abilities of U.S. troops was developed. 

.An ODA was conducting a live lire mission. Thousands ol 
rounds were fired, making the weapons c.xiremely hot. This 18E 
did not clear and check his own weapon. .A SF soldier took off a 
chamber round in the barrel and the round struck the side of a 

boat. 
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Tliis 18B was responsible for planning, seuing-up. and conducting 
a squad live fire exercise range. When the teams ran through the 
range, this ISB refused to wear his K-Pot at the request of 
another soldier. The unit S-3 show'ed up to inspect the training 
and found failures in the safety of the training because of this 

USB. 

The detachment had completed an iM249 live fire exercise. This 
18B did not perform a complete PMCS on the M249. This 18B 
then turned the M249 in to the battalion arms room and 
indicated that he had performed the PMCS. A crushed and 
jammed live round was found under the bolt carrying group; the 
18B was given a counseling statement on his neglect of safety. 

While conducting familiarization fire with the M-60 machine gun, 
the weapon douWe-fed and jammed. When this gunner could not 
correct the problem, he opened the feed tray cover of the M-60. 
The round in the chamber cooked off, causing minor injuries to 
both the gunner and the assistant gunner. 

91^ An advance party deployed overseas to prepare tor the follow-on 
■ party. This SF soldier, once in the country, prepared the training 

area and coordinated for the arrival of the team. When the team 
arrived, there was no delay from the normal logistical problems 

before training could be conducted. 

92. On a live fire range, an M-60 machine gun had a stoppage. This 
weapons sergeant removed the belt of ammunition and tried 
pulling the cocking level to the rear. When this did not work, 
this 18B positioned the M-60 on its butt plate with the barrel 
pointing down range and jumped on the cocking handle with the 
heel of his boot. The bolt moved to the rear and the w'eapon 

functioned properly. 
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96. 

97. 

This 18C was on a reconnaissance exercise. This ISC did not 
know how lo determine an azimuth. This ISC got the patrol lost 

for 9 hours. The mission was not accomplished. 

The unit was in the field performing company-level tactics. This 
senior NCO was given an"LAW with a training round and asked 
if he knew how to load and fire it; he said yes. This SF NCO 
then asked another soldier how to load the weapon and the other 
soldier loaded it for him. When it was time to fire, this NCO 
then fired the weapon into the ground 30 feet in front of him. 

The target was not effectively engaged. 

A team was spending a lot of time preparing for deployment 
overseas; these preparations often interfered with personal 
problems and garrison duties. This SF soldier’s motivation level 
seemed to increase as the work load became heavier. He lent a 
hand to others who were bogged down and frustrated, and helped 
with some of the others’ personal problems. The entire 
preparation phase went smoothly and efficiently; a light-hearted 
attitude was maintained and tempers did not flare up. 

This 18B was deployed to Turkey in support of Desert Storm. 
This 18B, while preparing for a live mission, palletized all of his 
detachment’s 4()mm ammunition. As a result, the ammunition 

was not readily available to the detachment. 

While on an MK-19 grenade MG range, round fragmentations 
impacted near the vehicle on which the weapon was mounted. 
The ODA's 18B stopped the range firing and instructed all the 
wcapon-firers on the correct MK-19 "free-gun" firing position. 
No more round fragmentations impacted near the vehicle 

resulting in a safe range. 
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A battalion was deploying on a "real world" mission and was 
advised to use ships as opposed to militaiy airlift to deploy its 
equipment. Although the ships were slower, they could carry 
more equipment. This SF commander directed that the 
equipment be sent by miliiar}' airlilt. insisting that he could 
conduct the mission with less equipment. Equipment shortages 
prevented the unit from being fully capable for the mission and 

more equipment had to be sent. 

This SF soldier with poor language skills was giving a class in 
describing the different types of feeding mechanisms to foreign 
nationalsr He brought the three actual feeding mechanisms with 
him and, after explaining them, he passed them around to the 
group. The foreign nationals learned the different types of 

feeding mechanisms. 

A detachment w'as training indigenous forces in marksmanship 
with the M16 rifle at a remote OCONUS mountain location 
approximately 40km from camp. One HN soldier experienced a 
misfire and applied immediate action, but the weapon still w'ould 
not fire. This detachment 18B investigated the problem and 
discovered the cotter pin on the bolt carrier was broken. Rather 

than travel back to camp to get a spare pan, this ISB used a 
grenade pin from his hat to replace the cotter pin. The weapon 
was used repeatedly over the next six weeks without any 

problems. 

The team was lacking in physical strength and endurance and was 
scoring in the mid-200s on the PT test. This SF soldier 
implemented weight training into the team s PT program during 
work hours. Morale was improved and the PT scores went up. 

I 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 6 7 

Vlodcrato High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this ofliccr. or 

incident warrant 

reflect'.^ officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(l = low to 

•7 = high) 

This SF soldier was tasked to drive from one training siw to 
anoitier u> pick up allicP soWiers for an evening meal ms SF 
solUicr had previously made the 20 mile trip between compounds 
once. This SF soldier got disoriented and became lost on the 
trip arrivina several hours late to pick up the soldiers. By l^he 
lime the soldiers were brought back to the camp, the mess hall 
was closed. Friction resulted between the SF and allied soldiers. 

The team was attempting to build rapport with and win the - 
confidence of an indigenous force. The team leader could not 
make the indigenous force’s leader like him, although he made 
areat efforts to make the individual happy. This warrant officer 
jumped in and got the two leaders to better understand and 
accept each other. The team was able to build rapport with the 

indigenous torce. 

This SF soldier was tasked to work individually to produce 
operational information. This SF soldier researched, developed, 
and wrote a standard operating procedure tor operations to be 
conducted by Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed in 

areas that had never been addressed. 

Selected team members were tasked to train host nation soldiers. 
This SF soldier who was not assigned a training class assiste 
others by making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing charts, and 
lisieninu to practice classes. The instructors tor these c asses 
could concentrate more on the quality of their classes instead ol 
having to spend time on details. Classes were given on time and 

handouts were available to students. 

On an M16 qualification range, an SF soldier’s weapon was 
continuallv malfunctioning. This 18B examined the weapon and 
saw it was not feeding. He pulled out the magazine and replaced 

it with a new one. The M16 was operational. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 
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This 18B was conducting rifle range for his team. Before the 
range, the ISB had disassembled all of the weapons and 
reassembled them incorrectly. The weapons would not fire. 

Tills 18B was in charge of a reconnaissance mission to navigate 
towards and find a site. During the mission, two team members 
informed the 18B that the terrain looked familiar and that they 
had been there before. This 18B ignored the soldiers input and 
told them where he felt they were on the map. The team arrived 
at their "area of operations" only to be compromised by their own 
team as ihev had been surveiliing the base camp; they had simply 

gone 360 degrees. . 

This 18C noticed that the indigenous elementary school was in 
poor condition and beyond repair. This 18C looked around the 
old school area for reusable materials and made a list of new 
materials needed. This 18C helped the villagers build a new 
school, allowing the villagers to take part. The villagers they felt 
as if they had built their new^ school and rapport with SF was 

improved. 

This ISB was the ammunition bearer for a mortar team and was 
responsible for preparing the ammunition. This 18B was 
responsible for removing the correct number of charges and the 
safety rinss. When asked by the gunner if the ammunition was 
ready, this ISB said it was. This ISB never went back to re-check 
the ammunition and did not check with the other members of the 
gun crew to see if he had propped the ammunition properly. 
Three rounds were fired down range and did not explode. Range 
firinc was stopped until the explosive ordinance department could 

clear the rounds. 

Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 

High 
Effectiveness 
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i8B{A| V 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

pj^ge) incident? 
(l = lo\v to 

7=high^ 

This SF soldier was buying some fertilizer from a hardware store 
for a mission. This SF soldier revealed the intent of usage for 
the fertilizer to an unauthorized host nation civilian while in the 
store. The team did nut trust this soldier with security material 

anymore. 

During an exercise, this ISA was aware that two members ot his 
team were declared wounded and would "die of wounds" if not 
treated by an iSD within two hours. The 18D was 1 km away, 
knew of the wounded, and asked this ISA if he should go treat 
them. This ISA decided that the ISD should remain at his 
location, trusting the higher headquarters to evacuate the 
casualties. The casualties "died of wounds" in accordance with 

the exercise rules. 

j While on deployment, travelling with range control, exercise 
* thermal gale, this SF soldier noticed another soldier laying beside 

the road. This SF soldier stopped his vehicle, rushed to the aid 
of the soldier, noticed he was suffering from heat stroke, and 
immediaielv began to administer tirst aid — initiating an IV. The 
SF soldier saved the injured soldier’s life. 

1^4 The detachment was conducting a sun/ival escape and resistance 
' exercise. This I SB did not eat or drink properly because he had 

not paid attention in class. He experienced dehydration and 
malnutrition and had U) be evacuated Irom the field. 

115^_ _ This L8B was training host nation personnel while on a FID 
mission. This 18B joked with the trainees. He also drew on 
incidents that happened during training (e.g., someone shooting a 
recoil spring out of his rifle) and showed them the impact such 
incidents would have on an actual operation. The students 

learned. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Vlodcratc High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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■ T8B [A] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(Sec definitions the 

page) incident? 
fl = low to 

7 = highj 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

This 18D excelled was in language training. He continued 
studying during breaks and lunch hour. He initiated a hard study 
program and assisted others. He was identified by the language 

instructor as a top student. 

A Special Forces company was deployed to JRTC to act as an 
AOB in a battalion field training exercise. This SF soldier who 
was tasked to plan the mission found that the required actions 
were changed several times. This SF soldier successfully made 
the required changes using his own ideas and those of his 
Mibordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

A team was involved in a land mine attack. This junior 18E, 
although seriously injured himselt, started lifesaving procedures 
on the team’s only medic before treating himself. Although the 
senior medic died, he had time to make peace with God. The 
other team members surv'ived. 

This 18B did not know how to speak the host country language. 
This SF soldier used a small dictionary in his spare time to pick 
up the language. This 18B was able to help his team members 

communicate with the guerrilla forces. 

This 18E working in a high mountainous winter environment on 
snowshoes was carrying well over 100 lbs. in his rucksack (a little 
more weight than the other members of the team had). At a 
given location on the route, this 18E volunteered to break from 
the group to recover a cache site almost three miles away, and 
went into the deep canyon despite the avalanche conditions. The 
18E retrieved the .>0 lbs worth of supplies and carried it the three 
miles and up 2,000 feet of altitude. He made it back to the team. 

I 

Low 
Effectiveness 
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Effectiveness 
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This 18B was responsible for drawing weapons for the ODA. 
After signing for the weapons, they were placed in a metal trunk 
and taken overseas. Upon arrival in the country, this 18B 
conducted a function check on all the MZ4G SAWs and found 
that one barrel was severely cracked. He removed the weapon 
from the trunk. Injury could have resulted had the damaged 

barrel not been di.scovcred. 

The team went to a party hosted by the host country camp 
commander. This 18B, new to SF, danced with host nation 
soldiers and ate all foods provided. The team established rapport 

with the camp commander. 

An 18B was giving his team training on disassembly and assembly 
of the M2 .50 caliber machine gun. During the class, this junior 
ISB was asked to assist in the presentation. This junior 18B did 
not know how to disassemble the weapons system and did not 
know' the names of the parts of the weapons system. This junior 
18B was given remedial training on the weapons system and was 

counseled by the senior 18B. 

This 18B was tasked as FDC for his unit’s patrol with one week’s 
notice. This 18B did not review his material on FDC. On the 
day of the mission, this ISB realized that he had forgotten more 
about FDC than he remembered. The unit was forced to move 

out withoul indirect fire support. 

While planning for an upcoming mission, this ISB noticed that 
thev were missing some equipment. This ISB started and 
completed 75% of the planning and ensured that all the 
equipment and supplies were drawn. The team was prepared and 

the mission went smoothly. 
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ISB [All 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7=high) 

A team was involved in an incident and the command wanted to 
know who was at lault. The team decided to stick together and 
lake the punishment as a whole entity. Three weeks later, this 
team member came forward and said that he had had nothing to 
do with the incident. The other team members could no longer 

trust him. 

Due to a personnel shortage, non-18Bs were utilized as cadre at 
an OCONUS MG-3 MG live fire range. A misfire occurred. 
This non-lSB attempted to clear the weapon but did not perform 
all of the required actions. One of the indigenous soldiers being 
trained was injured when he then attempted to fire the weapon. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

This ISB picked up an AT-4 that had already been fired. Not 
realizing it had been fired, this 18B tried to fire the weapon three 
times and then understood that the weapon had been fired 
already. A new AT-4 was obtained and tired to standard. 

During a cold winter day, the 81mm mortar crew was firing a 
time on target mission. The number 2 gun was up and had the 
round in the tube. This assistant gunner got really cold and 
prematurely dropped the round. The mortar crew tailed the 

ARTEP. 

This senior NCO attended the Defense Language Institute in 
Monterey. He worked hard and applied good study habits. This 

NCO graduated with a 3,3 rating. 

This ISB was tasked with making sure the new officer and the 
new tSE confirmed zero on their M16A2s. This iSB obtained 
and ran the ranee. .After firing, the two soldiers in question said 
they were zeroed. This 18B looked at the shot group of each 

soldier and found they were not zeroed. This 18B had the 
soldiers refire and confirm zero, even though the soldiers 
complained. The team members were zeroed. 

Low .Vlodcraic 
Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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t8B (Al 

Which SF 
job 

performance 

category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 

page) 

Whai is the 
level of 

effectiveness 

of the NCO, 
officer, or 

warrant 
officer in 

the 
incident? 
(1 =low 10 

7 = hich) 

An SF team was workinst with chemicals to improvise the 
development of explosives. This SF soldier mixed and crushed 
the chemicals together. The chemicals ignited and the area was 

burned: no injuries resulted. 

The team was usine a range to practice battle drills. One of the 
host countrv guards drove up to the range and said that bullets 
were firing over the berm and striking buildings on the other 
side This 18B told the detachment to aim lower and to slow, 
down the rate of fire. The guard returned and .said that the 

detachment had to stop firing. 

During a post-assault operation, this SF soldier was tasked with 
evacuating a critically wounded person from a hostile, lite- 
ihreatcning environment. This soldier, due to his strength, was 

able to carr\' a 260-1- pound critically wounded person 
approximately 300 meters, out of danger, to a control area 
offered life-saving treatment. The wounded person survive . 

Prior to a live fire range, this 18B conducted weapons cross- 
training Tliis 18B tauuht the other members of the team to do a 
functions check, .As a result, one of the other team members 
identified a problem with a .50 cal weapon. The 18B repaired the 

weapon. 

During a field mission, a team sergeant was training a platoon- 
size element in light infantry skills. One of the soldiers was 
making rude comments to the instructor regarding his experience 
and knowledge of the subject. This team sergeant requested that 
the soldier remove himself to the rear of the group. Instead, the 

soldier walked to the front of the group and fired two blan 
rounds in the team sergeant’s face. Higher HQ had to be tailed. 

1 

Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 

High 
Effectiveness 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Weapons Sergeant [B] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-'information about the individual attributes (c.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 
performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and lOth SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Figure 1. SF Roles and Peifoimance Categories Based on Perfonnance Samples 

Role Performance Category(ies)__===== 

Teaching Others 

Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 
Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Decision Making 

Planning for Missions 
Preparing for Missions 

Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 
Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Navigating in the Field 
Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 
Being Safety Conscious 

Handling Administrative Duties 
Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 
Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Techniques 

Employing Demolitions Tedhniques 
Constructing for MissiomRelated Requirements 

Calculating Mission-RelatedRequirmnents 

Developing and Using Target Foldem 

Maintaining Commnnlcatloa Eqnipntent . 
Complying wtlt Communication Prooedures and Policies 
Assembling, Operating, and Disassmnbilng Accurately Configured Equipment 

Using CiypUc Message Format to Make COmraonications 

Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and In|unes 

Determining and Adnainistering Medications and Dosa^ 
Obtalning/Maitttaiaing Medical Records and Treatment Histories 
Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facairties, Conditions, and Procedures 
Respondhig to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 

Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 
Conducting Laboratory Tests/Ptocedures 

Advising HN/G Counterparts 
Condncting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Considering Subordinates 
Providing Dlrectfem 
Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

Developing Others . . 

Shading indicates categories that are not covered in this version of tne questionnaire. 

Teacher A 

Diplomat B. 
C. 
D. 

Problem E. 

Solver F. 

Planner G. 
H. 

Team Player I. 

Professional J. 
K. 

Soldier/ L. 
Survivor M. 

N. 
O. 

Administrator P. 

Q. 

Weapons R. 

Expert S. 

Engineer T. 
U, 
V. 
w. 

Communi¬ 
cations Y. 
Expert Z. 

AA 

Medic BB. 
CC, 
DD. 
EE- 
FF. 
GG. 
HH.- 

Military 11, 
Advisor JX 

Leader KK 
LL. 
MM. 

NN. 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last pugs of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character-this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18B, Weapons Sergeant, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other MOS 

specific performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

’ identity of SF personnel. 
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B 5 An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 
complete the airborne training. 

A 5 This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 
the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

B 2 An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 
host nation soldiers. 

C 6   During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 
productively exchange ideas. 

j 7 During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. 'Phis SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 
continue with the mission. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 
with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Inteicultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 
situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 
imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 
oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 
knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 
positive image of SF. 
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K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations, preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts, monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

R. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons. Operating and maintaining direct-fire weapons; 
loading, disassembling, assembling, clearing, reducting stopage in weapons. 

S. Employing Indirect Fire Weapons and Techniques. Emplacing, laying, and aligning mortars and their 

ammunition; executing FDC procedures. 



Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category ot' the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low 10 

7 = high) 

A senior medic on an A team was responsible for treating the 
local populace. Tltis ISD learned the language by treating the 
locals and working with them, rather than going through formal 
lancuaae courses. This ISD was effective in treating the locals 

and gained respect Ibr the team. 

This 18C was tasked to be on a committee assigned to teach a 
demolitions course. Pan ot the course involved a field problem. 
This 18C wrote an operations order that was so complete that 4 
teams working in different locations could understand what was 
to be done and w'hcn. The target of interest was hit and the field 

mission was a success. 

The team was training in medical treatment procedures. One ot 
the tasks was to start an IV, This SF soldier could not find a 
vein in which to stick the IV needle alter 2 or 3 tries on two 
individuals. This SF soldier was given extra training on inserting 

needles properly, using fruit as a target. 

This 18B was tasked to prepare for marksmanship training for M- 
16 rifles. The M-16s were already set up for zero for each 
individual; soldiers were just to confirm the zeros. This 18B 
zero-ized all the weapons. The team had to rc-zero their 
weapons, using lime and ammunition it did not have the luxury 

of using. 

During a humanitarian assistance mission to a third world nation, 
this SF soldier was tasked with super\ising the instruction of 
disaster relief subjects by detachment members. This soldier 
planned, implemented, and directed a complete POI on air 
delivery svstems. He researched environmental needs and 
directed an expert course of action to present critical, life-saving 
information. The tcchniciucs were selected by the host nation as 

doctrine for disasier rclief/situations. 
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A soldier became dehydrated when participating in an obstacle 
course. This 18B gave an IV to the injured soldier even though 
he did not know what he was doing. The soldier recovered, but 

the 18B was given a negative spot report. 

The host nation had three inoperable World War Il-era recoilless 
rifles that were needed to conduct iraining/operaiions. This 18B 
rebuilt all three weapons systems by cannibalizing from the three 
to get one full system and by manufacturing the parts for the 
remaining two in a machine shop. All three weapons systems 
operated through all training and for upwards of two years in 

actual operations. 

This SF soldier had been responsible for preparing a detachment 
for an OCONUS deployment. This SF soldier did not maintain a 
continuity file or a tracking system for any actions he had taken 
regarding the deployment. He did not inform any other 
detachment members of the predeployment information. This SF 
.soldier then left on the advanced party. The team’s officer had to 
have the detachment members jump through hoops to get 

cvcPi'thing back on line. 

During post-combat search procedures of detainees, this 18B was 
responsible for the body search of subjects collected during urban 
assaults. Upon viewing the non-verbal posture of a detainee, this 
18B directed that he be separated from the remainder of the 
group. The detainee turned out to be a key opposition leader 
attempting to pass U.S. lines to escape cusiody/confinemeni for 

war crimes. 
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An SF battalion was shooting 4.2 mortars on a hill top. The FO 
decided to hit something in close and called it in to the FDC. 
The charge for this shot was 6 3/4. This SF NCO responsible for 
ensuring Ihe use of correct charges put what he thought was a 6 
.3/4 charge m place, but was in fact a I 3,'4 charge — j 1/4 below 
minimum. This NCO had taken the 5 charge powder bag off the 
round. The round was fired and fell less than 150 meters from 

the gun; the round detonated. 

This team member wanted to learn another language instead of 
Korean. He put up quite a fuss until he found out that people 
were going to Sogan University in Korea: he then bumped out 
someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply himself and 
came back to the team without a rating or any workable 
knowledge of the language. A slot that could have been taken by 

someone” who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

This SF NCO was in charge of a mortar range. After the call for 
mortar adjustment was made, this NCO did not see that the 
number one gun was almost horizontal. This NCO did not 
observe the tube positions and allowed the soldiers to drop their 
round. The round came back down within 10 feet of the guns, 

injuring three men—one .seriously. 

This hSB was selected as NCOIC of indirect fire training. The 
weapons .sergeant’s POIs were dear, concise, and to the point. In 
addition, he conducted classroom instruction at night so the firing 
range was at maximum utilization during the day, with very little 

down lime. All personnel were trained. 



Three detachment members trained for and took the EIB test. 
This 18B did not successfully perform the task "load, fire, and 
reduce stoppage on a machine gun" within the prescribed lime. 
This 18B was the only one of the three unable to perform the 
task, even though he should have been proficient on it. He did 

not get the EIB. 

During a voluniarv' endurance program, this 18D with no 
previous training participated in a four-event endurance race. 
This 18D completed a 2-miie swim, a 20km march with full ruck, 
an 8 mile canoe course, and a 5-mile run. He collapsed as he 
crossed the finish line, but finished first in front of the triathletes 

and decathletes. 

This 18B was given the task of giving a class in Spanish on 
OPSEC to a group of Paraguayan officers. This 18B gathered 
information, wrote a lesson outline, translated the lesson to 
Spanish, and presented it to the class. The sergeant increased the 
effectiveness of that unit by improving its OPSEC. 

While driving into a small town, an A team was fired upon. This 
team leader told the team not to return fire and to wait it out to 
see where the confusion lay. The local army apparently knew 
nothing about the team’s scheduled arrival. This team leader 
discussed the situation with the local army and explained why the 
team was there. The locals received medical treatment lor the 

women and children. 

Tliis 18C was tasked with safeguarding classified material. This 
L8C removed all the weapons from the weapons safe box, placed 
the classified material in the bottom of the box, and piled heavy, 
oily weapons on top. Tlie materials became oily and unreadable. 
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A class of 18Cs was lo receive a lesson on the construction of the 
ein pole. During the practical exercise, the class was at a loss 
where to begin. ^This 18C (a former 12B drill sergeant) took 
charge of the exercise in the absence of the instructor and 
constructed the gin pole. The class got hands-on experience in 

constructing a gin pole to standard. 

An ODA was climbing a mountain. This 18D could not keep up; 
the rest of the ODA continually slopped and waited for him. 
Although they still climbed the mountain, the team fell behind 

schedule. 

During a combat patrol in a period of limited visibility, the 
detachment made chance contact with an unknown element. This 
18B serving as point-man for the detachment’s movement 
through the hostile environment remained calm, halted the 
patrol, and challenged the unknown element. He prevented a 
fire-fieht with what turned out to be friendly forces operating out 

of zone. 

The detachment was training foreign troops on 81mm mortar 
firing FDC. The officers were to receive training but were trying 
to avoid it. The 18B stated that only a select few could learn 
FDC and that it took a unique individual to understand and 
master it. The 18B also stated that only those personnel who 
passed a special lest would be allowed to attend the training. All 
the officers attended mortar training upon passing the test. 
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23. Upon inspecting weapon systems to be used for training in a 
foreign country, this 18B found several of the systems to be 
inoperable. This 18B conducted research to see if any other 
weapons systems were available. This 18B discovered one 
warehouse full of weapons in one part of the countiy and another 
full of magazines in another area of the country. The host nation 
forces were able to refit their Army with new weapons systems 
that they had thought were unusable. 

24. _ An important message was to be delivered to higher HQ to say^ 
the team was going to be late due to vehicle problems. This SF 
soldier ran five miles in 100+ degree heat in boots to deliver the 
message. The message was received and another vehicle came to 

the team’s rescue. 

15 An A team on a reconnaissance mission behind enemy lines was 
accidentally discovered by a little girl. She started screaming for 
her father, who came running toward the team. Rather than kill 
them, this team leader called for a helicopter to come and pick 
up the team. He held the two until the helicopter landed and 
then released them. The team and the two family members 

survived. 

26. _ This 18B coordinated with the stinger simulator facility for 
detachment training on the stinger. When the detachment 
arrived, the man in charge told them their stinger simulators were 
broken. This 18B went to his truck and pulled out the stinger 
that he had personally brought. It was possible to continue with 

training. 

27. A group of guerrillas found an 81mm mortar and were curious to 
learn about its operation. This SF soldier established rapport 
with the guerrillas and showed them how the weapon system 
could enhance their G-ba.se security. The guerrillas were able the 
effectively employ their new weapon system. 
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28. The ISC on the team purchased a 1911 .45 caliber pistol The 
18C asked this senior 18B how to disassemble the weapon. This 
18B told the ISC that he was the tactician on the team and that 
he did not mess with small weapons. The 18D on the team 
disassembled the weapon and team members lost respect for the 

18B. 

29. __ This 18B was the gunner for an M224 60mm mortar. While 
preparing to fire the weapon in the hand-held mode, this 18B 
told his ammunition bearer to set the round for charge one. The 
ammunition bearer stated that this was the wrong charge setting. 
This 18B did not agree with the ammunition bearer and fired the 
weapons svsiem. The rounds were fired short because the 
weapons system moved when it was fired. 

30. On a live fire range, an M-16 was not continuously firing. This 
18B looked at the^ejection part wiiile the weapon was firing. He 
determined that it had a short recoil and fixed it by staggering the 
gas rings. The weapon was repaired. 

31. When the team camped on a foreign beach, a villager stole 
blasting caps. This team sergeant informed the village chief that 

the team had a large amount of lumber and wood from mortar 
boxes that could be turned over to the village if the team’s 
blasting caps were returned. The blasting caps were returned, 

along with several cases of San Miguel. 

32. _ In a classroom setting, the team was using THT trainers for 
stinger training. This 18B instructor forgot to put the BCU in 
and when he tried to energize the stinger it malfunctioned. He 
failed to engage the aircraft and lost credibility' with the trainees. 
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33_ _ This SF soldier always acted like he knew everything. The team 
was participating in practice on a 9mm range. This soldier 
received his briefing on how to operate the 9mm but chose not to 
listen. When it was his turn to shoot, he could not because he 
had left the safety on. This SF soldier was looked down on as he 
had claimed to know so much and yet had done something that 
had been drummed into team members’ heads not to do. 

34, While on an OP12 mortar range, 3 ODAs were receiving 
observed fire training on the MZZY mortar. This 18B tasked to 
run the range ensured that every ODA member was proficient on 
observed fire procedures before night firing began. Every ODA 
member (no matter what their PMOS was) was given an 
opportunity to call for and adjust indirect tire on a night fire 

target. 

35, Prior to a deployment, this 18B was assigned to write a POI for 
scuba training. This 18B completed the POI but did not cover all 
the references that were available on the subject. The team 
sergeant was able to help him and eventually this 18B finished 

the POI successfully. 

36, While on a deployment, this SF NCO was tasked to be the POC 
between American/Xurdish and Turkish forces while in the 
refugee camps. This NCO stopped a riot without any serious 
injuries to any of the people involved. This resulted in better 
relations and respect from the Kurdish people. 

37 Durin.g a deployment on a real world mission, an ODA was 
training with the L'.S. .Air Force and was using a "rope ladder" to 
climb up into a hovering CH-53. This 180A was to climb up the 
ladder and into the aircraft. He couldn’t pull his body weight up 
and into the aircraft, fell appro.ximately 15 - 20 feet, and suffered 
a broken wrist and slight concussion. He was "combat ineffective” 
for the remainder of the deployment. 
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This i8E went out of ihe base camp lo make contact with the 
base station using HF equipment: he took two locals with him to 
provide security on site. Prior to departing the area, the 18E 
checked the areas where the locals were providing security, and 
found pocket litter pertaining to sensitive activities that would be 
performed at a later time. He delivered the pocket liner to his 
intelligence and team sergeant. The two locals were informants 

working for the opposition under duress. 

A new officer inherited a team with no long range plan or long 
range training calendar. This officer read the team mission letter 
and METL. He then established the proficiency of the team in 
its collective tasks, determining areas of strength and weaknesses. 
The officer issued training guidance and oversaw the long range 
calendar. The team was brought back into focus and was trained 

on METL tasks. 

This 18B was coming off a range. At the arms room, this 18B 
cleared his weapon without removing the magazine. A round 

went off and shot another soldier m the foot. 

A detachment was conducting pre-mission planning for a real 
world mission. This Special Forces soldier threw sensitive 
material (containing the name of the country they were going to, 
how long they would be there tor. and the names and social 
security numbers of all the detachment members) into the non- 
sensitive waste can. Had the paper not been retrieved before it 
was put in the dumpster, the mission could have been canceled. 

During a mortar field training exercise, this 18B was responsible 
for the equipment that would be used at the range. This 18B 
failed to check with the S-.-? to see if the range was laid-on. The 

18B was counseled on rcsponsibiiiiy. 



This SF NCO recognized that students were having problems 
maintaining their skills once they departed training for instinctive 
firing under terrorist control. This NCO developed a shooting 
sustainment program for Special Operations designated 
detachments. He provided a handout to all graduates so they 
could instruct their detachments in the an of selective shooting. 
Selective shooting skills were maintained at a greater level. 

This SF soldier was tasked to perform a task. Whenever this SF 
soldier was given another task, he would stop performing the one 
he had been working on and move onto the next. The other 
team members had to finish up where this SF soldier had left off 

on tasks. 

46. This 18B was adjusting 8lmm mortar fire and observ'ed the strike 
of the first round. While making adjustments for the next three 
rounds, this 18B continued to use the wrong OT factor. Another 
18B used the proper OT factor and embarrassed this 18B by 

hitting the target with the very next round. 

47. _ While conducting a range fire for machine guns, a number ot the 
host nation weapons were malfunctioning. This 18B set up a 
station on the side to test and repair each ol the faulty systems. 

Training was completed. 
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This 18B was tasked to give classes to guerrilla forces on the 
M16A1 rifle. The soldier did only superficial planning. During 
his class, this USB forgot major items of instruction. The 1 SB was 
severely embarrassed by his performance and lack of preparation: 
some of the guerrillas knew more about the M16A1 than the 

18B. 

This ODA was on a FID mission when a host country soldier 
couldn’t get his MP5K to fire and said it was broken. This SF 
soldier checked the weapon out, found that the rounds were the 
real problem, put new rounds in the weapon, and checked that it 
functioned without flaws. The host country soldier was pleased 

the weapon was fine, and built rapport with the team. 

This SF soldier was firing the M60 machine gun. The spare 
barrel was not marked with the machine gun so this soldier could 
not be sure that the spare barrel belonged to that gun. This SF 
soldier decided to fire the gun anyway and replace the barrel 
when it became hot with the spare barrel. The soldier was 
reprimanded for showing disregard for the weapon. 

This 18B was involved in planning for a possible mission in 
Desert Storm. This 18B considered the use of camels as a means 

of infiltration into Kuwait and, upon researching the idea, 
incorporated it as part of the operational plan. The commander 
was confident of the ODA’s ability to get the mission 

accomplished. 

While in Desert Shield, an ODA was tasked by the company 
commander to provide a several week block of instruction on 
observed fire procedures to a representative group of coalition 
Army officers. This ISB produced a POl and ensured that all the 
ODA members were extremely proficient in their tasked classes. 

By the time training was over, the coalition Army olficers knew 

ihe procedures belter than the instructors. 
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53. _ An SF A-cietachmeni was conducting FID operations in Saudi 
Arabia. The senior weapons sergeant was the most 
knowledgeable individual on the detachment in dealing with the 
Arab culture. This iSB demonstrated and explained to the 
detachment the importance of not setting themselves apart from 
the host nation forces, of sitting down to drink tea, and ot eating 
goat with them whenever offered. The detachment had an 
excellent relationship with the host nation unit and all objectives 
were met. The Saudi commander was near tears when the 

detachment had to leave. 

54. The team was conducting a FID mission. One of the indigenous 
force’s weapons had lost a take-down pin. This I8B used a Swiss 
Army knife and a dremcl from the tool kit and drill rod stock 
sizes he had brought ^^^th him to reconstruct the take-down pin. 
The weapon was lOO^f operational. 

55. _ This 18B was training AIT .soldiers in plotting board/FDC 
procedures. When questioned by trainees as to a math mistake 
he had made, this 18B moved ahead without answering the 
question or correcting the mistake. At the end ol the lesson, 
most of the students had the incorrect solution and the i8B could 

not understand why. This 18B lost the respect of most of the 

trainees. 

56. _ _ Tliis ODA member was voluntarily participating in a course 
requiring over two weeks of orienteering over rugged 
mountainous terrain for extended distances. This soldier could 
have withdrawn at any time. Despite numerous blisters and open 
wounds on his feet. .Achilles tendinitis, and poison ivy on his legs, 
he continued to march. This soldier completed the course several 

hours under the deadline. 
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During a training exercise, the soldiers were shooting light 
machine guns, this 18B was firing a PKM and had a run away. 
This 18B failed to control the run away. The team sergeant 

reprimanded this J8B. 

This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of the team’s organic 
equipment. The records from the prior leadership were 
ineffective and out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to include team and individual issue. 
This 18C then established an SOP that covered garrison and 
packing for deployment and helped identify where everything was, 
where cveiyihinii should be loaded, and who was responsible for 
what (e.g., commo gear). The SOP enabled the team to cut down 
on loading time and made accountability easier. 

While on survival training, this NCO obser\'ed a fellow 
detachment member shaking out oi control. This NCO identified 
that the fellow soldier was experiencing hypothermia. This SF 
NCO got the soldier as warm as he could, treated him for shock, 
and called for the soldier's evacuation. The patient was removed 

from the cold to the hospital. 

An SF soldier was preparing for establishing communications 
with the base station during a deployment. The SF soldier went 
outside and designed a different antenna every day for several 
days until he was successful. The soldier was conlident that 
communication would be achieved in the deployment 

environment. 

An ISB. while deployed overseas, was giving instruction to 
indigenous soldiers on a 9mm pistol. Of the 20 students, nine of 
them had weapons that were not functioning. This 18B 
disassembled, repaired, and rc-asscmbled the nine weapons within 
an hour. This created a safer exercise and taught the indigenous 

soldiers how to maintain their weapons. 
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The detachmeni commander was meeting with a foreign brigade 
commander. This detachment commander declined to eat a meal 
which had been prepared and presented to him. The Ethiopian 
commander was offended and the incident was referred to at later 
meeting, damaging the rapport between the SF and the 

Ethiopians. 

During an endurance test, the battalion was required to travel 
50km in 72 hours while conducting various rigorous tests with no 
sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 lbs. When times 
were rough, tiring, and everyone felt like stopping for only a 
minute, this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran to 
pull the rest of the team through. The battalion completed the 

endurance test. 

This SF NCO was to meet with a contact at a scheduled time to 
obtain food for the next lew days. This SF soldier overslept. The 
NCO missed meeting the contact, the team went without food for 
2 days, and the NCO was counseled on his job performance. 

This junior SF soldier w'as issued an M-y pistol with ammunition. 
He was supposed to know how to clear the handgun and keep it 

clear within the battalion area. 'Phis soldier removed the 
maiiazine when he entered the battalion area but torgot hed 
chambered a round and didn’t clear the weapon. He played with 
the weapon with a friend and pointed the pistol at his friend s 
head and pulled the trigger. The Ifiend died. 

While performing land navigation training, this SF NCO 
stumbled upon a heat exhausted team member. This NCO pulled 
the soldier into the shade, loosened his clothing, initiated an IV. 
applied water, treated him for shock, and evacuated the member. 

The injured .soldier is still alive. 



During dcplovnieni lo a loreign country, this ISB was (asked to 
teach a class in Spanish about certain weapons. This USB did not 
speak Spanish vciy well. This 18B spent many hours alter duty 
practicing Spanish with a local indigenous person. He w-as able 

to teach the class. 

This officer was deployed OCONUS and his team was supervising 
weapons maintenance of indigenous personnel. An indigenous 
soldier produced an M16 that had something stuck in the barrel 
which could not be driven out. This officer suggested that the 
weapon be placed on top of a portable gas heater to expand the 
barrel. The foreign object was removed from the barrel. 

An 18B was making large deflection changes with the MZZ4 
60mm mortar. This 18B aligned his sights on another mortar 
system’s aiming poles. A round w'as fired outside the range fan. 

This SF NCO was tasked to teach tactics in another country. 
When teaching the class, this NCO spoke quietly and did not 
maintain control of the group. The students carried on 
conversations w'ith each other during the class. 

This team leader had primarv^ responsibility for the day-to-day 
operations of the team. This team leader filled out all required 
reports, records, and schedules ahead of time. This team leader 
also provided the 18A with information tor mission planning 
before the 18A requested it. The administrative tasks for the 
detachment as a whole were more manageable and etfective. 

This ISC was tasked to drive a 2 1/2 ton truck to the rifle range. 
This 18C was upset that he was not asked to go with the advance 
party in the rental car. This 18C deliberately drove the truck 
erratically, hitting the brakes hard and dumping the clutch, 
making the ride very’ uncomfortable for passengers. The soldier 
was counseled on his attitude and behavit)r as an NCO. 



During a sensitive mission, the detachment was required to split 
into 3 elements. One element sustained a non-life threatening, 
but painful injury to one of its members; this element had no 
18D. This 18B had carried a medical kit with him on the 
mission. This 18B treated the injury, where a poisonous plant 
had entered the soldier s leg and broken off internally, by 
numbing the area surrounding the wound and extracting the 
plant. The wounded soldier was able to continue with the 

mission. 

An 18B was a range safety NCO for a 60mm mortar range. He 
was to check all data and sight alignments before a tube was 
fired. This ISB failed to check the data on a gun and told a 
student to fire the mortar which was aligned on another system’s 
aiming stakes. The round was fired outside the range fan. 

This 18B was hanging a round on an M29A1 81mm mortar. 
Aiier releasing the round into the tube, this 18B brought his 
right hand over the top of the tube. The range safety NCO 
pulled the 18B from the firing line to watch others conduct firing 

procedures. 

This SF NCO was given 30 days notice that he was to infiltrate 
an SF team onto a beach and spend 24 hours on the island with 
them. This NCO failed to bring his own food to the field. The 
team members had to share their food with him. 

77, This 18B was responsible for weapons training in an African 
country. Upon arrival, it was discovered that there were no 
ranges* This iSB talked to the hSC and the supply sergeant on 
the team about getting the equipment to build a range and 
developing a plan for its construction. The range was built and 
the host nation was able to acquire the materials to make more 

ranges. 
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This 18B was tasked to operate the plotting board for his patrol 
with one week’s notice. This 18B realized that he forgotten a lot 
of necessary information about the plotting board. This 18B 
asked for a refresher review from another ISB who had worked a 
lot with plotting boards. The two men worked together for the 
week to improve this 18B’s skills. This USB was able to properly 

plot rounds when his team made contact. 

After a long, hot day of training, this 18B noticed that a host 
nation soldier walked away from the other team members and sat 
down by a vehicle. This ISB calmly took over an aid bag and 
evaluated the host nation soldier. Upon determining that the 
soldier was dehydrated, this 18B gave him an IV and got a medic 
to monitor the soldier. The host nation soldier was treated 
without embarrassment and the soldier gained respect for this 

18B. 

This SF officer was carrying classified documents. This officer 
went to a restaurant for dinner. This officer did not want to be 
burdened with the documents during dinner and locked the 
classified information in the trunk of his rental car. The car was 

stolen, along with the documents. 

This 18B was tasked to move down range to police a flash 
suppressor that came off of a M1919A6 machine gun during 
firing. This 18B asked the man that fired the weapon if he had 
cleared it and the man said yes. This 18B moved in front of the 
weapon without clearing the weapon himscH. He was shot in the 

upper arm. 

During Operation Desert Storm, the Iraqi forces launched a 
SCUD missile. It was not known w^here it was supposed to land 
and so all commands were given the alert. When the alert was 
given, this SF soldier panicked and took about 30-40 seconds to 
put on his mask. As the alert was a false alarm, it pointed out a 

weakness in donning protective masks. 
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84. 

85. 
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87. 

This SF soldier was tasked to select a route of movement. This 
SF soldier came up with a route at the last minute without 
looking at the map. The team got lost and did not accomplish 

their mission. 

This 18E lost a tool box and tools for which he was responsible. 
Instead of reporting the missing items and then paying for them 
through the Army, this 18E decided to purchase the missing 
items himself in the civilian market. When an inventory was 
called for. this 18E borrowed a tool box and tools from another 
company to display to the company commander as his own as he 
had not yet bought all the material lost. This 18E is being 
investigated for filing a false report with the commander. 

While on a deployment overseas, a captain’s camp was 
overthrown by terrorists. This officer instructed the 18E to 
destroy all communications equipment and SOI in the camp and 
take only one radio and antenna. Later after the team members 
had evacuated the camp and were secured, the 18E was able to 
use the emergency' crypto system to transmit their status to higher 

HQ using the contingency plan. 

Equipment needed to be turned in for ser\'ice. This 18E did not 
clear crypto out of the equipment. Material was seen by 
unauthorized personnel. 

During an OCONUS deployment, the host nation soldiers were 
amazed with the upper body strength of the SF team members 
and were interested in increasing their upper body strength. This 
SF soldier developed a weight training program and provided 
instruction for those who were interested. The training was given 
twice a day. Many of the host nation soldiers were impressed 
with the results and persuaded others on their team to weight 

train with them. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 
incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definiiions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7=high) 

This SF NCO was not sure how to put headspace and timing on 
a .50 caliber machine gun. This NCO attempted to lire the 
weapon without telling anyone before he did so. The machine 
gun blew up, scattering small bits ot brass and destroying the 

weapon beyond repair. 

This 18B was settling a base plate of an 81mm mortar. After 
firing the first three rounds, the base plate still would not settle 
firmly in the ground. This 18B chose an alternate location. 
After firing the first three rounds in the new location, the base 

plate settled. There were no injuries. 

An 18B was live firing an 84mm recoilless rifle. This 18B did not 
have his body turned perpendicular to the weapon .system and 
thus exposed his legs to the back blast area. The 18B received 

minor burns. 

During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table 
with a .Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a 
Spanish speaking officer. The two otficers were trying to 
communicate, but neither could speak the other person s 
language. This SF soldier offered to translate tor both 
individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively e.xchange ideas. 

This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring S.ATCOM. 4 days 
of water requirements (4 gallons), observation equipment, a 
hidesite kit. and so on. This SF NCO realized that the IbE had a 
very heaw load of equipment. This NCO took hall of the ISEs 
equipment, sharing the load. This lifted the 18Es spirits and 
helped the team accomplish the mission. 



Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category 01 the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=lOW 10 

7=high) 

This SF NCO noticed that some of the host nation personnel 
were not proficient in common military patrolling techni(|ucs and 
that they were losing a lot of good men during wan This NCO 
instructed a cadre ol men on military patrolling techniques who 
could later serv'e as the nucleus ol a new training unit. The cadre 
of men is now instructing future soldiers on how to stay alive in 

combat. 

A team member was tasked to maintain the intelligence play lor 
an exercise. This team member maintained the situation map, 
kept up-to-date on developing situations, and briefed the 
detachment members on important information. The detachment 
knew the threat scenario and were up-to-date on the exercise 

course. 

This officer was giving a class to foreign nationals. This SF 
officer used inappropriate hand gestures as he did not understand 
the culture. The students were offended and lost interest in the 

class. 

This 18E was tasked to make a communications shot back to 
Fort Bragg. This ISE did not make the commo shot because 
there was no one in the SICDET when he called. This 18E did 
not attempt to make the commo shot again. A mandatory' 
commo shot was missed, reflecting poorly upon the company. 

This 18B was in charge of running a fire direction center and 
missed a plot on his plotting board. This 18B checked his data 
against that of his subordinates and saw' that his data dilfered. 
This 18B checked his plotting board and then changed his data. 
The correct data was sent and the guns were fired correctly. 

This SF NCO had a different opinion from that of the team 
sergeant. This NCO became angiy' as he felt he w-as right and 
started to get belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 

statement. 
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■ 18B [B]" ' 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low lO 

7 = high) 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

The team was conducting PT. This senior 18B decided he did 
not care for the team’s PT schedule. This 18B went off on his 
own runs or swims. The ISB alienated himself from the team 
and %vas finally reprimanded by the team sergeant. 

The team was conducting a range firing exercise with foreign 
nationals and were told to clear all weapons when leaving the 
range. The weapons sergeant did not carefully check all weapons. 
A 7.62 machinegun was found to have a live round (which luckily 
did not go off) in the chamber when it was unloaded from the 

truck after leaving the range. 

A class of 30 host nation soldiers was being trained in base 
station procedures. This SF soldier trained the H/N soldiers in 
antenna construction, radio procedures, and net operations in a 
clear, concise manner, having referred to manuals in preparation. 
The host nation experienced 100% increase in commo of their 

border outposts. 

During a mission planning pha.se, this ISB was responsible lor 
threat assessment. This i8B found that the enemy was an 
overwhelming force that the team would not be able to handle. 
The mission was canceled and many lives were spared. 

A rucksack march was planned with a minimum weight 
requirement of 55 pounds. When returning trom the ruck march, 
the rucks were weighed. This SF NCO had only carried 40 
pounds in his rucksack. The team members no longer view^ed 
this NCO as a team player as everyone else had met the standard. 

This SF soldier was tasked to show the different types ot locking 
systems to foreign nationals. Tliis soldier briefly described each 
locking system and then showed the class actual examples which 
he had prepared beforehand. The toreign nationals had a good 

understanding of each locking system. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level ol' 

performance effectiveness 

category' of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definiiions the 

page) incident? 
(l=!o\v to 

7 = high) 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

While on a long, hard patrol during a lengthy field exercises, an 
SF soldier fell and broke his leg. This SF soldier carried the 
injured soldier's rucksack as well as his own (tor a total weight ot 
about 130 pounds) to the exfiltration site. .411 equipment was 

accounted for. 

The detachment was on the range using M60s. One M60 was 
new but would not work. This 18B took the M60 that would not 
fire off the line, and disassembled and inspected it. This 18B 
found that a round was in the weapon and concluded that the 
ejector was not collapsing, thereby preventing the bolt from 
moving all the way forward. This 18B disassembled the bolt and 
cut the ejector spring down 1 1/2 coils. The weapon functioned 

and training was completed. 

This SF soldier was tasked to provide base camp defense. He 
had a working knowledge of the weapon system within the 
countrv. This soldier acquired live 60mm mortars and effectively 
emplaced them within the base camp's perimeter. The base camp 

had an extra measure of indirect fire protection. 

This SF NCO was very strong. This NCO helped a lot of the 

detachment members get into better physical shape by teaching 
them a hard routine. Team togetherness was enhanced through 

hard work and morale increased. 

J09. While in Africa, the detachment was sharing a host nation meal 
with French-speaking indigenous personnel. This 18E asked for 
butter in French. The soldier mispoke the word and the host 
nation personnel thought he had said he was leaving. This 18E 

lost a little of his credibility with the indigenous forces. 

110. An ISB was given some time to learn the cycle ot operations ol a 

and stuck his finger into the bolt. The bolt of the 50 cal. went 
forward and the bolt went through the ISB’s index finger. 
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ISBvfBl 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7 = high) 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

'riiis 18B was training a host nation mortar platoon on indirect 
fire tactics. He spoke vcr}' little of the host nation language. He 
told them with his limited language ability that while he taught 
them weapons, they would teach him their language. This 18B 
used hand and arm signals and made fun of himself and some of 
the soldiers to get the learning objectives across. This 18B 
successfully trained approximately 60 host nation soldiers who 
were then able to form 2 mortar platoons and function as 

independent gun sections. 

This SF team leader was given a direct action mission. This team 
leader led his team to the target and found 2 platoons of the 
enemy there instead of just one squad. This team leader did not 
pull back, but continued with the hit on the target. Many SF 

casualties resulted. 

A team was moving toward a target. This patrol leader 
determined the distance to the target on the map to be a few 
kilometers, without taking into account the steep terrain or thick 
vegetation. The patrol missed the time on target. 

The team was engaged in a live fire exercise. This 18B was 
diligently firing his SAW automatic weapon. This ISB was so 
excited that he did not feel the burning brass that was being 
ejected from his gas operated weapon. When the live fire 
exercise w^as over, this 18B realized that his arm was peppered 

with burn marks. 

This SF soldier was typing a request to get a 2 1,-2 ton truck from 
the motor pool. This soldier made a mistake when typing and 
threw the request into the classified trash can. The team 18F 
counseled this SF soldier for putting non-classified trash into the 

classified trash can. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low lo 

7 = high) 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

During a unit mortar range fire, the mortar section was laid in 
and ready. This range safety ISB came to do a pre-check prior to 
launching rounds and directed the gun crew to raise their tube to 
the maximum elevation. The gun crew did not fire into the 

overhanging tree. 

An SF team spent two to three hours a day preparing for its high 
alpine ski trip with foreign troops that trained in that 
environment all the time. This SF individual prepared by 
spending the previous two months running four to six miles a day 

on mountain trails, doing ski exercises, swimming, and doing 
ruckmarches. Even though the trip was extremely physically 

demanding, this individual sustained no injuries. 

An SF team was training an indigenous force. This SF soldier 
did not like any of the other team members and kept to himself 
when he was not conducting training. The indigenous soldiers 
could sense the tension and lost some of their confidence in the 
team. The training was slowed. 

This 18B was assisting the senior 18B with a rifle range while in 
an Alxican country. This 18B was told not to fire any weapon 
system on the range other than the one the senior 18B had 
already zeroed and fired. An African soldier asked this 18B if he 
could shoot well. This 18B said he could and took the African 
soldier's weapon. He fired several rounds down range only to 
miss the target. The Africans lost faith in this 18B’s ability to 
teach them rifle marksmanship and this 18B was not permitted to 

come back to the range. 

During a class on the recoiless rille, an ISB was learning the 
sequence of locking systems. While attempting to lock the 
breach system, this 18B mistakenly caught his finger in the 
breach. After letting out a scream, this 18B regained control. 
He opened the breach and removed his linger. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See detlniiions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low lo 

7=high) 

121^ This 18B was tasked with developing classes to be given in 
• French while on deployment in Africa. Upon arriving in the host 

nation, this 18B informed his team sergeant that he could not 
speak French at all. This 18B had not asked for help from his 
fellow team members in developing the class materials. The 
training schedule had to be changed and other members of the 
team had to prepare the 18B’s classes in French. 

X22. A soldier shooting a weapon at the range had a misfire. This 
range safely NCO did not instruct or supervise the soldier in 
what to do when the misfire occurred. The soldier ended up 
shooting himself in the arm because he did not know the SOP for 

misfires. 

123. A detachment was infiltrated into the field three hours late by 
helicopter, in the wrong location. This detachment had to locate 
themselves on the ground because they were not informed of 
where they were dropped off. By using resection, this SF soldier 
successfully determined their location on a map. The detachment 
was able to continue on with their mission. 

124. _ During a training exercise, the detachment leadership was tied up 
in a coordination meeting at another location. The remainder of 
the detachment was aware that a joint training event requiring 
their presence was to take place at a particular place and lime in 
the near future. This senior detachment member took charge in 
the absence of authority, task organized the team, and prepared 
all equipment for training. This SF soldier waited till the last 
possible minute for the detachment leadership and then moved 
the remainder of the team to the training site. The detachment 
was able to conduct the joint training and this SF soldier was 
given positive feedback for not just waiting around for something 

to happen. 
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This 18B was tasked with emplacing a mortar firing position in 
support of his unit's patrol. The ground to be covered was made 
up of a variety of terrains. This ISB selected to emplace his 
mortar firinc position in an extremely large, open field next to an 
occupied house. The mortar firing position was spotted by enemy 

troops and fired upon. 

.An SF team was participating in an evaluated endurance event, 
moving a long distance with a lot of equipment. This team 
member realized that the team was moving too slow and tried to 
motivate the team by taking the lead and giving words ol 
encouragement. The team completed the endurance event within 

the time standard. 

The detachment was inserted into an area to monitor movement 
by plane or by vehicle. This SF soldier failed to record map 
corrections that would have showed that travel by vehicle via road 
and landings by fixed wing aircraft were impossible. The 
commander had the area covered again, not knowing travel 

through it was not possible. 

The battalion team leaders and team sergeants had not been 
puttine forth documents that met all of higher command’s 
requirements for clarity and conciseness. This officer developed 
an accurate format for such documents. Tliis battalion now has 

few. if any. significant problems in this area. 

On a 60mm mortar range, this 18B with one year of experience 
had a misfire. He became nervous and refused to clear the 
misfire. This 18B stated that he was not comfortable with his 
ability to safelv clear the weapon. Another, more experienced 
18B cleared the w’capon for him and gave him additional training 

to improve his skills. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Efleciiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(Sec definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7=high) 

The team was conducting a 60mm live fire. This 18B did not 
remove the proper amount of charges. The round landed in a 

restricted area. 

While in a host countrs' training indigenous soldiers, an NCO 
picked up an unsupemsed weapon belonging to an Arab. .Alter 
makinu his point, the NCO wouldn’t return the weapon, creating 
a tense situation. This SF soldier saw this situation, intenened 
and told the first NCO that he could destroy the team’s 
credibility (without causing him to lose face with the Arabs). He 
also told the Arabs it was just a drill and started telling jokes in 
one of the region’s languages. The situation was diffused in a 

matter of seconds. 

This SF soldier was given a mission of employing an 84mm 
recoile.ss rifle on an enemy road junction. This soldier set his 
weapon in a properly concealed site within range of the target 
area. The SF soldier effectively engaged the target area. 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one 
of the foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF 
soldier lowered the standard without making it look like a major 
adjustment was being made. The students were able to build up 

to over 3 pull-ups and complete the airborne training. 

During a winter. FTX a medic was having trouble keeping the IV 

solution from freezing up. This medic placed the IV solution in 
the heat packet that comes in the new MREs. By adding water 
to this packet, the IV solution heated up and kept the stdution 

from freezing. 
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job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low 10 

7 = high) 

This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. Alter detonation, it was determined that the ISAs 
grenade had misfired. This ISA stated that he had done 
everything correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. An ISC took the responsibility and cleared it tor him. 
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SF Job Perfonnance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience's needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Pnhanring Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performam^ on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language, taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightfu , or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively accounting for po icy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps m 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhanang new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J, Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
tohion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 
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K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct, knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Fust Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment, following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations, 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

R. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons. Operating and maintaining direct-fire weapons; 

loading, disassembling, assembling, clearing, reducting stopage in weapons. 

S. Employing Indirert Fire Weapons and Techniques. Emplacing, laying, and aligning mortars and their 

ammunition; executing FDC procedures. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Engineer [A] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

.Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Pmpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 
performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 
questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Figure 1. 
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Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Decision Making 

Planning for Missions 
Preparing for Missions 

Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 
Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Navigating in the Field 
Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

Being Safety Conscious 

Handling Administrative Duties 
Handling Oassified Information and Materials 

Operating and. Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 
^ploying Indirect-Hire Weapor^ and Techniques 

Employing Demolitions Techniques 
Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 
Calculating Mission-Related Requirements 
Developing and Using Target Folders 

Maintaining Communication Equipment 
Cbmpiying with Communication Procedures and Policies 

. Assembiing^Operaiing* and Disassembling Accurately Configured B|uipment 

Using Ciyptic Message Fonnat to Make Communications 

Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergenty Medical Conditions and Injuries 

DetOTBining and Admiiristfiring Medications and Dosa^ 
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Ensuring Standards of Health-Related jPhoilities, Conditions, and Procedures 
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Ferfoming or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short perfonnance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make-two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character—this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5” in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18C, Engineer, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other MOS specific 

performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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EXAMPIJE PERFDRMA1«2E 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 
of the NCO, 

officer, or 
warrant 

officer in the 
incident? 
(See beiow) 

B 5 An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

A 5 This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

B 2 An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

C 6 _ During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

j 7 During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Low Moderate 
Effectiveness Effectiveness 

6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; construcuve y 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 
with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 
situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Pnhann'ng Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Tioubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 
imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for po icy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 
oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the e^ertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 
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K. Displaving Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal bSs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, ° 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

I. Confiontine Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
Ordeal; maintafning^eam standard of performance in physically stressful or 
physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

M- Navieatine in the Held, Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions, 
orlenting^df/Lm members using navigaUonal aids and teirain features; notmng and t^ng into 
^pTSStenml details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and sktils to move to 

target. 

N Being Safety Consdous. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment 
orooerl/follo^ng safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts, momtonng 
Ithlrs to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous e^ipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving ® 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment, following SO 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of '"PP^'^ 
^th others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

O Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel j 
monitoring others' handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transfernng classified 
information using approved equipment or methods. 

T Employing Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate area(s); using finng 
systems cS^ily and clearing misfires appropriately, electric and non-electnc; creating demolitions 

material when necessary and appropriate. 

U Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of 
construction- building necessary structures; coordinating and supervising construction; using matenal from 
the environment to rlplace or substitute for material not otherwise available; following appropnate safety 
procedures; demonstrating knowledge of a variety of rigging devices (e.g.. A-frame). 

V Mission-Related Requirements. Determining water supply requirements; computing 
(or co«n.ato„; correctly calculating charges, ttalng ot 

determining appropriate location for mission requirements; accounting for regions , 

effects on calculations. 

W Developing and Using Target Foldeis. Acquiring information regarding target areas; recogniang when 
S folder inflmation is missingri^ut-of-date, or seasonally affected; identifying key targets 

through the use of satellite photographs, maps, and intelligence material. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 

7 = high) 

The Special Forces team was sent to Africa where the 
surrounding environment was harsh and unsaniiarv\ This ISC 
built a shower for the entire company to use trom materials he 
scavenged from the area. The detachment members were able to 
clean themselves and maintain a more sanitary lifestyle. 

This 18C was in charge of the team's demolitions training. This 
18C displayed excellent knowledge of calculating charges and had 
the class participate in step-by-siep procedures to develop the 
same. Training w'as achieved with no injuries or w'asie of 

material. 

The police gave this ISC numerous types of chemicals. This 18C 
did not store the materials properly, leaving them w'here others 
could find them, and did not tell anyone about the situation in 
which they arrived. A couple oi soldiers iound the chemicals and 
began to experiment with them, making what they would be black 
powder and causing serious potential danger. 

This 18C W'as tasked to prime militar\' explosives and to construct 
a ring main. The l8C’s supcr\’isor instructed him to arm each 
mine, including the anti-tank mines. This i8C did not arm one 
of the anti-tank mines, A misfire occurred with that mine. 

The battalion needed 5.56 rounds to conduct a range but had 
failed to forecast for the rounds. This SF soldier went to external 
sources to secure rounds. The unit was able to conduct the 

training. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 5 6 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=l0W 10 

7=hi2hj 

This 18C was in charge ol an iSC class that had just set off an 
explosive charge t)n the range. The class was then told lo check 
their charges but not to touch anything. This 1<SC noticed that a 
student was about to pick up a mortar round. This 18C 
instructed the student to put down the charge and leave the 

range. No one was hurl. 

A phone call came into the team room and the resulting 
conversation indicated that communications equipment needed to 
be picked up as soon as possible. This 18E overheard the 
conversation, generated the proper request, and was heading out 
the door to pick up the equipment before the phone was hung 
up. The task was accomplished as quickly as possible. 

While in a pre-combat (conllict preparation) environment, the 
King of Saudi Arabia visited the confinement area and the 
detachment members attended a meal. Tliis SF soldier 
demonstrated an understanding and awareness ot the culture and 
fit in with the host’s situation. The King and his entourage were 
impressed by the soldier’s understanding of the culture and 
language and by the zeal with which the soldier demonstrated the 

desire to work with the host nation. 

The battalion team leaders and team sergeants had not been 
putting forth documents that met all of higher command s 
requirements for clarity and conciseness. This officer developed 
an accurate format for such documents. This battalion now has 

few, if any, significant problems in this area. 

This 18C was to disarm a U.S. anti-personnel mine in a hasty 
protective minefield. Upon entering the mine Held and probing, 
the soldier located the mine. This 18C lelt around the sides of 
the mine for booby traps, but did not lind any belore removing it. 
The mine went off knocking out the ISC's Iront teeth and 

blasting sand into his eyes. 
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Effectiveness 
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Two team members were always fighting with each other. Once, 
the entire ODA was embarrassed in a bar because of these two 
team members. This team sergeant had the team form a circle, 
placed the trouble makers in the middle, tied their hands 
toiielher and removed their shoes. The two team members 
fought until they lay on the ground out of breath; the men are 

now the best of friends. 

The detachment was conducting small boat operations off the 
Maine coast. This 18C was tossed overboard due to engine 
problems and high seas. This 18C kept himself afloat while 
givinc instructions on how to repair the engine to those left in 
the boat. The engine was repaired, the 18C was recovered, and 
the mission was completed without further incident. 

An SF NCO was seiv'ing as the primary instructor. This soldier 
did not rehearse his material with anyone. Two minutes into the 
POI. this SF NCO forgot his train of thought, walked off stage, 
and never came back. The assistant instructor jumped in and tap 

danced through the POI. 

This SF NCO was instructing students on how to properly clear a 
room after breaching a door. Tlie tiring device was activated, but 
the explosive system did not go off. This NCO told the students 
to remain in their positions until they received an all clear from 
him. The NCO inspected the explosive system, noted it was 
iiinited, and tried to clear from the area. The explosive charge 
vvent off and the NCO sustained minor cuts from the flying 

debris; no one else was hurt. 

During an operation, the team needed to transport several heavy 
items a great distance. This team engineer noticed a tarm with 
broken-down equipment in the field. He developed a system to 
transport the items by rearranging the wheels and some of the 
metal pipe.s. The mission was completed on time. 

1 2 3 4 

Low Moderate 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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job level ot 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low lo 

7 = high') 

The team was concluding PT on a day-to-day basis. This team 
serticani was incapable oi doing many physical activities, and in 
the process held the team back many times trom conducting 
clTeciive physical training. The team did not utilize PT time 
cffectivelv and was in pcH)r physical shape. 

This ISC w'as instructing host nation forces in engineering skills. 
This ISC asked the participants to help him with his Spanish as 
he tautiht them about demolitions, obstacles, and mines. This 
iSC improved in his language skills while the host nation forces 
became familiar with the basic engineering skills. 

An SF ODA was tasked with leaching a foreign SF unit technical 
mountain climbing skills. Although the US SF team had several 
hundred thousand dollars w'orth of high speed equipment, they 
knew the other SF team would never see such equipment. This 
SF soldier taught the foreign students using cheap, fabricated 
equipment such as large nuts and bolls on ropes as pieces lor 
protection. The fabricated equipment was cheap, easy to obtain, 
and very effective - making the technical mountain climbing 
techniques applicable to these loreign students. 

During a FID mission, this 18C was tasked to conduct counter¬ 
booby trap training for host country forces. He was very 
experienced in this area but didn’t always lollow standard saleu 

procedures in handling explosives. While performing a 
demonstration, he inadvertently made an electrical connection 
which caused an explosive squib to go otf in his lace. He suffered 
2nd degree burns and temporary blindness. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level ol 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low lO 

7 = high) 

A team sergeant was very' insecure about his authority. He would 
complain to the ODA, claiming that the team leader was doing 
his job. This team leader confronted the team sergeant and told 
him to quit sniveling to the ODA and start acting like a team 
sergeant. This team leader told him to do his job and the ODA 
would back him 100%. The team sergeant changed his attitude 

and proceeded to do his job. 

This ISC was to calculate the amount of lumber and hardware 
that was needed to build movable housing for a deployment. 
This 18C calculated the amount of material necessary correctly, 
allowing no waste or shortcomings. The mission was a success. 

The team had a demolition mission but their firing system was 
not operating. This ISC was able to construct a field expedient 

firing device. The mission was a success. 

The unit commander liked to have periodic unit formations to 
talk to his soldiers and tell them how things were going inside 
and outside the unit. The general information put out was 
beneficial because it educated the separate sub-units on the major 
projects with which other units were involved. This unit 
commander occasionally released classified inlormation, however, 
to people who had no need to either know or discuss it where 
passers-by could hear. There was an overall negative impact on 

the unit OPSEC. 

An SF team was serving as lead patrol from point A to point B. 
This SF soldier was responsible for setting the route from the 
patrol base to the objective. This SF soldier got the patrol lost 
in a swamp for 2 hours during the night. The patrol missed the 

target time and the mission was a failure. 
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Which SF What is the 
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(See definitions the 
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This 18C needed to obtain transport for his detachment in a 
foreign country. He used his knowledge of the host country s 
languaee to taik to a truck driver. This 18C obtained the truck 
dri^r for his unit and the deiachmcni was able to travel to and 

from necessary locations easily. 

During a combat assault on a hot land zone, this SF soldier was 
told to fire in a certain direction even though there were friendly 
personnel on his side of the land zone. This SF soldier fired his 
weapon in such a manner as to avoid the friendlies. None of the 

friendly personnel were hurl. 

An SF soldier was demonstrating the tactics used in selecting a 
mortar sight. This SF instructor used real life experiences to 
point out the good and bad ways to do the task. An easy 
learning environment was created. 

The detachment was tasked with moving across a river at night 
without being seen by enemy forces. There were a number of 
bridges in the area that might have been under enemy 
obseiwation. Tliis SF soldier organized and executed a river 
crossing operation by poncho raft. The detachment crossed the 

river unobserved. 

This 18C was tasked to construct a wire fortification around a 

platoon-sized element in preparation for an attack by an 
OPFOR of unknown size. This ISC determined the necessary 
logistical requirements and coordinated lor and supervised the 
construction of the wire obstacles. The platoon was able to 
successfully repell a company-sized element of OPFOR from the 

platoon-sized defensive perimeter. 
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Which SF What is the 
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reflect? officer in 
(See iletlniiions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7 = high) 

This ISC was to locale and dcaciivaie a mine during a practical 
exercise on mine/counter-mine operation icchnicjues. This 18C 
found the first two of five anti-handling devices, but then did not 
perform the remaining techniques in the order he should have 
followed. This ISC was killed by the mine. 

This SF soldier was to conduct night movement with host nation 
forces. This SF soldier showed the host nation soldiers the night 
vision devices before the movement. This SF soldier explained 
how the devices would be used for link-up and during the 
movement. The amount of time required for the movement was 
cut down as the soldiers knew how to use the equipment. 

A reconnaissance clement was to link up with the remainder of 
the SF team. This team leader decided that the reconnaissance 
element should move from a prominent piece of terrain to link 
up with the team, rather than the team meeting the 
reconnaissance clement at the prominent point. Link up took 
lonuer than expected as did the amount of time taken to reach 

the objective. 

The ISC on the team purcha.sed a 1911 .45 caliber pistol The 
18C asked this senior 18B how disassemble the weapon. This 
18B told the 18C that he was the tactician on the team and that 
he did not mess with small weapons. The 18D on the team 
disassembled the weapon and team members lost respect for the 

18B. 

A squad of indigenous personnel was being led by an NCO in the 
wroni! direction. This SF soldier stopped the NCO, intormed 
him of the error, and took over the lead. The squad was taken to 

the correct location. 
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Effectiveness 
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page) incident? 
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This SF soldier was tasked with creating a moving target for live 
fire training. He planned a moving live lire range complete with 
vehicle and enemy personnel, in a heavily wooded area. He 
devised, directed, and organized the construction of the targets, 
with verv little logistical support from the unit. A complete 
range was built fo^r day and night ambushes with moving targens 
in an area of the woods that had not previously been used: 

several units used it for training. 

During a company level live fire exercise for a hasty ambush, 
there was a very bad storm with lightning striking very close to 
and on the range. This 18C primed a claymore mine electrically 
before the movement 800 meters out from the objective. 
Personnel were endangered given the static electricity that 

resulted. 

During a training mission, an SF soldier was to crimp a B-cap as 
part of a ring*main. The soldier was terrified ol explosives and 
could not make himself crimp the cap. When this 18C asked if 
all caps were crimped, the soldier responded in the alfirmative. 
As the fuse igniters were pulled, this 18C noticed that one charge 
was not crimped and crimped the cap before going up the range. 
This 18C pulled aside the soldier, talked to him to give him some 
confidence, and sent him down the range to try again. The 
soldier crimped the cap appropriately. 

This newly arrived SF soldier almost drowned on a swim test. 
Realizing that his swimming ability was weak, this SF soldier 
spent hours practicing swimming after duty. This SF .soldier is 

now a member of the scuba team. 
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Tills SF NCO was required to calculate the "amount of explosives 
required" to destroy a bridge embutement. This SF NCO made 
several errors of addition and subtraction. Consequently, the 
team carried 6U extra pounds of explosives over long and 

mountainous terrain. 

The ODA was on an area reconnaissance to look for foot or 
vehicle movement. The terrain was very steep, rugged, and 
dangerous. This ISC used his land navigation skills to maneuver 
the team through the most level terrain. The team was saved a 
lot of unnecessary movement through rugged terrain, preventing 

soldiers from sustaining injury. 

An SF commo sergeant had prepared classes on the use of the 
radio for a group of soldiers in a third world country. Although 
he had been informed that these personnel were well educated, 
upon arrival he found that they had little or no education. This 
SF commo sergeant reorganized his classes to the level of the 
audience. The^soldicrs were trained and came away with a 

positive attitude. 

An SF team was participating in a day and night land navigation 
exercise. This NCO did not participate for medical reasons. This 
NCO therefore took his own time to cache a large bucket ot 
chicken and .soda for his detachment at a contact site late at 
night. The team received a high rating and the morale during 

and after the exercise increased. 

The team w^as conducting a DA mission on a railroad bridge and 
part of their equipment was compromised prior to the 
interdiction of the target. This 18C produced the necessary 
demolitions materials from a ver\’ austere environment. The 

mission was accomplished. 
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44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

This Special Forces soldier was sitting in a bar talking with 
another soldier. To impress some females that were silting 
nearbv, this SF soldier talked about a sensitive mission. This got 
back io the unit and the CID almost launched an investigation on 

the soldier. 

The 2nd division RTA needed an opening to start a CALFX; 
they gave the team different types of explosive ammo. They 
wanted an explosion to start the e,xercise. This 18C added 200 
lbs. of C-4. 150 lbs. of TNT, 200 lbs. of Bangalore Torpedo, and 
50 lbs of mines. There was a big boom, which left a big crater 
and impres.sed the Thai trainees. 

The new battalion commander wanted to receive weekly training 
briefs with the use of slides and other equipment. This 18C 
utilized his computer skills to assist in producing the slide show 
and briefing. The presentation was accepted by the battalion 

commander. 

.A. night insertion vvas planned for a sensitive mission. This 
officer failed to get the necessary maps for route planning to the 
pilots until take-off time. The pilots had to plan at night on the 
flight strip and one of the 3 elements was inserted 8 kilometers 

south of the intended landing zone. 

This 18C was tasked to teach host nation soldiers about the G3 
rifle assembly/disassembly and was given two months to prepare. 
This ISC did not ask for guidance from his two ISBs and only 
picked up the weapon once prior to giving his class. During 
class, this 18C did not know how to take the bolt apart and had 
to ask for assistance on how to disassemble the bolt and perform 
a functions check. The soldiers ot the host nation thought the 

18B was incompetent. 
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This 18C was assigned a task of providing a water source to 
refugees who were living in a valley. This 18C went into the 
surrounding hills, located an underground water source, and ran 
pipiniz from the source to the village. The villagers had clean 

drinking water. 

This 18C needed to wire a building in which the team was living. 
This 18C did not know the basic principles of electricity. This 
18C made some bad connections in the lights. The lights burned 

out causing a break in security. 

This NCO was stationed in Germany for 4 1/2 years. Thts soldier 
taught himself to read, write, and speak German during his first 
tour without formal instruction. He passed his language test with 

an original rating of I +,'2. 

Durina a field training exercise, a soldier experienced dehydration 
and exaeme heat exhaustion due to high heat and humidity. This 
18B cooled the soldier with water, loosened his clothing, 
administered an IV. and arranged for evacuation. The heat 

casualty w^as effectively treated. 

This ISC was tasked to make improvised hand grenades. He 
assembled one and needed to perform a test shot. However, this 
18C was working in an unauthorized campsite that could not be 
viewed by passers-by. Still, this 18C pulled the pin on the 
urenade and threw it over his shoulder. It went over a berm and 
nearly struck a CSM w ho was walking by. The ISC was verbally 

reprimanded on the spot. 

An SF team was training an indigenous torce. This SF soldier 
did not like any of the other team members and kept to himself 
when he was not conducting training. The indigenous soldiers 
could sense the tension and lost some of their confidence in the 

team. 
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While in a Middle Eastern country, this SF soldier was stopped 
at a stop sien awaitinu cross tralfic to clear. A local civilian rear- 
ended the soldier's car. [The civilian’s brakes had failed on the 
wet road.] The local police stated that the accident would not 
have happened if the SF soldier had not been in their country'. 
The SF soldier convinced the civilian to sign a statement saying 
that indeed the civilian was at fault. Thus, no charges were 
broucht against the SF soldier and the vehicle was repaired. 

A new NCO took over as supply sergeant within a team. This 
supply sergeant found a locker which many team members were 
using'to keep spare.itcms and turned everything over that was m 
the locker. When the soldiers returned to the locker to reclaim 
their equipment, they found it was not there and each ot them 

was charged over SIOO. 

During the mission planning phase of a tield training exercise, 
this ISC was given photographs and target information and was 
tasked to calculate the amount of demolitions the ODA would 
need to carry into the operation. This ISC grossly 
underestimated the amount of explosive needed in order to keep 
the OD.A from having to cariy' heavy rucksacks. The ODA was 

unable to complete its mission to standard. 

This ISC needed to construct and emplace a bridge connecting a 
base camp and the LZ.DZ that was used to receive supplies. 
Other team members pointed out that he was planning to build 
the bridge below the high water mark. This 18C would not listen 
to inpuffrom anyone. It rained and the bridge w'ashed away. 

An 18C conducting training lor the U.N. in Pakistan purchased 
mine fuses for training aids at a smugglers bazaar. This ISC 
took these live fuses to the team house and tried to disarm a lusc 
with a knife. The fuse blew up. taking three fingers off his hand. 
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During a deployment for training in a foreign country, this 18C 
became particularly close with a platoon among the indigenous 
forces. This 18C started to show favoritism to that platoon 
during traininu bv always sitting them in tront for classes, 
allowing them to go lirsi during practical exercises, and giving 
them first shot at limited training resources (e.g., ammunition). 
The rest of the indigenous forces were aware of the favoritism 
and became annoyed, hurting rapport and training effectiveness. 

The ODA was given a difficult demolition mission during the 
battalion evaluation and this detachment engineer was given the 
mission to plan the actions on the objective. All the detachment 
members were giving their advice on how to conduct the mission. 
Finally, this engineer told every'body to leave so he could figure 
out a plan. Although the plan the engineer came up with seemed 
too simple to work, the target was destroyed in under half of the 
minimum estimate from the battalion staff. 

This 18C was giving a class on demolitions techniques to 
indiuenous personnel, leaching them how to use TNT. Tins ISC 
iiavc^ the block of instruction very quickly and left out some safety 
precautions such as safe distances and the handling of blasting 
caps. The soldier was warned about his mistakes and removed 

from the instructor's role. 

Durinc off-hours, this SF soldier would take off in a rental 
vehicle to take care of personal business. The others would wail 
hours for him to rciurn with the vehicle. When this SF soldier 
returned, he was not bothered that certain members of the ODA 
were upset. This SF soldier was ostracized from the rest of the 

element during deployment. 
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A team was tasked to blow up a vehicle bridge on a training 
exercise with charges prepared and cut prior to deployment. The 
target folder was s^kcichy and indicated a simple truss bridge, but. 
when the team not to it. this 18C realized the load bearing 
members were hcaw 1 beams closely spaced under the road bed. 
While banning from the supports in total darkness, this 18C 
mentally recafculated and then rccut his explosives to cause the 
bridge to lall by twisting. The charges were judged to be 
adequate to accomplish the mission by the exercise controllers. 

While conducting mounted operations, this detachment 
developed one more flat tire than they had spare tires; they didn t 
have a tire plug kit. This SF soldier carv^ed a tire plug out of a 
piece of mesquitc and used gasket sealer to help seal the plug 
into the tire tread. The lire held air and the detachment 

continued the mission. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for^ 
survival training within his own team and came up with a weeks 
iraininc plan for mtH-cmcni and daily procedures. This 18B also 
developed a standardized survival kit for the team. The team 
conducted survival training and used the survival kit lor a period 

of 7 days. 

Two l8Cs were placed to observe a patrol of foreign soldiers. 
One of the soldiers climbed a tree to get a better view of the 
tarcei and fell out of the tree. This 18C splinted the host nation 
soldier's lee and directed the indigenous forces on how to make a 
stretcher. He then directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event increased the indigenous force's confidence in the SF. 
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68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

During a mission to destroy a radio lower, the iniel-analyst 
studied aerial photographs of the tower and gave his estimate to 
the ennineer of the measurements of the legs of the tower. This 
oncinecr designed his explosive charges based on the information 
given to him. failing to take into account the information was 
only an estimate. The tower legs were much larger than 
estimated and the charges too smtiil. The tower was damaged hut 

still standing and operational. 

This ISC was scheduled for deployment for an indeterminate 
amount of time. He did not get his personal affairs in order 
before leaving. The colonel had to recall this ISC to the U.S. to 
take care of the personal problems after the ISC’s wife created a 
scene at the colonel’s office; the team was short one person for 

the duration of the mission. 

During deployment, this ISC was demonstrating alternative 
means to initiate bangalore torpedoes. He forgot to bring his 
reference manuai to the site, and used too many wraps of 
detonaiinii cord on the end of the torpedo. The resulting charge 
shattered the torpedo without setting it off. so he had to use 
most of the remaining explosive set aside for training to clear the 

misfire from the site. 

This 18C was working on field fortifications, building wire 
obstacles. The soldier had excess rolls of wire left to be put back 
on the truck. This KSC pick up a roll of consenieina wire and 
threw it onto the truck. The wire caught on the soldier - arm 

and he had to get 14 stitches. 
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72. 

73. 

74, 

75. 

76. 

This 18C was in charge oi 25 indigenous soldiers. The group was 
wailing for demolitions equipment to arrive. While waiting, this 
18C had the indigenous soldiers go over some drill and ceremony 
techniques they had learned earlier that day. The indigenous 
commander observ'cd the group practicing and was happy with 
the professional training that was consistently given by the SF 

team. 

This 18B was tasked to carry' the communication sergeant’s gear 
as the USE had been injured. Tliis ISB had to catch up to the 
team and he carried the extra gear tor a long distance. The 
communications equipment and men made it to the link-up point 

at the prescribed time. 

A soldier was causing problems lor the whole platoon by showing 
up late and failing to complete his work. The platoon was being 
punished bcciiusc t)f him, but the soldier told them he did not 
care. This platoon sergeant decided to have a class on hand-to- 
hand, having the trouble-maker "volunteer." Rapport between 
the platoon sergeant and the platoon strengthened. 

During FID operations in Kuwait, an SF A-detachment was 
training a Kuwaiti SF company in MONT operations, with the 
detachment’s senior engineer teaching special breaching 
demolitions. Tliis SF soldier trained one Kuwaiti soldier who 
spoke English and had passable demolitions knowledge in special 
breaching techniques. Together, they were able to train one man 
per squad in the construction and use ot these techniques. 

This 18C was instructing students on demolitions during cold 
weather. Some burn barrels were on to provide warmth. This 
18C found a container that had some type ot black powder in it. 
This 18C got rid of the powder by emptying it into the burn 
barrels. The fire ignited the black substance and the NC.O lost 2 

fingers and half of one palm. 
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This 18C was laskccl lo construct targets lor a live fire exercise. 
The support structures lor each target were not included in the 
material provided lo assemble the targets. This ISC used natural 
materials from the immediate environment to replace the 
material not included. The targets were constructed well enough 
to withstand rotorvvash from 4 helicopters and hundreds oi 

rounds of small arms fire. 

This 18C was conducting cross-training with the detachment on 
electrical and non-electrical firing devices. He started at the basic 
level and worked with team members individually when necessary 
until all team members were proficient. After the training, the 
whole icam was able to set up electrical and non-electrical firing 

devices. 

An SF team was given a mission to sever an oil pipe line. 
Although it was January, they were given a lolder depicting the 
tareet in the spring. This 18C requested an update on the target 
and discovered that the pipeline was covered by four leet ot snow. 

The team waited to complete the mission. 

During cros.s-training for the battalion, this JSC noticed that one 
of the soldiers was stuffing cheese charges Irom an 81mm mortar 
into a crenade prior to priming it with detonating chord. This 
ISC stopped the soldier and removed the cheese charges Irom the 
itrenadc. A possibly serious accident was averted. 
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This ISC was ihc team S-4 and kept track ol the team’s organic 
equipment. The records from the prior leadership were 
ineffective and out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items hv hand receipts to include team and indivadual issue. 
This ISC then established an SOP that covered garrison and 
packing for deployment and helped identify' where everything was. 
where everything should be loaded, and who was responsible lor 
what (e.!i.. commo gear...). The SOP enabled the team to cut 
down on loading time and made accountability easier. 

This ISE was instructed to burn used sensitive material and crush 
the ashes to make them unintelligible. This ISE did not crush 
the ashes. The team sergeant sprayed hair spray on the ashes, 
and was able to read a burnt page that held together. 

This NCO graduated from the basic Spanish course. This SF 
NCO did not work to maintain his proficiency w-ith Spanish. 
When sent to a Spanish-speaking country to participate in a 
companv exercise, it took longer for this NCO to complete tasks 
and the indigenous forces were not receptive to him. 

A team was moving toward a target. This patrol leader 
determined the distance to the target on the map to be a few 
kilometers, without taking into account the steep terrain or thick 

vegetation. The patrol missed the time t)n target. 

Live fire training was to be given to foreign nationals in 
patrollins and in immediate action drills. This SF sergeant was 
tasked with making the training more realistic. This SF sergeant 
improvised an economical pop-up target e\en though the countiy 
had verv few resources available. The pop-up targets were 

excellent training aids and enhanced training. 
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18C [A} 

An SF team was concluding demolitions training on a range. 
The non-electric firing system was hit and the team was moved to 
a safe distance. This hSC waited the prescribed time for the time 
fuse (10 minutes) and then moved down range to check on the 
material. The 180 pulled off both blasting caps and reinserted 
new caps and a new time fuse. As the 18C started to walk away, 
the caps he had removed exploded. The team lost faith in the 

l8Cs ability. 

The SF team was on a deployment. Provide Comfort, working in 
one of the refugee camps along the Turkish/Iraqi border. This 
SF soldier never missed a day walking through the camp to check 
on the children and the sick. He also participated in tea time, ^ 
customars' in the region, and shared his cigarettes. This soldiers 
actions improved relations with the Kurdish people in the camp 

and in the surrounding area. 

This SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition ambush; 
all members had received instruction. A thumbs-up was given 
and the charge was initiated. After detonation, it was determined 
that a hand grenade had mislired. This 18C ordered the range 
cleared. .Although the range was not clear, this 18C pulled the 
pin on another grenade and set it beside the misfire. Two 
personnel were struck by Hying shrapnel. 

In preparation for an upcoming deployment, this 180A told the 
team that it was part of his standard operation procedure for 
cvcr\' man to bring some extra comlort items with him (c.g.. 
laundiA' soap, shampoi''. toothpaste, canned food, clothes). 
During the deployment, the i80A organized the team to 
distribute these items to some of the local people. Rapport was 
established between the team members and the indigenous forces 

and people. 
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This 18C was training host nation forces in the use ot basic 
demolitions. While organizing demolitions materials in the 
holding area, this 18C stored blasting caps directly on top of an 
open box of C-4. The 18C was reprimanded in front of the team 

and host nation personnel. 

An SF company was deployed overseas on an operational mission 

and was located in a staging base planning missions. This SF 
soldier frequently called'home and told his wife about numerous 
classified activities. The wife told other individuals and the 
information reached the SF unit. Morale was lowered but no 

corrective measures were taken. 

During a search and reconnaissance mission, a 2-man clement 
was sent to observe an objective (rom a closer point. Prior to 
departure, the element was provided with a radio and advised to 
use it only in an emergency or if observed by the enemy. This SF 
soldier took control of the radio and put it into his butt pack. 
This SF soldier did not secure the radio for ready access. When 
the clement was compromised, it could not make radio contact 

due to the location of the radio. 

This 18E was working at a base station overseas. During the 
close out of the base station, a portion ot a crypto pad that this 
18E had said was destroyed was found under his chair. He was 

oiven written counsclini' and constantly supervised. 
£3 

This SF team member had no medical training. While a medic 
was treating a medical emergency (heat casualty), this team 
member tried to get him to stop treatment so that the medic 
could operate a computer to gel a routine report out. The medic 
ignored the team member and ntnv has complete contempt for 

him. 
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95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

During deployment to a foreign country, this 18B was tasked to 
teach a class in Spanish about certain weapons. This 18B did not 
speak Spanish very well. This 18B spent many hours alter duty 
practicing Spanish with a local indigenous person. He was able 

10 teach the cla.ss. 

This 18C was placing and setting non-electric charges on a ring 
main. This 18C threw a roll of tape across the ring main. The 
18C could have hit a piece of sensitized detonation cord and 

killed the cla.ss: the 18C was re-educated. 

Prior to this SF soldier's deployment overseas, another soldier 
approached him and asked to trade a piece of controlled military 

equipment with him. This SF soldier lelt he was put in an 
uncomfortable position, but he did not make the trade. The 

soldier maintained his honor. 

This 18C was giving instructions to students at a demolitions 
ranee. This 18C did not give clear instructions on the firing 
sequence. A student pulled the firing device too soon as the lime 

of detonation was not known. 

This SF soldier was operating heavy equipment without proper 
safety restraints. The SF soldier was speeding in the vehicle, 
missed a turn, and ran off road. The vehicle turned over killing 

the soldier. 

On a demo range firing demo with non-electric tiring system, this 
18C was tasked to construct a non-electric liring system with an 8 
minute fuse. While figuring the burn rate, the 18C failed to 
convert the burn rate correctly. The charges were placed and 
ignited and personnel walked back from the range safe distance, 
but the charges blew two minutes early. No one was hurt, but 
the 18C was counseled for failing to check system computations. 
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This SF soldier was told to go to Camp A to start training and 
was eiven no other specific information. This soldier got to the 
camp, assessed the situation, made an outline of what he saw as 
weak, and started training. Camp A has been trained on their 

weak areas. 

While this SF soldier was on a rucksack march, he noticed a 
soldier from another unit go down from heat injury. This SF 
soldier administered quick first aid by pulling an IV out and 
giving it to the injured soldier. This SF soldier had another 
soldier flag down a car for help in getting the injured soldier to 
the hospital. The individual was saved from heat injury. 

This senior ISC was in charge of the student demolitions range. 
After most of the students left the range, this ISC decided to get 
rid of some chemicals he had left from earlier classes. This ISC 
poured the chemicals on the ground and put a ULI knot in the 
mound. The gas and oil on the range ignited the mound of 
chemicals. Luckily, the chemicals just burned and did not 
detonate; instructors and students had to run tor cover. 

This SF soldier was buying some fertilizer from a hardware store 
for a mission. This SF soldier revealed the intent of usage for 
the fertilizer to an unauthorized host nation civilian while in the 
store. The team did mu trust this soldier with security material 

anymore. 

A team was going on a training exercise to blow up a satellite 
antenna using live demo. Infiltration was to be by helicopter. 
The IcSC decided to save time by priming the charges, using 
electrical blasting caps, in flight. This created an extremely 

hazardous situation for the team. 
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106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

no. 

While in a foreign country-, the A team got lost. This team 
member was able to communicate with a local in the native 
language. The local gave the team directions to the area they 

wanted to visit. 

While training guerrilla forces, this SF soldier realized he was 
losinc their attention. This SF soldier began to speak in Spanish 
with a Korean accent. The guerrilla forces laughed so hard that 

they started paying attention again. 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one 
of the foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF 
soldier lowered the standard without making it look like a major 
adjustment was being made. The students were able to build up 
to over 3 pull-ups arid complete the airborne training. 

This 18C was tasked to lead a patrol against a surface-to-air 
missile (SAM) site. The target was not where it was supposed to 
be. This 18C adapted his plan and briefed the detachment 
members on the new one. The raid was successful. 

A team was conducting a live fire night ambush under 
observation from command elements. The team initiated the 
ambush with clavmorcs then continued with small arms lire. 
After the cease fire was called, this 18C inspected demolitions 
and gave the "all clear." missing an unexploded live claymore. 
When they moved to the objective for an AAR, the grader 
notified evervone of the live mine and had it disarmed. 
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While on deployment to Hawaii, travelling with range control, 
exercise thermal gale, this SF soldier noticed another soldier 
laying beside the road. This SF soldier stopped his vehicle, 
rushed to the aid of the soldier, noticed he was suffering from 
heat stroke, and immediately began to administer first aid - 
initiating an IV. The SF soldier .saved the injured soldiers life. 

Two C-130S in trail formation on a jump exercise had two 
jumpmasters per aircraft. The trail aircraft did not offset and fly 
above the first aircraft: jumpers were about to exit the first 
aircraft. This SF jumpmaster let the jumpers exit before the 
plane properlv cleared the air. The second aircraft plowed into 
the jumpers, cutting the parachutes of the individuals, who then 

fell to their deaths. 

A team was responsible for setting up and running a drop zone 
for a HALO infiltration. Tlie drop zone sergeant set up panels 
during the day and the bean bag lights at night. He put up both 
backwards. After being told how to perform the task correctly, 
he incorrectly set up the bean back lights tor the night 
infiltration. Tlic H.ALO jumpers hit the ground at approximately 

2()-.30 miles per hour. Luckily, no one was hurt. 

This 18B was tasked to give indirect fire training to the team. 
This LcSB did not know the tasks. This 18B used the weekend to 
study the material and become proficient enough to give the 

training. The training was conducted to standard. 

.At a Kurdish refugee camp, there were 150,000 refugees and very 
few interpreters for a two-month time period. Phis 18B decided 
to find a way to communicate with the refugees, so he tound an 
Enalish-speaking Kurd and created a dictionary for all the SF 
soldiers to use. By the end of the mission, he and the rest of the 
unit could speak with the refugees and better ease their suffering. 
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Selecied icam members were tasked to train host nation soldiers. 
This SF soldier who was not assigned a training class assisted 
others by making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing charts, and 
listening to practice classes. The instructors for these classes 
could concentrate more on the quality of their clas.ses instead ot 
having to spend time ttn details. Classes were given on time and 

handouts were available to .students. 

While training for ccrtificationAalidation, this ISC was emplacing 
an M18A1 claymore mine. This 18C refused to receive even a 
brief explanation of the task. This 18C emplaced the weapon 
with the front pointing towards him. The 18C received a "no go" 
at that station and was harassed by his teammates for several 

years. 

A group of SF soldiers were static in a hide site observing an 
enemy position when all of a sudden it was compromised. 
Quickly, this 18B grabbed the radio, called in fire on the 
advancinti enemy assault force, and called for an emergency 
exfiltration. The team was able to distract and destroy the enemy 

so the SF soldiers could escape. 

This SF soldier was to leach a basie demolitions class to foreign 
officers. This SF soldier did not have any training aids. This SF 
soldier used the resources available to make the necessary 
training aids to teach the course, cutting down trees with 
explosives to teach calculations. The training aids were 
instrumental in getting the training across to the students. 

The team was conducting demolitions training while on FID. 
This 18C miscalculated the length of a time fuse. The charge 

went off early and endangered everyone in the area. 
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121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

This ISC was planning to demonstrate how to arm an M19 mine 
and activate it using an M142 firing device. This 18C planned to 
detonate the mine using the pull-release on the 142, while laying 
in a shallow depression not more than 15 meters from the mine. 
The range NCOIC stopped him. 

This 18E was on a field training exercise. This 18E dropped his 
classified material and left it behind. This caused his team extra 

days in the field and lost training time. 

SF soldiers were command firing 3.75 inch rockets. After being 
reminded, this 18C still failed to remove the boar riding safety 
pin. The rocket failed to detonate and the 18C had to locate and 

destroy the misfire. 

This SF N’CO was given 30 days notice that he was to infiltrate 
an SF team onto a beach and spend 24 hours on the island with 
them. This NCO failed to bring his own food to the field. The 
team members had to share their food with him. 

During a mountain assault in while sands, this ISC vs'as tasked to 
secure a .safety line. Because this 18C was unsure ot how to tie 
the appropriate knots, the safety line was not tied. Two soldiers 

fell 100 feet to their death when the main line broke. 

This 18C was watching an indigenous soldier disarm an anti-tank 
mine. This 18C stopped the indigenous soldier from removing 
the mine because he did not check for booby traps. A booby trap 
was found and the 18C was commended. 

This 18C needed to show the host nation commander how to 
improve his defense and protect his soldiers. This 18C built a 
terrain model to scale of a host nation camp to show the 
commander where to cmplacc hunkers and guard posts. The host 
nation commander had the modifications started on the camp. 
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(l = low to 

■^ = high) 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

This team leader had primary responsibility for the day-to-day 
operations ot the team. This team leader tilled out all required 
reports, records, and schedules ahead ot time. This team leader 
also provided the 18A with information for mission planning 
before the 18A requested it. The administrative tasks lor the 
detachment as a whole were more manageable and etfective. 

This 18C was placed as an S-4 on an A-team. All team 
equipment was placed under his control. This 18C either lost or 
stoic several items from the team equipment. The team had to 

purchase new items. 

This 18C was told that the team would be in a basic wooden 
building with all the necessary comfort items while on 
deployment. When the team arrived in the host nation, the team 
found that there was no latrine, no doors, no windows or screens, 
and no showers in the building. This 18C went to town and 
bouiiht supplies and borrowed tools. This iSC completed the 
necessary construction to get the team moved in and comtoriablc. 

The team was accommodated appropriately. 

This 18C was teaching host nation personnel on demolitions 
safety. During a training ambush, the students counted the 
number of explosions but were unsure of the count. This 18C 
waited an appropriate amount of time and checked the kill zone 
for grenades that had not detonated. A grenade mislire was 

found and cleared. 

While deployed in a foreign country, this SF soldier went out 
drinking. This SF soldier got into a fight with a local civilian. 
This caused tension between SF and the local populace. 

1 2 3 4 

Low Vlodcrate 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

This SF soldier had the mission of reporting back intelligence on 
threat vehicles in a specified location. This SF soldier prepared 
for the mission by reviewing his threat vehicles and preparing his 
equipment. The SF soldier acquired intelligence on threat 

vehicles. 

This team member wanted to learn another language instead of 
Korean. He put up quite a fuss until he found out that people 
were going to Sogan University in Korea; he bumped out 
someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply himself and 
came back to the team without a rating or any workable 
knowledge of the language. A skit that could have been taken by 

someone who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. After detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
grenade had misfired. This ISA stated that he had done 
everything correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. An ISC took the responsibility and cleared it tor him. 

This ISC needed to construct and emplace a bridge connecting a 
base camp and the land zone/drop zone was used to receive 
supplies and create a chokepoint/control access. This ISC built 
the bridge below the water high/flood level mark. It rained and 
the bridse washed awav, leaving the team stranded away trom its 

supplies (which were eventually stolen by locals). 

This ISC. who was range NCOIC, was observing a class on how 
to arm an M19AT mine and activate it using an M142 firing 
device. When he realized that the instructor planned to detonate 
the mine from a shallow depression 15 meters away, this 18C 
discontinued the class. He informed the instructor that needless 
endangerment on the range was not permissible. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Which SF 
job 

performance 

caiegorv’ 
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incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 
page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 

of the NCO, 
officer, or 
warrant 

officer in 
the 

incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

This 18C was packing a resupply of food for his team. This ISC 
did not know how to pack the resupply bundle properly, but 
proceeded to pack it without asking for help. This 18C had to go 
back and repack the bundle taking more time than necessary. 

An 18C was given the job to help the ISE come up with the 
number of batteries the detachment would have to carry for the 
upcoming field exercise. Using math and his knowledge of 
electricity, this 18C was able to tell his team sergeant not only 
how many batteries to carry, but also how much energy would be 
used by the batteries every time the 18E transmitted and/or 
received a message, and almost exactly how many 
receives/transmits each battery could make. Due to his work, the 
ODA was able to stay in the field longer than planned without 
having to carry or request additional unnecessary batteries. 

While in Africa, this team sergeant was told to meet with the 
indigenous colonel at 0530. This team sergeant, upon arriving at 
the colonel’s tent, was informed that it was the host nation’s 
tradition that the eldest in the village eat goat’s eyes: the team 
sergeant was the oldest and was to receive this great honor. This 
team sergeant ate the goats eyes. The colonel was pleased and 
impressed as he knew this was not something Americans usually 

ate. particularly before coffee. 

A simulated artillery attack for VIPs had been practiced, tested, 
and double-checked. During the live fire e.xercise, the simulation 
charges did not explode. After the exercise, this ISC inspected 
the electrical firing system and found nothing wrong. The 18C 
retried the system and it worked. .A.t the next live fire, instead ot 
using the electrical system, the 18C used a manual system and it 

worked the first time. 

I 
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Effectiveness 

4 
.Moderate 

Effectiveness 
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Which SF 
job 

performance 

category 

does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 

of the NCO, 
officer, or 
warrant 

officer in 
the 

incident? 
(l = low to 
7-high) 

During ARTEP. an ODA was required to pick up a cache of C- 
raiions and water. This SF soldier was tasked to recover the 
cache at night from the desert floor with little or no landmarks 
bv which to navisate. This SF soldier used resection to locate 
and recover the cache. The guerilla forces were impressed with 
the ODA’s abilities which enhanced the success of the mission. 

This use was tasked to construct a rope bridge across a river. 
He coordinated the team to span the river with one 120 foot rope 
and three snap links per man. The team successfully crossed the 
river, keeping all team equipment and team members dry. 

A team was extremely well trained and prepared in all areas but 
that of lanauace proficiency. This team leader ordered that only 
Spanish wouW be spoken during the workday among team 
members. This team leader made a game out of it, making 
anvone who was caught speaking English do push-ups. The team 
greatly increased its capability to communicate in conversational 

Spanish. 

This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. .After detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he had done 
everything correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. .An ISC took the responsibility and cleared it for him. 

The detachment was conducting desert survival OCONUS. 
Water procuremcni in the area was a major problem. This ISB 
talked with the locals about how they had procured the water in 
the area. The detachment learned new water procurement 

methods. 
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Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 
does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 

7-high) 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

During a team cros.s country run/swim, this 18B noticed that 
certain soldiers were having difficulties swimming. This 18B, who 
was a strong swimmer, tell to the rear ot the formation to help 
the weak swimmers. Everyone completed the run/swim in a good 

time. 

During a sensitive mission, the detachment was required to split 
into 3 elements. One element sustained a non-life threatening, 
but painful injury to one of its members. This element had no 
18D. This 18B had carried a medical kit with him on the 
mission. This 18B treated the injury, where a poisonous plant 
had entered the soldier's leg and broken off internally, by 
numbing the area surrounding the wound and extracting the 
plant. The wounded soldier was able to continue with the 

mission. 

An 18C was explaining the M21 anti-tank mine to civilian 
language instructors, explaining how the tilt rod works to make 
the mine explode. This 18C noticed that an instructor was using 
a tilt rod and fuse that were live, not ones used for practice. This 
18C stopped the individual before he bent the tilt rod in front ot 
5 civilians. No one was hurl and the tilt rod and fuse were 

replaced with training versions. 

This 18C was tasked with the removal of a hasty protective 
minefield. This 18C stepped on a mine. This 18C did not turn 
away from the sound of the click, but looked at it instead. The 
18C took a piece of the training mine in his head. 

This 18C was tasked to paint the inside of the team room. This 
18C look measurements of the room to determine its area. Tlie 
18C determined how much paint was needed to cover the room. 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See defiaiiions the 

page) incident? 
(l=iow 10 

7=high) 

152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

The detachment was given short notice of a FID mission. The 
18C, acting as the S-4" submitted all the supply and equipment 
requests necessary for the mission and found that several of the 
items were not available before the deployment date. This 18C 
started with one box of styrofoam coffee cups and two boxes ol 
fax paper and began trading with other units. After two days, this 
18C had acquired all the items the detachment needed. The 
detachment had all the supplies necessary to accomplish the 

mission. 

An SF team leader went to recon a SAM-2 site. This 18C asked 
whether a radar control van was on the site and the team leader 
said there was not one present. Once this 18C got to the target 
area, he identified the presence of a radar control van. He 
changed his method of engagement immediately. The proper 
destruction of the SAM-2 site was accomplished. 

A company needed target folders for its training missions. This 
SF soldier got aerial photos of objects, measurements, and 
ground photos, including infrared shots. The company performed 

well as it had in-depth target folders. 

An A-team was asked to train CQB to indigenous personnel. No 
CQB range was available so this 18C purchased material and 
built one. CQB training went on as scheduled. 

A range was planned to conduct BRM with the M16. Upon 
getting to the range, it was found that ammunition was not 
available. This 18B did not cancel training, but had the team 
members switch to dr%- firing training instead. Good training was 

conducted despite the lack ot ammunition. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7=high) 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

This 18D was on patrol with the SF team. The weather was vcr\' 
bad and motivation amongst the team members was low. This 
18D kept a good attitude and look charge of the situation, 
makinc n conscientious effort to motivate the others. Team 
morale increased and the mission was completed. 

The team was training in medical treatment procedures. One of 
the tasks was to start an IV. This SF soldier could not find a 
vein in which to stick the IV needle after 2 or 3 tries on two 
individuals. This SF soldier was given extra training on inserting 

needles properly using fruit as a target. 

This SF soldier was tasked to mark a drop zone with flare at its 
north end for a military free fall jump. This SF soldier placed 
the flare at the north end of a different airfield. The jumpers 
landed in trees off the drop zone, one jumper sprained an ankle, 
and several parachutes were damaged during recovery. 

This new 18C was instructing non-electric firing systems in 
demolitions training. This 18C handed an ISB what he thought 
was some time fuse (but was really detonating cord) and an 
igniter and told him to time a burn off the time fuse. When alter 
three tries the 18B could not get the fuse to light, another trainee 
noticed that it was detonating cord, not fuse. This 18C felt 
stupid for incorrectly identifying the cord; the detonating cord 
could have been touched off by the 18B applying heal and 

pressure. 

While operating a jeep in the jungle, far irom any roads, an 
indigenous soldier became a heat injur}’. This IbC took charge as 
there was no medic on site. This 18C initiated an IV and treated 
the soldier. He also directed his medivac to the nearest road. 
The injured soldier was treated successfully. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 
7 = high) 

Durina relocation of the ODA’s team room and equipment, the 
team was told to move in three days to the new location. Only 
three team members were present and this one team member was 
in language school. This ISB went to language school daily for 
oieht hours then helped the team relocate, often working until 
11:30 pm. He helped construct working areas and a lounge in 
the team room on his "off time. The team and all equipment 

were moved in three days. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

During a large scale exercise, this 18C was tasked to provide the 
S-2 intelligence brief. This 18C examined the information 
provided to him based on past experience and prior knowledge 
and established a course of action for his brief. This 18C was 
able to provide the correct information in a timely manner 
although not formally trained as an intelligence officer. 

This SF engineer was tasked to construct a kill house for close 
quarters combat. The 18C checked plans for construction, 
obseived other house.s that had been built, and came up with his 
own plan for the house. The design and construction of the 
house was far superior to any other observed, resulting in an 

outstanding training facility. 

An SF soldier was driving in a foreign country late at night in a 
military vehicle. This SF soldier accidentally drove down a one¬ 
way street. The SF soldier reversed and hit a civilian car. This 
SF soldier pretended not to notice and drove away. The vehicles 
sustained minimal damage; the individual was never caught. 

A team was deployed in an area occupied by conventional forces. 
The team was out of fuel for its vehicle and was unable to obtain 
any through its supply chain. This team member took some fuel 
from a nearby conventional unit. The conventional unit felt this 

team member had stolen the fuel and did not supply the team 

with needed help later on. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 

7 = high) 

This 18C was performing a target analysis on a bridge in 
preparation for a training exercise. He was given an improperly 
prepared target folder; it had only partial information. This 18C 

made every effort to obtain critical dimensions from the 
supporting agency. The agency did not provide the information 
and consequently, the ISC was unable to calculate demolition 

charges accurately. 
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SF Job Perfonnance Category Definitions 

A. Teachine Others Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 

LST-nfi"maVerial inin orderly fashion; tailoring material - ^rge^ ^^^ruately 
capabilitiS; obtaining audience interest and involvement; usmg handouts aids, tools, or kits, constructively 

guiding and conecting others; finding appropriate ways around language bamers. 

B Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. 
for f^engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

c Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unne^sary djsput^. de- 
escalating tensions and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, ang 

communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills, l^rning native language to enhanre performance on missio^^ 

not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practiang language, taking 
SpporS lo with HN civilUti; tramUting and checking otherf translation tor accntacy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
moblem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
that use time, petaoanel, eqaipment, and tactics effecUvely; act^unjg for poltcy 

or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 

memb^nticipating potential probllms and planning to overcome them; -ghmg of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; deteimining equipment 
needs aL preparing checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking a^ilability 
TrSou^iTmiSon iMorSing team membent of preparation activiUca and reaponstbtlmes; 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for indmdual performance 

and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively r^olve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work i" » ^mely 
f^hion* putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals, 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative, presenting 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put asWe 

' personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, mora ^ 
Lion when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 
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L. Confronting Physical and Enviromnental ChaUenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 
physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

M. Navigating in the Held. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentiaUy dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Fust Aid and TYeating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations, 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

T. Employing Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate area(s); ^ing firing 
systems correctly and clearing misfires appropriately, electric and non-electric; creating demolitions 

material when necessary and appropriate. 

U. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of operations through 
construction; building necessary structures; coordinating and supervising construction; using material from 
the environment to replace or substitute for material not otherwise available; following appropriate safety 

procedures; demonstrating knowledge of a variety of rigging devices (e.g., A-frame). 

V. Calculating Mission-Related Requirements. Determining water supply requirements; computing 
accurate measurements for construction; correctly calculating charges, timing of demolition events; 
determining appropriate location for mission requirements; accounting for regional, seasonal, or weather 

effects on calculations. 

W. E>eveloping and Using Target Folders. Acquiring information regarding target areas; recognizing when 
necessary target folder information is missing, out-of-date, or seasonally affected; identifying key targets 

through the use of satellite photographs, maps, and intelligence material. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Engineer [B] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. i^y 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research nussion 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality ot tne 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 
performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 
questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

1 
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Figure 1. 
Role 

SF Roles and Performance Categories Based on Performance Examples 

. Performance C!ategoiy(ies) 

Teacher A Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

0. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Weapons R..: Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 

Espert s. . Employing Indirect-Bre Weapons and Techniques 

Engineer T. Employing Demolitions Techniques 

u. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 

V. Calculating Mission-Related Requirements 

w. Developing and Using Target Folders 

Communi- X. Maintaining Communlcatioft Eqaipment 

callous y. Corap^fing with Owhmunlcatlon Procedares and Polioiea 

Ejq)ert z. Assembiittg, Operalin&.aad Disassembling Accurately ConJfigured Equipment 

AA. Using Ciyptie Message Format to Make COiranonications 

Medic BB. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and ln|un^ 

CC Determining and Administering Medications and Dosa^ 

DB. OfatainingMaintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 

BE. Ensurmg Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

FF. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and CJonditions 

GG. Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 

HH. Omducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures 

Military 11. Advising HN/G Counterparts 

Advfeor CoTidurtirig Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Leader KK,. considering Subordinates 

LL Providing Direction 

MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

NN. Developing Others 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. T^ese 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwntten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character—this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18C, Engineer, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other MOS specific 

performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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EXAM1E?IE -PER^^ EXAMPllE iBGKJKLET PAGE 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(Sec definitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 

of the NCO, 
officer, or 
warrant 

officer in the 
incident? 
(See below) 

B 5 

A 5 

B 2 

c 6 

J 7 

An airborne schooi was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week*s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardize 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

During a militarv gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier off^ed to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18C) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C. Handling Difficult Interpeisonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Pnhanring Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance perforraanre on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language, taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 
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K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal bSs to foltow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 

Ltion when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Conftonting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming deman mg 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direaion of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and tabng into ac^unt 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitonng 
SthL to ensure tLy observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 

materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Fust Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and sldlls 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
^th others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel . 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP, stonng 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

T. Employing Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate area(s); using finng 

systems correctly and clearing misfires appropriately, electric and non-electric; creating demolitions 

material when necessary and appropriate. 

U Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of operations through 
co'nstruaion; building necessary structures; coordinating and supervising construction; using material from 
the environment to replace or substitute for material not otherwise available; following appropriate safety 

procedures; demonstrating knowledge of a variety of rigging devices (e.g., A-frame). 

V. r-ainiiaring Mission-Related Requirements. Determining water supply requirements; computing 
accurate measurements for construction; correctly calculating charges, timing of demolition events; 
determining appropriate location for mission requirements; accounting for regional, seasonal, or weather 

effects on calculations. 

W Developing and Using Target Folders. Acquiring information regarding target areas; recognizing when 
necessary target folder information is missing, out-of-date, or seasonally affected; identifying key targets 

through the use of satellite photographs, maps, and intelligence material. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category' of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

'7-high) 

During a training exercise, this L8C and the host nation 
personnel noticed a number or grenades were leaking. This 18C 
was asked to destroy the grenades because they were unstable and 
a hazard. This 18C I'ollowed his training and took all safety 
precautions in destroying the grenades. The grenades were 
destroyed properly and a safety hazard was averted. 

This SF soldier was evaluating pistol marksmanship on a shoot 
and move range. This SF soldier was following a host nation 
soldier closely through the course, failing to pay attention to 
prescribed safety rules. When the host nation soldier was 
changing magazines, his pistol discharged—shooting this SF 

soldier in the chest and killing him. 

This 18C was teaching about breaching charges to foreign 
soldiers. This 18C made several lengths of sensitized detonation 
chord which he then looped around his neck while he continued 
to give the class. This 18C endangered himself and the students 
around him and was not allowed to teach any more classes. 

For a DA mission, this 18C was tasked to identify key targets for 
interdiction. He spent four days in isolation studying satellite 
photos, maps, and intelligence traffic. Due to the thoroughness 
of his effort, he was able to narrow down the options for direct 

action targets to three choices. 

This ISE was tasked with navigating his team toward the 
objective rally point. This 18E misplotted the azimuth, ending up 
15 degrees off point. The team sergeant had someone else take 

the responsibility for land navigation. 
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This 18C was tasked to remove a hasty protective minelield. .As 
a guide led him around, this 18C strayed into the minetield. 
looked down, and stepped onto the pressure firing device of a 
mine. The training mine exploded and launched a projectile that 

crushed his forehead. 

During planning for an extensive coven operation, this SF soldier 
developed an intricate escape and evasion plan. He designed the 
plan to cover every contingency and briefed every member ol the 
ODA completely so that no one had questions. Although a 
couple of team members were compromised, the majority ot the 
team was able to csctipc salely with all sensitive intelligence and 

equipment. 

On a recent deployment to Korea during the winter, the 
temperatures were freezing and there was snow, TThis weapons 
sergeant drove on through the bad weather to keep the patrol 
uoimt until the objective was reached. The team reached the 

objective on time. 

The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS mission. For 
the purpose of planning, classified material was being used. The 
18B observed the detachment commander storing confidential 
material in his desk. This 18B advised the commander that ail 
material classified as confidential and higher must be stored in a 
safe. The classified material was safeguarded. 
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This team member was instructed to conduct a reconnaissance ol 
a possible MSS for an SR mission. The terrain was very rocky 
and mountainous, the temperature was in excess of 100 degrees, 

and this soldier was infilled with a TO pound rucksack. 
making it to the reconnaissance area and halt way back, this Sh 
soldier ran out of water. The individual pushed on until e a 
to stop to prevent possible heat injury. This SF soldier then gave 
himself an IV and was able to make it to the exfiltration site. 

The mission was completed. 

On a demolitions range, this ISC allowed team members to bur>' 
M-14 A? (toe poppers), but he forgot to remind them to mar' 
the locations. This ISC then told individuals to start the time 
dclavs on other charges. Nobody knew where it was sa e to walk 
and'time fire was burning on other charges. All individuals were 

in great danger exiling the down range area. 

During a FID mission, this 18B was instructing host nation NCOs 
and officers in offensive operations. It was very hot. During t e 
classroom portion of the instruction, this USB made the objective 
of each attack a Pepsi truck. During the Held exercise, this 18^ 
emplaced two coolers filled with Pepsi at the objective. en 
the students arrived, they ’captured" the Pepsi. Rapport was 
strengthened, the classroom and field portions of training were 

lied together, and the lesson was driven home. 

As a deployment was nearing its end. the detachment was very 
low on ammunition. The situation was not looking good for 
team training to be conducted. This USB went out to other unus 
searching for those who had e.xcess ammunition or lor those who 
would be willing to give some ammunition up. The detachment 
was able to conduct the team training and everyone received 

instruction as planned. 
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pagej incident? 
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14. _ _ This L8C was working as part ol’ an advisory siatf for a 
mechanized unit. This 18C recommended to the detachment 
commander that he place a number of anii-iank obstacles at 
selected sites in his area of operation. This 18C failed to 
consider the seasonal change that had occurred since the 
intelligence photos he had reviewed were taken. The SF advisorv' 
staff lost credibility with the mechanized unit. 

15. _ _ While preparing for an airborne insertion into the desert, the 
detachment was having problems with the A-21 cargo container. 
The size of the container was going to be a problem given the 
size of the drop zone and the number of personnel who were to 
follow the container. This 18B devised a roller skid that would 
quickly eject the cargo container. The detachment successfully 
infiled in only one pass. 

16. _ _ This 18B was tasked to inspect and issue night vision devices. 
The ISB forgot to put baiteries m the devices. The night vision 
devices did not work. 

17. _ _ This 18C was tasked to design and construct a facility that could 
be used as a blast container for explosive charges up to two kilos. 
He was given several dozen 4" x 4"s, 100 car tires. 50* of chain 
link fence, and various other construction materials. This 18C 
constructed a barrier that would absorb any shrapnel produced 
but that did not take into account gas overpressure. The net 
designed to trap projectiles was thrown approximately 50*. The 
soldier spent the next weekend policing the range and 
reconstructing the demolitions pit. 

18. _ _ This iSB was tasked to have the map chest and manual shelf 
organized for a command inspection. This iSB organized the 
map chest and manual shelf. The inspector noticed that the map 
case was filed to us highest standard and the ISB was awarded an 
MSM for his actions. 

1 4 > 6 7 
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incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See clelmitions the 

page) incident? 
( l = low to 

■ = high) 

While deployed in Africa, the team was slaying in a villa that had 
been supplied by ihe host nation. Caretakers also were provided 
who did various odds and ends around ihe villa at no charge. At 
the end of the stay, the team took up a fund to give each 
caretaker some money lo thank them. This SF soldier said he 
had no money. This *SF soldier later returned from shopping and 
showed everyone the purse he had bought for his wife. The team 
members now question the soldier s credibility. 

An A-tcam was deployed in South East Asia to train on FID. 
This 18C failed to take proper medication for malaria. The 18C 

became sick and had to be sent to the hospital. 

The team was placed into an extended movement corridor with 
limited food and water, and had to move 20-25 miles per day on 
foot for six days. This 18A had placed most of his training 
emphasis on being able to lift weights and run a lOK. rather than 
extended cross country walking with rucksacks. This ISA 
developed extensive blisters and became dehydrated w'hilc on the 
move. He was CNacuaicd on the third day due to his condition. 

The Special Forces team was instructed to dig a bunker for 
protection inside the perimeter. The soil was extremely hard and 
compacted. This ISC instructed the team to use waste water 
throuithout each dav to loosen the soil so it would be easier to 
dig in^each morning. As the soil was wet, the digging process was 

shortened considerably. 

This 18C was responsible for destroying lOOmm and 120mm 
artilleiy' rounds. He moved the targeted rounds into an 
abandoned undeniround bunker from the above-ground site 
where they were located and detonated. The underground 
detonation prevented shrapnel from being projected through the 

air. 
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24. __ This ISC was pre-planning for a DA training exercise. This SF 
eniiineer researched the vital statistics ol the target from open 
source material. He was able to realistically plan lor demolition 

and placement oi charges to destroy the target. 

25^ Members of an SF detachment were drinking at an Air Force 
sports pub and were involved in some good humored inter-ser%ice 
joking. This officer grabbed a female by the shirt after she said 
"where you goinu little guv," breaking her necklace. This olficcr 
had previously warned his team members about such behavior. 

This officer was counselled. 

26. _ During the set-up of an electrical firing system, this 18C hooked 
up the power source before completing the wire splices in the 
system. This SF soldier then left his M34BM and went down the 
line to continue splicing wires, leaving the system hooked to the 
power source. The 18C was counseled and reprimanded for the 

danger in which he placed his life. 

27. _ _ l<SCs were conducting demolitions training. This 18C was 
running behind in his charge construction and, as he was in a 
rush, failed to conduct a test burn when constructing his firing 
system. 'The system detonated I minute and 45 seconds 

prematurely; luckily, no one was hurt. 

28. During a practice isolation, the detachment was planning its 
infiltration. The maps needed for this were not available from 
the S-2. At the completion of the exercise, the detachment found 
that thev had the maps but had not been able to find them due to 
confusion in the filing system. This 18B took all the maps, 
charts, and overheads and created a simple, comprehensive tiling 
and marking system. The detachment was able to lind and use its 

assets. 
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29. This 18C was tasked to give demolitions training to the team 
prior to allowing team members to use the demolitions on the 
range. The demolitions were not permitted to be taken into the 
team room. This iSC bought a cloth line and wood (2" .x 2" and 
2" X 4") at the store. This l8C drilled holes at each end of each 
piece of wood and spray painted the wood green . He then used 
these materials as substitutes for TNT. C-4. and detonation cord. 
The 18C gave an outstanding class and his team did a great job 

when they got to the range. 

30. _ While on deployment, the need for safe drinking water for 
100,000 personnel was evidenced by the high ineidence ol 
diarrhea. The team 18C was tasked to construct a system of 
water deliverv that would prevent contamination of water. This 
18C contacted a civilian relief agenq,’ who supplied 500 yds of 4" 
plastic pipe. He sank this into a natural spring, ran the pipe 
down hill and through the camp, punching holes every 50’ and 
installing spigots. Consequently, sick call went from 500+ per 
dav down to le.ss than 100 per day. 

31 Durin.g a field exercise, the team was practicing using improvised 
’ munitions. This 18C taught the rest of the detachment various 

improvised methods of initiating demolitions that were not found 
in the SF manuals or taught at school. The team was motivated 

by the training. 

32. A soldier became dehydrated when participating in an obstacle 
course. This 18B gave an IV to the injured soldier even though 
he did not know what ho was doing. The soldier recovered, but 

the 18B was given a negative spot report. 
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This use was deployed to a foreign country. This 18C was 
honest and open with the indigenous people. It was obvious to 
all that this 18C really enjoyed being in the country and that he 
really liked the people. The indigenous people were sorry to see 

him leave. 

During construction of a school in a foreign country, the locals 
presented this SF soldier with various resourceful construction 
techniques using improvised tools. The SF soldier did not agree 
with the local methods of construction and refused their input. 
The school was not finished in time because the locals resented 

the soldier’s response. 

While performing land navigation training, this SF NCO 
stumbled upon a heat exhausted team member. This NCO pulled 
the soldier into the shade, loosened his clothing, initiated an IV, 
applied water, treated him for shock, and evacuated the member. 

The injured soldier is still alive. 

An use was tasked to construct a tank obstacle to prevent access 
down a main supply route. It was decided that a tertilizer charge 
would be used to blow a pit open. This 18C failed to properly 
calculate the required material and did not use enough explosives. 
As a result, the hole was not deep or large enough. This 18C 
spent the rest of the day digging the hole with a shovel. 

This ISC was tasked to remove a tree stump from a landing zone. 
This ISC had an electrical wire and a blasting machine, but did 
not have an electrical cap. This 18C did have a non-electrical 
cap, 7.62 rods. tape, and a flash bulb. This 18C used the 
electrical system to set off the flashbulb, which set off the black 
powder he removed from the 7.62 rods, which ignited the non¬ 
electric cap. which blew up the TNT. The stump was removed 

and the team gained confidence in the iSC. 
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A direct action mission was given to a detachment to blow up a 
timber trestle bridge. The ta”rgei folder was a year old. This 18C 
requested an updated photo, but none was available. This 18C 
figured that the bridge would have been repaired or at least 
reinforced by this tiine. This 18C requested enough demolitions 
material to accomplish the mission even in the case of steel or 
concrete reinforcement and planned for a reconnaissance of the 
target prior to destruction. The bridge had been reinforced with 

steel I beams and the mission was accomplished. 

An A-team was deployed overseas with no demolitions equipment 
although demolitions training was on the schedule. TTiis 18C 
bought^ chemicals in the local town and made demolitions 
material. Demolitions training went on as scheduled. 

This team leader was informed that a cache of antitank mines in 
the team’s area of operations should be destroyed as they were in 
hostile hands. The team leader would not allow the team to 
destroy the mines, saying it was not politically correct tor the 
leaders' careers. Three Canadian vehicles hit mines and the 
team s medic died alter hitting mines on the road. 

This 18C was tasked to construct mechanical targets. He 
constructed the targets but then realized that they could not be 
removed from the building because they were too large to fit 
through the door. This L8C thought about removing a wall ol 
the building. This 18C then realized he could disassemble the 
targets and reassemble them outside. The targets were used 

outside. 
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During Desert Shield/Deseri Storm, a compan/s sitmap was 
established weekly or as events occurred. This SF soldier 
updated the company’s sitmap on the enemy situation. Any time 
the company’s sitmap was updated, he returned to the ODA and 
updated the ODA verbally. The company’s sitmap was up-to- 

date. 

This 18C was tasked to ensure a proper anchoring system was, 
installed in order to provide stability to the structure where 
students were training. This 18C miscalculated the proper depth 
of the "dead man" anchoring system given the soil conditions. 
This 18C did not coordinate with local experts to gain an 
understanding of the soil type. Training time was lost when the 
anchoring sys^tem had to be replaced to ensure student safety. 

This 18C was tasked to do a route reconnaissance of a critical 
main supply route and to evaluate the type and amount of repair 
material needed to open the road for use by tractor-trailers. He 
measured, sketched, and documented all critical problem areas. 
This 18C made a detailed reconstruction plan and even developed 
plans for lemporarv detours to avoid impeding civilian iratlic 
now. Consequently, the company was able to accomplish in 
several weeks what was c.xpectcd to take several months. 

This 18C was preparing for an ambush. This 18C placed the 
claymore mines along a north to south road, facing north. The 
emplacement should also have been from east to west as the 
enemy could have come from either direction. The soldier was 
verbally corrected and corrective action was taken betore the 

enemy came. 
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An ODA was tasked to rccon a railroad bridge and write up a 
target folder. The team moved into position to provide 
observ'ation and cover. During the nighty this 18C slipped into 
the stream above the bridge. Using a small tree as cover» this 
18C swam to the bridge to get all the critical intormaiion needed 
and swam back downstream to link up again with the team. The 
target folder was completed and handed over to the conventional 
forces who then conducted a raid; the mission was a success. 

An Air Force C-13() airplane had been struck by a UH-53 
helicopter during ground refueling operations on a joint training 
exercise. The C-13() caught fire, the emergency exit bells 
sounded, and the soldiers who were on board the C-130 started 
to exit. This senior NCO inside the burning aircraft realized that 
the soldiers were starting to panic. He stood up and in a strong 
and reassuring tone directed the soldiers to their appropriate 
exits, and was one of the last soldiers off the burning aircraft. All 
soldiers were evacuated without serious injury. 

This SF soldier wa.s tasked ttt design and build a new compass 
course. The present compass course was laid out, but the 
relaiivclv short distance between the points did not allow for the 
use of a map to determine the exact azimuth and distance trom 
point to point. This SF soldier used the pythagorean theorem to 
mathematicallv determine the exact azimuth and distance between 
points. The compass course was revised appropriately and used 

to teach students. 

Several SF teams were training in a very bad snowstorm. This SF 
officer decided to cancel the training. Instead of keeping the 
soldiers at the training sight in the local barracks, the SF officer 
ordered the soldiers to drive 30 miles in the storm to the other 
barracks. One vehicle flipped over killing a medic, injuring 5 

other soldiers, and destroying the vehicle. 
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50 _ During a joint exercise with foreign forces, an SF officer got into 
an argument at the Tactical Operations Center on the issue ot 
where the troops should be fed lunch. This was of no 
significance from a tactical standpoint. This officer threw a 
handful of papers in the air. stormed out. and ripped a sink out 
of the wall in the latrine (water came gushing out of the wall). 
The foreign division commander called the corps commander and 

the officer was reprimanded. 

51 A team was training on the demolitions range. This 18C was 
charged with picking up demolitions for the range. The 18C 
forgot to pick up blasting caps. The team wasted training time 

waiting for the caps to arrive. 

52. An SF company was sent to assist with Haitian refugees. The 

refugees onlv spoke French Creole, This SF soldier went to great 
pains to learn Creole as there arc no Creole-French dictionaries. 
The SF soldier learned the language in 2 weeks and was able to 
establish a good working relationship with the refugees. 

53. _ _ This 18C was tasked to dispatch a storage truck to transport the 
team to the range. The iSC did not pull PMCs on the vehicle. 
The truck broke down on the way to the range and a day was 

wasted. 

54. This 18C was to train his team on the use of a carver matrLx. 
This 18C was out of the country and did not have the proper 
books to prepare the class. This 18C was unable to settle 
disagreements that arose about how the numbers were used in 
the rating of the carver as he had not anticipated that he would 
need his books. Tlie class was not successful. 
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55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

An ISC was tasked to present field e.xpedient demolitions cross 
training (on incendiaries) to the team. While explaining the 
quantities of different liquids needed to make a delayed fire 
bomb, this 18C did not take into account that plastic containers 
would be dissolved by the chemicals they contained. There was a 

spontaneous explosion resulting from premature mixing of 
chemicals. No injuries were sustained. 

This 18C was tasked to run demolitions training on a rainy day. 
This ISC brought a poorly functioning firing device to the range, 
resulting in several misfires. The misfires had to be cleared, 

endangering personnel. 

This SF soldier was learning about firing systems. The soldier 
used a detonating chord lor a lime fuse. No harm was done as 
fuse ignitors cannot detonate detonation chords. 

The team needed to carry a certain amount of water on 
infiltration. This SF soldier came up with the idea to carry 5 
gallon cans on stretchers to the cache site. The stretcher was 
more weight than had been bargained for and never made it to 

the actual site. 

.A bar of case hardened steel had never been cut although 
repeated tries had been made. This 18C calculated the 
appropriate charge to cut the steel using a C-4 diamond. This 
18C then added 50'^c to his calculated amount of explosives. The 

steel was effectively destroyed. 
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While conducting training for his ODA on electrical firing 
systems, this 18C was tasked to ensure that all range safety 
requirements were followed. When this 18C took his ODA dowm 
range to place their charges, he left the power source connected 
to the firing wire. This 18C had to be reminded by another ODA 
member to go back and remove the power source betore 
attempting to hook up the charges. No one was injured, but this 
18C had difficulty in gaining the trust and confidence of the team. 

This ISC was a breacher with an assault element during a 
counter-terrorism operation. This 18C emplaced a charge on the 
door at the breach point. Once the count down was given, the 
charge did not correspond with the count. Consequently, the 
team was late getting through the breach point. 

This 18C was tasked to drive a 2 1/2 ton truck to the rifle range. 
This i8C was upset that he was not asked to go with the advance 
party in the rental car. This ISC deliberately drove the truck 
erratically, hitting the brakes hard and dumping the clutch, 
making the ride vcr\' uncomfortable for passengers. The soldier 
was counseled on his attitude and behavior as an .NCO. 

An element was conducting surveillance on a target during 
flintlock; intelligence sources reported that the target was lightly 
guarded. This 18C had primary means of destruction with platter 
charges. He decided to use a light anti-tank weapon as an 
alternate means of destruction when the team found out that the 
target was actually guarded by a reinforced platoon. The target 
experienced 15^o instead of 90^r destruction, but it was out ot 
action for the required time and the element was not 

compromised. 
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This 18C was conductinu training on U.S. mines. This 18C 
demonstrated the use of an M21 as a platter charge by removing 
the booster and breaking the plastic shell with a blasting cap, 
exposing the platter and explosives. The detachment members 
were made aware of the use of the M21 mine as a platter charge. 

Tills ISC was tying a firing device with a time fuse on a ring 
main; another person was tying on the other portion of the ring 
main for dual prime. On the count of 5, this 18C and the other 
team member were to pull firing devices simultaneously. 
However, this 18C did not pull the safety from the device until 
other team member (who had already pulled his) told him to do 

so. Consequently, detonation was late. 

This SF soldier was responsible for land navigation techniques, 
with an estimated time of arrival of 12 midnight. This SF soldier 
did not arrive until 8 am. He could not use his azimuth or his 
map appropriately and had gotten lost. The soldiers who were 
waiting for him were resentful, affecting team morale. 

This ISC was giving a class on demolitions, specifically addressing 
firing svstems and military explosives. During the hands-on 
pordon of the class, this 18C instructed the team members to fill 
ammunition cans with demolitions material and put a couple of 

blasting caps into the cans. Personnel were needlessly 

endangered. 

This ISC was detailed with obtaining construction material to 
build simulated placements in host nation training. This ISC was 
unable to obtain some of the material that he requested. Instead 
of letting someone in charge know about the deficit in material, 
this 18C started working on other tasks. The deficit was 
discovered in a spot check and the material was ordered again. 
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During OCONUS military operations in urban terrain (MOUT) 
training, this 18B saw an explosion in an indigenous soldier’s 
hand. The 18D was on another range and this 18B did not have 
any bandages. This ISB used an indigenous soldier's T-shirt to 
stop the bleeding. The bleeding was slopped until the 18D 
arrived to suture the wound and treat tor infection. 

This 18C was tasked to determine the water requirement for each 
man tor training in the desert. The team was to be resupplied 
every 5 days. This 18C computed the amount of time spent in 
the desert, the daily movement of the team, and the weather 
conditions to come up with the amount of water needed per man. 
No team member ran out of water prior to resupplv and the team 
knew the necessary size and number of containers to be brought 
to the area. 

This 18C was in charge of blowing up a wooden bridge during a 
team field training exercise. While the demolitions team was 
emplacing charges and tying into a ring main, this iSC hit his 
head on a cross beam, dropping his hat and weapon: he 
immediately recovered his gear and completed the dual primed 
bring system. The bridge was blown into toothpicks. 

The staff had oversupplied the unit with explosives for a FID 
mission. This 18C brought support personnel down ranee to 
blow up explosives. Due to one poorly crimped camp and a 
faulty lime fuse, a misfire occurred. The 18C followed 
procedures, solved the problem, and detonated the charge. 
Excess explosives were eliminated. 
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An ODA was to link up with a submarine at sea. during hours ol 
darkness, %'ia CH-47 helicopter. The team would helo-cast with 
all eauipment, weapons, and rucksacks averaging 80 lbs. each. 
This SF soldier had an almost consuming fear of water and was a 
weak swimmer. Though terribly afraid of jumping into the water 
at night, this soldier maintained an aiiiludc of enthusiasm, 
offered words of encouragement and motivation to other team 
members who were nervous or apprehensive, and saw to it that 
the other weak swimmers had a strong swim-buddy assigned to 
them (even though he was without one). He was the first to exit 
the aircraft to show the others how to overcome their fears. All 
members successfully exited the aircraft and were recovered by 
the sub without incident or loss of equipment. 

This SF NCO was tasked to carry military explosives in his 
rucksack to be used in target destruction as part of a field 
training exercise. This SF soldier was unsure of the effects that 
high altitude would have on the explosives and so removed them 
from his rucksack prior to making a jump. This N'CO lelt the 
explosives on the aircraft. The mission could not be completed 
according to plan and the NCO received a written reprimand. 

This 18C was asked to ensure that he knew how to build an A- 
Frame for the ODA’s mountaineer training exercise. This 18C 
did not know what an A-Frame was. The team sergeant 
instructed the 18C to present a 4 hour class on knots and 
lashings. This 18C did the nece.ssary research and gave an 
outstanding class. The ISC learned what an A-Frame was and 

the whole team bcnefiticd. 

This 18C was responsible for conducting a reconnaissance ot the 
team’s area of operations. This 18C did a map reconnaissance 
and never went to the area itself to see if the team could be 
supported with the essential elements to survive. The area could 
not support the team with water and water had to be trucked in. 
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Ttiis SF soldier was in charge of deployments to various locations 
in the Pacific. This soldier made it possible for the ODAs to 
train while he coordinated everything from travel orders, supplies, 
equipment, requests for drop zone orders, food, quarters, etc. 
There were no problems with deployments. 

7g This 18C was to e.xplode some enemy equipment that had been 
left on a raid site. This 18C was to calculate a 30 second time 
fuse. This 18C miscalculated the amount of time for the fu-se. 
allowing 50 seconds before the explosion. The 18C was 
counseled and received extra training. 

79 This 18C was giving demolitions training to host nation forces 
and local civilians, specifically addressing road cratering. A 
farmer described to the 18C how the technique could help him in 
building an irrigation ditch. This 1<SC spent the next class 
showing the farmer and the other students how to use the 
technique for the purpose of building an irrigation ditch. The 
rapport between the SF team and the indigenous forces and 
people was greatly enhanced. 

gQ_ During a hand grenade range, this SF soldier did not know 
whether or not he had pulled the pin on a grenade. This 18C 
cleared everyone off the range and went out to clear the misfire 
of the hand grenade. The SF engineer noticed the pin was still 
on the grenade, put it back on line, pulled the pin, and re-threw 
the grenade. The range did not have to be closed for range 
control to clear the misfire. 

While in the local town, a drunk began to insult a team member. 
soldier walked way from the confrontation. .A major 

incident was avoided. 
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32. During an OCONUS FID mission, it was determined that a ditch 
was necessary outside the village to improve drainage in the area. 
The detachment ISC calculated and placed the charges necessary 
to blast the ditch, but did not obser\’c the minimum safe firing 
distance for personnel in the open. When the charge was 
initiated, several large din clods were launched in the air. One 
of the dirt clods hit the village chief rendering him unconscious 
and severely damaging the rapport developed with the local 
civilians. 

33 This 18C was in charge of making a bridge classification. The 
~ team had to move construction equipment over this bridge to a 

different location. This 18C turned in a false classification to his 
senior engineer, misrepresenting the capabilities of the bridge. A 
jeep loaded with equipment fell into the creek. 

34 While on a deployment in South America, a captain’s camp was 
overthrown by terrorists. This officer instructed the ISE to 
destroy alt communications equipment and SOI in the camp and 
take only one radio and antenna. Later after the team members 
had evacuated the camp and were secured, the 1<SE used the 
emergency crypto system to transmit their status to higher HQ 
using the contingency plan. 

35 This ISC was teaching demolition procedures to foreign 
nationals. One task was to test the firing circuit and M47 firing 
device. This 18C did not place a live blasting cap under the 
sandbag while testing in front of the students, .^though the cap 
did not !!0 off. proper safety procedures for the training context 
were not followed. 
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86. _ This 18C was conducting demolition training for some ROTC 
cadets. During the training, one of the cadets asked this 18C 
how an artillery simulator operated. This ISC responded that the 
cadet would never need to know such information unless he was 
an expert in demolitions, but that he would show him. This 18C 
cut open the simulator with a buck knife. When the 18C was 
halfway through the simulator, it ignited severely burning him. 
The 18C was nonoperational for 3 months. 

87. _ _ This 18C was setting up booby traps for the enemy in likely 
avenues of approach. This 18C used 2 pieces of Coca-Cola cans 
attached to wires connected to a power source and a bouncing 
Betty to make the booby traps. The booby traps were almost 
undetectable and killed a squad of aggressors. 

88. _ _ This SF soldier was sent to coordinate lodging, transportation, 
and training sites for an arriving team. This SF soldier failed to 
complete his mission as he did not take coordinates, arrange for 
iransporiaiion, or get the training sites. The team lost several 
iraininti davs as they were forced to make the arrangements. 

89. _ _ This 18C went on the advanced party to super\'ise the 
construction of temporary structures for the team members to 
live in. This 18C did not ensure that the electrical fixtures were 
properlv protected from the rain. The first time it rained, the 
team members could not touch any of the doors or light switches. 

90, _ W'hile deployed in Africa, an SF medic told this team leader not 
lo use untreated water or ice. This team leader disregarded the 
advice and drank a soda with ice made locally. The team leader 
had severe diarrhea, was treated for parasitic infestation, and was 
counseled. 
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This 18C was responsible for locating a site for and emplacing a 
cache of water and rations for an ODA that would be moving 
throuch the desert area in about 2 weeks. This 18C used 
movement tables to locate an area that would be easy to ideniily 
on the map and eround. The team was on their last quart ot 
water when they came to the area. They were able to easily tind 
the cache and to continue with their mission. 

The ODA was short of food and still a few days away from exfil. 
With the food supplv low, this 18E ran an antenna lead to a 
nearbv tree noted to harbor a hefty squirrel population. He 
placed a small amount of peanut butter on the wire to attract 
squirrels’ attention, then keyed the transmitter and shocked the 
squirrels when they had the peanut butter in their mouths, 
stunning them long enough to have someone hastily retrieve the 
squirrels. The ODA was able to have sufficient food for a couple 

of extra days. 

This 1<SC was teachina timing svstems to host nation personnel 
using a time fuse. This ISC made his liming system at about 7 
o’clock that morning and fired the system about noon. The 
change in temperature made the charge fire a lot faster and the 
explosion caught everyone off guard. 

This 18C was siven a task to employ the space available tor a 
team room in "the most effective way. This 18C blueprinted the 
room and provided for each of the 12 team members’ needs for 
space. The plan was put to use and the SF team was able to 
conduct planning, training, isolation, etc. in the space. 

This SF engineer was gathering and checking his equipment while 
preparing to train a de"molition course. He checked a Chinese 
personnel mine with an .American test without understanding the 
electrical system of the Chinese mine. Due to the electrical 
difference, the mine deionaied--killing the engineer. 
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This 18C was instructing host nation forces in mine/countermine 
operations. This 18C instructed the forces in laying, recording, 
removing and identifying U.S. and foreign mines. The 
survivability of the host nation forces was enhanced, as was their 
defense of their borders. 

This 18C was aware of the limited funds available to the unit and 
of the necessarv frequency of demolitions training within the unit. 
This 18C started a test shot photo album of all the shots that he 
fired, recording the target material and dimensions with the 
demolition type and formula used. Consequently, a reference 
source for test shots was available on file for the detachment’s 
use. 

The team was training HN forces in basic skills using an 
interpreter while this 18C, the team’s best linguist, observed. 
This 18C found several cases where the interpreter did not fully 
understand what was said but told the HN troops what he 
ihouitht was being said. The ISC corrected the misinformation. 
The students got the right information. 

During an OCONUS FID dcplovment. this 18C became Iricndly 
with a local farmer. The farmer identified numerous large trees 
on his property that he needed removed but did not have the 
means to do so. This 18C suggested to his team sergeant that the 
calculation and placement of timber charges be added to the 
training schedule and that the students remove the trees. The 
students received additional hands-on experience in the use of 
demolitions and the rapport between SF personnel and local area 
civilians was improved. 
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100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

The team was completing the required 20-mile read march 
segment of the annual certification e.xercise. This 53-year old 
180A completed the march twice. He earned the respect of the 
Other younger team members. 

This 18C was in charge of making an A-frame rigging device 
while on a mountain operation; the frame is designed to haul up 
equipment. This 18C did not remember to tie a safety knot to 
his security knot. This 18C also did not tic his square knot tight 
enough to’hold the load. The A-frame did not hold the load of 
the equipment and had to be rebuilt. 

During a winter. FTX a medic was having trouble keeping the IV 
solution from freezing up. This medic placed the IV solution in 
the heat packet that comes in the new MREs. By adding water 
to this packet, the IV solution heated up and kept the solution 
from freezing. 

This 18C was tasked to give a class on the M142 firing device to 
host nation forces. This 18C forgot the sequence in which the 
pins should be removed from the firing device. The firing device 
went off and the 18C hurl his hand, fhe class was discouraged 
and the 18Cs tcam-maics no longer trusted him. 

This 18C was to task out certain classes for an upcoming mission 
10 his junior. This 18C let the junior engineer pick the classes 
about which he was most knowledgeable so that he could give the 
best instruction possible. This ISC interacted with the junior to 
confirm or deny information that should be included in the 
classes. The junior 18C was able to do a good job and he 
developed greater respect for his senior. 
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105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

This 18C was instructing on expedient charges, using detonating 
chord and special knots. This 18C daisy-chained ten claymore 
mines usins detonating chord. This 18C then placed the sliding 
uly knots on the outside of the claymores instead of prying the 
backs off and placing them inside. The detonating chord did not 
detonate the claymores, it just blew them apart. The instructor 
had to close the range until all claymore fragments were found. 

An ODA was deploying on a strategic reconnaissance mission for 
3 days with long movements. This 18C only brought 2 quarts of 
waters with him and then drank that 2 quarts 6 hours into the 
mission. The soldier became severely dehydrated and had to rely 
on other soldiers’ supplies. The mission had to be called to an 
administrative hall. 

A team was conducting a demolition operation to take down a 
40-fool tower and commo. This ISC used specific demo charges 
for cuttine steel and computed where and how much to place on 
taraet. This 18C found he needed less total material than had 
been used by other teams to attempt the operation. The team 
succeeded where four others had failed. 

A team took part in a pre-deployment language irain-up. One 
member attended only three days of training and during those 
three days he refused to participate in the group. Four weeks 
later, when this team member was giving a class in Spanish, he 
could not pronounce words properly and was not able to get his 
point across. The HN soldiers laughed at him and later failed a 
practical exercise on his class. 

This 18C was working at a field training site. This 18C 
coordinated and supervised the operations of several heavy 
equipment crews in upgrading the range facilities. The 
comprehensive operation was completed in one day and the 
training facility was improved. 
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IIQ _ This 18C had lo conduct bridge reconnaissance while the enemy 
was guarding the bridge. It was the middle of winter and about 
20 degrees at night. This 18C took off all his clothes and swam 
about 200 meters to get under the bridge and measure critical 
dimensions. The mission was a success; the bridge was totally 
demolished. 

IIX This 18C was performing a safety inspection of a training site 
after an explosion had occurred. This 18C discovered a charge 
that had not exploded. This 18C used all appropriate standard 
operating procedures and detonated the hazard. The saiety 
hazard was removed and the soldier received an on-the-spot 
commendation from his team leader. 

1X2. _ This SF soldier was to burn or destroy classified material that was 
mixed in with non-classified material. This individual removed 
the non-classified material and posted a sign asking others not to 
throw non-classified material with classified trash. The personnel 
re-routed their non-classified trash. 

XX3. This 18C chose a site next to a river for the team's stay during a 
dcplovment for training. This 18C failed to take the rainy season 
into account. The camp site was flooded during the last two 
weeks of the mission. TTie detachment had to relocate and lost 
some equipment. 

X14._ _ A school house was to be constructed while the team was in El 
Salvador. This 18C ordered the wrong size and quantity ol 
roofing material. The building of the school was set back 3 or 4 
days. 
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This 18C was training foreign soldiers in electric and non-electric 
systems using improvised missions as primary charges. During 
the first non-electric charge, an object cut the electric firing wire. 
This ISC went step-by-step through the electric misfire 
procedures and connected the broken wire. The class was 
successfully completed. 

A team was participating in a battalion emergency deployment 
readiness exercise (EDRE) in isolation. This team leader was 
working on the courses of action. After briefing the courses of 
action, and being told to work on another, he failed to modify the 
course of action'and continued to do things the way he wanted 
to. The team failed the briefback and was put into isolation for 
another week. 

While on an e.xercise in a third world country, this 18C 
discovered that the local population lacked an adequate water 
supply although a water pumping station had recently been 

installed. This 18C retraced the piping that went from the water 
station to the pump and discovered that a portion of it had been 
crushed by a vehicle. This ISC repaired the pipe. The team 
gained the respect of the local populace. 

This 18C was teaching about cratering charges when a misfire 
occurred below ground. This 18C put a 45 pound shape charge 
over the cratering charge and ignited it. The shape charge set otf 
the cratering charge and the misfire was cleared. 

As an instructor on a field training site, this ISC was responsible 
for developing and implementing special demolitions techniques. 
This 18C calculated, placed, and detonated a special demolitions 
device, cutting a one meter square hole in the roof of a WWII- 
era building, while standing 2 meters away. The capabilities of 
both the special demolitions equipment and the instructor were 
successfully demonstrated. 
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This SF team was conducting a search and reconnaissance 
mission during a JRTC rotation. This 18C correctly identified 
key routes (choke points) in the area of operation. The team was 
able to occupy positions that allowed them to give critical, time- 

sensitive information to higher headquarters. 

This 18C was sent to obtain measurement of a bridge and to 
determine the best places for and appropriate types of charges. 
This 18C did not take any measuring devices or writing material 
with him. The 18C could not remember all of the measurements 

and alternate plans had to be made. 

This 18C was to cross-train his team in advanced and expedient 
demolitions. This 18C needed to train himself to be a subject 
matter expert and to ensure that he had all the materials required 
for the class. This 18C prepared his classes in such a way that he 
relied heavily on his manuals. This ISC completed the training, 
but was reprimanded for not committing more to memory or to 

noies. 

Some host nation soldiers gave this ISC some grenades they had 
found on the border. This 18C attempted to disarm the grenades 
by removing the detonators and sawing into them. The 18C was 
verbally reprimanded for a safety violation by the company 

commander. 

A team was crossing a rope bridge at recondo school. This 
soldier said he could swim. When he slipped and fell into the 
water, he had to activate his vest, and float downstream to a 

safety boat. He was safe. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low 10 

7=high) 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

A class was given to an A-ieam on how to operate KY-57 by an 
18E so all members of the team would be able to send SITREP 
in the absence of an USE. This SF soldier was reading a book 
during the class and did not pay attention. When told to 
hsten-up, he replied he already know this stuff. Two weeks later, 
this soldier had to send SITREP without an 18E and could not 
remember the procedures. He ended up clearing the fills and 

missing contact time. 

This team member was deployed to the Middle East several 
times, where he was personally offended by several of the local 
customs. This left-handed team member ate goat and rice with 
his right hand, was sprayed with perfume, and held hands with 
the counterparts. He continued to have good rapport with the 
local representatives of the host nation forces. 

The team was executing the battalion’s endurance event. During 
a river crossing, this 18C made a rig which got a big wooden 
dummy across the river effectively and in a timely manner. The 

team accomplished its mission. 

This 18C was on a construction site for the host nation. This 
ISC was in charge of the equipment. This 18C forgot to clean 
the concrete offsome of his tools after conducting a job. The 
equipment was damaged and unoperational for a couple ot days. 

Six SF soldiers were setting up a gin pole. Before attempting to 
set the main pole in the hole using a backbone, this 18C set up a 
leverage sx'stem using blocks of tackle and local trees to raise the 
main pole. The task was made really simple to perform. 

1 
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Effectiveness 
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isevfBj 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7 = high) 

This SF soldier was sent to conduct reconnaissance of a target 
area for Army Rangers. This SF soldier acquired pictures of the 
target area so that they could be developed and placed in a 
panoramic picture set-up. The Ranger unit was ecstatic with the 
view and clarity of the target area: their ability to infiltrate the 

area was greatly improved. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

A team was conducting a training exercise inv'olving helo cast 
ups. This individual c.xited the hclo immediately following the 
boat and entered the water. The notation device failed and he 
could neither swim nor save himself. He drowned. 

During a FID deployment, this team member was unable to adapt 
to the harsh conditions and became withdrawn. He refused to 
accept the cultural diversity and was a liability to the mission. 
This team member was redeployed to the rear and the 
detachment continued the mission minus one individual. 

.A team was to limit the usage ot a bridge. This SF soldier 
miscalculated the amount of charge needed. The bridge was 
destroyed instead of only limiting its usage. 

An SF team stopped in Panama on its way back to the U.S. The 
team was notified that their aircraft had mechanical problems and 
would be delayed for 48 hours. Another aircraft was available in 
4 hours that could transport personnel but no equipment. This 
SF soldier volunteered to stay in Panama until the plane was 
fixed and then ride with the equipment. The team leader praised 

this SF soldier for volunteering to stay. 

A team was deploying on a reconnaissance mission. This iSE 
falsclv stated all equipment had been tested. The team was 
deployed with bad equipment and vital information was denied to 

the assault force for 18 hours. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7 = high) 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

'This soldier was in charge of a work detail that was days behind 
schedule. This soldier made the HN soldiers work on Sundays 
despite the fact that HN soldiers only had Sundays to visit family- 
members. The HN forces’ morale hit rock bottom, their work 
became sloppy, and they came close to refusing to work anymore 

at all until they were promised all Sundays off. 

During an FTX, the detachment was experiencing poor 
communications. This experienced senior 18E offered eoncise 
advice to the detachment 18E on how to improve commo. 

Commo improved. 

Target analysis was being conducted by several teams. This 18C 
provided more information on size, capacity, distance, and 
structure strength to his team than was given to other teams. 
This 18Cs team presented a better target analysis and display 

than the other teams. 

While in a host country training indigenous soldiers, an NCO 
picked up an unsupervised weapon belonging to an Arab. After 
making his point, the NCO wouldn’t return the weapon, creating 
a tense situation. This SF soldier saw this situation, intervened 
and told the first NCO that he could destroy the team’s 
credibility (without causing him to lose tace with the Arabs). He 
also told the Arabs it was just a drill and started telling jokes in 
one of the region’s languages. The situation was diffused in a 

matter of seconds. 

This 18C was to get rid of remaining demolition materials. Tltis 
18C took the demo materials and went into a valley that was too 
close to a HN village; he did not coordinate what he was doing 
with HN personnel. He blew out the windows in the local 
village. As a result of this ISC's actions, the ISA had to be very 
diplomatic with the HN officer to smooth out the problem. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See detinitions the 

page) incident? 
(1-low to 

7-high) 

Equipment needed to be turned in for service. This 18E did not 
clear crypto out of the equipment. Material was seen by 

unauthorized personnel. 

An SF NCO leading a dismounted patrol realized that the map 
reconnaissance was wildly inaccurate due to the age of the map. 
This SF NCO made major deviations from the planned route, 
navigating on the move. The SF NCO got the patrol to its target 
within the window and the mission was accomplished. 

1 2 •> 4 

Low Moderate 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18C) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Pnhanring Language Skills. Uaming native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. . 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

EL Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 
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environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

==s==H5“3=;s=:r“ 
target. 

materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimiz p 

O Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving ^"*1^ 
Ln Snis or injuries occur, treatin, ailmeuts/coudltlons caused by .he euvronment; followine SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

» stoe Lourcesi dnding .be source of adn,inis.ra.ive problems; usmg compurers. 

o Handline Classified Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 

V sroriug and 

“posing It classiBed documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

T Finninvine Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate area(s); using finng 
L^STeltS" misnL approp'riatei;. electric and non-eiectric; creating demoitttons 

material when necessary and appropriate. 

U Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of 

procedures; demonstrating knowledge of a variety of rigging devices (e.g., A-frame). 

V. Calculating Mission-Related Requirements. Determining water supply requirement; comp^ 

accurate measurements for construction; correctly calculating timing j or weather 
determining appropriate location for mission requirements; accounting for regional, seasonal, 

effects on calculations. 

through the use of satellite photographs, maps, and intelligence materta . 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs; 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Medical Sergeant [A] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Auriny 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (c-g-j interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 

performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Figorc 1. 
Role 

SF Roles and Perfoimance Categories Based on Performance Esamples 
Perfeinnance Categoiy(ies) 

Teacher A Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercuitural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

0. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

- Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

: Weapons R. Operating and Maintaining DJrect-Rre Weapons 

Expert s». Employing IndlresnxBsre Weapons and Techniques 

Engineer T. . Employing Demolitions Techniques 

u. Ooastructing for MissiomRelated Requirements 

Vx Calculating Minion-Related Requirements 
W: Developing and Using Ihrget Folders 

Medic X. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries 

Y. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages 

Z. Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 

AA. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

BB. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 

CC. Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 

DD. Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures 

Commnni* EE. Mmutalning Communication Equipment: 

cations FFx Complying with Communication Procedures and Policies 

Expert QG,. Assemhiingt Operating, and Disassembling Accurately Configured Equipment 

HEL UiSlng Ctyptic-Message Format.to Make Communications 

Military It Advising HN/G Counterparts 

Advisor JJ. Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G> or Conventional Forces 

Leader KK, Omsldering Subordinates 

LL. Providing Direcaiott 

MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

NN. Developing Others 

Shading indicates categories ttiat are not cx)vered in this version ot the questionnaire. 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. TTiese 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character--this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote ”5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18D, Medic, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other MOS specific 

performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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EXAMPLE PERFORMANCE EXAMPLE BOOKLET PAGE 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in the 
(Sec definitions incident? 

page) (See below) 

1. B _5 

2. A _5 

3. B _2 

4. C _6 

5. J _I 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 5 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 

6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultnial Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when thrwtened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Fniianring Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 

not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for polity 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

EL Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
f^hion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K- Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and talang into acoDunt 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
prooerlv following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous ^uipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O Administering Fust Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and sldlls 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q Handling information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

X. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries. Investigating and 
evaluating symptoms to appropriately identify causes of common conditions that occur in a variety of field 
environments or everyday contexts; following SOP to treat symptoms or underlying causes of diseases and 
illnesses; monitoring progress and changes in condition to ensure patient improvement or recovery. 

Y. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages. Taking specific information about patient 
into account in prescribing/administering type and dosage level of medications; administering 
immunizations to prepare for missions or prevent adverse effects; ensuring security of drugs; followng 
guidelines or using references to calculate dosages; preparing medications/supplies for missions in light of 

unique mission circumstances. 

Z- Obtaining/Mamtaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories. Questioning patient to establish 
medical history; recording outcomes of examinations and tests; recording diagnoses, treatments 

administered, and any prescribed medications.. 

AA Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures in the Field. Testing 
and monitoring environmental conditions to ensure safety of others; providing guidance to HN m 
preventive medicine procedures; establishing facilities or procedures for medical treatment, sanitation, and 

disease prevention. 

BB. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions. Managing injuri^ of 
accident victims before evacuation; evaluating conditions of multiple victims to ensure various nret aid 
procedures are administered in priority order; calming and reassuring patients during treatment; following 

SOP in stressful situation. 

CC Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures. Following SOP when preparing patient for, 
assisting in, or performing surgical procedures; closely monitoring patients’ vital signs and k^ping doctor 
informed during surgery; applying surgical skills to improve patient condition and chances of recovery. 

DD. Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures. Using laboratory methods and techniques to establish 
causes of diseases or conditions; reading or interpreting test results or X-rays to determine appropriate 

course of treatment; running follow-up tests to monitor progress or improvement. 
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18D f A] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 
reflect? officer in 

(See definitions the 
page) incident? 

(l=low to 
7=high) 

1 A physician examined a soldier with a high fever, and put him 
into an ice bath and on an IV with a high rate of infiltration. 
Vital signs taken over the following hour showed the soldier’s 
condition was worsening. This SF medic was asked to observe 
and immediately determined the problem, shut down the IV, and 
administered a diuretic. The patient’s Natal signs shortly 
improved and remained within normal limits; he avoided a life- 

threatening condition and completely recovered. 

2. On a deployment overseas, a soldier was having ear 
pain/problems. A junior medic examined the ear, diagnosed an 
ear infection, and asked the senior medic to look. This senior 
medic said there was no infection and gave no treatment. Later, 
green stuff started running out of the soldier’s ear and he was in 

a lot of pain. 

3 The team had prepared for deployment on a mission that would 
last for three days. On the third day, the mission was extended 
an additional eight days and the team was left with few rations 
and little water. This team medic was able to quickly give 
instruction on survival techniques and the gathering of food and 
water. There were no ill effects and the mission was 

accomplished. 

4_ This SF soldier was in charge of planning the route of march for 
^ team. This SF soldier planned what he thought was a good 
route around features such as tall mountains and lakes. This SF 
soldier forgot to look at the contour interval used and the type of 
map; the map used a ratio of 1:25,000. The team would have had 

to go through very deep ravines. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

5 6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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ISD (A] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

During a practice isolation, the detachment was planning its 
infiltration. The maps needed for this were not available from 
the S-2. .At the completion of the exercise, the detachment found 
that thev had the maps but had not been able to find them due to 
confusion in the filing system. This 18B took all the maps, 
charts, and overheads and created a simple, comprehensive filing 
and marking system. The detachment was able to find and use its 

assets. 

This 18D was working in the troop medical clinic preparing a 
patient for the removal of an ingrown toenail. The PA asked this 
18D to anesthetize the patient’s big toe. This 18D had the 
patient sit with his foot dangling over the edge of the table, 
rather than lie down on the table. When he injected the patient’s 
toe, the patient passed out and fell, hitting his head on the floor. 

He required sutures on his head. 

A "G" base that had just been constructed was over-flown by an 
unknown aircraft. This SF team commander had everyone move 

to the alternate location. The team was safe. 

During a static line jump, a soldier fractured his femur. This 
medic in the drop zone set his leg and stabilized him for the 
evacuating helicopter. The patient arrived at the hospital ready 

for x-ray and emergency surgery. 

This SF NCO had a different opinion from that of the team 
sergeant. This NCO became angry as he felt he was right and 
started to get belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 

statement. 
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10. _ This 18D needed lo request a medication for a respiratory 
condition for a detachment member. He classified the drug 
incorrectly and requested the inappropriate drug at a dosage and 
duration well above the safe level. When a medical supervisor 
reviewed the request, he noticed the error and ensured the 
patient was put on the proper medication. 

11. _ Mortar training from the U.S. team was expected by foreign 
nationals, but no range was available. This SF soldier insisted 
that a farmer’s field could be used as the impact area, even 
though this was not standard procedure. Live fire training was 
conducted and students gained more from a live fire exercise. 

12. An 18C was placed to observe a patrol of foreign soldiers. One 
of the soldiers climbed a tree to get a better view of the target 
and fell out of the tree. This 18C splinted the host nation 
soldier’s leg and directed the indigenous forces on how to make a 
stretcher. He then directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event increased the indigenous force’s confidence in the SF. 

13. _ _ This SF soldier was deployed to a foreign country. This soldier 
had no relevant language training and had to learn the language. 
This soldier studied the language, asking questions of native 
speakers and schooled speakers on the team. This SF soldier 
learned the language, was more effective on his job, and was of 

greater use to the team. 

14. _ _ An SF team was given a mission requiring air infiltration and a 
foot march to the target. This team leader, without studying the 
area and conducting reconnaissance of the operational 
environment, decided to recover cached water along the route. 
The team ran out of water before they got to the cache and had 
to have water flown in, risking compromise of the mission. 
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A commo inspection was upcoming and the 18E was told to 
insure all his paperwork was in order. This 18E went over all of 
his maintenance forms thoroughly and, to the best of his 
knowledge, filled them out correctly. He received a 
commendable report on the inspection. 

A team was preparing to deploy to Saudi Arabia. This team 
member gathered information from every available source and 
constantly dispensed it to the team to keep them informed. As a 
result, the team members felt that they could handle anything 
required by higher command because they were well informed. 

y civil affairs team was deployed to act as liaison between the 
ivilian populace and the military. During a meeting with a local 
irganization to coordinate security for a mobile clinic, this team s 
8D asked if they needed any medical help. When the offer was 
iccepted, he went to all the coalition doctors and asked for 
olunteers. The volunteers staffed three mobile clinics per week 

A small child had received second and third degree bums on one 
arm and had received treatment from the local witch doctor. 
This medic saw her about one week after the injury and provided 

care according to the U.S. standard, but ignored local 
superstitions and beliefs. He removed the plants the witch doctor 
had applied to the burns and did not perform "rites" or follow 
any of the local wisdom. The child did not return for follow-up 

care. 

A man entered the clinic with jaundice. This 18D did a lot of 
reading in different manuals to determine the correct diagnosis 
and how to treat the problem. The diagnosis was made and 

treatment started. 
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This 18C, new to SF and only with the team for six months, was 
given the mission to plan and conduct a 20-day demolition POL 
This 18C reviewed previous lesson plans from other teams, 
reviewed the training request from the Thai Army, prepared the 
POI, and cross-trained his team to the level needed to conduct 
classes. Training was completed in Thailand without injury or 

loss of equipment. 

An ODA was participating in medical training at the detachment 
level. This 18D was assigned to observe an 18B initiate an IV on 
an 18C during a practical exercise. This 18D turned away and 
started arguing with another team member about the importance 
of IV training. While unsupervised, the 18B started the IV, but 
could not remember whether he had flushed the tubing of air 
before starting the fluid drip. The 18C was evacuated to the 
hospital for evaluation, due to the possibility of an air embolus. 

This 18D came across a group of people standing around an 
unconscious person in a park. He checked the person over, 
noticed the medic alert tag on the wrist, sent someone to call 
EMS, and administered first aid for a diabetic condition. The 
person recovered immediately, avoiding a life-threatening 

situation. 

An SF team was tasked with providing marksmanship training 
but did not have an 18B at the training site. One of the team 
members had a greater understanding of marksmanship and so he 
was tasked with instructing. This instructor set up training using 
past experiences and props (e.g., balloons, siloets, sand bags, etc.). 
The SF team was provided with the proper environment in which 
to learn and all the newly trained individuals were able to fire 

their weapons effectively. 
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A team leader was tasked to write a mission concept for a 
sensitive overseas deployment. Against regulations, the team 
leader wrote the classified concept on his own personal computer. 
He was relieved for the improper safeguarding of sensitive 

classified material. 

A one-year old male child anived at the clinic with respiratory 
distress. This 18D started the patient on low fiow oxygen 
through the nasal cannula. He started an IV with a scalp vein 
needle but then spent precious time trying to calculate the dose 
required for a child from the dose required for adults. This 18D 
then decided that the equipment and medications he needed to 
treat the child were not available. The patient was evacuated to 

another clinic and treated there. 

The ODA was conducting soft duck operations in the Atlantic 
Ocean. This SF soldier, who had received limited nautical 
navigation instruction, was responsible for navigation. Despite 
no land references, this soldier guided the coxain to the exact 
BLS during night conditions. The mission was a success. 

This 18D was told he did not properly secure some narcotic 
medications, this 18D continued to leave medication in the open 

for free access. Later, 96 tablets were found to be missing. 

The detachment was preparing for a live fire assault on a fortified 
position. This SF soldier disrupted the training exercise by 
showing up late and failing to perform his assigned duties. The 
entire platoon was punished with extra PT due to his actions. 
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SF medics were sent to a flooded area to conduct a medical 
exercise. This 18D knew the language very well and was 
constantly accompanying doctors to serve as a translator, even 
after duty hours. This 18D was asked to see many patients and 
saved at least three children due to his ability to communicate 
and establish rapport with the parents. 

During a hospital rotation, a patient came in with a fever of 
unknown origin, and after running tests, the doctor couldn’t 
figure out the etiology and sent him home. This SF medic got a 
personal history from the patient, found out he’d been to India, 
and identified the parasite. The doctor then ran tests, confirmed 

malaria, and treated the patient. 

This 18B was tasked to teach encrypt/decrypt to the team. This 
18B gathered information from manuals and other SF soldiers. 
The 18B taught an excellent class and the class objectives were 

met. 

An SF medic on a clinical practice rotation in an emergency 
room examined a child complaining of nausea and vomiting. 
When the child vomited all over the office, this medic decided 
the child might be dehydrated, prescribed an IV, and admitted 
the child with a doctor’s confirmation for one day. The child 
recovered from viral enteritis without complication from 

dehydration. 

While serving in an observation position, an SF soldier was shot 
in the face when the position came under fire. This medic on 
site administered first aid, stopping the bleeding and inserting an 
IV. The soldier was moved to a hospital where his treatment was 

continued by this medic; the soldier’s life was saved. 
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34. This 18B did not know how to speak the host country language. 
This SF soldier used a small dictionary in his spare time to pick 
up the language. This 18B was able to help his team members 
communicate with the guerrilla forces. 

35_ In a combat environment, an 18D was faced with a profusely 
bleeding patient with multiple associated war wounds. This 18D 
approached the patient with confidence, worked quickly, and 
made decisions about treatment. The patient survived and was 

stable for transportation. 

36. _ This NCO was tasked to serve as part of a light weapons and 
small unit tactics committee. This SF NCO was assigned a block 
of instruction to be given to foreign nationals and given 2 months 
to prepare and rehearse his classes. One hour prior to the time 
scheduled for delivering training, this NCO informed the NCO in 
charge of the committee that he "just couldn’t do it." The 
NCOIC had to give the instruction without preparation. 

37. A female prostitute complained of itching in the pubic region and 
had shaved off her hair thinking she had lice. This 18D observed 
red bumps scattered throughout the mons pubis and made the 
clinical diagnosis of scabies. He treated her with lindane cream 
and advised her to contact previous sexual partners so that they 
too could be treated. Her condition was resolved within a week. 

38. A team was in an area where the food could be purchased locally 
and then slaughtered. This 18D inspected animals prior to 
purchase, then slaughtered them and conducted detailed 
inspections of the major organs for diseases, parasitic infestation, 
and any other abnormalities prior to approving that it could be 
safety consumed. The team was able to get its food locally. 
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The unit was conducting a navigation and evasion exercise. The 
opposing force was patrolling the roads on foot and in vehicles. 
The exercise was being conducted on an individual basis. This 
officer chose to walk on the roads rather than cross-country. The 
officer was captured 3 limes, twice in the same location. This 
officer failed the exercise and in real life would have been killed 

or captured. 

The unit commander liked to have periodic unit formations to 
talk to his soldiers and tell them how things were going inside 
and outside the unit. The general information put out was 
beneficial because it educated the separate sub-units on the major 

■projects with which other units were involved. This unit 
commander occasionally released classified information, however, 
to people who had no need to either know or discuss it where 
passers-by could hear. There was an overall negative impact on 

the unit OPSEC. 

The ODA was on an area reconnaissance to look for foot or 
vehicle movement. The terrain was very steep, rugged, and 
dangerous. This 18C used his land navigation skills to maneuver 
the team through the most level terrain. The team was saved a 
lot of unnecessary movement through rugged terrain, preventing 

soldiers from sustaining injury. 

This 18D found a very badly injured halo jumper. This 18D 
performed lifesaving measures and arranged for evacuation. 
Although the jumper was paralyzed by the accident, his life was 

saved. 

This SF NCO was sitting on his bunk playing with his pistol 
(BP-35). This NCO was told repeatedly to stop playing with his 
weapon. Shortly thereafter, the NCO accidentally fired the pistol. 
His team sergeant was hit in the back, permanently paralyzing 

him from the chest down. 
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A parade was scheduled. It was put out that the appropnate 
uniform to be worn in the parade consisted of BDUs and black 
boots that had been spit-shined. This SF soldier came to the 
parade in jungle boots. This soldier stated that he did not think 
it would make a difference what boots he wore and that he was 

planning to stay in the back of the formation anyway. The 
soldier was replaced with another individual wearing the correct 

boots and was counseled at a later date. 

A three-man SF element was positioned to watch a known 
crossing point along the U.S./Mexican border in support of a 
counterdrug operation. A civilian car pulled up and one 
occupant started walking towards the SF soldiers. This SF 
soldier noticed mannerisms consistent with aggressive and 
threatening behavior, positioned his weapon, and when the 
civilian reached behind him, swung his weapon to cover the 
civilian and said "Show me your hands." He lifted up the 
civilian’s shirt and noticed a BHP in his waistband, then told him 
to leave the area. The civilian left, averting a potential deadly 

encounter. 

An S-3 for the forward operating base was tasked to plan a 
mission for three ODAs. This S-3 took 12 hours to develop a 

Mitask that was substandard. The ODA’s planning was 

compressed and the mission was hurt. 

After climbing a volcano in Central America, 90% of two teams 
came down with a dry, persistent, nonproductive cough. This 
18D diagnosed the condition as high altitude bronchitis caused by 

the cold dry air and the heavy mouth breathing used on the 
volcano. This 18D treated the coughs symptomatically with 
cough suppressants and recommended saunas to moisten the 
team members’ lungs. The coughs were resolved within two days. 
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A senior company medic was responsible for medical treatment 
of 50 support pereonnel on a month-long winter deployment. 
This medic established a daily post-training sick call and treated 
an average of ten personnel per day for various illnesses and 
orthopedic injuries. Minor illnesses were effectively treated and 
serious conditions/illnesses were referred to higher medical 

authorities. 

A soldier had followed a physician’s treatment of antifungal 
therapy. When the condition worsened, he went to an SF medic. 
The SF medic examined him and determined that the soldier was 

suffering from a bacterial-related condition and treated it 
accordingly. The soldier had a good outcome and developed 

more respect for SF medic abilities. 

During off-hours, this SF soldier would take off in a rental 
vehicle to take care of personal business. The others would wait 
hours for him to return with the vehicle. When this SF soldier 
returned, he was not bothered that certain members of the ODA 
were upset. This SF soldier was ostracized from the rest of the 

element during deployment. 

A team member came in to be treated. This 18D began to apply 
Solu-Cortef to the face of a team member who was using Retin A 
on his face. Several other 18Ds had to tell him this was an 
unwise treatment so that he would not cause further injury to the 

team member. 
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While working with law enforcement and two team members, this 
18E had to climb an extremely hazardous mountain with a 100- 
pound ruck. He was very fatigued. This 18E volunteered for 
extended radio watch, rather than assigning each man a specific 
radio watch time. He tried to stay up all night but fell asleep for 
eight hours and missed eight contacts. As a result of the lost 
contact for eight hours, an emergency plan had to be 

implemented. 

This 18B was assigned the task of destroying sensitive materials 
in order to sterilize the detachment’s isolation area. Some of the 
material was recorded on plastic viewgraph film, requiring that it 
be completely burned. This 18D did not ensure the materials 
were completely burned. The intelligence sergeant checked the 
burn barrel and discovered that some mission-related information 
could still be gleaned from the film; this 18D was counseled and 

given corrective training. 

A soldier asked this SF soldier to trade a protective mask for 
whatever item he could get in trade for it overseas. This SF 
soldier said he would not trade a piece of military equipment for 
any reason. This SF soldier did not break regulations. 

While in the local town, a drunk began to insult a team member. 
This SF soldier walked way from the confrontation. A major 

incident was avoided. 

While on a mission to aid Kurds, this 18D treated everyone from 
babies to the elderly. This 18D also helped ensure that a shot 
program was initiated and went dowm into the village every day to 
treat Kurds. This built an incredible amount of rapport with the 

Kurds. One family adopted him as their own. 
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While on an OCONUS mission, classified messages were left 
unsecured and unattended after an ODA left their forward- 
location and moved back to a rear area. This SF soldier, upon 
arrival at the rear area, established that the messages were 
missing after speaking with the team leader about their locatio 
This soldier returned to the forward location and recovered the 
messages. The confidentiality of the materials was not 

compromised. 

The weapons sergeant was suffering from a viral URI, stayed ir 
his room for three days without telling anyone, and became 
dehydrated. This 18D noticed he hadn’t seen the weapons 
sergeant over the 4-day weekend, found him in a weakened stai 
in his room, checked his vitals, ran tests, and ruled out a baciei 
infection clinically. He started an IV, gave him Tylenol, etc. TI 

weapons sergeant recovered quickly. 

On a deployment, this soldier was told to set up a rifle range a 
give training. He had no materials for setting up the range. T 
SF soldier went to the landfill and got materials and also looke 
behind department stores for cardboard boxes to use for target 

The training was a success. 

While in a host country training indigenous soldiers, an NCO 
picked up an unsupervised weapon belonging to an Arab. Aftc 
making his point, the NCO wouldn’t return the weapon, creatii 
a tense situation. This SF soldier saw this situation, intervenec 
and told the first NCO that he could destroy the team’s 
credibility (without causing him to lose face with the Arabs). 1 
also told the Arabs it was just a drill and started telling jokes i 
one of the region’s languages. The situation was diffused in a 

matter of seconds. 
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This SF soldier was participating in a water jump exercise into 
extremely cold water. After following the rubber aircraft out of 
the aircraft, this soldier continued swimming despite the distance 
and cold; he reached the raft, put it into operative condition, and 
picked up the fellow jumpers in the water. The training mission 

was completed. 

While deployed in a foreign country, this SF soldier went out 
drinking. This SF soldier got into a fight with a local civilian. 
This caused tension between SF and the local populace. 

An officer who could not stand to have anything go wrong or get 
out of his control was responsible for a warfare scenario. When 
communications went down and none of the opposing forces had 
captured any of the teams, he got mad and kicked a hole in the 
wall. He caused damage and lost the respect of the team. 

During a vehicle movement on a major highway in a host nation, 
a group of SF soldiers came upon an accident scene; two regular 
Army medics were upset, running around, and alarming the 
victims. This SF medic assigned onlookers to be litter bearers, 
splinted the fractures, initiated IVs, and talked to victims and 

onlookers to calm them down. The host nation troops felt 
confident in the SF medic’s abilities. 

An ODA was deployed in a cold weather area. Multiple team 
members began developing cough, congestion, chest pain, and 
fatigue. This medic performed physical exams and administered 
medications. The team members’ conditions did not deteriorate 

and the ODA was able to complete its mission. 
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During a deployment, a village mother took her infant to see an 
SF medic. The medic diagnosed a severe eye infection and cold, 
prescribed the appropriate medication, and monitored the child 

for a day until totally recovered. The village chief 
overwhelmingly accepted the SF detachment. 

Two teams were deployed overseas to conduct basic infantry 
training for a battalion at a remote location. This 18D spent his 
spare time working at the battalion dispensary providing dental 
treatment for the soldiers. Many of the soldiers received dental 

treatment for the first time in their lives. 

' An awards dinner was being given for host nation generals at a 
foreign base. This SF soldier refused to give a toast in honor of 
the host nation general. The foreign officers were angry and 
distrust developed between the SF team and the host nation 

personnel. 

This medic was returning home from work and witnessed an 
automobile accident where a man was hit by a car. He retrieved 
his medical bag and treated the victim until the ambulance 
arrived. He intervened and supervised the loading when the 
ambulance crew tried to improperly move the injured man before 
splinting fractures. The injured man recovered and commended 

the medic. 

This 18E was to give a communications class. He had developed 
a lesson plan and was familiar with the task. This 18E skipped 
about from one subject to another and rarely asked if anyone had 
any questions. The class was highly ineffective. 
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This 18D was responsible for the team^s food consumption during 
a deployment. He discussed and performed a physical exam of 
each cow's heart, lungs, eyes, nose, mouth, and feces while the 
cow was alive. This 18D then euthanized each cow and looked at 
the lungs, heart, liver, spleen, and intestines for parasites or 
abnormalities. Food free of diseases was available for the team s 

survival. 

This ODA was tasked to conduct a small boat infiltration into a 
target area. The team was transported on a large Coast Guard 
cutter to a release point approximately 10 miles from the shore. 
Approximately 90 percent of the ODA was becoming sea sick. 
This SF soldier, who was not feeling sick, entered one of the two 
boats that was lowered into the water, worked for 20 minutes to 
get the boat to started, and went on the mission. The mission 
was a success and the team received recognition for overcoming 

tremendous obstacles. 

This 18D was told by a doctor to start an IV. He cleaned the 
site, applied a tourniquet, and inserted the IV. The IV did not 
run. A second medic determined the problem was that the 

tourniquet was still on. 

Seven of eleven team members became ill (vomiting and 
diarrhea) while deployed, although the HN water supply had been 
checked and purified. This junior 18D first rechecked the water 
supply, then widened his search to include an inspection of the 
meat packing ice, finding that the ice was not being treated prior 
to being frozen. He had the procedures changed and continued 
to treat the team. Within a week, all team members were healthy 

and able to continue the mission. 
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During a battalion-sized ARTEP, this senior NCO was sent to 
monitor and evaluate the SF operations base. This SF NCO 
made an honest but critical evaluation, even though he knew it 
would be an unpopular point of view. The superiors of the 
evaluated unit questioned his loyalty to the unit. 

A man suffered multiple injuries when a grenade exploded in his 

hands: both of his hands were blown off and he had penetrating 
and lacerating wounds over his entire body. This 18D worked for 

five hours with an indigenous doctor performing multiple 
procedures to stabilize and then manage the wounds. The 
patient’s life-threatening wounds were stabilized enough to send 

him to a medical facility 50 miles away. 

Members of an SF detachment were drinking at an Air Force 
sports pub and were involved in some good humored inter-service 
joking. This officer grabbed a female by the shirt after she said 
"where you going little guy," breaking her necklace. This officer 
had previously warned his team members about such behavior. 

This officer was counselled. 

This SF team leader was given a direct action mission. This team 
leader led his team to the target and found 2 platoons of the 
enemy there instead of just one squad. This team leader did not 
pull back, but continued with the hit on the target. Many Sr 

casualties resulted. 

A group was examining a chest X-ray with a group in a hospital, 
this 18D noticed something unusual that the rest of the group 
had not identified. This 18D pointed out that the left lung was 
not fully inflated. The patient’s doctor was notified that his 
patient had a collapsed lung that he failed to identify, and the 

18D was commended for his attention to detail. 
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This 18D was overseas, off-duty, and downtown with his friends 
in a bar. This 18D went to buy himself another soda as he was 
the designated driver. A local person came up to the 18D and 
tried to start trouble, calling him some profane names. This 18D 
smiled and walked away. The team did not get into an 
altercation and the team members felt the 18D had done the 

right thing. 

This NCO was training Kuwaiti soldiers vehicular patrolling. The 
Kuwaitis were not taking the training seriously, using it as a joy 
ride. This SF NCO used a remote control demonstration to 
illustrate "what if scenarios. He showed different techniques and 
procedures of traveling. The Kuwaitis were interested in the 
demonstration. The Kuwaitis began to realize the seriousness of 
the situation and the implications of not learning. 

This 18D was ending a long UW training exercise. A team 
member was stung or bit by an unidentified insect. This 180 
examined the team member and found his condition worsening. 
He identified the problem as analphylactic shock and gave him 
Benadryl and Epinephrine. The team member was monitored 

throughout the night and recovered 100%. 

This 18D witnessed a car accident where one person had an open 
fracture of the femur. Although he did not have a traction splint, 
he applied traction to the leg. When a regular splint was applied, 
he released traction and the bone ends were displaced again. 

This 18E was tasked to give a class on setting up an ANC-PRC 
119 in FM mode and on constructing a field expedient 292. This 
18E only brought one radio to the class, no materials to construct 
a 292, and no visual aids. The students did not get to see or 
learn how to make a 292 and received no "hands-on" training on 

the radio. 
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35 _ An 18D was deployed on a team to South America to provide 
treatment to civilians at three remote locations. The country’s 
government planned to spend $250,000 on medical supplies for 
the three aid stations. This 18D determined the list of supplies 
that should be purchased, advised the team sergeant on the 
sources for obtaining the supplies, and developed a training 
program to teach civilians how to use the supplies. The detailed 
planning helped in establishing the aid stations. 

86. _ A composite team of males and females, the majority of whom 
were not SF, were on an evasion exercise. Exercise instructions 
said not to use bridges. The team was confronted with a river in 
flood stage. This SF NCO was placed in charge. This SF NCO 
made a short reconnaissance of the river bank and found a road 
bridge. The SF NCO led the team over the bridge on the basis 
of its being the safest route. The team safely crossed the river 
and accomplished the mission. 

87 An 18D received an indigenous child with a fishing hook in his 
left eye. This 18D obtained a history, applied a bandage and 
arranged for transportation to a local hospital. This 18D 
remained calm and reassured the child and parents. The patient 
was transported to the capital for treatment. 

88. Selected team members were tasked to train host nation soldiers. 
This SF soldier who was not assigned a training class assisted 
others by making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing charts, and 
listening to practice classes. The instructors for these classes 
could concentrate more on the quality of their classes instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were given on time and 
handouts were available to students. 
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39. A group of SF soldiers were static in a hide site observing an 
enemy position when all of a sudden it was compromised. 
Quickly, this 18B grabbed the radio, called in fire on the 
advancing enemy assault force, and called for an emergency 
exfiltration. The team was able to distract and destroy the enemy 
so the SF soldiers could escape. 

90. While a team was returning to the U.S. on a C-130, a team 
member complained of not being able to urinate. This medic 
started an I.V. The team member attempted an intra-pubic stick 
and the medic finally catheterized him. This resolved the 
problem. 

91^ A woman came to the ER with symptoms of pain, cramping, ^ 
distention, and a foul odor emanating from her vagina. This SF 
medic examined her and found a month-old tampon impacted 
under the cervix. He removed it, performed curettage with 
copious amounts of saline solution, and prescribed some 
antibiotics. The woman felt much better. 

92. While on a field training exercise in a forest, a soldier fell out of 
^ caught his hand on a broken branch; the entire right 
palm and thumb were avulsed. This 18D stopped the bleeding, 
covered the wound, radioed for assistance, and treated the soldier 
for shock until medical assistance arrived. The soldier recovered 
and regained full use of his thumb. 

93. _ While on survival training, this NCO observed a fellow 
detachment member shaking out of control. This NCO identified 
that the fellow soldier was experiencing hypothermia. This SF 
NCO got the soldier as warm as he could, treated him for shock, 
and called for the soldier’s evacuation. The patient was removed 
from the cold to the hospital. 
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94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

A team was fast roping out of a helicopter and one team member 
sustained a neck injury. This 18D did not follow proper C-spine 
precautions: he grabbed the team member by the shoulder and 
dragged him out from under the helicopter. Fortunately, no 
serious problems occurred as a result of his action. 

While in a third world country, this SF soldier was the only 
American soldier who accompanied a group of local medical 
personnel to a remote village some distance from the ODA 
training site. The group was gone for 7 days. This SF soldier 
independently demonstrated extensive medical knowledge to the 
group and to the people in the village. A follow-on medical 
MTT was requested by the host nation. 

This 18B was tasked to have the map chest and manual shelf 
organized for a command inspection. This 18B organized the 
map chest and manual shelf. The inspector noticed that the map 
case was filed to its highest standard and the 18B was awarded an 
MSM for his actions. 

During battalion downhill ski training, the instructor for the 
beginner group fell and dislocated his shoulder; his radio did not 
work. This 18D came upon the injured instructor, improvised a 
ski-litter, secured his dislocation, and moved him down the 
mountain to the ambulance on call in the parking lot. It was 
later found that the arm was broken as well as dislocated, and 
further trauma had been avoided by securing, rather than 
reducing, the dislocation. 

A soldier fell during a training exercise and punctured his eye 
with a metal object. This 18D prescribed Demerol for the pain. 
The patient’s nausea increased, leading to increased intrathoracic 
pressure and retinal detachment. 
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99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

18D (A] 

During Operation Provide Comfort, a refugee’s leg was 
amputated due to diabetes. This 18D treated the festering 
wounds on the refugee’s leg stump continually for two weeks. 
Due to his treatment, the stump healed and the man required no 

further amputation. 

A civilian was brought into the clinic after a car accident. This 
18D on duty assessed the man, immobilized the head and neck, 
cleaned and bandaged the wounds and transponed the patient 25 
miles for X-rays. The man recovered from his injuries. 

The detachment was attempting to establish rapport with foreign 
troops. All methods of diplomacy were failing. This 18B moved 
out of the team house and moved in with the foreign troops. 

Rapport was established. 

A senior engineer was supervising a construction project. The 
senior engineer had to leave for about 2 weeks and left this 
junior sergeant with explicit instructions for project completion. 
This junior 18C was unable to think or act without his senior 
engineer’s guidance. The senior engineer returned to find that no 

work had been done in his absence. 

Two SF soldiers were sent on a recon in the Panama jungle. 
They had to move fast and the temperature was very high. One 
soldier suffered heat injury. This SF soldier treated the other, 
although he had no medical background. The injured soldier 

recovered and the mission was completed. 

A soldier was injured by an explosive while handling what he 
thought was an inert mine. This medic remained calm despite 
the carnage, cleared an airway, and did a cut-down to start an IV. 
The soldier died due to massive injuries but it was good hands-on 

training for the medic. 
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105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

During a FID train-up phase, this SF soldier was tasked to 
identify the needs, develop, and be prepared to institute a 
medical POI for an OCONUS mission. This soldier researched 

subject areas, assigned classes, and submitted logistical 
requirements seven days prior to suspense. Although he did not 
end up using the POI,'other detachments used it on three 

occasions with great success. 

This 18D had to interview a psychiatric patient and try to draw 
blood from her to get lab work completed. This 18D listened to 
her talk for an hour and then explained why the blood was 
needed. Finally she agreed to have the blood taken and the 

diagnosis was confirmed from the lab work. 

During an actual combat mission, the UH-ID was receiving heavy 
ground fire. It was relayed to the air crew that friendly 
indigenous troops were in the field of fire. The order was given 
to the gunner to ignore this and provide fire. This 18B heard the 
order and asked for it to be repeated to be sure that he was in 
fact being told to fire on friendly troops. This 18B shifted his fire 
in the mean time so that it affected no one. The order had in 

faa been a mistake. 

There was to be an 0800 formation. This SF soldier instructed 
the teams to be in the parking lot of a local school for formation. 
As there were three parking lots, SF personnel were scattered all 

over. 

While driving into a small town, an A team was fired upon. This 
team leader told the team not to return fire and to wait it out to 
see where the confusion lay. The local army apparently knew 
nothing about the team’s scheduled arrival. This team leader 
discussed the situation with the local army and explained why the 
team was there. The locals received medical treatment for the 

women and children. 
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A new medic was running sick call with this senior medic for 
students in SF training. A student complained of burning in his 
stomach, so the new medic treated him. This senior medic told 
the new medic to give the student Thorazine. The student slept 
for 18 hours, with danger to his well-being; the new medic never 

listened to the senior medic again. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

This 18C was working with host nation personnel in an arms 
room. The arms room contained many old weapons, grenades, 
and arms from various countries. This 18C started playing with 
the mines. Although he was told to stop playing with the mines 
as they were live, this 18C continued -- saying that the mines 
were not live. This 18C then started to take one of the mines 
apart. The host nation armorer banned the 18C from the arms 
room for endangering the lives of the personnel. 

This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring SATCOM, 4 days 
of water requirements (4 gallons), observation equipment, a 
hidesite kit, and so on. This SF NCO realized that the 18E had a 
very heavy load of equipment. This NCO took half of the 18E's 
equipment, sharing the load. This lifted the 18E s spirits and 

helped the team accomplish the mission. 

This 18D examined an indigenous man who had cut his foot in 
half with an axe. This 18D calmly administered emergency first 
aid. He then treated the man for about a month, giving 
medications, daily nursing care, and follow-up treatment. The 
man’s foot healed with full range of motion. 

This 18D was checking for range of shoulder motion on a patient 
with a history of dislocated shoulder. After taking the medical 
history, he pushed the arm anteriorly to check the patient s story 
and dislocated the shoulder. The patient reset the shoulder 

himself. 
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115. _ _ While conducting DA FTX, the SF detachment was required to 
carry surface swimming equipment in addition to normal field 
gear. This SF soldier did not carry his assigned equipment. This 
was not due to physical inability. The detachment arrived on 
target without critical equipment. 

116. _ _ It usually takes several days or weeks to go to a line fire range 
because of problems in scheduling ranges and ammunition 
requests. T^is senior 18B was able to coordinate with a friend in 
another battalion to get five men out to a live fire range. As a 
result, the five men all zeroed and qualified with M16A2. 

117. _ _ An SF soldier had what he called a "legitimate war trophy" that 
obviously had nothing to do with the war and had belonged to a 
civilian. This younger SF soldier pointed out to the soldier that 
he was stealing. The war trophy was given to a local church. 

118. _ _ The SF company deployed to a foreign country to perform special 
operations missions. Living and working space (tents) were at a 
premium and did not allow for a medical aid tent. This company 
medic forcefully told the commander that it was necessary to have 
a medical tent. A tent was allocated and used to handle minor 
medical procedures and provide laboratory practice for the 18Ds. 

119. _ _ This medic was working with a dentist during a tooth extraction. 
The dentist told the medic not to show the patient the pliers to 
be used for the extraction. This medic did not hide the pliers 
well enough, and the patient saw the tool. The patient got out of 
the chair, left the clinic, and did not return. 
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This 18D was deployed with an advance party for an overseas 
training exercise. This 18D noticed that the host-nation trucks 
transporting water were also used to transport fuel. He advised 
the advance party members not to drink the water. The NCOIC 
made other arrangements for water and none of the advance 

party members got sick. 

A team member became very ill (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, high 
temperature) while deployed in Central America. This 18D was 
busy socializing with the local females and did not monitor or 
treat the team member; he left him alone and virtually 
unattended for four days. The team member went into septic 
shock due to a burst appendix. The injured soldier spent four 
weeks in a hospital and three months on convalescent leave. 

A training mission was being conducted in very steep mountains. 
The team members were carrying rucksacks weighing about 85 
pounds. This SF soldier kept falling behind as he could not keep 
up with the other team members. This SF soldier required that 
the team members stop and wait for him many times during the 
mission. The time on target was almost missed and there were 
no eyes on the target because of the length of time it took to get 

there. 

During a mission planning phase, this 18B was responsible for 
threat assessment. This 18B found that the enemy was an 
overwhelming force that the team would not be able to handle. 
The mission was canceled and many lives were spared. 

This 18D was giving IV training for his team. The 18D did not 
drain the air out of the IV line before inserting the needle into 
the patients arm. All the air from the IV line went into the 

patient’s vein. 
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^25. _ A pregnant (in active labor) foreign national woman entered an 
SF treatment facility with her husband and mother. Although 
she was having difficulty in labor, due to cultural differences the 
SF medic was not able to either talk directly to or physically 
touch the woman. This SF medic used his knowledge of the 
language and indirectly used instruments through the woman’s 
clothing to determine that she was having a breech delivery. He 
notified an OB/GYN physician and assisted in further treatment. 
A healthy baby was delivered. 

126. On a deployment to Thailand, an 18C was having back pain. 
This 18D was the only individual present with medical knowledge 

■ above the basic level. This 18D gave the injured soldier an IV of 
the wrong medication and left the 18C with the IV still in him. 
The medication given to the 18C caused a psychiatric disorder 
and the soldier spent a month in the hospital. 

127. During a class on IV techniques, a student was having problems 
understanding the mechanics of starting an IV injection. This 
18D used some spare medical tubing, adhesive moleskin, and 
foam rubber and created a false arm with veins. The student was 
able to visualize the needle emplacement and the mechanics 
(physiology) involved and complete the task. 

128. _ _ On his own, this medic arranged a program with hospital staff so 
that he could work after-duty hours in the post hospital 
emergency room. This medic screened patients and assisted 
doctors; they relied on him to supervise junior enlisted E.R. staff 
in medical procedures. He received more exposure to hospital 
operations and trauma-type injuries and gained experience in 
supervising others. 
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129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

This SF soldier sprained his ankle during a mission while carrying 
a commo ruck. There was no possible way for him to be 
evacuated because of the surrounding terrain. This SF soldier 
switched the commo ruck with one that was lighter and obtained 
a strong limb to use as a cane. The soldier walked until he 
reached a place where he could be picked up by the medivac. 

A patient required an injection of a drug. This 18D misplaced 
the decimal point while calculating the dosage. A reduced 
amount of the drug was given and the patient had to be retreated 
for his illness. 

This SF soldier wanted to make up his workout routine but was 
not sure what to focus on. This SF soldier conducted research on 
what is needed to accomplish each mission and decided that 
physical endurance was the most important physical ability. This 
SF soldier got in shape. 

An ODA was conducting its annual dive requalification with this 
18D serving as Dive Medical Technician. This 18D did not assess 
the experience and comfort level of the divers before they made a 
120-foot dive in a dark lake nor did he make recommendations to 
the team sergeant about who should or should not dive. One 
inexperienced diver panicked and surfaced too quickly, lost 
consciousness, and required treatment. 

A soldier suffered heat stroke. This 18D immediately took the 
patient’s blood pressure and temperature, assessed the exient of 
the soldier’s condition, doused him with water, started an IV, and 
evacuated him to the TMC. The soldier recovered without 
permanent injury after being evacuated to the hospital. 
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134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

138. 

Prior to working in Korea, this team sergeant had been to 
language classes. When in the Korean CLP (Community 
Language Program), he put in extra work to improve his 
language ability. He was able to communicate with and relate 
better to the Koreans. 

This team leader had primary responsibility for the day-to-day 
operations of the team. This team leader filled out all required 
reports, records, and schedules ahead of time. This team leader 
also provided the 18A with information for mission planning 
before the 18A requested it. The administrative tasks for the 
detachment as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

This 18C was teaching an indigenous soldier how to use a circular 
saw. Another 18C disagreed with him on the saw’s use and the 
two soldiers started arguing. This 18C did not watch over the 
circular saw or turn it off. The circular saw fell on the 
indigenous soldier’s head and killed him; an international 
incident resulted. 

This officer was deployed in a foreign country and went out for 
the evening with some of the guys. This officer got drunk and 
gave the car keys to one of the guys he saw in the bar without 
informing the other soldiers. The car was lost and it took several 
hours for the others to find it. 

A patient requested a rectal exam, complaining of pain. This 
18D discovered an ano/rectal fistula. Since he could not 
remember the significance, he went home and looked it up, 
discovered it was life-threatening, and contacted IT for follow-up 
with a PA/Dr. The patient had surgery. 
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139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

A group of students was instructed on setting up a landing 
zone/pickup point for stoll aircraft. They were informed of all 
hazards and told to remain alert because the exercise was 
conducted in the dark. This individual, despite acting as security, 
disregarded the instructions and fell asleep on the landing zone 
path. He was crushed by the wheel of an aircraft and died. 

While on an OCONUS FID mission, this SF soldier did not have 
the materials necessary to conduct the mission. The SF soldier 
used the resources he had on hand and in the environment to 
complete the mission. A cost-effective answer was found to the 

problem. 

A team member went to this 18D and complained about a 
possible STD. He was concerned because he was returning to the 
U.S. (and his wife) in 142days. This 18D took a sample and 
cultured it, identified the organism, and successfully treated the 
team member. No cross-contamination occurred. 

This junior NCO was given duties as a team sergeant even 
though another member of the team outranked him. This junior 
NCO used the input of the senior NCO at all times. The senior 
NCO felt his opinions were important and the team’s moral 

remained intact. 

An SF soldier was tasked for a reconnaissance mission during a 
training exercise overseas. This soldier got lost, despite having a 
major highway to use as a reference. The soldier didn’t return at 
the scheduled time, foot search parties couldn’t find him, and a 
helicopter recovered him about 4 km from the main highway. He 
suffered severe dehydration and nearly caused the team to miss 

exfiltration. 
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144 _ A senior NCO who had previous ankle problems twisted his 
ankle during an endurance event for certification. This medic 
examined the ankle and found the injury to be minor, but 
thought that the NCO would cause more serious injury to it (and 
possible permanent damage) if allowed to continue the event. 
He evacuated the NCO to prevent more damage, and stuck to his 
decision despite the NCO’s protests. The NCO’s ankle healed 
and he was able to participate in follow-on missions. 

145. An ODA was conducting a land navigation exercise for a 
company size element during periods of extremely warm weather. 
This 18E was on radio watch in case any emergencies arose and 
so he could pass messages to and from range control. This 18E 
wandered away from his station and forgot about his assigned 
radio duties. While he was gone, an individual came running in 
to the team’s position to repon two heat injuries he’d been 
unable to report over the radio. The treatment for the heat 
casualty victims was delayed by two hours; the 18E was relieved 
of his duties. 

146. During a field operation, an A team was to be deployed to train 
guerrilla forces for approximately five weeks in the jungle. This 
18D gave basic instructions to the guerrilla forces to build some 
deep-pit latrines with banana-leaf partitions and bamboo-hole 
covers; he also instructed them to consolidate all trash in one 
remote bum pit. The conditions were clean and sanitary with 
fewer insects and rodents; there were no infections from poor 
field sanitation. 

147. _ _ A patient had multiple cavities on his tooth. This 18D attempted 
a maxillary block with outdated Xylocaine. An effective level of 
anesthesia was not achieved and the decayed tooth could not be 

extracted. 
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148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

The detachment was planning for a reconnaissance mission. 
There was to be a point element to detect, avoid, and engage the 
enemy before the main body was discovered. The plan for 
engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. This 18B suggested 
that silenced weapons be carried by the point element. This gave 
the point element more time to move away before getting 
decisively engaged by the enemy’s main body. 

The team was conducting long range patrolling and basic infantry 
tactics training for foreign soldiers under extremely hot weather 
conditions. This SF soldier conducted training day after day in 
the heat and rough terrain, while maintaining a superior physical 
appearance, posture, and professional attitude. A greater level of 

respect for the abilities of U.S. troops was developed. 

A water treatment facility was constructed in a refugee camp. A 
rumor was circulating that Iraqi agents had contaminated or 
poisoned the water, causing mass hysteria to break out in the 
camp. This SF medic assessed the situation, tested the water with 
a doctor, and convinced the elders that the water was not 
contaminated. The refugees drank the water and the cases of 

dehydration continued to decrease. 

While in a host nation, this SF soldier with no medical training 
witnessed a boy being hit by a car. This SF soldier went to the 
boy’s aid, maintaining control of the situation until medical help 

arrived. The boy was cared for properly. 

This 18D was working in the clinic and noticed a patient 
performing a self-catheterization incorrectly. This 18D politely 
stopped the patient, told him how and why the procedure was 
wrong, performed the procedure correctly for him, and instructed 
him on correct procedure. The patient learned how to perform 

catheterization correctly. 
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153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

While on deployment, a member of the detachment was 
responsible for making radio communication with higher 
headquarters late at night. Because of sleep requirements, this 
could have prevented the soldier from conducting other activities 
during training hours. This SF soldier volunteered to help the 
individual with demonstrations and other tasks that he was to 
perform as much as possible. The tasks were completed with 

little aggravation. 

At halo school, a soldier had a partial malfunction of his 
parachute and fell quickly to the ground from a moderate 
altitude. This 18D arrived on the scene and evaluated the 

' soldier, finding a fractured right ankle and left leg posteriorly 
dislocated at the knee. When a Physicians Assistant arrived, he 

treated the injuries identified by the 18D. 

During a communication FI X, a soldier reported to this medic 
with tooth pain and a severe headache. This medic examined the 
patient and discovered tooth decay. He administered treatment, 
medications, and forwarded the soldier for dental care. The 
soldier experienced little discomfon, received proper care and 
returned to the exercise without any further problems. 

An indigenous soldier came to an 18D because he could not hear 
out of his right hear. The 18D found the ear to be full of dirt 
and wax. The 18D slowly cleaned out the soldier’s ear over a 
period of several hours. The soldier was able to hear again. 

This team member was the point man on patrol while conducting 
a long cross-country movement. This point man became 
disoriented, then used resection to locate his position. He got his 

team to the pickup zone on time. 
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158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

162. 

A soldier complained of nausea and behaved as if confused. 
After taking vitals and getting a second opinion, this 18D decided 
the soldier was a malingerer and sent him back to the barracks. 
The soldier then vomited and was evacuated to the hospital; his 
condition was diagnosed to be due to an environmental condition 

not covered in medic school. 

During a field training exercise, the team received a message that 
gave a different attack time than that layed out in isolation 
planning. When confirmation of the new time was given, this SF 
officer did not pass on the new information to the team 
members. The attack took place at the wrong time and the team 
was compromised. 

During a training exercise with host country soldiers in 
building/room clearing, an SF soldier was hit in the head by a 
large brick, causing a laceration to his head. The host country 
soldiers were very upset by the bleeding. This 18D cleaned and 
bandaged the wound and returned him to his training platoon. 
The host country soldiers gained confidence in the 18D and other 

soldiers. 

A patient in her first pregnancy was dilated to 10cm in the 
delivery room. The doctor and this medic did not pay attention 
to the patient. The baby almost dropped to the floor. 

During a search and reconnaissance mission, a 2-man element 
was sent to observe an objective from a closer point. Prior to 
departure, the element was provided with a radio and advised to 
use it only in an emergency or if observed by the enemy. This SF 
soldier took control of the radio and put it into his butt pack. 
This SF soldier did not secure the radio for ready access. When 
the element was compromised, it could not make radio contact 

due to the location of the radio. 
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This 18D was the drop zone medic covering a parachute jump. A 
member of his company was knocked unconscious on the jump. 
This 18D did not initiate basic first aid -- no I.V.S and no oxygen. 
The soldier went into anoxia-induced seizures and had to be 

hospitalized for several days. 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18D) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultnral Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and PnhanriTig T angnage Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 
imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missfons. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior, facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 
physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M Navigating in the Held Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Hist Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment, following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

p Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q, Handling Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; stonng and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

X. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries. Investigating and 
evaluating symptoms to appropriately identify causes of common conditions that occur in a variety of field 
environments or everyday contexts; following SOP to treat symptoms or underlying causes of diseases and 
illnesses; monitoring progress and changes in condition to ensure patient improvement or recovery. 

Y. Detennining and Administering Medications and Dosages. Taking specific information about patient 
into account in prescribing/administering type and dosage level of medications; administering 
immunizations to prepare for missions or prevent adverse effects; ensuring security of drugs; following 
guidelines or using references to calculate dosages; preparing medications/supplies for missions in light of 

unique mission circumstances. 

Z. Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories. Questioning patient to establish 
medical history; recording outcomes of examinations and tests; recording diagnoses, treatments 

administered, and any prescribed medications.. 

AA. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Fadlities, Conditions, and Procedures in the Held. Testing 
and monitoring environmental conditions to ensure safety of others; providing guidance to HN in 
preventive medicine procedures; establishing facilities or procedures for medical treatment, sanitation, and 

disease prevention. 

BB. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions. Managing injuries of 
accident victims before evacuation; evaluating conditions of multiple victims to ensure various first aid 
procedures are administered in priority order; calming and reassuring patients during treatment; following 

SOP in stressful situation. 

CC Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures. Following SOP when preparing patients for, 
assisting in, or performing surgical procedures; closely monitoring patients’ vital signs and keeping doctor 
informed during surgeiy; applying surgical skills to improve patient condition and chances of recovery. 

DD. Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures. Using laboratory methods and techniques to establish 
causes of diseases or conditions; reading or interpreting test results or X-rays to determine appropriate 

course of treatment; running follow-up tests to monitor progress or improvement. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version; Medical Sergeant [B] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. Tbere will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Pinrpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 
performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided; 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g,, judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual’s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped into 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 
questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes; (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in the performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 
very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

1 
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Figure 1. 
Role 

SF Roles and Perfornrancc Categories Based on Performance Examples 
Performance Category(ies) 

Teacher A Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Eirtra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Weapons R. Operaiit^ and Maintaining DIfect-Fire Weapons 

Expert s, . ^nploying Indircct-Firc Weapons and. Techniques 

Engineer T. Employing Demolitions Techniques 

u. Constcocting for Mission»Related. Requirements 

V. Calculating Mission-Related Requirements 

W. Developing and Using Ibrgef Folders 

Medic 

Connonnit 
cations 
•Expert... 

Military: . 
Advisor • 

I^der 

EE* 
■ FF. 
oa 

.. 

Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergenqr Medical Conditions and Injuries 

Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages 
Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 
Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 
Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 
Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 
Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures 

Maintaining Coininnnication Equifunent 
Complying..with: <^mtaunication Procedures mid Po^^^ 
Assenfbiing, Opef8tin& and Disassembling Accurately Configured EquipniMtt 
Using Cryptic Message Format to Make Communications 

Advising HN/G Counterparts 
Oondncting.Oboperative Operations with. HN, G^or Conventional Forces 

I^der KK. Considering Subordinates 
LL Providing Direction 
MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

NN. Developing Others___ 

ading indicates categones that are not covered in this version ot the questionnaire. 



Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example descnbes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make ^o 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

fll Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
vour iudgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwntten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider aU notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance categoty it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character--this NCO, this 18B, etc, 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incidem. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to categoiy A, 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance exampks relevant to 
18D, Medic, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other MOS specitic 

performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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|jv-. 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in the 
(See definitions incident? 

page) (Sec below) 

1. B 5 

PERFORMANCE EXAMPIE BOOKLET PAGE 

3. _B 

5. J 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 puil-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier direaed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18D) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 
situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

R Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 
imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively, accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 
knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Eidia Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 
physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 

6 
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M Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions: 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; follovving safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contejcts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Fmst Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur, treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Wanriiing Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Nfiiterials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 
information using approved equipment or methods. 

X. Evaluating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries. Investigating and 
evaluating symptoms to appropriately identify causes of common conditions that occur in a variety of field 
environments or everyday contexts; following SOP to treat symptoms or underlying causes of diseases and 
illnesses; monitoring progress and changes in condition to ensure patient improvement or recovery. 

Y. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages. Taking specific information about patient 
into account in prescribing/administering type and dosage level of medications; administering 
immunizations to prepare for missions or prevent adverse effects; ensuring security of drugs; following 
guidelines or using references to calculate dosages; preparing medications/supplies for missions in light of 

unique mission circumstances. 

Z. r)r»taining/MaiTitaiiiiTig Medical Records and Treatment Histories. Questioning patient to establish 
medical history; recording outcomes of examinations and tests; recording diagnoses, treatments 
administered, and any prescribed medications.. 

AA Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures in the Field. Testing 
and monitoring environmental conditions to ensure safety of others; providing guidance to HN in 
preventive medicine procedures; establishing facilities or procedures for medical treatment, sanitation, and 

disease prevention. 

BB. Responding to Accident and life-Hireatening Situations and Conditions. Managing injuries of 
accident victims before evacuation; evaluating conditions of multiple victims to ensure various first aid 
procedures are administered in priority order; calming and reassuring patients during treatment; following 

SOP in stressful situation. 

CC Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures. Following SOP when preparing patients for, 
assisting in, or performing surgical procedures; closely monitoring patients’ vital signs and keeping doaor 
informed during surgery; applying surgical skills to improve patient condition and chances of recovery. 

DD. Conducting Laboratory Tests/Procedures. Using laboratory methods and techniques to establish 
causes of diseases or conditions; reading or interpreting test results or X-rays to determine appropriate 
course of treatment; running follow-up tests to monitor progress or improvement. 
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Which SF What is the 
job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7-high) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

This 18D was presented with a 26-year old male complaining of 
pain of the lower leg and foot that had lasted about three months 
and that increased with activity. This 18D X-rayed the foot, 
found nothing, then treated the soldier for tendinitis. This 
soldier later returned to the clinic and was treated for a boot-top 

stress fracture. 

During a live fire exercise, a farmer’s water buffalo was injured. 
This medic on the scene performed a quick assessment, removed 
foreign bodies and monitored the animal. The animal recovered, 

enabling the farmer to support his family. 

During a sensitive mission, a night insertion was planned. A 
three man element was inserted 8 kilometers south of the 
intended landing zone. The next day, this team leader was able 
to determine the team’s approximate location on the ground 
using terrain features and distances traveled. The team notified 
the command element of their location and they were picked up 
and re-inserted in the correct location. The mission was a 
success. 

During the Gulf War the team was stationed with a Kuwaiti 
brigade. This SF team member adjusted to the culture of the 
Arabs. He learned to eat using his right hand only and did not 
show offense when greeting a Kuwaiti male who wanted to kiss 
on the cheek or hold hands. The greater understanding of the 
culture helped the team integrate into the Kuwaiti brigade. 

This senior 18D was sent to a major SF training camp to serve as 
a medical supervisor. Three subordinate medic slots were not 
assigned due to shortages. This 18D estimated the requirements, 
planned for the logistics and ordered the logistical base, 
requested and received the budget, and helped establish the 
evacuation net. The camp had a system of proper medical care 
and evacuation for all SF students in the field. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Low Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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A man went into cardiac arrest while on a helicopter. This 18D 
worked in a tight, awkward position to perform CPR on the 
patient while the helicopter was in motion. The man’s vital signs 

were restored. 

A fifty-year-old male arrived at the clinic with a snakebite. He 
had placed human feces over the snake bite. This 18D was 
initially confused, then he treated the patient while ignoring the 
feces and keeping what he felt about the situation to himself. 

The patient survived. 

This 18D was managing a clinic in Turkey. Several children were 
seen by the Turkish doctors for loss of vision and spacities of the 
eyes but were not treated. This 18D saw several of these children 
at his clinic and immediately recognized the condition as 
Trachoma, which he had seen in Senegal. The children were 
treated, regained their sight, and rapport with the refugees was 

greatly increased. 

This soldier was deployed to Thailand to work in a combined 
U.S./Thai headquarters with senior Thai officers. He didn’t know 
any of the Thai language, which made it difficult to have a 
working rapport with the Thai officers. This soldier learned 
enough of the language from a Thai civilian (who spoke excellent 
English) to greet the^ai officers in the morning. The Thai 
officers appreciated his effort and he developed a more 
comfortable working relationship with them. 

A company was deploying OCONUS. This medic did not check 
on the endemic diseases present in the country, and did not find 
out the strain of malaria present before treating everyone with an 
anti-malarial drug. Although no one contracted malaria, this 

medic had treated everyone with the wrong drug. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

345 

Moderate 

Effectiveness 
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im r&i. 
Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

Team members deployed in Peru started suffering from high 
altitude sickness. This 18D did not have the proper medication 
to treat the team members so he treated them with a local cure 
(coco tea) made from the leaves of the coco plant. The team 
members recovered and completed the mission. 

This SF soldier planned and directed the calls for fire and close 

air support (with various A-10, F-15, F-16 and F-1 Mirage 
aviation assets) for multi-service, multi-unit training during 
overseas deployment. He insured that interoperability worked 
well by orchestrating the entire scenario for day and night 
operations. Consequently, the aviation units and SF teams were 

able to train up quickly. 

This SF soldier placed a high emphasis on hard work. This SF 
soldier would come into work on weekend days to start on work 
for the following week. When finished, this SF soldier would 
water the grass and re-wax the floors on the way out if he left 
footprints on the floor. The team had the best looking building 
and was proud of it. The team knew they would have to follow 

this soldier’s standards when he left. 

A soldier was struggling in a fast flowing river after diving in and 
cracking his head on a rock. This SF team member saw the 
problem and got in to help. He struggled against the current and 
brought the soldier back to shore. The soldier fully recovered 
because of the strong swimming by this SF team member. 

This 18D examined a female patient with extensive vaginal 
bleeding. He determined that the bleeding was uterine, packed 
the vagina with gauze, tamponauded the bleeding, and 
transported the patient to a nearby Ob/Gyn doctor who was able 
to perform a D&C. The patient was fine and came back to thank 

the 18D. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Low Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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18D |B| 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low 10 

7=high) 

This 18D was supervising a very busy clinic in a developing 
nation and was instructing his weapons sergeant in dentistry. The 
18D was called away to see an injured child. This 18D told the 
weapons sergeant to continue with the removal of the tooth. 
Without supervision, the weapons sergeant used too much force 
and broke the tooth. The patient had to undergo three hours of 

painful root removal. 

This medic saw a soldier with a sinus problem during sick call. 
This 18D had never conducted an EENT exam before, but 
proceeded to examine the soldier and found nothing significant. 
When the physician reviewed the patient, he found symptoms of 
sinusitis, gave the proper medications, and required that the 
medic give a briefing on EENT exams and sinusitis. 

Two SF A teams deployed to Honduras to provide basic infantry 
training to a Honduran battalion at a remote site. This 18D 
spent his spare time working at the battalion’s dispensary 
providing dental care for the Honduran soldiers. Many of the 
Honduran soldiers received dental treatment for the first time in 

their lives. 

A new team member arrived on a team. This SF officer told the 
new member how to behave to make the team more effective. 
This SF officer also told the new member not to call each other 
by rank as everyone knows what rank they all are. Team 
members understood the importance of team unity. 

A patient was having ear pain and requested an examination. 
This 18D examined the ears, discovered large amounts of 
hardened wax, and attempted to dig out the wax with the broken 
end of a stick. When the patient reported to another 18D for 
pain about 12 hours later, there was blood in the canals and signs 
of lacerations. The patient was seen by a doctor and later 

recovered. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

5 6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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21. _ A man arrived at the clinic with extremely severe respiratory 
distress. He was very anxious due to hypoxia, making it 
impossible to get a physical exam done. This 18D prepared for 
the possibility that the man might stop breathing and assembled 
all the equipment he might need. When the patient needed it. 
this 18D was able to calmly insert an ET tube and begin artificial 

respiration on the patient. 

22. The mayor of a small village in Honduras threw a party for the A 
team that had been there for two months. This team member 
had too much to drink and attempted to talk the mayor’s sixteen- 
year old daughter into dancing with him. When she declined, he 
grabbed her and dragged her, kicking and screaming, onto the 
dance floor. After he released her, the party ended and the team 
instantly lost all rapport they had built over the previous two 

months. 

23. A patient sustained a gunshot wound to his thigh that shattered 
the femur. This 18D performed prompt surgical treatment, which 
included a complete amputation of the injured leg. The skin 
closure was skillful and neat, with no further harm to the patient. 

24. _ _ This soldier (with no training in classified document handling) 
was destroying exercise-related documents that had instructions 
stating "Destroy at end of exercise." He did not complete a 
destruction certificate or keep a log of the documents he 
destroyed. Another individual (trained in handling these 
documents) had to make a determination about what was 
destroyed and make logs showing accountability. 

25. _ _ This 18D noticed that a team member had a persistent cough for 
three days. The team member thought the cough was due to 
having the flu several weeks earlier. This 18D examined him and 
determined the cough was caused by a bacterial infection and 
gave him an antibiotic. The cough disappeared after several days. 
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26- _ During hospital rotations, this 18D was on duty in the E.R. when 
a gunshot wound patient was admitted. Although he had never 
before performed it on a female patient, this 18D catheterized 
the patient without assistance. All treatment was done 
appropriately and the patient was resuscitated. 

27. _ _ This 18B was responsible for weapons training in an African 
country. Upon arrival, it was discovered that there were no 
ranges. This 18B talked to the 18C and the supply sergeant on 
the team about getting the equipment to build a range and 
developing a plan for its construction. The range was built and 
the host nation was able to acquire the materials to make more 

' ranges. 

28. _ _ A soldier driving a vehicle had rolled it over and the steering 
wheel had crushed his chest. An SF medic used available 
materials to treat this chest trauma casualty: he placed a chest 
tube and one way valve using a regular pipe and a finger cut from 
a rubber glove. The injured soldier survived and fully recovered. 

29. _ _ This SF soldier recovered unauthorized mines during a 
deployment. The SF soldier improperly stored the anti-personnel 
mines in a drawer in the team room, planning to use them as 
training aids. An explosion occurred, resulting in the death of a 
soldier. 

30. _ _ This 18D was driving down the freeway with his family, saw 
smoke up ahead, and then a car on the side of the road in flames. 
This 18D stopped, got his aid bag, dragged the unconscious 
victim from the car, and gave him medical care until an 
ambulance came. The victim lived. 
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During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in 
the area was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water 
was 4 miles away and the team members were dehydrated. This 
SF soldier directed the other team members to wait in the area 
while he went to get safe water. This SF soldier went the 4 miles 
to get the water and brought enough back for everyone. All the 
team members were rehydrated and were able to continue with 

the mission. 

An ODA was conducting pre-scuba training. During an exercise 
a soldier came to the surface breathing very rapidly and was 
brought to this junior 18D. This 18D tried to calm the patient by 
placing him on oxygen. The patient became disoriented and had 
tingling in his hands; a senior 18D came and took the 
hyperventilating patient off the oxygen. 

This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. After detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he had done 
everything correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. An 18C took the responsibility and cleared it for him. 

During waterborne operations with a NATO country, an SF 
soldier was severely injured while diving. The host nation was 
not prepared to provide relief for the SF soldier. This 18D took 
charge of the situation by providing first aid and directing the 
rescue and relief of the injured diver. The diver died but the 18D 
demonstrated his skill and training while working under stress. 

This 18D was OCONUS at an isolated site with no other medical 
support available. He used the wrong treatment on a soldier %vith 
cellulitis of the lower leg. The soldier became septic, was 
hospitalized for three weeks, and almost lost his leg. 
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On an OCONUS mission, this SF soldier was training foreign 
soldiers in tactical maneuvers. During the course of the training, 
this soldier made statements that these people were stupid, dirty, 
and not trainable. The foreign soldiers overheard his comrnents, 
their morale dropped, and the mission failed in this soldier’s area. 

During an OCONUS Medical HCA mission, this 18D planned 
immunization, sanitation, and hygiene programs. This 18D gave 
immunizations to selected host country civilian personnel, and 
gave classes in general sanitation and personal hygiene to selected 
civilian communities. The national government got help with 
their programs and the community became more aware of 
diseases related to poor sanitation and personal hygiene. 

This 18D noticed a team member slip, fall, and grab at his leg. 
This 18D kept others away and examined the injured team 
member. He determined the leg was broken, splinted it, and 
moved him onto a stretcher and into a shelter to wait for the 
ambulance. Further injury to the leg was prevented. 

A detachment on a night-time training mission walked through a 
field of grain that was about four and a half feet tall and that had 
been treated with a combination pesticide/herbicide. This 18D 
initiated treatment for three team members for allergic reaction. 
They were transported to the hospital, given blood analysis, and 
treated for organo-phosphate poisoning (nerve agent). 

This 18D came upon a woman with a severe laceration to her left 

arm at the site of a multiple auto accident. This 18D put a 
tournic[uet above and below the injury site, thus applying a 
pressure dressing. The woman had a loss of circulation in the 
distal extremity and had to have more extensive repair than 

would otherwise have been necessary. 
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41 _ This 18D dislocated his shoulder in a ski accident during winter 
training about 60 miles from the nearest clinic. The 91A at the 
ski site did not know how to reduce a dislocation, so this 18D 
talked the 91A through the procedure. The 18D’s pain was 
reduced, making the 60 mile trip to the nearest doctor 

unnecessary. 

42. This soldier was tasked to teach surround and search procedures 
to HN forces. Although he possessed the technical skills to do 

the job himself, this soldier was not able to speak Spanish well 
enough to make his instructions clear to soldiers. A translator 
had to be assigned to the soldier, which took up valuable training 

time. 

43. The new battalion commander wanted to receive weekly training 
' briefs with the use of slides and other equipment. This 18C 

utilized his computer skills to assist in producing the slide show 
and briefing. The presentation was accepted by the battalion 

commander. 

44. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of the team’s organic 
equipment. The records from the prior leadership were 
ineffective and out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to include team and individual issue. 
This 18C then established an SOP that covered garrison and 
packing for deployment and helped identify where everything was, 
where everything should be loaded, and who was responsible for 
what (e.g., commo gear...). The SOP enabled the team to cut 
down on loading time and made accountability easier. 
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45. The team was in a remote mountainous area. Team policy was to 
remain parked and ready to move at a moment’s notice, 
especially during daylight hours. A helicopter came close and 
hovered overhead. This SF soldier had not maintained his 
equipment in immediate evacuate mode and pulled a red smoke 
grenade while attempting to secure his rucksack. The team 
location was compromised, resulting in hasty withdrawal and 

compromise of the mission. 

45 _ During team mountain training, an SF soldier was unable to 
physically climb a training platform without aid. He knew basic 
mountain climbing techniques but he was physically unprepared. 
He modified his P.T. program to improve his physical condition 
and didn’t quit. On the next mountain training exercise, he easily 
climbed and manuevered around the training platform. 

47. An ODA was teaching basic rapelling to a group of soldiers from 
an artillery unit. During the training, a soldier shattered his 
ankle half way down a 75-foot rappel. This 18D coordinated the 
initial rescue by organizing personnel to prepare an IV and 
medications, constructed a litter, and called for evacuation. The 
18D then climbed down and stabilized the ankle, placed the 
patient on his back, and pulled him back up. The patient was 
treated and evacuated from a potentially dangerous situation with 

minimal discomfort and suffering. 

43. When a company was conducting an airborne operation, one 
individual landed in the trees and got a stick in his eye while still 
hanging from the tree. This 18D was notified and went to the 
casualty. This 18D calmed down the semi-shocked patient, 
treated the injury quickly, and evacuated the patient to the ER 
while reassuring him that he wouldn’t lose the eye. The patient 

was treated with minimal injury to the eye. 
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49. _ This 18B was tasked to give foreign weapons training to the team 
and to a mortar squad. This 18B got the rest of the team in on 
the training by letting each member prepare a class of instruction 
on a designated weapon. The mortar squad was impressed by the 
knowledge of the whole team, the team members learned by 
participating, and the training was a success. 

50. _ This 18D was on a training exercise transporting wounded 
soldiers by helicopter. Without prior training in taking vitals 
during transportation, this 18D figured out how to obtain blood 
pressure in a high noise environment by putting the cuff on and 
watching the needle. He was able to monitor blood pressure 

during transportation. 

A soldier injured his leg during an airborne operation in a 
location where evacuation to a hospital would take a lot of time. 
This medic looked at the closed fracture and evaluated the 
benefits of immobilizing the leg vs. trying to set the bone prior to 
splinting the fracture. He decided to immobilize the leg and 
evalucate. The soldier had shattered the leg into at least ten 
separate bone fragments, requiring surgery. 

52. A student in SERE training developed a combat, stress-like 
syndrome. This 18D was called when the student was locked in 
classic body position. This 18D removed the student from the 
cause of stress, identified himself as a friendly U.S. medic, gave 
him warm fluids, rubbed his tingling arms and legs, and talked to 
him in a father-to-son way. The student recovered within two to 
four hours and was reinserted into the situation with no further 

problems. 
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During a training exercise, a local severely injured his hand. This 
medic countermanded the orders of several ranking individuals 
and treated the injury in spite of several senior personnel trying 
to overrule him. The local regained partial use of his hand. 

During an ODA’s annual dive requalification, a diver with 
minimal experience was on a 120-foot dive in a dark lake when 
he panicked. This 18D, the Dive Medical Technician for the 
dive, saw the diver shoot to the surface at a very fast pace, grunt, 
lose consciousness, and begin to sink. This 18D grabbed him, 
pulled him into the boat, and initiated treatment for an 
unconscious diver. The diver regained consciousness. 

This senior 18D was giving a class on IV insertion when a 
volunteer inserting an IV into another soldier fainted. The class 
was more concerned about the person who fainted than the class 
itself. This 18D pulled out some ammonia inhalant to revive the 
individual. The tension of the class was relieved and the training 

continued. 

A patient was complaining of lethargy. This 18D performed a 
quick medical exam and identified several signs of congestive 
heart failure that had not been identified by the doctor: 
shortness of breath, distended neck veins, pitting edema, and 
positional dyspnea. The patient was quickly hospitalized. 

During a surgical trainup, this demo man (acting as the assistant 
surgeon) was asked to debride a wound. He nicked an artery and 
the wound immediately filled up with blood. He threw up his 
hands, asked what to do, and became rattled. The medic assistant 
put hemostats and gauze over the bleeding site and the procedure 

continued. 
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58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

This 18D was covering HALO school jumps. There was a mid¬ 
air entanglement that caused two jumpers to fall 200 feet. This 
18D recovered, treated, and talked to the soldiers while he 
treated them. Later, doctors said that the treatment saved their 
lives, one said he would have died if the 18D had not talked to 
him, and the 18D was recommended for a soldier’s medal. 

The leader of a team participating in a joint exercise in Thailand 
had complained of stomach pain and diarrhea for five days. This 
18D examined him, took a medical history, determined he had an 
amoebic dysentery relapse, and treated him with medications. 
The commander recovered fully; confidence in the 18D was 
established. 

A soldier went to this SF medic (instead of the hospital) over a 
period of several days complaining of chills and night sweats. 
This medic did not take a personal/medical history and advised 
him that it was just a cold and to take aspirin. The soldier went 
to the hospital, where he was diagnosed with malaria as a result 
of his recent return from a malaria area. 

This 18D was providing medical training on lab animals to other 
medics. An experimental anesthesia was to be used, but no 
doctor was available for support. This 18D was not familiar with 
the drug but used it anyway. The lab animal being used died 

from an overdose. 

This 18D was called to see an HN civilian for a follow-up on a 
previous illness. When asked what the illness was, the patient 
said "the smilin’ mighty Jesus.” Instead of blowing it off. this 
18D talked to the patient in his language, asked to see the 
medication, and asked him to describe the symptoms. The 
patient finally produced a scrap of paper with the diagnosis of 
spinal meningitis; the exam was completed and proper protective 

measures were taken. 
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63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

An ODA was given the mission to conduct a search and 
reconnaissance mission for a training exercise. They infiltrated by 
air and began their movement to the search and reconnaissance 
site. This SF soldier’s job was rear security and counter-tracking. 
The SF soldier cleared the tracks. The enemy was not able to 
track the element. 

An SF team was tasked to give instruction on basic land 
navigation and movement techniques to Park Service personnel. 
This 18C suggested using only the equipment available to the 
Park Service personnel, rather than military equipment that was 
unobtainable, and suggested that Park Service Personnel 
demonstrate their typical techniques prior to starting the actual 
classes. The Park Service personnel were involved and interested 
in all phases of the classes, and each group learned as much as it 
taught. 

During a dive operation off the North Atlantic coast line, a diver 
slipped and fell off the dock into the icy water before he had put 
his regulator into his mouth. This 18D noticed the problem right 
away and instructed someone to stick the regulator into his 
mouth. The diver immediately calmed down; a near-drowning 
incident was averted and the dive was continued. 

The company deployed to the Middle East and all medics were 
advised to treat the water. This senior medic did not test or treat 
the water, based on the word from the host country that the 
water was 100% potable. Everyone drank the water and 90% of 
the company got severe diarrhea, preventing them from training 
with the host country. When tested, the water was found to be 
contaminated with bacteria. 
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This 18D was examining a youth complaining of shortness of 
breath and fatigue. This 18D was going to treat for flu-like 
syndrome after hearing abnormal lung sounds. After being 
examined by a doctor, the patient was diagnosed as having 
rheumatic heart disease; this 18D learned to always seek hieher 
level care when available. 

This 18D was administering an inhalation anesthesia. He did not 
check the patient’s vital signs every five minutes. The patient 
went into cardiac arrest; this 18D began CPR but the patient still 
died. 

During a pre-scuba course, one of the students started to 
hyperventilate during a confidence exercise. The student was 
pulled from the pool to be given medical attention. This medic 
was on call and noticed that the soldier’s fingers and toes were 
curled and stispected a possible seizure might be occurring. He 
gave the individual a paper bag to breathe into. The student’s 
respiration rate slowed down, preventing a potential seizure. 

An 18D at SERE observed that one instructor was unable to take 
himself out of the role of POW camp worker; he became angry 
and upset all the time and spoke with the accent required for his 
role. This 18D reported what he saw to the psychiatrist and 
expressed his concern for the individual. Unfortunately, very 
little action was taken. The instructor killed himself three 
months later. 

A soldier deployed to Thailand got stomach cramps, nausea, 
headaches, and a general run-down condition from eating the 
local food. This 18D had the choice of treating him on-site or 
evacuating him to another location. He questioned the soldier, 
gave him antibotics, placed him on bed rest, and monitored his 
condition. The soldier got better in 24 hours. 
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72. _ While deployed in a foreign country, a local person came to the 
team’s bivouac and asked for help in treating a laceration on his 
horse. This 18D grabbed his aid bag and took the team members 
present along to use it as a training opportunity. He instructed 
the team members in how to sew up the laceration. The horse 
lived, the team received some valuable hands-on training, and the 
incident helped in establishing rapport with the indigenous 

population. 

73. This 18D was OCONUS treating patients and observed a local 
trying to find something wrong with himself in order to be 
treated by the 18D. The local finally stated that he had a 
headache. This 18D knew it wasn’t true, but gave him one large 
pink pill (Motrin, 400 mg.) because he didn’t want to insult or 
embarrass the local. This treatment made the local happy and 
helped the 18D establish rapport with him. 

74. _ The team deployed to a malaria endemic area. Anti-malarial 
medication was available that had unpleasant side-effects that 
made the team not want to take the medication. This 18D took 
the medication himself and physically observed the other team 
members take it to ensure compliance. The team members took 

the medication that had been prescribed for them. 

75. A team was deployed to the Caribbean islands. This junior medic 
walked barefoot and ate local foods not cooked completely. He 
contracted schistosomiasis and was doubled up with cramps and 
diarrhea. The senior medic had to treat him with drugs. 

76. _ _ During a health civic action, this medic was to evaluate a child. 
He couldn’t understand the child and no translator was available. 
He completed a thorough physical exam, noting movements, 
reflexes, and facial expressions of the child. The medic made a 
correct diagnosis of appendicitis and was able to evacuate the 

child, thus saving her life. 
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77. A student was injured by some fragments from an explosive 
device. This 18D surgically removed the fragments but did not 
sterilize the operative site. The patient developed a secondary 

infection in the surgical site. 

73^ This SF individual was HALO jumpmaster on a 18,000’, night, 
combat equipment (CE), O2 jump. This SF jumpmaster hesitated 
on his decision to give the "Go" command. The team missed the 
DZ by 1 1/2 kilometers and some members got hung up in the 

trees. 

79. _ During a training exercise, this 18D was serving with a FID team 
advising a platoon of foreign nationals. This 18D came upon 
some U.S. casualties, read their casualty cards, examined them, 
treated them with the supplies on hand, instructed foreign 
nationals to move them to the road for pick-up, and went back to 
the platoon to continue in his role as advisor for the attack. 
Although he treated the initial wounds, the conditions were not 
managed and the casualties "died of wounds" according to the 

exercise rules. 

80. _ A detachment went to the local medical facility to receive 
immunizations, incorporating team medical training. After 
everyone had been given needed immunizations, the 18A 
instructed the detachment to go to lunch. This 18D demanded 
that the team stay put for the required 20 minutes to rule out any 
allergic reactions. Less than five minutes later, an 18E went into 
anaphylactic shock from his rabies vaccination and had to be 
hospitalized. The 18A went back to his own work and left the 

team operations to the NCOs. 
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An 18C was disarming an MV2 57 fuse when it exploded in his 
hands. When this 18D living down the hall heard the explosion, 
he rushed down the hall and had the ISC’s hands bandaged and 
the bleeding under control in less than three minutes. The 18C 

was treated promptly. 

An operations sergeant directed this 18C to navigate the 
detachment through mountainous terrain during a winter non- 
tactical movement. The operations sergeant recommended a fast 
route over the terrain on a trail plainly marked on the map and 
on the ground. This 18C said he understood the instructions, 
then led the detachment in another direction on a different trail 

' to a point 25km from the intended endpoint. The operations 
sergeant had the team navigate all night to get back to the right 
location and teach the 18C a navigation lesson. 

During a training exercise, some indigenous and SF soldiers had 
been drinking heavily one night. Early the next morning, one 
Thai soldier began vomiting blood and became unconscious. The 
Thai soldiers woke this 18D; he treated the soldier and evacuated 
him to a hospital. The soldier was returned to duty three days 

later with no performance restrictions. 

During R&R time on a deployment in Korea, three soldiers were 
finding their way back from downtown and became lost. This 
soldier, who had forgotten most of the Korean he had taken 
three years earlier, managed to communicate with a civilian 
bystander to get directions. The soldiers got back to base camp 

on time. 

This SF soldier found classified material while cleaning the team 
room. This SF soldier stored the classified material in a foot 
locker. The material was found during an inspection. 
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g6. An IS-year-old patient was stung by a bee and in respiratory 
~ distress. This 18D started an IV Antecubital and started to give 

him 1ml of 1:1000 Epinephrine through an IV route. When told 
by a second 18D that the dose and dilution were wrong, this 18D 
couldn’t remember how to calculate the new dose. The second 

18D had to give the correct dosage. 

37 _ During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table 
with a Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a 
Spanish speaking officer. The two officers were trying to 
communicate, but neither could speak the other person’s 
language. This SF soldier offered to translate for both 
individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

38._ _ During physical training, a soldier made a sarcastic remark about 
the HN personnel. This SF soldier removed the soldier from the 
training area and pointed out his inappropriate behavior and the 
consequences of that behavior. The soldier stopped making 
negative comments. 

89. This 18D was attending a Christmas party off post at a restaurant 
when a team member told him that a man was dying in the 
restroom. This 18D ran to the restroom and found an elderly 
man apparently suffering a heart attack: he began CPR and 
mouth-to-mouth, and revived the man. The civilian paramedics 
took the man to the hospital and the 18D received praise for his 

efforts. 
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An SF company was deployed in a country overseas where no US 
support facilities were present other than the US Embassy and 
Consulate. The company’s 18D established an aid station to 
provide a comprehensive sick call and initial emergency medicine 
capability. The other company soldiers were confident that if 
they were sick or injured, there would be an adequate facility to 
which they could be taken. 

A patient was diagnosed with malaria. This 18D prescribed 
medication based on his recall of pharmacology: he prescribed 
about ten times the recommended dosage. The supervisor caught 
the mistake before the drug regimen was started. He counseled 
this 18D and advised him to use a drug book. 

This 18D saw a patient complaining of diarrhea. This 18D did 
not perform physical or laboratory tests. The patient almost died 
from appendicitis. 

This 18D was the senior medic for a team in the field during a 
training exercise. He did not carry any medical supplies in his aid 
bag and refused to treat any minor problems. Although the team 
leader and team sergeant overlooked it, others felt he was 
avoiding his duties. 

A small child came into the clinic with respiratory distress. This 
18D weighed the child, calculated the dosage, and diluted the 
medications to be administered to the child. The child was 
medicated properly and was brought out of respiratory distress. 

On a scuba operation deployment, some team members got colds. 
This 18D had brought the wrong bag (bandages, not medications) 
with him; the other bag was at the rear. The individuals with 
colds could not be given medication and were not able to dive 
that day, resulting in a loss of operational ability. 
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96. _ This medic accompanied a support company on a raid during 
winter environmental training in a mountainous area. The 
temperatures were below zero and it was windy. One support 
soldier arrived at the ORP complaining of dizziness, shortness of 
breath, and coldness. This medic evaluated the soldier, kept him 
in the ORP, put him in his own sleeping bag (remaining in the 
cold himself), and stayed with him until the raid was over, then 
evacuating him to lower altitude. The soldier was evacuated back 
to base camp. 

97. During a UW mission in Thailand, an 18D had 100 local 
guerrillas on sick call every day. He had limited resources for 
medical treatment. With help from a local soldier, this 18D used 
bamboo for splints, litter poles, and a temporary drug/supply case. 
The mission was successful, with no untreated injuries or 
illnesses. 

9g_ This captain was tasked to conduct mountain training and was 
leading the company up a very steep trail into the mountains. 
The 18E had a lot of weight (about 100 pounds) in his ruck sack 
and became very tired quickly. This captain put the ruck on his 
own back and carried it up the rest of the way, refusing help even 
though others offered. He made it to the top and didn’t appear 
to be tired. 

99. A soldier overheated during a physical performance event. This 
18D told him to lay down in the back of the truck but did not 
take his temperature. The soldier’s body temperature exceeded 
108 degrees and he had to be hospitalized. 

100. _ _ An NCO on deployment complained of a numb tongue and had 
difficulty speaking. This medic did not recognize the symptoms 
as the beginnings of a neurologic condition and did not seek 
higher medical authority. The NCO was evacuated from the field 
when his condition worsened; he was diagnosed with Bell’s Palsy. 
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A team was deployed in an area occupied by conventional forces. 
The team was out of fuel for its vehicle and was unable to obtain 
any through its supply chain. This team member took some fuel 
from a nearby conventional unit. The conventional unit felt this 
team member had stolen the fuel and did not supply the team 
with needed help later on. 

A patient came to see this 18D for "jock itch." This 18D did a 
fungal scraping and correctly diagnosed tenia cruis. The patient 
was cured. 

An SF soldier broke his leg while rock climbing. Although the 
break was minor, it still needed a cast. This SF medic placed the 
cast improperly and put the foot in the wrong position. The 
tendons in the leg became sore over time and the man suffered 
from tendinitis. 

During hospital rotations, an 18D was ordered by a physician to 
catheterize a female soldier patient. She was alone in the exam 
room and the ER was too busy to afford a female chaperone. 
This 18D approached the young female soldier in a respectful 
manner, explained the procedure, and offered a female chaperone 
if she desired. She later expressed gratitude and positive 
comments to the physician about the 18D’s maturity and 
professionalism. 

Selected individuals were sent to serve as an advanced party that 
would set up a base of operations. This SF soldier failed to 
procure vehicles and training areas and forgot to sign for CLV 
supplies (ammunition, etc.). Time was wasted in accomplishing 
the advanced party’s mission. 
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106. 

107. 
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109. 

While attached to Egyptian forces during Desert Storm, this 18D 
found out that the Egyptians did not know how to use the nerve 
agent auto-injector. This 18D set up classes on the proper use of 
auto injectors and other basic NBC-related classes. This 
prepared the Egyptians for NBC agents and established better 
rapport because they valued the ISO’s knowledge in medical 
matters. 

During an OCONUS training exercise, two SF soldiers had been 
stabbed, one in the leg and one in the neck. This 18D stopped 
the bleeding and dressed the leg wound. For the neck wound, he 
initiated IVs and applied a dressing without ascertaining internal 
bleeding, taking a blood pressure reading. The soldier with the 
leg wound was evacuated and lived; the one with the neck wound 
died within four hours. 

An SF medic working with foreign nationals received an 
important government official as a patient. The patient and 
medic could not communicate in each others’ languages. The 
medic used sign language and his knowledge of the foreign 
national’s culture and background to determine that the patient 
had a worm problem. He took appropriate action to remedy the 
situation, and also established good relations with the host 
nation. 

A team was conducting an operation within a short time frame 
that required a long movement, using rubber boats that had to be 
paddled and then pulled along the bank when the current was too 
strong. It was expected that this could not be accomplished and a 
backup plan was ready. This team member paddled and pulled 
his boat continuously despite the strong current. He made it to 
the objective in time. The ambush operation was executed. 
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no. 

111. 

Ill 

113. 

114. 

This 18C was tasked to provide a briefback. This 18C did not 
follow the specified briefing format, trying instead to brief off the 
top of his head. The 18C skipped some areas and mentioned 
other areas twice. The team did not appear ready to conduct the 
mission. 

On a mission in Africa, the pharmacy exhausted its supply of 
human worm medicine but still had a case of veterinary worm 
medicine. This senior 18D purchased a mortar and pestle, 
ground up the medication, broke down the dosage, put it in 
powdered milk, and used it on the personnel. The animal 
medication was adapted to personnel in sufficient supply to 
complete the mission. 

A soldier complained to a medic about contracting frostbite in 
Louisiana, where it had not been below 32 degrees since the 
previous year. This medic performed a complete medical check 
and wrote up the records. The soldier was sent back to duty. 

A small airplane landed at an airfield and a woman got out and 
walked into the propeller. Her entire chest area and side of her 
head were cracked open; she was losing blood fast. This medic 
stopped the other medical personnel at the scene from throwing 
her in an ambulance and rushing her to the hospital. He applied 
immediate first aid and stopped some of the bleeding before 
transporting her. Her life was saved; she would have bled to 
death without immediate treatment. 

The team was attempting to build rapport with and win the 
confidence of an indigenous force. The team leader could not 
make the indigenous force’s leader like him, although he made 
great efforts to make the individual happy. This warrant officer 
jumped in and got the two leaders to better understand and 
accept each other. The team was able to build rapport with the 
indigenous force. 
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115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

A medic came upon an accident scene. A person was lying in the 
road covered by coats, with his leg (severed below the knee) in 
his view. This medic picked up the severed leg and put it out of 
sight of the patient. This reduced the patient’s anxiety. 

A medic was doing foilow-up wound care and a dressing change 
on a motorcN'cle accident victim. The wound care was painful for 
the victim. TTiis medic continually talked about how stupid it was 
to ride motorcycles. The wound healed, but the talk caused the 

patient mental anguish. 

A cache of 84 antitank mines was found in Somalia. This 18C 
strongly suggested to the team leader that the mines should be 
destroyed because they were in the hands of hostile Somalis and 
posed a direct threat to the U.S. and Canadian forces in the area. 
This advice was supported and the mines were destroyed. 

A team received a late notice JCET and had one week to prepare 
a 45-day POL This team member was "volunteered” to prepare 
the POL He spent extremely late nights and early mornings 
preparing the POL in addition to completing his normal work 
assignments and instructing other team members on POI 
production. The POI was completed on time. 

During a routine exercise a soldier was stung by a bee. The man 
was allergic to bee stings. This SF medic gave the man three 
shots from the bee sting kit instead of a lesser amount. The man 

had difficulty breathing and chest pain from too much 
epinephrine; an excess of this could have caused a heart attack. 
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120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

A man reported to the ER complaining of a pain in his penis. 
This medic assessed the condition as paraphimosis (foreskin stuck 
behind head of penis), applied ice, started an IV, administered 
valium and demerol (as instructed by the doctor), cleaned the 
area, and applied topical antibiotics. The patient was relieved of 

pain and was referred to surgery for circumcision. 

A patient complained of malaria. This medic drew blood and 
prepared for the lab test. He looked at the slide and incorrectly 
determined that malaria was not present. The patient was not 

treated for his condition. 

While in Africa, the detachment was sharing a host nation meal 
with French-speaking indigenous personnel. This 18E asked for 
butler in French. The soldier mispoke the word and the host 
nation personnel thought he had said he was leaving. This 18E 
lost a little of his credibility with the indigenous forces. 

This senior medic working in the battalion surgeon’s office was 
responsible for immunizations. He gave immunizations without 
checking either expiration dates or the shelf life of the medicines. 
Several individuals in the battalion became very sick. 

The battalion team leaders and team sergeants had not been 
putting forth documents that met all of higher command’s 
requirements for clarity and conciseness. This officer developed 
an accurate format for such documents. This battalion now has 
few, if any, significant problems in this area. 
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An SF soldier had gotten an object stuck in his ear during a field 
training exercise. This medic tried to pull the object out, 
although he lacked the proper medical tools and adequate light 
to perform the task. This medic inadvertently pushed the object 
further into the ear. The soldier was in more pain and the object 
caused more damage; he had to be treated by doctors at the 

hospital. 

A patient was receiving care for an injury. This medic did not 
document his treatments. At a later time, medical care had to be 

delayed in order to determine the patient’s history. 

During a three-month deployment in Africa, this senior 18D was 
responsible for supervising two junior 18Ds. After a long day of 
training, the two medics refused to bandage a child’s cut and 
referred him to the local army base clinic. When this senior 18D 
was notified, he treated the child and counseled the two 18Ds 
about rapport with foreign nations. The 18Ds were reminded of 

their responsibilities. 

A team was on a nO mission for 70-b days. At times when no 
one wanted to get out to train, this soldier injected humor and 
reminded team members of the mission in such a way that 
everyone wanted to work all night. As a result, it was the best 
FID team and also had fun while accomplishing the mission. 

This SF NCO was tasked to jumpmaster his team with 2 days 
notice. This NCO did not properly JMPI his jumpers, did not 
put out necessary jump information, and did not conduct his 30 
second outside-air safety check. The NCO’s jumpers were 
nervous and lost confidence in his ability. 
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130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 
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135. 

A msn came in with a snake bite which he had covered in human 
feces and wrapped in leaves. This 18D cleaned off the wound, 
put on a clean dressing and started the man on antibiotics. The 
man was spared a possible secondary infection resulting from his 

personal treatment. 

This medic was treating a child who had multiple cuts from a dog 
attack. The child was scared and screaming while the medic 
attempted to suture him. This medic injected too much local 
anesthesia. Although the child was monitored and nothing 
serious happened, the injection was potentially toxic. 

This 18B was tasked to locate a point on a map to exfiltrate. The 
18B could not find the point. The team missed exfiltration. 

This 18D observed that the HN battalion had no procedures for 
field sanitation for 600 in a field perimeter, and over 30% had 
dysentery symptoms. This 18D politely suggested field sanitation, 
latrine, and’ wash facilities to the HN adjutant, then obtained 
materials and supervised team members and HN soldiers in 
building field showers, wash basins, and latrine facilities. The 
dvsentery cases dropped off to less than 10% battalion-wide. 

A soldier fell off a 75-foot tower and broke his back and right leg 
on impact. This 18D who was on-site had left the training facility 
with the ambulance to make a "soda" run. The soldier laid on 
the ground untreated for over an hour until the 18D returned. 

A patient with an injury would not allow a doctor to look at him. 
This 18D established rapport with him, demonstrating his 
maturity and demeanor. The patient allowed the 18D to treat 
him, which solved his medical problem and led to better 

relations. 
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136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

During a weekend of skydiving, a soldier ran into a wind sock on 
the DZ. This team medic conducted a manipulation exam, gave 
him Motrin, and told him to get an X-ray later in the week. 
Three weeks later the soldier had 50cc of blood extracted and the 
X-ray showed a fracture of the tibia plateau. The soldier was 
placed in a brace for three weeks, with the possibility of surgery. 

During a deployment to the Caribbean, this 18D walked by and 
noticed a man that had been robbed and stabbed through the 
lung. He retrieved his medical equipment from the base camp, 
placed an occlusive dressing to the puncture wound, started an 
I.V., and arranged for transportation. The man was taken to the 

local hospital and then released. 

During a three day land navigation exercise, an SF soldier lost his 
map heading to his final point. It was about 0100 on a very dark 
night and he was approximately three kilometers from his prior 
point. This student made his way back to the prior point in two 
hours, using the hill tops to orient himself. The student was able 

to overcome a difficult situation. 

One night during the time this 18D was on hospital rotation, he 
was out partying and stopped by the ER to meet some friends. 
The doctor was working on a trauma patient’s leg fractures. 
When asked by the doctor (who didn’t realize he was drunk) to 
assist in K-wire insertion in the bones of the leg so that traction 
could be applied, this 18D said he would assist. This 18D didn’t 
align the K-wires properly and drilled two or three times to get 
the wires in straight. The patient was very traumatized. 
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This junior 18B was told to clear out his locker, rucksack, and 
duffle bag of all non-authorized equipment and contraband in 
preparation for a walk through inspection of the company’s team 
rooms. This 18B took all of the extra personal field gear, unused 
explosives, bullets, and pyrotechnics that he had failed to properly 
turn in and put it all in the pack drawer of his wall locker. He 
stuffed a few items on top of them so they would not be 
noticeable. The 18B was counselled in writing because his team 
sergeant found the items during a pre-inspection. 

An 18D was in the team room with the engineer discussing a 
growth on the engineer’s neck. The engineer put a lot of 
pressure on the medic to remove the growth. The medic went 
ahead and removed the growth, using equipment that was not 
sterile and improper suture material. The engineer has a 
large scar, and the 18D knew to not make that mistake again. 

The detachment was preparing for a live fire assault on a fortified 
position. This SF soldier disrupted the training exercise by 
showing up late and failing to perform his assigned duties. The 
entire platoon was punished with extra PT due to his actions. 

This 18D was riding in a convoy going through a village while 
deployed in Africa. A small child ran between two parked 
vehicles into the road and was hit by the vehicle the medic was 
in. This medic assessed the child, determined she had a broken 
arm, and informed the parents of the location of the nearest 
clinic. The child was treated successfully. 
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144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

While this 18D was at home, the hysterical 14-year-old son of his 
friend called the 18D to say he had been bitten by his pet 
rattlesnake. This 18D got the child’s mother to calm him down 
and wash the wound while he collected his gear and got to their 
house. He then put a restricting band on the child, observing 
there were actually bites on the palm and one finger. After two 
weeks in the hospital, the child was discharged, missing only the 
tip of one finger. 

This soldier was in charge of a work detail that was days behind 
schedule. This soldier made the HN soldiers work on Sundays 
despite the fact that HN soldiers only had Sundays to visit family 
members. The HN forces’ morale hit rock bottom, their work 
became sloppy, and they came close to refusing to work anymore 
at all until they were promised all Sundays off. 

This SF soldier was tasked to work individually to produce 
operational information. This SF soldier researched, developed, 
and wrote a standard operating procedure for operations to be 
conducted by Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed in 
areas that had never been addressed. 

This 18D was in charge of administering the anesthesia (IV) to a 
patient. Instead of administering the required 1-2 mm of the 
drug, he accidentally administered 12 mm of the drug. The 
patient’s breathing slowed below the recommended amount and 
the patient had to be bagged for an hour. 
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148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

During an overseas deployment, all American soldiers were 
required to eat in a foreign dining facility. This 18D and 
preventative medicine NCO went to the dining facility for an 
inspection This 18D was constructive in assisting the natives 
with increasing the standards of the sanitation but did so without 
making comments that would offend them. The standards 
markedly increased and intestinal disease incidence remained at a 

very minimum. 

This soldier was in an escape and survival situation. He could 
not be evacuated due to the difficulty of the terrain. He 
constructed a shelter, built a fire without matches, and trapped 
and cooked game. He was able to survive until three days later 

when he was rescued and evacuated. 

This Special Forces soldier was tasked to teach a class and was 
given two weeks prior notice. This SF soldier began to prepare 
for the class at 0900 on the day the class was scheduled. The 
class began late and the SF soldier read the material out of the 

manual. 

A team was tasked to deploy to Africa to teach classes for three 
months. This team member divided the class tasking list 
according to abilities and issued classes to indmduals, then 
assisted them in getting equipment and contacting people for 
help. The team had more than enough training material and felt 
a sense of accomplishment for the efficiency involved in 

preparing the training. 

An SF company was trying to get its equipment cleared through a 
foreign country’s customs that was very restrictive. This SF 
soldier, who did not know anything about the customs process, 
became very insulting and loud when he realized that some of the 
equipment was being impounded. The customs officials walked 

away and had to be bribed just to return. 
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155. 
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While on an OCONUS mission to Afi-ica, a detachment member 
suffered from severe diarrhea. This 18D gave him an antimotility 
medication to stop the diarrhea. The patient really had 
amebiasis; the amoeba invaded the mucosa and caused 
diverticulitis which greatly prolonged the recovery period. 

This 18D was assisting a veterinarian in an operation on a horse. 
This 18D left the horse unattended for approximately 10 minutes. 
During this time, the horse stopped breathing and died; the U.S. 

government paid for the horse. 

A soldier was tasked to set up commo via SATCOM with a team 
in the field. This soldier chose to sleep and did not even attempt 
to make commo. When this soldier said that he tried, another 
soldier with him disputed his statement, saying he simply slept all 
night. Commo was not made with the team in field. 

This SF team was conducting maritime operations training in a 
kleeper. The kleeper flipped over in the waves ejecting the team 
into the water. This SF soldier was not a good swimmer and was 
not able to support himself in the water. The other team 
members brought him to shore, sending him to the hospital as he 

had swallowed a lot of water. 

This SF soldier was tasked to destroy classified materials. This 
SF soldier moved directly to the shredder without speaking to 
anyone. The classified materials were destroyed. 

On a recent deployment to Korea during the winter, the 
temperatures were freezing and there was snow. This weapons 
sergeant drove on through the bad weather to keep the patrol 
going until the objective was reached. The team reached the 

objective on time. 
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159. 

160. 

161. 
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This 18E went out of the base camp to make contact with the 
base station using HF equipment; he took two locals with him to 
provide security on site. Prior to departing the area, the 18E 
checked the areas where the locals were providing security, and 
found pocket litter pertaining to sensitive activities that would be 
performed at a later time. He delivered the pocket litter to his 
intelligence and team sergeant. The two locals were informants 
working for the opposition under duress conditions. 

This 18E was on a field training exercise. This 18E dropped his 
classified material and left it behind. This caused his team extra 

days in the field and lost training time. 

During R&R on a training exercise, some soldiers were playing 
basketball when one sustained a severe ankle injury. This 18D 
evaluated the injury, wrapped it, administered pain medication 
and returned the soldier to duty with a two-week physical profile 
requiring no future evaluations. The soldier was debilitated by 
the injury for five weeks and then permanently disabled because a 
necessary surgical procedure was delayed for that time. 

During Operation Provide Comfort, numerous refugees relied on 
horses for transportation. A helicopter landed near an area with 
concertina wire, startling a horse so that it bolted and got stuck 
in the wire. This SF medic helped get the horse out of the wire 
and put stitches on the bleeding spots. His actions helped in 
gaining rapport with the Kurds and the horse was able to be used 

again in one week. 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18D) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kiu; constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Buflding and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 
with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultnral Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 
situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Pnhanrjng Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 
imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 
oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 
knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

R Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 
making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior, facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility, taking initiative; presenting a 
positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefe to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confionting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 
physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 
environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M. NavieatinB in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions: 
orienting seif/ieam members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and ta^g mto account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target- 

N Beine Safely Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
Drooerlv* following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; momtomig 
oihlxs to ensure tLy observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous ^uipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Adininistering Fust Aid and TYeating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techmques and sl^ 

when accidents or injuries occur, treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; foUowmg SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

p Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
oaoerwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinaung 
v^th others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; usmg computers. 

Q watiriUng ninCTfied Tnfbnnation and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured lo^nons; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they foUow SOP; stonng and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transfemng classified 
information using approved equipment or methods. 

X. Evaluating and -fteating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and Injuries. Investigating and 
evaluating symptoms to appropriately identify causes of common conditions that occur m a wiety of field 
environments or everyday contexts; following SOP to treat symptoms or underlying causes of diseases and 
illnesses; monitoring progress and changes in condition to ensure patient improvement or recovery. 

Y. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages. Taking sp^fic infoimation about patient 
into account in prescribing/administering type and dosage level of medications; admi^tering 
immunizations to prepare for missions or prevent adverse effects; ensuring security of drugs; foUowing 
guidelines or using references to calculate dosages; preparing medications/supplies for missions m light of 

unique mission circumstances. 

z. Obtaining^vlaintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories. Questioning patient to establish 
medical history, recording outcomes of examinations and tests; recording diagnoses, treatments 
administered, and any prescribed medications.. 

AA. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Faeflities, Conditions, and Proc^urcs in the Held. Testing 
and monitoring environmental conditions to ensure safety of others; providing guidance to HN in 
preventive medicine procedures; establishing facilities or procedures for medical treatment, samtauon, and 

disease prevention. 

BB. Responding to Accident and Life-TTireaiening Situations and Conditions. Managing injuria of 
aeddent viaims before evacuation; evaluating conditions of multiple victims to ensure various fim aid 
procedures are administered in priority order, calming and reassuring patients during treatment; following 

SOP in stressful situation. 

CC Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures. Following SOP when preparing patients for, 
3S«!i'tting in, or performing surgical procedures; closely monitoring patientt’ vital signs and hoping doctor 
informed during surgery; applying surgical skills to improve patient condition and chances of recovery. 

DD. Conducting Laboratory Tesls/Proccdures. Using laboratory methods and techniques to establish 
causes of diseases or condiUons; reading or interpreting test results or X-rays to determine appropnate 
course of treatment; running follow-up tests to monitor progress or improvement. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Communications Sergeant [A] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that wiU aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
informLon-information about the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal stalls, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the Held 

performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision matang 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a ^ . 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 5F 
performance categories. For simplicity, the perfomance categories 
ma^^or SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided m Figure 1. Defimtions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has t»o purposes: (1) to ensure that 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) “ f 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in ihe performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will 
perfoimance measurement instruments. Your parncipation in this effort is, therefore, 

very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Figure 1... 
Role 

SF. Roles and Performance Categories Based on Performance ^Bcamples 

Perfiormance Category(ies) 

Teacher A Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

WeapoftS r: Operaring and Maintaimng Direct-Fife Weapons 

Ecpert s. Employiug Indirect-fire Weapons and Techmques 

Engineer T. Bmployittg Demolitions Tedirri.<|ues 

u,. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 
V.' Caiculatlng Mfesion-Related Requirdnents 
w,. Developing and UsingT^rget Folders 

Medfc 

Communi¬ 
cations 
Expert 

Militaiy 
Advfeor 

Leader 

3C . Evataatiiig and Treating Non-Emergency Medial ConditioJis and Itt|uiies 
Y. Petermining and Admiafetcring Medications and Dosages 
Z. Obtalning/Malntainlng Medical Records and Treatment Histories 
AA. Ensuring Standards of Healtli-Reiated facilities. Conditions, and Procedures 
BB. Responding m Acddent and Mfe-Threatmiittg Sitnations and Conditions 
CC. Perfonning or Assisting Doctor in Sitrgkad Procednrea 
DD- Conducting LaboratoiyTesis/Procednres 

EE. Maintaining Communication Equipment 
FF. Complying with Communication Procedures and Policies 
GG. Assembling, Operating, and Disassembling Accurately Configured Equipment 

HH. Using Cryptic Message Format to Make Communications 

11,.. Advising.HNyG Counterpirts 
JJ.' Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

KK. Considering Subordinates 
LL Providing Direction 
MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 
NN.. Developing Others 

hading indicates categories that are not covered m this version ot the questionnaire. 
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Questionnaire Instinctions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps: 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your cornpleted 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character—this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category "A," 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18E, Communication Sergeant, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other 

MOS specific performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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EJCAMPI^ FERraRMANCE EXAMPI£ BOOKLET PAGE 

Which SF 
job 

performance 
category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(Sec definitions 

page) 

What is the 
level of 

effectiveness 
of the NCO, 

officer, or 
warrant 

officer in the 
incident? 
(See below) 

1. B _5 

2. A _5 

3. B _2 

4. C _6 

An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and staned whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

7 During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the 
other tftam members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Low Moderate 
Effectiveness Effectiveness 

6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audien^’s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively; maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and t^nhanring Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performanre on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, ecjuipment, and tactics effectively, accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge^kills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
f^hion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 

action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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target. 

materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O Administering Fust Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and sldlls 
wheJ^S^nts of injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment, following 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

lih others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

n Handling Classified Infonnation and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 

disp^lg f f cl^Sfirdo^^^^^^ and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

ER Maintaining Commo Equipment. Determining equipment and supply requirements for mission; 
^niSg equipment maSenance through proper documentation; inspecting and repairing equipment 

the best of one’s knowledge. 

FF FoUowine Communication PoUdes and Procedures. Planning and preparing all aspects of 

mission to ensure readiness for following missions. 

GG Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment Appling knowledge *51° 
^fig^rropemte^uipment; relyingVn informaiton learned instead of equipment manuals; managing 

equipment problems. 

HH Using Proner Cryptic Message Format - Sending and receiving messages; mainmining motor sldlls 
necessaiy fo^iS/reSe messagJ; applying appropriate level of security to encrypt/decrypt messages. 
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. .. 
18E rA| 

Which SF What is ihe 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category >6f the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low 10 
7=high) 

An iSE wanted a light, portable, handheld system in lower VHP 
range to communicate with O.P. over 20 miles away. While at 
his checkpoint, this 18E built a 292 and installed an antenna on 
the PRC-126 (local radios. O.P. followed his initiative, using 
KI.-43C for secure device and contact was established. 
Communications were maintained night and day in a secure 

manner. 

A detachment commander conducted his initial inventory of 
assigned team equipment and was shocked by the poor condition 
in which the equipment was maintained. This detachment 
commander established a maintenance/recovery SOP. The 
detachment equipment is now 100% mission-ready. 

During an exercise with host nation forces, an 18E was sending in 
a morse code net using Q and Z signals. This 18E was unable to 
perform timely message transfer because he did not know Q and 
Z signals. This 18E had to be retrained and there was negative 

contact with the host nation forces. 

During a battalion train-up, an 18E was required to teach 
emergency cryptographic systems. This 18E developed his own 
POI and made simplistic charts for instructions. The entire 
battalion was trained on the systems, thereby enhancing its 

capabilities. 

An SF soldier was required to give a slide presentation to a 
senior officer. This soldier did not check the slides prior to the 
briefing and the spelling was grossly incorrect. Before the 
presentation, this individual told some crude jokes. The senior 
officer made several comments on the misspelled words and the 
whole presentation made all involved look less than professional. 

1 2 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

5 6 7 
High 

Effectiveness 
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i8E::fAi. ■ 

Which SF Whai is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO. 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low lo 

7=high) 

This cletachmeni member realized the need to conduct vehicle 
modifications. The detachment member applied his welding 
background and welded all necessary parts to the vehicles without 
having been directed to do so. The detachment was able to 
mount crew-served weapons systems on its vehicles, thus 
enhancing its combat capabilities. 

During a mission requiring long range HF communications 
between the Middle East and United States, an 18E worked on 
his own to make long- range HF communications. The 
probability of making communications were low with small 
windows of opportunity. This 18E designed and constructed field 

expedient antennas such as arrays and log period basically with a 
bunch of wire that would typically take a wrench to set up. The 
group was able to communicate using voice a few times. 

This 18E was responsible for maintaining the battalion’s radios in 
good working order. This 18E was lax about doing regular 
PMCS and had not checked out the radios since returning from 
the last deplovment. When the battalion deployed for a major 
training exercise (which involved extensive communications 
requirements), several radios did not operate — delaying 

establishment of communications. 

On an OCONUS DFT, the detachment came under simulated 
artillery attack in the open in a snowy environment. One 
member received simulated wounds and needed to be carried. 
This 18D saw that no one could lift the wounded man into an 
appropriate carry, .so he lifted and carried him himself for 
approximately .sOO meters. The detachment was able to escape 

the area of attack with the wounded man. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Low Moderate 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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jQ_ A Special Forces company was deployed to JRTC to act as an 
AOB in a battalion field training exercise. This SF soldier who 
was tasked to plan the mission found that the required actions 
were changed several times. This SF soldier successfully made 
the required changes using his own ideas and those of his 
subordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

This SF soldier was giving a class in cycle of operations to a 
group of students. This SF soldier gathered training aids to help 
with his class and related the cycle of operations to everyday 
actions. The soldiers had a good working knowledge of the cycle 

of operations. 

X2. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of the team’s organic 
equipment. The records from the prior leadership were 
ineffective and out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to include team and individual issue. 
This 18C then established an SOP that covered garrison and 
packing for deployment and helped identify where everything was, 
where everything should be loaded, and who was responsible for 
what (c.g., commo gear...). The SOP enabled the team to cut 
down on loading time and made accountability easier. 

13_ An 18E was supposed to give a block of instruction on the TSEC 
KY 57. This 18E did not know how to operate this piece of 
communications equipment. He could not give this block of 

instruction and had to be retrained. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

3 4 6 7 

Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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iSEfA] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7=high) 

During an exercise prior to an SR deployment the base station 
was having trouble making SATCOM checks with the teams. 
The 18E at the base station went through his team to ensure his 
radio was working properly but was not having any luck. 
Eventually, an ISB checked the antenna system and found a loo.se 
connection was causing the problem. This 18E was so focused on 
the technical operation of the radio that he had failed to 
thoroughly check the entire system. With the help of the 18B. 

the 18E was able to communicate. 

Contact had to be made with range control to open a drop zone, 
located on the far edge of the post. A 292 antenna group had 
been erected, but a communications path was not established. 
This communications chief directed two soldiers in the 
construction of a field-expedient vertical half-rhombic antenna, 
attaching it to the 292 antenna mast using old wire found on the 
DZ. A strong communications path was established with range 

control. 

.A detachment was deployed to Korea to provide a support 
clement for a joint U.S. and Korean exercise. When the convoy 
arrived at its destination, this SF soldier could not locate his 
baggage. This SF soldier became irate and yelled at the Korean 
private driver. The Korean NCO repeatedly struck the private 
for his mistake even though the baggage was later located. The 
other drivers saw that the bag was recovered and, seeing no 
apology from the SF soldier, lost a lot of respect for the L.S. 

forces. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 5 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

6 
High 

Effectiveness 
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m{A]: ■ 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7=high) 

An 18E auempted to make an unscheduled contact using a 
SATCOM radio, KY-57 secure device, and a DMDG. The 
message in the DMDG was in plain text since a secure device 
would^scramble the message. After two hours of continuously 
attempting to make contact via SATCOM unsuccessfully, the 18E 
decided to use an HF system to transmit his message. The 18E 
set up the HF system, obtained the appropriate frequency and 
transmitted the message using the DMDG. He failed to check 
the message in the DMDG and transmitted the message in plain 

text without properly encrypting the message prior to 
transmission. Operational information was transmitted in the 
clear that could have compromised the ODAs location. 

This 18E was sent out to make communications for the day from 
the A-team’s position. The 18E used the wrong one-time pad to 
send his message. Communication was not made and the team 
did not receive the resupply requested. 

This SF soldier was to complete a certification. He did not test 
his compass before starting, and travelled unnecessary miles 
before he realized his compass was sticking. He failed his first 

test. 

The senior 18E was tasked with being the team sergeant for the 
first time to conduct a mission that required linking up with sixty 
guerrillas. During isolation, this 18E planned a DA mission 
against a multiple-building target with a platoon of OPFOR on 
the target. The mission was a complete success. 

21._ _ At the School of the Americas, this 18D was assigned to evaluate 
each member of an El Salvadoran squad of NCOs on his patrol 
leading skills. At the conclusion of the 3-day field exercise, this 
18D gave all members of the patrol a grade of 100%. The NCOs 

were not properly evaluated. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 

Low Moderate High 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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ISE{A] .. 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l = low to 

7-high) 

A team leader was tasked to write a mission concept for a 
sensitive overseas deployment. Against regulations, the team 
leader wrote the classified concept on his own personal computer. 
He was relieved for the improper safeguarding of sensitive 

classified material. 

This soldier was tasked to install an OE-316/TSC-99 antenna 
group during an overseas training exercise. The TSC-99 unit was 

being used as the base operations radio station. Under this 
soldier’s supervision, the antenna was assembled and installed 
improperly and damaged. Another antenna had to be brought in, 
delaying base operation for several hours and delaying 

deployment of the teams. 

Because the detachment had not been dropped at the correct 
landzone, it had to make an unplanned crossing of an inland 
waterway to get to its objective. This SF soldier was able to swim 
across the waterway. The detachment was able to reach its 

objective without incident. 

A team was operating in the mountains with only a two days 
supply of water. After no resupply, the team was out of water 
and there was no potable water source in the area. This 18D had 
packed a water filter kit that some teams had been given to 
evaluate. He extracted a one-day supply of water from a mud 
hole. The team was able to continue the mission for an 

additional day without compromise. 

\locicrutc 

Effectiveness Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

categoty of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 
7=high) 

The team was in a remote mountainous area. Team policy was to 
remain parked and ready to move at a moment’s notice, 
especially during daylight hours. A helicopter came close and 
hovered o%’erhead. This SF soldier had not maintained his 
equipment in immediate evacuate mode and pulled a red smoke 
grenade while attempting to secure his rucksack. The team 
location was compromised, resulting in hasty withdrawal and 

compromise of the mission. 

A US ODA and a host nation ODA trained and executed a night 

live fire raid. A host nation soldier and a US soldier who had 
become friends both performed the raid in an outstanding 
manner. The host nation soldier had limited capability in 
English. This SF NCO put his arm around his host nation friend 
and said "you are one bad m..f.." The host nation soldier 
understood the words but not the context and had to be 
physically restrained by his team leader. Rapport was 
permanently, negatively affected with the host nation ODA. 

This 18E unsuccessfully made repeated attempts to make HF 
communication with Ft. Bragg. The ISE insisted that the 
frequencies for transmission must be incorrect for that time 
period. He tried several different types of antennas, moved his 
transmission site to optimize transmission, and asked for input 
and suggestions from other team members with more experience. 
Finally the base station was contacted by telephone and informed 
of the 18Es opinion of the frequencies being used. The base 
station re-checked the calculations for determining frequencies 
and determined that the 18E was correct; the team then made all 
scheduled contacts and changes were made to the base station 

SOP. 

Low 
Effectiveness 

4 5 
.VIodcrate 

Effectiveness 
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During a training exercise, message encryption/decryption was 
required. This 18E forgot to bring the encrypt/decrypt pads and 
did not check with the COMSEC custodian about receiving the 
pads. This ISE received a verbal reprimand for not eomplying 

with policy. 

A local field problem required the making of a commo shot. The 
B team %vas utilizing the wrong antenna. This 18E had to 
construct four different antennas before finally making contact. 

The commo shot was made. 

Although SF personnel write a message using crypto-text to 
produce the code, this SF soldier developed the capability to 
listen to the code while looking at the crypto-text and 
simultaneously write down the decrypted message. He eliminated 
the time consuming task of writing the encrypted text, decrypting 
the message, and then writing the plain text message. 

An A detachment was responsible for collecting and forwarding 
intelligence on the enemy during the Gulf war. This 18E 
experimented with several HF antennas in order to ensure 
back-up communications would be available if needed. At the 
outbreak of hostilities, the satellite channels were so jammed with 
traffic that no one could pass intelligence reports. This ISE 
hooked up the HF radio to the HF antenna he had constructed. 

Timely intelligence was sent to headquarters. 

After the team jumped into Korea, the PSC-7 was damaged and 
would work only intermittently. This senior commo sergeant 
took apart the face plate to try to determine if there was an 
obvious deficienev'. He found a broken contact pin on the power 
switch and bridged the gap with some tin foil. The "fix" (though 
unauthorized) allowed the team to make .satellite communication. 
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On an OCONUS training exercise, an 18E with the battalion’s 
signal detachment was responsible for rapidly establishing 
satellite communications with Ft. Campbell. This 18E had 
forgotten how to properly toad the uplink and downlink 
frequencies into the satellite radio. Satellite communications 

were not established rapidly. 

An A team was training host nation forces in the desert. The 
battalion was spread out over a large area and had fewer radios 
than needed. This 18E went into abandoned tanks and APCs and 
removed the radio sets. He worked on them and repaired 
enough to send out one radio with each company. The team was 
able to communicate with each other at all times. 

This officer was tasked to conduct a site survey to JRTC for the 
company forward operating base. Upon arriving at JRTC, this 
officer learned that no ammunition had been coordinated for the 
rotation. This officer did not work out the problem with higher 
headquarters. The company had no ammunition at the beginning 

of JRTC rotation. 

An I8E was on a communications exercise and was being 
evaluated on his ability to send/receive manual morse code. This 
individual was originally an 18B and had not received any formal 
18E/morse code training. As this individual did not have the 
skills necessary to receive morse code at the speed transmitted, 
he used a tape recorder so he could play back the message as 
often as necessary until he had a complete message. The 18E 
had a 100% receive score at the end of the exercise and carried 
out all instructions contained in the messages. 



3s, This 18E was establishing a communications net with SATCOM 
rnethod of communications and HF (PRC-70) as the 

back-up method. The SATCOM failed, reverted to HF 
communications, and the 18E received a series of "Q & Z" 
signals, asking him questions. This i8E did not know the "Q & 
Z" signals received, and had to look them up in the manual. 
There were long delays in communicating, tying up the HF net 
and causing long hours for the ISE and the base station. 

39 _ During a winter, FTX a medic was having trouble keeping the IV 
solution from freezing up. This medic placed the IV solution in 
the heat packet that comes in the new MREs. By adding water 

‘ to this packet, the IV solution heated up and kept the solution 

from freezing. 

4Q^ __ Prior to deployment, it was determined that there may be a 
requirement for manual morse code. This 18E did not practice 
copying or sending code prior to deployment. During the 
deployment, this 18E needed to receive manual morse code but 
was unable to copy the message. The team did not receive vital 

information. 

4]^ During desert training, a new 18E installed radios in vehicles. 
This 18E failed to connect one antenna cable to the radio on the 
team sergeant’s vehicle. No communication was established that 

night with that element. 

42, The Special Forces unit was sent to assist the Haitian refugees. 
The Haitians did not like it when the soldiers spoke French 
because it was the language used by the government officials. 
Within one week, this Special Forces soldier learned French 
Creole, which was spoken by the Haitians. This assisted in much 
smoother operations and improved morale among the Haitians. 
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A team was doing an ARTEP with a unit stationed out ot state. 

This 18E left all crypto for his unit at his home station. The 

exercise was delayed four days. 

During a joint foreign training exercise after isolation, 
everybody’s equipment was divided up equally. The mountainous 
terrain made travel difficult. This SF soldier, who had "sprained 
his ankle" in several previous training exercises, sprained his 
ankle again and his equipment had to be distributed among the 
other team members. Team morale suffered because the other 
team members suspected that this SF soldier might be faking the 

sprained ankle. 

The new battalion commander wanted to receive weekly training 
briefs with the use of slides and other equipment. This 18C 
utilized his computer skills to assist in producing the slide show 
and briefing. The presentation was accepted by the battalion 

commander. 

This warrant officer was trying to plan training concepts while 
remaining under a specific budgeted amount. This warrant 
officer used creativity and innovation to plan a full week ot 
training and still stay under the budget. The mission was 

complete. 

A mission was given to a team at JRTC for an ARTEP to rescue 
a downed pilot. Intelligence reports gave no information on the 
size of the force and very little information regarding the terrain. 
This ISA planned the mission using the little information they 
had. This ISA ensured the battalion commander that the mission 
would be a success because he thought that was what the 
commander wanted to hear, instead of rejecting the mission until 
more information was received. The team failed. 
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A detachment infiltrated into an exercise by C-130 aircraft. Once 
on the ground, this SF soldier realized the plane did not drop 
them where they had planned to be dropped. This soldier 
oriented the team on the ground, located them on the map. and 
moved them out. The mission was a success once they overcame 

the problem of unfamiliar terrain. 

SF team leader was commanding the team through a survival, 
evade, and escape exercise. This SF team leader decided to make 
contact with local indigenous personnel for possible survival and 
escape assistance. The detachment was set up in a secure safe 
house and through a series of secure assets, the detachment was 

returned to friendly lines. 

This 18D. who was in Pakistan, knew the Pashtu language and 
owned some of the regional clothes. He was invited to dinner at 
an Afghan instructor’s house. This 18D wore the local garb and 
sat on the floor eating with his hands, as was the custom. .A, 
visiting Pakistani neighbor mistook him lor an Afghan because he 

was not able to fit in so well. 

Isolation was being conducted for a mission. This SF officer 
assigned team members staff tasks that were outside their area of 
expertise. The team members were forced to see mission 

planning from a different angle. 

An A-team was requesting extraction from a beach site. An 
LST-5 S.ATCOM radio was being used to talk to a submarine at 
antenna depth. The 18E used line-of-site with the satellite 
antenna and was unable to keep the antenna on azimuth because 
it is a directional antenna. The satellite antenna was damaged 
due to salt-water spray and the 18E received several RF burns 
from the uninsulated antenna. Commo with the sub was sporadic 

until the LOS antenna was used. 
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An ODA was deployed CONUS under field conditions on a 
training mission for 13 days, Commo was not required on a daily 
basis. Three days into field, after moving base camp two times 
for a total distance of approximately nine kilometers, this 18E 
discovered he had misplaced his one time pads. He thoroughly- 
searched his personal equipment and could not locate the pads. 
The ISE did not then notify his team sergeant, but assumed the 
other 18E had the pads. On the following day, when a commo 
link was required using crypto, the 18E finally told the team 
sergeant he had lost the pads. The team failed to make commo 
when required and the crypto pads could not be recovered due to 

distance. 

During ARTEP, an ODA was required to pick up a cache of C- 
rations and water. This SF soldier was tasked to recover the 
cache at night from the desert floor with little or no landmarks 
by which to navigate. Tliis SF soldier used resection to locate 
and recover the cache. The guerilla forces were impressed with 
the ODA’s abilities which enhanced the success of the mission. 

While deployed on an exercise requiring communications, the 
communications equipment did not work. This 18E had failed to 
inspect the communications equipment prior to deployment. 
This ISE received a reprimand for not following maintenance 

policy. 

This detachment commander fell some of the detachment 
members were not working hard enough. During isolation before 
a deployment, this ISA stated very seriously that all the NCOS 
were unprofessional, then stood up and stormed out of the room. 
After talking to the team sergeant, he agreed that it had been the 
wrong thing to do but didn’t say that to the detachment. This 
ruined the morale of the detachment and made the team 
sergeant’s job more difficult. 
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Prior to deployment it was determined that FM commo would be 
used with training sites from headquarters. An RC-292 jungle 
antenna was requested and not available. This 18E grabbed his 
field-expedient RC-292 antenna and packed it with his gear. The 
FM base station was able to communicate with all training sites. 

A detachment was on a deployment in Iraq. This SF soldier 
picked up a 300-400 word vocabulary of Iraqi Kurdish within 
three weeks. This soldier could communicate with camp 

refugees. 

This team leader had primary responsibility for the day-to-day 
operations of the team. This team leader filled out all required 
reports, records, and schedules ahead of time. This team leader 
also provided the 18A with information for mission planning 
before the 18A requested it. The administrative tasks for the 
detachment as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

An SF company was trying to get its equipment cleared through a 
foreign country’s customs that was veiy- restrictive. This SF 
soldier, who did not know anything about the customs process, 
became very insulting and loud when he realized that some of the 
equipment was being impounded. The customs officials walked 

away and had to be bribed just to return. 

An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance event, moving a 
long distance with a lot of equipment. This team member 
realized that the team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 
the team by taking the lead and giving words of encouragement. 
The team completed the endurance event within the time 

standard. 
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62. An SF NCO leading a dismounted patrol realized that the map 
reconnaissance was wildly inaccurate due to the age of the map. 
This SF NCO made major deviations from the planned route, 
navigating on the move. The SF NCO got the patrol to its target 
within the window and the mission was accomplished. 

63_ Operating as part of a Combat Support Counter-Terrorism 
(CSCT) in Korea, this 18E had planned to use lithium batteries 
to power the PRC-70s. On day two of the exercise, the power 
cable failed (another power cable was not available) and the 18E 
was forced to use pieces of wire and safety pins to make contact 
between the radio and the batteries. The connection was not 
positive and shorted out his supply of batteries half way through 
the FTX. To maintain commo, the 18E had to leave the field 
site to get a resupply of batteries. 

64. _ The team was deployed on a real world search and 
reconnaissance mission. This Special Forces soldier deployed to 
the field without a good working knowledge of the radios. Once 
in the field, this SF soldier lost the fill for the crypto device. The 
team could not establish communications with higher HQ for 

information or evacuation. 

65. _ This 18E was scheduled to take the SQT test. He began studying 
months in advance. This 18E scored 100% on the test and was 
placed in a position of greater responsibility. 

66. _ _ An ISE was to assist in the assembly of the "Hermes Loop" 
antenna system in support of the TSC-99 operation. This ISE 
placed lithium grease on the connectors of the nitrogen-filled 
antenna cables. The antenna system malfunctioned and the 

ODAs in the field were not able to communicate with the base 

station. 
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Three team members were going through pre-scuba and were in 
the middle of the second (last) week of the very physically taxing 
course. During cross overs, one team member had a bad cramp 
in his hamstring and could only cross the pool on the bottom 
usinu his handsT This team member saw him, dove down to help, 
and lifted him up on the wall, using up his own few seconds of 
breathing time and risking a reprimand from the instructor for 
letting go of the wall. This team member gained the respect of 

the rescued team member. 

An A detachment deployed on an SR training exercise with a 
primary communications means of HF wing PRC-70s, manual 
CW, and one-time pads. The senior 18E forgot the one-time 
pads, leaving them in the isolation area. Although the team 
utilized the alternate crypto .system to encode/decode message 
traffic, they were looked upon poorly for leaving their crypto 

behind and unsecured. 

This 18E was responsible for maintaining his skill level at sending 
and receiving manual morse code. When an officer decided to 
use his ISE's skills at morse code, he directed that all commo be 
done in this manner. This 18E was out-of-practice with code and 
was so slow that his transmissions could not be correctly copied 
at headquarters. Communications totally broke down, forcing 

communication to be made by voice. 

An 18B was off duty at a local restaurant. This 18B observed a 
civilian having a heart attack and administered CPR until the 
emergency medical services arrived. The man lived. 
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Selected team members were tasked to train host nation soldiers. 
This SF soldier who was not assigned a training class assisted 
others by making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing charts, and 
listening to practice classes. The instructors for these classes 
could concentrate more on the quality of their classes instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were given on time and 

handouts were available to students. 

During an exercise there was complete base station failure of the 
AN/TSC-99, This ISE immediately started to send 20 group call 
ups via morse code. 90% commo was maintained with outlying 
stations until AN/TSC-99 was brought back online. 

73 An 18E just out of the Q-course was assigned to an A-team, 
without the benefit of a senior commo sergeant to mentor him. 
He was not familiar with the radio equipment used by the team 
or with the base operating procedures for the battalion. This 
18E arranged to meet with the B-team commo sergeant to learn 
radio and maintenance procedures. He became familiar with all 
the company and battalion radio procedures and SOPs. 

74^ _ An SF team was on a mission in which they needed to reach a 
target by a certain time. This team member was very out of 
shape and moved slower than was acceptable. The team was 
forced to move much slower and they did not reach the target in 

lime. 

75._ _ This 18E was sent to an A-icam right out of the Q course. He 
did not know the team’s equipment or the base operating 
procedures for the battalion. This 18E established a maintenance 
program and became familiar with the team’s radio equipment. 
This 18E was able to perform as expected. 
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This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring SATCOM, 4 days 
of water requirements (4 gallons), observation equipment, a 
hidesiie kit,’and so on. This SF NCO realized that the 18E had a 
verv heaw load of equipment. This NCO took half ol the ISE s 
equipment, sharing the load. This lifted the ISEs spirits and 

helped the team accomplish the mission. 

While on a counter narcotics mission, an ODA did not have an 
18E. The SR mission had to maintain a push to make commo at 
all times. This 18D took charge of all communications, including 
AM/FM and SATCOM radios. He encrypted/decrypted all 
messages and .sent them through burst transmission. The ODA 
maintained commo with the B team for the entire mission. 

This senior SF NCO was tasked with preparing an operations 
order. This SF soldier completed the writing order without 
thinkinc about basic security considerations and gave it to the 
team. The operation did not take place and the soldier was told 

to write the operations order again. 

While deployed on an OCONUS FID mission, the team sergeant 

instructed all detachment members on the speed limit when 
operating tactical vehicles off the road. This detachment member 
went over the speed limit and hit a large sharp rock that could 
have been avoided at the proper speed. The vehicle’s front tire 
had a catastrophic failure, requiring the team to use one of only 

two spares they had. 

The detachment was deployed to a forward site OCONUS and 
was required to maintain communication with headquarters by 
SATCOM. During infiltration, the antenna was broken. This 
18E built a replacement antenna out of two broomsticks and 
some house wire. SATCOM communications was established 

with headquarters. 
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During the preparation of an ambush, an 18B noticed that this 
18C was putting a potentially dangerous explosive device with an 
ineffective detonating de\'ice. The 18B told this 18C not to put 
the two locether as he would get blown up. This ISC said he 
would try something else, but actually went back to what he had 
been doinc and was blown up as he triggered his own detonating 

device. 

A Special Forces team was depUtyed in the field. This team 
leader allowed the unit to drink alcohol while in the field. The 

unit did not get caught. 

A detachment was operating in a remote location in South East 
Asia and the length of operation was extended. An AN/PRC-70 
was being carried and the 18E had issued an extra 70 
rechargeable batteries to team members to carry. The 
detachment had urgent intelligence pass approximately 12 days 
into the operation. The batteries were brought out, but all were 
dead and the only recharge available was solar. This ISE used a 
phone with alligator clips that he always carried, found a phone 
line approximately 6 kilometers distant, spliced into a line, spoke 
w'ith a local operator then to an overseas operator, and finally to 
base station at FOB. The intelligence was reported in a timely 

manner and the mission was completed. 

An iSE was to give a class on computing and applying time zone 
indicators. This“ 18E. in the allotted time of one hour, was not 
able to correctly teach the students on the subject matter. He 
was slow in presenting the material and was not prepared. This 
18E was removed from his teaching position and not allowed to 

lead or super\'ise students. 
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85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

An 18E on deployment to Thailand occupying the billets, noticed 

the lights did not work and the fans were not running. After 
accomplishing his assigned tasks, on his own accord, this 18E 
investigated the problem and rewired the billets. There was 

electricity for the lights and fans. 

While deployed in a foreign country, this SF soldier went out 
drinking. This SF soldier got into a fight with a local civilian. 
This caused tension between SF and the local populace. 

The team was conducting training overseas with translators 
provided by the host nation. One day there was a substitute for 
the usual translator and this team member, who spoke the 
language, noticed that the new interpreter was not accurately 
translating the class. This team member notified the team 
sergeant and then replaced the translator. The course continued 

on schedule with its content translated correctly. 

An SF team was training a regular Army unit in dcmoltions. 
Several bangelores were placed under a wire obstacle and 
individually detonated, resulting in a grass fire on the range. 
While the brush fire was being fought, this 18C noticed that one 
of the bangelores had been cut off and was in the fire that the SF 
and Army soldiers were fighting while waiting for fire trucks. 
The 18C immediately moved all personnel to a safe distance from 
the explosive. When the fire was contained, the 18C and his 

junior sergeant safely destroyed the mine. 

During a deplovment. a team was responsible for maintaining all 
sensitive items.' This ISE did not do a proper check and later 
noticed that his crypto was missing, even though he had been 
reporting all sensitwe items accounted for. He had the team 
locked down, conducting a search in order to find the missing 
items. The sensitive items were found and the 18E was given a 

letter of reprimand. 
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This SF NCO was told not to handle large anti-tank hand 
grenades. ITie NCO picked one up anyway and chucked it down 
a bunker. The NCO blew up the bunker and himself and had to 
be evacuated, leaving the split team short-handed. 

This ISE was teach a class on the PRC 104. This 18E did not 
acquire all the materials needed for the class. This 18E also did 
not develop a full understanding of the material he was to teach. 
The class did not go well and the students did not learn the 
material they were supposed to learn. 

92, During a joint foreign training exercise, this 18E was supposed to 
make communications from the ouistation to the base station 
using the AN/PRC-70 as the primary’ means and the KAL-43 and 
SATCOM as the secondary means. This 18E attempted to make 
commo with the AN/PRC-70 a couple of times using the same 
type of antenna from the same location without success. This 
18E then went to his alternate means using the KAL-43 in 
conjunction with the foreign lines which were unsecured instead 
of reconfiguring the antenna and radio. Communication was 
established through ineffective means. 

93^ An ODA was deployed on a search and reconnaissance mission. 
They were tasked to dig a reinforced hide site and to relay all 
information to the MSS. This team member decided to change 
the construction plans and construct the door of the hide site 
with poncho and leaves. An enemy soldier stepped on the hide 
site door and fell into the hide site; the team was compromised 

and had to escape and evade. 

94._ _ An 18E was on a field training exercise. He was required to 
make commo but found that the antenna was broken. This 18E 
figured out the antenna length and used a barbed wire fence to 
make commo over a 1000 mile distance. Thus, comme^ was 

maintained. 
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This SF officer was given classified documents pertaining to his 
area of operation while preparing for an OCONUS mission. He 
attended a briefing and then got up. walked out, and left the 
cla.ssified documents in the office where the briefing was held. 
This officer was informed about leaving the papers and instructed 

to ensure he accounted for all documents. 

This soldier was told to recon an area and meet the team at a 
given location. Although this soldier had a map and compass, he 
became lost and could not find the team. The mission had to be 
cancelled so that the rest of the team could locate the lost 

soldier. 

The team was training African host nation forces in light infantry 
tactics. The live fire range was covered with dud mortar rounds. 
The SF team marked the dud rounds and instructed the 
indigenous forces not to touch them. This SF soldier decided he 
would like to keep an inert 120mm mortar for a door stop and 
took one hack to his tent. The indigenous forces saw the soldier 
take the mortar and reported him to their colonel. The soldier 
was counseled on safety and had to make a personal apology to 

the host nation troops. 

An 18E was responsible for teaching basic antenna theory to a 
host country. While teaching classes his transition was 
inconsistent and out of sequence. As a result, the host nation 

students became frustrated and inattentive. 
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99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

.An 18E was tasked to train his team on the procedures to 
determine the proper 120 group call-up. This 18E thoroughly 
reviewed the procedures, drew up simplistic charts to aid his call 
and presented the information accurately without any undue 
information. He also conducted classroom exercises, and field 
exercises with another post. The team was fully trained on 120 
group call-up, sending and receiving burst transmissions, and 

antenna construction. 

An 18E was to perform a radio check with the base station prior 

to deploying on a training exercise. This 18E used a whip 
antenna with the radio set instead of the antenna wire he would 
have used to construct an antenna while in the field. This ISE 
was not able to make commo as the antenna wire had a break in 

the radiating element. 

An 18E transmitted 20-group call up but did not install Special 
Operations code in correct group. Because he forgot w'here to 
place special code, he did not send the message. Tliis ISE was 
written up for mission failure. 

While in a host country training indigenous soldiers, an NCO 
picked up an unsupervised weapon belonging to an Arab. After 
making his point, the NCO wouldn’t return the weapon, creating 
a tense situation. This SF soldier saw this situation, intervened 
and told the first NCO that he could destroy the team’s 
credibility (without causing him to lose face with the Arabs). He 
also told the .Arabs it was just a drill and started telling jokes in 
one of the region’s languages. The situation was diffused in a 

matter of seconds. 
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103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

Ordnance wa.s found by a team while overseas. The team s IbC 
strongly advised this team leader that each ordnance piece had to 
be individually charged (because it would not sympathetically 
detonate) but that the team did not have enough demolitions 
material to place a charge on each separate piece. This team 
leader said to 'do it anyway." The explosion launched several 
unexploded projectiles towards the team at a high rate of velocity. 

This weapons sergeant was tasked with requesting the range for a 
weapons-firing exercise. He did not follow up on the request to 
be sure the range was scheduled. Two weeks later - the day 
before the range exercise - it was discovered that range control 
had never received the request because it had never left the 

company; ihc team lost out on training time. 

While deploved in Africa, an 18C was in an NCO club drinking 
beer with indigenous NCOs. This 18C was accosted by another 
soldier who was drunk and belligerent. This 18C immediately 
disengaged himself and reported the incident. The drunk soldier 

was counseled. 

The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS mission 
planning purposes thev were using classified material. An 18B 

was in an officer's vicinity when the officer was supposed to be 
safeguarding classified material. This ISB observed the officer 
place the confidential material in his desk rather than in his safe. 
This 18B leclured the officer about the proper procedure for 

classified material storage. The material was stored 

appropriately. 

This SF soldier was tasked to work individually to produce 
operational information. This SF soldier researched, developed, 
and wrote a standard operating procedure for operations to be 
conducted by Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed in 

areas that had never been addressed. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(1 =low to 

7 = high) 

107. 

108. 

109. 

no. 

A team was extremely well trained and prepared in all areas but 
that of language proficiency. This team leader ordered that only 

Spanish would be spoken during the workday among team 
members. This team leader made a game out of it, making 
anyone who was caught speaking English do push-ups. The team 
greatly increased its capability to communicate in conversational 

Spanish. 

An 18E was responsible for establishing communication for a 
team deployment. This 18E failed to conduct an operational 
check of his equipment prior to departure. The equipment was 
inoperable and the team was unable to provide adequate 
communication, resulting in an unsatisfactory rating. 

Classes were being given to Kenyan soldiers on field expedient 
shelters. It was a forest environment with a great deal of rain. 
As night fell, the Kenyans refused to sleep in the shelters. This 
SF team leader questioned the senior Kenyan NCO who showed 
him a nearby path created the previous night by elephants. The 
SF leader noted the large uprooted trees and crushed vegetation 
and had the SF personnel move out of the shelters also. 

Every'one was safe. 

An ODA was deployed on a search and reconnaissance mission. 
They needed to make communication with higher HQ but could 
not get through. This commo sergeant dressed in civilian clothes 
and walked through a populated area so he could get to some 
higher ground. The commo sergeant made contact with higher 

HQ and the ODA was given a good rating. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Vloderate 

Effectiveness 
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A team was packing mission-essential equipment for an upcoming 
mission. This team sergeant directed the way in which the 
equipment would be packed without asking other team members 
for guidance. He had them pack badly needed equipment which 
should ha%'e been at the top at the bottom. As a result, the team 
spent a lot of unnecessary lime unpacking and re-packing. 

An A-tcam received several new members unfamiliar with 
emergency crypto. This new 18E was tasked with training 
emergency crypto; he was not familiar with it. This 18E used a 
variety of training aids such as practice sheets, butcher blocks, 
and several types of emergency crypto systems that were very easy 
to remember. The instructions were clear, easy to understand, 
and effective. This 18E effectively cross-trained the entire 
detachment in several types of emergency crypto. 

This L8B was put in charge of an SR team for a 5 day mission; 
one of the team members was an ISC who taught hide site 
construction. This 18B pul the 18C in charge ot communications 
and personally took charge of the hide site construction. When 
the 18C tried to make suggestions, this 18B told the i8C that he 
was in charge and that was the end of it. The hide site was 
constructed poorly and built in an inappropriate site. 

An 18Z ordered information from base through his 18E. This 
18E exhausted all types of radio and antenna configurations that 
the jungle and high mountainous terrain would allow. This 18E 
then tuned his radio to "CW" continuous wave and transmitted 
his message by morse code, using his hand mike as he did not 
have a code key. Radio contact was made and, seconds later, 

base responded via code. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 5^^^ 

Moderate 
Effectiveness Elicciivcncss 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category' of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
( See dctlnilions the 

page) incident? 
(1 = iow 10 

7 = high) 

115. 

18E {A} 

While in Saudi Arabia, a host country soldier had said that he 
was a rappel master but then fell while rapelling. This 18D made 
fun of the soldier. When it was discovered that the soldier had 
broken his arm. the ISD look him to the local hospital to set and 
cast the arm: he still lost rapport with the host country' because 
he had made fun of the soldier. 

While depioved on an SR mission at NTC, the detachment’s 
primary' means of communication was secure SATCOM 
voice,'data using an LST-5 radio and a KY-57 secure device. The 
18E on this detachment failed to properly test all the equipment 
prior to infiltration. The detachment had to repair the KY-57 in 
the field, thereby sending a late angus initial infiltration report. 

An ODA was deployed to a third world country where English 
was not spoken. No interpreters were available. This 18E 
initiated the use of Q and Z signals with the communication 
specialist from the host nation army. The team was able to train 
and communicate with the host nation army. 

This ISA’s SF ODA was on the range preparing a demolition 
ambush. After detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he had done 
evciy'thing correctly and it was not his responsibility to clear the 
misfire. .An 18C took the responsibility and cleared it for him. 

This 18E lost a tool box and tools for which he was responsible. 
Instead of reporting the missing items and then paying lor them 
through the Army, this 18E decided to purchase the missing 
items himself in the civilian market. When an inventoiy was 
called for. this 18E borrowed a utol box and tools from another 
company to display to the company commander as his own as he 
had not yet bought all the material lost. This 18E is being 
investigated for filing a false report with the commander. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

.Moderate 
Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions (18E) 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructively 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

F Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

' L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts, monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling nagnifiivi Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

EE. Maintaining Connno Equipment Determining equipment and supply requirements 
for missions; monitoring equipment maintenance through proper documentation; 
inspecting and repairing equipment to the best of one’s knowledge. 

FF. Following Communication Policies and Procedures. Planning and preparing all 
aspects of communication requirements before all missions; guaranteeing communication 
procedures are to standard and when needed initiates alternative procedures during 
missions; coordinating communication efforts after mission to ensure readiness for 
following missions. 

GG. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment Appling knowledge within 
occupational specialty to configure and operate equipment; relying on informaiton 
learned instead of equipment manuals; managing equipment problems. 

HH. Using Proper Cryptic Message Format - Sending and receiving messages; 
maintaining motor skills necessary to send/receive messages; applying appropriate level of 
security to encrypt/decrypt messages. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 

Performance Example Questionnaire 

Version: Communications Sergeant [B] 

Privacy Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. ^y 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of t 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

, Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you fo 

not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Performance Example Questionnaire 

Project Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires two types of 
information—information about the individual attributes (e.g,, interpersonal skills, 
judgment ability) requisite to SF performance and information about the field 

performance of SF Jobs. 

Project Summary 

The SF Job Analysis has been well-supported by the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th SFG[A]. 
In total, 175 NCOs, officers, and warrant officers have provided: 

• judgments about 30 individual attributes (e.g., judgment and decision making 
ability, non-verbal communication ability, endurance, motivation) 

• judgments about task areas relevant to SF MOS, and 

• descriptions of performance examples (scenarios that describe a situation, an SF 
individual’s behavior in that situation, and the outcome of the individual s actions). 

The participants provided 1,767 performance examples which were organized into 40 SF 
performance categories. For simplicity, the performance categories were grouped mto 14 
major SF roles. Names of the categories and roles are provided in Figure 1. Definitions 
of some of the categories are on pages 6 and 7 and on the back page of your 

questionnaire. 

Questionnaire Purpose 

This questionnaire has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the performance categories 
adequately reflect the content of the performance examples and (2) to obtain judgments 
about the effectiveness of different behaviors that are represented in ihQ performance 

examples. 

Your judgments, along with those of other respondents, will be used to develop SF 
performance measurement instruments. Your participation in this effort is, therefore, 

very important. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

1 
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Figure 1. 
Role 

SF Roles and Performance Categories Based on Performance Esamples 
performance CategQry(ies) 

Teacher A Teaching Others 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Problem E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

Solver F. Decision Making 

Planner G. Planning for Missions 

H. Preparing for Missions 

Team Player I. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

Professional J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Soldier/ L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

Survivor M. Navigating in the Field 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Being Safety Conscious 

Administrator P. Handling Administrative Duties 

Q. Handling Classified Information and Materials 

Weapons EL Operatingand Maintaining D!fect-I%e Weapons 

Bspert S. Bnploying Indirect-Kre Weapons and Techniques 

Engineer T. Employing Demolitions Techniques 

U,. Oonstnicting for Mission»Related Requirements 

V. Cstodatiftg Mfesion-Related Requirements 

w. Devefoping and Using Target Folders 

Medic X. Bvalaating and Treating Non-Emergency Medical Conditions and In|uri^ 

Y. Deteunining and AdministBring Medications and Dosages 

Z. Obtaining/Maintaining Medical Records and Treatment Histories 

AA. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

BB. Responding to Accident and Life-Threatening Situations and Conditions 

cc.. Performing or Assisting Doctor in Surgical Procedures 

DD. Oonductittg Laboratory Tests/Procedures 

Communi- EE. Maintaining Communication Equipment 

cations FF. Complying with Communication Procedures and Policies 

Expert GG. Assembling, Operating, and Disassembling Accurately Configured Equipment 

HH. Using Cryptic Message Format to Make Communications 

Military H. Advising HN/G Counterparts , , - 

Advisor , Conducting Cooperative Operations with HN, G, or Conventional Forces 

Leader KK. Considering Subordinates 

LL . Providing Dhrectlon 

MM. Gaining the Respect and Confidence of Subordinates 

m Developing OthMS 
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Questionnaire Instructions 

This booklet contains about 150 short performance examples. Each example describes 
an SF soldier’s actions in a particular situation. We would like you to make two 
judgments about each performance example. Please follow these three steps. 

(1) Read the performance categories defined on pages 6 and 7 carefully. These 
performance categories are also listed on the last page of your questionnaire. 
Tear off the last page of your questionnaire. You will need to refer it as you make 
your judgments. It is critical that you develop a good understanding of the 
performance categories before you get started. If you make any handwritten notes 
about the performance categories, please return them with your completed 
questionnaire. We will consider all notes in the next revision of definitions. 

(2) Read the first performance example and decide which performance category it is 
relevant to. Write the letter "A," "B,".... etc. that indicates which category the 
performance example reflects in the blank to the right of the example 

(3) Now, each performance example has one main character—this NCO, this 18B, etc. 
Consider how effective the individual’s behavior was in the incident. Use the 
seven point rating scale shown at the bottom of the next page (1 = low 
effectiveness to 7 = high effectiveness) to make your judgments. 

An example of some completed judgments appears on the following page. This 
respondent read the first performance example and decided that it was relevant to 
category "B," Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations. He felt that the SF soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher than 
moderately effective, so he wrote a "5" in the appropriate blank to the left of the 

example. 

He indicated that the second performance example was relevant to category A, 
Teaching Others. He thought the soldier’s actions in the example were a little higher 
than moderately effective, so he wrote "5" in the blank to the left of the example. 

Other Notes 

There are too many performance examples to place in just one questionnaire. This 
version of the questionnaire contains performance examples that are common to any 
position on an SF team (i.e., not MOS specific) and performance examples relevant to 
18E, Communication Sergeant, tasks. Other versions of the questionnaire contain other 

MOS specific performance examples. 

The details of the performance examples have been altered in order to safeguard the 

identity of SF personnel. 
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Which SF What is the 

job level of 
performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in the 
(See definitions incident? 

page) (See below) 

j B 5 An airborne school was being run for foreign nationals using the 
American jump school standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered 
the standard without making it look like a major adjustment was being 
made. The students were able to build up to over 3 pull-ups and 

complete the airborne training. 

2. A 5 This 18B attended a SERE course. This 18B saw the need for survival 
training within his own team and came up with a week’s training plan for 
movement and daily procedures. This 18B also developed a standardized 
survival kit for the team. The team conducted survival training and used 

the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

3 B 2_ An SF team was working with host nation counterparts. During the usual 
siesta time, a host nation soldier made reservations for the host soldiers 
and the American contingency at a restaurant. This SF soldier said he 
did not like the local food and started whining, saying that he wanted to 
eat at a McDonalds. This SF soldier was reprimanded for insulting the 

host nation soldiers. 

4 (3 6 _ During a military gathering, this SF soldier was sitting at a table with a 
Marine Corps commander when they were joined by a Spanish speaking 
officer. The two officers were trying to communicate, but neither could 
speak the other person’s language. This SF soldier offered to translate 
for both individuals. The offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange ideas. 

5_ j 7 During a training mission, it was discovered that all the water in the area 
was poisoned. The nearest location for alternate water was 4 miles away 
and the team members were dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the 
other team members to wait in the area while he went to get safe water. 
This SF soldier went the 4 miles to get the water and brought enough for 
everyone back. All the team members were rehydrated and were able to 

continue with the mission. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Low Moderate High 
Effectiveness E<fectiveness Effectiveness 
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SF Job Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others: establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning- orienting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audiences needs and 
capabilftii; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits; constructive y 

guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

a Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhanw performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shoricoimngs; practicing lanpage; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

R Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others’ ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; accounting or po icy 

or procedure in decisions; acting swiftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readmess to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 

needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; 
of resourc^ at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities, 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; 
and existSig team members’ skills and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 

personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion- putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing seff-improvement goals, 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally rorrect course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with ot ers. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental ChaUenges. Defeating odds and environment to sur^ve an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations, prepanng 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly; following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering Fust Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment, following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations, 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

FF. Maintaining Commo Equipment. Determining equipment and supply requirements 
for missions; monitoring equipment maintenance through proper documentation; 
inspecting and repairing equipment to the best of one’s knowledge. 

FF. Following Communication Policies and Procedures. Planning and preparing all 
aspects of communication requirements before all missions; guaranteeing communication 
procedures are to standard and when needed initiates alternative procedures during 
missions; coordinating communication efforts after mission to ensure readiness for 

following missions. 

GG. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment Appling knowledge within 
occupational specialty to configure and operate equipment; relying on informaiton 
learned instead of equipment manuals; managing equipment problems. 

HH. Using Proper Cryptic Message Format - Sending and receiving messages; 
maintaining motor skills necessary to send/receive messages; applying appropriate level of 

security to encrypt/decrypt messages. 
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l8E[Br 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low lo 

7=high) 

The ODA was deployed to Fort Chaffee for a FID mission. A 
PRC-77 would not transmit, causing communication difficulties 
between the ODA and the ODB. This 18E took the PRC-77, 
removed the cover, opened the transmit section of the radio, and 
reseated the squelch solenoid switch, thus repairing the radio. 
The ODA was once again able to establish communication with 

the ODB. 

2. An A-icam on deployment had to give classes to their Thai 
counterparts. Although they normally had translators during 
these classes, this 18E was told the night before giving his class 
that there would not be a translator. He stayed up most of the 
night with a Thai dictionary, translated his class into Thai, and 
practiced ghing his class. The next day he was able to give the 
entire class in Thai and the students learned the needed 

information. 

3 This ISE went out of the base camp to make contact with the 
base station using HF equipment; he took two locals w'ith him to 
provide security on site. Prior to departing the area, the 18E 
checked the areas where the loails were providing security, and 
found pocket litter pertaining to sensitive activities that would be 
performed at a later time. He delivered the pocket litter to his 
intelligence and team sergeant. The two locals were informants 
working for the opposition under duress conditions. 

4. A drop zone party was on the ground setting up the DZ lor 
personnel. The radio antenna was not effective in transmitting to 
range control to open the drop zone approximately ten minutes 
before time on target (jumpiime). This 18E hurriedly 
constructed a field-expedient antenna which was pulled up in a 
tree. The DZ was opened on time and the airborne operation 

was completed as scheduled. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

Moderate 
Effectiveness 

High 
Effectiveness 
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18E [B] 

Which SF What is the 

job level of 

performance effectiveness 

category of the NCO, 

does this officer, or 

incident warrant 

reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
(l=low to 

7=high) 

While operating a jeep in the jungle, far from any roa(l.s. an 
indicenous soldier became a heat injury. This ISC took charge as 
there was no medic on site. This ISC initiated an IV and treated 
the soldier. He also directed his medevac to the nearest road. 

The injured soldier was treated successfully. 

During a combined operation to rescue U.S. citizens held in 
Grenada, a marine helicopter (CH-40) transported soldiers from 
Point Sacinas to an objective area located next to the beach. 
Upon landing, the helicopter struck a palm tree and had to be 
abandoned. The crew chief failed to bring or destroy the 
communications etjuipment in the abandoned helicopter. The 
helicopter was destroyed by Air Force aircraft, totally destroying 

the helicopter and commo equipment. 

Individuals were conducting night beach landings in Central 
America from a Rubber Boat 15; the weather and sea were not 
ideal and were verv dangerous, care and safety were paramount. 
Hours of planning were conducted prior to the mission. This SF 
soldier shut down the engines approximately 200 feet from the 
breaker wall (knowing that this was inappropriate). The engine 
would not restart and the boat slammed into the wall, causing 

injuries and lo.ss of equipment. 

.A team was preparing for an SR mission and was short one iJsE. 
The detachment trained an 18B as the second 18E. This USB 
working as the second ISE was to stay at the lagger site, while 
the USE was to go on the SR team, this ISB, while operating a 
SATCOM radio”set, lost communication with the FOB. The 18B 
went through his checklist for trouble-shooting and after several 
hours finally learned that the male portion of the co-ax cable had 
broken off inside the SATCOM radio. The team regained 
communication with the FOB and the team s mission was 

V access t'ul. 

1 
Low 
Effectiveness 

4 
Moderate 

Effectiveness 

0 
High 

Effcciivcncss 
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ISEfB] 

Which SF 
job 

performance 

category 
does this 
incident 
reflect? 

(See definitions 
page) 

What is the 
level 01 

effectiveness 
of the NCO. 

officer, or 
warrant 

officer in 
the 

incident? 
(l=low to 

7 = high) 

During an exercise, communications via SATCOM was not 
established for 72 hours. 'This 18E opened up radios and reset 
internal frequencies of SATCOM Communications was 

reestablished. 

This USE was to select a transmission site and construct a doublet 
antenna during a field exercise. This 18E placed his transmission 
site and antenna by a road which could have been used by the 
OPFOR as a high avenue of approach. He had to be told his site 

selection was an error and to move his antenna to a more 
concealed site. Detection by the OPFOR patrol that actually 

passed bv a few hours later was avoided. 

In preparing for an overseas deployment, it was suggested to the 
detachment commander that the commo gear be cross-loaded on 
the aircraft in accordance with SOP. This commander chose to 
leave all commo gear on one aircraft. The aircraft with all the 
commo gear broke dowm at a layover en route. Half of the unit 
arrived without the ability to communicate with anyone until that 

plane arrived about six days later. 

An indigenous soldier needed medical attention and no medic 
was avanablc. This 18E put out a call on SATCOM worldwide 
and was able to contact an SF medic. Guidance was given and 
the soldier received the required medical attention. 

An I8E was testing and evaluating antenna systems that would be 
effective for his operational areas. This 18E became angry, 
uncooperative, and basically gave up. His supervisor told him to 
calm down and return to work as the 18E walked away. This 18E 
be^an walking away and rudely replied that he would not 
continue. His supervisor remained calm and collected and told 

the 18E to take his gear with him. 
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During a joint training mission where FM communications were 
difficuU, a unit left behind their RC-292 antenna. This SF soldier 
from a neighboring unit took down the antenna system and took 
it to be used bv his detachment. The team’s FM communications 

became more effective. 

This 18B who had not conducted any research was tasked to 
determine a route to move his team to an extraction point. An 
18A told the 18B that the route he had determined would take 
longer than their allotted lime and to use another route instead. 
This 18B used the route that he had determined without 
informing the ISA. The entire team completed the movement, 

with plenty of time to spare. 

A team without an 18E had a replacement come in the night 
before an exercise. This replacement 18E did not inspect the 
communications ecjuipment and did not notice that an essential 
piece was missing. The 18E was unable to make communications 

during the exercise. 

An SF A-detachment conducting SR operations during an NTC 
rotation was charged with sending real time information as soon 

as possible by SATCOM primary and HF secondary. This SF 
soldier responsible for communications to higher headquarters 
did not anticipate the SATCOM going down during a critical 
time of reporting. This SF soldier was not prepared with HF 
communications. A 1 hour lull in the delivery ot critical 

information was created. 
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Six U S. and six host nation forces were acting as a combined unit 
durinc a training exercise in a host nation. Tension between 
these^two groups developed alter an international incident. 1 his 

team serceant was serving as an evaluator/observer and 
interxened by separating the groups lor a cool-down period and 
talking people into calming down. Tension was reduced tor 

awhile. 

Durinu airborne school for foreign troops, this instructor was 
unable to speak Spanish. To compensate, he used signs an 
iiesiurcs and a positive, energetic style in his instruction. 
trainees comprehended the training, and he was actually thought 
to be a better instructor than others who could speak the 

language. 

This KSC was the acting 18E on a training exercise in Australia. 
This ISC made commo contacts twice daily for 10 days using 
different antennas as needed to send bursts from distances up to 
.■^00 miles. The team had 100% contact with higher command 

during training. 

urine a Company Direct Action (CODA) isolation, this K 
as responsible for communication planning, commo equipnaeni 
■countabilitv. and performance checks. This ISE laid out the 
uipment to be cross loaded, RTs. antennas, and batteries. He 

repared a list of equipment and matched it to the names of c 
arsons responsible for carrying the items. After issuing t e 
auipment. the 18E left the packing of the equipment to the 
idividuals carrvina the items. This USE did not conduct a tina 
ispcction. One piece of satellite equipment brought to the Held 

^as damaged on infiltration due to improper loading. 
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22. 

18E [B] 

An ODA was on a field training exercise. This 18E was to 
receive a Blind Transmission Broadcast (BTB) although both the 
DMDGs he had brought on the ground with him were broken 
after infiltration. Tliis KSE’s morse code speed (15 groups per 
minute) was not what it should have been. He was unable to 
copy the message and the detachment was unable to get the 

message sent. 

An 18E was tasked to instruct his ODA on antenna construction. 
This ISE researched his manuals and asked around to ensure 
there had been no changes in the procedures. He trained his 
detachment very effectively and efficiently on antenna 

construction. 

During combat operations, communications were being disrupted 
by jamming on net frequencies. This 18E worked out a matrix of 
frequencies to be used as alternates when jamming occurred. 

Communications became effective. 

.An ISE needed to relay SITREP to higher headquarters. This 
18E could not reach them so he called another outstation to 
confirm if higher was on line. They were not, so this 18E relayed 

traffic to the outstation. Traffic was passed on to higher later 

that day. 

This 18E was tasked to choose a team to conduct a site survey. 
He chose a site survey team without including an engineer. When 
the team was sent out to ideniily locations tor demolitions 
iraininit. they selected an unsuitable site, and demolition training 
had to be delayed until a new site could be identilied and 

authorized for use. 
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reflect? officer in 
(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
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7 = high) 

This SF soldier was complaining about his lack of knowledge 
about the computer in the team room. This SF soldier stayed in 
the team room until midnight tor two nights and then for part of 
the weekend to learn how to use the computer. This SF sttldier 
learned how to operate a computer using every system. 

An Air Force C-130 airplane had been struck by a UH-53 
helicopter during ground refueling operations on a joint training 
exercise. The C-1.3{) caught fire, the emergency exit bells 
sounded, and the soldiers who were on board the C-130 started 
to exit. This senior NCO inside the burning aircraft realized that 
the soldiers were starting to panic. He stood up and in a strong 
and reassuring tone directed the soldiers to their appropriate 
exits, and was one of the last soldiers off the burning aircraft. All 

soldiers were evacuated without serious injury. 

Durinc a field training exercise, an 18C who was cross-trained as 
an ISE was tasked to be a commo man for an ODA. He didn’t 
read his encrypt and decrypt pads and used the encrypt pad for 
decrx'pt and vice versa. The ODA failed to make commo for 72 
hours and received low marks on its ARTEP. 

Members of an SF detachment were drinking at an Air Force 
sports pub and were involved in some good humored inter-service 
joking. This officer grabbed a female by the shirt after she said 
where you going little guy.” breaking her necklace. This officer 
had previously warned his team members about such behavior. 

This officer was counselled. 
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One week prior to deployment, the team was issued an 
AN/PRC-132. The 18E received a class on putting the radio into 
operation. However, this 18E neglected to read the specification 
sheet that outlined the radios capabilities. During the field 
exercise, the ISE was able to make his scheduled contacts with 
the base station located 180 miles away, but failed to make 
contact on the voice net with outstations located only 5 miles 
away. The radio worked well in the high frequency range but was 
incapable of commo in the VHP range because it was an AM 

transmitter only. 

An 18E had selected a site and made communications with higher 
headquarters. This 18E then sat down on his rucksack and 
started eating his MRE rather than leaving the site. The soldier 
was corrected and had to give a class on the proper procedures. 

This 18E was responsible for sending HP radio traffic from the 
team to higher headquarters during an SR mission. This 18E set 
up his antenna with the wrong lengths ot wire out. He then 
decided to raise the height of the antenna and also lengthened 
the wire further. The radio was further out of tune and he could 
not make commo with higher levels to pass on the SR 

information. 

While deployed in Malaysia, a team member took offense to a 
Malaysian trying to hold his hand and touch him while talking to 
him. This team member pushed him away, lectured him on not 
touching him, and inferred that he was gay. Rapport decreased 
because word got around to the other troops. 

This 18B was tasked with coming up with a defensive alert plan. 
This 18B did not brief anyone on the alert plan. There was chaos 
in the unit because nobody knew what was going on or where the 

cnemv activity was located. 
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A unit received radios without the proper power supply. This SF 
soldier experimented with alternate power sources and adapted 
cables to work on the new radios. The new equipment was issued 

and used. 

The detachment was planning for a reconnaissance mission. 
There was to be a point eiement to detect, avoid, and engage the 
enemy before the main body was discovered. The plan tor 
engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. This ISB suggested 
that silenced weapons be carried by the point element. This gave 
the point element more time to move away before getting 
decisively engaged by the enemy’s main body. 

A link up operation was to take place between two ODAs using 
time, place, and radio authentication. This SF soldier failed to 
properly authenticate three limes. One ODA aborted the linkup. 

During an operation in the desert, this 18E had to establish 
comnio \siih the Advanced Operating Base using PRC-/0. 
Commo was hard to achieve because the water table was very low 
plus there was a lack of vegetation. The 18E constructed a slant 
antenna using team member rifles as anchor points which were 
raised over individuals’ heads. He also dug a hole and had 
everyone urinate in it, then coiled his reflective wire into it. 

Commo was established. 

An instructor was giving a class on proper set-up and operation 
of the TSEC/KY-57 with an AN/PRC-77 radio. During the class, 
the instructor (IIB) stated that he really did not know how to 
operate the TSEC/KY-57. Secure communications between the 

two radio sets did not occur. 
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The SF team was isolated for long periods ot time. This ISE 
kept his mouth shut about some annoying quirks demonstrated 
by his fellow team members. This allowed harmony to prevail in 

some odd situations. 

Four team members were infilled to a drop zone before the 
aircraft had to cancel jump operations due to hazardous weather 
conditions. This SF soldier evaluated the situation and 
determined that he had the resources to accomplish the mission 
despite the loss of seven team members. Unable to contact 
higher headquarters to confer, this SF soldier decided to conduct 
the mission. The mission was successful and the training exercise 

considered a success. 

This 18B was working with Syrian coalition forces. An SF 
detachment had previously failed to establish rapport. This I SB 
suggested that his team wear Khaffe (head wraps) and the 
national flag and buttons of the president. The team established 

a good working relationship with the Syrians. 

The ODA was conducting soft duck operations in the Atlantic 
Ocean. This SF soldier, who had received limited nautical 
navigation instruction, was responsible tor navigation. Despite 
no land references, this soldier guided the coxain to the exact 
BLS during night conditions. The mission was a success. 

This 18E had to make a commo shot during a field problem but 
had left his generator crank behind. This 18E thought ol another 

way to sendlhe message. A good commo shot was made. 
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(See definitions the 

page) incident? 
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The team was being deployed in the states for a JTF mission for 
at least four months. This team member tried to obtain an 
operation that would make him non-deployable. even though it 
wasn't an emergency and could wait until his return. He didn t 
net the operation, was deployed anyway, and later received a 

negative EER. 

This SF soldier was responsible for evaluating a team during a 
training exercise. This SF soldier never came in contact with the 

team, having his ’’helpers" stay on the ground to do his job. 
When it came time for giving the after action report, this SF 
soldier did not have a proper account of how the team performed 

and the team’s evaluation was worthless. 

Communications with higher HQ were disrupted, after moving 
into a new defensive position during combat operations. This 
18E determined the new location was preventing contact, then 
repositioned himself outside the satety of the perimeter to act as 
a relay in re-establishing communications. Communications were 

maintained. 

An 18E was to send a burst transmission to another team. After 

several unsuccessful attempts, he started to troubleshoot the 
system. This 18E was told by the other 18E that he had heard 
nothing and he was failing to key the handmike. The hand set 

was keyed and the burst was sent. 

This SF soldier was driving through a residential area on the way 
to work and came upon a traffic accident. A motorcycle lay on 
the ground, a car was on fire, a man and a woman were lying next 
to the car bleeding. He immediately accelerated to the site, 
jumped out of his vehicle, and administered first aid until the 
paramedics arrived. The soldier w-as credited with saving the 

man’s life. 
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51 During a FID operation, the ODA was tasked to maintain 
commo via PRC-70 while training was being conducted with 
AOB. This 18E went to the middle of the training site and 
constructed numerous antennas. When unable to establish 
commo. he reported to the team sergent. When asked if he had 
tried another site, he replied that he had not. This 18E was 
instructed to irv on top of a hill 300 miles away; commo was 

established. 

52. This NCO was training Kuwaiti soldiers on vehicular patrolling. 
The Kuwaitis were not taking the training seriously. This NCO 
drew on a chalkboard the location of vehicles in a movement 
formation and lectured the Kuwaitis. The Kuwaitis completely 

lost interest and did not learn. 

53. An A team was located at a border station, collecting intelligence 
on the enemy across the way. They had to transmit their reports 
by both satellite and HF radio systems. However, there weren’t 
two high points on which to attach each end of a doublet 
antenna. This 18E saw a single light pole and hoisted the 
midpoint of the doublet antenna to the top of the pole and 
extended each leg out and downward, making an inverted "V." 
The 18E successfully made two HF contacts each day for 105 

days. 

54. An 18E was loading an aircraft when an officer came to him and 
asked him to talk with the ODA on the drop zone using his 
SATCOM radio. This 18E quickly removed his radio and put it 
into operation. He immediately established commo with the 
ODA observing the drop zone for the officer. 

55. _ _ This SF soldier was training at night. When he encountered a 
water hazard in the dark, he became disoriented and could not 

find land. He drowned. 
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This 18B was tasked to have the map chest and manual shelf 
organized for a command inspection. This 18B organized the 
map chest and manual shelf. The inspector noticed that the map 
case was filed to its highest standard and the I8B was awarded an 

MSM for his actions. 

A soldier was looking for an alternate power source for radio 
equipment. This SF soldier connected the radio to a battery 
without testing the output. .As a result, there was damage done 

to the radio equipment. 

In order to communicate with higher headquarters, there was a 
requirement to use two antennas which required reconstructing 
daily. This 18E rigged and tested both antennas to one 
connector. This tuned the radio frequencies and resulted in 
commo that no longer required twice-daily construction of 

antennas. 

A team was on a mission to blow up an abandoned bridge. This 
team leader asked for very little information about the bridge and 
made manv assumptions based on hearsay. The team blew up a 

functioning bridge by mistake. 

An A team had a lot of intelligence to report each day by radio. 
The team leader wrote up very long reports which would have 
taken too long to transmit over the busy radio net. This 18E had 
prior e.xperiencc as a technical editor and secretly edited all of 
the team leader’s reports before transmitting them. He was able 
to shorten the reports by about 80% without changing the intent 
or content. All reports were transmitted in a much shorter time. 
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61. _ _ An iSA was in a situation where crypto was compromised in the 
HN hotel. He had to use emergency crypto, but could not 
remember how to use emergency crypto or where to start the 
message. As a result, this ISA had to be given a lot more 
training in using the emergency cryptography system. 

62. _ _ This 18C was tasked to be on a committee assigned to teach a 
demolitions course. Part of the course involved a field problem. 
This 18C wrote an operations order that was so complete that 4 
teams working in different locations could understand what was 
to be done and when. The target of interest was hit and the field 

mission was a success. 

63. _ _ An 18E was sent on a mission to recon an exfiltration DZ and 
was to report the status of the DZ to the team. The 18E did not 
use the proper crypto and transmitted in the open. The OPFOR 
intercepted the message and set up an ambush for the team as 

they approached the DZ. 

64. _ _ During airborne operation, all radios in the marshalling area 
failed to operate. This 18E began troubleshooting all systems: he 
found and fixed one of four radios. Commo was restored. 

65. _ _ This 18B was conducting an aerial re-supply. This 18B did not 
coordinate with the farmer whose field he was using. As the 
aircraft was coming in, the farmer and his friends ran off the ISB. 
The mission was a failure. 

66. _ _ This Special Forces NCO was redoing orders for additional duties 
for the company. This SF NCO retyped and processed over 30 
pages of orders and consistently typed the commander's name 
wrong. More than one-half day was wasted as the orders had to 

be typed again. 
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67. _ _ During an overseas deployment, this ]8E had to send the initial 
entry report. He constructed a doublet antenna by the book 
(right length and right height), but could not establish commo. 
When commo was not established, the 18C assisting him 
suggested that he put the antenna 4 feet high. This USE replied 
that this was not the way he had been taught to do it. The 18C 
explained that he had seen other L8Es do it and make commo 
and that he should at least try' it, Commo was established. 

68. _ _ An ODA was on a training mission. The 18E was forced, due to 
terrain, to set up his antenna next to a small road. This 18E 
constructed his antenna in such a way that it was impossible to 
see it even from a very short distance away. He was able to 
maintain commo with the base station without his antenna being 
detected, 

69. _ _ A soldier sprained his ankle during a mission. There was no 
possible way for him to be evacuated because of the surrounding 
terrain. This soldier vvas carrying a commo ruck. This SF soldier 
switched the commo ruck with one that vvas lighter and obtained 
a strong limb to use as a cane. The soldier walked until he 
reached a place where he could be picked up by the medivac. 

70. _ _ This 18E was in the field on a training exercise and was supposed 
to send and receive message traffic. The 18E had already 
received the necessary information to construct an antenna. He 
finished setting up the antenna and sent his message by manual 
morse code. After sending the entire message the 18E looked at 
his radio and saw that the antenna was not attached to the radio. 
The message was not received by the base station. 
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The battalion team leaders and team sergeants had not been 
putting Torih documents that met all ot‘ higher command’s 
requirements for clarity and conciseness. This otficer developed 
an accurate format for such documents. This battalion now has 
few, if any, significant problems in this area. 

72 An A-leam was using a backhoe to build a bunker system. When 
^ backhoe stopped running, the team realized it was out of fuel 

and filled it up, but it still would not start. This team member 
loosened the fuel lines to let the air out of the fuel system. The 
backhoe started and they completed the bunker system to be used 

for training the next day, 

73^ While preparing for an operation, all radio batteries failed to 
operate. An SF soldier instructed this 18E to check user 
codes/dates on batteries. This 18E had failed to place codes and 
user dales on the batteries. New batteries had to be procured on 

short notice. 

74_ An ODA was selected for an SR mission in mountainous desert 
" terrain. On the morning prior to infil, this team member twisted 

and severely sprained his ankle during a PT run. Though in 
physical pain, this soldier infiltrated with the team as planned and 
continued to move with the team without complaining and 
without slowing down, although he had the heaviest rucksack. 
The other members of the team conducted the mission trying to 
live up to the standards and ability of the injured member. 

75^ The detachment was inserted into an area to monitor movement 
by plane or bv vehicle. This SF soldier failed to record map 
corrections that would have showed that travel by vehicle via road 
and that landings by fixed wing aircraft were impossible. The 
commander had the area covered again, not knowing travel 
through it was not possible. 
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76 During an SR operation, the 18E was responsible for commo 
’ with each wing team. The wing team furthest west could only 

receive and not transmit to the 18E on the net. Commo was 
established by relay through another net. then by messenger to 
the ISE. Tlie team sergeant instructed the 18E that he wanted 
direct commo with the wing team. When direct commo was not 
established the next day, the team sergeant asked why and the 
18E replied that he had commo through relay. The team 
sergeant then instructed the 18E to construct a jungle antenna 
and test it during the day prior to night time operation. When 
commo was not established that night, the 18E stated that he had 
told the wing team to construct the antenna and could not 

■ explain why It had not been done. Upon completion of mission, 

this 18E was replaced. 

77 An 18E was having difficulty .sending message traffic on a doublet 
• antenna. The 18E decided to try a terminated long wire with 

counter poise but had not carried the equipment necessary to 
build the system. Using fence wire, plastic spoons, and other 
poor bov methods, the 18E built the system. Commo was 

accomplished. 

7S This junior .NCO was given duties as a team sergeant even 
though another member of the team outranked him. This junior 
Ncd used the input of the senior NCO at all times. The senior 
NCO felt his opinions were important and the team’s moral 

remained intact. 

79 During a communication e.xercise. an ISE was receiving messages. 
difference between jamming and 

interference and stopped receiving because he could not figure 
out the message. The 18E had to be retrained and there was a 

negative copy of the message. 
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A battalion MI detachment was positioned forward to receive and 

retransmit intelligence reports from A teams on the Kuwaiti 
border. Thev had a safehouse lull of state-of-the-art 
communications, crv'ptographic, and intelligence equipment. 
When the enemy crossed the border, this team leader did not 
have the team destroy or take the equipment with them when 
they ran away. When the town was retaken, the equipment was 
intact but it was obvious the enemy had been in the safehouse 
and possibly gathered information on the equipment; the theater- 

level cry'pto had to be changed, temporarily disrupting 

communications. 

This SF soldier was tasked to give a class on various types ot 
operating systems to a group of civilians. This SF soldier 
lectured, showed the class a videotape on the subject, and then 
took the civilians to the range and gave a live fire demonstration 
for each operating svsiem. The civilians had an excellent working 

knowledge of operating systems. 

Many problems arose during a mission, including constantly 
changing plans, lack ot support, and no time off. This team 
member constantly put forth an effort to do the best possible job, 
despite the working conditions and problems. This team member 

was successful at his tasks. 

This ODA was tasked to conduct a small boat infiltration into a 
target area. The team was transported on a large Coast Guard 
cutter to a release point approximately 10 miles from the shore. 
Approximately 90 percent of the ODA was becoming sea sick. 
This SF soldier, who was not feeling sick, entered one of the two 
boats that was lowered into the water, worked for 20 minutes to 
get the boat lo started, and went on the mission. The mission 
was a success and the team received recognition for overcoming 

tremendous obstacles. 
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84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

89. 

While talking with a bar owner in another country, this ISE 
discovered that his stereo was broken. The 18E offered to repair 
the stereo. Later, the ISE also ran telephone wire for a phone 
line for the host country’ colonel. This 18E built rapport with 
host nation people. 

This SF soldier was evaluating pistol marksmanship on a shoot 
and move range. This SF soldier was following a host nation 
soldier closely through the course, failing to pay attention to 
prescribed safety rules. When the host nation soldier was 
changing magazines, his pistol discharged-shooting this SF 
soldier in the chest and killing him. 

During an OCONUS joint-training exercise, an 18E in a company 
was instructed to send and receive all messages using manual 
morse code and one-time cipher pads. This 18E either did not 
encrypt the messages before sending them or sent the messages 
by voice rather than by manual morse code. Several elements 
were compromised as operational information was intercepted by 

the aggressor forces. 

This SF team had scheduled radio contact with the forward 
operation base during an OCONUS deployment. This 18E failed 
to check the batteries in the KL-43 prior to contact time. The 
KL-43 went dead during the contact, dumping both the receive 

and send message from the memory bank. 

An 18E augmenting a Special Operations Command and Control 
Element at corps level was unable to maintain effective FM 
communications with the logistics center. This 18E built a field 
expedient 292-jungle antenna and hung it under the camouflage 
netting, FM communications were improved and maintained tor 

the duration of the exercise. 
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90. _ A U.S. medic was using an HN medical facility with the grudging 
permission of the local doctor. The HN doctor felt threatened by 
the presence of the American medic. This medic incorporated 
the doctor into the treatment and diagnosis of the patients in a 
way that preserv^ed the doctor's "face." The medic would examine 
the patients and then present his diagnosis/treatment plan to the 

local doctor for his approval. He had continued use of the 

facility. 

91. _ _ During a commex, an 18E needed to send a message by DMDG 
quickly. This 18E sent the message three or four times but the 
message was never received. After checking the equipment, he 
found out that in his rush he had forgotten to hook up cables to 
the radio. He corrected the problem and made commo. 

92. A team was living with HN forces, eating with them and building 
rapport. This team leader would not eat or drink tea with the 
HN hosts. The HN forces were insulted and this team leader was 

asked to leave. 

93. _ This SF soldier was buying some fertilizer from a hardware store 
for a mission. This SF soldier revealed the intent of usage for 
the fertilizer to an unauthorized host nation civilian while in the 
store. The team did not trust this soldier with security material 

anymore. 

94. _ _ The team was due for yearly certification. This ISE provided his 
team with enough basics to establishing commo without his 
presence. The team members passed the certification. 

95. _ _ During an operation using the company commo net with 
deployed units, this 18E was on radio watch. Due to a long 
absence from performing this task, he was unable to 
appropriately respond to Q and Z signals to copy code at the 
speed sent. As a result, there was poor communications. 
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96. This 18C found himself taking care of a host nation general after 
the general got in a car accident. This 18C took care of the 
general to the hospital, treating him on the way to the best of his 
ability. The general reached the hospital in a condition that 
allowed him to receive further care. 

97. The team was on a tactical patrol mission to report information 
to the rear for the development of strategic missions. This SF 
soldier conducted proper and unsolicited maintenance for the 
communications equipment, along with creative thinking in 
antenna theory. The mission was accomplished, with 9 out of 10 

reports received at base. 

98. _ _ During detachment training at a foreign country’s maneuver and 
range complex, the team leader and four other members became 
disoriented and stopped a foreign national to find out where a 
specific range was. The team leader, despite having DLl school 
in that language, denied having any language skills and had 
another team member ask for the directions. The team members 
lost respect for the team leader for not having kept up his 
language training. 

99. _ While preparing for a deployment, this ISC was tasked with 
ordering critical supplies. This 18C did not follow orders and did 
not order the appropriate supplies. The team could not 
accomplish its mission. 

100. _ _ The team sergeant was responsible for keeping the detachment 
physically fit at all times. This team sergeant made sure that his 
detachment performed physical training at least twice a day. The 
team members always passed the PT test and scored higher than 
other detachments with younger members. 
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101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

This SF team sergeant wanted the team to train in close quarter 
battle with Korean soldiers. This team sergeant decided the 
training should be conducted using blank ammunition. The team 

did not endanger themselves. 

On a training mission, the base camp was to issue radio 
frequencies to all the teams in the operational area. This ISE 
issued the wrong frequencies to all ot the teams. No 
communications or intelligence could be transferred among the 

teams. 

An 18E was receiving a manual morse code message. There was 
a lot of static and it was raining very hard. This ISE maintained 
his concentration and copied the message. The message was 

received and the team extracted. 

This ISE was tasked to train his support section on 
marksmanship of an AK-47 because he was the only qualified 
soldier within the section. This 18E failed to explain the proper 
manner to clear the weapon alter tiring it. As a result, one ot 
the support soldiers failed to properly clear the chamber, 

discharging a round. 

This 18E needed an antenna to make communications from a 
valley in the host nation to Fort Bragg. This 18E constructed an 
antenna from locally purchased materials that allowed the team 
to make communications even during time of atmospheric 
disturbance. The team achieved 100% communications with 

higher headquarters. 
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106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

no. 

During an endurance test, the battalion was required to travel 
50km in 72 hours while conducting various rigorous tests with no 
sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 lbs. When times 
were rough, tiring, and everyone felt like stopping for only a 
minute, this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran to 
pull the rest of the team through. The battalion completed the 

endurance test. 

This 18E was attempting to establish HF comino using a 
slant-wire antenna. This 18E cut three different antennas in 
order to make commo. Commo was established. 

This SF soldier was in charge of deployments to various locations 
in the Pacific. This soldier made it possible for the ODAs to 
train while he coordinated everything from travel orders, supplies, 
equipment, requests for drop zone orders, food, quarters, etc. 

There were no problems with deployments. 

This SF soldier was in charge of planning the route of march for 
a team. This SF soldier planned what he thought was a good 
route around features such as tall mountains and lakes. This SF 
soldier forgot to look at the contour interval used and the type of 
map; the map used a ratio of 1:25.000. The team would have had 

to go through very deep ravines. 

An 18E was being evaluated during an SR mission. He was told 
to send manually over the emergency cryptographic system. For 
the next three days, this ISE sent in the team traffic on this 
difficult svstem, working under ponchos, at night, in sub-zero 
temperatures. The base station, unaware of the change, did not 
monitor the morse code messages on the frequency, however, the 

team knew the 18E was doing his job. 
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111. This 18E received a manual morse code message Nvith a high level 
of interference. This 18E distinguished between manual morse 
code and other tone interference while receiving a message over 
the radio. About 65% of the message was received, enough to 
decipher an order to make it to the pick-up point. 

112. _ An SF captain was in charge of communication. This officer left 

the crypto in the hotel room while he went to the US embassy. 
There was a possible compromise of crypto material. 

113. _ _ This SF soldier ordered host nation forces not to wear jewelry 
while in uniform. This SF soldier continued to wear 4 gold rings, 
a bracelet, and 2 gold chains. The host nation forces did not 
respect this SF soldier. 

114. _ _ During pre-deployment activities, this 18E determined the 
equipment needed by the team. He calculated in excess of what 
was actually needed. Members had to carry e,xcessive equipment 
which affected mission performance. 

115. _ _ During an FTX. the detachment was experiencing poor 
communications. This experienced senior 18E offered concise 
advice to the detachment 18E on how to improve commo. 
Commo improved. 

116. _ _ An 18E thought he had a better way to charge batteries than 
using the G-76 generator. This 18E attempted to charge the 
batteries using a regular house current and a device he had built 
with parts from Radio Shack. The batteries were all destroyed 
and the 18E was forced to pay for the batteries by signing a 
statement of charges. 
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During an operational deployment, this ISE was responsible for 

the crvpto equipment. This ISE failed to ensure that the 
detachment officer was fully knowledgeable of proper procedures 
to handle crypto. The equipment was unsecured by the officer. 

An KSF was having a difficult lime undcrstanding,'learning how to 

operate the PSC-3 after extensive one-on-one training with his 
18E. This 18E took small pieces of paper and put them on each 
switch of the radio, thus making it so simple even the ISF could 
put switch and talk. The 18F was able to make commo without 

an ISE helping. 

An ODA was having irouble communicating using the PSC-.** 
radio. The ODA did not have its own 18E, but was familiar with 
the equipment. This 18E assigned to help kept blaming the 
ODA, saying that the ODA did not know how to properly use 
the equipment, that the equipment was fine, and that he could 
find no problem with it. However, three days later, he tound the 
battery’ Inside the radio was dead and had to be replaced. 

A team was on a FID mission for 70+ days. At limes when no 
one wanted to get out to train, this soldier injected humor and 
reminded team members of the mission in such a way that 
every'one wanted to work all night. As a result, it was the best 
FID team and also had fun while accomplishing the mission. 

A team was crossing a rope bridge at rccondo school. This 
soldier said he could swim. When he slipped and fell into the 
water, he had to activate his vest, and float downstream to a 

safciv boat. He was safe. 
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This 18E was NCOIC of the base station during a training 
exercise. He briefed the officer in charge every day on how the 
ODAs made commo the previous day. Few ODAs were being 
received by the base station between the hours of 0100 - 0500. 
This ISE knew that his men were falling asleep inside the receive 
van, but did not report this. This USE was given an award tor his 

work in the base station. 

This 18E was to compute time zone indicators. He did not. By 
not computing the correct time z.one, the 18E missed the contact 

limes. 

During a Ointlock training exercise in Germany, an 18E was 
attempting to receive his message from the base station during a 
thunder storm. This 18E. knowing the dangers, kept on listening 
for the total receive time. He was able to decrypt the exfiltration 
message using both the DMDG and what he could copy by hand. 

This junior 18E was tasked to set up his communications 
equipment on an embassy. He was given a two week notice to 
prepare his equipment prior to deploying. Two weeks alter 
arrival, the 18E began to construct his doublet antenna atop the 
embassy when he discovered he had not brought along any 
connectors to connect two cables together. As a result, this 18E 
failed to make communications for six days and was given a letter 

of reprimand. 

An 18E newlv assigned to an A team was deployed after four 
days. Once the A team arrived at their destination, it took the 
18E three days to become familiar with the CEOI to where he 
could properly communicate. Tliere was no commo lor three 

days and this 18E was reprimanded. 
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127. 

LSEvfBp 

An 18E needed to make commo using a KY 57 and SATCOM, 
but the signal would not go through. Alter performing various 
tests, ihis^lSE realized the SATCOM would not work in the 
secure mode. He received another SATCOM and the signals 

went through. 

A mobile training team was tasked to establish a national radio 
net for security forces. This 18E used his own resources to 
determine frequencies, training, and maintenance for the country. 
The mission was a success and the security forces were able to 
communicate throughout the nation. 

During a training exercise, there was no electricity in the 
compound. This 18E set up a schedule to keep the team 
informed of what days to change the radio batteries. As a result, 
there was constant commo with higher headquarters. 

During an ARTEP off Ft. Bragg, an ISE was tasked to manually 
encrypt and exfil a message. Once the message was transmitted 
and acknowledged, this 18E moved out from his transmission site 
quickly, not sterilizing the site. Upon arriving at the exfil site, 
the 18A asked if he had sterilized the transmission site and if he 
had his crypto. It was then that the 18E realized he had left his 
crypto at the transmission site; the crypto was permanently lost. 

While conducting radio training for an A>team, this 18E issued 
bootleg frequencies for use during the training and was instructed 
to get/clear authorized frequencies through the spectrum 
manager. This 18E decided he could not be bothered seeing the 
spectrum manager. The unit was reprimanded for an FCC 

frequency violation. 
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132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

1.36. 

137. 

An SF soldier was tasked to teach a class in Spanish. He had 
attended language training, but after completing language school, 
he had ne%er used or practiced his skills. His presented his class 
material poorly and it was not understood by the natives. 

A two-and-a-half ton truck went dead on the highway. This 
soldier conducted a trouble shooting sequence and found the 
problem. He fixed the electrical problem with a foil wrapper 
from a stick of chewing gum. The truck was able to move safely 

to its destination. 

Lightning blew out a wire antenna (cobra head). When the 
sto^rm subsided, this SF soldier rigged an antenna during 

darkness. Commo was restored. 

During a UW training exercise, which communications was high 
priority from higher headquarters. This 18E was not having 
success making communication using his antenna configuration. 
This 18E would not take advice and implement a different 
configuration. There was very poor communication from the 

detachment. 

SAR OP was being conducted by the detachment as it needed 
immediate outside support. An ISE operated equipment outside 
his owTi net to e.xpedite support. The necessary support was 

identified in a timely manner. 

A team was sent to live in a small town with the natives. This SF 
.soldier felt that after duty hours he should not talk or pass time 
with the natives. The natives thought he disliked them and that 

caused problems for the team. 
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138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

A need developed to .set up a new commo system. After a brief 
look at the very complicated drawings and associated text, this 
.soldier set up the s>’Stem and got it on-line. The new system 
replaced two other pieces of equipment and made the job easier. 

While out-loadinu for an M'l'l. this SF soldier did not take a 
proper look at the load to be carried. He underestimated the 
number of pallets needed for the load. As a result, he did not 

have enough pallets to carry the equipment. 

An 18E in the field had to switch frequency. This 18E did not 
remember how to use the appropriate formulas. Commo was 
lost, and the 18E needed help from the 18A to complete the task. 

This 18E needed a way to suspend an antenna, and was running 
short on time. He had two soldiers hold the antenna with their 
hands w'hilc commo was established. The team was extiled on 

time. 

An 18E transmitted sensitive information on DMDG without 
encrypting the message. This 18E told his commander that by 
selcctine a certain address, this in itself made the message 
transmission secure. Sensitive information was sent out 
unencrypted and this 18E was corrected, counseled, and became 

more truthful in his actions and deeds. 

While on an FTX. this 18E was required to set up a long wire 
antenna as part of the training. He needed to calculate the 
required length for the antenna before setting it up. He lorgot 
his calculator and did not understand how to use the formula to 
compute the lensth. He missed his block time and wasn i able to 

construct the antenna he needed. 
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A soldier was assigned to set up SATCOM with a team in the 
HN field with assistance from this soldier. The first soldier failed 
to accomplish his assignment. This assisting soldier, when asked 
whv he did not then do it himself, simply stated "Hey, it was not 
my job!" SATCOM was not established with the team in the 

field. 
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SF Job Perfonnance Category Definitions 

A. Teacbing Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; establishing an atmosphere conducive to 
learning; presenting material in an orderly fashion; tailoring material to the target audience s needs and 
capabilities; obtaining audience interest and involvement; using handouts, aids, tools, or kits, constructively 
guiding and correcting others; finding appropriate ways around language barriers. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. Demonstrating respect 
for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous culture, values, and customs; developing rapport 

with indigenous people and building respect for SF. 

C Handling Difficult Interpersonal or Intercultural Situations. Circumventing unnecessary disputes, de- 
escalating tensions, and resolving disputes effectively, maintaining composure when threatened, angered, or 
intimidated; using non-verbal communication skills to effectively interpret and resolve interpersonal or 

situational problems; preventing arguments and conflicts. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Learning native language to enhance performance on missions, 
not having to rely on others to make up for language shortcomings; practicing language; taking 
opportunities to speak with HN civilians; translating and checking others’ translation for accuracy. 

E. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Finding novel ways to use the resources at hand to solve a 
problem (e.g., making an antenna out of garbage); producing solutions that are resourceful, insightful, or 

imaginative; producing solutions that are workable and practical. 

F. Decision Making. Making sound decisions in a timely fashion; taking others ideas and advice into 
account; making decision that use time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively accounting for policy 
or procedure in decisions; acting swftly and decisively when needed; remaining composed and task- 

oriented in making decisions under stress. 

G. Planning for Missions. Developing sound mission plans; drawing on the expertise and advice of team 
members; anticipating potential problems and planning to overcome them; weighing consequences of 
alternate approaches; modifying plans when needed; assessing team readiness to identify gaps in 

knowledge/skills needed for mission. 

H. Preparing for Missions. Determining resources needed to complete mission; determining equipment 
needs and preparing, checking, packing, and maintaining mission-related equipment; checking availability 
of resources at mission location; informing team members of preparation activities and responsibilities; 

making necessary personal preparations; conducting briefbacks. 

L Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale. Meeting team expectations for individual performance 
and interpersonal behavior; facilitating team performance through individual-level efforts; enhancing new 
and existing team members’ skiUs and readiness; helping to constructively resolve intra-team disputes and 
personality clashes; motivating others; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

J. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort Putting forth the effort to produce high-quality work in a timely 
fashion; putting work priorities ahead of personal interests; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
seeking challenges; volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; presenting a 

positive image of SF. 

K. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing when to put aside 
personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking a more difficult, morally correct course of 
action when appropriate; owning up to own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

L. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and environment to survive an 
ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in physically stressful or unfamiliar situations; preparing 

physically for challenge, emphasizing endurance over physical strength; overcoming demanding 

environmental conditions to rescue someone. 
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M. Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in diverse/demanding conditions; 
orienting self/team members using navigational aids and terrain features; noticing and taking into account 
map or environmental details to aid in navigating; using navigational techniques and skills to move to 

target. 

N. Being Safety Conscious. Handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous equipment and materials 
properly following safety guidelines and instructions in all training and operational contexts; monitoring 
others to ensure they observe SOP when using weapons and other potentially dangerous equipment and 
materials; reacting to safety violations and consequences to minimize potential adverse effects. 

O. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving techniques and skills 
when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions caused by the environment; following SOP 

for treating conditions and injuries. 

P. Handling Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized records; processing 
paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; handling excesses or shortages of supplies; coordinating 
with others to share resources; finding the source of administrative problems; using computers. 

Q. Handling Information and Materials. Ensuring that classified information and 
communications are only released to or intercepted by authorized personnel or secured locations; 
monitoring others’ handling of classified materials and information to ensure they follow SOP; storing and 
disposing of classified documents and materials following SOP; creating or transferring classified 

information using approved equipment or methods. 

EE. Maintaining Commo Equipment. Determining equipment and supply requirements 
for missions; monitoring equipment maintenance through proper documentation; 
inspecting and repairing equipment to the best of one’s knowledge. 

FF. Following Communication Policies and Procedures. Planning and preparing all 
aspects of communication requirements before all missions; guaranteeing communication 
procedures are to standard and when needed initiates alternative procedures during 
missions; coordinating communication efforts after mission to ensure readiness for 

following missions. 

GG. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment Appling knowledge within 
occupational specialty to configure and operate equipment; relying on informaiton 
learned instead of equipment manuals; managing equipment problems. 

HH. Using Proper Cryptic Message Format - Sending and receiving messages; 
maintaining motor skills necessary to send/receive messages; applying appropriate level of 

security to encrypt/decrypt messages. 
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RETRAMSlAnOH RESULTS FOR THE TEAM LEADER QUESTIOHKAIRE (VERSION A) 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oinenslon A; (Problem name - I8aa) 

Dim % N H S 105. During a classroom exercise on the plotting 
A* 69 9 6.44 0.68 board, one student could not grasp the lesson 

NN 23 3 7.00 0.00 being given. This NCOIC took the student off to 
All 13 6.62 0.62 the side and brought him up to speed while his 

aide continued to teach the class. This 
Instructor also spent long hours of his own time 
teaching the student. The student was able to 
fully grasp the lesson and, when tested, was at 
the top of his class. 

Dim % N M S 121. This 18B was to train the rest of the 18Bs 
A* 62 8 1.63 0.99 In the battalion on indirect (Ije using both 
All 13 1.46 0.84 eOBSi and 61ni mortars. This IBB belittled and 

ridiculed the students during the class. 
Seventy-five percent of the students lost 
Interest and gave up on the learning objectives 
having been alienated by the 16B. 

Dim % N H S 119. The detachment was training foreign troops 
A* 54 7 6.43 0.49 OCONUS. There were no Interpreters available 
C 23 3 6.33 0.47 during the first days of training and this 18B 
All 13 6.15 0.86 could not speak the local language. This 188 

taught his entire class without saying a word, 
using only training aids and hand motions. The 
foreign troops completely understood the task 
that was trained. 

01B % M M S 136. This 18B was giving Instructions to a group 
A* 54 7 5.86 0.83 of South American officers. His Spanish was not 
All 13 5.92 0.83 very good and it was the first time he was 

teaching in the language. This 18B made slides 
for an overhead projector and could look at the 
slide when he got stuck on a word. The officers 
received good training. 

Dim % 
A* 38 
All 

N H S 88. This SF team was planning to teach very 
5 5.20 2.23 technical Information to foreign soldiers. Upon 

13 5.92 1.54 arrival, this Instructor assessed the level of 
the target audience and made the necessary 
changes to tailor the class. The students 
remained attentive and the class was 
successful. 

Dim % N H S 67. This 18B was to conduct a boresight class 
A* 31 4 6.25 0.43 on the Sion mortar during an OCONUS HIT with 

JJ 23 3 6.00 0.82 foreign forces. This 180 planned and conducted 
All 13 6.38 0.62 both hands-on and classroom training, 

demonstrating In-depth knowledge of the subject 
matter with a professional demeanor. He 
established Interoperations with the foreign 
army and enhanced his POl. 

Dim \ 
A 29 

U* 50 
All 

N M S 19. The team was working on a land navigation 
4 3.75 2.17 course with host nation forces. This team 
7 3.71 1.16 sergeant tried to convince the host nation 

14 3.50 1.50 forces to use terrain association, Instead of a 
straight line from point to point as a land 
navigation technique. The host nation continued 
with their old technique even though terrain 
association was shown to be much easier. 

Din % N H S 82. This 18B was tasked to provide mortar 
A 23 3 2.67 2.36 training to personnel. This 16B did not study 
H* 31 4 1.00 0.00 the manual or any references prior to the 
J 23 3 1.33 0.47 Class. He did not present some Important 
All 13 1.62 1.33 technical Information, did not logically 

progress through the material, and could only 
answer basic questions. Consequently, the 
students were poorly trained and they had a 
negative Impression of the instructor. 

Di» % H H S 128. During the Gulf War this team leader was 
A 23 36.000.82 attached to a Kuwaiti brigade. This team leader 

II* 46 6 5.83 0.69 Instructed the Kuwaiti brigade commander on 
All 13 6.15 0.77 field sanitation and disease prevention. The 

brigade connander set up areas for latrine and 
for garbage collection. 

Din % N H S 20. While training with host nation forces, it 
A 21 3 6.67 0.47 was discovered that their main conoo link was 
E 21 3 4.33 2.36 messenger. The conoo equipment was available 
J* 29 4 6.25 0.43 but no one knew how to use It. Although the 

II 21 3 6.33 0.47 equipment was not known to the 18E, he was able 
All 14 5.93 1.44 to figure It out and teach the force to 

effectively use the equipment, the host nation 
commo link was Improved which then improved all 
other tasks performed by the force. 

H-l 



Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon B; (Problen name ■ 18aa) 

joint exercise, this 
„ _ lunch with the foreign 

general and his staff every day. He did nr^ 
speak the language and few of the hosts spi 
English. This ISA expressed to a host off 

Dim % 
B* 93 
All 

N H S 
13 6.15 0.77 
14 6,07 0.80 

Dia % 
B* 86 
All 

N H S 
12 1.17 0.37 
14 1.14 0.35 

01a % 
B* 85 
All 

Dim % 
B* 85 
All 

Ola % 
B* 77 
All 

Dia % 
B* 69 
C 23 
All 

Dim % 
B* 62 
C 38 
All 

Ola % 
B* 54 
All 

N H S 
11 2.09 1.44 
13 2.15 1.35 

N H S 
11 6.73 0,45 
13 6.69 0.46 

N H S 
10 6.60 0.66 
13 6.46 0.75 

N M S 
9 6.33 0.67 
3 6.67 0.47 

13 6.46 0.63 

N H ^ 
8 1.38 0.48 
5 1.60 1.20 

13 1.46 0.84 

fl H S 
7 6.29 1.16 

13 6.23 0.89 

1. While deployed on a 
18A was expected to eat I....... - -. --not 

loke 
English. This 18A expressed to a host officer 
who spoke some English his Interest In learning 
more of the host language. The 18A learned a 
"sentence of the day" from the host officer and 
used it at lunch, which mixed huwr with the 
ongoing training events. The IBA built 
treaendous rapport with the general and his 
staff, gaining their support for additional 
training resources. 

38. A teaa was deployed to a foreign nation to 
conduct FID. This off leer would not eat with 
his host nation counterpart or Invite him to eat 
with the teaa. This officer drank tea with h1a 
only when higher headquarters’ ranking US 
officers were present. The OOAs could not 
accoapllsh their missions due to the negative 
attitude of the host nation counterparts as the 
host nation cowander told his subordinates 
about this officer's behavior. 

31. During mission planning, some SF officers 
displayed little respect for the foreign 
officers and had them do servant work. This 
group leader told the foreign officers that if 
they felt they were not being used properly, 
they should just leave. The SF officers started 
to give the foreign officers real work or 
nothing at all. 

104. This 18A established a good working^ 
relationship with one of the Kurdish resistance 
leaders during Provide Comfort I. He initiated 
and encouraged the soldiers under his co^nd to 
become involved with the locals. The unit as a 
whole accoaplished Its primary mission earlier 
than scheduled. 

54. This detachment commander was required to 
Interface with a wide variety of people from 
difference backgrounds. He spoke eloquently 
with embassy-level people and talked about crops 
and coondogs with the country folk of rural 
areas. Coordination with people at all levels 
was successful. 

61. This 18A was tasked with reestablishing 
order In a refugee camp—Including conducting a 
census, organization, reinstating leadership, 
and distributing goods. This IW was able to 
establish strong ties by listening attentively 
to the needs of the refugees and working hard to 
understand their customs, courtesies, and 
taboos. An interim government was established, 
food was distributed, and a sense of order was 
re-established. 

123. This 18A met with the local village chief 
to see how the team could best assist his 
village. After the chief fed this 18A a 
traditional meal and offered him a drink from a 
bottle of scotch which he had been saving for 
special occasions, this ISA told the chief. No, 
our General does not allow us to drink." The 
chief was humiliated and embarrassed In front of 
his village elders. 

78. This detachment was deployed to Korea to 
live, work, and train with the Korean Special 
Forces. This team leader coordinated, planned, 
and executed training with the host nation 
forces, overcoming tne language barrier between 
the forces and the SF team with the use of an 
Interpreter, The OFT was successful. 

Dim H 
B" 50 
C 36 
All 

Dim H 
B* 46 
L 23 
All 

Dim \ 
a* 36 
C 27 
J 27 
All 

Dim % 
B* 33 
K 25 
All 

Dim \ 
B 31 
0* 69 
All 

N H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
5 6.20 0.75 

14 6.43 0.62 

N H S 
6 1.50 0.50 
3 1.00 0.00 

13 1.23 0.42 

N H S 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.09 1.38 

N H S 
4 5.50 0.50 
3 6.67 0.47 

12 5.17 1.46 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
9 1.33 0.47 

13 1.31 0.46 

32. This 18A was sent on a two-person team 
mission. The mission Involved negotiation with 
various foreign groups and the U.R. for a 
program to train refugees. This IBA represented 
both civilian and military Interests for the 
U.S. through the long negotiation process, 
changing his approach to fit the cultural 
background of the people with whom he was 
working. More foreign countries supported the 
effort and sent people to the negotiations. 

147. An OOA was on a field training exercise 
with host nation soldiers. This SF soldier 
complained about the weight of his rucksack and 
said he did not want to carry It anymore. The 
host nation soldiers developed a poor opinion of 
the SF soldiers. 

157. This SF NCO was serving as the official 
narrator for a base. This §F NCO was constantly 
being questioned and interviewed by various 
representatives in the military. This SF NCO 
was polite and responded quickly and concisely 
to all Inquests. The media had a positive Image 
of the soldier and of SF as a whole. 

153. This SF officer was In charge of two 
detachments on an aONUS deployment. Another SF 
officer was treating the host country soldiers 
like basic trainees or ranger students. This SF 
officer told the offending officer to stop 
behaving In such a manner or high comnd wuld 
be notified. The offending officer did not ^ 
stop, this officer notified higher conmand, and 
the Individual was sent home. 

85. The HN post cownander curtailed routine 
connunicatlons with the SF team leader because 
the team leader could not speak the language. 
This team leader made no attempt to Improve his 
language capabilities, even though he was In an 
ideal learning environment where many would have 
volunteered to help him. The HN personnel 
tactfully ostracized the team leader, and the 
morale of the entire team suffered as a result 
of h1$ behavior. 

Dim % N H S 
8* 29 4 5.50 0.50 
J* 29 4 6.75 0,43 

II 21 3 6.33 0.47 
All 14 5.86 1.30 

15. An SF 18C was part of a two-person team 
establishing a program to train refugees. When 
the team leader had to leave the mission to 
brief the general, this 18C took over the role 
of negotiating with officials from a variety of 
nations/factions. This 18C wore civilian 
clothes and went to a high-level meeting to 
represent the U.S. to the host nation. The 
negotiations proceeded, rather than ^Ing 
suspended due to the team leader's absence, and 
the training camp was funded. 

01m \ 
6 25 
J" 42 
All 

Dim % 
B 23 
C 23 

II* 38 
All 

M S 110. During a 4 month deployment, the OOA desert 
6.33 0.94 uniforms (DCUs) became unserviceable. There was 

■ AM . 1A nv Cam. 4nH4u4Hit»1e In a rivilian 6.00 1.10 
6.00 0.91 

no OX available. Some individuals in a civilian 
company had been seen wearing DCUs. An SF NCO 
buiu rapport with the civilians and became 
friends with the civilian company procuwnt 
officer. The SF NCO got new DCUs for the tcM 
because the civilian commander offered them to 
the team. 

N H S 106. The SF commander was advising his host 
3 1.33 0.47 nation counterpart in a FID X 
3 2.33 1.89 conmander Imposed his Ideals on the way tactics 
5 1.60 0.49 and operations should be conducted. The host 

13 1.62 1.08 nation conmander discontinued his association 
with the SF conmander resulting in an overall 
mistrust of SF among the host nation forces. 

Dim % 
B* 50 
J 29 
All 

N M $ 
7 5.29 1.83 
4 6.00 0.71 

14 5.79 1.47 

34. While in a host nation country, an SF 
soldier backed up a truck over a plastic water 
pipe line, breaking a 6 foot section. This 18C 
went to the local economy to acquire the 
necessary material to repair the water line. A 
possible problem with host nation personnel was 
avoided. 

H-2 



Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension C: (Problem name • I8aa) 

01a % N H S 95. During Provide Comfort I. the Turkish Kurds 
C* 77 10 6.20 0.87 were very angry at the Iraqi Kurds because the 
All 13 6.15 0.86 Iraqi Kurds wre getting a lot of world-wide 

assistance (e.g., food, clothing, medicine), 
while they were getting nothing. This led to 
open hostilities and violence. ^Thls 18A got the 
two sides and the Turkish Army to talk, fle 
convinced the Turkish Kurds that the treatment 
the world was giving the Iraqi Kurds now made up 
for the hardships the Iraqi Kurds had previously 

01a % 
C* 62 
All 

for the hardships the Iraqi nurgs nao previously 
suffered. He also got the Turkish Army 
cosnander to bring in a doctor and food supplies 
for the Turkish Kurds. Although the situation 
was still tense, there was less hostility and 
violence. 

N H S 94. A warrant off leer was assigned as team 
8 6.00 1.12 leader during Desert Shleld/Desert Storm. His 

13 5.85 1.23 team was assigned to work with Syrian forces. 
For weeks, the Svrians ionored the detachme"*- 

C* 62 
JJ 23 

All 

Dim k 
C* 57 
All 

Dim % 
C* 54 
All 

Dim % 
C* 46 

II* 46 
All 

Dim % 
C* 38 

JJ 31 
All 

fSrwSks: thS*s;;rlJnri5n5;id the det^hieht 
except for giving subtle harassment. One day, a 
Syrian vehicle came to the ODA camp and trained 
the main gun on the team. After approximately 
five minutes, this team leader calmly walked up 
to the vehicle, tapped the driver on the 
shoulder, and politely asked the soldiers in 
Arabic what they wanted. The Syrians turn^ 
their vehicle around and drove away. The OOA 
was not bothered again and as much cooperation 
as could be expected slowly began to evolve. 

N M S 98. A host nation colonel had been infonned 
8 5.63 0.86 that the SF team would supply an aircraft for 
3 5.33 0.47 airborne training. The $F team did not have an 

13 5.69 0.82 aircraft available, but the host nation colonel 
did not believe this. This 180A spent a great 
deal of time with the host nation colonel ^ 
explaining the error and convincing him that 
there in Tact was no aircraft available. The 
host nation colonel made one of Its aircraft 
available for the training. 

N H S 18. A guerrilla group was rebelling against 
8 3.75 1.79 having to move camps on a rainy night with no 

14 4.43 1.68 notice. The senior guerrilla NCO was the wst 
negative. This cadre leader SF soldier quietly 
pulled the senior guerrilla NCO aside and had 
him moved to another location. The guerrillas 
grudgingly went along. 

N H S 72. This SF Officer was planning training, but 
7 1.43 0.49 the host nation was constantly changing various 

13 1.77 0.70 aspects of It (e.g., increasing the number of 
personnel, canceling their aircraft, asking for 
more support from O.S.). This SF officer got 
extremely frustrated and canceled the training. 
Nobody received the training. 

N H S 
6 6.67 0.47 
6 5.33 1.97 

13 5.92 1.54 

N K S 
5 6.60 0.49 
4 5.50 1.12 

13 6.08 0.92 

01m % 
B* 62 
C 38 
All 

N H S 
8 1.38 0.48 
5 1.60 1.20 

13 1.46 0.84 

125. On a recent OCONUS trip, the Arab forces 
being trained did not want to participate In any 
night training. It was a necessity that they do 
som night patrolling. The OOA's team leader 
spoke with the entire Arab forces* chain of 
coonand on an Individual basis, reminding them 
of the Importance of this ability. The Arab 
forces* chain of connand recognized the need and 
relented, allowing their forces to receive 
training. 

70. An SF team was assigned to a host nation 
battalion and tasked to build rapport and^ 
provide training based on an assessment of the 
battalion needs. After a series of meetings and 
tea drinking, the SF team leader realized the 
host nation comnander was avoiding training 
despite the apparent rapport established. This 
team leader realized the host nation comaander 
had received no guidance from his higher coimand 
to conduct joint training. The team leader 
requested that this issue be addressed at a 
higher level and arranged a 
briefing/demonstration for the host nation 
regimental comnander and his staff. Joint 
training was started shortly thereafter. 

123. This 18A met with the local village chief 
to see how the team could best assist his 
village. After the chief fed this 18A a 
traditional meal and offered him a drink from a 
bottle of scotch which he had been savlng^for 
special occasions, this 18A told the chief, "No, 
our General does not allow us to drink." The 
chief was humiliated and embarrassed In front of 
his village elders. 

Dim k 
C* 36 
F 21 
All 

N H S 11. The i--- 
5 1.40 0.49 commands. In the scenario, this captain with 
3 1,33 0.47 little experience outranked his comnander. The 

14 1.36 0.61 captain would not listen to the senior NCOs and 
the warrant officer. His motto was panic 
first. The captain was unable to separate 
reality from role-playing. He got Into several 
shouting contests with his rater/commander and 
was disrespectful. The stressful, uncooperative 
environment resulted In bad feelings on all 
sides. 

11. The mission was to role play other higher 
onmands. In the scenario, this captain with 

Dim \ 
B* 50 
C 36 
All 

Dim % 
B* 36 
C 27 
0 27 
All 

Dim k 
C 25 

II* 33 
All 

N H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
5 6.20 0.75 

14 6.43 0.62 

N H S 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.09 1.38 

32. This 18A was sent on a two-person team 
mission. The mission Involved negotiation with 
various foreign groups and the U.N. for a 
program to train refugees. This 18A represented 
both civilian and military Interests for the 
U.S. through the long negotiation process, 
changing his approach to fit the cultural 
background of the people with whom he was^ ^ 
changing his approach to fit the cultural 
background of the people with whom he was 
working. More foreign countries supported the 
effort and sent people to the negotiations. 

157. This SF NCO was serving as the official , 
narrator for a base. This Sf NCO was constantly 
being questioned and interviewed by various 
representatives 1n the military, this SF HCO 
was polite and responded quickly and concisely 
to all Inquests. The media had a irasitive image 
of the soldier and of SF as a whole. 

N H S 
3 3.00 0.62 
4 2.25 0.43 

12 2.92 1.50 

Dim k 
8 23 
C 23 

II* 38 
All 

01m k 
B* 69 
C 23 
All 

01m k 
A* 54 
C 23 
All 

Dim % 
C 21 

LL* 29 
All 

137. This team member was leaving a target with 
a host nation troop to rally back at the mein 
road ten kilometers away, they all headed west 
for about six kilometers and then the host 
nation truck started to veer south. This team 
member stopped the host nation troop to discuss 
the situation and to show them the heading on 
the compass. The host nation troop did not want 
to believe the compass and said they would 
continue to drive south. This SF team member 
continued driving west four kilometers until he 
hit the road and then Informed another elewnt 
of the location of the troop that was heading 
south. 

N H S 106. The SF commander was advising his host 
3 1.33 0.47 nation counterpart In a FID operation. This SF 
3 2.33 1.89 coBwander imposed his Ideals on the way tactics 
5 1.60 0.49 and operations should be conducted. The host 

13 1.62 1.08 nation comnander discontinued his association 
with the SF comnander resulting In an overall 
mistrust of SF among the host nation forces. 

N H S 61. This 18A was tasked with reestablishing 
9 6.33 0.67 order in a refugee camp—Including conducting a 
3 6.67 0.47 census, organization, reinstating leadership, 

13 6.46 0.63 and distributing goods. This 18A was able to 
establish strong ties by listening attentively 
to the needs of the refugees and working hard to 
understand their customs, courtesies, and 
taboos. An interim government was established, 
food was distributed, and a sense of order was 
re-established. 

N H S 
7 6.43 0.49 
3 6,33 0.47 

13 6.15 0.86 

N H S 
3 2.67 1,25 
4 2.00 1.00 

14 2.14 1.12 

Dim k 
C 21 
F 21 

KK* 29 
All 

N H S 
3 3.67 1.70 
3 3.33 0.94 
4 3.50 1.12 

14 2.79 1.57 

119. The detachment was training foreign troops 
OCONUS. There were no Interpreters ovallable 
during the first days of training and this 188 
could not speak the local language. This 186 
taught his entire class without saying a word, 
using only training aids and hand motions. The 
foreign troops completely understood the task 
that was trained. 

13, The detachment received a new comnn^r 
lust prior to deployment for Desert Shield, 
this detachment comnander did not conduct the 
required Initial counseling with the team 
sergeant in the first month to set goals and 
expectations. This detachment comnan^r had a 
series of power struggles and personal 
disagreements with the team sergeant over a 
period of 5 months, at which point he conducted 
the counseling session. The detachment was 
unable to accomplish assigned missions during 
this period and got a bad reputation. 

35. An 18A was In charge of a staff section 
with a team member who was about to retire. The 
team member did not want to deploy, but the 18A 
Insisted he go. This team m^r maintained a 
bad attitude during the deployment, contradicted 
the policies of the 18A and chain of cowand, 
and did not change his behavior after the unit 
sergeant and battalion comnander talked to him. 
This team member was relieved when he got home. 
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Din 
D* 92 
All 

N H S 139. This SF soldier went to South America not 
12 6.08 0.86 knowing the language. This soldier quickly 
13 6.15 0.86 adapted to the situation by reading and speaking 

Spanish as much as possible. This SF soldier 
taught great classes* 

Din % 
E* 58 
All 

H H S 
7 5.71 0.70 

12 5.42 1.50 

154. While coming back from the range late at 
night, the SF team's HUW1V was disabled. The 
parking brake was too tight and so the brake 
druB overheated and caught fire. This teaa 
member got under the vehicle and adjusted the 
break with very few tools. The team was able to 
come home without requesting outside assistance. 

Dim % 
D* 65 
All 

H M S 142. This SF soldier was sent to language school 
11 1.36 0.88 for three months to learn French. This SF 
13 1.38 0.84 soldier believed he would never have the ability 

to communicate freely with French-speaking 
people as there were no exchange programs for 
him to attend so that he could be main-streamed 
Into thinking In French. This SF soldier did 
not attempt to learn the language. The soldier 
could not speak the language. 

Dim % 
0* 85 
All 

N H S 71. During the Gulf War, the team was stationed 
11 6.45 0.66 with a Kuwaiti brigade. 
13 6.54 0.63 speak cowaon Arabic from the Kuwaiti soldiers 

during his eight months there. He could make 
himself understood to the Arabs, and served as 
the primary conminlcator for the team. 

Dim % H H S 90. A South American soldier come Into the 
D* 77 10 3.40 1.69 Clinic when this 180 was alone. This 180 began 
All 13 3.77 2.12 to take the history but couldn't understand what 

the man was saying. He used a dictionary to 
determine that the problem was a bug bite on the 
right hand. The other 180, who spoke^^tter 
Spanish, came Into the clinic and realized that 
the man had a large wood splinter embedded In 
the hand. The soldier was treated correctly. 

Dim % 
e 31 
0* 69 
All 

N H S 85. The HN post conmander curtailed routine 
4 1.25 0.43 coniminicatlons with the SF team leader because 
9 1.33 0.47 the team leader could not speak the language. 

13 1.31 0.46 This team leader made no attempt to Improve his 
language capabilities, even though he was In an 
Ideal learning environment where many would have 
volunteered to help him. The HN personnel 
tactfully ostracized the team leader, and the 
morale of the entire team suffered as a result 
of his behavior. 

Dim % 
0» 36 
J 29 
All 

N M S 5. This team leader was very weak In Spanish. 
5 1.20 0.40 This team leader made no attempt to Improve his 
4 1.25 0.43 language skills because he was confident that 

14 1.36 0.48 his other abilities would make up for It. An 
Important mission was given to another team that 
h^ a team leader who was better able to speak 
and understand Spanish. 

Dim % 
E* 54 
All 

N H S 117. The OOA was short of food and still a few 
7 5.86 1.25 days away from exfil. With the food supply low, 

13 6.31 1.07 thU 18E ran an antenna lead to a nearby tree 
noted to harbor a hefty squirrel population. He 
placed a small amount of peanut butter on the 
wire to attract squirrels' attention, then keyed 
the transmitter and shocked the squirrels when 
they had the peanut butter in their mouths, 
stunning them long enough to have someone 
hastily retrieve the squirrels. The ODA was 
able to have sufficient food for a couple of 
extra days. 

Din % N H S 23. This 18C was deployed on a mission In which 
E* 50 7 5.29 1.58 the marching route followed a stream. Although 
F 21 3 4.67 2.05 the Intelligence reports stated that is was 
J 21 3 6.00 0.00 possible to walk the entire route along the 
All 14 5.29 1.53 bank, the element found that there were cliffs 

on both sides of the stream and deep water to 
their front. This 18C constructed a large raft 
to float the equipment down the stream. The 
element was able to continue their mission and 
did not lose any travelling time. 

Dim H N M S 91.While preparing for an airborne Insertion 
E* 46 6 6.17 0.69 Into the desert, the detachment was having 
J* 46 6 6.50 0.50 problems with the A-21 cargo container. The 
All 13 6.38 0.62 size Of the container was going to be a problem 

given the size of the drop zone and the number 
of personnel who were to follow the container. 
This 18B devised a roller skid that would 
quickly eject the cargo container. The 
detachment successfully Inflied In only one pass. 

Dim 
A 
E 

21 
21 

J* 29 
II 21 

All 

N H S 20. While training with host nation forces. It 
3 6,67 0.47 was discovered that their main commo link was 
3 4.33 2.36 messenger. The conino equipment was available 
4 6.25 0.43 but no one knew how to use It. Although the 
3 6.33 0.47 equipment was not known to the 18E, he was able 

14 5.93 1.44 to figure It out and teach the force to 
effectively use the equipment. The host nation 
conao link was Improved which then Improved all 
other tasks performed by the force. 
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Retranslation Listing of incidents for Oinenslon F; (Problem name • 18aa) 

Olra H 
F* 64 
L 21 
All 

Dim h 
F* 64 
All 

Din % 
F* 64 
All 

Dim % 
F* 62 
All 

Dim % 
f* 54 
All 

Din % 
F* 46 
All 

N H S 6. The OOA was on movement^to a contact 
9 6.11 0.87 mission. The OOA was under fire and the 
3 6.00 0,82 situation was worsening. This OOA comroander 

14 5.93 0.96 maintained control and showed enough flexibility 
to react to the situation. The mission was a 
success. 

N H S 36, A detachment had been waltinq three days to 
9 5.44 0.83 make a link-up after an escape and evasion 

14 4.50 1.84 exercise. The detachment, which was out of 
food, was ordered to remain hidden until the 
link-up was made. This captain made the 
decision to walk Into the village and call the 
battalion. The battalion said that they had not 
been able to find the grid coordinates where the 
detachment was to be exfllled. The team was 
exfilled. 

Dim S 
F* 36 
N* 36 
All 

WHS 
9 5.67 1.76 

14 5.86 1.46 

WHS 
8 1.50 1.00 

13 1.46 0.84 

Dim % 
F* 42 
H* 42 
All 

01m % 
F 36 

HN* 43 
All 

Dim % 
F* 36 
N 29 
All 

40, A platoon-type raid was planned to snatch a 
prisoner. The plan called for a large force to 
hit the objective and grab the prisoner under 
cover of darkness. The enemy force size was 
unknown, but was thought to be squad ♦. This 
reconnaissance team leader set up his 
surveillance team at the objective and saw that 
the enemy force was larger than expected. This 
team leader saw that the prisoner had been 
brought out with only 2 guards far from the 
camp. This team leader decided to rescue the 
prisoner there and then. The prisoner was 
rescued; this mission would probably have failed 
If it had been executed as planned. 

152. This two man team was to conduct an area 
reconnaissance In the desert. This officer had 
the team go on the mission In the middle of the 
day; the temperature was upwards of 110 
degrees. The team ran out of water and could 
not make It back to their water supply. The 
team requested water resupply by water. This 
officer aborted the mission rather than supply 
the water, although the 180 said the team was in 
good health. The area reconnaissance was not 
completed and pertinent intelligence was never 
gathered• 

50. An OOA was conducting marksmanship training 
according to Unit Guidelines. This officer 
stopped training because protective masks, which 
were not required by Unit Guidelines, were not 
being worn. The ammo was turned in unused, 
training (which Is hard to schedule) was halted, 
and military courtesy (following the chain of 
coonand) was not observed. 

102. The team was Involved In a number of 
vehicular reconnaissance missions. This team 
sergeant received reports that there wre 
bandits operating In the area. Though It was 
not a mission requirement and could nave 
compromised the team, this team sergeant decided 
to attempt to lure tne bandits Into a ^ap and 
capture them. He did not give a Frag Order for 
this additional task. The team sergeant lost 
his credibility. 

fi H S 138. An 180 was the oxygen NCO for a^HALO jump. 
5 1.60 0.80 This officer would not listen when the 180 told 
5 1.40 0.49 him the oxygen was running out, and would not 

12 1.83 0,99 allow the aircraft to descend when the 180 
suggested It. Although the jump was made 
without Injuries, the bailout bottles were all 
used up and the walk-around bottles had to be 
used. 

N H S 25. An OOA was conducting improvised munitions 
5 3.20 2.71 training. An ISC's Improper storage of the 
6 2.67 2.05 flauiBable chemicals resulted In damage to 

14 3.00 2.33 equipment and danger to personnel. Instead of 
punishing the Individual, this commander stopped 
training, had the chemicals disposed of, and 
prevented improvised munitions training from 
being conducted. 

N H S 42. An OOA was sent to an FTX without 
5 1.00 0.00 sufficient gear to stay warm In a static 
4 1.00 0.00 position for extended periods in sub-freezing 

14 1.07 0.26 conditions. An IBO on the team notified this 
officer twice of the lack of protective gear and 
that four team members had Incurred 
environmental injuries by the midpoint of the 
FTX. This officer disregarded the 180's Input. 
Six team members ended up with permanent 
Injuries, despite treatment by the 16D. 

WHS 
7 1.14 0.35 

13 1.62 1.08 

WHS 
6 1.17 0.37 

13 1.31 0.46 

Dim % 
F 29 
Q* 71 
All 

Dim % 
F 29 

NM* 43 
All 

Dim % 
F 25 
P* 33 
All 

N M S 
4 1.75 0.43 

10 1.60 0.66 
14 1.64 0.61 

N H S 
4 5.75 0.83 
6 5.83 0.69 

14 5,71 0.80 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
4 1.00 0.00 

12 1.25 0.43 

Dim % N H S 
F* 23 3 1.67 0.47 
K* 23 3 4.33 2.36 

MH* 23 3 l.OO 0.00 
All 13 1.92 1.77 

Dim % 
F 23 
P 23 

KK* 38 
All 

Dim % 
F 23 
G* 46 
All 

01m % 
C* 36 
F 21 
All 

Dim A 
C 21 
F 21 

KK* 29 
All 

N H S 21. Ordnance was found by a team on a 
5 1.80 0.75 humanitarian mission. The team's 18C strongly 
5 1.60 1.20 advised this team leader that each ordnance 

14 1.64 0.89 piece had to be Individually charged (because It 
would not sympathetically detonate) but that the 
team did not have enough demolitions material to ?lace a charge on each separate piece. This 

earn leader said to "do it anyway.” The 
explosion launched several unexpioded 
projectiles towards the team at a high rate of 
velocity. 

22. This 18C was tasked with safeguarding 
classified material. This 18C removed all the 
weapons from the weapons safe box, placed the 
classified material in the bottom or the box, 
and piled heavy, oily weapons on top. The 
materials became oily and unreadable. 

41. On an extended deployment, a drunk SF 
soldier became abusive to SF soldiers who were 
trying to help him get to bed. This senior 
warrant officer took charge of the situation,^ 
forced the SF soldier to go to bed, and waited 
until the next day to counsel him. A potential 
problem was diffused and the soldier learned his 
lesson while sober. 

126. A cowBander received a tasking that 4 of 
his subordinates were to participate In TOY 
training. The subordinates were to have a^ 
suspense of 2 weeks to submit names to higher 
headquarters so orders could be cut and the 
subordinates could prepare. This conmander 
waited three weeks Before submitting the names 
to higher headquarters. Orders were late 
result1ng_1n no time for the soldiers to pick up 
advance TOY monies, the soldiers were deployed 
unprepared, and the TOY mission failed. 

47. The detachment was deployed to a border 
observation post. This detachment cooaander 
kept classified information at the post and 
presented briefings related to It to many 
officers who visited the post. This detachment 
coBnander also fired a weapon over the berm and 
drove a vehicle into ”no-aans land” between the 
berm and the enemy observation posts. The 
detachment members prepared statements about the 
conmander*s behavior and he was relieved. 

N H S 77. A new 18C who was overweight and could not 
3 4.00 1.63 meet the SF standard for the physical fjtnass 
3 6.00 1.41 test arrived at the battalion. This officer did 
5 1.60 0.80 not Interview the leC and lonedlately assigned 

13 3.31 2.16 him sight unseen to a scuba team (which requires 
the highest level of physical ability) ^use 
he was scuba-qualified. The 18C failed to 
Igrove and finally received a "do not promote” 

N H S 107. This SF officer was at a training mission 
3 1.33 0.47 planning conference and was responsible for 
6 1.50 0.76 selecting sites. He selected sites from a np, 

13 2.00 1.62 not paying attention to terrain features, rather 
than physically reconning the sites. New sites 
had to be selected at the last minute, because 
the sites he'd selected (cliffs, ravines, etc.) 
could not be maneuvered over without special 
equipment and training. 

N H S 11. The mission was to role play other higher 
5 1.40 0.49 commands. In the scenario, this captain with 
3 1.33 0.47 little experience outranked his coBwnder. The 

14 1.36 0.61 captain would not listen to the senior HCOs and 
the warrant officer. His motto was panic 
first. The captain was unable to separate 
reality from role-playing. He got into several 
shouting contests witn his rater/conmander and 
was disrespectful. The stressful, uncooperative 
environment resulted In bad feelings on all 
sides. 

N H S 35. An 18A was In charge of a staff section 
3 3.67 1.70 with a team member who was about to retire. The 
3 3,33 0.94 team member did not want to deploy, but the 18A 
4 3.50 1.12 Insisted he go. This team ^ 

14 2.79 1.57 bad attitude during the deployment, contradicted 
the policies of the ISA and chain of cowand, 
and did not change his behavior after the unit 
sergeant and battalion commander talked to him. 
This team member was relieved when he got home. 
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Din \ 
E* 50 
F 21 
J 21 
All 

N H S 
7 5.29 1.58 
3 4.67 2.05 
3 6.00 0.00 

14 5.29 1.53 

23. This 18C was deployed on a mission In which 
the marching route followed a stream. Although 
the Intelligence reports stated that Is was 
possible to walk the entire route along the 
Bank, the element found that there were cliffs 
on both sides of the stream and deep water to 
their front. This 18C constructed a large raft 
to float the equipment down the stream. The 
element was able to continue their mission and 
did not lose any travelling time. 



Retranslatlon Listing of incidents for Oluenslon fi; (Problen name - I8aa) 

159. This 18A was preparing deUchnient as 
one of three going on a FID deployment to JRTC. 
The 18A had never been deployed on a FID mission 
before. This 18A did not ask any of the other 
18As for Input on the training plan, even when 
the other l&As offered their incut as they had 
been on previous deployments. After five days 
Into this l8As training plan, the comnander told 
him to rewrite 1t- 

4. This 18A was given the responsibility of 
developing and implementing a,<l«ert 
operations/survival program of Instruction. 
This 18A delegated the responsibility of 
different portions of the POI 
personnel to take advantage of the SF team 
members* versatility. The desert training 
program was exe^)1ary. 

112. The OOA was given the task of planning a 
JTF mission. This detachment coBuiander 
Immediately started planning the mission, 
setting up all aspects and contingencies without 
consulting OOA members. 85% of the plan had to 
be re-written. 

114. The team was in Isolation preparing for an 
SR. This team sergeant decided that every man 
should carry one LAW and two claymore mines. 
This team sergeant did not consult with the 18B 
and 18C on theteam In making the decision. The 
team carried far more weight than necessary and 
the team members were exhausted. 

01m % 
G* 68 
H 25 
All 

01m % 
G* 50 

NN 21 
All 

Din % 
G* 46 
All 

Din % 
6* 46 

KK 23 
All 

H H S 
7 1.43 0.49 
3 1.33 0.47 

12 1.67 l.U 

N H S 
7 6.14 0.64 
3 6.33 0.47 

14 6.29 0.59 

N H S 
6 1.50 0.50 

13 1.69 0.91 

« M S 
6 1.83 1.21 
3 2.33 0,47 

13 2.08 1.14 

Dim % 
G 23 
H* 54 
All 

Din 
G* 
J* 
All 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.82 
7 2.14 0.99 

13 2.00 0.96 

151. The team was to be Infilled by choppers to 
an area surrounded by dense trees and 
underbrush. The team was tasked with reconning 
a road and made a point of orienting thewIves 
to the terrain by reviewing a map prior w being 
dropped. Upon landing, this team sergeant told 
the team members to move 200 meters north, at 
which point they would conduct a security 
ha It/map check. Several team me^rs stated 
that the target was located about 1400 meters 
south of the team's location. This team 
sergeant told the team he knew where the |Wd 
was and to move north. This team sergeant did 
not conduct a quick map check. The team had to 
move 1600 meters south upon conducting the 
security check/map check In order to start their 
reconnaissance. 

N M 
3 1.33 0,47 
3 1.33 0.47 

13 1.31 0.46 

Dim % N H 
G 21 3 6.33 

LL 29 4 6.00 
NN* 43 6 6.17 

All 14 6.14 

60. A detachment was In Isolation preparing for 
an SR mission. Tentative approval was given for 
the original concept, but It was later denied 
for technical reasons. This team leater pot in 
little planning effort after the mission concept 
changed. The detachment gave a poor briefback 
and had to give It again twelve hours later. 

30. A detachment was planning two Mparate 
missions (one OA. one SR). This detachMnt 
connander gave his planning guidance and then 
let the team sergeant conduct the planning, 
periodically checking on the team's progress. 
The planning was effective without 
"micro-managing" and the team had an excellent 
briefback. 

Oia % N H S 107. This SF officer was at a training mission 
F 23 3 1.33 0.47 planning conference and was responsible for 
G* 46 6 1.50 0.76 selecting sites. He selected sites from a map. 
All 13 2.00 1.62 not paying attention to terrain features, rather 

than physically reconnlng the sites. New sites 
had to Be selected at the last minute, because 
the sites he’d selected (cliffs, ravines, etc.) 
could not be maneuvered over without special 
equipment and training. 

Dim % 
G* 42 

NN 25 
All 

N H 5 
5 5.60 1.85 
3 6.33 0,47 

12 6.00 1.29 

158. This 18A was in charge of a team. This ISA 
let the individual HOSs plan, prepare, and 
execute their portions of the mission, asking 
for updates as the tasks were completed. The 
team's mission was successful. 

Dim % 
G 36 
H* 50 
All 

N H S 16. This SF connander was given a mission to 
5 2.60 1.36 act as a liaison for a conventional unit. He 
7 2.86 1,64 was able to send part of his 

14 2.57 1.50 him and decided to take the rest with him when 
he deployed. The plane ended up being very 
full. Tnis SF connander was forced to leave a 
number of Items behind. The team did not have 
all the necessary equipment. 

Dim % 
G* 31 
H 23 

m 23 
All 

N M S 130. This comander ws very good at staffing 
4 1.50 0.50 and planning, but had little experience In 
3 1.33 0.47 executing missions. The connander had the team 
3 2.33 1.25 take a limited focus and concentrate on OPORO. 

13 1.69 0.91 He prevented other critical activities from 
being conducted, such as rehearsals and 
equipment testing. The team did not perform 
well on the mission. 

01m % 
G 31 
J* 38 
All 

N H S 146. This 18C was tasked to be on a committee 
4 5.75 0.43 assigned to teach a <‘«y;»t1ons course. Part of 
5 6.20 0.75 the course involved a field problem. This 18C 

13 5.85 1.56 wrote an operations order that was so complete 
that 4 teams working In different locations 
could understand what was to be done and when. 
The target of Interest was hit and the field 
mission was a success. 

Dim % 
G 23 
H 23 
M* 46 
All 

N M S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 7.00 0.00 
6 6.17 0.69 

13 6.38 0.62 

96. HTC training was being conducted for 
participation In a rotation of conventional 
forces. This detachment connander conducted a 
thorough reconnaissance of the training areas 
and briefed his team thoroughly. The team was 
able to navigate at night completely through 
terrain association. 

Din % N M S 103. An operational detachment was given an SR 
G* 23 3 2.33 1.25 mission and a "no later than" performance date. 
H* 23 3 1.67 0.47 This team sergeant delayed the mission until 
All 13 2.46 1.28 after the no later than date, saying that the 

detachment did not have the necessary 
equipment. The mission was delayed. 
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Retransltttlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 

14. During an ARTEP 

H; (Problem name • 18aa) 

Dim % 
H* 62 
All 

Dio ^ 
H* 54 
All 

N H 

13 

n 3 uuriny on witr, an lawiov*- 
1.50 0.71 cross-loaded all equipwnt and rigged It 
1.54 0.75 airborne resupply for the ARTEP. This SF 

soldier re-packed the equipment bundles s 

N M S 
7 1.57 0.73 

13 1.31 0.61 

an Isolated detachment 
^ "t for an 

SF 
_ _ pacKed tne equiproenc ounoies so that 
they were no longer cross-loaded. Uwn 
Infiltration of the team and equlpwn^ ofj« 
bundle failed to open, destroying over $200,000 
of equipment and leaving the detachment 
non-operational and unable to complete the 
mission. 

101. As the leader of a 4-man SR team, this 180A 
also was resMnsIble for the nedical safety of 
the team as ne had served as an 18D. This 180A, 
while Infiling by helicopter, left his weapon on 
board and forgot to pack the M-3 bag for the 
mission. The helicopter had to return to the 
landing zone so this 180A could at least 
retrieve his weapon. One member of the team had 
to suffer an inlury for 2 days without treatment 
until exfiltration. 

Dim H 
G* 31 
H 23 

HM 23 
All 

Dim % 
G 23 
H 23 
H* 46 
All 

Dim % 
H 23 

LL* 31 
NN 23 

All 

N M S 
4 1.50 0.50 
3 1.33 0.47 
3 2.33 1.25 

13 1.69 0.91 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 7.00 0.00 
6 6.17 0.69 

13 6.38 0.62 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 6.25 0.43 
3 6.33 0.47 

13 5.92 1.49 

01m % N H S 115. This 18C was tasked to pack a door bundle 
H* 50 6 6.00 0.82 1n an A2l container for a resupply mission. 
All 12 6.00 0.82 This 18C was briefed as to what to put In the 

bundle. This 18C put all the correct Itew In 
the bundle and packed It correctly. The OOA was 
resupplied and none of the Items were damaged. 

01m % 
G 36 
H* 50 
All 

N H S 
5 2.60 1.36 
7 2.86 1.64 

14 2.57 1.50 

16. This SF coniaander was given a mission to 
act as a liaison for a conventional unit. He 
was able to send part of his equlp^nt ahead of 
him and decided to take the rest with him when 
he deployed. The plane ended up being very 
full. This SF commander was forced to leave a 
number of Items behind. The team did not have 
all the necessary equipment. 

Dim % 
H* 46 

Ml 23 
All 

N H S 
6 2.00 0.58 
3 2.33 1.89 

13 2.08 1.07 

87. Two OOAs were preparing tojleploy. The 
teams had the same mission and both could not 
go. Each team knew that the OOA with the best 
briefback would go on the mission. This OOA 
coanander fidgeted, stuttered, and made obvious 
errors while briefing his position on the 
briefback. The other OOA was deployed. 

Dim % 
H* 46 

All 

N H S 
6 2.33 1.11 
4 2.75 1.79 

13 2.46 1.39 

84. The OOA was expected to deploy for FID 
within 2 weeks. All team me^rs had been 
tasked to produce TOIs for the deployment. Host 
of the team members were taking leave during the 
2 weeks. This team leader did not reguire In 
progress reviews to check on the development of 
the POIs. On the day of the suspense, only 50% 
of POIs were coi^leted and the team leader and 
team sergeant had to complete the rest. 

01m % N H S 82. This IBB was tasked to Ida mortar 
A 23 3 2.67 2.36 training to personnel. This 18B did not study 
H* 31 4 1.00 0.00 the manual or any references prior to the 
J 23 3 1.33 0.47 class. He did not present some Important 
All 13 1.62 1.33 technical Information, did not logically 

progress through the material, and could only 
answer basic questions. Consequently, the 
students were poorly trained and they had a 
negative Impression of the Instructor. 

Dim % N H S 24. The post-damage assessments from an air war 
H 29 4 5.75 0.83 were consuntly monitored by this team's warrant 
j* 50 7 6.43 0.73 officer. This wa^ant officer constantly 
All 14 6.07 0.80 updated the enemy's disposition, composition, 

and strengths on the enemy situation wp* . 
Successful detachment missions were planned and 
organized based on this warrant officer's 
assessment. 

01m % N H S 159. This 18A was preparing his detachment as 
G* 58 7 1.43 0.49 one of three going on a FID <ieploy»enJ,So 
H 25 3 1.33 0.47 The 18A had never been deployed on a FID mission 
All 12 1.67 1.11 before. This 18A did not ask any of the other 

18As for Input on the training plan, even when 
the other l§As offered their Input as^they had 
been on previous deployments. After five days 
Into this 18As training plan, the commander told 
him to rewrite it. 

Dim % N H S 103. An operational detachment was given an SR 
G* 23 3 2.33 1.25 mission and a "no later than" perfo^nce date. 
H* 23 3 1.67 0.47 This team sergeant delayed the mission until 
All 13 2.46 1.28 after the no later than date, saying that the 

detachment did not have the necessary 
equipment. The mission was delayed. 

130. This commander was very good at staffing 
and planning, but had little experience In 
executing missions. The conwander had the team 
take a limited focus and concentrate on OPORO. 
He prevented other critical activities from 
being conducted, such as rehearsals and 
equipment testing. The team did not perform 
well on the mission. 

96. NTC training was being conducted for 
participation 1n a rotation of conventional 
forces. This detachment commander conducted a 
thorough reconnaissance of the training areas 
and briefed his team thoroughly. The team was 
able to navigate at night completely through 
terrain association. 

113. A team was in the pre-deployment phase of a 
mission. This team sergeant passed out tasks to 
each team member to accomplish before 
departure. The departure went smoothly and the 
training to be done during deployment was well 
planned* 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon I: (Problem name - IBaa) 

D1ra H 
1* 77 
All 

Dim S 
I* 77 

MM 23 
All 

01m H 
I* 71 
All 

Dim % 
I* 69 
All 

Dim % 
I* 62 
All 

Dim H 
I* 54 

HH 38 
All 

Dim % 
I* 46 

m 31 
All 

H M S 
10 1.40 0.49 
13 1.69 0.91 

N H S 
10 1.70 1.42 
3 3.67 2.49 

13 2.15 1.92 

N H S 
10 4.00 1.48 
14 3.93 1.49 

N H S 
9 5.78 1.75 

13 6.08 1.59 

N H S 
8 4.63 1.22 

13 4,77 1.19 

N H $ 
7 2.14 1.36 
5 1.60 0.80 

13 1.85 1.17 

N H 5 
6 1.83 0.69 
4 1.50 0.50 

13 1.85 0.86 

Dim % 
I 38 

MH* 46 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 

KK* 38 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 

31 
All 

Dim \ 
I 38 

KK* 46 
All 

N K S 
5 1.60 1.20 
6 1.00 0.00 

13 1.31 0.82 

N H S 
5 2.20 1.17 
5 1.40 0.49 

13 2.00 1.11 

H H 
5 1.20 0.40 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 1.23 0.58 

N H S 
5 1.40 0.80 
6 1.67 1.11 

13 1.54 0.93 

150, The team was conducting PT. This senior 
l&B decided he did not care for the team's PT 
schedule. This 18B went off on his own runs or 
swims. The 18B alienated himself from the team 
and was finally reprimanded by the team sergeant. 

129. A team was discussing the Importance of 
being a team player. A tasking list was made 
for clean-up and this particular 18A was on It. 
This captain would not participate and did not 
give a reason why. The team felt that the 
captain thought he was too good for the chore. 

3. A new team member arrived on a team. This 
SF officer told the new member how to behave to 
make the team more effective. This SF officer 
also told the new member not to call each other 
by rank as everyone knows what rank they all 
are. H1s assistance helped the new member 
become part of the team. 

145. This 18D was on patrol with the SF team. 
The weather was very Bad and motivation amongst 
the team members was low. This l&D kept a good 
attitude and took charge of the situation, 
making a conscientious effort to motivate the 
others. Team morale increased and the mission 
was completed. 

56. An OOA was deployed four times for periods 
of at least six months at a time. This team 
sergeant kept the team on track by taxing 
Individuals a case of beer for any misdeeds or 
violations of team rules. The team was 
cohesive, worked well together, and spent time 
together outside of work. 

133. This unit connander was oood at staffing 
and planning, but had difficulty In 
coniBunIcatIng with the men In his unit. This 
connander failed to Initially establish rapport 
or adjust conaunicatlon to a style to which the 
team would respond. The ccmnander could not 
Inspire, motive, connunlcate or bond with his 
unit effectively. 

49. A new team leader was strict and 
control-oriented. This team leader maintained 
the autocratic style he was used to In the 
Infantry rather than adjusting to the consensus 
style used In the unit. He alienated himself 
from most of the members of his team. 

144. While a team was on deployment, this team 
leader was not assigned any classes to teach. 
This team leader would lay on his bed all day 
and read novels while the team members were 
teaching their classes. The team members lost 
respect for the team leader. 

140. A team of SF soldiers were going to conduct 
cold weather training for 3 or 4 days. A 
handful of these Individuals complained to the 
team leader of Injuries they had already 
sustained and that they were now on crutches. 
This SF team leader responded "Oh, you poor 
babies, you stay back here." The team members 
were insulted. 

51. This SF soldier was assigned to a ^ 
European-based unit which was responsible for 
conducting ground warfare In the mountains 
during the winter. This SF soldier refused to 
learn how to ski. This SF soldier was a 
liability to the detachment during winter 
operations. 

120. While on a real world mission, this 18A 
went to the battalion connander and 
"volunteered" his OOA for the rear echelon 
missions. This ISA had not talked over the 
situation/choices with the members of the OOA. 
The morale of the team was crushed. 

Dim H 
I* 38 

MM 31 
All 

N M S 
5 1.40 0.80 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 1.62 1.39 

Dim % 
I 38 

62 
All 

Dim % 
I 36 

KK* 57 
All 

Dim H 
I 36 

»t* 43 
All 

Dim H 
I 33 

W* 58 
All 

Dim \ 
I* 33 
L 25 

KK 25 
All 

Dim % 
I 31 

MM* 46 
All 

Dim % 
I* 29 
L* 29 

KK 21 
All 

Dim % 
I* 27 
L* 27 
All 

Dim % 
I* 23 
All 

N H S 
5 6.60 0.49 
8 6.00 1.12 

13 6.23 0.97 

N M S 
5 6.40 0.49 
8 6.25 0.66 

14 6.21 0.67 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
6 5.83 0.69 

14 5.57 1.05 

N M S 
4 1.50 0.87 
7 1.71 1.03 

12 1.58 0.95 

N H S 
4 2.00 0.71 
3 2.00 0.00 
3 4.00 0.82 

12 2.67 1.11 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.50 
6 6.17 0.37 

13 6.38 0.49 

53. This team leader called a team meeting for 
the next day at nine o'clock. At nine o'clock 
the next day, the team leader had not yet ^ 
arrived. After waiting fifteen minutes, the 
team sergeant began the meeting during which it 
was decided not to move the billeting site. 
When this team leader arrived at nine-thirty, he 
yelled at the team sergeant and the other HCOs 
in the room about how "a bunch of dumb JICOs 
could make a decision like that In such a short 
tine." After this outburst, the team sergeant 
felt he could not work with this team leader and 
the rest of the team avoided him. 

73. Maintenance of the team equipment and the 
team room Is usually done by NCOs on teams. 
This team leader, wnen his work allowed, lent a 
hand In cleaning the team room and In 
maintaining the equipment. The team memters 
truly felt that the team leader was a member of 
the team, not just the coonander. 

37. An OOA was deployed for a series of four 
very long deployments. This team sergeant 
listened to team members* problems and told them 
he cared about what they said, being a friend If 
they had personal problems. The team became 
cohesive and respected the team sergeant. 

43. This newly assigned 18A had a meeting with 
the 18Z and the 180A. This 18A told the 182 and 
the 180A that he deferred rank to experience and 
was there to help the team. The team became 
close knit and worked very well together. 

156. This team leader was supervising and 
Instructing the team incfltf)ers. This team leader 
gave the other soldiers the work that he was 
supposed to do and said that U would be good 
training for them. The team had little respect 
for this team leader. 

155. An SF team was In an endurance event. This 
team sergeant could run very fast and extremely 
far. This team sergeant had the team do the 
same. The team suffered because they were not 
In good running condition. 

97. A new, older team sergeant ajrlved and 
began a much-needed PT program. On a hill 
exercise with rucksacks, this older sergeant set 
the performance standard by outperforming his 
younger troops. People were motivated to 
Increase their level of physical fitness. 

N H S 
4 5.75 0.43 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.00 0.82 

14 6.00 0.76 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 
' 6.18 0.72 11 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 

13 4.08 2.02 

8. Near the end of a very long and cold 
training exercise, the team had low mrale, was 
very tired, and was becoming weak. The team was 
given another mission and everybody complained. 
This team sergeant let them blow off soma steam, 
then gathered the team together and gave a short 
pep talk about the Importance of the new mission 
and how the team needed to pull together to 
accomplish It. The team members eventually 
agreed; they completed the mission and received 
praise for their team work and determination. 

116. The detachment was deployed OCONUS for 90 
days. Upon returning CONUS, the team was tasked 
with a no-notice exercise rMulrIng long 
distance foot movement. This SF 
maintained the detachment In excellent physical 
condition during the deployment. The no-notice 
exercise was a success. 

141. A soldier was causing 
whole platoon by showing up late and falling to 
complete his work. The platoon 
punished because of him, but the soldier told 
them he did not care, this platoon sergeant 
decided to have a class on hand-to-hand, haying 
the trouble-maker "volunteer." Rapport between 
the platoon sergeant and the platoon 
strengthened. 

H-9 



Retranslatlon Listing of Incident* for Olnenslon J: (Problem name - IBaa) 

Din % 
J* 83 
All 

Din % 
J* 64 
All 

Din % 
J* 58 
All 

Din % 
H 29 
J* 50 
All 

Din \ 
J* 50 
All 

N M S 
10 5.60 1.62 
12 5.67 1.55 

N H S 
7 5.57 1.05 

11 5.82 1.03 

N H S 
7 1.43 0.49 

12 1.75 1.09 

N H S 
4 5.75 0.83 
7 6.43 0.73 

14 6.07 0.80 

N H S 
6 4.67 2.36 

12 5.25 1.92 

Dim % 
E* 46 
J* 46 
All 

Din % 
J* 46 
All 

Dim % 
B 25 
J* 42 
All 

Din % 
J* 38 

m 23 
All 

N H S 
6 6.17 0.69 
6 6.50 0.50 

13 6.38 0.62 

N H S 
6 6.50 0.50 

13 6.31 0.72 

76. This SF soldier was tasked to work 
Individually to produce operational ^ ^ 
Information. This SF soldier researched, 
developed, and wrote a standard operating 
procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed 
in areas that had never been addressed. 

81. This SF soldier was tasked to construct a 
survival kit. This SF soldier looked back on 
notes from previous missions and consulted 
others on the subject. He was able to assemble 
the survival kit. 

143. This HCO was new to the team. This SF NCO 
always had to be told what to do; he could not 
think of what he should be doing on his own. 
The HC0*s supervisors had to monitor him 
constantly otherwise the NCO was not able to do 
his job. 

24. The post-damage assessments from an air war 
were constantly monitored by this team's warrant 
officer. This warrant officer constantly 
updated the enemy's disposition, composition, 
end strenrths on the enemy situation wp. 
Successful detachment missions were planned and 
organized based on this warrant officer's 
assessment. 

52. A detachment was tasked to participate in a 
joint training exercise. This SF officer was 
given the task of developing the battlefield and 
briefing the detachment. This SF officer posted 
Information on an operations map. plotted units 
and Incidences, and Interpreted infonnatlon that 
was supplied. This officer then briefed the 
operation* map and data. The exercise and 
subsequent operations were given an air of 
realism. 

91. While preparing for an airborne insertion 
into the desert, the detachment was having 
problems with the A-21 cargo container. The 
size of the container was going to be a problem 
given the size of the drop zone and the number 
of personnel who were to follow the container. 
This 18B devised a roller skid that would 
quickly eject the cargo container. The 
detachment successfully Inf lied In only one pass. 

65. An 18E was tasked to Install several radios 
for the United Nation's Lisbon headquarters. 
This 18E drew up plans showing what systems 
would be needed prior to Installation. The 
system was operational and became a model for 
others. 

N H 5 
3 6.33 0.94 
5 6.00 1.10 

12 6.00 0.91 

N H S 
5 6.20 0.40 
3 6.00 0.82 

13 6.31 0.72 

Dim \ 
G 31 
J* 38 
All 

H H S 
4 5.75 0.43 
5 6.20 0.75 

13 5.85 1.56 

110. During a 4 month deployment, the OOA desert 
uniforms (OCUs) became unserviceable. There was 
no OX available. Some Individuals In a civilian 
company had been seen wearing DCUs. An SF NCO 
bul It rapport with the civilians and became 
friends with the civilian company procurement 
officer. The SF NCO got new OCUs for the team 
because the civilian commander offered them to 
the team. 

118. A National Guard unit was responsible for 
setting up a mess hall supporting SF company In 
the field. The refrigerated truck broke down. 
National Guard leadership was absent and an SF 
warrant officer was sent over to remedy the 
situation. After allowing for complaints from 
the enlisted personnel, this warrant officer 
told the senior cook to figure out what he 
needed for 5 days and told the enlisted 
personnel to unload the truck. There was little 
response.The warrant officer removed his shirt 
and climbed up In the truck and began to sort 
out the food himself, handing It out to the ^ 
waiting enlisted. The troops became Involved 
and the cook began to assert himself. The food 
was saved and the mess hall was set up. 

146. This 16C was tasked to be on a connittee 
assigned to teach a demolitions course. Part of 
the course Involved a field problem. This 18C 
wrote an operations order that was so complete 
that 4 teams working In different locations 
could understand what was to be done and when. 
The target of Interest was hit and the field 
mission was a success. 

Dim H 
J* 31 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 
J 31 
All 

Dim H 
J 31 
P* 46 
All 

Dim H 
A 21 
E 21 
J* 29 

II 21 
All 

Dim H 
D* 36 
J 29 
All 

01m % 
B* 50 
J 29 
All 

Dim % 
B* 29 
J* 29 

II 21 
All 

01m % 
B* 36 
C 27 
J 27 
All 

01m % 
J* 27 
All 

Dim 
J 
L* 

48. This newly assigned officer was responsible 
for producing the MTP and updating the battle 
books. Two days prior to the briefing, this 
officer said he did not feel competent enough to 
perform these duties. The 18A was required to 
perform these duties. 

51. This SF soldier was assigned to a , ^ 
European-based unit which was responsible for 
conducting ground warfare In the mountains 
during the winter. This SF soldier refused to 
learn how to ski. This SF soldier was a 
liability to the detachment during winter 
operations. 

109. A warrant officer and team leader were 
Instructed to write an After Actions Review on a 
mission they completed. This AAR was to be 
reviewed by high levels of cosmand and tte State 
Department, This 180A made a poor effort In 
doing this AAR. Although he used a word 
processor, he did not use a spell checker or use 
complete sentences. Because this was a high 
priority mission, copies were sent straight to 
Washington DC, bypassing the normal chain. The 
entire group was criticized as "duab SF cowboys" 
by members in the Pentagon who read the 
error-filled report. 

N H S 20. While training with host nation forces. It 
3 6.67 0.47 was discovered that their main commo link ms 
3 4.33 2.36 messenger. The conno equipment was available 
4 6.25 0.43 but no one knew how to use It. Although the 
3 6.33 0.47 equipment was not known to the 18E, he was able 

14 5.93 1.44 to figure It out and teach the force to 
effectively use the equipment. The host nation 
comao link was Improved which then Improved all 
other tasks performed by the force. 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 

13 2,54 1.65 

N M S 
5 1.20 0.40 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 1.23 0.58 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
6 1.17 0.37 

13 1.38 0.84 

N H S 
5 1.20 0.40 
4 1.25 0.43 

14 1.36 0.48 

N H S 
7 5.29 1.83 
4 6.00 0.71 

14 5.79 1.47 

N M S 
4 5.50 0.50 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.33 0.47 

14 5.86 1.30 

N H S 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.09 1.38 

5. This team leader was very weak In Spanish. 
This team leader made no attempt to Improve his 
language skills because he was confident that 
his other abilities would make up for It. An 
important mission was given to another team that 
had a team lea^r who was better able to speak 
and understand Spanish. 

34. While In a host nation country, an SF 
soldier backed up a truck over a pwstlc water 
pipe line, breaking a 6 foot section. This 18C 
went to the local economy to acquire the 
necessary material to repair the water line. A 
possible problem with host nation personnel ms 
avoided. 

15. An SF 18C was part of a two-person team 
establishing a program to train refuges. When 
the team leader had to leave the mission to 
brief the general, this 18C took over the role 
of negotiating with officials from a variety of 
nations/factions. This 18C wore civilian 
clothes and went to a high-level meeting to 
represent the U.S. to the host nation. The 
negotiations proceeded, rather than ^Ing 
suspended due to the team leader's absence, and 
the training camp was funded. 

157. This SF NCO was serving as the official 
narrator for a base. This SF NCO was constantly 
being questioned and Interviewed by various 
representatives In the military. This SF HCO 
was polite and responded oulckly and concisely 
to all Inquests. The media had a Msitive Image 
of the soldier and of SF as a whole. 

N H S 93. The team was to conduct four days of 
3 3.00 0.82 weapons firing, requiring the transportation of 

11 2.73 1.05 anmunltlon. weapons, and personnel. This 
officer was told that he could not keep a 
vehicle out for more than one day. This officer 
did not then Inform the coamander that a large 
number of weapons and anmunltlon had to be fired 
among the six man team. A shuttle system had to 
be developed to get the personnel, anminltlpn, 
and weapons to and from the site over a number 
of days. 

HH* 31 
All 

H M R 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 0.71 
4 6.00 0.71 

13 6.31 0.72 

134. During a 12-m11e rucksack march at part of 
a stress test, this 40-year old SF team m^r 
covered the course with 55 pounds In one hour 
and 41 minutes, even though the maximum allowed 
time was two and a half hours. He was an 
example to other younger team members who 
followed. 

H-IO 



Dia 
G* 
J* 

% 
23 
23 

All 

N M S 60. A detachment was In Isolation preparing for 
3 1.33 0.47 an SR mission. Tentative approval was given for 
3 1.33 0.47 the original concept, but 1t was later denied 

13 1.31 0.46 for technical reasons. This team leader put in 
little planning effort after the mission concept 
changed. The detachment gave a poor briefback 
and had to give It again twelve hours later. 

Din % N M S 79. Two team members were operating In 
J 23 3 6.67 0.47 mountainous terrain with foreign forces In a 
L* 46 6 6.83 0.37 developing country. One of the Indlaenous 
0 23 3 7.00 0.00 personnel fell and was lying unconscious and 
All 13 6.77 0.42 injured at the bottom of a 400 foot ravine where 

the only evacuation route was by a road along 
the top of the cliff. This team member tied the 
injured person to himself and climbed back to 
the top, while his fellow team member assisted 
by controlling a safety line. Once at the top, 
the Injured individual was transported to a 
local clinic and treated. 

01m % H H 5 82. This 188 was tasked to provide mortar 
A 23 3 2.67 2.36 training to personnel. This 18B did not study 
H* 31 4 1.00 0.00 the manual or any references prior to the 
J 23 3 1.33 0.47 class. He did not present some Important 
All 13 1.62 1.33 technical Information, did not logically 

progress through the material, and could only 
answer basic questions. Consequently, the 
students were poorly trained and they had a 
negative Impression of the Instructor. 

01m 
E* 
F 
J 

% 

50 
21 
21 

All 

N H S 23. This 18C was deployed on a mission In which 
7 5.29 1.58 the marching route followed a stream. Although 
3 4.67 2.05 the Intelligence reports stated that Is was 
3 6.00 0.00 possible to walk the entire route along the 

14 5.29 1.53 bank, the element found that there were cliffs 
on both sides of the stream and deep water to 
their front. This 18C constructed a large raft 
to float the equipment down the stream. The 
element was able to continue their mission and 
did not lose any travelling time. 



Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension K: (Problem name - 18aa) 

Dim V N H S 127. This 18C was told to pack all related 
K* 100 13 1.23 0.80 equipment for his portion of the operation. 
All 13 1.23 0.80 This 18C did not pack the demolitions block, 

generator, or pioneer box. When the team 
sergeant spot checked and found the error, the 
18C lied about having been briefed on what to 
pack. 

Dim % N H S 45, A team sergeant was directed to have the 
83 10 6.70 0.46 OOA wear flak jackets on a maneuver live fire. 

All 12 6.75 0.43 A flak jacket Is heavy, cumbersome, and 
completely Incapable of stopping a bullet. OOA 
emotions about having to wear them were strongly 
negative. This team sergeant gathered his 
Information and spoke to the commander through 
the group level to try and reverse the policy. 
The team sergeant lost, but he had tried. Later 
that day on the range, he put his team In 
jackets and did the CFX. No senior leadership 
was there to see If he had done It correctly or 
Incorrectly. 

Dim H 
K 23 
N* 38 
All 

Dim \ 
K 21 
Q* 57 
All 

N H S 
3 4.33 1.70 
5 1.20 0.40 

13 2.77 2.08 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
8 5.75 0.83 

14 5.86 0.83 

Dim % 
K* 77 
All 

N H S 100. A company-size element was deployed 
10 1.20 0.40 overseas for several months. One telephone line 
13 1.23 0.42 was available to the US for morale calls. While 

the time limit set for phone usage was less than 
30 minutes, no limit was set for the number of 
times the phone could be used in a week.^ This 
officer called his family almost every night 
before he made the phone available to his unit. 
This commander also failed to enforce the phone 
policies published by the local comnand. Phone 
usage for the unit was cut off at least twice 
for Improper use. The commander was perceived 
to have compromised his integrity. 

Dim % 
K» 69 

KK 31 
All 

N H S 62. An ISC was moved off a teem and counseled 
9 1.56 0.68 by the CSH for disloyalty and not being a team 
4 2.00 1.22 player. His team leader did not say a word In 

13 1.69 0.91 his defense at the time. About a year later 
this team leader ran Into the 18C. this team 
leader said he would now write a statement to 
support the 18C, because although the move had 
not been his Idea and he had not agreed with It, 
he had been afraid at the time to say anything. 
The 18C unnecessarily suffered a year of hard 
times. 

Dim % 
K* 46 
P 38 
All 

N H S 
6 1.67 0,75 
5 1.20 0.40 

13 1.38 0.62 

122. An officer was tasked to update his battle 
book as to team proficiency or training guidance 
letters. This officer did not do this and 
supplied his higher headquarters with METL 
proficiencies that were guesses. He also did 
not focus his training on those tasks on which 
he guessed his team needed training. Although 
the team was proficient In zeroing weapons, it 
was untrained In conounlcatlons, medical tasks, 
engineering. Intelligence, NBC etc.; all the 
training events that are ’’hard" and not "fun." 

01m % 
K* 45 
All 

N H S 
5 2.60 2.24 

11 2.45 1.78 

68. A team of SF soldiers was flying over 
potentially hostile air space In two helicopters 
during the night. This door gunner threw a 
cigarette out of the first helicopter. Another 
soldier said he saw a red spark. When the story 
got back to the chain of conmand, several pMple 
had reported seeing tracer fire from several 
locations and panicked. 

Din % N H S 10. A company was deployed to an operational 
K* 29 4 1.25 0.43 area when a "real world" mission came down for 
All 14 1.71 1.10 three OOAs.^ This 18A was upset that his OOA was 

not given the mission and got 3/4 of the OOA to 
threaten to resign or move to another company. 
That OOA was given the next "good" mission. 

Dim % N M S 153. This SF officer was In charge of two 
B* 33 4 5.50 0.50 detachments on an OCONUS deployment. Another SF 
K 25 3 6.67 0.47 Officer was treating the host country soldiers 
All 12 5.17 1.46 like basic trainees or ranger students. This SF 

officer told the offending officer to stop , 
behaving In such a manner or high connand would 
be notified. The offending officer did not 
stop, this officer notified higher connand, and 
the Individual was sent home. 

Dim H 
F* 23 
K* 23 

23 
All 

N H S 
3 1,67 0.47 
3 4.33 2.36 

.3 1.00 0.00 
13 1.92 1.77 

47. The detachment was deployed to a border 
observation post. This detachment comunder 
kept classified Information at the post and 
presented briefings related to It to many 
officers who visited the post. This detachment 
consander also fired a weapon over the berm and 
drove a vehicle Into "no-mans land" between the 
ben and the enemy observation posts. The 
detachment members prepared statements about the 
connander*s behavior and he was relieved. 

148. NCOS were unloading white phosphorous (WP) 
from a truck in preparation for mortar 
training. This SF NCO was smoking a cigarette 
while unloading the boxes of WP. This KO kept 
the cigarette in his mouth as he carried the 
amaunltlon boxes In front of him. The NCO was 
counseled that It was unsafe to smoke around WP 
mortar animinitlon and to put out the cigarette; 
the NCO apologized and put It out. 

29. The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS 
mission. For the purpose of planning, 
classified material was being used. The 18B 
observed the detachment comnander storing 
confidential material in his desk. This 188 
advised the coonander that all material 
classified as confidential and higher must be 
stored In a safe. The classified material was 
safeguarded. 
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R^ranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension L: (Problem name - 
Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension M: (Problem name ■ 

Dim H 
L* 62 
All 

Din % 
J 23 
L* 46 
0 23 
All 

Din % 
L* 36 

KK 21 
All 

Din % 
J 23 
L* 31 

MH* 31 
All 

Din % 
I* 29 
L* 29 

KK 21 
All 

Din % 
I* 27 
L* 27 
All 

Dim % 
I* 33 
L 25 

KK 25 
All 

Din \ 
B* 46 
L 23 
All 

N M S 149. A training mission was being conducted In 
8 1.63 0.70 very steep mountains. The team jej^ers were 

13 1.69 0.82 carrying rucksacks weighing about 85 . 
This SF soldier kept falling behind as he could 
not keep up with the other team members. This 
SF soldier required that the team members stop 
and wait for him many times during the nlsslon. 
The time on target was almost n^ssed and there 
were no eyes on the target because of the length 
of time It took to get there. 

N H S 79, Two team members were operating 1n 
3 6.67 0.47 mountainous terrain with ^9^ej9”,l2rces In a 
6 6.83 0.37 developing country. One of the lnaig®no“;^. 
3 7.00 0,00 personnel fell and was 

13 6.77 0,42 Injured at the bottom of a ^ foot ravine where 
the only evacuation route was by a road {long 
the top of the cliff. This team member tied the 
Injured person to himself and climbed back to 
the top.^lle his fellow team "ember assisted 
by controlling a safety line. Once at the top, 
the Injured Individual was transported to a 
local clinic and treated. 

N H S 39. A detachment was conducting search and 
5 1.40 0.80 reconnaissance training In cold, wet weather, 
3 1.67 0.47 This team leader did not realize how the bad 

14 1.57 0.73 weather was affecting the team so 
stopped to warm or dry themselves. Six out of 
eight soldiers suffered cold weather Injuries. 

H H S 134. During a 12-mne rucksack inarch as part of 
3 7.00 0.00 a stress test, this 40-year old SF team member 
4 6.00 0.71 covered the course with 55 pounds In one hour 
4 6.00 0.71 and 41 minutes, even though the mimum allowed 

13 6.31 0.72 time was two and a half hours. He was an 
example to other younger team members who 
followed. 

N H S 8. Hear the end of a very long and cold 
4 5.75 0.43 training exercise, the team had low morale, was 
4 6.75 0.43 very tired, and was becoming weak. U®* 
3 6.00 0.82 given another mission and everybody complained. 

14 6.00 0.76 This team sergeant let them blow off some steam. 14 6:oo o:76 WirtSM iirgMHtlSttheiil blow off some steam 
then gathered the team together and gave a short 
pep talk about the importance of the new mission 
and how the team needed to pull together to 
accomplish It. The team members eventually 
agreS? they completed the mission and received 
praise for their team work and determination. 

N H S 116. The detachment was deployed OCONUS for 90 
3 6,67 0.47 days. Upon returning CONUS, the team was tasked 
3 6.33 0.47 with a no-notice exercise requiring long 

11 6.18 0,72 distance foot movement. This SF officer had 
maintained the detachment in excellent physical 
condition during the deployment. The no-notice 
exercise was a success. 

N H S 155. An SF team was In an endurance event. This 
4 2.00 0.71 team sergeant could run very fast and extremely 
3 2.00 0.00 far. This team sergeant had the team do the 
3 4.00 0.82 same. The team suffered because they were not 

12 2.67 1.11 In good running condition. 

N H S 147. An OOA was on a field tra ning exercise 
6 1,50 0.50 with host nation soldiers. This SF soldier 
3 1,00 0.00 complained about the weight of his rucksack and 

13 1.23 0.42 said he did not want to carry^lt anymore. The 
host nation soldiers developed a poor opinion of 
the SF soldiers. 

Dim H 
M* 77 
All 

01m H 
H* 69 
All 

Dim % 
H* 64 
All 

Dim % 
6 23 
H* 54 
All 

N H S 
10 6.20 1.17 
13 6.15 1.10 

66. During a sensitive mission, a night 
Insertion was planned. A three man element was 
Inserted 8 kilometers south of the Intended 
landing zone. The next day, this team leader 
was able to determine the team*s approximate 
location on the ground using terrain features 
and distances traveled. The team notified the 
command element of their location and they were 
picked up and re-Inserted In the correct 
location. The mission was a success. 

N H S 124. This SF soldier was tasked to select a 
9 1.00 0.00 route of movement. This SF soldier came up with 

13 1.08 0.27 a route at the last minute without looking at 
the map. The team got lost and did not 
accomplish their mission. 

N H S 9. After working as a OZ party for airborne 
9 1.00 0.00 operation, this $F officer wanted to view the 

14 1.21 0.56 operation of an AC-130 gunship. This SF officer 
could not locate the AC-130 gunship and got the 
team lost In the gunship's Impact area. The SF 
officer could not resection his location on the 
map. The AC-130 gunship determined personnel^ 
were present In the Impact area and did not fire. 

N M S 151. The team was to be Infilled by choppers to 
3 2.00 0.82 an area surrounded by dense trees and 
7 2.14 0.99 underbrush. The team was tasked with reconning 

13 2.00 0.96 a road and made a point of orienting themselves 
to the terrain by reviewing a map prior to ^Ing 
dropped. Upon landing, this team sergeant told 
the team members to move 200 meters north, at 
which point they would conduct a security ^ 
haIt/map check. Several team members stated 
that the target was located about 1400 meters 
south of the team's location. This team 
sergeant told the team he knew where the rwj 
was and to move north. This team sergeant did 
not conduct a quick map check. The team had to 
move 1600 meters south upon conducting the 
security check/map check In order to start their 
reconnaissance. 

Dim % 
G 23 
H 23 
K* 46. 
All 

Dim % 
H 29 

NN* 43 
All 

Dim % 
H 23 

MM* 54 
All 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 7.00 0.00 
6 6.17 0.69 

13 6.38 0.62 

N N S 
4 2.50 1.50 
6 2.17 0.90 

14 2.29 1.10 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.00 
7 1.86 0.99 

13 2.00 0.96 

96. NTC training was being conducted for 
participation In a rotation of conventional 
forces. This detachment conraander conducted a 
thorough reconnaissance of the training areas 
and briefed his team thoroughly. The team ms 
able to navigate at night completely through 
terrain association. 

33, The detachment was tasked to move from 
point A to point B. This 180A tasked the 18E to 
plan the route. The 180A did not chrck the 
l8E’s work. It took longer to get where the 
team was supposed to go because the 18E had mode 
errors. 

57. This team sergeant was leading the team on 
a vehicular reconnaissance with the only 
accurate map. The senior "®®^c ®|*^®J 
map and after referring to the 6PS, told this 
team sergeant that the team was out of its 
assigned sector. This team sergeant told the 
senior medic that he was wrong. ^Thls team 
sergeant then reported that location when he 
sen! In his dally SITREP. ^ The higher cwmand 
asked this team sergeant why his team was out of 
sector when the team returned and gave the 
debriefing. 

Diif % H M S 6. The ODA was on movement to a contact 
F* 64 9 6.11 0.87 mission. The OOA was under fire and the 
L 21 3 6.00 0.82 situation was worsening. This OOA conronder 
All 14 5.93 0.96 maintained control and showed enough flexibility 
All ^^jct to the situation. The mission was a 

success. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for DiKnslon N: (Problem name • 18aa) 

Dim \ 
N* 54 
All 

N H S 89. A soldier with limited swlnwlng ability was 
7 1.00 0.00 conducting a waterborne operation and parachuted 

13 1.23 0.80 into the water. When his life preserver did not 
work, he wasn’t able to swim ashore. He 
drowned. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name • 18aa) 

Dim k N H S 69. An 18B SF soldier was off duty at a local 
0* 73 8 6.63 0.48 restaurant. This SF soldier observed a civilian 
All 11 6.73 0.45 having a heart attack and administered CPR until 

the emergency medical services arrived. The man 
lived. 

D1a % H M S 
F* 42 5 1.60 0.80 
N* 42 5 1.40 0.49 
All 12 1.83 0.99 

01m % N H S 
K 23 3 4.33 1.70 
N* 38 5 1.20 0.40 
All 13 2.77 2.08 

Dim % 
F* 36 
H* 36 
All 

N H S 
5 1.80 0.75 
5 1.60 1.20 

14 1.64 0.89 

Din % H M S 
N 31 4 3.S0 1.50 
0* 46 6 3.67 l.ll 
All 13 3.77 1.25 

138. An 18D was the oxygen NCO for « WLO Jump. 
This officer would not listen when the 18D told 
him the oxygen was running out, and would not 
allow the aircraft to descend when the 18D 
suggested it. Although the Jump was made 
without Injuries, the bailout bottles were all 
used up and the walk-around bottles had to be 
used. 

148. NCOS were unloading white phosphorous (WP) 
from a truck In preparation for mortar 
training. This SF NCO was fnjpking a cigarette 
while unloading the boxes of WP. This NCO kept 
the cigarette In his mouth as he carried the 
anounltlon boxes In front of him. The NCO was 
counseled that It was unsafe to smoke around WP 
mortar annunltlon and to put out the cigarette; 
the NCO apologized and put It out. 

21. Ordnance was found by a team on a 
humanitarian mission. The team’s 18C strongly 
advised this teem leader that each ordnance 
piece had to be Individually charged (because It 
would not sympathetically detonate) but that the 
team did not have enough demolitions material to 
place a charge on each separate piece. This 
team leader said to "do It anyway." The 
explosion launched several unexploded 
projectiles towards the team at a high rate of 
velocity. 

12. A soldier became dehydrated when 
participating in an obstacle course. This 18B 
gave an IV to the injured soldier even though he 
did not know what he was doing. The soldier 
recovered, but the 16B was given a negative spot 
report. 

Dim H 
0* 71 
All 

01m h 
0* 54 
All 

Dim k 
H 31 
0* 46 
All 

D1ffl % 
J 23 
L* 46 
0 23 
All 

N H S 17. During a sensitive mission, the dctachwitt 
10 5.70 1.68 was required to split into 3 elements. One 
14 5.57 1.55 element sustained a non-life threatening, but 

painful injury to one of its members. This 
element had no 180. This 18B had carried a 
medical kit with him on the mission. This 188 
treated the Injury, where a poisonous plant had 
entered the soldier's leg and broken off 
Internally, by numbing the area surrounding the 
wound and extracting the plant. The wounded 
soldier was able to continue with the mission. 

N H S 86. This SF team member had no medical 
7 1.57 0,73 training. During the packaging and transport of 

13 2.23 1.53 a suspected spinal Injury, this team member 
tried to intercede in providing medical care. 
The medic In charge had to have the team mMber 
leave the room. 

N H S 12. A soldier became dehydrated when 
4 3,50 1.50 participating In an obstacle course. This W8 
6 3.67 l.ll gave an IV to the Injured soldier even though he 

13 3.77 1.25 did not know what he was doing. The soldier 
recovered, but the 18B was given a negative spot 
report. 

N H S 79. Two team members were operating In 
3 6.67 0.47 mountainous terrain with foreign forces In a 
6 6.83 0.37 developing country. One of the Indigenous 
3 7.00 0.00 personnel fell and was lying unconscious and 

13 6.77 0.42 Injured at the bottom of a 400 foot ravine where 
the only evacuation route was by a road along 
the top of the cliff. This team mem^r tied the 
injured person to himself and climbed back to 
the top, while his fellow team member assisted 
by controlling a safety line. Once at the top, 
the injured Individual was transported to a 
local clinic and treated. 

Dim % 
F* 36 
N 29 
All 

N M S 
5 1.00 0.00 
4 1.00 0.00 

14 1.07 0.26 

42. An OOA was sent to an FTX without 
sufficient gear to stay warm In a static 
position for extended periods In sub-freezing 
conditions. An 180 on the team notified this ^ 
officer twice of the lack of protective gear and 
that four team members had incurred ^ 
environmental Injuries by the midpoint of the 
FTX. This officer disregarded the 180‘s input. 
Six team members ended up with permanent 
Injuries, despite treatment by the 18D. 
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Retranslation Listing of incidents for Olienslon P: (Problem name - 18aa) 

Din H H H S 44. This SF leader verbally counselled a 
° P* 71 10 1.60 0.66 substandard SF HCO routinely. Wjjn Jhe poor 

All 14 1.64 0.72 perfomer received a bad NCOER, he appealed to 
the battalion coeaander and comoand sergeant 
major. This SF leader had failed to document 
the poor performance. The NCOER was disapproved 
and re-written Indicating average performance. 

Din % 
9* 54 

KK 31 
All 

N H S 83. An SF team member was about to PCS. He had 
7 2.29 1.67 been on the teM for several years and was an 
4 1.50 0.50 outstanding soldier. This team leader failed to 

13 1.85 1.35 process an award for the SF soldier. The 
soldier left the unit without any award. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q: (Problem name • 18aa) 

Dim H N M S 58. An SF captain was In charge of^ ^ ^ 
0* 100 13 1.38 0.62 coniminicatlon. This officer left the crypto In 
All 13 1.38 0.62 the hotel room while he went to the US embassy. 

There was a possible compromise of crypto 
material. 

Din H N H S 28. An SF company was deployed overseas on an 
0* 86 12 1.08 0.28 operational mission and was located In a staging 
All 14 1.14 0.35 base planning missions. This SF^soldier 

frequently called home and told his wife about 
numerous classified activities. The wife told 
other Individuals and the Information reached 
the SF unit. Morale was lowered but no 
corrective measures were taken. 

Dim % 
J 31 
p* 46 
All 

01m % 
K* 46 
P 38 
All 

Dim % 
F 25 
P* 33 
All 

H H S 109. A warrant officer and team leader were 
4 1.25 0.43 Instructed to write an After Actions Review on a 
6 1.17 0.37 mission they coiq)leted. This ^AR was to be 

13 1.38 0.84 reviewed by high levels of command and the State 
Department. This IBOA made a poor effort In 
doino this AAR. Although he used a word 
processor, he did not use a spell checker or use 
complete sentences. Because this was a high 
pr^rlty mission, copies were sent straight to 
Washington DC. bypassing the norwl chain. The 
entire group was criticized as "dumb SF cowboys" 
by members In the Pentagon who read the 
error-filled report. 

N H S 122. An officer was tasked to update his battle 
6 1.67 0.75 book as to team Proficiency or groining guidance 
5 1.20 0.40 letters. This officer did not do this and 

13 1.38 0.62 supplied his higher headquarters with HETL 
proficiencies that were guesses. He also did 
not focus his training on those tasks on which 
he guessed his team needed training. Although 
the team was proficient In zeroing weapons. It 
was untrained In cosnunlcatlons, medical tasks, 
engineering, Intelligence. NBC etc.; all the 
training events that are ^hard" and not "fun." 

H H 5 126. A commander received a tasking that 4 of 
3 1.33 0.47 his subordinates were to participate In TDY 
4 1.00 0.00 training. The subordinates were to have a 

12 1.25 0.43 suspense of 2 weeks to submit names to hlaher 
headquarters so orders could be cut and the 
subordinates could prepare. This commander 
waited three weeks before submitting the names 
to higher headquarters. Orders were late 
resulting In no time for the soldiers to pick up 
advance TOY monies, the soldiers were deployed 
unprepared, and the TOY mission failed. 

1m H N M S 22. This IBC was tasked with safeguarding 
F 29 4 1.75 0.43 classified material. This 18C removed all the 
0* 71 10 1.60 0.66 weapons from the weapons safe box, placed the 
All 14 1.64 0.61 classified material In the bottom of the box, 

and piled heavy, oily weapons on top. The 
materials became oily and unreadable. 

Dim S 
Q* 71 
All 

01m % 
K 21 
Q* 57 
All 

N H S 2. During a deployment, a team was responsible 
10 1.40 0.92 for maintaining all sensnive Items. This 18E 
14 1.64 1.04 did not do a proper check and later noticed that 

his crypto was missing, even though he had been 
reporting all sensitive Items accounted for. He 
had the team locked down, conducting a search In 
order to find the missing Items. The sensitive 
items were found and the 18E was given a letter 
of reprimand. 

MM S 29. The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS N M S 29. The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS 
3 6.00 0.82 mission. For the purpose of planning. 
8 5.75 0.83 classified material was being used. The 188 

14 5.86 0.83 observed the detachment commander storing 
confidential material In his desk, pils IBB 
advised the comnander that all material 
classified as confidential and higher must be 
stored In a safe. The classified material was 
safeguarded. 

Dim % 
F 23 
P 23 

KK* 38 
All 

N H S 77. A new 18C who was overweight and could not 
3 4.00 1.63 wet the SF standard for the PWsJ'*’JJ^ness 
3 6.00 1.41 test arrived at the battalion. This officer did 
5 1.60 0,80 not interview the 18C and Imnedlately assigned 

13 3.31 2.16 him sight unseen to a scuba team (which requires 
the highest level of Physical abllltyl because 
he was scuba-qualified. The 18C faued to 
improve and finally received a "do not promote 
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5rt;rn;i;?irn’[mrnrsri;^«rnrs";r5i;;;;irn"nr(?^ Retr.nslat1on Listing or incident* for Olaenslon JJ: (Preble 18aa) 

Din \ 
A 29 

II* 50 
All 

01n % 
II* 50 

All 

Din % 
C* 46 

11* 46 
All 

Din % 
A 23 

II* 46 
All 

N H $ 19. The tean was working on a land 
4 3.75 2.17 course with host nation forces. This tean 
7 3,71 1.16 sergeant tried to convince the host nation 

14 3.50 1.50 forces to use terrain association. Instead of a 
straight line fron point to point as a jjnd 
navigation technique. The host nation continued 
with their old technique even though terrain 
association was shown to be nuch easier. 

N H S 26. An OOA was given the Mission of training 
7 5.86 0.64 African soldiers on a new parachute system and 

14 5.64 1.59 on means of exiting their al^'craft. This OTA 
coninander convinced the host nation 
allow the host nation forces to Jump from the 
ramp (Instead of the doorl of the aircraft since 
they had never done that before. The OOA 
connander also gave a safety briefing on 
emergencies as part of the pre-jump procedures. 
As a result, the host nation learned a new way 
to exit their aircraft and added an emergency 
procedure briefing to their SOP. 

N H S 125. On a recent OCONUS trio, the Arab forces 
6 6.67 0.47 being trained did not want to Participate In any 
6 5.33 1.97 night training. It was a newssity that they do 

13 5.92 1.54 some night patrolling. The OOA team leader 
spoke with the entire Arab forces* chain of 
comnd on an Individual basis, reminding them 
of the Importance of this ability. The Arab 
forces* chain of connand recognized the need and 
relented, allowing their forces to receive 
training. 

N M S 128. During the 6ulf Mar this team leader was 
3 6.00 0.82 attached to a Kuwaiti brigade. This team leader 
6 5.83 0.69 instructed the Kuwaiti brigade connander on 

13 6.15 0.77 field sanitation and disease prevention. The 
brigade coninander set up areas for latrine and 
for garbage collection. 

Dim % 
C* 38 

JJ 31 
All 

N H S 70. An SF team was assigned to a host nation 
5 6.60 0.49 battalion and tasked to build rapport and ^ 
4 5.50 1.12 provide training based on an assessment of the 

13 6.08 0.92 battalion needs. After a series of meetings and 
tea drinking, the SF team leader realized the 
host nation connander was avoiding training 
despite the apparent rapport established. This 
team leader realized the host nation conaander 
had received no guidance from his higher command 
to conduct joint training. The team leader 
requested that this Issue be addressed at a 
higher level and arranged a 
briefing/demonstration for the host nation 
regimental coninander and his staff. Joint 
training was started shortly thereafter. 

Dim \ 
C* 62 

JJ 23 
All 

Dim H 
A* 31 

JJ 23 
All 

N H S 
8 5.63 0.86 
3 5.33 0.47 

13 5.69 0.82 

N H S 
4 6.25 0.43 
3 6.00 0.82 

13 6.38 0.62 

98. A host nation colonel had been informed 
that the SF team would supply an aircraft for 
airborne training. The Sr team did not have an 
aircraft available, but the host nation colonel 
did not believe thU. This 180A spent a^great 
deal of time with the host nation colonel 
explaining the error and convincing him that 
there In fact was no aircraft available. The 
host nation colonel made one of Its aircraft 
available for the training. 

67. This IBB was to conduct a boreslght class 
on the 8lBn mortar during an OCONUS HTT with 
foreign forces. This 188 planned and conducted 
both hands-on and classroom training, ^ 
demonstrating In-depth knowledge of the subject 
matter with a professional demeanor. He 
established interoperations with the foreign 
army and enhanced his POI. 

Dim % 
B 23 
C 23 

II* 38 
All 

N H S 106. The SF coninander was advising his host 
3 1.33 0.47 nation counterpart in a FID operation. This SF 
3 2.33 1.89 commander Imposed his Ideals on the way tactics 
5 1.60 0.49 and operations should be conducted. The host 

13 1.62 1.08 nation coninander discontinued his association 
with the SF connander resulting in an overall 
mistrust of SF among the host nation forces. 

Dim % 
C 25 

II* 33 
All 

N M S 137.. This team member was leaving « target with 
3 3.00 0.82 a host nation troop to rally back at the main 
4 2.25 0.43 road ten kilometers away. They all headed west 

12 2.92 1.50 for about six kilometers and then the host 
nation truck started to veer south. This team 
meoX)er stopped the host nation troop to discuss 
the situation and to show them the heading on 
the compass. The host nation troop did not want 
to believe the compass and said they would 
continue to drive south. This SF team member 
continued driving west four kilometers until he 
hit the road and then Informed another elewnt 
of the location of the troop that was heading 
south. 

01n % 
A 21 
E 21 
J* 29 

II 21 
All 

M H S 20, While training with host nation forces, It 
3 6.67 0.47 was discovered that their win conno link was 
3 4.33 2.36 messenger. The comno equlpwnt was available 
4 6.25 0.43 but no one knew how to use It. Although the 
3 6.33 0.47 equipment was not known to the IBE, he was able 

14 5.93 l.a to figure It out and teach the force to 
effectively use the equipment. The host nation 
comno link was Improved which then Improved all 
other tasks performed by the force. 

Dior % 
B* 29 
J* 29 

II 21 
All 

N H S 15. An SF 18C was part of^a ^-person team 
4 5.50 0.50 establishing a program to train refugws. When 
4 6.75 0.43 the team leader had to leave the "Isslon to 
3 6.33 0.47 brief the general, this 18C took over the role 

14 5.86 1.30 of negotiating with officials from a variety of 
nations/factions. This 18C wore civilian 
clothes and went to a high-level meeting to 
represent the U.S. to the host nation. The 
negotiations proceeded, rather than being 
suspended due to the tean leader $ absence, and 
the training camp was funded. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension KK: (Problem name • 18aa) 

Dim % N H S 135. One day, an SF soldier came to work 
KK* 77 10 6.50 0.50 slumping over when he usually would stand tall 

All 13 6.08 1.54 and erect. This team sergeant realized 
something must be wrong and counseled the SF 
soldier. The team sergeant discovered that the 
SF soldier was having problems at home and was 
able to advise him. 

D1ffl H 
K* 69 

KK 31 
All 

N M S 
9 1.56 0.68 
4 2.00 1.22 

13 1.69 0.91 

62. An 18C was moved off a team and counseled 
by the CSM for disloyalty and not being a team 
player. His team leader did not say a word In 
nis defense at the time. About a year later 
this team leader ran into the 18C. This team 
leader said he would now write a statement to 
support the 18C, because although the move had 
not been his Idea and he had not agreed with it, 
he had been afraid at the time to say anything. 
The 18C unnecessarily suffered a year of hard 
times. 

Din % 
KK* 69 
MH 23 

All 

Dim S 
KK* 62 
HM 23 

All 

Dim % 
I 36 

KK* 57 
All 

Ola % 
I 38 

KK* 46 
All 

Din % 
KK* 38 

All 

Dim % 
I* 38 

KK* 38 
All 

K M S 111. The team deployed for rigorous mountain 
9 2.33 1.89 training. The team sergeant, who had performed 
3 2.00 0.82 with honor for 15 years, was In obvious pain and 

13 2.15 1.66 caused the team to move slower than It should 
have. This team 
weak. The team was disheartened by this team 
leader's cosnents. 

N H S 80. This team sergeant did not think that SF 
8 1.25 0.43 soldiers should be married. This team sergeant 
3 2.33 1.25 gave married team members a hard tiro, telling 

13 1.46 0.84 them to forget about their wives and families 
and Instructing them that they should be staying 
deployed as long as possible. Married team 
memrs — and single SF soldiers — lost 
respect for the team sergeant. 

N H S 37. An OOA was deployed for a series of four 
5 6.40 0.49 very long deployments. This team sergeant 
8 6.25 0.66 listened to team members' problems and told them 

14 6.21 0.67 he cared about what they said, being a friend If 
they had personal problems. The team became 
cohesive and respected the team sergeant. 

N H S 120. While on a real world mission, this 18A 
5 1.40 0.80 went to the battalion comnander and ^ , 
6 1.67 1.11 "volunteered- his OOA for the rear echelon 

13 1.54 0.93 missions. This 18A had not talked over the 
situation/choices with the members of the OOA. 
The morale of the team was crushed. 

W H S 132. A new officer reviewed the teams ^ for a 
5 6.40 0.49 deployment and noticed that all the soldiers 

13 6.15 0.77 complained about not receiving mail for a 4 week 
period. This officer researched the problem and 
found that the mall clerk had been re-assIgned 
to a duty that did not allow him to perform h1$ 
nail duties and that no other sollder had been 
assigned in his absence. The Mil clerk was 
often re-assigned In the manner. This officer 
reconoended that actions be taken to eliminate 
this problem and he and his soldiers monitored 
the situation on future deployments. The 
officer's soldiers received feedback from the 
AAR that helped ensure they received their mall 
on deployments. 

N M S 140. A team of SF soldiers were going to conduct 
5 2.20 1.17 cold weather training for 3 or 4 days. A 
5 1.40 0.49 handful of these individuals complained to the 

13 2.00 1.11 team leader of injuries they had already 
sustained and that they were now on crutches. 
This SF team leader responded "Oh, you poor 
babies, you stay back here." The team members 
were Insulted. 

Dim \ 
C 21 
F 21 

KK* 29 
All 

Dim % 
I* 33 
L 25 

KK 25 
All 

Dim \ 
G* 46 

KK 23 
All 

Dim H 
L* 36 

KK 21 
All 

Dim % 
I* 29 
L* 29 

KK 21 
All 

01m \ 
KK 21 
H4* 64 

All 

N H S 35. An 18A was In charge of a staff section 
3 3.67 1.70 with a team member who was about to retire. ,The 
3 3.33 0.94 team member did not want to deploy, but the 18A 
4 3,50 1.12 insisted he go. This team member maintained a 

14 2.79 1.57 bad attitude during the deployment, contradicted 
the policies of the 18A and chain of coneand. 
and did not change his behavior after the unit 
sergeant and battalion comnander talked to him. 
This team member was relieved when he got home. 

N M S 155. An SF team was In an endurance event. This 
4 2.00 0.71 team sergeant could run very fast and extremely 
3 2.00 0.00 far. This team sergeant had the team do the 
3 4.00 0.82 same. The team suffered because they were not 

12 2.67 1.11 In good running condition. 

M H S 114. The team was In Isolation preparing for an 
6 1,83 1.21 SR. This team sergeant decided that every men 
3 2.33 0.47 should carry one LAW and two claymore mines. 

13 2.08 1.14 This team sergeant did not consult with the 188 
and 18C on the team In making the decision. The 
team carried far more weight than necessary and 
the team members were exhausted. 

N H S 39. A detachment was conducting search and 
5 1.40 0.80 reconnaissance training in cold, wet weather. 
3 1.67 0.47 This team leader did not realize how the bad 

14 1.57 0.73 weather was affecting the team so the team never 
stopped to warm or dry themselves. Six out of 
eight soldiers suffered cold weather Injuries. 

8. Near the end of a very long and cold 
training exercise, the team had low morale, was 
very tired, and was becoming weak. The team was 
given anotner mission and everybody complained. 
This team sergeant let them blow off some steam, 
then gathered the team together^and gave a short 
pep talk about the importance of the new mission 
and how the team needed to pull together to 
accomplish it. The team members eventually 
agrees; they completed the mission and rMelved 
praise for their team work and determination. 

27. A team leader was deployed with his 
detachment to the Joint Readiness Training 
Center to be evaluated on the team's ability to 
conduct a DA mission. This team leader 
consistently argued with and verbally abused his 
team members for the duration of the ^erclse. 
The team members all lost the motivation to do 
well and performed their tasks In a substandard 
way. The team received a poor evaluation. 

N H S 
4 5.75 0.43 
4 6.75 0.43 
3 6.00 0.82 

14 6.00 0.76 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
9 1.33 0.67 

14 1.29 0.59 

Dim % 
KK* 38 
HH 31 

All 

H M 
5 2.40 1.36 
4 1.50 0.50 

13 2.00 1.18 

an 18C was tasked 92. During mission planning, an 18L 
to develop his portion of the plan. This team 
leader took the ISC's plan, which had been 
approved by the team sergeant, made red Mrks 
all over It, and changed It without asking the 
18C any questions. The mission plan did not 
take advantage of the ISC's expertise and the 
18C lost respect for the team leader. 

01m % 
KK* 38 
m 31 

All 

)) H S 55. A soldier worked hard all day out of sight 
5 1.40 0.80 of his supervisor. This officer accused the 
4 1.00 0.00 soldier of being lazy and disloyal and verbally 

13 1,31 0.72 abused the soldier for a half hour. The soldier 
lost respect and loyalty for this officer. 

Dim % 
F 23 
P 23 

KK* 38 
All 

N H S 77. A new IBC who was overweiaht and could not 
3 4.00 1.63 meet the SF standard for the physical fitness 
3 6.00 1.41 test arrived at the battalion. This officer did 
5 1.60 0.80 not interview the 18C and Immediately assigned 

13 3.31 2,16 him sight unseen to a scuba team (which requires 
the highest level of physical ability) because 
he was scuba-qualified. The 18C failed to 
l^rove and finally received a "do not promote" 

Dim % 
P* 54 

KK 31 
All 

7 2.29 1.67 
4 1.50 0.50 

13 1.85 1.35 

83, An SF team member was about to PCS. He had 
been on the team for several years and was an 
outstanding soldier. This team leader failed to 
process an award for the SF soldier. The 
soldier left the unit without any award. 
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Retrmiatlon Listing*orincidents*for oi»ens1on LL: (Problen name - 18aa) 

nim k N H s 46. This SF tea« sergeant was tasked to develop 
°LL* 69 9 1.67 0.47 a progran of Instruction 

All 13 2.00 0.88 course. This tea* sergeant 
Instructions to his team ’{Ojj ^®once 
wanted the lesson outlines to look like. Once 

13 2.00 0.88 

Dim H 
a* 38 

All 

01* % 
H* 46 

LL 31 
All 

01m % 
H 23 

LL* 31 
NN 23 

All 

01* % 
C 21 

a* 29 
All 

;aStid the leSJon outll^ierio ook like Once 
coBjpleted, all the lesson outlines had to be 
redone to fit the sane format. 

h.s.0.1. cS-r!srii,r.!2:!raar.sig.”t! 
failed to take any positive actions or make 
decisions, result^ In a team 
detachment coBBander stepped In. set ^ne tea* 
sergeant on the correct 
tea*. The crisis was resolved and the team 
functioned appropriately. 

N H S 84. The OOA was exited to deploy for FW 
6 2.33 1.11 within 2 weeks. AlT team nembers nadbeen 
4 2.75 1.79 tasked to produce WJIs for the 

13 2.46 1.39 of the tea* ne*bers were taking leave the 
2 weeks. This tea* leader did not require in 
progress reviews to check on the 
the'^POIs. On the day of the suspense, only 50% 
of POIs were cow leted and the team leader and 
tea* sergeant had to complete the rest. 

N H 5 113. A tea* was in the 
3 6.33 0.47 mission. This tea* sergeant P”?®^ 2“^ 3 6.33 0.4/ mission, mis vcm - 
4 6.25 0.43 each team member to accomplish be^oj®. 
3 6 33 0.47 departure. The departure went smoothly and the 

13 5!92 1.49 training to be done during deployment was well 
planned. 

W H S 13. The detachwrt received a new comnder 
3 2.67 1.25 just prior to deployment for Desert Shield. 
4 2.00 1.00 This detachment coBoander 

14 2.14 1.12 required initial counseling with Jbe team 
^ ^ * sergeant in the first month to set goals and 

expectations. This detachment coiananTCr had a 
series of power struggles and personal 
disagreements with the tea* sergeant over a 
period of 5 months, at which point he conducted 
the counseling session. The detachment was 
unable to acco*pllsh assigned missions during 
this period and got a bad reputation. 

01* % 
G 21 

LL 29 
«H* 43 

All 

N M S 30. A detachaent was Planning two separate 
3 6.33 0.47 missions (one OA. one SR). This detachment 
4 6.00 1.00 comnander gave hU planning guidance an® ^bei 
6 6 17 1.07 let the tea* sergeant conduct the planning, 

14 6.14 0.91 periodically checking on the team s progress 
^ The planning was effective without 

unH tftAm had an excellei "micro-managing* and the team had an excellent 
briefback. 



Retrsiisiatioii Ustlng'oniicidents for oiwnsion S: (Problem name - 18aa) 

« H S 59. The detachment was conducting a real world 
9 1.11 0.31 search and reconnaissance mission. This 

13 1.38 0.84 the uroet’r^ Mr 
telm meloer would have to wake film up. ^Some of 
th"de3ehment felt they he 
detachnent coBiMnder and others 
could sleep on duty that they could too. 

Oin % 
MH* 69 

All 

Dla % 
KK 21 

64 
All 

I 38 
HH* 62 

All 

Ji MH* 62 
All 

M M 
3 1.33 0.47 
9 1.33 0.67 

14 1.29 0.59 

N M 
5 6.60 0.49 
8 6.00 1.12 

13 6.23 0.97 

N H S 8 2.25 1.20 
13 2.00 1.04 

Din 
I 

Center to be evaluated on the tean s aDiiiiy vu 

cSSSlrtellt^ 5JSJld";ith'Md*“?bi1ly*Jbused his 

ifSsis wss 
I5u^ ^Sad thii? tasks in a substandard 
way. The team received a poor evaluation. 

tPai SSSTSSaWnlTy SMIeSS^* 

SS WUaS? i*ar.«? Of 
the tea«, not Just the cosnander. 

AA Uhan this teas leader cane to the team, he 
told then he would sit back and learn 
the sergeants who had we 
five nonths. he proclaimed that the team was 
nessed up and he would 
ffl?l^llt?thei“!!d'?^Slin?“’Sthors' 

SbSS?* TawwuiMiS'teM SeL?S’fen thiy 
were talking to a brWk wall and there was 
discord on the tean. 

H H S 156. This tean leader wm 
4 1.50 0.87 instructing the tean *®®5S[** PJ5j®he was 

5„- .n:Si:S 
for this tean leader. 

57. This toM sorgMnt wds leading «* »««" ®" 
a vehicular reconnaissance with The only 
accurate nap. The senior medic asked to J®® 
map and after referring to the 6PS. JJ ^^3**^* 
tean sergeant that the tean was 
iiilgiied sector. This te“L 
senior medic that he was wrong. This J®®®. 
«erfleant then reported that location when he 
leSnS his dany SITREP. The higher coitmand 
asked this tean sergeant 
sector when the tean returned and gave the 
debriefing. 

y M ^ 144 While a tean was on deployment, this team 
5 1,60 1.20 leader was not 
6 1.00 0.00 This team >e«Cer would lay on h^edaU day 

13 1.31 0.82 and md ~va)*,f.JJ®,«*«SS&«'lost 
respect for the tean leader. 

N H S 97. A new, older team sergeant arrived awl 

t ti? 8:37 «SSl*se"ltii"?S2k«?ksn8lS’ildS terJJint set 

13 6.38 0.49 P®0P^e 
incr«se thew level of physical fitness. 

? 6 53 0.I7 rMJS ^ 
13 6.46 0.63 being told J*““Word''h1«’'hWtS^oW InS “ 

^at^up for SF, this officer stated he wgul'l 

‘ite'dld?"’ HU SU S?%8u“?rlSthloS 

MrJ"K'Set'S:crinThS8en5S ??^lnlF 
Ster his third knee operation. 

N H S 75, This commander who had little Special 
£ £ cn n 7A PnrcAs ext)er1ence was placed In charge of the 

13 6123 0:70 gp?groSrVai!ed'?ra ‘nSo 
who had more experience with this twe of 
SlSslon. This showed faith In the Junior NCO 
and led to a successful nisslon. 

Din % 
H 23 

m* 54 
All 

N M S 
3 2.00 0,00 
7 1.86 0.99 

13 2.00 0.96 

Din % 
I 38 

m* 46 
All 

Din % 
I 31 

HM* 46 
All 

Din % 
HH* 46 

All 

Dm % 
HH* 46 

All 

01m \ 
I 36 

MM* 43 
All 

om H 
MH* 38 

All 

Din % 
I* 54 

MM 38 
All 

Dim % 
I* 46 

m 31 
All 

N H 
5 5.60 1.02 
6 5.83 0.69 

14 5.57 1.05 

N H S 
5 1.40 0.49 

13 1.54 0.75 

N H 
7 2.14 1.36 
5 1.60 0.80 

13 1.85 1.17 

N H S 
6 1.83 0.69 
4 1,50 0.50 

13 1.85 0.86 

01n % 
KK* 38 
MM 31 

All 

Oin % 
I* 38 

MH 31 
All 

N H S 
5 2.40 1.36 
4 1.50 0.50 

13 2.00 1.18 

N M S 
5 1.40 0.80 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 1.62 1.39 

Dim % 
KK* 38 
MM 31 

All 

Dim H 
J 23 
L* 31 

MM* 31 
All 

N H S 
5 1.40 0.80 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 1.31 0.72 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 0.71 
4 6.00 0.71 

13 6.31 0,72 

43. This newly assigned ISA had a meetIna with 
the 18Z and the 180A. This IW told the gZ and 
the 180A that he deferred rank to experlenM and 
was there to help the tean. The tean becane 
close knit and worked very well together. 

131. A helicopter crash-landed 1n an unsecure 
area of the host nation. Terrorist activity was 
present in the surrounding a*;®®; This SF 
officer sent out an NCO to the area to check out 
the problen and provide asa^*tance, stating that 
he would stay at base and monitor the activity 
over the radio. All the NCOS In the host nation 
lost resp^t for the officer. 

133. This unit comnander was ^d at staffing 
and planning, but had difficulty In 
comoun lea ting with tha men in his Thg 
coimander failed to Initially estab 11 ^appjri 
or adjust conmwnlcatlon to a style to which the 
teai SSuld respond. The comandg; cou d not 
Inspire, motive, connunlcate or bond with nis 
unu effectively, 

49. A new team leader was strict and 
control-oriented. This team leader 
the autocratic style he was used to in the 
Infantry rather than adjusting to the consenws 
style used In the unit. He alienated himself 
from most of the members of his team. 

92. During mission planning, an gC Ifas tasked 
to develop his portion of t^®. JW!-^®®" 
leader took the IBC's plan, J^l^ gd ^ 
approved by the team s®r0«ant5.®a^® r«o 
ail over It, and changed It 
18C any questions. The mission Pjang2L®jL 
take advantage of the 18C s ®Jtp®rt1se and the 
16C lost respect for the team leader. 

53. This team leader called a 15®*.?®*^!”?^!?’* 
the next day at nine o'clock. At jlje 0 clxk 
the next day. the team leader had not yat 
arrived. After waiting fifteen it 
team sergeant began the JJjTIng during ^Ich It 
was decided not to rove the billeting site. 
When this team leader «rr1«P at Jlne-thgt^ he 
yelled at tha team sergeant and the ^h«r NCOS 
in the room about how *a bunch of dumb NCOS 
could make a decision like that In such * rtort 
time " After this outburst, the team *®rg®aot 
felt’he could not work vilth this team leader and 
the rest of the team avoided him. 

55. A soldier worked hard all day oat ©t jght 
of his supervisor. This officer accuMd g® 
soldier of being lazy and disloyal 
Ibused the soldTer for a Jalf hour. The soldier 
lost respect and loyalty for this officer. 

134. During a IZ-nlle rucksack march as part of 
A stress test, this 40-year old SF team memoer 
covered the course with ^5 pounds in w how 
and 41 minutes, even though ge 
time was two and a half hours. He was an 
example to other younger team members wno 
followed. 

Dim J 
H* 46 

m 23 
All 

Dim % 
KK* 69 
MM 23 

All 

Dim % 
KK* 62 
HH 23 

All 

87. Two OOAs were preparing to.JeP^®y*,rf^t 

„ 2.08 1.07 frwbjck a o8S1««* 

N M S 
6 2.00 0.58 

I 2.33 1,89 

N H S 
9 2.33 1.89 
3 2.00 0.82 

13 2.15 1.66 

N H S 
8 1.25 0.43 
3 2.33 1.25 

13 1.46 0.84 

111. The team deployed for rigorous mountain 
trsininfl The team sergeant, who had performed 

if JeSS? was* in obvious p«i» .nd 
caused the teem to move slower than It snouio 
have. This team leader Implied thatJo.K**.. 
weak. The team was disheartened by this team 
leader's connents. 

80. This team sergeant did "®T .TOJ"*! 
soldiers should be majrled. This team sewnt 
?ave married team members a hard time, tailing 

hem to forget about ^^eir wives and Tamil las 
and Instructing them that they 
deployed as long as possible. Jtarrgd team 
nembers — and single SF soldiers — losc 
respect for the team sergeant. 
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Dim 
F* 23 
K* 23 

HH* 23 
AU 

01m H 
J* 38 

m 23 
All 

N H S 47. The detachment was deployed to a bor^r 
3 1.67 0.47 observation post. This detachment coniMnder 
3 4.33 2.36 kept classified Information at the post and 
3 1.00 0.00 presented briefings related to It to jjjy 

13 1.92 1.77 officers who visited the post. 
comnander also fired a weapon over the berm and 
drove a vehicle Into "no-mans land betwwn the 
berm and the enemy observation posts, m 
detachment members prepared statements about the 
coBnander's behavior and he was relieved. 

N H S 118. A National Guard unit was responsIMe for 

Dim % 
G* 31 
H 23 

m 23 
All 

Dim % 
I* 77 

HH 23 
All 

5 6.20 0.40 setting up a mess hall supporting SF coawny In 
3 6.00 0.82 the field. The refrigerated Truck broke dwn. 

13 6.31 0.72 National Guard leadership was absent and an SF 
^ warrant officer was sent over to reredy the 

situation. After allowing for complaints from 
the enlisted personnel, this warrant officer 
told the senior cook to figure out ^at he 
needed for 5 days and told the enlisted 
personnel to unload the truck. There was little 
response.The warrant officer removed his shirt 
and climbed up In the truck and began to sort 
out the food himself, handing It out to the 
Siltlno enlisted, rte troops bKW '"vglved 
and the cook began to assert himself. The food 
was saved and the mess hall was set up. 

N H S 130. This commander was very good at staffing 
4 1.50 0.50 and planning, but had little 
3 1,33 0.47 executing missions. The commander had tr^eam 
3 2 33 1.25 take a limited focus and concentrate on OPORD, 

13 ll69 0.91 He prevented other critical activities from 
being conducted, such as rehearsals and 
equipment testing. The team did not perform 
well on the mission. 

N H S 129. A team was discussing the Importance of 
10 1.70 1.42 being a team player. A tasking list was Mde 
^3 3.67 2.49 for c1ean-up and this particular 18A w^J J" 
13 2.15 1.92 This captain would not participate and did not 

give a reason why. The team felt that the 
captain thought ne was too good for the chore. 

Retransiation’Llstlng’of Incidents for Dimension NN: (Problem name - 18aa) 

Dijn H N M S 74. A team sergeant was very Insecure about his 
NN* 69 9 5.78 1.03 authority. He would complain to the OOA, 

All 13 5.62 0.92 claiming that the team leader was doing his 
^ Job. This team leader confronted the team 

Dim % 
NN* 50 

All 

Dim \ 
F 36 

NN* 43 
All 

Dim % 
M 29 

NN* 43 
All 

Dim % 
F 29 

NN* 43 
All 

Dim h 
G 21 

LL 29 
NN* 43 

All 

sergeant and told him to quit sniveling to the 
OOA and start acting like a team sergeant. This 
team leader told him to do his Job and the OOA 
would back him 100%. The team sergeant changed 
his attitude and proceeded to do his Job. 

N H S 7. This team leader was assigned to a team 
7 6.00 0.53 with a team sergeant who was consistently 

14 5,93 0.70 verbally abusing the team members If they didn t 
u./u » standards. This team laa^r told 

the team sergeant that verbal abuse would not 
Improve performance and had him read a book on 
leadership and counseling. The team sarmnt 
stopped abusing his team members; esprit de 
corps and overall performance improved. 

N H S 25. An OOA was conducting improvised wnltlons 
5 3.20 2.71 training. An 18C*s improper storage of the 
6 2.67 2.05 flamnabie chemicals resulted in ^mage to 

14 3.00 2.33 equipment and danger to personnel. Instead of 
punishing the Individual, this coDnander stopped 
training, had the chemicals disposed of, and 
prevented Improvised munitions training from 
Being conducted. 

N M S 33. The detachment was tasked to . 
4 2.50 1.50 point A to point fl. This 180A tasked the 18E to 
6 Li7 0.90 plan the route. The 180A did not check the 

14 2.29 I.IO 18E‘s work. It took longer to get where the 14 2.29 1.10 
plan tnc I^UVC. me jawn --- 
18E‘S work. It took longer to get where the 
team was supposed to go because the l&E had made 
errors. 

N M S 41. On an extended deployment, a drunk SF 
4 5.75 0.83 soldier became abusive to SF soldiers who were 
6 5.83 0.69 trying to help him get to bed. ^ThIs senior 

14 5.71 0.80 warrant officer took charge of the situation, 
forced the SF soldier to go to bed, and waited 
until the next day to counsel him. A potential 
problem was diffused and the soldier learned his 
lesson while sober. 

N H S 30. A detachment was Planning,two jepjfjt; 
3 6.33 0.47 missions (one OA. one SRI. This <l«tacj«nt 
4 6.00 1.00 commander gave his planning guidance and then 
6 6.17 1.07 let the team sergeant conduct the planning, 

14 6.14 0.91 periodically checking on the team s progress. 
The planning was effective without 
"micro-managing" and the team had an excellent 
briefback. 

Dim % 
NN* 25 

All 

Dim H 
G* 42 

NN 25 
All 

Dim % 
A* 69 

NN 23 
All 

Dim H 
H 23 

LL* 31 
NN 23 

All 

Dim % 
6* 50 

NN 21 
All 

u u c 108. Ou. ... —_ 
3 5.67 0.47 used an’ in!efact1ve'rtyie of leadwship. Hj 

12 6.17 0.69 allowed the leaders under his conoand to dictate 
how their refugee camps would be run. The unit 
accomplished Its mission earlier and received 
several awards. 

N M S 158. This 18A was In charge of a team. This 18A 
5 5.60 1.85 let the Individual MOSs plan, prepare, and 
3 6.33 0.47 execute their portions of the mission, asking 

12 6.00 1.29 for updates as the tasks were completed. The 
team's mission was successful. 

N H S 105. During a classroom exercise on the plotting 
9 6.44 0.68 board, one student could to 
3 7.00 0.00 being given. This NCOIC took the stuwnt off to 

13 6.62 0.62 the side and brought him up to speed while his 
aide continued to teach the class. Jhl* . 
instructor also spent long hours of his own pme 
teaching the student. The student was able to 
fully grasp the lesson and, when tested, was at 
the top of his class. 

N M S 113. A team was In the pre-deployment phase of a 
3 6.33 0.47 mission. This team sergeant pajsjJ 0“t tasks to 
4 6.25 0.43 each team member to accomplish wfore 
3 6.33 0.47 departure. The departure went smoothly and the 

13 5.92 1.49 training to be done during deployment was well 
planned. 

N H S 4, This 18A was given the responsibility of 
7 6.14 0.64 developing and Implementing 
3 6.33 0.47 operations/survival program of 

14 6.29 0.59 This 18A delegated the responslblll^ of 
different portions of the 
personnel to take advantage of the SF team 
members* versatility. The desert training 
program was exemplary. 

108. During a humanitarian mission, this 18A 
used an Interactive style of leadership. Je^ 

N H S 
9 6.44 0.68 
3 7.00 0.00 

13 6.62 0.62 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 6.25 0.43 
3 6.33 0,47 

13 5.92 1.49 

N H S 
7 6.14 0.64 
3 6.33 0.47 

14 6.29 0.59 
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RetransUtlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension A: (Problem name 

Din H 
A* 67 
All 

N H S 12U An SF team was tasked to give classes to 
8 1.75 0.66 general personnel. This team member went Into 

12 1.83 0.69 extensive detail on his portion of Instruction, 
Including technical descriptions of various 
functions, and did not ask the class for 
questions. He gained a reputation as a know it 
air and no one paid attenUon In h1s classes; 
those who could come up with excuses did not 
attend his scheduled classes. 

01m % 
A* 46 
E 31 
All 

01m \ 
A* 38 
All 

01m % 
A* 33 
C 25 
All 

N H S 1. During a FID mission, an OOA found that the 
6 6.00 0.82 Indigenous soldiers were not taking the training 
4 6.25 0.83 seriously. This warrant officer used hide 

13 6.15 0.77 positions to make a videotape of poor security 
practices and then presented the tape In the 
context of an enemy's weapons sight to emphasize 
their vulnerability. The tape Mde an 
Impression on the Indigenous soldiers: they saw 
how the techniques presented by the OOA would 
help to keep them alive, so they 
attention in class and Creased their efforts 
In field maneuvers. 

N M S 63. The team was training In medical treatment 
5 3.80 1,47 procedures. One of the tasks was to start an 

13 4.54 1.45 IV. This SF soldier could not find a vein In 
which to stick the IV needle after 2 or 3 tries 
on two individuals. This SF soldier was given 
extra training on Inserting needles properly 
using fruit as a target. 

N H S 90. The OOA was deployed on an HH. J^en It 
4 6.25 0.83 appeared that the host nation forces did not 
3 7.00 0.00 understand the material given 1n the lecture 

12 6.58 0.64 style classes, this team sergeant told the 
instructors to break Into smaller groups onO Jo 
ask the host nation forces questions to get them 
more involved. The host nation forces opened up 
and were soon seeking additional training. 

01m % 
A 25 
N* 42 
All 

H H S 70. A foreign national soldier walked behind a 
3 3.00 1.63 loaded RPG-7 during a range fire. This team 
5 6.40 0.80 sergeant quickly walked to the SF soldier 

12 4.75 1.88 controlling the range. This team 
the soldier that weapons were not to be loaded 
until they were ready to be fired. The SF 
soldier did not load the weapon until the firer 
was ready to fire. 

Dim % H H S 109. Isolation was being conducted for a 
A 25 3 5.67 1.25 mission. This SF officer assigned team members 

HH* 33 4 6.00 0,71 staff tasks that were outside their area of 
All 12 5-67 0.94 expertise. The team members were forced to see 

mission planning from a different angle. 



Retranslat1on’LUt1no"orinc1dents for olmanslon B; (Problen name - IBab) 

01m % 
B* 85 
All 

Din % 
B* 69 
C 31 
All 

Dim % 
B* 67 
All 

Din % 
B* 67 
All 

N H S 
11 1.27 0.45 
13 1.69 1.59 

N H S 
9 1.44 0.68 
4 1.75 0.43 

13 1.54 0.63 

N H S 
8 1,50 0.71 

12 1.92 1.66 

N H S 
8 2.75 2.49 

12 2.83 2.30 

Din % 
B* 62 
C 23 
All 

Din % 
B* 54 
C 23 
All 

Din % 
B* 50 

II 25 
All 

Din 
B* 50 
C 33 
All 

Dln-^ % 
B* 50 
All 

Din % 
B* 46 
C* 46 
All 

Din % 
B* 42 

JJ 25 
All 

N H S 
8 6.25 0.63 
3 5.67 0.47 

13 5.65 1.10 

50. The detachBient was training men In a SE 
Aslan country. This ISA 
to the Indigenous trainees by Implying that they 
were not as good as Americans. Consequently, 
training was reduced. 

8. After giving a class on weapons to HM 
forces, the HN commander asked the team members 
to give the class again so he could videotape 
It.® The team agreed without first the 
team leader. This team leader cane In after It 
was finished, was very rude, and accused the HN 
conaander of trying to run his team.^ There was 
a great loss of rapport between the team leader 
and the HN conaander. 

96. This officer visited training in a FID 
environment where HN soldiers and 
present. This officer talked d^ut the poor 
performance of the HH soldiers In Vietnam years 
earlier. The HN officers, who understwd 
English, overheard the comments and walked off 
the site. 

86. The detachment was making Initial contact 
with a guerrilla force. Upon making contact, 
this detachment commander was offered the_ 
opportunity to partake in a traditional ceremony 
which Involved an animal sacrifice. This 
detachment commander refused to participate and 
would not drink the traditional Qoat blood 
toast. The team was taken Into custody by the 
Indigenous personnel and removed from the camp. 

48. The team was attempting to build rapport 
with and win the confidence of an Indigenous 
force. The team leader could not make the 
Indigenous force’s leader like him. although he 
made great efforts to make the Individual 
happy. This warrant officer jumped In and got 
the two leaders to better understand and accept 
each other. The team was able to build rapport 
with the indigenous force. 

N H 
1.00 0.00 deploymen 
1.00 0.00 Individua 

5. A team was conducting an operation 
‘ yment for a FID mission. This SF 

^ ..vw inuividual could not speak Spanish well. He did 
13 1.15 0.53 not attempt to associate with the Indigenous 

forces/people, and withdrew Into a shell due 
to the culture shock of living under less than 
favorable conditions. He was a deterrent to the 
team and had to be redeployed to the rear, 
causing the detachment to continue the mission 
minus one individual. 

K H S 
6 1.33 0.47 
3 1.33 0.47 

12 1.50 0.87 

N H S 
6 1.83 0.90 
4 1.75 0.43 

12 1.92 0.76 

H M 
6 1.33 0.75 

12 1.42 0.76 

M H S 
6 4.33 1.97 
6 4.67 0.94 

13 4.46 1.50 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.63 
3 5.00 0.82 

12 5.33 1.55 

BO. An SF unit was ordered to make contact with 
an allied unit that was not happy about having 
the unit advise them. Before establishing the 
rapport needed for relations between the units, 
this officer proceeded to Impose changes and 
make decisions without taking into account the 
feelings of the other unit. All future 
operations were hurt and the SF unit was asked 
to leave, compromising the mission. 

122. This team sergeant was responsible for 
establishing trust and rapport with his host 
nation (HN) counterpart. The counterpart 
offered this team sergeant some raw meat, 
dripping with blood, from a goat that was Just 
killed. This team sergeant refused to eat the 
meat even though the HR soldier wanted him to 
eat It. The team sergeant did not gain the 
trust of the HN soldier. 

89. A team was conducting a UW exercise. This 
18A repeatedly made disparaging remarks about 
the quality and motivation of the guerrillas, 
After five days of hearing this, the guerrillas 
apprehended him, disrabed him, tied Mm to a 
tree, photographed him. and bargained with the 
team for his return (diminishing the team s 
credibility). 

29. This SF NCO was In a Middle Eastern 
country. He made a gesture to a native In what 
he thought was a normal gesture. The native was 
offended, but the SF NCO was able to explain to 
the native that he meant no offense. 

31. Two 18Cs were placed to observe a patrol of 
foreign soldiers. One of the soldiers climbed a 
tree to get a better view of the target and fell 
out of the tree. This 18C splinted the host 
nation soldier’s leg and directed the Indigenous 

how to make a stretcher. He then forces on nw w 
directed the soldiers to the hospital, 
event Increased the Indigenous force’s 
confidence In the SF. 

Dim \ 
a* 42 
C 33 
All 

Dim H 
B* 42 

II ,33 
All 

Dim \ 
B* 42 
C 33 
All 

Dim H 
B 38 
C* 54 
All 

Dim % 
B* 38 
0* 38 
All 

Dim % 
a 38 
C* 46 
All 

N H S 102. A team was In isolation with a foreign SF 
5 1.40 0.80 team. The cultural differences between the 
4 1.50 0.87 teams began to cause verbal strife. This team 

12 1.33 0.75 leader observed his team members verbally 
sparring with the host nation soldiers. He took 
no action to halt the strife. Cohesion didn't 
develop between the two teams. 

N M S 124. An OOA was deployed In a foreign country to 
5 1.60 1.20 do UN work. Upon linking up with host nation 
4 1,00 0.00 forces, the OOA connander did not establish 

12 1.42 0.86 rapport with the 6-ch1ef. The OOA cgmnder 
consistently talked down to the 6-ch1ef telling 
him how Mr should be done. This officer did 
not acknowledge the fact that the 6-chlef had 
been running a successful operation for several 
years. The OOA connander was exfllled and the 
team sergeant was made the connander. 

N H S 137. During Operation Provide Comfort, an OOA 
5 6.60 0.49 was given the task of having some refugws 
4 5.00 2.35 vacate their area to make room ^or a helicopter 

12 6.00 1.63 LZ. This team sergeant decided rather than Just 
physically moving them without 
talk with an elder chief In his tent and offer 
concessions for moving the tents. The peMie 
moved their tents and were given extra rations 
for compensation. 

K M S 11. While training host nation forces in 
5 1.20 0.40 refugee camp operations, one Indigenous guard 
7 1.86 2,10 pointed a weapon at this SF warrant 

13 1.62 1.60 tried to drive through the compound gate without 
showing his ID. This warrant officer cursed and 
screamed at the guard, and demanded to je® jlj 
conmandlng officer. Because the warrant officer 
was reckless and Ignored custom ta^s, the 
detachment lost credibility with their 
counterparts, 

N H S 47. After a long, hot day of training, this 18E 
5 6.40 0.49 noticed that a host nation soldier walked away 
5 6.40 0.49 from the other team members and sat down by a 

13 6.00 1.52 vehicle. This 18E ealnly took over an aid tag 
and evaluated the host nation soldier. Upon 
determining that the soldier was dehydrated, 
this 18E gave him an IV and got a medic to 
monitor the soldier. The host nation soldlar 
was treated without embarras^nt and tha 
soldier gained respect for this 18E. 

N H S 16. An SF team was tasked to classes to 
5 5.60 0.80 indigenous personnel in a country wb«ta the 
6 5.67 2.13 leadership did not like to associate wUh the 

13 5.46 1.87 enlisted personnel. The team had to dwide what 
to teach and who to train. This 17C wlalned 
to an English-speaking officer that the anlisted 
team members actually did the teaching, but that 
they could work something out. He mat with the 
officer separately to determlw alajja* 
teach, times, numbers, etc. The host nayon 
officer was able to save face and the soldiers 
learned the necessary skills. 

Dim \ 
B 33 
C* 42 
All 

Dim % 
B 25 
D* 42 
All 

Dim \ 
B* 25 
K* 25 

II* 25 
All 

N M S 100. At a refugee camp, an area of tents needed 
4 6.25 0.43 to be moved In order to create ? 
5 6.60 0.49 for water end food shipments. Families that had 

12 6.42 0.49 walked over 100 miles and wei^ wttled in did 
not want to move again. This SF o^IJje^t the 
area elders together end explained the need for 
the U and how It would make things easier for 
the refugees. The families moved. 

N H S 84. An OOA was located In an African country. 
3 7.00 0.00 This 180 was able to learn the host nation 
5 6.40 0.80 language within four to five weeks and could 

12 6.42 0.95 understand several surv1yal-and-;111tary 
oriented phrases. ^Overall ahlUjV and 
survivabi ilty of the Special Forces OOA was 
enhanced. 

N H S 57. The coalition force was brought into 
3 4.00 2.16 planning for an operation which was supMsed to 
3 6.33 0.94 assure the higher level conroandersjf their 
3 3,67 1.25 effectiveness. This detachment comandcr 

12 4.67 1.75 advised the walitlon force S-3 not to 
participate In the mission In front of sow 
American 0-6s and Q-5s. The Americans told the 
detachment connander that he should support the 
mission, but this detachment cownan^r said he 
was supposed to help ff’o^ooalltlon forces unit 
and that they would receive the ill-will of the 
locals If they participated. The tetachmnt 
connander was made an ^Otegral part of the 
coalition force unit’s decision making process. 

The 
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Oin % 
A* 33 
C 25 
All 

C 25 
I* 33 
All 

01a % 
C 25 
F* 58 
All 

Ola % 
C* 23 
All 

N M S 90. The OOA was deployed on an MTT. Wjej 
4 6.25 0.83 appeared that the host nation ^j^jes 
3 7.00 0.00 understand the material given i” 

12 6.58 0.64 style classes, this team sergeant told the 
Instructors to break Into smaller groups and to 
ask the host nation forces questions to get them 
Soro iTOOlved. The O®** 
and were soon seeking additional training. 

N H S 138. The newly assigned team leader was having a 
3 1.67 0.47 difficult t1n« relating to the <*®tachraent and 
4 1.00 0.00 was having dally co”I**;"tations with ^is team 

12 1.83 1.28 sergeant over minor details of <^®tachBjent work. 
This team sergeant would argue with the team 
leader In front of the detachment and wuId also 
talk about the team leader behind his back to 
detachment personnel. A physically violent 
confrontation nearly occurred. 

H H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
7 4.14 2.47 

12 4.75 2.13 

135. A oroup of SF soldiers were In a camp 
Iwated^tween two armed, rival, indigenous 
ra, One night, the two groups started 

at each other, however none of the fire 
was directed at the §F soldiers. During a break 
In the firing, this SF soldier In charge told 
the team to return fire If they to t1r« 
aoaln. His order was countermanded by a senior 
n8o and the SF soldiers did not become Involved 
In the fire. 

N K $ 54. A detachment was conducting a DA mission 
3 5.00 0.82 with foreign soldier ««^nt;t1jj® Jbe 

to tKem^that they could not go. When they went 
anyway, this officer moved the camp to a point 
2km away. The eugmentees took eight hours to 
find the rest of the detachment and JJjfer tried 
to go to town again. Increasing the detachment s 
security ^sture. 

Dim H 
B* 54 
C 23 
All 

B* 62 
C 23 
All 

N H S 5. A team was conducting an operation 
7 1.00 0.00 deployment for a FID mission. This SF 
3 1.00 0.00 Individual could hot speak Spanish well. He did 

13 1.15 0.53 not attempt to associate with the “ 1**10 U.3J and withdrew Into a "shell due 
to the culture shock of living under less Jhan 
favorable conditions. He was J deterrent to the 
team and had to be redeployed to ^he rear, 
causing the detachment to continue the mission 
minus one individual. 

N H S 48. The team was attemting to build rapport 
8 6.25 0.83 With and win the confidence of an Indigenous 
3 5.67 0.47 force. The team leader could ^ 

13 5 85 1.10 indigenous force s leader like h1m» although he 
13 5.W Mdi^gSat efforts to make the Individual 

happy. This warrant officer Jumped in 
the^two leaders to better undershnd and accept 
each other. The team was able to build rapport 
with the Indigenous force. 



Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oiraenslon C: (Problem name - 18ab) 

Dim % 
C* 85 
All 

Dim % 
C* 85 
All 

Dim % 
C* 75 
All 

Dim % 
C* 58 
All 

Din % 
B 38 
C* 54 
All 

Oln 

N M S 
11 6,82 0.39 
13 6.77 0.42 

N H S 
11 6.09 0.90 
13 5.62 1.44 

N H S 
9 6.33 0.94 

12 6.00 1.73 

% 
38 

C* 46 
All 

N H S 
7 3.86 2.10 

12 3.08 1.89 

H H S 
5 1.20 0.40 
7 1.86 2.10 

13 1.62 1.60 

N H S 
5 5.60 0.80 
6 5.67 2.13 

13 5.46 1.87 

Dim % 
B* 46 
C* 46 
All 

01m % 
33 

C* 42 
All 

Dim % 
C* 42 
F 33 
All 

N N S 
6 4.33 1.97 
6 4.67 0.94 

13 4.46 1.50 

N H S 
4 6.25 0.43 
5 6.60 0.49 

12 6.42 0.49 

N H S 
5 6.40 0.49 
4 5.50 1.12 

12 5.75 1,69 

14. While on a field mission, this SF NCO 
noticed that one of the Indigenous soldiers was 
being very hostile to another host nation 
soldier. This SF NCO spoke with both 
Individuals and prevented the Indigenous soldier 
from killing the other. 

26. Six U.S, and six host nation forces were 
acting as a combined unit during a training 
exercise In a host nation. Tension between 
these two groups developed after an 
International Incident. This team sergeant was 
serving as an evaluator/observer and Intervened 
by separating the groups for a cool-down period 
and talking people Into calming down. Tension 
was reduced. 

108. While In a host country training Indigenous 
soldiers, an NCO picked up an unsupervised 
weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 
polK, the NCO wouldn't return the wapon. 
creating a tense situation. This SF soldier saw 
this situation. Intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs It was just a 
drill and started telling jokes In one of the 
region's languages. The situation was diffused 
In a utter of seconds. 

68. During a field mission, a team sergeant was 
training a platoon size element In light 
Infantry skills. A soldier who was known to be 
hot-headed and belligerent was uklng rude 
comaents to the Instructor regarding his 
experience and knowledge of the subject. This 
team sergeant simply requested that the soldier 
remove himself to the rear of the group. 
Instead, the soldier walked to the front of the 
group and fired two blank rounds In the team 
sergeant's face. Higher HQ had to be called. 

11. While training host nation forces In 
refugee camp operations, one Indigenous guard 
pointed a weapon at this SF warrant officer yrtio 
tried to drive through the compound gate without 
showing his ID. This warrant officer cursed and 
screamed at the guard, and demanded to see his 
coonandlng officer. Because the warrant officer 
was reckless and Ignored custom taboos, the 
detachwnt lost credibility with their 
counterparts. 

16. An SF team was tasked to give classes to 
Indigenous personnel In a country where the 
leadership did not like to associate with the 
enlisted personnel. The team had to decide what 
to teach and who to train. This 17C explained 
to an English-speaking officer that the enlisted 
team BeB»er$ actually did the teaching, but that 
they could work something out. He met with the 
officer separately to determine classes to 
teach, times, numoers, etc. The host nation 
officer was able to save face and the soldiers 
learned the necessary skills. 

29. This SF NCO was In a Hiddle Eastern 
country. He made a gesture to a native in what 
he thought was a normal gesture. The native was 
offended, but the SF NCO was able to explain to 
the native that he meant no offense. 

100. At a refugee camp, an area of tents needed 
to be moved In order to create a loading zone 
for water and food shipments. Families that had 
walked over XOO miles and were settled in did 
not want to move again. This SF officer got the 
area elders together and explained the need for 
the LZ and how It would make things easier for 
the refugees. The families moved. 

114. The detachment came under fire while 
attempting to establish contact with an 
Indigenous faction. This officer moved the 
detachment and vehicles to a covered position, 
deployed the men, and directed them to hold 
their fire. When the hostile fire died down, 
this officer walked out to meet with the 
Indigenous faction representatives. The 
situation was defused without Injury to either 
side. 

Dim H 
B 25 
C* 42 
All 

Dim H 
B* 42 
C 33 
All 

Dim % 
C* 33 

JJ* 33 
All 

Dim % 
B* 42 
C 33 
All 

Dim % 
B* 50 
C 33 
All 

Dim % 
C* 33' 

JJ 25 
All 

Dim % 
C* 31 
E* 31 
All 

N H S 125. A detachment was working at a refugee 
3 1.67 0.94 camp. There was considerable friction oetween 
5 1.60 0.80 the U.S. Special Forces and the host nation (HN) 

12 1.75 0.83 concerning the method of providing relief 
supplies to the refugees. During a^meeting 
between the U.S. and HN command, this 18A 
Interjected his own thoughts on the situation 
without the assistance of trained personnel. 
The HN officers were angered and an effective 
working relationship was never established. 

N K S 137. During Operation Provide Comfort, an OOA 
5 6.60 0,49 was given the task of having some refugws ^ 
4 5.00 2.35 vacate their area to make room for a helicopter 

12 6.00 1.63 LZ. This team sergeant decided rather than just 
physically moving them without permission, to 
talk with an elder chief in his tent and offer 
concessions for moving the tents. The people 
moved their tents and were given extra rations 
for compensation. 

N H S 81, This SF team leader was given m 
4 6.25 0.83 operational plan to conduct a mission using host 
4 6.00 0.71 nationals. The SF team leader was required to 

12 5.83 1.14 change the plan after HICON was given In order 
to satisfy the host national connander just 
prior to the briefback. The SF team leader 
changed plans In a way that satisfied the host 
national connander. The combined briefback and 
the operation were successful. 

N M S 102. A team was In Isolation with a foreign SF 
5 1.40 0.80 team. The cultural differences between the 
4 1.50 0.87 teams began to cause verbal strife. ^Thls team 

12 1.33 0.75 leader observed his team members verbally 
sparring with the host nation soldiers. He took 
no action to halt the strife. Cohesion didn't 
develop between the two teams. 

N M S 122. This team sergeant was responsible for 
6 1.83 0.90 establishing trust and rapport with his host 
4 1.75 0.43 nation (HN) counterpart. The counterpart 

12 1.92 0.76 offered this team sergeant some raw wat, 
dripping with blood, from a goat that was Just 
killed. This team sergeant refused to eat the 
meat even though the HR soldier wanted him to 
eat It. The team sergeant did not gain the 
trust of the HN soldier. 

N H S 74. A split team was assigned to a African 
4 6.25 0.83 nation platoon for an exercise. The element 
3 6.67 0.47 needed to make a night movement to conduct a 

12 5.92 1.61 dawn attack. The African troops ^ »ve at 
night and refused to move before daylight. This 
SF team leader conducted a demonstration and 
classes on the use of US night vision 
equipment. He allowed the African nation 
leadership to wear the equipment during the 
movement. The raid exercise was completed and 
was successful. 

N H S 49. Two team members were always fighting with 
4 4.25 1.48 each other. Once, the entire OOA was 
4 4.50 0.87 embarrassed In a oar because of these two team 

13 4.23 1.67 members. This team sergeant had the team foro a 
circle, placed the trouble makers In the middle, 
tied their hands together and removed their 
shoes. The two team members fought until they 
lay on the ground out of breath; the men are now 
the best of friends. 

Dim % 
B* 69 
C 31 
All 

Dim % 
C* 31 

II 23 
All 

1.44 0.68 
1.75 0.43 
1.54 0.63 

8. After giving a class on weapons to HN 
forces, the HN connander asked the tew members 
to give the class again so he could videotape 
It. The team agreed without first swing the 
team leader. This team leader came In after it 
was finished, was very rude, and accus^ the HN 
commander of trying to run nis teu. The^ was 
a great loss of rapport between the team leader 
and the HN connander. 

N H S 46. While assigned as the senior US advisor to 
4 6.50 0.87 a host nation battalion on a bor^r screen 
3 6.00 0.82 mission, this SF officer was told the unit was 

13 6.15 1.17 under attack.The host nation battalion cooMnder 
was panicked and ready to evacuate the area of 
operklons.Thls SF Individual had a cigarette, 
coffee, and sat down.Afterroklng a humorous 
remark to a host nation officer, this officer 
methodically questioned the host nation staff to 
ascertain the exact situation.He calmly issued 
Instructions to prepare and OOA reaction force 
and an OOA leveV of base security.Observing the 
SF officer's leadership style, the host nation 
battalion connander began issuing complewntary 
orders to his staff.The battalion responded to 
the attack and maintained Its position on the 
border. 

H-25 



ftetranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon 0: (Problen name - 18ab) 

Din \ N M S 84. An OOA was located In an African country. 
B 25 3 7.00 0.00 This 180 was able to learn the host nation 
0* 42 5 6.40 0.80 language within four to five weeks and could 
All 12 6.42 0.95 understand several survival-and-nllltary 

oriented phrases. Overall ability and 
survivability of the Special Forces OOA was 
enhanced. 

Dim % N H S 111. A tcaii was on a FIO »^ss^O!.£verseas 
0* 42 5 6,40 0.80 running a weapons training program. 
0 25 3 7.00 0.00 chose to learn a new word or pnnase In the host 
All 12 6.25 1.01 nation language every day. He established 

rapport with students and learned basic 
conversational language. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension E; (Problem name 

Dim % 
D* 33 
All 

K H S 
4 6.00 1.00 

12 6.33 0,75 

119. A team was extremely well trained and 
prepared In all areas but that of language 
proTlclency. This team leader ordered that only 
Spanish would be spoken during the workday among 
team members. This team leader made a game out 
of it, making anyone who was caught speaking 
English do push-ups. The team greatly Increased 
Its capability to cowwnlcate In conversational 
Spanish. 

Dim H 
E* 75 
All 

Dim % 
£* 75 
All 

Dim S 
E* 62 
All 

Dim h 
E* 42 
F 33 
All 

N H S 79. A two-and-a-half ton truck went dead on the 
9 6.33 0.67 highway. This soldier conducted a trouble 

12 5.83 1.62 shooting sequence and found the problem. He 
fixed the electrical problem with a foil wrapper 
from a stick of chewing gum. The truck was able 
to move safely to Its destination. 

N M S 120. An SF soldier was on an OCONUS deployment, 
9 5.89 0.74 1n charge of helicopter rappelling. The proper 

12 5.92 0.64 equipment was not available to conduct the air 
operations. This soldier manufactured a 
securing system which allowed rappelling 
operations. Training was successful and 
concluded without incident. 

8 S.25 l.h 
13 5.69 1.49 

28. The SF conaander was faced with the task of 
operating at night with host nation forces who 
did not have night vision capability In their 
vehicles. This SF cotanander made the decision 
to Intermix host nation forces* vehicles with 
the SF detachment vehicles, utilizing very small 
kim light sources applied to the vehicles In a 
manner that did not give off much light and that 
allowed all vehicles to operate at night. The 
detachment and host nation foroes were able to 
successfully accomplish the mission without 
being compromised. 

92. While operating In a foreign city, the 
nnnatino forces had saturated the sector that 

N H S 92. While operating In a foreign city, the 
5 6.80 0.40 opposing forces had saturated the sector that 
4 5.00 1.22 the SF were operating In. This warrantj)ffUer 

12 6.25 1.16 located access to the storm drain jysfg-. 
the city and lead the team beyond the OPFOR and 
to a U.S. safe area. The operation wntimied 
successfully for the U.S. while the OPFCR was 
distracted by searching the city sector far away 
from the actual location of the OOA. 

Dim \ 
E* 38 
F 23 
All 

01m J 
E 33 
F* 42 
All 

N M S 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 6.00 0.82 

13 5.46 1.55 

01m H 
A* 46 
E 31 
All 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
5 1.20 0.40 

12 1.67 1.37 

N H S 
6 6.00 0.82 
4 6.25 0.83 

13 6.15 0.77 

36. During a desert evasion exercise through a 
narrow, extremely mountainous corridor, the 16E 
could not keep up with the team movement due to 
a heavy rucksack load and his lack of physical 
endurance. This 18A redistributed the IBE s 
load and divided the team Into two groupsi the 
element without the 18E stayed In the coirldor 
and collected the required information while the 
other element with the 18E took e longer but 
flatter and easier route to a link-up point. 
The team made the link-up on time. 

101. An OOA was constantly complaining a^t the 
excessive weight it was forced to carry due to 
communications requirements. This officer 
established a new communications system during 
the annual evaluation of his subordinate units. 
This system required additional equipment and 
also forced the OOA to establish unsecure HP 
communications. Not only did the OOA have to 
carry additional equipment, but the new com 
system actually defeated the conno security 
measures it was supposed to enhance. 

1. During a FIO nisslon, an^OOA found that thj 
indigenous soldiers were not taking the training 
seriously. This warrant officer used hide 
positions to make a videotape of poor security 
practices and then presented the 
context of an enemy^s weapons sight to e^meslze 

how the techniques presented by the OOA jwuld 
help to keep them alive, so they 
attention In class and increased their efforts 
in field maneuvers. 

Din % 
C» 31 
E* 31 
All 

N H S 49. Two team members were alwavs fighting with 
4 4.25 1.48 each other. Once, the entire OOA was 
4 4.50 0.87 embarrassed In a bar because oj these two team 

13 4.23 1.67 members. This team sergeant had the team foro a 
circle, placed the trouble makers In the middle, 
tied their hands together «nd removed their 
shoes. The two team members TnuoKjintll they 
lay on the ground out of breath; the men are now 
the best of friends. 

H-26 



Ola 
E 
J* 
P 

% 
23 
46 
23 

All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
6 5.17 1.95 
3 6.00 1.41 

13 5.54 1.55 

27. Tlie battalion teaa leaders and teaa 
sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
that aet all of higher coniBand‘s requirements 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, if any, 
significant problems In this area. 



RetransUtlon^LlstlTig’orincldents for Dimension F: (Problem name • 18ab) 

01n 
F* 77 
All 

01« % 
F» 77 
All 

Dim % 
F* 75 
All 

Dim 5 
F* 69 
All 

Din % 
C 25 
F* 58 
All 

Dim % 
F* 58 
All 

Din % 
F* 54 
All 

Din \ 
F* 50 
All 

N H S 64. A "G* base that had just been constructed 
10 5.50 0.92 was over-flown by an unknown aircraft. This 51* 
13 5.54 0.93 team conmander had everyone move to the 

alternate location. The team was safe. 

N 11 S 66. During a training mission, the detachment 
10 3.80 1.08 had a "no later than" time to pick up an unknown 
13 3.38 1.27 person at a pre-described location. The 

Individual was not on time. This ISpA decided 
not to wait. Thus, they did not pick up the man. 

H H S 130. A team was deployed overseas on a FIO 
9 1.11 0.31 mission and told that the battalion coimander 

12 1.50 1.38 would visit the following 
allowed his team to drink alcohol and change 
Into civilian clothes before the battalion 
commander arrived. When he arrived, all team 
members were out of duty uniform and most were 
drunk. The team's reputation was severely 
damaged, the team leader received a letter of 
reprlMnd, and the team did not receive an 
overseas deployment for one year. 

42. A patrol was moving from one point to the 
next through very swampy terrain. They were 
moving parallel to a road in a known hostile 
area.'^ This team leader decided to walk the road 
without regard for the enemy situation. The 
entire patrol was compromised and two people 
were Injured. 

135. A group of SF soldiers wre In a camp 
located between two armed, rival. Indigenous 
ra. One night, the two groups started 

at each other, however none of the fire 
was directed at the iF soldiers. During a break 
In the firing, this SF soldier In charge told 
the team to return fire If they began to fire 
aoaln. His order was countermanded by a senior 
NCO and the SF soldiers did not become Involved 
In the fire. 

133. During an actual combat mission, the UH-ID 
was receiving heavy ground Tire. It was relayed 
to the air crew that friendly Indigenous trMps 
were In the field of fire. The order was given 
to the gunner to Ignore this and provide fire. 
This 188 heard the order and asked Tor 1t to be 
repeated to be sure that he was In fact being 
toSi to fire on friendly troops. This 18B 
shifted his fire In the mean Ume so that it 
affected no one. The order had In fact been a 
mistake. 

H H S 65. SF team leader was connandlng the team 
7 5.00 1.20 through a survival, eva^, and escape exorcise. 

13 5.15 1.41 This SF team leader decided to make contact with 
local Indigenous personnel for possible survival 
and escape assistance. The detachment was set 
up In a secure safe house and through a series 
of secure assets, was returned to friendly lines. 

N M S 113. A team was on call for a search and rescue 
6 5.83 0.69 mission during a deployment. The aircraft 

12 5.75 0.72 carrying some of the team's equipment crashed. 
Thls^lSA directed the 18C to stay behind and 
coordinate for emergency resupply within 24 
hours. The team was resupplied due to the 
efforts of the 18C and some support personnel. 

N H S 
9 1.11 0.31 

13 1.31 0.82 

3 6.00 0.82 
7 4.14 2.47 

12 4.75 2.13 

N « 
7 6.86 0.35 

12 6.50 0.87 

Dim % 
F* 50 
All 

Dim % 
E 33 
F* 42 
All 

N H S 
6 1.50 0.50 

12 2.00 0.91 

139. The team was conducting vehicular 
reconnaissance. The medic 
sergeant that the team was outside Its assigned 
sector. This team sergeant chose not to believe 
the medic and continued out of sector. The team 
lost Its credibility with the unit It was 
supporting when It was out of sector for no 
justifiable lie reason. 

Dim % 
F* 42 
G 33 
All 

H H S 101. An OOA was constantly complaining about the 
4 1,25 0.43 excessive weight It was forced to carry due to 
5 1.20 0.40 conaunlcatlons requirements. This officer 

12 1.67 1.37 established a new connunlcatlons system during 
the annual evaluation of his subordinate units. 
This system required additional equipment and 
also forced the OOA to establish unsecure HF 
communications. Not only did the OOA have to 
carry additional equipment, but the new comrao 
system actually defeated the conino security 
measures it was supposed to enhance. 

N H S 87. The detachment received a combat search and 
5 1.20 0.40 rescue mission. This team sergeant developed a 
4 2.00 1.00 course of action without relying on the 

12 1.58 0.86 experience of other detachment members. When 

Dim V 
F* 42 

KK 25 
All 

N H S 
5 1.80 0.75 
3 2.00 0.82 

12 1.67 0.75 

Dim % 
F* 38 
G* 38 
All 

Dim % 
E* 42 
F 33 
All 

Dim S 
C* 42 
F 33 
All 

Dim V 
F* 33 
All 

Dim 
F 
G 

H 
31 
23 

H S 
1.80 0.75 
1.20 0.40 
1.54 0.75 

H S 
6.80 0.40 
5.00 1.22 
6.25 1.16 

H* 38 
All 

°^F 31 
6* 38 
All 

Dim % 
F 31 
G* 54 
All 

flaws In the plan were realized during 
rehearsal, the detachment comnander opted to go 
with the plan rather than argue with or dispute 
this team sergeant. The plan had the team spend 
too much time on the ground, potentially 
compromising the team and the supporting air 
crew. 

118, This officer volunteered his unit for a 
month-long mission In an Isolated location 
without first consulting any of the subordinate 
leadership. While deployed, this officer wuld 
not allow the unit to go into the neighboring 
town, even in small groups. He did allow them 
to visit a small base In the same area. This 
was a threat to the unit because the groups of 
new faces on the small base actually increased 
the unit's visibility; the unit's morale was 
seriously undermined. 

43. The detachment was mandated to Infiltrate 
an AO to do beacon bombing from a specific 
location. This team leader did not pay 
attention to the flight path and had the 
choppers set the split team on the wrong 
hilltop, disregarding the intelligence Mn s 
Input. The OOA had to move 4 miles in the 
desert In 115 degree heat on foot with materials 
to be In place for the bombing mission. 

92. While operating In a foreign citv, the 
opposing forces had saturated the sector that 
the SF were operating In. This warrant officer 
located access to the storm drain system under 
the city and lead the team beyond the OPFOR and 
to a U.b. safe area. The operation continued 
successfully for the U.S* while the OPFOR was 
distracted by searching the city sector far away 
from the actual location of the OOA. 

N H S 114. The detachment came under f1i^ while 
5 6.40 0.49 attempting to establish contact with an 
4 5.50 1.12 Indigenous faction. This officer moved the 

12 5.75 1.69 detachment and vehicles to a covered position, 
deployed the men, and directed them to hold 
their fire. When the hostile fire died down, 
this officer walked out to meet with the 
Indigenous faction representatives. The 
situation was defused without Injury to either 
side. 

N H S 91. An SF company was tasked to provl^ 
4 7.00 0.00 humanitarian assistance to refuaws. The 

12 6.17 1.62 company received limited Intelligence and 
Information about the situation other than that 
the camp held approximately 120,000 refugees and 
that the death rate was alarmingly high. This 
officer relied heavily on the experlewe of his 
leaders to provide him with guidance his 
decisions In this untraditlonal scenario. The 
death rate dropped dramatically and organization 
and leadership were restored In the camp. 

N H S 59. A team was tasked to Infiltrate l^o ttjl*' 
4 1.75 1.30 area of operation by static line parachute for a 
3 1.33 0.47 UW exercise. This team conoian^r Wld his team 
5 2.20 0.40 members to place the radio ®!! 

13 2.00 1.04 bundle that would be dropped along '*1Th th« 
detachment. The bundle's parachute failed to 
deploy and all of the radios were damaged. The 
team could not comnunlcate with headguarters and 
exfilled without accomplishing Its mission, 

N H S 52. This SF officer was placed In charge of a 
4 3.00 0.71 group of young and Inexperienced SF Midlers ana 
5 3.00 0.63 then^tasked to plan a combat reconnaissance 

13 2.69 0.99 mission In just a few hours. ^Jls SF officer 
did most of the planning himself, ensuring that 
It was done correctly but risking that It may 
not have been finished In the given time. The 
plan was correct, but the SF officer was burned 
out which affected his later performance. 

N M S 7. The target a detachment was to 
4 6.00 1.00 destroy/dlsable a WW positioned In an open area 
7 6.43 0.49 secured by the equivalent of a reinfomd 

13 6.38 0.74 squad. The detachment came up with several 
courses of action to conduct 
detachment warrant officer was not “jljfJ®** 
with any of the suflflestions. This wajrant 
officer developed a plan to disable the target 
utilizing 0 degree of stand-off by engaging with 
a .50 cal sniper system. The target was 
disabled with no friendly casualties. 
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D1» % 
F 25 
G* 50 
All 

Din % 
F 25 

m* 33 
All 

01a % 
F 23 

LL* 54 
All 

Din % 
E* 38 
F 23 
AH 

tl H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
6 1.67 0.94 

12 1.50 0.76 

H H S 
3 2.33 1.25 
4 1.25 0.43 

12 1.92 1.26 

RMS 
3 1.00 0.00 
7 1.57 0.73 

13 1.31 0.61 

RMS 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 6.00 0.82 

13 5.46 1.55 

01m % 
F 23 
G* 62 
All 

N H S 
3 6.33 0,47 
8 6.25 0.66 

13 6.08 1.07 

82. Upon being notified for o real world 
mission, the detachment cooreander was told to 
get a split six-man team ready for deployment 
and that other follow-on six-nan teams would 
deploy later from the company. This detach^nt 
connander picked all senior personnel for his 
team and planned to take all the team 
equipment* The other split team had no 
experienced people and no equipment. 

76. While deployed In Africa, an SFjnedlc told 
this team leader not to use water or 
Ice. This team leader disregarded the advice 
and drank a soda with Ice 
team leader had severe diarrhea, was treated for 
parasitic Infestation, and was counseled. 

2. In the space of five days, a team was given 
five different OA targets for which they were to 
plan, prepare, etc. this team sergeant sent 
peopW in many different directions without 
focus, continually asking questions of 
everyone. The team had difficulty working with 
this team sergeant and he prevented the team 
from pulling together. 

36. During a desert evasion exercise through a 
narrow, extremely mountainous corridor, the 18E 
could not keep up with the team movement due to 
a heavy rucksack load and his Jack of physical 
endurance. This 18A redistributed the IbE s 
load and divided the team Into two groups: the 
element without the 18E stayed In the corridor 
and collected the required information while the 
other element with the 18E took a longer but 
flatter and easier route to a link-up point. 
The team made the link-up on time. 

53. An SF team was tasked to secure a bridge. 
This SF comoanoer planned a false attack on one 
side of the bridge while the main assault force 
crossed the river and attacked the defenders 
from behind. The team successfully captured the 
bridge without any friendly casualties. 



Retranslation'Listing'of'iiicideiitrior Olsenslon G: (Problem nano - 18ab) 

niM k H M S 12. This tea* leader and his detachment were 
^ G* 92 12 1.17 0.37 deployed to the Joint Readiness 

All 13 1.15 0.36 and tasked to conduct an SR J^sslon. During 
AM analysis, this detachment conwnder did 

not take Into account the enemy‘s Probable 
course of action based on current Intelligence 

cstab1lshed?^all team*iliSers*were”e1ther killed 
or taken prisoner. 

Din % 
F 23 
G* 62 
All 

Dim % 
F 31 
G* 54 
All 

Dim % 
F 31 
G* 38 
All 

Dim % 
G* 38 

LL* 38 
All 

Din % 
F* 38 
6* 38 
All 

N H S 53. An SF tean was tasked to secure a bridge. 
3 6 33 0 47 This SF commander planned a false attack on one 
8 6125 ol66 side of the bridge while the win osMult force 

13 6i08 1.07 crossed the river and attacked the defenders 
o.uo i.w/ behind. The tean successfully captured the 

brWge without any friendly casualties. 

N M s 7. The target a detachment was to 
4 6.00 1.00 destroy/disable a WAS positioned In an open area 
7 6 43 0.49 secured by the equivalent of a reinforced 

13 6.38 0.74 squad. The detachnent «««» “P 
courses of action to conduct the mission. The 
detachment warrant officer w«s not sjjlsfJ®** 
with any of the su09«?t1ons. This warrant 
officer developed a plan to disable the target 
utilizing a degree of stand-off by engaging with 
a .50 cal sniper system. The target was 
disabled with no friendly casualties. 

N M S 82. Upon being notified for a real world 
3 1 33 0.47 mission, the detachment commander was told to 
6 1.67 0.94 get a split six-man team ready for deployment 

12 1.50 0.76 and that other follow-on 
deploy later from the company. This detachwnt 
connander picked all senior personnel for his 
team and planned to take all the team 
equipment. The other split team had no 
experienced people and no equipment, 

u M s 35. This SF officer was to plan and conduct an 
6 5.33 3.05 liS an illatted tine, ThU SF officer 
3 7.00 0.00 organized the team, gave clear and concise 

13 08 1.59 Instructions, moved the team 5 kms, and 
conducted the ambush within 30 minutes. The 
ambush was successful. 

M H S 52. This SF officer was placed In charge of a 
4 3 00 0.71 group of young and inexperienced SF soldiers and 
5 3!oo 0.63 then^tasked to plan a combat ^ 

13 2.69 0.99 mission In lust a few hours. This SF officer 
^ did most of we planning himself, ensuring that 

it was done correctly but risking that It may 
not have been finished In the given time. The 
plan was correct, but the SF officer was burned 
out which affected his later performance. 

N H S 18. In a period of 18 days, the team was given 
5 2 20 0.40 many different OA targets to prepare for and 
5 1.80 0.75 coordinate. This 18A thpi* 

13 1.85 0.66 answers of the team members without giving then ij i.03 0.00 ^^ch to gather Infection. 
The tea* lost focus In preparing for the 
mission. 

N H S 43. The detachment was mandated to Infiltrate 
5 1.80 0.75 an AO to do beacon bombing from a specific 
5 1.20 0.40 location. This team leader did not pay 

13 1.54 0.75 attention to the flight path Ja^ne 
choppers set the split team on the wrong 
hilltop, dlsreMrdlng the Intelligence man s 
Input.^ The OOA had to move 4 miles In the 
desert In 115 degree heat on foot with materials 
to b« In place for the bombing mission. 

01m ^ N M S 
F 25 3 1.33 0.47 
G* 50 6 1.67 0.94 
All 12 1.50 0.76 

Dim % N H S 
G* 46 6 5.33 2.05 

U 23 3 7.00 0.00 
All 13 6.08 1.59 

N H S 
4 3.00 0.71 
5 3.00 0.63 

13 2.69 0.99 

01m J 
G* 33 

KK 25 
All 

01m 5 
G* 33 

LL* 33 
All 

Din H 
G 31 
H* 46 
All 

Din % 
G* 23 
All 

Din V 
G 23 
H* 77 
All 

H H S 126. The detachment was going to run a coyany 
4 1.25 0.43 HIGA2 qualification range. This officer felt he 
3 2.00 0.82 was responsible for coordinating and planning 

12 1.83 1.67 the whole operation and did not use the eight 
HCOs he had to assist hte. As a result, yny of 
the requests were late, the detachBent did not 
receive all the anminltlon and vehicles required 
for the training, and the NCOs felt the 
connander did not trust them. 

N H S 97. This 18A briefed his team on the search and 
4 6.00 0.71 reconnaissance mission they were to conduct. 
4 6.75 0.43 This 18A had a brain storming session with the 

12 5.75 1.59 detachnent members using the mission es^ntlal 
planning process to break down tasks Into 
unageable bits. This 18A then delegated these 
bits to the appropriate team mM4)ers, providing 
additional guidance as rwulred. Everyone 
understood the mission ana their jobs and felt 
comfortable with the plan developed. 

N H S 32. The tean was given a no notice 
4 6.75 0.43 requiring Immediate training to ensure that all 
6 6,50 0.50 detachnent members were able to execute required 

13 6.54 0,50 tasks. This tean officer set up ® d«1ck. 
training plan, prioritizing tasks to train on 
first, tasks requiring outside support, tasks 
requiring continuous practice, and tasks that 
would have to be worked on during the mission* 
This tean officer then searched to find unus 
conducting similar training and for those who 
could provide expertise/Instruction for some of 
the specific tasks. A training calentor ws 
established and the tean conducted all training 
necessary prior to deployment. 

MM S 20. A 4-man reconnaissance elemnt was 
3 1.67 0.94 participating In a special mission ® ^ 

13 1.69 0.99 march up the side of a mountain range ov^ loose 
shale with rucks weighing 65+ pounds. This 
tean leader did not modify his pl«n to 
accoomodate one slower comao nan with a hMVier 
ruck, driving the tean to exhaustion. This tea* 
lesder Mde an exauple of the 
blaned hin for the teen not ■aklno SI**"! 
on time. The tean was compromised on the sMond 
day of the mission due to fatigue and sloppy 
camouflage. 

N H S 59. A team was tasked to Infiltrate 
4 1.75 1.30 area of operation by static line Pjrachu^ for a 
3 1.33 0,47 UW exercise. This team connander told his tea* 
5 2.20 0.40 members to place the radio 

13 2.00 1.04 bundle that would be dropped along with the 
detachment. The bundle's parachute^famd to 
deploy and all of the radios were damaged. The 
tean could not conwunlcate with headquarters and 
exfllled without accomplishing Its mission. 

N M S 34. An OOA was deploying to a ^5'^®iS!!i?S2”23! 
3 1.67 0.94 with two pallets of equipment. A forklift was 

10 1.80 0.87 required to unload the pallets from the plane. 
13 1.77 0.89 This team leader did not call to see If a 

forklift was available since he 
particular airport before and knew that there 
was one they could use. 
the team was Informed that the forklift had 
broken several months ago. They 
the plane by hand which required extra time that 
had not been scheduled. 

Oin % 
f* 42 
6 33 
All 

MM S 87. The detachment received a combat search and 
5 1.20 0.40 rescue mission. This tean sergeant developed a 
4 2.00 1.00 course of action without relying on the 

12 1.58 0.86 experience of other detachnent members. When 
flaws In the plan were realized during 
rehearsal, the detachment commander opted to go 
with the plan rather than argue with or dispute 
this team sergeant. The plan had th® team spend 
too much time on the ground, potentially 
compromising the team and the supporting air 

Din % 
G* 33 
H 25 
All 

« H M S 134. This tean leader was preparing a backbrief 
4 1.25 0.43 for an upcoming mission. This tean leader 
3 2.67 0.47 became overly involved In the Operations Annex 

12 2.17 1.34 and did not have tine to review the other 
^ ^ annexes that were prepared by others prior to 

briefing the commander. During the briefing, 
the conmander pointed out several errors and the 
briefing had to be conducted again at a later 
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13 1.77 0.89 
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Din H N H S 34. An OOA was deploying to a foreign country 
G 23 3 1.67 0.94 with two pallets of equipment. A forklift was 
H* 77 10 1.80 0.87 required to unload the pallets from the plane. 
All 13 1.77 0.89 This team leader did not call to see If a 

forklift was available since he had been to this 
particular airport before and knew that there 
was one they could use. Upon 
the team was Informed that the forklift had 
broken several months ago. They had 
the plane by hand which required extra time that 
had not been scheduled. 

01m % 
H* 69 
All 

Dim % 
H* 54 
K 23 
AH 

Dim % 
G 31 
H* 46 
All 

N H S 56. The detachment was deploying on a 
9 1.89 0.74 This 18C made a packing list but did n 

13 2.08 1.33 It. Equipment was left behind end the 
detachmenthad to make do with what th 

deploying on a mission, 
list but did not follow 

N H S 
7 2.14 0.64 
3 3.33 1.89 

13 2.54 1.15 

N M S 
4 6.75 0.43 
6 6.50 0.50 

13 6.54 0.50 

Dim % 
F 31 
6 23 
H* 38 
All 

01m % 
G* 33 
H 25 
All 

Dim % 
H 25 
J* 42 
All 

Dim % 
H* 25 
J* 25 
mi 

detachmenthad to make do with what they had. 

61. This SF officer was called to meet with the 
battalion cooeander regarding an upcoming 
deployment. This officer got to the briefing 
and found It was not the one for which he had 
prepared. This SF officer tried to give the 
appropriate briefing, stumbling his way through 
It. The battalion connander counseled this 
officer on the briefing's poor quality and his 
Inability to answer questions. 

32. The team was given a no notice mission 
requiring isnedlate training to ensure that all 
detachment members were able to execute required 
tasks. This team officer set up a quick 
training plan, prioritizing tasks to train on 
first, tasks requiring outside support, tasks 
requiring continuous practice, and tasks that 
would have to be worked on during the mission. 
This team officer then searched to find units 
conducting similar training and for those who 
could provide expertise/Instruction for some of 
the specific tasks. A training calendar was 
established and the team conducted all training 
necessary prior to deployment. 

59. A team was tasked to infiltrate Into their 
area of operation by static line parachute for a 
UW exercise. This team coonander told his team 
members to place the radio equipment onto a 
bundle that would be dropped along with the 
detachment. The bundle's parachute failed to 
deploy and all of the radios were damaged. The 
team could not consunlcate with headquarters and 
exfilled without accomplishing Its mission. 

N M S 134. This team leader was preparing a backbrief 
4 1.25 0.43 for an upcoming mission. This team leader 
3 2.67 0.47 became overly involved in the Operations Annex 

12 2.17 1.34 and did not have time to review the other 
annexes that were prepared by others prior to 
briefing the cosaander. During the briefing, 
the connander pointed out several errors and the 
briefing had to be conducted again at a later 
date. 

H H 5 
4 1.75 1.30 
3 1.33 0.47 
5 2.20 0.40 

13 2.00 1.04 

H t1 S 30. This SF officer was tasked to present the 
3 5.67 1.25 S-2 (Intelligence) portion of a briefback using 
5 4.60 1.85 overlays. He stayed up all night preparing the 

12 5.50 1.61 overlays, and placed all positions on the map to 
make them easy to understand. Everyone In the 
briefback understood the S-2 portion of the 
briefback. 

N H S 136. This officer was tasked to conduct a site 
3 2.67 2.36 survey to JRTC for the c(wny^forward operating 
3 1.00 0.00 base. Upon arriving JRTC. this officer 

12 1.67 1.37 learned that no aBmwnItlon had been coordinated 
for the rotation. This officer did not wrk out 
the problem with higher headquarters. The 
company had no ammunition at the beginning of 
JRTC rotation. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 1: (Problem name « I8ab) 

01m % N M S 105. During Isolation, this detachment S-1 was 
I* 67 8 2.80 1.76 serving as the team warrant officer. Not ^ , 
All 12 2.33 1.65 trusting anyone else to do their job, this S«1 

worked more than his share of the staffing 
positions. The men on the team took him out of 
his position because he was not being a team 
player. 

Dim % 
I* 67 
All 

Dim \ 
I* 58 
All 

01m % 
58 

m 25 
All 

Dim H 
B 25 
I* 50 
All 

Dim % 
I* 46 
J 31 
L 23 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 
L* 38 
All 

01m V 
I* 38 
All 

Dim % 
C 25 
I* 33 
All 

Dim % 
I 33 

m* 42 
AH 

N H S 103. An SF team was part1c1pat1ng^1n a day and 
8 5.13 1.54 night land navigation exercise. This HCO did 

12 4.75 2.01 not participate for medical reasons. This MCO 
therefore took his own time to cache a large 
bucket of chicken and soda for his detachment at 
a contact site lata at night. The team received 
a high rating and the morale during and after 
the exercise Increased. 

N H S 
7 1.43 0.49 

12 1.58 0.64 

131. The team was digging a hide site very close 
to an enemy camp. The dirt movers were working 
very hard and needed to switch with the wards 
or diggers. This acting team sergeant who was 
digging made no effort to shift himself or his 
two frUnds. The morale of the team went down 
and many arguments began. 

N H S 
7 1.57 0.49 
3 1.00 0.00 

12 1.75 1.36 

N M S 
3 3.00 0.00 
6 1.67 0.75 

12 2.42 1.32 

98. This team sergeant was originally a member 
on the team, where he was known for being a 
marginal team player. When he became sergeant, 
he questioned everything the team members did, 
wrote soldiers up for minor points (e.g., ^ 
teaching styles and opinions).^and wanted to 
make drastic changes in everything. The team 
started falling apart and cliques were formed. 

123. An SF team was training an Indigenous 
force. This SF soldier did not like any^of the 
other team members and kept to himself when he 
was not conducting training. The Indigenous 
soldiers could sense the tension and lost some 
of their confidence In the team. The training 
was slowed. 

N M S 3. An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance 
6 5.33 0.94 event, moving a long distance with a lot of 
4 6.25 0.43 equipment. This team member realized that the 
3 5.67 0.94 team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 

13 5.69 0.91 the team by taking the lead and giving words of 
encouragement. The team completed the endurance 
event within the time standard. 

N H S 
5 5.80 0.75 
5 6.00 0.69 

13 5.69 1.07 

N H S 
5 4.80 1.60 

13 5.31 1.43 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.47 
4 1.00 0.00 

12 1.83 1.28 

N H S 
4 1.50 0.50 
5 1.40 0.80 

12 1.67 1.18 

58. During an endurance test, the batUllon was 
required to travel 50km In 72 hours while 
conducting various rigorous tests with no 
sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 
lbs. When times were rough, tiring, and 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
batullon completed the endurance test. 

17. An SF soldier came to a new unit, pils 
team sergeant gave the SF soldier updated enemy 
situation maps and Intelligence maps so that he 
would be up to speed with his team. The new SF 
soldier was aware of the enemy's position. 

138. The newly assigned team leader was having a 
difficult time relating to the Uetachwnt and 
was having dally confrontations with this team 
sergeant over minor details of detachment work. 
This team sergeant would argue with thet^ 
leader in front of the detachment and wjW Jlso 
talk about the team leader behind his back to 
detachment personnel. A physically violent 
confrontation nearly occurred, 

104. An 180 organized Instruction In waterborne 
Infiltration techniques for a small ranger 
unit. This 18A directed people to bMts, not 
following the IBD's plan, such that the boats 
were flooded and submerged In the surf. After 
the 180 apologized to the students for this 
ISA's actions, this ISA took the 180 aside and 
chewed him out for embarrassing him In front of 
the students and not sucking up the mistake for 
his training event.^ The team's wrale and 
cohesiveness dropped: the students f«lt the 
training lacked planning and professionalism. 
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Din % 
I* 31 

MM* 31 
All 

Din \ 
1 31 
L* 62 
All 

Din % 
I 31 

HH* 38 
All 

Dim % 
I 25 
K* 33 
All 

Din % 
I 25 

HM* 50 
All 

N M S 4. This team leader was displeased with a 
4 1.75 0.43 change that had been nade to his training 
4 1.25 0.43 schedule which required the team to run a range 

13 1.38 0.49 on a day that had been scheduled as a dav off. 
This team leader repeatedly comp la Iwd about the 
change In the presence of his team »ej5«js as 
they prepared to run the range. On the day of 
th# event, the teaa opened the range late, 
rushed members who needed to quallfyi and 
displayed a poor attitude. 

M H S 15. During an ARTEP. an OOA was given a short 
4 1.00 0.00 amount of time to move a long but not 
8 1.63 0.70 unrealistic distance. Halfway throuah the 

23 1.46 0.63 movement, this SF soldier began to slow down and 
fell out of the movement. 
breaks, his equipment was carried by others In 
their rucksacks, and the medic had w sjjy . 
behind to help film. The uio were captured by 
the enemy because they had to move during 
daylight to catch up with the rest of the team. 

N H S 33. A detachment was conducting winter warfare 
4 4.75 0.83 training. An 180 (Instructor) did iwt Intervene 
5 4.80 2.04 when an Inexperienced team member ^o« he 

13 4.85 1.70 disliked was PackingJ^e 
warrant officer Informed the 180 of the 
responsibilities of being an Instructor^nd a 
member of the team, and encouraged teanwrk. 
The 180 ensured the team member packed the 
appropriate clothing. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension J: (Problem i 18ab) 

Dio % 
J* 92 
All 

N H S 
11 6.64 0.48 
12 6.17 1.62 

N M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
4 1.50 0.50 

12 1.33 0.47 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
6 1.33 0.47 

12 1.67 1.37 

Dim % 
I 25 

W* 42 
All 

Dim % 
I 25 

MM* 42 
All 

01m % 
E 31 
I 23 
J* 38 
All 

N H S 
3 5.33 0.94 
5 5.60 0.49 

12 5.67 0.94 

N M S 
3 1.33 0.47 
5 1.60 0.49 

12 1.75 1.36 

N H S 
4 7.00 0.00 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 7.00 0.00 

13 6.85 0.36 

112. During a deployment, this 18A discovered 
that some members of his team were going to 
smuggle some M-1 carbines out of the country. 
These weapons were given to the <^eCachment 
members by the host nation and were not stolen. 
Instead of speaking with the 180A 
18A called higher headquarters and asked them to 
have U.S. Customs check the team. The team was 
disbanded, the 180A and the 18Z were kicked out 
of the Army, and the 18A was given a promotion. 

78. This officer constantly complained atout 
the tasks and cond1t;bns given to him whm 
serving as a team member/follower, performing 
poorly every time. This officer 
placed In cnarM of the operation. This officer 
changed his enfi^ attitude and dewnded the 
same standards of performance in the same tasks 
and conditions that he had complained about 
earlier. The display of a double standard lost 
this officer the respect and confidence of the 
other soldiers. 

67. This junior MCO was given duties as a team 
sergeant even though another member of the team 
outranked him. This junior HCO used the Input 
of the senior HCO at all times. The 
felt his opinions were Important and the team s 
moral remained Intact. 

75. During Friday PT formation runs, this 
officer would meet the company after they had 
run one or two miles and sprint the next mile at 
the front of the formation.^ This officer 
counseled each soldier who failed to maintain 
the pace he set for them. Thirty-five peixent 
of the company went to sick call on Friday 
Bnrnlngs and ihere was a strong dislike for the 
officer. 

45. While on a FID mission, a team was tasked 
to identify and report any nw equipment 
procured by the host unit. This warrant officer 
made a dark room out of ponchos, bought 
chemicals and equipment, arranged for the 18F to 
take color slide pictures of equipment as he saw 
it. developed the film, conducted an Initial 
analysis of the equipment pictured, and 
organized a rapid pick-up of the pictures and 
coanentary to be taken to headquarters (100 
miles away). Headquarters received timely 
Input and routed all film from other teams to 
the warrant for fast processing and 
Interpretation; team morale soared. 

Dim ^ 
J* 85 
All 

01a k 
J* 54 
P 38 
All 

Dim % 
E 23 
J* 46 
P 23 
All 

Dim k 
J* 46 
All 

N H S 
11 5.64 1.77 
13 5.46 1.95 

N H S 
7 5.29 1.91 
5 5.20 1.60 

13 5.31 1.73 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
6 5.17 1.95 
3 6.00 1.41 

13 5.54 1.55 

N H S 
6 6.67 0.47 

13 6.54 0.63 

Dia k 
J* 42 
P 33 
All 

Dim k 
J* 42 
N* 42 
All 

Dim k 
H 25 
J* 42 
All 

Ola k 
E 31 
I 23 
J* 38 
All 

N H S 
5 5.80 0.98 
4 5.25 1.92 

12 5.42 1.38 

N H S 
5 5.00 2.10 
5 6.60 0.49 

12 5.67 1.65 

N M S 
3 5.67 1.25 
5 4.60 1.85 

12 5.50 1.61 

N H S 
4 7.00 0.00 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 7.00 0.00 

13 6.85 0.36 

93. An IBE right out of the 0 course was ^ 
assigned to an A teaa without the benefit of a 
senior commo sergeant to mentor hla. He 
realized he was not trained on the radio 
equipment at the teaa level nor was he faalliar 
with the base operating procedures for the 
battalion. On nis own, this 16E Inventoried 
teaa radio equipment. Identified equipment he 
was not familiar with, and asked for and then 
received classes on all radios and equipaent he 
was not familiar with. He became familiar with 
all teaa radio equipment, all company and 
battalion radio procedures, and SOPs. 

51. Directions were given to set up battle 
books, lAW, METi tasks etc. The teaa leader‘s 
specialty was staff/administration and 
planning. This captain spent 2 weeks of his own 
time producing one of the most correct, 
comprehensive battle books In the cooMnd. The 
battle book was used as the standard for the CO, 

22. This SF team leader was given the task to 
create a battle book and maintain It for his 
detachment. This SF teaa leader created a 
battle book that went beyond requirements. He 
was far ahead of the game for making future 
updates to the book, 

27, The battalion team leaders and t^ 
sergeants had not been putting forth ^umts 
that met all of higher conmand's requ1|^nts 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, If any, 
significant probleas In this area. 

62. This 18C was the teaa S-4 and kept track of 
the team's organic equipment. The records from 
the prior leadership were Ineffective and 
out-of-date. This ISC completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to Include team and 
Individual issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where everything 
was, where ever^hlng should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g.. cobbo gear...). 
The SOP enabled the teaa to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

85. The new battalion comnander^wanted to 
receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
his computer skills to assist In producing the 
slide snow and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion conmander, 

83. While on deployment, this 18C was working 
on a range that was used for all types of 
ammunition and explosives. Civilians mss 
through the range all day on foot trails that 
take them to the next town and children c« to 
the range to pick up brass. The host nation 
soldiers almost never clear duds or misfires. 
This lec collected and disposed of several dud 
munitions. This 18C possibly saved the lives of 
many civilians and soldiers. 

30. This SF officer was tasked to p^sent the 
S-2 (Intelligence) portion of a briefback using 
overlays. He stayed up all night preparing the 
overlays, and placed all positions on the wap to 
make them easy to understand. Everyone In the 
briefback understood the S-2 portion of the 
briefback. 

45. While on a FID mission, a team was tasked 
to Identify and report any new equipment 
procured by the host unit. This warrant officer 
Mde a dark rooa out of ponchos, bought 
chemicals and equipment, arranged for the 18F to 
take color slide pictures of equipment as he saw 
It, developed the film, conducted an Initial 
analysis of the equipment pictured, and 
organized a rapid pick-up of the 
commentary to be taken to headquarters UW 
miles away). Headquarters received timely 
input and routed all film from other teams to 
the warrant for fast processing and 
Interpretation; team morale soared. 
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fietranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Oinenslon K: (Problem name ■ 18ab) 

0\m h N H S 71. An OOA was required to perform post damage 
K* 92 11 1.27 0,62 assessment. This detachment coninander Innated 
All 12 1.25 0.60 the actual daaaM found. Inaccurate Information 

was sent to higher hea^uarters authority 
leading to overinflated Intelligence estimates. 

Dim % N M S 107. This team member was tasked to evaluate an 
K* 92 n 6.45 1.44 ISOFAC and FOB deployed to J.^^reIon country. 
All 12 6,42 1.38 In his evaluation, he told the offjeer that his 

formal written evaluation would reflect that 
operations were extremely poor and that the team 
was falling every critical task. Even though 
the officer threatened him with damaging his 
promotion chances if he wrote the formal report, 
this SF soldier knew his evaluation was the 
truth and wrote ang submitted the formal 
evaluation. The ISOF^ and FOB failed the 
evaluation. 

1t. The battalion commander counseled this 
officer on the briefing's poor quality and his 
inability to answer questions. 

Dim % 
K* 77 
All 

N H S 
10 4.60 2.50 
13 4.23 2.66 

44. A battalion’s guidon was taken from a unit 
training area OCONUS. The detachTOnt had not 
been implicated. This 18A asked his men If they 
had any Information about the theft or the 
guidon itself to give It to him by the following 
morning with no questions asked. The guidon was 
returned and this 18A returned It to higher 
headquarters. The detachment was Implicated and 
disbanded and the 18A was given a below center 
of mass OER. 

01m % 
K* 54 
All 

N H S 13. During a mission the detachment was filmed 
7 1.29 0.45 by a news crew, showing the team's Improper 

13 1.15 0.36 grooming and uniform standards In the field. 
The company coBmander directed the detachment 
connander to take corrective action. This 
detachment coiaaandcr joined the rest of the 
detachment In making disparaging remarks about 
the company cowaander. The men^rs of the 
detachment were encouraged to be disrespectful. 

Dim % 
K* 50 
Q 25 
All 

Dim % 
K 33 
Q* 50 
All 

N M S 77. A detachment was In the field. This 18E 
6 2.00 2.24 lost his CEOI and did not tell anyone for 24 
3 1.33 0.47 hours. The 18E was then punished. 

12 2.50 2.29 

N H S 128. While overseas on a training mission, the 
4 1.25 0.43 OOA was alerted for a Mssible real world 
6 1.33 0.47 mission. After this IBOA received his briefing 

12 1.50 0.87 from the $-2 and obtained some classified 
briefing material, he left It in plain sight In 
an open area and left the area. He Initially 
denied that he had left the material, but then 
stated that the material "wasn't that 
classified." The team lost respect for this 
180A. 

Dim A 
I 25 
K* 33 
All 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
4 1.50 0.50 

12 1.33 0.47 

112. During a deployment, this 18A discovered 
that some members or Ms team were going to 
smuggle some H-1 carbines out of the country. 
These weapons were given to the detachment 
members by the host nation and were not stolen. 
Instead of speaking with the leOA and 18Z, this 
16A called higher headquarters and asked them to 
have U.S. Customs check the team. The team was 
disbanded, the 180A and the IBZ were kicked out 
of the Army, and the 18A was given a promotion. 

Dim % 
B* 25 
K* 25 

II* 25 
All 

N H $ 
3 4.00 2.16 
3 6.33 0.94 
3 3.67 1.25 

12 4.67 1.75 

57. The coalition force was brought into 
planning for an operation which was supposed to 
assure the higher level commanders of their 
effectiveness. This detachment commander 
advised the coalition force S-3 not to 
participate In the mission in front of some 
wrican 0-6s and 0-5$. The Americans told the 
detachment commander that he should support the 
mission, but this detachment commander said he 
was supposed to help the coalition forces unit 
and that they would receive the 111 will of the 
locals if they participated. The detachment 
connander was made an Integral part of the 
coalition force unit’s decision making process. 

Dlffl % H M S 140. This 18A’s SF OOA was on the range 
K* 25 3 1.00 0.00 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
All 12 1.83 1.28 detonation, it was determined that the ISA's 
All haS misfired. This 18A stated that he 

had done ever^^hlng correctly and It was not his 
responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

Dim % N H S 
H* 54 7 2.14 0.64 
K 23 3 3.33 1.89 
All 13 2.54 1.15 

61. This SF officer was called to meet with the 
battalion connander regarding an upcoming 
deployment. This officer got to the briefing 
and found it was not the one for which he had 
prepared. This SF officer tried to give the 

appropriate briefing, stumbling his way through 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension L; (Problem name 

01m k 
L* 73 
All 

Dim % 
I 31 
L* 62 
All 

Dim \ 
L* 50 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 
L* 38 
All 

Dll \ 
I* 46 
J 31 
L 23 
All 

N H S 72. Heavy rains had caused poor visibility on 
8 2.38 1.73 the roads and a ady had run off the road Into a 

11 2.82 1.99 river. An SF soldier saw the lady on top of her 
car, stoppedr and was told there was a baby 1n 
the car Sich was filling with water. This 
soldier was a weak and so ^. 
attempt to rescue the child. The baby drowned. 

N M S 15. During an ARTEP. an OOA was given a short 
4 1,00 0.00 amount of lime to move a long but not 
8 1.63 0.70 unrealistic distance. Halfway through the 

13 1.46 0.63 movement, this SF soldier began to slow down and 
fell out of the movement. He took numerous 
breaks, his equipment was carried bv others 1n 
their rucksacks, and the medic had to stay 
behind to help him. The two were captured by 
the enemy because they had^to move during 
daylight to catch up with the rest of the team. 

N H S 95. A team was moving a great distance within a 
6 2.83 1.46 constrained time with very heavy rucks. This 

12 3.75 2.01 team member could not maintain the set pace and 
said his ruck was too heavy. The rest of the 
team took turns carrying the extra ruck. 

N H S 58. During an endurance test, the battalion was 
5 5.80 0.75 required to travel 50km In 72 hours while 
5 6,00 0.89 conducting various rigorous tests with no 

13 5.69 1.07 sleep. The lightest learn member weighed 186 
lbs. When times were rough, tiring, and 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battalion completed the endurance test. 

N H S 3. An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance 
6 5.33 0.94 event, moving a long distance with a lot of 
4 6.25 0.43 equipment. This team member realized that the 
3 5.67 0.94 team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 

13 5.69 0.91 the team by taking the lead and giving words of 
encouragement. The team completed the endurance 
event within the time standard. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension H: (Problem name • 18ab 

OliB H H H S 40. This 18B was tasked to locate a point on a 
M* 85 11 1.36 0.48 map to exfiltrate. The 18B could not find the 
All 13 1.31 0.46 point. The team missed exfiltration. 

Dim H 
M* 77 
All 

Dim k 
H* 77 
All 

Dim % 
K* 75 
All 

N H S 6. A detachment was infiltrated Into the field 
10 5.80 0,87 three hours late by helicopter, in the wrong 
13 5.92 0.83 location. This detachment had to locate location. This detachment had to locate 

themselves on the ground because they were not 
Informed of where Ihey were dropped off. By 
using resection, this SF soldier successfully 
determined their location on a map. The 
detachment was able to continue on with their 
mission. 

N H S 55. A detachment was preparing to cross from an 
10 1.60 0.80 area where all the trees and features looked 
13 1.62 0.84 very similar to the far side of a danger area. 

This SF soldier was sent out 700 meters to clear 
a roadway at the far side of the danger area. 
He left without noting h1s exact location or his 
azimuth. When he tried to return, he couldn*t 
remember where he left from or how to find his 
way back. It took him two hours to find his 
team, and as a result, they failed to hit the 
target on time. 

H H S 129. A detachment was conducting an SR mission 
9 1.56 0.83 (planned for four days) In a desert 

12 1.75 0.83 environment. On the fourth day, the mission was 
extended for three days; water resupply was 
needed for the additional days. This detachment 
coanander called for water resupply and gave the 
grid coordinates but not the grid zone 
identifier. The resupply went to the wrong 
location and It took 24 hours to get an 
additional resupply to the team. 

N H S 69. A small element of SF personnel were to 
9 1.89 0.74 recon an area in a desert environment. The 

12 2.08 0.76 means of Infiltration was a landing zone for a 
rotary wing aircraft. This SF soldier told the 
pilot where to drop the team, saying that this 
was the location the team leader had specified 
on the map. The team was dropped 5 kilometers 
from the point of Infiltration and had to 
request an emergency re*supply of water. 

Dim k 
M* 75 
All 

Dim k 
M* 46 

KK 23 
All 

N M S 21. This officer was In charge of a 
6 1.67 1.11 reconnaissance mission to navigate towards and 
3 1.67 0.47 find a site. During the mission, tw team 

13 1.85 1.03 members Informed the officer that the tepain 
looked familiar and that they had been thera 
before. This officer ignored the soldiers* 
Input and told them where he felt they were on 
the map. The team arrived at their "area of 
operations'* only to be compromised by their own 
team as they had been surveilllng the team*s 
base cai^}; they had simply gone 360 degrees. 

13 1.85 1.03 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oinenslon N: (Problen name • 18ab) 

Dim % N M S 106. This SF officer was In charoe of a 
M* 73 8 1.38 0.70 demolitions range. After a demolitions shot was 
All 11 1.36 0.64 fired, this otUcer cleared the charge site and 

walked back to a student holding an unexploded 
charge. All assistant Instructors left the area 
when they saw this, but the students were 
unaware that the charge was sensitized and could 
go off at any tine. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem i 18ab) 

Dim % 
N* 67 
All 

Dim k 
N* 45 
All 

Dim % 
N* 42 
All 

N M S 132. This officer was put In charge of 
8 1.38 0,48 demolition training, giving him the . 

12 1.25 0.43 responsibility of serving as safety officer of 
the range. After the 18C had set up and 
Inspected the charges, this safety officer & laced some scrap metal on one of the charges. 

hnn the charges were set off, pieces of scrap 
metal were launched back up tne range towards 
the detachment: no one was hurt. 

N H S 73. This SF soldier was responsible for 
5 5.00 1.79 conducting air operations for foreign troops. 

11 4.27 2.09 However, the egulpment to be used 
training was missing from the aircraft and 
training therefore could not be conducted In 
accordance with the training safety standards 
manuals. This SF soldier told his superior he 
would not train the foreign soldiers due to 
safety restrictions; although the training might 
go without Incident, it would not be to the 
standards required by the manual. This soldier 
was verbally reprimanded by his superior for 
falling to complete his teaching tasks. 

H H S 99. While on a demolitions training mission. 
5 1.20 0.40 this 18A did not take the advice of his 18C In 

12 1.75 1.16 the proper handling of the remaining Mterlals. 
This 18A decided to return open containers of 
explosives and flammables to the supply clerk; 
they were packed In a box and stored. The 
storage facility burned down; after discussing 
the Incident, this team leader realized he 
should have followed the advice of the 18C. 

Dim H 
0* 70 
All 

Dim S 
N 20 
0* 60 
All 

Dim h 
B* 38 
0* 38 
All 

Dim k 
D* 42 
0 25 
All 

N M S 117. While this SF soldier was on a rucksack 
7 6.43 0.73 march, he noticed a soldier from another unit go 

10 5.90 1.76 down from heat Iniury. This SF soldier 
administered quick fVst aid by pulling an IV 
out and giving It to the Injured soldier. This 
SF soldier also had another soldier flag down a 
car for help In getting the injured soldier to 
the hospital. Tne Individual was saved from 
heat Injury. 

N M S 23. While performing land navigation training, 
2 4.00 3.00 this SF NCO stumbled upon a heat exhausted team 
6 6.50 0.76 member. This NCO pulled the soldier Into the 

10 5.50 2.33 shade, loosened h1s clothing. Initiated an IV, 
applied water, treated him for shock, and 
evacuated the member. The injured soldier Is 
still alive, 

N M S 47. After a long, hot day of training, this 18E 
5 6.40 0.49 noticed that a host nation soldier walked^away 
5 6.40 0.49 from the other team members and sat down by a 

13 6.00 1.52 vehicle. This 18E calmly took oyer an aid bag 
and evakated the host nation soldier. Upon 
determining that the soldier was dehy^ated, 
this 18E gave him an IV and got a «d1c to 
monitor the soldier. The host nation soldier 
was treated without embarrassment and the 
soldier gained respect for this 18E. 

N M S 111. A team was on a FID mission overseas 
5 6.40 0.80 running a weapons training program. This soldier 
3 7.00 0.00 chose to learn a new word or phrase In the host 

12 6.25 1.01 nation language every day. He established 
rapport with students and learned basic 
conversational language. 

Dim \ 
A 25 
N* 42 
All 

N H S 
3 3.00 1.63 
5 6.40 0.80 

12 4.75 1.88 

70. A foreign national soldier walked behind a 
loaded RPG-7 during a range fire. This team 
sergeant quickly walked to the SF soldier 
controlling the range. This team sergeant told 
the soldier that weapons were not to be loaded 
until they were ready to be fired. The SF 
soldier did not load the weapon until the firer 
was ready to fire. 

Dim % N H S 83. While on deployment, this 18C was working 
J* 42 5 5.00 2.10 on a range that was used for all types of 
N* 42 5 6.60 0.49 anminltlon and explosives. Civilians pass 
All 12 5.67 1.65 through the range all day on foot trails that 

take them to the next town and children come to 
the range to pick up brass. The host nation 
soldiers almost never clear duds or misfires. 
This 18C collected and disposed of several dud 
munitions. This IBC possibly saved the lives of 
many civilians and soldiers. 

Dim % 
H* 33 
All 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 

12 1.42 0.64 

37. During an operational deployment, this SF 
soldier noticed that a HN soldier picked up a 
foreign weapon that was not familiar to him. 
This SF soldier watched the HN soldier 
accidentally fire the weapon. Another HN 
soldier was shot and killed by the accidental 
discharge. 

Din % N M S 23. While performing land navigation training, 
N 20 2 4,00 3.00 this SF NCO stumbled upon a heat exhausted team 
0^ 60 6 6.50 0.76 member. This NCO pulled the soldier Into the 
All 10 5.50 2.33 shade, loosened his clothing, initiated an IV, 

applied water, treated him for shock, and 
evacuated the member. The Injured soldier Is 
still alive. 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon P; (Problem name - 18ab) 

Dia N H S 9. This teaa sergeant had primary 
J 23 3 6.00 0.82 responsibility for the day-to-day operations of 
p* 54 7 4.86 1.81 the teaa. This teaa leader filled out all 
All 13 5.38 1.55 required reports, records, and schedules ahead 

of^tlne. This team sergeant also provided the 
leA with Information for mission planning before 
the l&A requested It. The administrative tasks 
for the detachment as a whole were more 
manageable and effective. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q; (Problem name 

01m V 
Q* 85 
All 

Dim \ 
0* 83 
All 

Dim % N M S 22. This SF teaa leader was given the task to 
j* 54 7 5.29 1.91 create a battle book and 
P 38 5 5.20 1.60 detachment. This SF teaa leader created a 
All 13 5.31 1.73 battle book that went beyond requirements. He 

was far ahead of the game for making future 
updates to the book. 

Dim % N H S 85. The new battalion connander wanted to 
J* 42 5 5.80 0.98 receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
p 33 4 5.25 1.92 slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
All 12 5.42 1.38 h1$ computer skills to assist In producing the 

slide snow and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion connander. 

Dim \ N M S 27. The battalion team leaders and team 
F 23 3 5.67 0.47 sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
J* 46 6 5.17 1.95 that met all of higher coBinand‘s requirements 
P 23 3 6.00 1.41 for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
All 13 5.54 1.55 developed an accurate format for such 

documents. This battalion now has few. If any, 
significant problems In this area. 

01m \ 
£ 23 
J* 46 
P 23 
All 

N M S 33. This SF soldier found classified Mterlal 
11 1.36 0.88 while cleaning the team room. This SF soldier 
13 1.31 0.82 stored the classified material In a foot 

locker. The material was found during an 
Inspection. 

N H S 
10 2.20 1.78 
12 2.08 1.66 

Dim H 
Q* 77 
All 

Dim H 
K 33 
Q* 50 
All 

94. A detachment was conducting pre-mission , 
planning for a real world mission. This Special 
Forces soldier threw sensitive material 
(containing the name of the country they were 
going to, now long they would be there tor. and 
the names and social security numbers of ail the 
detachment members) Into the non-sensitive waste 
can. Had the paper not been retrieved before It 
was put In the dumpster, the mission could have 
been canceled. 

N M S 60. This SF officer was In Europe carrying 
10 1.30 0.46 classified documents. This officer went to a 
13 1.23 0.42 restaurant for dinner. This officer did not 

want to be burdened with the documents during^ 
dinner and locked the classified Information In 
the trunk of his rental car. The car was 
stolen, along with the documents. 

N H S 128, While overseas on a training mission, the 
4 1.25 0.43 OOA was alerted for a possible real wrld 
6 1.33 0.47 mission. After this 180A received his briefing 

12 1.50 0.87 from the S-2 and obtained some classified 
briefing material, he left It In plain sight In 
an open area and left the area. He Initially 
denied that he had left the material, but then 
stated that the material "wasn^t that 
classified.” The team lost respect for this 
180A. 

Din H N H S 77. A detachment was In the field. This 18E 
K* 50 6 2.00 2.24 lost his CEOI and did not tell anyone for 24 
0 25 3 1.33 0.47 hours. The 18E was then punished. 
All 12 2.50 2.29 
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Retraiislation'ustitio'orincident* for oiaension 11: (Problem name - 18ab) 
Retran$lation*Ustinro"incidentrfor Dimension 35: (Problem name • IBab) 

Oim % 
B* 42 

II 33 
All 

Dim h 
B* 50 

II 25 
All 

N H 5 
5 1.60 1.20 
4 1.00 0.00 

12 1.42 0.86 

Dim % 
a* 25 
K* 25 

11* 25 
All 

H H 
6 1.33 0.47 
3 1.33 0.47 

12 1.50 0.87 

124 An OOA was deployed In a foreign country to 
d5 UH UDon imtlng up wUh host nation 
forces the OOA connander did not estaonsn 
vlmn ilth m ^chlef. The OOA commander 

SiHld M.^'fhl's'Sfflce? ild“ 
not acknowledge the or*several 

team sergeant was made the compander, 

nn An SF unit was ordered to make contact with 
aS illled uSlt thSt Sas wt ... •'«vinn 

N M S 
3 4.00 2.16 
3 6.33 0.94 
3 3.67 1.25 

12 4.67 1.75 

01b % 
C* 31 

II 23 
All 

N M S 
4 6.50 0.87 
3 6.00 0.82 

13 6.15 1.17 

happy about having 
the"i;irad;;i«'thM: Before S^llshlng the 
raooort needed for relations between the 
th^s officer proceeded to Impose changes 
Mke decisions without 
feelings of the other unit. All .eirarf 
operations were hurt 
to leave, compronlslng the alssion. 

57, The coalition force was brought into 
planning for an operation which was supposed to 
assure the higher level commanders of their 
IffMtljJiesi: ,Thjs datactaent ^"der 
advised the coalition torce S-3 not to 
nartlclpate In the mission In front of some 
Saerican 0-6S and 0-5s. The Americans told the 
detachment commander that he should support the 
mission, but this detachment winder said he 
was supposed to help the coalition forces unit 
and that they would receive 
locals If they participated. The detachment 
connander was made an Integral part of the 
cSSutlon forc“un1fs decfsIonWing process. 

46. While assigned as the senior US advisor to 
a host nation battalion on a 
ni«sion this SF officer was told the unit was 
Srider !ttack!The host nation battalion commander 
was panicked and ready to evacuate the area of 
operaticns.This SF Individual had a cigarette, 
coffee, and sat <*own,After wk1ng a humorous 
remark to a host nation officer, this offleer 
methodically questioned the host hatIon Jtaff to 
ascertain tne exact situation.He calmly Issued 
instructions to prepare and OOA ^*hctIon force 
and an OOA level of base Jccurlty.ObservIng the 
SF officer's leadership style, the host nation 
battalion commander began issuing compleTOntary 
S?ders to hirstaff.The battalion responded to 
the attack and Balntalned Its position on the 
border. 

Dim % 
C* 33 

JJ* 33 
All 

01m \ 
B* 42 

JJ 25 
All 

Dim H 
C* 33 

JJ 25 
All 

N H S 
4 6.25 0.83 
4 6.00 0.71 

12 5.83 1.14 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.63 
3 5.00 0.82 

12 5.33 1.55 

N M S 
4 6.25 0.83 
3 6.67 0.47 

12 5.92 1.61 

81. This SF team leader was given an 
operational plan to conduct a mission usl^g host 
nationals. The SF team leader was required to 
change the plan after MICON was ij}, 
to satisfy the host national epnronder jwt 
prior to the briefback. The SF team leader 
changed plans In a way that 
national comuander. The combined briefback and 
the operation were successful. 

31. Two 18Cs were placed to obsei^e a 
foreign soldiers. One of 
tree to get a better view of the target jnJ 
out of tne tree. This ISC splinted the host 
nation soldier's leg and directed the indigenous 
forces on how to make a stretcher. He twn 
directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event Increased the Indigenous force t 
confidence In the SF. 

74, A split team was assigned to a African 
nation platoon for an exercise. The elwcnt 
needed to make a night movement to conduct a 
dawn attack.^ The African troops 
night and refused to rove before daylight. This 
SF team leader conducted e,<l«®®";trat1on and 
classes on the use of bS night vision 
equipment. He allowed the African nation 
leadership to wear the equipment during the 
movement. The raid exercise was completed and 
was successful. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oinenslon KK: (Problem name ■ I8ab) 

Oim % N M S 88. A request for personnel was sent down for 
KK* 50 6 1.67 0.47 particular people to deploy to jump on a 
Jm 25 3 1.33 0.47 training mission. This team leader whose name 

All 12 1.50 0.50 was on the list went to the company and had his 
name removed. In his place, he put another team 
member's name without asking that team member If 
It would be alright. The team member had 
personal plans for this time frame which he had 
to give up. 

H H S 116. A detachment received a task overseas that 
5 2.40 1.36 required 20 personnel. The majority of this 

12 3.00 1.58 detachment was already deployed and the 
personnel status of the company was low. An 18E 
was returning from one month overseas to his 
wife and child. This officer placed the 18E on 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension LL: (Problem name 

particular people to oepioy to jump on a 
training mission. This team leader whose name 

Dim H 
KK* 42 

All 

01m % 
6* 33 

KK 25 
All 

Dim % 
F* 42 

KK 25 
All 

wife and child. This officer placed the 18E on 
orders to depart three days after his return. 
The morale of the 18E and the entire detachment 
was reduced. 

N H S 126. The detachment was going to run a company 
4 1,25 0.43 MIGA2 qualification range. This officer felt he 
3 2.00 0.82 was responsible for coordinating and planning 

12 1.83 1.67 the whole operation and did not use the eight i.w ^ ^ result, many of 
the requests were late, the detachment did not 
receive all the asiBunltlon and vehicles required 
for the training, and the HCOs felt the 
comnander did not trust them. 

Dim \ 
H* 46 

KK 23 
All 

« H S 
5 1,80 0.75 
3 2.00 0.82 

12 1.67 0.75 

N H S 
6 1.67 1.11 
3 1.67 0.47 

13 1.85 1.03 

Dim % 
KK 23 
KN* 46 

All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
6 6.33 0.94 

13 5.54 1.60 

118. This officer volunteered his unit for a 
month-long mission In an isolated location 
without first consulting any of the subordinate 
leadership. While deployed, this officer would 
not allow the unit to go Into^the neighboring 
town, even In small groups. He did allow them 
to visit a small base In the same area. This 
was a threat to the unit because the groups of 
new faces on the small base actually increased 
the unit's visibility; the unit's morale was 
seriously undermined. 

21. This officer was in charge of a 
reconnaissance mission to navigate towards and 
find a site. During the mission, two team 
members Informed the officer that the terrain 
looked familiar and that they had been thei^ 
before. This officer Ignored the soldiers* 
Input and told them where he felt they were on 
the map. The team arrived at their "area of 
operations" only to be compromised by their own 
team as they had been survellling the team's 
base camp; they had simply gone 360 degrees. 

39. This 18C was to task out certain classes 
for an upcoming mission to his Junior. This 16C 
let the junior engineer pick the classes about 
which he was most knowledgeable so that he could 
give the best Instruction possible. This 18C 
interacted with the junior to confirm or deny 
Information that should be Included in the 
classes. The Junior 18C was able to do a good 
job and he developed greater respect for his 
senior. 

Dim H 
LL* 85 

All 

Dim V 
F 23 

LL* 54 
All 

Dim % 
G* 38 

LL* 38 
All 

Dim % 
LL* 33 

All 

N H S 24. This officer Instructed his new platoon 
11 2.09 1.08 sergeant to lay out all of the platoon equipment 
13 2.08 1.00 for an accountability Inspection. This officer 

failed to tell the platoon sergeant where, when, 
and how he wanted the equipment displayed., The 
equipment was not laid out the way the officer 
wanted. 

N M S 2. In the space of five days, a team was given 
3 1.00 0.00 five different DA targets for which they were to 
7 1.57 0.73 plan, prepare, etc. This team sergeant sent 

13 1,31 0.61 peopU In many different directions without 
focus, continually asking questions of ^ 
everyone. The team had difficulty working with 
this team sergeant and he prevented the team 
from pulling together. 

N H S 18. In a period of 18 days, the team was given 
5 2.20 0.40 many different DA targets to prepare for and 
5 1.80 0,75 coordinate. This ISA demanded actions and 

13 1.85 0.66 answers of the team members without giving them 
adequate time In which to gather Information. 
The team lost focus In preparing for the 
mission. 

N H S 
4 6.25 0.83 

12 6.17 1.77 

Dim % 
G* 33 

LL* 33 
All 

01m % 
6* 46 

LL 23 
All 

N H S 
4 6.00 0.71 
4 6.75 0.43 

12 5.75 1.59 

N H S 
6 5.33 2.05 
3 7.00 0.00 

13 6.08 1.59 

25. En route to a meeting in a small village, 
one of the detachment vehicles struck a mine. 
Two men were seriously Injured and the _ . ^ 
detachment medic was mortally wunded. The team 
sergeant was Initially stunned and disoriented 
due to his Injury. This detachment commander 
ensured that medical treatment was Initiated, 
that communication was established with higher 
headquarters, and that medical evacuation was 
requested, the wounded soldiers were quickly 
stabilized and helicopters were on their way as 
soon as possible. 

97. This IBA briefed his team on the search and 
reconnaissance mission they were to conduct. 
This 18A had a brain storming session with the 
detachment members using the mission essential 
planning process to break down tasks Into 
junageable bits. This 18A then delegated these 
bits to the appropriate team members, providing 
additional guidance as required. Everyone 
understood the mission and their jobs and felt 
comfortable with the plan developed. 

35. This SF officer was to plan and conduct an 
ambush In an allotted time. This SF officer 
organized the team, gave clear and concise 
instructions, moved the team 5 kms. and 
conducted the ambush within 30 minutes. The 
ambush was successful. 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension MM: (Problem name - 18ab) 

n4- ic N H S 41. This hloh ranking SF soldier was asked a 
69 9 6 11 0 87 Question he could not answer by a detachment 

*^A11 13 6123 o:89 S^r! This SF soldier told the jem^r he 
would find the answer and several days later 
came back to the detachment with a reply. The 
ditachnnt wabers respect ^or this Sf s»W1er 
Increased and his effectiveness In his position 
was enhanced. 

D1n % 
I 25 

MM* 50 
All 

Dim % 
I 25 

MM* 42 
All 

01m % 
I 25 

MM* 42 
All 

Dim ^ 
Ml* 42 

All 

Dim % 
I 33 

MM* 42 
All 

N H S 78. This officer constantly 

:11:1? 
'sKMfe^ncrln^ 
J“cSnd1t1ons that he had comp alned about 
earlier. The display of a double standard lost 
this officer the respect and confidence of the 
other soldiers. 

fi M S 67. This junior HCO was given duties as a team 
? 5 33 0 94 seroeant even though another member of the team 
i 1:60 0:49 JStSSkSd'hlS. ThTs junior HCO used the Input 

12 5.67 0.94 of the senior MCO at all times. The senior Nto 
ic 3.0/ u. opinions were Important and the team s 

moral remained Intact. 

M H s 75. Durlno Friday PT formation runs, this 
3 1.33 0.47 officer would meet the company after they had 
5 1.60 0.49 run one or two miles and sP^^Dj.the next mile at 

in 1 7c 1 5g thft front of tho fofiDStlon* This officer 
counseled each soldier who J® 
the pace he set for them, .thirty-five percent 
of the company went to sick call on Friday 
mornings and there was a strong dislike for the 
officer. 

Din % 
F 25 

MM* 33 
All 

I* 31 
Ml* 31 

All 

KK* 50 
Ml 25 

All 

N H S 127. A composite team was preparing for 
5 1.40 0.49 deployment to Africa; this nw team 

12 1.25 0.43 hao just graduated from the Q-course jljccd 
14. i.« In Charge of the core team. This team leader 

did not ask for help from the experienced 180A 
on the team, was threatened hy criticism, and 
voiced his anger once by shouting and raving in 
front of HN personnel. 

N M S 104. An 180 organized Instruction in waterborne 
4 1.50 0.50 Infiltration techniques for dtman ranger 
5 1.40 0.80 unit. This W directed PcoP^c to boats, not 

12 1.67 1.18 following the 160 *jM®n»such that the hoats 
were flooded and submerged In the 
the 180 apologized to the students for tMs 
ISA's actions, this ISA took the IBO aside and 
chewed him out for embarrassing him J^n tront of 
the students and not sucking up the "Istake for 
his training event. The team s wrale and 
cohesiveness dropped; the students felt the 
training lacked planning and professionalism. 

H w 5 76. While deployed In Africa, an SF medic told 
3 2 33 1.25 this team leader not to use untreated '^nter or 
4 K25 0,43 Ice. This team leader disregarded the advice 

12 1 92 1.26 and drank e soda with Ice made locally. The 
12 1.92 1.20 an^^rjader had severe diarrhea, was treated for 

parasitic Infestation, and was counseled. 

N M S 4. This team leader was displeased with a 
A 1 75 0 43 chanoe that had been made to nls training 
4 l!25 0^43 scheSule which required the team to run a range 

13 1.38 0.49 on a day that had bwn scheduled as ® day off. 
“ ^ ThU tew leader repeatedly conplelned afout the 

change In the presence of nls team meraers as 
they prepared to run the rajfl«* 
the event, the team opened the range late, 
rushed members who needed to qualify, and 
displayed a poor attitude. 

N H S 88. A request for personnel was sent down for 
6 1 67 0.47 particular people to deploy to jump on a 
3 i!33 0.47 training mission. This team leader 

12 1.50 0.50 was on the list went to the company jjd jjd his 
name removed. In his place, he put 
member's name without asking that team member If 
It would be alright. The team member had 
personal plans for this time frame which he had 
to give up. 

01m % 
I* 58 

MM 25 
All 

WHS 98. This team sergeant was originally a member 
' 7 1 57 0.49 on the team, where he was known for being a 

3 i!o0 0.00 marginal team player. When he became sergeant, 
12 1.75 1.36 he questioned everything the 

wrote soldiers up for minor points (e.g., 
teaching styles and opinions^ and wanted to 
make drastic changes In everything. The ^m 
started falling apart and cliques were formed. 
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Retranslat1on*L1st1ng of incidents for Olwnslon NN: (Problem name - 18ab) 

Dim V N M S 19. A sergeant was told to counsel a soldier 
NN* 62 8 1.63 1.11 who was overweight ®ccord1nQ to standards. This 

All 13 1.62 1.00 team sergeant SMke to the soldier oj ,, 
offhand, nonchalant manner and did not follow up 
very well on the problem. The soldier did not 
lose weight and was eventually placed In a 
weight control program. 

115. During a live fire exercise that Involved Din % N M S 115. During a live fire exercise inai invoivea 
NN* 50 6 6.00 0.58 training of indigenous personnel, this SF team 

All 12 5 M 1 14 leader noticed that an 

Dim % 
NN* 46 

All 

Dim % 
KK 23 
KN* 46 

All 

Dim % 
I 31 

m* 38 
All 

0 O.UU u.3o traininu ui mu iwiiwi** ---- 
12 5.83 1.14 leader noticed that an 18B was 

of the group and was presenting the material In 
a disorganized way. He pulled the 18B aside and 
talked to him to put him at ease. The class 
proceeded without Incident. 

KM S 10. This team sergeant was displeased with the 
6 2.00 1.00 performance of a junior NCO on the team *|jd he 

13 2.69 1.49 requested that the NCO be relieved or punished 
under the UCMJ. This team sergeant had only 
counselled the soldier verballv and had not 
prepared the necessary counselling statements. 
The sGH could not recoam»nd that any action be 
taken until the team sergeant had the _ 
counselling statements to support his position. 

H M S 39. This 18C was to task out certain classes 
3 5.67 0,47 for an upcoming mission to his Junior, This 18C 
6 6.33 0.94 let the junior engineer pick the classes about 

13 5.54 1.60 which he was most knowledgeable so that he could 
give the best instruction possible. This 18C 
Interacted with the junior to confirm or deny 
information that should be Included in the 
classes. The junior 18C was able to do a good 
job and he developed greater respect for hls 
senior. 

N M S 33. A detachment ws conducting winter warfare 
4 4.75 0,83 training. An 180 (Instructor)Jld not Intervene 
5 4.80 2,04 when an Inexperienced team member whom he 

13 4.85 1.70 disliked was packing the equJP^nt, This 
warrant officer Informed the 180 of the 
responsibilities of being an Instructor and a 
member of the team, and encouraged tearawrk. 
The IBD ensured the team member packed the 
appropriate clothing. 

Dim \ 
A 25 

KM* 33 
All 

N H S 109. Isolation was being conducted for a 
3 5.67 1,25 mission. This SF officer assigned team members 
4 6.00 0.71 staff tasks that were outside their area of 

12 5.67 0.94 expertise. The team members were forced to see 
mission planning from a different angle. 



Dim % 
A* 82 
All 

N H S 
9 6.22 0.79 

U 6.36 0.77 

Retranslation Llstlnro^Incldenirfor 01«ans1on A: (Problem name - 18ba) 

85. This 18B was teaching a reconnaissance 
platoon about 6 foreign weapons. This 18B 
taught the platoon in detail about the operating 
sYStems, locking systems, and 
of the weapons. He ^ 
describe the particular identifiable traits of 
each weapon so the platoon could more accurately 
report on weapons seen. The reconnaissance 
platoon said It had never 
about weapons before and requested that the 18B 
return for future training events. 

01b % 
A* 73 
All 

Dim k 
A* 64 
S 36 
All 

Ola k 
A* 64 
All 

WHS 115. This 18B was training host nation personnel 

i!l:SgS:?J d?Si« 
them the iSpact such Incidents would have on an 
actual operation. The students learned. 

N H S 17, The detachment was training foreign troops 
7 6.43 0.49 on Indirect fire tactics with the 8Inn mortar. 
4 6.00 1.00 The troops believed that 

11 6.27 0.75 could be used as a 
mortar was a poor weapon to use during attacks 
as the enenw could see you. This 
troops how the mortar could be completely hidden 
and still engage the enemy. The unit began 

N M s 37. The detachment was training foreign troops 
7 6.00 0.53 on the RP6-7. Althouah the ^P^SSn 

11 6.09 0.67 sights, the troops sai<l thev were not Qood and 
would not use them. This loB challenged.the 
troops* best gunners to shoot against him. The 
IBB doubled the best man's range aj? 
target the first tlw using the optical sloht. 
Everyone wanted to learn how the optical sights 
worked and the entire unit greatly Improved in 
distance and accuracy. 

01m k 
A* 36 
All 

Din k 
A 30 
I 20 
R* 40 
All 

each round. This 18B noticed that the host 
nation troops were placing the anmunltlon wits 
1n the guns upside down. He stopped the firing 
and demonstrated the proper feed technique. The 
guns fired properly and training continued, 

30. The detachment was training foreign trwos 
on the RPG-7. The unit stated that they had 10 
RPG-7S but that only 2 worked. The 18B 
Inspected the unserviceable guns and found that 
the Tiring pins were broken. This ISB.repjwd 

N H S 
4 4.75 2.28 

11 5.73 1.66 

Improved. 

N H S 123. An 18B was giving his team training on 
3 4.00 2.16 disassembly and assembly of the 
2 4.00 3.00 machine gun. During the class, this junior IBB 
4 3,25 1.92 was asked to assist In the pr«sentatIon. This 

10 3.60 2.20 Junior 18B did not know how to <11 «»*«■*> 
weapons system and did not know the na«8 of the 
parts of the weapons system. This Junior 188 
was given remedial training on the wapons 
system and was counseled by the senior IBB. 

01m k 
A* 64 
All 

01m k 
A* 55 
0 27 
All 

01m k 
A^ 55 
All 

01m % 
A* 45 
N 27 
All 

- 3. The detachment was training foreign troops 
on the aim mortar. During a live fire .. 
operation, registration, the troops stated that 
they wanted to learn how to hit the observer. 
This 18B noted the high desire to learn and gave 
a hip pocket class on adlustmegt. Fifteen 
troops learned how to adjust fire. 

99. This SF soldier with poor language skills 
was giving a class In describing the different 
types of feeding mechanisms to foreign 
nationals. He brought the three actual feeding 
mechanisms with him and, after explaining them, 
he passed them around to the group. The foreign 
nationals learneO the different types of feeding 
mechanisms. 

33. During a COWUS If®* 
tasked to give a program of basic M16 rifle 
marksmanship to a counter-drug government 
element. This 188 produced the program of 
formal Instruction, provided the instruction, 
and served as the fiCOlC of all the Rangers. The 
government element received the much-needed 
training, rewarded the OOA and the company with 
plaques of appreciation, and is now using the 
training In action. 

H M S 53. This SF soldier was tasked to run a pistol 
5 6 40 0.80 range for a platoon size element. This SF 
3 5.00 1.63 soldier organized the platoon 

11 5,91 1.24 gave them the task condition standards, and kept 
positive control during the firing on the 
range. The soldiers learned and were safety 
conscious. 

R H S 
7 5.66 0.99 

11 5.91 0.90 

N M S 
6 6.00 0.5B 
3 5.67 0.47 

11 5.82 0.57 

N M S 
6 6.33 0.75 

11 6.36 0.64 

Dim % 
A 36 
R* 55 
All 

Dim k 
A* 36 
J* 36 
All 

Dim % 
A 36 
R* 64 
All 

H « S 135. Prior to a Hve fire range, this IBB 
4 5.75 0,83 conducted weapons cross-training. This IBB 
6 6.00 1.15 taught the other members of the team to do a 

11 6.00 1.04 functions check. As a result, one of the other 
team Beri>ers Identified a problem with a .50 cal 
weapon. The 168 repaired the weapon. 

H H S 19. The team was preparing for night movement 
4 5.50 1.12 With Bight vision Soggles. This 188 planned HVG 
4 5.00 1.22 training and familiarization. He broke an 

11 5.45 1.16 Infra-red chem-llte, poured the contents on a 
hacky sack, and had the team play hacky sack In 
the dark while wearing their NVGs, The team 
became coordinated in movenent wearing NVGs. 

N H S 80. During FID operations In^Desatt Shield, the 
4 6.00 1.22 A detachment was conducting .50 
7 5.00 1.69 host nation troops, .^he host nation guns would 

11 5.36 1.61 not feed properly and had to be charged after 
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tetranslaiion'iistinrorineideiitrror'oiBeMion B: (Proble* name • ISba) 

Oi« V H H S 122. The team went to a party 

•;,r iil;Bi:i! 
With the ceap coonander. 

6 5.83 0.69 four days In the country, this SF « M AP ♦kA Iamaiisaa Ku Infl with tn 11 6.00 0.85 

Din % 
8* 91 
All 

Din ,5 
B* 73 
All 

Oln % 
B* 55 
C 27 
All 

Oln % 
B* 55 
C 45 
All 

Oln % 
8* 55 
J 27 
All 

Oln % 
B* 55 
All 

i8 6 So 0 io s-„ 
u 6127 0.62 b.(;gn- repair.^ ThU 18C M 

Jl*lSJers“i tike oart. rte vll^ajers they felt 
as lf*they had built their new achool and 
rapport with SF was la^rovcd. 

5 2 Ss 0 66 4?iMntrrt!!’i?l8c'b5eS 
11 2109 0167 cl«e -It^a pj|toon^a»no tte^^dloenou^^^^ 

first durlne cractlcal exercises, and glvino 
thSff 1?st shot at United training resources 
(Cefle, amnunltlon). The rest oj ^he 
forces were aware of the becane 
annoyed, hurting rapport and training 
effectiveness. 

N M S 60. This SF soldier was tasked to present a 
6 1.67 0.75 class to »<»81ers of a third world country. In 

0 47 this country, a rigid sense oT mncary 
11 iiss 0.66 discipline was nalntalned, listed 

soldier. Prior to the start 
SF soldier nade negative comients about jJ;S. 
Amy officers and officers In 95”®raK stating 
that "the world would be nanaged Buch better 
Sithout th«:- The SF soldier had to aoologlze 
to the host nation and was relieved of his 
duties. 

N M S 103. The tean was attempting to build rapport 

I i:i§ S:'7l WSS S h. 
II 5.82 0.83 ^ndloan^s forca^s laagr like 

?i!S'’fco ffirStafwTndWnd Sf 
each^her. The tean was able to build rapport 
with the Indigenous force. 

N H S 8. This 18C was building a school house for a 

I i-l 1% sUTe?t'’s;rs;viSnoSp“!s?Jd‘‘?f!." 
i! 1:1? lil iBc^Buin S 

the host nation and the SF tean and a lot of 
children were happy. 

[ N H S 84. During a routine check 
A 1 nn fl no this 16B who was new to the location noticeo 

* 11 1*36 o!88 that the police were manning the o^Tpost jjsing 
II 1.36 u.M capons. He did not know that all 

previously confiscated weapons 
released. This 18B locked and 
and took the weapons away from the armed police 
with the threat of violence. He J®*troyed the 
rapport that had taken six weeks to establish. 
A series of meetings had to be held to 
reestablish the U.S. presence and this 18B was 
removed from the area. 

Tour oays in me country, ui»» -r r-- 
learnlng the language by coninunicating with the 
host nation trainees and also speaking t^u 11 
sentences In the language while off duty. He 
was able to conmunicate with and gain rapport 
with the host nation troops. 

01m H 
B" 36 
K" 36 
All 

Dim % 
B 36 
C* 45 
All 

Din H 
B 36 
D* 55 
All 

D1n S 
B 27 
N* 36 
All 

Dim % 
B* 27 
J* 27 
All 

N H S 68. While in Central America at a bar and 
4 1 25 0 43 grill, this soldier had finished eating and 
4 U75 0.83 §egan ^Jnklna. Thirty ^SlS^roS’^tS' 

11 1.45 0.66 the soldier disobeyed a direct 
detachment commander to get In Tbe truck to go 
back to the barracks, using prgfsnjty" 
owners of the bar and grill asked the soldier 
not to come back. 

H K S 36. A team was conducting coalition training In 
4 2.00 l.OO Africa. The tean had a linguist attached to 
5 Loo 0.63 It, The linguist was a Mtive-bom Somalian who 

11 1.82 0.83 In the last several years had bwome an American 
and begun working for the D®P«^Tment of 
Defense. This tean sergeant was 
untactful toward the linquist on the tasis of 
his race and religion. The linguist would not 
work with the tean sergeant and the team 

N H S 13. The HN post comnander curtailed routine 
4 1.75 0.83 comnunlcatlons with the SF team ]**<*?J_S*55J** 
6 1.33 0.75 the team leader could not JP®^ the |W0UJ9®- 

11 1.45 0.78 This tean leader made no attempt p. 
language capabilities, though he was in an 
Ideal learning environment where Mjy ^|d have 
volunteered to help hin. The HN personnel 
tactfully ostracized the tean leader. 

N M s 133. The tean was using a range to practice 
3 2.00 0,82 battle drills. One of the Jjojt country guar* 
4 2.50 1.66 drove up to the range and said that bullets were 

11 2.64 1.37 firing over the berm «nd striking 
the other side. This 18B told the detachment to 
ala lower and to slow down the I*te of fIro. 
The guard returned and said that the detachment 
had to stop firing. 

N H S 44. The detachment was conducting desert 
3 5.67 0.94 survival OCONUS. Water procurement in the erea 
3 DO 0 82 was a malor problem. This 18B taiKea witn me 

11 ilss lloi "“aUaKSrhSw thav had Srocured tta wttr In 
the area. The detachment learned new water 
procurement methods. 

nw ftr MM $ 86. The tean was conducting long range 
55 6 6.33 0.75 patrolling and basic 

t 45 5 5.40 0.49 Tor foreign soldiers under extrewly |J®J 
All 11 5 91 0 79 conditions. This SF soldier conducted training 
All 11 5.91 0.79 the heat and rough terrain, 

while maintaining a superior physical . 
appearance, posture, and 
A^greatcr ^evel of respect for the abilities of 
U.S. troops was developed. 

<. % N H S 102. This SF soldier was tasked to drive from 
B* 45 5 2.60 0.49 one training site to another ^cpjck up allied 
H ^ 4 1.25 0.43 soldiers for an evening 5®®^:,^;)^^JSlei 
All 11 2.09 0.79 5«nted 

antfbecame lost on the trip, arriving several 
hours late to pick up the soldiers. By the tlw 
the soldiers were brought back to the camp,^e 
mss hall was closed. Friction resulted between 
the SF and allied soldiers. 

I, u H S 4. This IBC was assigned to a team leaving 
45 5 6*20 0,98 Imoedlately for a foreign country. After only 

D1n % 
B* 45 
H 36 
All 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension C: (Problem name - I8ba) 

Oln % N M S 136. During a field mission, a team sergeant was 
c* 55 6 3.83 1.57 training a Pjatoon-size element In light 
All 11 3.36 1.97 infantr^yils. One of the soldiers was Mking 

rude conroents to the Instructor regarding his 
experience and knowledge of the subject. JMs 
team sergeant requested that the sb]b1er remove 
himself to the rear of the group. Instead, the 
soldier walked to the front of the group and 
fired two blank rounds In the team sergeant s 
face. Higher HQ had to be called. 

01m \ 
55 

All 

Dim % 
B* 55 
C 45 
All 

01m % 
B 36 
C* 45 
All 

Dim % 
•B* 55 

C 27 
All 

H M S 15. A soldier, who had been involved In a drug 
6 6.17 0.69 related incident, barricaded blmseK and 

11 6.00 0.74 threatened to kill anyone '*(>0 tried to take him IX o.uw w ^ conviwed the soldier to 
allow himself to be coroitted for 
The soldier surrendered and was enrolled in a 
drug rehabilitation program. 

N K S 103. The team was attemting to build rapport 
6 5.50 0.76 with and win the confidence of an Indigenous 
5 6.20 0.75 force. The team leader could . .. 

11 5.82 0.83 Indigenous force's leader like him, «]^bough he 
made great efforts to make the Individual 
happy. This warrant o^^lcer jumped In and got 
the two leaders to better understand and accept 
each other. The team was able to build rapport 
with the Indigenous force. 

N H S 36. A team was conducting coalition training In 
4 2.00 1.00 Africa. The team had a linguist attached to 
5 2.00 0.63 It. The linguist was a native-born Somalian who 

11 1.82 0.83 In the last several years had become an American 
and begun working for the Department of 
Defense. This team sergeant was unpleasant and 
untactful toward the linguist on the basis of 
his race and religion. The linguist would not 
work with the team sergeant and the team 

N M S 60. This SF soldier was tasked to present a 
6 1.67 0.75 class to soldiers of a third wrId country. In 
3 1.33 0.47 this country, a rigid sense of 

11 1.55 0.66 discipline was maintained, with 
officers having absolute rule over the enlisted 
soldier. Prior to the start of the class, this 
SF soldier made negative conroents about U.S. 
Amy officers and officers in 
that "the world would be managed much better 
without them.* The SF soldier had to apologize 
to the host nation and was relieved of his 
duties. 



Retranslation Listing of incidents for Oloenslon Oj (Problem name - 18ba) 

01m V N M S 71. An NCO was at a crowded cafe In eastern 
D* 82 9 5.00 1.15 Europe and had used h1s newly-acquired language 
All 11 5,18 1.19 skills to order the bill. After he received a 

coffee-type drink from the waitress Instead, he 
changed nis pronunciation and asked 
the bin. The waitress brought h1ra the bill. 

Dim % 
0* 70 
All 

N M S 119. This 18B did not know how to speak the host 
7 5.71 0.88 country language. This SF 

10 5.50 1.12 dictionary in nis spare time to pick up the 
language. This 18B was able to nelp his team 
memoers communicate with the guerrilla forces. 

Dim % 
0* 64 
All 

Dim % 
0* 60 
J 30 
All 

01a % 
B 45 
0* 55 
All 

H H S 48. This 180 could not speak any Spanish. This 
7 5.57 0.90 18D learned what he could of the language from 

11 6.09 1.00 his team mates and from personal time reading. 
This 18D was able to present an excellent block 
of instruction In Spanish. 

N H S 116. This 180 excelled was in language 
6 6.17 0.69 training. He continued studying during breaks 
3 6.67 0.47 and lunch hour. He Initiated a hard study 

10 6,40 0.66 program and assisted others. He was Identified 
by the language Instructor as a top student. 

N H S 4. This 18C was assigned to a team leaving 
5 6.20 0.98 linnedlately for a foreign country. After only 
6 5.83 0.69 four days In the country, this SF soldier was 

11 6.00 0.85 learning the language by conmunlcatlng with the 
host nation trainees and also speaking full 
sentences In the language^whlle off duty. He 
was able to cooHinlcate with and gain rapport 
with the host nation troops. 

D1n % 
6 36 
0* 55 
All 

N M S 
4 1.75 0.83 
6 1.33 0.75 

11 1.45 0.78 

13. The HH post conmander curtailed routine 
coniminicatlons with the SF team leader because 
the team leader could not speak the language. 
This team leader made no attempt to Improve his 
language capabilities, even though he was In an 
Ideal learning environment where many would have 
volunteered to help him. The HN personnel 
tactfully ostracized the team leader. 

Dim % 
A* 55 
0 27 
All 

6 6.00 0.58 
3 5.67 0.47 

11 5.82 0.57 

99. This SF soldier with poor language skills 
was giving a class In describing the different 
types of feeding mechanisms to foreign 
nationals. He brought the three actual feeding 
mechanisms with him and, after explaining them, 
he passed them around to the group. The foreign 
nat^nals learned the different types of feeding 
mechanisms. 

Dim ^ 
0 27 
J* 55 
All 

N H S 
3 6,33 0.47 
6 6.67 0.47 

11 6.45 0.66 

130. This senior NCO attended the Defense 
Language Institute In Monterey. ^He worked hard 
and applied good study habits. This NCO 
graduaUd with a 3,3 rating. 



RetranslatlorLIstlng’of’incldents'for Olnenslon E: (Problem name • 18ba) 

nim k M M s 100. A detachment was training Indigenous forces 
^ E* 45 5 5.60 0.80 in marksmanship with the H16 

1 4 6 00 0.71 OCONUS mountain location approximately Mkm from 
All 11 5*82 0.83 camp. One HN soldier experienced a misfire and 
All 11 b.Bi: ca^ innedlate action, but the wapon still 

would not fire. This detachment 18B 
^vestlgated the problem and discovered the 
cotter pin on the bolt carrier was broken. 
Rather than travel back to camp to get J spare 
nart. this 18B used a grenade pin from his hat 
?S replScS thi cotter pin. ThS weapon was used 
repeatedly over the next six weeks without any 
problems. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Fs (Problem i 18ba) 

01m % 
E 36 
J* 64 
All 

Dim % 
E 36 
J* 55 
All 

Dim % 
E 27 
J* 64 
All 

01m % 
E 27 
J* 45 
All 

Dim % 
E 27 
R* 55 
All 

Dim % 
E 20 
R* 80 
All 

62. An 18E was told to mount an antenna on top 
of a building roof but the 
access. This 18E looked around the building and 
found a tree that was only a few feet from the 
roof. He climbed the tree, walked out on a 
1^, and lumped to the roof. He Installed the 
antenna and made coono. 

14. The soldiers being trained did not have a 
way to clean their >«®P02S;. 
old bathtub and suggested that diesel fuy be 
used as cleaning fluid. The soldiers were able 
to clean their weapons. 

N H S 51. During operations Desert Shleld/Oesert 
3 6.33 0.94 Storm. SF A-detachments we^ 
7 6.29 0.70 vehicle weapon mounts. This SF soldier 

11 6.18 0.83 scrounged material from metal scrap pTles 
traded MREs with Indigenous welders to weld the 
materials to his designs. .The Jeams were 
outfitted with the mounts for the vehicles. 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.09 
7 5.43 0.90 

11 5.55 0.99 

N M S 
4 5.50 0.50 
6 6.00 0.82 

11 5.82 0.72 

H H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
5 5.80 0.75 

11 6.09 0.79 

34. While using a non-standard/surveyor s map 
to plot a drop zone for a DZ survey. It was 
almost impossible to plot the buoy coordinates. 
This was Mtremely Important because civilian 
residences were located in the area. This team 
member knew trigonometry and converted survey 
plots to latitude/longitude and then to nllljary 
grid coordinates. The coordinates were plotted. 

N H S 66. This 18B was responsible for sniper 
3 5.33 0.47 training In an African country. Upon arrival, 
6 6.17 0.90 this 188 inspected the weapons to be used for 

11 6.00 0.85 training and lound that several weapons systems 
were Inoperable. This 18B repaired all but one 
of the^pon systems prior to training. It was 
possible to train 11 snipers rather than 6 
snipers. 

N H S 128. This 188 picked up an *1*4 that had already 
2 3 00 2.00 been fired. Not realizing It had been fired, 
8 2.75 0.97 this 18B tried to fire the weapon three tiroes 

10 2.80 1.25 and then understood that the J®®" 
fired already. A new AT-4 was obtained and 
fired to standard. 

Dim % 
F* 73 
All 

Dim % 
F* 64 
All 

Dim i 
F* 55 
All 

Dim % 
F* 55 
All 

Dim H 
?* 36 
All 

Dim k 
f* 27 
6* 27 
All 

N M S 112. During an exercise, this 18A was aware that 
8 1.38 0.48 two members of his team were declared wounded 

11 1.27 0.45 and would "die of wounds" If not treated by an 
180 within two hours. The 180 was 1 km away, 
knew of the wounded, end asked this 18A If he 
should go treat them. This 18A decided that the 
18D should remain at his location, trusting the 
higher headquarters to evacuate the 
casualties. The casualties "died of wounds In 
accordance with the exercise rules. 

N H S 78. A "6" base that had Just been constnicted 
7 5.86 1.12 was over-flown by an unknown aircraft. This SF 

11 5.91 1.08 team commander had everyone move to the 
alternate location. The team was safe. 

N M S 46. This SF NCO was to draw an M9 pistol from 
6 1.83 1.07 the arms room to be used as a guard Mapon. 

11 1.82 0.94 This NCO went to the range end used his own 
pistol as a guard weapon. The NCO was 
counseled, relieved from duty, and given e 
Relief for Cause NCOER. 

N M S 56. During an actual combat mission, the UH-IO 
6 6.67 0.47 was receiving heavy ground fire. It was relayed 

11 5.91 1.68 to the air crew that friendly Indigenous trwps 
were In the field of fire. The order ws given 
to the gunner to ignore this and Provide fire. 
This 188 heard the order and asked for It to be 
repeated to be sure that he was In fact being 
told to fire on friendly troops. This 18B 
shifted his fire in the mean tine so thatit 
affected no one. The order had In fact been a 
mistake. 

H H S 74. In a combat situation during contact with 
4 5.25 1.48 enemy forces, an SF team encountered close-range 

11 4.18 1.27 effective enemy fire. Both sides wre firing 
from behind cover. This 18B placed . 
counter-assault Tire,on the enew but Tailed to 
employ hand grenades/MW3 grenade launcher fire 
to eliminate the threat. During after-action 
review. It was determined that wenades would 
have been more effective; training on employing 
grenades was Implemented. 

N H S 69. This SF NCO was the OZ for «" airborne 
3 1.67 0.47 operation at night with combat ®9®1PK"^;,.J5ii 
3 1.33 0.47 NCO set up the OZ without computing the formula 

11 1.55 0,50 to ensure the troops landed where jbJV we« 

Dim H 
F 27 
M* 64 
All 

supposed to land. Two other NCOs tried to 
correct this NCO, but he said he was the DZ and 
would set up the OZ In the way J* chose. The 
troops landed at the far edge of the dreo zone, 
very near the tree line. Some Individuals 
landed In the trees. 

H S 
2.00 0.00 
1.14 0.35 
1.45 0.50 

108. This 188 was In charge of a reconnalitance 
mission to navigate towards and find a site. 
During the mission, two team members Inf^o^ 
the 18B that the terrain looked Tamlllar and 
that they had been there before. This 18B 
Ignored the soldiers* Input and told them where 
he felt they were on the map. The team arrived 
at their "area of operations only to be 
compromised by their own team they had been 
surveilling the base camp; they had simply gone 
360 degrees. 

Dim % 
F 27 
J* 45 
All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 6.40 0.80 

11 6.00 0.95 

Dim H N H 
F* 22 2 2.50 
N* 22 2 2.50 
R* 22 2 1.50 
S* 22 2 3.50 
All 9 2.56 

65, Me#pons were to ta,eiiip1eeed 4"^ 
before higher cotinand elenents arrived to v1« 
and critique training. A group was tasked to 
conduct parts of the training, but they were wt 
coordinating with each other — too wny people 
were in charge. This SF soldier took warge of 
the situation, emplaced the weapons, and 
organized the procedures to complete the tasks 
to M done. The poor situation was turned 
around so that the training got done and the 
superiors still looked good. 

43. OurIng a fleld^tralnlng exerejse 
was taking classes on the stinger 
from a local unit. Once trained 

an IBB 
system 

:h1s 18B 

1.07 

aecioeg vu luui wmu- wi*.. ^- 
began tracking local TJy^SO.a^waft. A 
formation of r-16s radioed to range control that 
they did not liked to be tracked, even for 
training. 

H-46 



Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oinenslon 6: (Problen name 

01b H 
6* 73 
All 

Oil 5 
6 36 
H* 45 
All 

Ola % 
G 36 
H* 45 
AU 

Ola % 
G* 30 
P* 30 
All 

Ola % 
G 27 
H* 36 
All 

Ola % 
F* 27 
G* 27 
All 

N H S 98. A battalion was deploying on a "real world* 
8 1.75 0.66 mission and was advised to use ships as opposed 

11 1.91 0,79 to military airlift to deploy Its equipment. 
Although the ships were slower, they could carry 
more equipment. This SF coTOnder directed that 
the equipment be sent by military airlift. 
Insisting that he could conduct the mission with 
less equipment. Equipment shortages prevented 
the unit from being fully capable for the 
mission and more equipment had to be sent. 

N K S 11. A detachment was tasked to run a drop zone 
4 1,25 0.43 for a company operation. This SF NCO failed to 
5 1,80 0.75 make final coordination with Air Force personnel 

11 1.45 0.66 regarding the marking of the drop zone. The 
airplane flew over tne mis-marked drop zone 
without anyone Jumping. 

H M S 125. While planning for an upcoming mission. 
4 5.75 1.30 this 188 noticed that they were missing some 
5 5.80 0.75 equipment. This 18B started and comleted 75% 

11 5.73 1.14 of the planning and ensured that all the 
equipment end supplies were drawn. The team was 
prepared and the mission went smoothly. 

N H S 117. A Special Forces company was deployed to 
3 6.00 0.82 JRTC to act as an A06 In « battalion field 
3 6.00 0.82 training exercise. This SF soldier was 

10 5.90 0.94 tasked to plan the mission found that the 
required actions were changed several times. 
This SF soldier successfully made the required 
changes using his own Ideas and those of his 
subordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

N H S 96. This 18B was deployed to Turkey In support 
3 2.67 1.25 Of Desert Storm. This 18B, while preparing for 
4 1.75 0.43 a live mission, palletized all of his 

11 2.18 0.94 detachment's 40iin ammunition. As a result, the 
amminltlon was not readily available to the 
detachment. 

H M S 69. This SF NCO was the DZ for an airborne 
3 1.67 0.47 operation at night with combat equipment. This 
3 1.33 0.47 NCO set up the 02 without computing the formula 

11 1.55 0.50 to ensure the troops lanCjJ where they were 
supposed to land, two other NCOS tried to 
con^t this NCO, but he said he was the DZ and 
would set up the OZ In the way he chose. The 
troops landed at the far edge of the drop zone, 
very near the tree line. Some individuals 
landed In the trees. 

Retranslat1on"L1st1ng of Incidents for Dimension H; (Problem name ■ I8ba) 

Oin % N K S 25. The team was conducting water operations on 
H* 73 8 2.50 0.87 a lake In the U.S. All equipment was to be 
All 11 0.88 lashed on one rope to the zodiac boat so that it 

could float free when the boat overturned. This 
soldier lashed the equipment to one rope but not 
to the boat Itself. When the boat overturned, 
all equipment floated free of the boat but some 
of It floated free from the single line Itself. 
The equipment scattered end was hard to 
retrieve. 

Dim % 
H* 64 
I 36 
All 

Dim % 
G 36 
H* 45 
All 

Dim % 
G 36 
H* 45 
All 

Dim % 
H* 36 
J* 36 
All 

01m % 
H* 36 
All 

Dim % 
H* 36 
All 

N H S 
7 1.29 0.45 
4 1.75 0.83 

11 1.45 0.66 

N K S 
4 5.75 1.30 
5 5.80 0.75 

11 5.73 1.14 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
5 1.80 0.75 

11 1.45 0.66 

N H S 
4 5.25 1.09 
4 3.50 1.50 

11 4.36 1.87 

N H S 
4 2.25 0.83 

11 1.73 0.86 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.83 

11 1.45 0.66 

7. The team was doing an ARTEP in the Alaskan 

Dim % 
G 27 
H* 36 
All 

N H S 
3 2.67 1.25 
4 1.75 0.43 

11 2.18 0.94 

rural arctic training area to evaluate 
Individual and detachment ability to accoiqillsh 
special reconnaissance. This 188 did not 
collect his skis and snowshoes from the 
Infiltration aircraft. He was not able to move 
effectively across the terrain, thereby slowing 
and affecting the detachment's capabilities. 

125. While planning for an upcoming mission, 
this 18B noticed that they were 
equipment. This 18B started and cgroleted 75% 
Of tne planning and ensured that all the 
equipment and supplies were drawn. The team was 
prepared and the mission went smoothly. 

11. A detachment was tasked to run a drop wne 
for a company operation. This SF NCO failed to 
make final coordination with Air Force personnel 
regarding the marking of the drop zone. The 
airplane flew over the mis-marked drop zone 
without anyone Jumping. 

23. During Desert Storm, the team had no one 
who was trained on a stinger. The equIpMnt was 
unloaded 4 hours prior to entering combat 
operations so the team's weapons sergeant had 
almost no opportunity to learn how the stinger 
operated. This 18B reviewed the operating 
Instructions in the time he had so that he could 
react if necessary to an ADA threat. The team 
did not encounter an ADA threat and so survived. 

26. An M-17 series protective mask maintenance 
class was being conducted. This 18E failed to 
remove his filters. The filters got wet when 
the mask was cleaned, making the filters 
unserviceable. 

79. This 18C was tasked to teach host Mtlon 
soldiers about the G3 rifle assembly/dlsass^ly 
and was given two months to prepare. This 18C 
did not ask for guidance from his two 188$ and 
only picked up the weapon once prior to giving 
his class. During class, this i8C did not know 
how to take the bolt apart and had to ask for 
assistance on how to disassemble the bolt and 
perform a functions check. The soldiers of the 
host nation thought the 18C was Incompetent. 

96. This 18B was deployed to Turkey In support 
of Desert Storm. This iSB, while preparing for 
a live mission, palletized all of nis 
detachment's AOnn ammunition. As a result, the 
annunltlon was not readily available to the 
detachment. 

Dim % 
H 27 
L* 55 
All 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.47 
6 1.50 0.50 

11 1.45 0.50 

114. The detachment was conducting a survival 
escape and resistance exercise. This 18B did 
not eat or drink properly because he had not 
paid attention In class. He experienced 
dehydration and malnutrition and had to be 
evacuated from the field. 

H-47 



Retranslatlon’usting of Incidents for Olmenslon I: (Problem name - 18ba) 

Dim % 
I* 64 
AH 

? 6.53 0.^3 «? this syg 
11 5.55 1.83 SStlvStVj^ 

Si>t ISnM tl 
bogged down and frustrated, and helped Jjj!} son« 
of the others* personal ProJi!;*- ^‘IffiSientlv preparation phase went swoothly and efficient ly, 
a l^ht-hearted attitude was maintained and 
tempers did not flare up. 

Dim % 
I* 64 
K 36 
All 

Dim % 
I* 64 
All 

Din % 
I* 64 
All 

N H S 
7 1.29 0.45 
4 2.75 1.48 

11 1.82 1.19 

H H S 
7 5.57 0.90 

11 5.73 0.86 

N H S 
7 6.29 0.70 

11 5.82 0.63 

Dim % 
I* 55 
L 27 
All 

Dim % 
H* 64 
I 36 
All 

Din % 
I* 36 
P* 36 
All 

Dim % 
I 27 
J* 64 
All 

01n % 
I* 27 
P* 27 
All 

Dim % 
I 20 
J* 30 
L* 30 
All 

126. A team was Involved 1n an Incident and the 
command wanted to |jnow who was 
team decided to stick together and ta^ the 
punishment as a whole entity. Three .. 
Sater, this team mem^r cane forward and said 
that Ae had had nothing to 0° with the 
Incident. The other team members could no 
longer trust him. 

101. The team was lacking P!;j!*JS^J^*■fSS^‘^on 
and endurance and was scoring In the mId-ZOOs on 
the PT test. This SF soldier ^’'’P^a®®nted w^ght 
training Into the tea.’* PT program goring work 
hours. Morale was Improved and the PT scores 
went up. 

105 Selected team members were tasked to train 
hSIt ratiSS MldlSr*. This SF soldier who was 
not assigned a training class assisted others by 
making copies, obtaining s“PP'!«s> Th. 
charts, and listening to pr«=t1oe 5';?“*; jje 
instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the Quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details# Classes were 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

N H S 
6 1.50 0.76 
3 1.33 0.47 

11 1.45 0.66 

H S 
1.29 0.45 
1,75 0.83 

2. A team jumped into the field lute one night 
on an overseas mission during the dry/hot season 
when water Is scarce. Each team member was told 
to take plenty of water to last until a 
could be round In the field. This team leader 
drank his eight quarts of water before «grn1ng, 
and then asked team members If they would share 
their water. This team S«ame a 
the rest of the team because they ja^e him son» 
of the water they were conserving for themselves. 

7. The team was doing an ARTEP In the Alaskan 
rural arctic training area to,evaluate 
. id detacnm , __ Individual and detaeSment ability accomplish 

11 1.45 0.66 special reconnaissance. This 18B did not 
u i.'iQ Jg^^ect his skis and snowshoes from m 

infiltration aircraft. He was not able to move 
effectively across the terrain. 
and affecting the detachment’s capabilities. 

N M S 
4 6.00 0.71 
4 5.75 0.83 

5.73 0.96 a 

N H S 
3 6,33 0.47 
7 5.71 0.88 

11 5.73 0,96 

N H S 
3 3.67 0.47 
3 5,33 1.70 
a 4.18 1.75 

N H S 
2 4.50 0.50 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 6.33 0.47 

, 10 5.90 0.83 

40. The new coanander wanted to 
training briefs with the use of slides and other 
equipment. This 18C utilized his co^uter 
skills to assist in producing the sl«e show and 
briefing. The presentation was accepted by the 
coonander. 

70. During Operation Desert Shield/Desert 
Storm, detachments located with Arab coalition 
forces were having »«PPly difficulties. The 
battalion S-4 personally drove out to visit each 
detachment and wrried Items he could in his 
pick-up truck. Delivery of supplies to deplojjd 
detachments was slightly improved and morale was 
boosted. 

64. This 180 was put In charge of 
the sitmap. The other team TC^rs kept asking 
him where the compound at which they were 
staying was located on the wp. This 
bright, red circle around the location and wrote 
"the compound" Inside the circle. This 18B got 
In troub^ for not using military symbols, but 
everybody knew where they were on the map. 

21. While attending climbing training, this IBB 
observed a team leader fall while conducting a 
demonstration. This 18B limned lately took the 
equipment needed and climbed up to assist the 
fallen climber. The climber was not 
injured and other team members were motivated to 
learn more about climbing as they saw what It 
could accomplish. 

I 20 
R* 40 
All 

2 4.00 3.00 machine gun. During the class, this junior 188 
4 3.25 1.92 was asked to assist In the Pr®s®!;T®TIon. This 

10 3.60 2.20 junior 18B did not know how to 
weapons system and did not 
parts of the weapons system. This junior 18B 
was given remedial training on the weapojj 
system and was counseled by the senior lea. 

Dim 
A 

% 
30 

N M S 123. An 18B was giving his team training on 
3 4,00 2.16 disassembly and assembly of the M2 .50 caliber 
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Retranslatton'Llsting’orincldents for Dimension J: (Problem name ■ IBba) 

Din % N H S 104. This SF soldier was tasked to work 
j* 64 7 6.43 0.73 Individually to produce operational 
p 27 3 6.00 0.00 Information. This SF soldier researched. 
All 11 6.18 0.72 developed, and wrote a standard operating 

procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces In the future. SOP was developed 
In areas that had never been addressed. 

Dim H 
A* 36 
J* 36 
All 

N H S 
4 5.50 1.12 
4 5.00 1.22 

11 5.45 1.16 

filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use Its assets. 

19. The team was preparing for night wvement 
with night vision goggles. This 188 planned HVS 
training and familiarization. He broke an 
Infra-red chera-llte, poured the conteirts on a 
hacky sack, and had the team play hacky sack In 
the dark while wearing their nVGs. The team 
became coordinated In movement wearing HVGs. 

Dim % 
J* 64 
All 

Dim % 
£ 36 
J* 64 
All 

Dim S 
I 27 
J* 64 
All 

Dim % 
E 27 
J* 64 
All 

Dim % 
0 27 
J* 55 
All 

Dim S 
E 36 
J* 55 
All 

Dim \ 
F 27 
J* 45 
All 

N H S 27. During an exercise, this 18B .Olven 
7 6.00 0.53 foreign machine guns to use Jo** 

11 6.09 0.67 weapons had not been supplied with blank 
adaptors. This IBB took expended rounds and 
constructed make-shift blank adaptors. The 
foreign weapons fired well and never 
malfunctioned. 

N M s 62. An 18E was told to mount an antenna on top 
4 5.75 1.09 of a building roof but the building had no roof 
7 

U 5 
5:43 0:90 iicisS: This lel iSSked around the building and 
5.55 0.99 found a tree that was only a fw feet from the 

roof. He climbed the tree, walked out on a 
11^, and to the roof. He Installed the 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.47 
7 5.71 0.88 

11 5.73 0.96 

H M S 
3 6.33 0.94 
7 6.29 0.70 

11 6.18 0.83 

antenna and 

70. During Operation Desert Shield/Desert 
Storm, detachments located with Arab coalition 
forces were having supply difficulties. The 
battalion S-4 personally drove out to visit each 
detachment and carried Items he could in his 
p1ck-up truck. Delivery of supplies to deployed 
detachments was slightly Improved and morale was 
boosted. 

51. During operations Desert Shleld/Oesert 
Storm. SF A-detachroents were extremely short on 
vehicle weapon mounts. This SF soldier 
scrounged material from metal scrap piles and 
traded HREs with Indigenous welders to weld the 
materials to his designs. The teams were 
outfitted with the mounts for the vehicles. 

N H S 130. This senior NCO attended the Defense 
3 6.33 0.47 Language Institute in Monterey. He worked hard 
6 6.67 0.47 and applied good study habits. This NCO 

11 6.45 0.66 graduated with a 3,3 rating. 

N H S 
4 5.50 0.50 
6 6.00 0.82 

11 5.82 0.72 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 6.40 0.80 

11 6.00 0.95 

Dim % 
£ 27 
J* 45 
All 

Dim % 
£♦ 45 
J 36 
All 

14. The soldiers being trained did not have a 
way to clean their weapons. This 18£ found an 
old bathtub and suggested that diesel fuel be 
used as cleaning fluid. The soldiers were able 
to clean their weapons. 

65. Weapons were to be emplaced and functioning 
before higher coniaand elements arrived to view 
and critique training. A group was tasked to 
conduct parts of the training, but they were not 
coordinating with each other — too rwny people 
were In charge. This SF soldier took charge of 
the situation, emplaced the weapons, and 
organized the procedures to complete the tasks 
to be done. The poor situation was turned 
around so that the training got done and the 
superiors still looked good. 

N M $ 34. While using a non-standard/surveyor's map 
3 6.00 0.82 to plot a drop zone for a DZ survey, it was 
5 5.80 0.75 almost impossible to plot the buoy coordinates. 

11 6.09 0.79 This was extremely Important because civilian 
residences were located In the area. This team 
member knew trigonometry and converted survey 
plots to latitude/longitude and then to m lltary 
grid coordinates. The coordinates were plotted. 

N M S 100. A detachment was training Indigenous forces 
5 5.60 0.80 In marksmanship with the M16 rifle «t « rerocj® 
4 6.00 0.71 OCONUS mountain location approximately 40km from 

11 5.82 0.83 camp. One HH soldier experienced a misfire and 
ap^led inaedlate action, but the wapon still 
would not fire. This detachment 18B 
investigated the problem and discovered the 
cotter pin on the bolt carrier was broken. 
Rather than travel back to camp to get a spare 
part, this 18B used a grenade pin from his hat 
to replace the cotter pin. The weapon was used 
repeatedly over the next six weeks without any 
problems. 

Dim % 
J 35 
P* 55 
All 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.09 
6 5.50 1.80 

11 5.64 1.49 

67. During a practice isolation, the detachment 
was planning Its Infiltration, the maps needed 
for this were not available from the S-2. At 
the completion of the exercise, the detachment 
found that they had the maps but had not been 
able to find then due to confusion In the filing 
system. This IBB took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, comprehensive 

Dim V 
H* 36 
J* 36 
All 

Dim k 
I 20 
J* 30 
L* 30 
All 

Din % 
0* 60 
J 30 
All 

Dim % 
J 27 
R* 45 
All 

N M S 23. During Desert Storm, the team had no one 
4 5.25 1.09 who was trained on a stinger. The equIpMnt was 
4 3.50 1.50 unloaded 4 hours prior to entering combat 

11 4,36 1.87 operations so the team's weapons ser9««nt hM 
aWst no opportunity to learn how the stinger 
operated. This 16B reviewed the operating 
Instructions In the time he had so that he could 
react If necessary to an ADA threat. The tw 
did not encounter an ADA threat and so survived. 

N M S 21. While attending climb ng training, this 
2 4.50 0.50 observed a team leader fall while conducting a 
3 6.00 0.00 demonstration. This 18B luraedlately took the 
3 6.33 0.47 equipment needed and climbed up to assist the 

10 5.90 0.83 fallen climber. The climber was not 
injured and other team members were motivated to 
learn more about climbing as they saw what It 
could accomplish. 

N H S 
6 6.17 0.69 
3 6.67 0.47 

10 6.40 0.66 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 6.40 0.80 

11 6.00 1.41 

Dim \ 
B* 55 
J 27 
All 

Dim H 
B* 27 
J* 27 
All 

Dim % 
J 20 
L* 60 
All 

N H S 
6 6.33 0.47 
3 6.67 0.47 

11 6.45 0.50 

H H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
3 5.00 0.82 

11 5.55 i.oa 

116. This 180 excelled was In language 
training. He continued studying during breaks 
and lunch hour. He Initiated a hard *tudy 
program and assisted others. He was Identified 
by the language Instructor as a top student. 

54. The team was conducting coalition wrfare 
In the host country. The 18B learned that one 
of the M2 .50 cals belonging to the host country 
had not been operational for 2 years. The 
weapon was supposed to be providing security for 
theHteam. This 18B disassembled the weapon, 
checked It, and determined the problem through 
his knowledge of the weapons system and through 
conversing with host team members In their 
native language. This 18B reassembled the 
weaMn, performed a functions check, and found 
the weapon operational. It was possible to use 
the weapon. 

8. This 18C was building a school house for a 
civil affairs project. Some cewnt and a little 
money was left over having completed the 
school. This 18C built a basketball courtnext 
to the school. Rapport was Increased ^twwn 
the host nation and the SF team and a lot of 
children were happy. 

44. The detachment was conducting desert 
survival OCONUS. Water procurenwnt In the area 
was a major problem. This 18B talked with the 
locals about how they had procured the water In 
the area. The detachment learned new water 
procurement methods. 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
6 6.33 0.94 

10 5.80 1.08 

120. This 18E working In a high "ounta^us 
winter environment on snowshoes was carving 
well over 100 lbs. In his rucksack (a little 
more weight than the other members of the team 
had). At a given location on the J^te, this 
18E volunteered to break from the gwup to 
recover a cache site almost thw "ll®* jway, 
and went Into the deep canyon despite the 
avalanche conditions. The 18^ retrieved thj 30 
lbs worth of supolles 5**^ carried It tjg 
miles and up 2.55o feet of altitude. He made It 
back to the team. 
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RetranslatIon'llsting of incidents for 01«eni1on K: (Problon name • 18ba) 

Din % N M S 41. During a battalion-sized ARTEP, this senior 
K* 100 11 5.82 0.94 NCO was sent to monitor and evaluate the SF 
All 11 5.82 0.94 operations base. This SF NCO made an honest but 

critical evaluation, even though he knw It 
would be an unpopular point of view. The 
superiors of the evaluated unit questioned his 
loyalty to the unit. 

Dim % 
K* 82 
All 

Din % 
K* 73 
All 

Din % 
K* 73 
All 

01m % 
B* 36 
K* 36 
All 

Din % 
I* 64 
K 36 
All 

Din % 
K 27 
N 27 
R* 36 
All 

Din % 
K* 27 
All 

N M S 55. A soldier ws tesiced to set «B. muto vie 
9 1.33 0.47 SATCOH with a tea* In the field. .ihls.so'OJ^r. 

11 1.64 1.15 Chose to sleep and did not even attempt to nake 
conao. When this soldier said that he tried, 
another soldier with hln disputed his statement, 
saying he simply slept all night. Conno was not 
nade with the teas in field. 

N H S 94. The unit was In the field performing 
8 1.50 0.50 company-level tactics. This senior NCO was 

11 1.82 1.11 gIVM an LAW with a training 
he knew how to load and fire It; 
This SF NCO then asked another soldier how to 
load the weapon and the other soldier loaded It 
for him. When It was tine to fire, this NCO 
then fired the weapon into the ground 30 feet in 
front of him. The target was not effectively 
engaged* 

N H S 20. Three men were to participate In a training 
8 1.13 0.33 exercise. This team leader overheard one of the 

U 1.09 0.29 3 men lie about something related to the 
mission. This team serqeant did not report the 
lie. The 3 men were killed as a result. 

N H S 68. While In Central America at a bar and 
4 1.25 0.43 grill, this soldier had finished eating and 
4 1.75 0.83 began drinking. Thirty minutes before curfew, 

11 1,45 0.66 the soldier disobeyed a direct order from the 
detachment consander to oet In the truck to go 
back to the barracks, uslno Profanity. The 
owners of the bar and grill asked the soldier 
not to cone back* 

N H S 126. A team was Involved In an Incident and the 
7 1.29 0.45 connand wanted to know who was at fault. The 
4 2.75 1.48 team decided to stick together and take the 

11 1.B2 1.19 punishment as a whole entity. Three weeks 
later, this team member came forward and said 
that he had had nothing to do with the * 
Incident. The other team members could no 
longer trust him. 

N H S 89. The detachment had completed an M249 live 
3 1.67 0.47 fire exercise. This 18B did not Pfrfoi™ a 
3 1.00 0.00 complete PMCS on the H249, This 18B then turned 
4 1.25 0.43 the H249 In to the battalion arms room and 

11 1.36 0,48 Indicated that he had performed the PHCS. A 
crushed and Jawd live round was found under 
the bolt carrying group; the 18B was given a 
counseling statement on his neglect of safety. 

N M S 131. This 188 was tasked with making sure the 
3 5.67 0.94 new officer and the new 18E confirmed zero on 

11 6.09 1.00 their H16A2s. This 18B obtained and ran the 
range. After firing, the two soldiers In 
question said they wre zeroed. This 18B looked 
at the shot group of each soldier and found they 
were not zeroed. This 18B had the soldiers 
refire and confirm zero, even though the 
soldiers complained. The team members were 
zeroed. 

Retraiisiatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension L: (Problem name ■ 18ba) 

Dim % N M S 134. During a post-assault operation, this SF 
L* 64 7 6.29 0.70 soldier was tasked with evacuating a critically 
All 11 6.45 0.66 wounded person from a hostile, 1 Ife-threaten^g 

environment. This soldier, due to his strength, 
was able to carry a 260+ pound critically 
wounded person approximately 300 meters, out of 
danger, to a control area that offered 
life-saving treatment. The wounded person 
survived. 

N M S 
7 6.29 0.70 

11 6.45 0.66 

Dim H 
J 20 
I* 60 
All 

Dim % 
H 27 
L* 55 
All 

Dim H 
B* 55 
L 45 
All 

Dim H 
I* 45 
0 27 
All 

Dim % 
I 20 
J* 30 
I* 30 
All 

Dim % 
L* 27 
0* 27 
All 

Dim % 
I* 55 
I 27 
All 

N M S 120, This 18E working In a high mountainous 
2 5.50 0.50 winter environment on snowshoes was carrying 
6 6.33 0.94 well over 100 lbs. in his rucksack (a little 

10 5.80 1.08 more weight than the other members of the t^ 
had). At a given location on the route, this 
18E volunteered to break from the group to 
recover a cache site almost three miles away, 
and went Into the deep canyon despite the 
avalanche conditions. The 18E retrieved the 30 
lbs worth of supplies and carried it the thm 
miles and up 2,6oo feet of altitude. He made It 
back to the team. 

N H S 114. The detachment was conducting a survival 
3 1.67 0.47 escape and resistance exercise. This 188 did 
6 1.50 0.50 not eat or drink properly because he had not 

11 1,45 0.50 paid attention In class. He experienced 
dehydration and malnutrition and had to be 
evacuated from the field. 

N M S 
6 6.33 0.75 
5 5.40 0.49 

11 5.91 0.79 

N H S 
5 6.20 0.75 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.36 0.64 

N H S 
2 4.50 0.50 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 6.33 0.47 

10 5.90 0.83 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
3 5.00 0.82 

11 5.36 1.30 

N H S 
6 1.50 0.76 
3 1.33 0.47 

11 1.45 0.66 

86. The team was conducting long range 
patrolling and basic Infantry tactics training 
for foreign soldiers under extremely hot weather 
conditions. This SF soldier conducted training 
day after day in the heat and rough terrain, 
while maintaining a superior^physleal . 
appearance, posture, and professional attitude. 
A greater Wvel of respect for the abilities of 
U.S. troops was developed. 

77. An SF NCO was driving a Zodiac when he fell 
out and was run over a number of times by the 
boat. This SF soldier swam out to save him, 
avoiding being hit by the boat by getting 
himself and the Injured soldier unoerneaththe 
water. This SF soldier swam the Injured to 
shore. The NCO was sent to the hospital to be 
treated for his Injuries. 

21. While attending climbing training, this 188 
observed a team leader fall while conducting a 
demonstration. This 18B Imnedlately took the 
equipment needed and climbed up to assist the 
fallen climber. The climber was not seriously 
injured and other team members were motivated to 
learn more about climbing as they saw what It 
could accomplish. 

38. While conducting a move 
exercise, a team member was 
stopping the exercise, this . 
Injured team member, who well founds, and ran with him on 
he Individual was treated, i 

of the exercise gave a more 
for the training. 

out live fire 
injured. Instead of 
IBD hoisted up the 
ghed more than 250 
Initial withdrawal, 
and the continuation 
realistic scenario 

2. A team jumped Into the field lete one night 
on an overseas mission during the dry/hot season 
when water Is scarce. Each !eam m^r ws told 
to take plenty of water to last until a source 
could be found in the field. This team leader 
drank his eight quarts of wattr before wrning. 
and then asked team memters If they would share 
their water. This team leader became a burden to 
the rest of the team because they gave him some 
of the water they were conserving for themselves. 
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N H S 
10 2.00 1.18 
11 2.36 1.61 

Retranslatlorustlng^of incidents for Dlnenslon M: (Problen name ■ 18ba) 

Din Ik N M S 29. This SF soldier was leading a squad of 
M* 91 10 2.00 1.18 Indigenous personnel to a 
All 11 2.36 1.61 responsible for moving the squad in the correct 

direction. The direction of travel was to be 
north, when In fact the SF soldier 
the element east. Another NCO eventually toot 
over and corrected the route. 

Dln H N H S 93. This 18C was on a^reconnalssance exercise. 
M* 91 10 1.20 0.40 This 18C to determine an 
All 11 1.27 0.45 azimuth. This 18C got the patrol lost for 9 

hours. The mission was not accomplished. 

Dim % N H S 12. This SF soldier was responsible for land 
73 8 1.25 0.43 navigation techniques, with an cstlroted time of 

All 11 1.55 0.78 arrival of 12 midnight. This SF soldier did not 
arrive until 8 am. He could not use azimuth or 
a map appropriately and had gotten lost. The 
soldWs who were waiting for him were 
resentful, affecting team morale. 

Dim % N H S 108. This 188 ws In charge 
F 27 3 2.00 0.00 mission to navigate towards and find ® 
M* U 7 1.14 0.35 During the mission, two 
All a 1.45 0,50 the 18B that the terrain looked ^ 

that they had been there before. 
ignored the soldiers* input and told them ^ere 
he felt they were on the map. The team arrived 
at their "area of operations" only to be 
compromised by their own team as they had been 
suT^ellllng the base camp; they had simply gone 
360 degrees. 

Dim % 
M* 73 
All 

Dim % 
F 27 
M* 64 
All 

:he1r own team as they had been 
base camp; they had simply gone 

Din % 
B* 45 
H 36 
All 

N H S 102. This SF soldier was tasked to drive from 
5 2,60 0.49 one training site to another to Pick up a lied 
4 1.25 0.43 soldiers for an evening meal. This SF soldier 

11 2.09 0.79 had previously made the 20 mile trip between 
compounds once. This SF soldier got disoriented 
and^ccame lost on the trip, arriving several 
hours late to pick up the soldiers. By the t1n« 
the soldiers were brought back to the camp, the 
mess hall was closed. Friction resulted between 
the SF and allied soldiers. 



Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension N: (Problem name • Ifiba) 

Ola % N H S 132. An SF team was working with chemicals to 
N* 73 8 2.50 1.22 improvise the development of explosives. This 
All 11 3.00 1.65 SF soldier mixed and crushed the chemicals 

together. The chemicals Ignited and the area 
was burned; no Injuries resulted. 

01m % 
H* 64 
All 

01m % 
H* 64 
All 

Dim % 
N* 64 
0 27 
All 

Dim % 
N* 55 
0 27 
All 

Dim % 
N* 55 
0 27 
All 

Dim . % 
N* 55 
All 

Dim % 
N* 55 
R 35 
All 

Dim % 
H* 55 
R 36 
All 

N H S 88. This 18B was responsible 
7 1.86 0.83 setting-up, and conducting a squad live fire 

11 1.91 1.00 exercise ranoe. When the teams ran 
range, this 188 refused to wear his K-Pot Jt^e 
request of another soldier, the unit S-3 showed 
up to inspect the training and found failures In 
the safety of the training because of this 18B. 

H H S 16. During a training mission, a student was 
7 6.00 1.07 particularly uncooperative and 

11 5.82 1.03 towards the instructors. This P’^J^cIpal cadre 
advised the rest of the detachment to watch the 
student closely In case he caused a problem 
later. Indeed, the student started Lo turn his 
weapon away from the established line of fire. 
No one was Injured because a team member was 
there to Intercede. 

N H S 81. While conducting a live-fire exercise, the 
7 1.71 0.88 SAW used as covering fire double-fed and 
3 1.33 0.47 janmed. This senior SF NCO shifted the gun to a 

11 1.55 0.78 safe area and let It cool off. In the mean 
time, he began picking up the expended 
cartridges. The hot weapon accidently 
discharged and killed him. 

N M S 28. While conducting demolitions tralnlno, a 
6 1.83 1.07 misfire occurred leaving a block of TNT with 
3 1.33 0.47 sensitized detonating cord still priming the 

11 1.55 0.89 block. This officer picked up the block of TNT 
and brought It to a group of trainees to show 
them how stable TNT Is rather than conducting 
proper misfire procedures. The officer 
endangered the group of trainees and received 
verbal counseling. 

N H S 63. During a live fire exercise at an anti-tank 
6 2.67 1.25 range, this primary Instructor was given a 
3 2.67 1.25 safety brief on the backblast «rea. During his 

11 2.55 1.23 live fire demonstration, this SF soldier left 
his foot In the backblast area. The backblast 
kicked up rocks and ruined his right combat boot 
and pant leg. 

N H S 45. The detachment was training foreign troops 
6 2.83 1.77 on the lOenm recollless rifle. The size and 

11 2.45 1,56 noise of the weapon was scaring and sjTCtlmes 
confusing the young troop members. This 180 
observed that one of the men was confused and 
about to push the main gun trigger. The 168 
yelled and started to run up to the man to stop 
Mm. The main gun fired and seriously injured 
the 188, rendering him unserviceable. 

WHS 9. During a live fire exercise at a Mchine 
6 6.50 0.76 gun range, a hot gun had a misfire. This range 
4 6.00 0.71 safety officer moved everyone back, waited for 

11 6.36 0.77 the gun to cool, and cleared the weapon. Safe 
procedures were demonstrated and no one was 
Injured. 

H H S 18. During a real world combat engagement, an 
6 2.83 1.07 188 moved to a firing point and fired an AT-4 at 
4 3.75 1.92 the enemy. This 188 did not take protective 

11 3.00 1.60 measures for his rear. The backblast burned 
some other SF soldiers. 

Dim % N N S 
N* 45 5 1.60 0.80 
R 36 4 1.75 0,43 
All 11 2.00 1.41 

Dim N H S 
N* 45 5 2.00 1.55 
S* 45 5 1,80 0.75 
All 11 1.82 1,19 

Dim % N H S 
N* 45 5 1.80 0.98 
R 36 4 2.50 0.50 
All 11 1-91 0.90 

52. During an H-60 qualification course, the 
team was firing more rounds than should have 
been fired for sustained rate of fire. One H-60 
Janmed. This 18E Instructor lifted up the 
feedtray cover. The round exploded in the 
machine gun and he lost an eye. 

5. A team was conducting mortar training. 
While using an H19 hand-held mortar, this 18B 
was not paying attention to what he was doing. 
This 188 dropped a WP round 40-50 meters In 
front of another gun crew. The 188 was pulled 
off the gun after a check fire was called. 

90, While conducting familiarization fire with 
the M-60 machine gun, the weapon double-fed and 
janned. When this gunner could not correct the Rroblem, he opened the feed tray cover of the 
-60. The round In the chamber cooked off, 

causing minor Injuries to both the gunner and 
the assistant gunner. 

Dim % 
N* 45 
All 

01m V 
N 36 
S* 45 
All 

Dim % 
N 36 
S* 55 
All 

Dim H 
H* 36 
All 

Dim % 
N 36 
R* 45 
All 

Dim % 
N 36 
S* 45 
All 

Dim S 
N* 36 
R 27 
All 

Din S 
N 36 
0* 55 
All 

Dim \ 
8 27 
N* 36 
All 

Dim \ 
N 30 
R* 50 
All 

01m % 
N 27 
$♦ 36 
All 

N M S 87. An OOA was conducting a live fire mission. 
5 1.20 0.40 Thousands of rounds were fired, making the 

11 1.55 0.66 weapons extremely hot. This 18E <*16 not clear 
and check his own weapon. A SF soldier took off 
a chamber round In the barrel and the round 
struck the side of a boat. 

N H S 57. During a FID mission, this 188 was in 
4 2.75 1.48 charge of the range where team and support 
5 1.80 1.17 troops were firing mortars. This 188 allowed an 

11 2.27 1,42 18F to fire a 60nia mortar without first checking 
the firing data or charge. This 188 Mnted to 
see how close a round would land on charge 0 and 
maximum elevation. This caused an extremely 
close Impact that could have caused injuries. 

N H S 10. This 188 was firing a 4.2 mortar In 
4 1.25 0.43 unplanned firings of a dally 
6 1.17 0.37 requirement. This 188 failed to follow firing 

11 1.18 0,39 procedures. The round went 15 feet Into the air 
and then dropped back Into the pit. Nobody was 
hurt. 

N H S 
4 2.00 1.00 

11 2.27 1.14 

49. An SF NCO was told to destroy some 
unidentified projectiles. Without Investigating 
the matter further, this NCO attached explosives 
to the projectiles and detonated them. The 
projectiles were a fire/flame (filled) producing 
agent. A large wooded area was burned. 

121. This 188 was responsible for drawing 
weapons for the OOA. After signing for the 
weapons, they were placed In a wtal trunk and 
taken overseas. Upon arrival In the country, 
this 188 conducted a function check on all the 
HZ4G SAWs and found that one ban^l was severely 
cracked. He removed the weapon from the 
trunk. Injury could have resulted had the 
damaged barrel not been discovered. 

6. This gunner dropped a round of mortar 
anrmnitlon which did not fire. This gunner did 
not observe the first misfire and dropped a 
second round that also did not fire. This 
gunner attempted to perform misfire procedures 
for the second round. This gunner was stopped 
by someone observing and was told that another 
round was still In the tube. 

N H S 97. While on an HK-19 grenade HG range, round 
4 6.00 1.00 fragmentations impacted near the vehlcla on 
3 4.67 0.47 which the weapon was mounted. The OOA** 1^ . 

11 5.64 0,98 stopped the range firing and Instructed all the 
weapon-f Irers on the correct MK-W free-gun 
firing position. No more round fragMntatlons 
Impacted near the vehicle resulting In a safe 
range. 

N H S 
4 4.75 1.48 
5 6.80 0.40 

11 5.64 1.43 

N H S 
4 2.75 1.79 
5 1.40 0.49 

11 2.18 1.59 

N M S 
4 6.00 1.00 
6 6.17 0.90 

11 6.00 0.95 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.82 
4 2.50 1.66 

11 2.64 1.37 

N H $ 
3 6.33 0.94 
5 5.80 0.75 

10 5.80 0.87 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.47 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 1.27 0.45 

50. During a field training exercise, a soldier 
experienced dehydration and *xtrw heat 
exhaustion due to high heat and humidity. This 
188 cooled the soldier with water, loosened his 
clothing, administered an IV, and 
evacuation. The heat casualty was effectively 
treated. 

133. The team was using a range to practice 
battle drills. One of the host country guar* 
drove up to the range and said that bullets were 
firing over the berm and striking buildings on 
the other side. This 188 told the deUchment to 
aim lower and to slow down the rate of . 
The guard returned and said that the detachment 
had to stop firing. 

35. During a movement to contact with live 
amminltlon, an IIB with an SAW went to the 
ground. The trigger mechanism worked Its way 
free, turning the SAW Into a runaway gun. The 
IIB started to freak out and back away Jrwi the 
gun, not knowing what to do. This 186 rushed 
over, held the gun down, and broke the belt. No 
one was Injured. 

73. The team was conducting mortar firing on 
the range after receiving three weeks of 
training specifically dealing with "ortars. 
This SF soldier, when given the okay to drop a 
round into the tube, tried to 6rop it in upside 
down. He was stopped, but repeated his error 
when given the okay again. This soldier 
endangered others around him and range 
procedures were halted due to safety violations. 
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Dim ^ 
N 27 
0* 64 
All 

N H S 113. Wh1l8 on deoloyment- travelling with range 
3 6.67 0.47 control, exercise theraal gale, this SF soldier 
7 6.43 0.73 noticed another soldier laying beside the road. 

11 6,45 0.66 This SF soldier stopped his vehicle, rushed to 
the aid of the soldier, noticed he was suffering 
from heat stroke, and inoedlately began to 
administer first aid - Initiating an IV. The 
SF soldier saved the Injured soldier's life. 

DIB % N M S 89, The detachiient had coraleted an MZ49 live 
K 27 3 1.67 0.47 fire exercise. This 188 did not perforo a 
N 27 3 l.OO 0.00 complete PMCS on the H249. This 18B then turned 
R* 36 4 1.25 0.43 the H249 in to the battalion aras room and 
All 11 1.36 0.48 Indicated that he had perforrod the PHCS. A 

crushed and JaB»ed live round was found under 
the bolt carrying group; the 188 was given a 
counseling stateaent on his neglect of safety. 

Din % 
A* 45 
N 27 
All 

M H S 53. This SF soldier was tasked to a pistol 
5 6.40 0.80 range for a platoon size element. This SF 
3 5.00 1.63 soldier organized the platoon Into firing ranks. 

11 5.91 1.24 gave them the task condition standards, and kept 
positive control during the firing on the 
range. The soldiers learned and were safety 
conscious. 

Din % 
N 27 
S* 64 
All 

76. This 188 was laying in two 81imi mortars for 
3 6.67 0.47 a registration mission. After laying In the 
7 5.86 0,83 mortars, this 188 re-checked his M2 aiming 

11 6.00 0,85 circle against his M2 compass. He discovered 
that the M2 aiming circle was off by 500 miles. 
An accident was prevented. 

nin % N M S 59. While conducting coalition warfare In 
N* 27 3 5.67 0.94 Kuwait city, an SF A-detachroent observed several 
All 11 5.55 1.67 small children playing with and around a pile of 

live hand grenades. This SF soldier attempted 
to explain the danger. He told the children to 
move away and then disarmed all of the 
grenades. The danger of the situation was 
reduced. 

01m % 
N 27 
$♦ 45 
All 

H M S 31. During specialized training for direct fire 
3 2.00 0.82 on the H224, this SF soldier was firing a longer 
5 2.00 0.63 close mission. This soldier lost control of the 

11 2.00 0.74 cannon, causing the cannon to super elevate. 
Two rounds fell close to the gun crews, but no 
one was hurt. 

close to the gun crews, but no 

N M S 43. During a field training exercise, an 188 
2 2.50 0.50 was taking classes on the stinger (ADA) system 
2 2.50 0.50 from a local unit. Once trained, this 188 
2 1.50 0.50 decided to fool around with the ADA system and 
2 3.50 1.50 began tracking local flying aircraft. A 
9 2.56 1.07 formation of f-l6s radioed to range control that 

they did not liked to be tracked, even for 
training. 



ietranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name - 18ba 

Din % N M S 118. A team was Involved In a land mine attack, 
0* 70 7 4.86 1.81 This Junior i8E. although seriously Injured 
All 10 5.50 1,80 himself, started lifesaving Procedures on the 

01m k 
N 27 
0* 64 
All 

Dim % 
H 36 
0* 55 
All 

D1b % 
L* 27 
0* 27 
All 

Dim % 
H* 64 
0 27 
All 

Dim % 
45 

0 27 
All 

Dim % 
N* 55 
0 27 
All 

team's only medic before treating himself. 
Although tne senior medic died, he had time to 
make peace with God, The other team members 
survived, 

N H S 113, While on deplopent. travelling wjth range 
3 6,67 0.47 control, exercise thermal Oale^^lsSF soldier 
7 6.43 0.73 noticed another soldier 

11 6.45 0,66 This SF soldier stopped his vehicle, Pushed to 
the aid of the soldier, noticed he was suffering 
f?5» heat stroke, and th. 
adalnlster first aid •9,^^:..^''® 
SF soldier saved the Injured soldier s life. 

« H $ 50. During a field training exercise, a soldier 
4 6.00 1.00 experienced dehydration and e^rero heat 
6 6.17 0.90 exhaustion due to high heat humidity. This 

11 6.00 0,95 188 cooled the soldier water, loosened his 
clothing, administered an IV, and arranged for 
evacuation. The heat casualty was effectively 
treated. 

H H S 38. While conducting a move out live fire 
3 6.33 0.94 exercise, a team member was Injured. Instead of 
3 5.00 0.82 stopping the exercise, this 180 hoisted up the 

11 5.36 1.30 Injured team Bember, who weighed more than 250 
pounds, and ran with him on initial withdrawal. 
The Individual was treated, and the continuation 
of the exercise gave a more realistic scenario 
for the training. 

N H S 81. While conducting a live-fire exercise, the 
7 1.71 0.88 SAW used as covering fire double-fed and 
3 1.33 0.47 jammed. This senior SF hCO shifted the gun to a 

11 1.55 0.78 safe area and let it cool oJJ- I” 
time, he began picking up the expended 
cartridges. The hot weapon accidently 
discharged and killed him. 

N « S 77. An SF NCO was drlvlnj a 
5 6.20 0.75 out and was run over a number of times by the 
3 6.33 0.47 boat. This SF soldier swam out to save him, 

11 6.36 0.64 avoiding being hit by the boat by getting 
himself and the Injured soldier unoerneath the 
water. This SF soldier swam the Injured NCO to 
shore. The NCO was sent to the hospital to be 
treated for his injuries. 

N H S 28. While conducting demolitions training, a 
6 1.83 1.07 misfire occurred leaving a block of TNT with 
3 1.33 0.47 sensitized detonating cord still priming the 

11 1,55 0.89 block. This officer picked up the block pf TNT 
and brought It to a group of trainees to show 
them how stable TNT Is rather than conducting 
proper misfire procedures. The officer 
endangered the group of trainees and received 
verbal counseling. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension P: (Problem name - i8ba) 

Dim H N M S 91. An advance party deployed overseas to 
p* 55 6 6.00 1.15 prepare for the follow-on party. This SF 
All ll 5.91 1.00 soldier, once In the country, prepared the 

training area and coordinated for the arrival of 
the team. When the team arrived, there was no 
delay from the normal logistical problems before 
training could be conducted. 

Dim % 
J 36 
P* 55 
All 

Dim \ 
I* 36 
P* 36 
All 

N H S 67. During a practice Isolation, the detachment 
4 5.75 1.09 was planning its Infiltration, the maps needed 
6 5.50 1.80 for this were not available from the S-2. At 

11 5.64 1.49 the completion of the exercise, the detachment 
found tnat they had the maps but had not been 
able to find them due to confusion In the filing 
system. This 18B took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, comprehensive 
filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use Its assets. 

N H S 40. The new comnander wanted to receive wwkly 
4 6.00 0.71 training briefs with the use of slides and other 
4 5.75 0.83 cquimnt. This 18C utilized his cowter 

11 5.73 0,96 skills to assist In producing the Md 
briefing. The presentation was accepted by the 
coamunder. 

Dim % N H S 
G* 30 3 6.00 0.82 
P* 30 3 6.00 0.82 
All 10 5.90 0.94 

Dim % N M S 
I* 27 3 3.67 0.47 
P* 27 3 5.33 1.70 
All 11 4.18 1.75 

01m ^ N H S 
J* 64 7 6.43 0.73 
P 27 3 6.00 0.00 
All 11 6.18 0.72 

117. A Special Forces company was deployed to 
ORTC to act as an AOB In a battalion field 
training exercise. This SF soldier was 
tasked to plan the mission found that the 
required actions were changed several times. 
This SF soldier successfully made the required 
changes using his own Ideas and those of his 
subordinates. Ever^hlng was accomplished. 

64. This 188 was put In charge of maintaining 
the sitmap. The other team members kept asking 
him where the compound at which thev wew 
staying was located on the map. This 188 .*]®w ® 
bright, red circle around the location «nd wrote 
"the compound" Inside the circle. Tj^s,18B got 
In trouble for not using military symbols, but 
everybody knew where they were on the map. 

104. This SF soldier was tasked to wrk 
Individually to produce operational 
information. This SF soldier researched, 
developed, and wrote a standard operating 
procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces In the future. SOP was developed 
In areas that had never been addressed. 

Dim H 
N* 55 
0 27 
All 

N M S 63, During a live fire exercise at an anti-tank 
6 2.67 1.25 range, this primary instructor was given a 
3 2,67 1.25 safety brief on the backblast 

11 2.55 1.23 live Tire demonstration, this SF soldier left 
his foot In the backblast area. The backblast 
kicked up rocks and ruined his right combat boot 
and pant leg. 
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Retranilatlon Listing of Incidents for OlBenslon R: (Problem name - 18ba) 

Oin % N M S 61. SF soldiers were firing on a 50 cal. 
R* 91 10 1.30 0.64 range. This 18B set up the 50 cal. for f1r1ng» 
All 11 1.27 0.62 without setting the headspace or timing. The 

gun blew up. costing $7,999 to replace; lucKIly, 
no one was hurt. 

107. This 18B was conducting rifle range for his 
team. Before the range, the IBB had 
disassembled all of the weapons and rea«embled 
then Incorrectly. The weapons would not fire. 

72. While on a live fire range, one of the team 
nenbers found that a .50 cal weapon wuld not 
complete a functions check end he told the 18B. 
This IBB found that the breech block was 
reversed and reass^led the weapon correctly. 
Nobody was hurt. 

106. On an H16 qualification range, an SF 
soldier's weapon was continually 
malfunctioning. This 18B examined the weapon 
and saw It was not feeding. He pulled out the 
magazine and replaced It with a new one. The 
Hlb was operational. 

128. This 188 picked up an AT-A that had already 
been fired. Not realizing It had been fired, 
this 18B tried to fire the weapon three times 
and then understood that the weapon had been 
fired already. A new AT-4 was obtained and 
fired to standard. 

22. This soldier was firing his M60; the barrel 
was hot and the gun double fed and Janned. This 
SF soldier waited Instead of reacting In a 
timely manner, then opened the feedtray cover. 
One of the double-fed rounds cooked off due to 
the barrel's heat and Injured the gunner. 

58. This 188 was running « training exercise 
for disassembly and reassembly of a M4G-58. The 
188 thought that everyone understood the ^weapon 
and allowed everyone to fire the weapon In the 
afternoon. The 188 Inspected the weapons after 
the firing and found that a firing pin had been 
assembled Incorrectly. The bolt carrier was 
d^ged and had to be filed down. 

75. On day 2 of a range event, the detachment 
found that a number of weapons did not work. 
This IBB Inspected the weapons and found that 
they were improperly assembled. The 18B 
reassembled the weapons correctly. The 
detachment conducted a successful live fire 
range exercise with no Injuries. 

80. During FID operations in Desert Shield, the 
A detachment was conducting ,50 Hfi training with 
host nation troops. The host nation guns would 
not feed properly and had to be charged after 
each round. This 18B noticed that the host 
nation troops were placing the anmun It Ion belts 
In the guns upside down. He stopped the firing 
and demonstrated the proper feed technique. The 
guns fired properly and training continued. 

83. During H-16 qualification, an ISO's weapon 
was malfunctioning. He called an 18B to assist 
him. This 186 performed an inoedlate action 
drill on the H-16. The weapon was operational 
again. 

Dim % N M S 66. This 18B was responsible for sniper 
E 27 3 5.33 0.47 training In an African country. Upon arrival, 
R* 55 6 6.17 0.90 this 18B Inspected the weapons to be used for 
All 11 6.00 0.B5 training and found that several weapons systems 

were Inoperable. This 16B repaired all but one 
of the weapon systems prior to training. It was 
possible to train 11 snipers rather than 6 
snipers. 

Dtm % N H S 92. On a live fire range, an H-60 machine gun 
R* 55 6 4.83 1.21 had a stoppage. This weapons sergeant removed 
All II 4.45 1.08 the belt of aioiunltlon and tried pulling the 

cocking level to the rear. When this did not 
work, this 18B positioned the M-60 on Its butt 
plate with the Barrel pointing down range and 
jumped on the cocking handle with the heel of 
nis boot. The bolt moved to the rear and the 
weapon functioned properly. 

Dim % 
R* 91 
All 

Dim % 
R* 82 
All 

Dim % 
R* 82 
All 

Dim % 
E 20 
R* 80 
All 

Dim % 
R* 73 
All 

Dim J 
R* 73 
All 

Dim \ 
R* 73 
All 

Dim % 
A 36 
R» 64 
All 

Dim % 
R* 64 
All 

N H S 
10 1.10 0.30 
11 1.18 0.39 

N H S 
9 5.33 1.25 

11 5.45 1.23 

N N S 
9 5.44 1.26 

11 5.36 1.15 

2 3.00 2.00 
8 2.75 0.97 

10 2.80 1.25 

N M S 
8 2.00 1.32 

11 1.82 1.19 

N M S 
8 3.63 0.70 

11 3.55 0.66 

N M S 
8 5.50 1.12 

11 5.00 1.54 

H H S 
4 6.00 1.22 
7 5.00 1.69 

11 5.36 1.61 

N H S 
7 5.86 1.25 

11 5.00 1.60 

Dim % 
A 36 
R* 55 
All 

Dim H 
N 30 
R* 50 
All 

Dim % 
J 27 
R* 45 
All 

N H 5 
4 5.75 0.83 
6 6.00 1.15 

II 6.00 1.04 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
5 5.80 0.75 

10 5.80 0.87 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 6.40 0.80 

11 6.00 1.41 

Dim % 
N 36 
R* 45 
All 

01m *t 
A 30 
I 20 
R* 40 
All 

Dim \ 
N* 45 
R 36 
All 

Dim % 
K* 36 
All 

Dim % 
K 27 
N 27 
R* 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 45 
R 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 55 
R 36 
All 

Dim \ 
N* 55 
R 36 
All 

N H S 
4 4.75 1.48 
5 6.80 0.40 

11 5.64 1.43 

N H S 
3 4.00 2.16 
2 4.00 3.00 
4 3.25 1.92 

10 3.60 2.20 

N H S 
5 1.80 0.98 
4 2.50 0.50 

II 1.91 0.90 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 1.73 0.75 

N M S 
3 1.67 0.47 
3 1.00 0.00 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 1.36 0.48 

N H S 
5 1.60 0.80 
4 1.75 0.43 

II 2.00 1.41 

N H $ 
6 2.83 1.07 
4 3.75 1.92 

11 3.00 1.60 

135. Prior to a live fire range, this 188 
conducted weapons cross-training. This 168 
taught the other members of the team to do a 
functions check. As a result, one of the other 
team members Identified a problem with a .50 cal 
weapon. The 18B repaired the weapon. 

35. During a movement to contact with live 
annunltlon. an 116 with an SAW went to the 
ground. The trigger mechanism worked Its way 
free, turning the SAW Into a runaway gun. The 
IIB started to freak out and back away from the 
gun, not knowing what to do. This I&B rushed 
over, held the gun down, and broke the belt. No 
one was Injured. 

54. The team was conducting coalition warfare 
In the host country. The 183 learned that one 
of the H2 .50 cals belonging to the host country 
had not been operational for 2 years. The ^ 
weapon was supposed to be providing security for 
the team. This 18B disassembled the weapon, 
checked It, and determined the problem through^ 
his knowledge of the weapons system and through 
conversing with host team members In their 
native language. This 18B reassembled the ^ 
weapon, performed a functions check, and found 
the weapon operational. It was possible to use 
the weapon. 

121. This 16B was responsible for drawing 
weapons for the GOA. After signing for the 
weapons, they were placed In a metal trunk and 
taken overseas. Upon arrival In the country, 
this 18B conducted a function check on all the 
H24G SAWs and found that one barrel was severely 
cracked. He removed the weapon from the 
trunk. Injury could have resulted had the 
damaged barret not been discovered. 

123. An 186 was giving his team training on 
disassembly and assembly of the M2 .50 caliber 
machine gun. During the class, this junior 18B 
was asked to assist In the presentation. This 
Junior 188 did not know how to disassemble the 
weaMns system and did not know the names of the 
parts of the weapons system. This junior 168 
was given remedial training on the weapons 
system and was counseled by the senior 188. 

90. While conducting familiarization fire with 
the M-60 machine gun, the weapon double-fed and 
jamned. When this gunner cou id not correct the Broblem, he opened the feed tray cover of the 
-60. the round In the chamber cooked off, 

causing minor Injuries to both the gunner and 
the assistant gunner. 

127. Due to a personnel shortage, non-186s were 
utilized as cadre at an OCONUS Hb-3 MG live fire 
range. A misfire occurred. This non-188 
attempted to clear the weapon but did not 
perform all of the required actions. One of the 
Indigenous soldiers being trained was Injured 
when he then attempted to fire the weapon. 

89, The detachment had completed an H249 live 
fire exercise. This 188 did not perform a 
complete PHCS on the M249. This 18B then turned 
the M249 In to the battalion arms room and 
Indicated that he had performed the PMCS. A 
crushed and jammed live round was found under 
the bolt carrying group; the 188 was given a 
counseling statement on his neglect of safety. 

52. During an H-60 qualification course, the 
team was firing more rounds than should nave 
been fired for sustained rate of fire. One M-60 
jammed. This 18E Instructor lifted up the 
reedtray cover. The round exploded In the 
machine gun and he lost an eye. 

18, During a real world combat engaoement, an 
18B moved to a firing point and fired an AT-4 at 
the enemy. This 18B did not take protective 
measures for his rear. The backblast burned 
some other SF soldiers. 

N H $ 9. During a live fire exercise at a Mchine 
6 6.50 0.76 gun range, a hot gun had a misfire. This range 
4 6.00 0.71 safety officer moved everyone back, waited for 

11 6,36 0.77 the gun to cool, and cleared the weapon. Safe 
procedures were demonstrated and no one was 
Injured. 
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Din \ 
N* 36 
R 27 
All 

N M S 97. While on an M<-19 grenade HG range, round 
4 6.00 1.00 fragraentatlont Impacted near the veMcle on 
3 4.67 0.47 which the weapon was mounted. The OOA s 18B 

11 5.64 0.98 stopped the range firing and Instructed all the 
weapon-fIrers on the correct MK-19 free-gun 
firing position. No more round fragmentations 
Impacted near the vehicle resulting In a safe 
range. 

N H S 43. During a field training exercise, an 18B 
2 2.50 0.50 was taking classes on the stinger (ADA) system 
2 2.50 0.50 from a local unit. Once trained, this 18B 
2 1.50 0.50 decided to fool around with the ADA system and 
2 3.50 1.50 began tracking local flying aircraft. A 
9 2.56 1.07 formation of F-16s radioed to range control that 

they did not liked to be tracked, even for 
training. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 

Ola % 
S* 100 
All 

Ola \ 
S* 91 
All 

N H S 110. This 18B was the amiiunltlon bearer for a 
11 1.64 0.48 mortar team and was responsible for preparing 
11 1.64 0.48 the anminltlon. This l&B was responsible for 

removing the correct number of charges and the 
safety rings. When asked by the gunner If the 
anminltlon was ready, this 18B said It was. 
This 18B never went back to re-check the 
anminltlon and did not check with the other 
mcabers of the gun crew to see If he had prepped 
the anminltlon properly. Three rounds were 
fired down range and did not explode. Range 
firing was stopped until the explosive ordinance 
department could clear the rounds. 

N H S 32. This junior NCO with little experience was 
10 2.60 1.56 put In charge of pulling together the firing fan 
11 2.55 1.50 on a plotting board for a mortar range. This 

NCO nlsplotted some critical firing data. When 
the round was fired, It landed several 
kilometers outside the fan. The FO realized the 
mistake and informed the FOC. The FOC ^ 
replotted, found the error, and performed the 
correct fire mission. 

Dim \ 
S* 82 
All 

M H S 129. During a cold winter day, the Sim mortar 
9 1.89 0.74 crew was firing a time on target mission. The 

11 2.00 0.74 number 2 gun was up and had the round in the 
tube. This assistant gunner got really cold and 
prematurely dropped the round. The mortar crew 
failed the ARTEP. 

Dim H 
S* 80 
All 

N M S 
8 1.63 1.32 

10 1.50 1.20 

39. During mortar training, this SF soldier ws 
working the #2 gun. This sF soldier placed the 
live round In the cannon of an M29, fuse-end 
first. A cease fire was called and the soldier 
was removed from the gun pit. 

Dim H N M S 1. This SF soldier was preparing an M16 
S* 73 8 1.13 0.33 plotting board for a below pivot point mission. 
All 11 1.18 0.39 He set the wrong direction of fire on the 

board. It fired outside the range and people s 
lives were endangered. 

Dim % N H S 124. This 18B was tasked as FOC for his unit's 
S* 73 8 1.38 0.48 patrol with one week's notice. This 18B did not 
All 11 1.27 0.45 review his material on FDC. On the day of the 

mission, this IBB realized that he had forgotten 
more about FOC than he remembered. The unit was 
forced to move out without Indirect fire support. 

Dim H 
N 27 
S* 64 
All 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
7 5.86 0.83 

11 6.00 0.85 

76. This 18B was laying In two SIbbi mortars for 
a registration mission. After laying In the 
mortars, this 18B re-checked his H2 aiming 
circle against his H2 compass. 
that the M2 aiming circle was off by 500 miles. 
An accident was prevented. 

01m % 
N 36 
S* 55 
All 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
6 1.17 0.37 

11 1.18 0.39 

10. This 18B was firing a 4.2 mortar In 
unplanned firings as part of a daily 
requirement. This 18B failed to follow firing 
procedures. The round went 15 feet into the air 
and then dropped back Into the pit. Nobody was 
hurt. 

Dim % 
N 27 
S* 45 
All 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.82 
5 2.00 0.63 

11 2.00 0.74 

31. During specialized training for direct fire 
on the M224, this SF soldier was firing a longer 
close mission. This soldier lost control of the 
cannon, causing the cannon to super elevate. 
Two rounds fell close to the gun crews, but no 
one was hurt. 

Dim % N M S 6. This gunner dropped « round of mortar 
N 36 4 2.75 1.79 ammunition which did not fire. This gunner did 
S* 45 5 1.40 0.49 not observe the first misfire and dropped a 
All 11 2.18 1.59 second round that also did not fire. This 

gunner attempted to perform misfire procedures 
Tor the second round. This gunner was stopped 
by someone observing and was told that another 
round was still In the tube. 

Dim % N H S 5. A team was conducting mortar training. 
N* 45 5 2.00 1.55 While using an M19 hand-held mortar, this 18B 
S* 45 5 1.80 0.75 was not paying attention to what he was doing. 
All 11 1.82 1.19 This 18B dropped a WP round $0-50 jetcrs 1" . 

front of another gun crew. The 18B was pulled 
off the gun after a check fire was called. 
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Din % 
N 36 
S* 45 
All 

H H S 57. During a FID Blsslon. this 18B was In 
4 2.75 1.48 charge of the range where 
5 1.80 1.17 troops were firing mortars. This 18B allied an 

11 2.27 1.42 18F to fire a 60nn mortar without first checking 
the firing data or charge. This IBB wanted to 
see how close a round would land on charge 0 and 
naxlnum elevation. This caused an extremely 
close impact that could have caused Injuries. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension Z: (Problem naM ' 

Din % N H S 17. The detachment was training fo^^ign troops 
A* 64 7 6.43 0.49 on Indirect fire tactics with the ainn rortar. 
S 36 4 6.00 1.00 The troops believed that only an ^ 
All 11 6.27 0,75 could be used as a mortar position and fo the 

mortar was a poor weapon to use during attacks 
as the enemy could see you. This the 
troops how xhe mortar could be completely hidden 
and kill engage the enemy. The unit began 

Din % N H S 73. The team was conducting mortar firing on 
N 27 3 1.67 0.47 the range after receiving three weeks of 
S* 36 4 1.25 0.43 training specifleally dealing with mortars. 
All 11 1.27 0,45 This SF soldier, when given the okay to drop a 
All drop It in upside 

down. He was stopped, but repeated his error 
when given the okay again. This soldier 
endangered others around him and range 
procedures were halted due to safety violations. 

Dim \ 
F* 22 
N* 22 
R* 22 
S* 22 
All 

H M S 
2 2.50 0.50 
2 2.50 0,50 
2 1.50 0.50 
2 3.50 1,50 
9 2.56 1.07 

43. During a field training exercise, an 18B 
was taking classes on the stinger (ADA) system 
from a local unit. Once trained, this 18B 
decided to fool around with the AOA system and 
began tracking local flying aircraft. A 
formation of "-16s radioed to range control that 
they did not liked to be tracked, even for 
training. 

18ba) 
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18bb) Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oloenslon A: (Problem name 

70. This SF NCO was tasked to teach tactics In 
another country. When teaching 
NCO spoke quietly and did not maintain control 
of the group. The students carried on 
conversations with each other during the class. 

Dim % 
A* 100 
All 

N H S 
10 1.60 0.66 
10 1.60 0.66 

A* 90 
All 

N H S 
9 6.44 0.83 

10 6.40 0.80 

Dim % N H % 
A* 90 9 5.78 0.79 
All 10 5.90 0.83 

01m % 
A* 90 
All 

Dim % 
A* 80 
All 

Dim % 
A* 60 
S 20 
All 

Dim % 
A* 60 
1 30 
All 

Dim H 
A* 60 
B 20 
All 

93. This SF NCO noticed that some of the tot 
nation personnel were not proficient In common 
military patrolling techniques and that they 
were losing a lot of good men 
NCO Instructed a cadre of «»non 
patrolling techniques who could later serve as 
the nucleus of a new training i*n1t. The cadre 
of men is now Instructing future soldiers on how 
to stay alive In combat. 

104. This SF soldier was tasked to show the 

Sch 

foreign nationals had a good understanding of 
each locking system. 

« M S 101. A Class of 30 host nation soldiers was 
Q fi 33 0 82 belna trained In base station procedures. This 

10 6!40 0.80 SF soldier trained the H/N soldiers In antenna 
construction, radio procedures, and net 
operations In a clear, concise wnner, having 
referred to manuals in preparation. The host 
nation experienced 100% Increase In conno of 
their border outposts. 

N H S 
8 1.13 0.33 

10 1.10 0.30 

55. This 18B was training AIT soldiers In 
plotting boord/fOC PtoSSOui'hL ® By trainee* as to a oath olstake he had made, 
this 18B moved ahead without answerlno the 
question or correcting the mistake. At the end 
of the lesson, most of the fJS^ents had the 
Incorrect solution and the IBB could not 
understand why. This 18B lost the respect of 
most of the trainees. 

N H S 13. This 18B was selected as NCOIC of ^direct 
6 6.50 0.76 fire training. The weapons 
2 6.00 0.00 Clear, concise, and to the point. In jj^itlon. 

10 6.40 0.66 he conducted classroom Instruction at night so 
the firing range was at naxlmum “tlllzat^n 
during the day, with very little down time. All 
personnel were trained. 

N H S 34. While on an OP12 mortar range, 3 OOAs wre 
6 6.00 1.00 receiving observed fire training on the HZZY 
3 6.67 0.47 mortar. This 18B tasked to run the range 

10 6.10 0.94 ensured that every OOA member was prof 1clent on 
observed fire pwedures before night firing 
began. Every OOA member (no matter what their 
PMSs was^was^glven an 

N H S 
6 6.50 0.50 
2 6.00 1.00 

10 6.50 0.67 

and adjust Indirect 

52. While In Desert Shield, an OOA was tasked 
by the company commander to provide a several 
week block of instruction on observed fire 

?5S“?rrduced . 
POI and ensured that aU the OOA members were 
extremely proficient In their tasked classes. 
By the time training was over, The coalItlon 
Army officers knew the procedures better than 
the Instructors. 

Dim % 
A* 50 
0 30 
All 

N H S 
5 6.60 0.80 
3 5.33 0.47 

10 5.80 l.OB 

01m % 
A* 40 
H 30 
All 

01m % 
A 33 
J* 56 
All 

Dim % 
A 30 

50 
All 

01m % 
A 20 
B* 60 
All 

Dim % 
A 20 
E 20 
0* 40 
All 

01m % 
A 20 
B 20 
R* 50 
All 

111. This 18B was training a host nation iwrtar 
platoon on Indirect fire tactics. He spoke very 
Tittle of the host nation language. He told 
them with his limited languofl® «DlHTy that 
while he taught them weapons, they would teach 
him their language. This 18B used hand and aro 
signals and made fun of himself and some of the 
soldiers to get the learning objectives across. 
This 18B successfully trained approximately 60 
host nation soldiers who were then able to form 
2 mortar platoons and function as independent 
gun sections. 

48. This 18B was tasked to give classes to 
guerrilla forces on the H16AI rifle. The 
soldier did only superficial planning. During 
his class, this 18B forgot major items of 
Instruction. The 18B was severely embamssed 
by his performance and lack of preoaratlon: sow 
OT the guerrillas knew more about the H16AI than 
the 18B. 

44. This SF NCO recognized that sttonts were 
having problems maintaining their skills once 
they departed training for Instinctive firing 
under terrorist control. This HOT developed a 
shooting sustainment pirogram for Special 
Operations designated detachwnts. He provided 
a handout to all graduates so they could 
Instruct their detachments In the art of 
selective shooting. Selective shooting skills 
were maintained at a greater level. 

27. A group of guerrillas found an 81mm mortar 
and were curious to learn about Its owratlon. 
This SF soldier established rapport with the 
guerrillas and showed them how the weawn system 
could enhance their G-base security. The 
guerrillas were able the effectively employ 
their new weapon system. 

87. During an OCONUS deployment, the host 
nation soldiers were amazed with the upper body 
strength of the SF team members and were 
Interested In Increasing their upper body 
strength. This SF soldier developed a wljht 
training program and Provided Instruction for 
those who were Interested. The training was 
given twice a day. Many of the host nation 
soldiers were Impressed with the results and 
persuaded others on their team to weight train 
with them. 

3. The team was training in wdical treatwnt frocedurcs. One of the tasks was to start an 
V. This SF soldier could not find a vein in 

which to stick the IV needle after 2 or 3 tries 
on two Individuals. This SF jlj*" 
extra training on Inserting needles properly, 
using fruit as a target. 

N H S 61. An 188, while deployed overseas, wasgiving 
2 5.50 0,50 Instruction to Indigenous soldiers o" . 
2 6.00 1.00 pistol. Of the 20 students, nine of them had 
5 6.20 0.75 weapons that were not functioning. This 188 

10 6.10 0.83 disassembled, repaired, and re-assembled the 
nine weapons within an hour. This created a 
safer exercise and taught the Indigenous 
soldiers how to maintain their weapons. 

N H S 
4 1.50 0.87 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.30 0.64 

N H 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 5.80 0.75 
9 6.11 0.74 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 5.40 0.80 

10 5.80 0.98 

N M S 
2 6.50 0.50 
6 5.50 1.12 

10 5.80 0.98 

N H S 
2 3.00 0.00 
2 4.00 1.00 
4 1.50 0.87 

10 2.30 1.27 

Dim % 
A* 50 
1 20 
All 

N H S 
5 2.00 0.89 
2 2.50 0.50 

10 2.30 1.19 

32. In a classrooB setting, the teao we* using 
THT trainers for stinger training. This IBB 
instructor forgot to put the BCU j!}®" be 
tried to energize the stinger It malfunctioned. 
He failed to engage the aircraft and lost 
credibility with the trainees. 

Dim % 
A* 50 
0 20 
H 20 
All 

N H S 16. This 18B was Olven the task of giving a 
5 6.00 0.89 class in Spanish on OPSEC to a group of 
2 6.50 0.50 Paraguayan officers. This 18B gathered 
2 6.00 1.00 information, wrote a lesson outline, translated 

10 6.00 0.89 the lesson to Spanish, and P*'®sented It to the 
class. The sergeant ^creased the effectiveness 
of that unit by improving Its OPSEC. 
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Retran$lat1on*[lst1nro?'lnc<<*«nts for Olaenslon B: (Problem name • I8bb) 

H M S 62. The detachnent coimander was meeting with a 
10 1.70 1.79 foreign brlga^ conmander. This detachment 
10 1.70 1.79 conmander declined to eat « 

prepared and presented to him. The Ethiopian 
conmander was offended and the Incident was 
referred to at later meeting, damaging the 
rapport between the SF and tfie Ethiopians. 

N H S 53. An SF A-detachment was conducting FID 
9 6.67 0.67 operations In Saudi Arabia. The senior wapons 

10 6.70 0.64 sergeant was the wstknwledgeable Individual 
on the detachment In dealing with the Arab 
culture. This 18B demonstrated and explained to 
the detachment the Importance of not setting 
themselves apart from the host nation forces, of 
sitting down to drink tea, and of eating float 
with tnem whenever offered. The detachment had 
an excellent relationship with the host nation 
unit and all objectives were met. The Swdi 
cosnander was near tears when the detachment had 
to leave. 

Dim H 
B* 100 
All 

Dim % 
B* 90 
All 

Dim % 
B* 70 
All 

Ola % 
B* 70 
C 30 
All 

Dim % 
A 20 
B* 60 
All 

H H S 
7 1.57 0.73 

10 1.50 0.67 

Dim % 
B* 60 
£ 20 
R 20 
All 

Dim % 
B* 60 
0 20 
All 

N H S 
7 1,43 0.49 
3 2.00 0.82 

10 1.60 0.66 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
6 5.50 1.12 

10 5.80 0.98 

119. This 188 was assisting the senior 18B with 
a rifle range while In an African country. This 
18B was told not to fire any weapon system on 
the range other than the one the senior 18B had 
already zeroed and fired. An African soldier 
asked this 18B If he could shoot well. This 18B 
said he could and took the African soldier’s 
weapon. He fired several rounds down range only 
to miss the target. The Africans lost faith In 
this l8B's ability to teach them rifle 
marksmanship and this 18B was not permitted to 
come back to the range. 

95. This officer was giving a class to foreign 
nationals. This SF officer used inappropriate 
hand gestures as he did not understand the 
culture. The students were offended and lost 
interest in the class. 

'87. During an XONUS deployment, the host 
nation soldiers were amazed with the upper body 
strength of the SF team members and were 
Interested In Increasing their upper body 
strength. This SF soldW developed a weight 
training program and provided Instruction for 
those who were Interested. The training was 
given twice a day. Hany of the host nation 
soldiers were Impressed with the results and 
persuaded others on their team to weight train 
with them. 

H M S 49. This OOA was on a FID mission when a host 
6 5,83 0.90 country soldier couldn’t get his to f1|^« 
2 6.00 1.00 end said It was broken. This SF soldier checked 
2 6.00 0.00 the weapon out, found that the rounds were the 

10 5.90 0.83 real problem, put new rounds In the weapon, and 
checked that It functioned without flaws. The 
host country soldier was pleased the weapon was 
fine, and built rapport with the team. 

N M S 79. After a long, hot day of training, this IBB 
6 6.33 0.94 noticed that a host nation soldier walked away 
2 6.50 0.50 from the other team members and sat down by a 

10 6.20 0.87 vehicle. This 18B calmly took over an aid bag 
and evaluated the host nation soldier. Upon 
determining that the soldier was dehydrated, 
this 18B gave him an IV and got a medic to 
monitor the soldier. The host nation soldier 
was treated without embarrassment and the 
soldier gained respect for this IBB. 

01m % 
B 40 
C* 60 
All 

Dim \ 
B 30 
I* 60 
All 

Dim % 
B 30 
0* 60 
All 

Dim % 
B 30 
0* 70 
All 

Dim H 
B 30 
C* 60 
All 

Dim % 
8 20 
E* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

Dim % 
A 20 
B 20 
R* 50 
All 

D1ra % 
A* 60 
B 20 
All 

N H S 36. While on a deployment, this SF NCO ws 
4 6,75 0.43 tasked to be the POC Between American/Kurdish 
6 6.50 0.50 and Turkish forces while 1n the refugee camps. 

10 6.60 0.49 This NCO stopped a riot without any serious 
Injuries to any of the people Involved. This 
resulted In better relations and respect from 
the Kurdish people. 

N H S 118. An SF team was training an Indigenous 
3 2.33 0.47 force. This SF soldier did not like any of the 
6 2.00 1.41 other team members and kept to himself when he 

10 2.10 1.14 was not conducting training. The Indigenous 
soldiers could sense the tension and lost some 
of their confidence in the team. The training 
was slowed. 

H H S 1. A senior medic on an A team was responsible 
3 6.00 0.82 for treating the local populace. This 180 
6 5.33 1.37 learned the language by treating the locals and 

10 5.50 1,20 working with them, rather than going through 
formarlanguage courses. This IBD was effective 
In treating the locals and gained respect for 
the team. 

H S 
4.00 0.82 
4.14 0.99 
4.10 0.94 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
6 6.00 0.58 

10 6.30 0.64 

H S 
7.00 0.00 
5.67 0.47 
7.00 0.00 
6.33 0.94 

10 6.40 0.80 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
2 6.00 1.00 
5 6.20 0.75 

10 6.10 0.83 

N H S 
6 6.50 0.50 
2 6.00 1.00 

10 6.50 0.67 

109. While In Africa, the detachment was sharing 
a host nation meal with French-speaking 
Indigenous personnel. This 18E asked for butter 
In French. The soldier mlspoke the wrd and the 
host nation personnel thought he had said he was 
leaving. This 18E lost a little of his 
credibility with the Indigenous forces, 

31. When the team camped on a foreign beach, a 
villager stole blasting caps. This team 
sergeant Informed the village chief that the 
team had a large amount of lumber and wood from 
mortar boxes that could be turned over to the 
village If the team’s blasting caps were 
returned. The blasting caps wre returned, 
along with several cases of San Higueu 

7. The host nation had three Inoperable World 
War Il-era rccollless rifles that were ,ncejted to 
conduct training/operations. This 18B re^lit 
all three weapons systems by cannibalizing from 
the three to get one full system and by ^ ^ . 
manufacturing the parts for the remaining two in 
a machine shop. All three weapons systems 
operated through all training and for upwards of 
two years In actual operations. 

61. An 188, while deployed overseas, wasgiving 
Instruction to Indigenous soldiers 
pistol. Of the 20 students, nine of them had 
weapons that were not functioning. This 18B 
disassembled, repaired, and 
nine weapons within an hour. This created a 
safer exercise and taught the Indigenous 
soldiers how to maintain their weapons. 

52. While In Desert Shield, an OOA was tasked 
by the company conmander to provide a several 
week block of Instruction on observed fire 

?SS11?rnVrSy%??r.?1?*nil'!yre5uc.d . 
POI and ensured that all the OOA K^rs were 
extremely proficient In their Tasked classes. 
By the tSm training was over, the coalition 
Army officers knew the procedures better than 
the Instructors, 

Dim- % N H S 27. A group of guerrillas found an Slmn rortar 
A 30 3 5.67 0.94 and were curious to learn about Its operation. 
B* 50 5 5.40 0.80 This SF soldier established rapport with the 
All 10 5.80 0.98 guerrillas and showed them how the weappir system 

could enhance their G-base security. The 
guerrillas were able the effectively employ 
their new weapon system. 

Dim % 
B* 40 
C 30 
£ 20 
All 

H H S 
4 5.75 0.83 
3 5.33 0.94 
2 6.50 0.50 

10 5.60 1.02 

liOt «n airowrnc awiiwi wing .w.i .w. 
foreign nationals using the American jump school 
standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
foreign nationals could do TOre than 3 ^ ^ ^ 
DU11-ups. This SF soldier lowered the standard 
without making It look like a major adjustment 
was being made. The students were able to build 
up to over 3 pull-ups and complete the airborne 
training. 
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01b J 
C* 80 
All 

N H S 
8 6.00 1.32 

10 6.10 1.22 

Retranslat ion’ll St Ing'orincl dents for Olaenslon C: (Problen name - I8bb) 

131. While In a host country training Indigenous 
soldiers, an HCO picked up an unsupervised 
weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 
point, the NCO wouldn't return the weapon, 
creat^na a tense situation. I^ls SF soldier saw 
this situation. Intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs It was Just a 
drill and started telling Jokes in one of the 
region's languages. The situation was diffused 
In a natter of seconds. 

Din s N K S 9. During post-combat search Procedures of 
C 20 2 3.50 2.50 detainees, this 188 was responsible for the body 
F* 60 6 5.83 0.90 search of subjects collected during urban 
All 10 5.30 1.73 assaults. Upon viewing the non-verbal posture 

of a detainee, this 188 directed that he be 
separated from the remainder of the group. The 
detainee turned out to be a key opposition 
leader attempting to pass U.S. lines to escape 
custody/conflnement for war crimes. 

Dim % 
B 40 
C* 60 
All 

Dim % 
B 30 
C* 60 
All 

Dim % 
C* 50 
e 20 
All 

Din % 
C 40 
F* 50 
All 

N H S 36. While on a deploynent. this SF NCO was 
4 6.75 0.43 tasked to be the POC Between American/Kurdlsh 
6 6.50 0.50 and Turkish forces while In the 

10 6.60 0.49 This NCO stopped a riot without anv serious 
Injuries to any of the people involved. This 
resulted In better relations and respect from 
the Kurdish people. 

N H S 31. When the team camped on a foreign beach, a 
3 6.67 0.47 villager stole blasting caps. This team 
6 6.00 0.58 sergeant informed the vlllaoe chief that the 

10 6.30 0.64 team had a large amount of lumber and wood from 
mortar boxes that could be turned over to the 
village if the team's blasting caps wre 
returned. The blasting caps were returned, 
along with several cases of San Higuel. 

N H S 22, The detachment was training foreign troops 
5 5.40 1.74 on Slmn mortar firing FDC, The ojj^jers were to 
2 6.50 0.50 receive training but were trying to avoid It. 

10 6.00 1.41 The 18B stated that only a select f®w could 
learn FDC and that It took a unique Individual 
to understand and master it. The 18B also 
stated that only those personnel who passed a 
special test would be allowed to attend the 
training. All the officers attended mortar 
training upon passing the test. 

N H S 17. While driving Into a small town, an A team 
4 5.75 1.09 was fired upon. This team leader tok the team 
5 5.60 0.80 not to return fire and to wait It out to see 

10 5,50 1,02 where the confusion lay. The local army 
apparently knew nothing about the team s 
scheduled arrival. This team leader discussed 
the situation with the local army and explained 
why the team was there. The locals received 
medical treatment for the women and children. 

Dim % 
B* 40 
C 30 
£ 20 
All 

N M S 133. An airborne school was being run for 
4 5.75 0.83 foreign nationals using the American jump school 
3 5.33 0.94 standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
2 6.50 0.50 foreign nationals could do wre than 3 

10 5.60 1.02 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered the standard w o.ou 1.U4 adjustment 
was being made. The students were able to build 
up to over 3 pull-ups and complete the airborne 
training. 

Dim \ 
B* 70 
C 30 
All 

Dim % 
C 30 
F* 60 
All 

N H S 
7 1.43 0.49 
3 2.00 0.82 

10 1.60 0.66 

95, This officer was giving a class to foreign 
nationals. This SF officer used Inappropriate 
hand gestures as he did not understand the 
culture. The students were offended and lost 
Interest In the class. 

N H S 25. An A team on a reconnaissance mission 
3 5.67 1.25 behind enemy lines was accidentally discovered 
6 5.50 1.61 by a little girl. She started screaming for her 

10 5.50 1.43 father, who came running toward the team. 
Rather than kill them, this team leader called 
for a helicopter to come and pick up the team. 
He held the two until the helicopter landed and 
then released them. The team and the two family 
members survived. 

Dim % 
C 20 
I* 60 
All 

Dim % 
C 20 
F* 60 
All 

N K S 
2 1.00 0.00 
6 2.00 0.58 

10 2.00 1.18 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
6 6.50 0.76 

10 6.70 0.64 

98. This SF NCO had a different opinion from 
that of the team sergeant. This NCO became 
angry as he felt he was right and started to get 
belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 
statement. 

21. During a combat patrol In a period of 
limited visibility, the detachment made chance 
contact with an unknown element. This 18B 
serving as point-man for the detachment s 
movement through the hostile environment 
remained calm, halted the patrol, and challenged 
the unknown element. He prevented a fire-fight 
with what turned out to be friendly forces 
operating out of zone. 
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RSrMslat1o7L1stino of Incidents for Dinenslon 0: (Problem name - 18bb) 

^’S* 90 9 6.11 1.10 MlOlS’^OM mImO 
,n 10 6.00 1.10 

trying to connunlcate, but neither could speak 

5??e?!5"o’tmSllte''frgSth ^lld1v1du5ls?; The 
offer was accepted and the officers were able to 
productively exchange Ideas. 

Dim % 
D* 80 
AU 

8 6.00 0.87 this l8B^Jlas''Msked*to teach « ilSt^speak" 
10 5.70 1.00 ip,s%SMrfhiJS i 

class. 

Dio ^ 
B 30 
D* 60 
All 

Dim % 
D* 40 
I* 40 
All 

01b S 
A* 50 
0 30 
AU 

HUS 109. Wine In Africa, the letachnent was sharlno 

? 5-92 2-§S ''TSu"l8iTs"ked"?or butter 3 4.00 0.8Z a nosi nation wai wiui 
7 4.14 0.99 Indigenous personnel. This 18E asked Tor nutter 

10 a 10 0 94 in French. The soldier mlspoke the word and the 
host nation personnel thouoK he had said he was host nation personnel ihouqht he 
leaving. This 18E lost a little of his 
credibility with the Indigenous forces. 

H H S 1. A senior medic on an A team 
3 6.00 0.82 for treating the local populace. This IBD 
6 5.33 1.37 learned the language by treating the 

10 5,50 1.20 working with them, rather than 
formal language courses. This 180 was effective 
in treating the locals and gained respect for 
the team. 

N M 5 11 This team member wanted to learn another 
4 1.50 0.87 language instead of Korean. He put up 9“^® ® 
4 1.00 0.00 fuss until he found out that 

10 1.20 0.60 to Sogan University In Korea; 
someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply 
himself and came back to the team jljhout a 
rating or any workable knowledge 
language. A slot that could have been taken by 
someone who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

N H S 111. This 188 was training a host nation mortar 
5 6.60 0.80 platoon on Indirect fire tactics. ^®m!P5K® very 
3 5.33 0.47 little of the host nation language. He told 

10 5.80 1.08 them with his limited l«nguage abllUy that 
while he taught them weapons, they wuld teach 
him their language. This 186 used hand and arm 
signals and made run of himself and some of the 
soldiers to get the learning objectives across. 
This 18B successfully trained ®PProx1mately 60 
host nation soldiers who were then able to form 
2 mortar platoons and function as Independent 
gun sections. 

Dim % 
A* 50 
0 20 
H 20 
All 

N H S 16. This I8B was given the task of giving a 
5 6.00 0.89 class In Spanish on OPSEC to a group of 
2 6.50 0.50 Paraguayan officers. This gathered 
2 6.00 1.00 Information, 'vrote a lesson outline, 

10 6.00 0.89 the lesson to Spanish, and , 
class. The sergeant increased the effectiveness 
of that unit by Improving its OPSEC. 



Rrtranii«tion*Li*tinB*orincidantrfor OlBension E: (Problem name - 18bb) 

01b t M H S 68. This officer was <lep>oyed ^NUS and his 
^ c* 78 7 5.43 1.05 teas was supervisino weapons maintenance of 

9 5 56 1 07 Indigenous personnel. An Indigenous All 9 a.oo I.u/ inaigcTO something stuck n the 
barrel which could not be driven out. This 
officer suggested that the weapon be pljjed on 
top of a portable gas heater to expand the 
barrel. The foreign object was removed from the 
barrel. 

01b H 
E* 70 
J 20 
All 

Din % 
E* 50 
J 30 
R 20 
All 

DIB J 
E* 50 
J 20 
All 

N H S 134. During a winter. FTX a medic having 
7 fi 00 0 93 trouble keeping the iv solution from freezing 
2 6;oo I'.OO 55° This Sd^ jlaced the IV solution In the 

10 6.10 0.94 heat packet that comes In 
adding water to this packet, the IV solution 
heated up and kept the solution from freezing. 

N H $ 54. The teal was conducting a ™ 
8 fio 0 49 of the indigenous force s weapons had lost a 

? 8*33 0*94 take-down o^. This 18B used a Swiss Army knife 1 §:oo o:oo rnd%Wl from tte tool kit Md drill rod 
10 6.60 0.66 Stock sizes he had brought with Mm 

reconstruct the take-down pin. The weapon was 
100% operational. 

N H S 23. Upon Inspecting weapon systems to be used 
5 6.00 0.89 for training In a foreign country, ^5^* J®?. 
2 6.50 0.50 found several of the systems to be 

10 6.20 0.75 This 18B conducted research to see If any other 
weapons systems were available.^ This 18B 
discovered one warehouse full of weapons In one 
part of the country and another full of 
magazines In another area of the country. The 
hoS nation forces were ^®T1t tnelr Army 
with new weapons systems that they had thought 
were unusable. 

Dim % 
B* 60 
E 20 
R 20 
All 

Dim % 
B* 40 
C 30 
E 20 
All 

Dim % 
A 20 
E 20 
0* 40 
All 

2 5.00 0.00 the team In its collective tasks, <leteni1n1ng 
10 5.60 1.02 areas of strength and weaknesses. The offleer 

Issued training guidance and oversaw the long 
range calendar. The team was brought back into 
focus and was trained on METL tasks. 

N H S 49. This OOA was on a FID nisfioSo?!)*; « 5®*^ 
6 5.83 0.90 country soldier couldn t net his to . 
2 6,00 l.OO and said It was broken. This $F soldier checked 
2 6.00 0.00 the weapon out. found that the rounds were the 

10 5.90 0.83 real problem, put new rounds In the wapon, and 
lu o.w u.oj functioned without flaws. The 

host country soldier was pleased the weapon was 
fine, and built rapport with the team. 

N M S 133. An airborne school was ^Ino run for 
4 5.75 0.83 foreign nationals using the American school 
3 5.b 0.94 standard for pull-ups. However, not one of the 
2 6.50 0.50 foreign nationals could do wre than 3 . . 

10 5.60 1.02 pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered the stan^rd 

was being made. ,The students were {J]® to bu^d 
up to over 3 pull-ups and complete the airborne 
training. 

N H S 3. The team was training In aedlMl treat«nt 
2 3 00 0.00 procedures. One of the tasks was to start an 
2 4^00 1.00 IV. This SF soldier could not find a vein In 
4 1.50 0.87 which to stick the IV needle aTter 2 oj Mji®* 

10 2.30 1.27 on two Individuals. This ^ soldier ms given 
extra training on Inserting needles properly, 
using fruit as a target. 

01b % 
E* 40 
H 30 
J 20 
All 

OlB % 
E* 33 
J 22 
R* 33 
All 

OlB % 
E 30 
R* 60 
All 

N H S 60. An SF soldier tjes preparlno for 
4 6.00 0.71 establlshino connunlcatlons wlw *5. SJiSi.i. 
7 8 00 1 41 station during a deployment. The SF soldier 
2 t\oo o!oo went outside and designed a antenna 

10 6.00 0.89 every day for several days iJ^Tll he was 
successful. The soldier was confident that 
coounlcatlon would be achieved In the 
deployment environment. 

H M s 47. While conducting a range fire for machine 
3 5.67 0.94 guns, a number of the host nation ''®JPJ![J 
2 5.00 0.00 malfunctioning. This 18B set up 
3 6.33 0.47 the side to test and repair each of the faulty 
9 5.67 0.82 systems. Training was completed. 

N H S 7. The host nation had three Inoperable World 
2 7.00 0.00 War Il-era rccollless rifles that were Jl®®^®^ to 

I cISJ!b 1 

««Sib 211 ^2215 CSSSWpSIrds Of 
two years In actual operations. 

N H S 106. The detachment was on the range using 
3 5 67 0.94 M60s. One H60 was new but would not work. This 
6 6.33 0.47 18B took the H60 that would not fire off the 

10 5.60 1.69 line, and disassembled and jnspjcted it. This 
IBB found that a round was in the weawn and 
concluded that the elector vms not collapsing, 
thereby preventing tne bolt f^®","ov1ng 
way forward. This 18B jisassembled the *>olt and 
cut the elector spring down 1 1/2 colls. The 
weapon functioned and training was completed. 

DIB % 
E 22 
R* 78 
All 

N M S 30. On a live fire range, an H-16 was not 
2 6.00 1.00 continuously firing. This 16B The 
7 5.^ 0.49 ejection part while the weapon was Tiring. He 
9 5.67 0.67 determined that It had a short recoil and fixed 

It by staggering the gas rings. The weapon was 
repaired. 

Dim % 
C* 50 
E 20 
All 

H H S 22. The detachment was training foreign troops 
5 5.40 1.74 on 81mm mortar firing FDC. The ®Tfleers were to 
2 6.50 0.50 receive training but were Trying to avoid It. 

10 6.00 1.41 The 18B stated that only a select few could lu o.uu It took « 
to understand and master it. The 18B elso 
stated that only those personnel who passed a 
special test would be allowed to attend the 
training. All the officers attended mortar 
training upon passing the test. 

N H S 39, A new officer Inherited a team with no long 
2 5.00 0.00 range plan or long range training calendar. 
2 5 50 1.50 This officer read the team mission letter and 
2 6l50 0.50 METL. He then established the proficiency of 
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na_ i, u u c 112 This SF tea* leader was given a direct 
^F* 100 10 1.20 0.60 action alssion. This team 

All 10 1.20 0.60 to the target and found 2 An lu w.ww ^ Instead of lust one squad. ^Thls tea; 
leader did not pull back, but continued with the 
hit on the target. Many SF casualties resulted. 

D1a 
F* 70 
All 

Dim ^ 
C 30 
F* 60 
All 

Dio % 
C 20 
F* 60 
All 

N H 
7 1.71 0.70 

10 1.50 0.67 

N M $ 
3 5.67 1.25 
6 5.50 1.61 

10 5.50 1.43 

H M S 
2 7.00 0.00 
6 6.50 0.76 

10 6.70 0.64 

01® ' 
C 20 
F* 60 
All 

Dio % 
C 40 
F* SO 
All 

01a % 
F 40 
5* 50 
All 

Dim S 
F* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

« « 2 3.50 2.50 
5 5.83 0.90 

10 5.30 1.73 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.09 
5 5.60 0.80 

10 5.50 1.02 

WHS 
4 1.50 0.87 
5 3.20 0.75 

10 2.40 1.11 

4. This 18B was tasked to prepare for 
marksmanship training for M-16 rifles. The 
M-lOs were already set up 
Individual: soldiers were just to confirm the 
zeros. ThU 188 zero-lzed all the 
tea* had to re-zero their weapons, using tinie 
and amnunltlon -It did not have the luxury of 
using. 

25 An A team on a reconnaissance mission 
behind enemy lines was accidentally ^|5covered 
by a little girl. She started screaming for her 
father, who cane running toward the . 
Rather than kill then, 
for a helicopter to cone and pick up the team. 
He held the two until the helicopter 
then released the*. The team and the two family 
nenl)ers survived. 

21. During a co*bat patrol In a period of 
United visibility, the <letach;ent rode chance 
contact with an unknown element. TMs IBB 
serving as po1nt-*an for the detachment s 
movement through the hostile envIroniMnt 
remained calm, halted the 
the unknown e\e*ent. He prevented 
with what turned out to be friendly forces 
operating out of zone. 

9. During post-combat search Procedures of 
detainees, this 188 was responsible for the body 
search of subjects collected during urban 
assaults. Upon viewing the non-verbal posture 
of a detainee, this 188 directed that he be 
separated from the remainder of the group. The 
deSinee turned out to be a ^ey opposition 
leader attempting to pass U.S. lines to escape 
custody/conf1ne*ent for war crimes. 

17. While driving Into a small town, an A team 
was fired upon. This team leader told the team 
not to return firt and to 
where the confusion lay. The jrmy 

lS»llc«ssed 
the situation with the local army and explained 
why the team was there. The locals received 
medical treatnent for the women and children. 

29. This 18B was the gunner for an H224 60iiri 
mortar. While preparing to fire the weapon In 
the hand-held mode, this 18B told his amnunltlon 
bearer to set the round for charge . The 
ammunition bearer stated that this was the wrong 
charge setting. This 188 did not agree ''^^th the 
anmunltlon bearer and fired the weapons system. 
The rounds were fired short because the weapons 
syste* noved when It was fired. 

F 30 
40 

All 

Dim % 
F 30 
G* 50 
H 20 
All 

3 2.33 0.94 
2 7.00 0.00 
3 1.67 0.94 

10 2.90 2.21 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 5.75 1.30 

10 5,70 1.27 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 2.00 1.10 
2 2.00 0.00 

10 1.70 0.90 

50, This SF soldier was firing the 
oun. The spare barrel was not marked with the 
machine gun^so this soldier could not be sure 
that the'^spare barrel belonged to that gun. 
This SF soldier decided to Tire the gun nnywjy 
and replace the barrel when It became hot witn 
the spare barrel. The soldier was reprimanded 
for snowing disregard for the weapon. 

97. This 18B was in charge of tunning a fire 
direction center and missed a plot on his 
clotting board. This 18B checked his data 
against that of his subordinates and saw that 
his data differed. This 18B checked his 
olotting board and then changed his data. The 
correct data was sent and the guns were fired 
correctly. 

113. A team was moving toward a target. This ?atrol leader determined the distance to the 
arget on the map to be a few kilometers, 

without taking Into account the steep terrain or 
thick vegetation. The patrol missed the time on 
target. 

All 

01® F 22 
!♦ 67 
All 

01m % 
F 20 
6 20 
J* 50 
All 

10 1.30 0.64 emplace his mortar firing position In an 
lu i.jy extremely large, open field next to an occupied 

house. The mortar firing position was spotted 
by enemy troops and fired upon. 

N H S 45. This SF soldier was tasked to perform a 
2 1.00 0.00 task. Whenever this SF soldier was given 
6 2.33 0.94 another task, he would stop performing the orie 
9 2.00 0.94 he had been working on and move onto the next. 

The other team members had to finish up where 
this SF soldier had left off on tasks. 

Dim % 
F 20 
N* 40 
S* 40 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
R* 80 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
a* 70 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
J* 60 
All 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 4.50 1.50 
5 1.80 0.75 

10 2.10 1.51 

N H S 
2 6.00 1.00 
4 6.00 1.22 
4 6.00 0.71 

10 6.00 1.00 

N H S 
2 4.50 0.50 
8 6.00 1.94 

10 5.70 1.85 

N M S 
2 6.00 1.00 
7 6.71 0.45 

10 6.60 0.66 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
6 6.67 0.47 

10 6.30 0.78 

Dim % N 
F 20 2 
N* 30 3 
R* 30 3 
All 10 

01m % N 
F 20 2 

96. This 18E was tasked to Mke a _ ^ 
comnunicatlons shot back to Fort Bragg, nils 
18E did not make the commo shot because there 
was no one In the SICOET when he called. This 
18E did not attempt to make the coong shot 
again. A mandatory commo shot was missed, 
reflecting poorly upon the company. 

89. This 18B was settling a base plate of an 
Sim mortar. After firing the first Jhw 
rounds, the base plate still wuId not settle 
firmly In the ground. This 188 chose an 
alternate location. After firing the first 
three rounds in the new location, the base plate 
settled. There were no Injuries. 

132. This SF soldier was given a mission of 
employing an 84aii recolless rifle on an enemy 
road junction. This soldier set his weapon in a 
properly concealed site within range of the 
target area. The SF soldier effectively engaged 
the target area. 

102, During a mission planning phase, this 18B 
was responsible for threat assessment. This 18B 
found that the enemy was an overwhelming force 
that the team would not be able to handle. The 
mission was canceled and many lives were spared. 

77. This 18B was responsible tor weapoM 
training In an African country. Upon arrival, 
It was discovered that there wre no ranges. 
This 18B thiked to the IBC end the 
sergeant on the team about getting the Mul^nt 
to build a range and developing a plan for Its 
construction. The range was built aj^.^e host 
nation was able to acquire the materials to make 
more ranges. 

88. This SF NCO was not sure hw to p^ 
headspace and timing on a .50 caliber machine 
gun. This NCO attempted to fire the weapon 
without telling anyone before he 61d so. The 
machine gun blew up, scattering hUs of 
brass and destroying the weapon beyond repair. 

> 80 
All 

M $ 
6.00 1.00 

124. During a training exercise, the ^tachment 
leadership was tied up In a coordination meeting 

___ at another location. The reinainder of the 
10 6.40 0.66 detachment was aware that a 

requiring their presence was to take place at a 
particular place and time In the n®er 
This senior^detachment member took charge In the 
absence of authority, task 

& B 

UrS'W W ir ® detachment was able to conduct ^*'® 
training and this SF soldier was given positive 
feedbacK for not just waiting around for 
something to happen. 

Dim 
F 
R 
S* 

H 
30 
20 
50 

« M S 125. This 18B was tasked with emlaclM a mortar 
3 1.00 0.00 firing position In support of his unit s 
2 1.50 0.50 patrol. The ground to Ue covered was twde up of 
5 1.40 O.BD a variety of terrains. This 18B selected to 
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01m \ 
6* 80 
All 

N H S 
8 6.00 0.87 

10 6.00 0.89 

2. This 18C was tasked to be on a coniaittee 
assigned to teach a 
the course Involved a field problem. This 18C 
wrote an operations order that was so complete 
that 4 teams working In different locations 
could understand what was 
The target of Interest was hit and the field 
mission was a success. 

Dim S 
G 20 
H* 40 
P* 40 
All 

N H S 8. This SF soldier had been 
2 1.00 0.00 preparing a detachment for an OCONUS .... . 
4 1.00 0.00 deployment. This SF soldier did not maintain a 
4 1.50 0.87 continuity file or a tracking system wy 

10 1.20 0.60 actions he had taken regarding the 
He did not Inform any other detachment members 
of the predeployroent Information. This 5F 
soldier then left on the advanced party. The 
team's officer had to have the detachment 
members lump through hoops to get everything 
back on line. 

01m H 
F 20 
G* 70 
All 

01m H 
F 30 
G* 50 
M 20 
All 

Dim % 
G* 40 
H* 40 
All 

01m % 
G* 30 
All 

Dim % 
G 30 
M* 60 
All 

N H S 102. During a mission planning phase. This 18B 
2 6.00 1.00 was responsible for threat 
7 6.71 0.45 found that the enemy 

10 6.60 0.66 that the team would not be able to handle. The 
mission was canceled and many lives were spared. 

N M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 2.00 I.IO 
2 2.00 0.00 

10 1.70 0.90 

113. A team was moving toward a target. This 
patrol leader determined the distance to the 
target on the map to be a few kilometers, 
without taking Into account The steep terra^ or 
thick vegetation. The patrol missed the time on 
target. 

Dim % N 
£♦ 20 2 
G* 20 2 
I* 20 2 
J* 20 2 
All 10 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.87 
4 5.00 1.22 

10 5.90 1.22 

N H S 
3 5.67 1.25 

10 6.50 0.92 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
6 1.17 0.37 

10 1.10 0.30 

H S 
5.00 0.00 
5.50 1.50 

51. This 188 was Involved 
possible mission In Desert Storm. This 18B 
considered the use of camels as a means of 
Infiltration Into Kuwait and. upon researching 
the Idea, incorporated It as part of The 
operational plan. The conioander was confident 
of the OOA's ability to get the mission 
accomplished. 

85. While on a deployment overseas, a captain's 
camp was overthrown by terrorists. This officer 
Inrtructed the 18E to destroy all co^nlcatlons 
egulpment and SOI In the camp and take only one 
radio and antenna. Later after the team probers 
had evacuated the camp and were secured, the 18E 
was able to use the emergency crypto system to 
transmit their status to higher HQ using the 
contingency plan. 

83. This SF soldier was tasked to select a 
route of movement. This SF oame up with 
a route at the last minute without looking at 
the map. The team got lost and did not 
accomplish their mission. 

39. A new officer Inherited a team with no long 
range plan or long range training cVeiS®**- . 
This officer read the team mission letter and 
H£TL. He then established the profIclency of 
the team In Its collective tasks, determining 
areas of strength and weaknesses. The officer 
Issued training guidance and oversaw The long 
range calendar. The team was brought back Into 
focus and was trained on M£TL tasks. 

Dim % 
F 20 
6 20 
J* 50 
All 

Dim S 
G 20 
H* 30 
J* 30 
All 

. ^ 

Dim % 
G 20 
H* 60 
I 20 
All 

Dim % 
G 20 
H 20 
J* 50 
All 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 4.50 1.50 
5 1.80 0.75 

10 2.10 1.51 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
3 7.00 0.00 
3 7.00 0.00 

10 6.80 0.40 

H S 
l.OO 0.00 
1.33 0.75 
1.50 0.50 
1.30 0.64 

H H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 6.00 1.00 
5 6.00 0.63 

10 6.00 0.77 

96. This 18E was tasked to Mke a 
conmunlCBtlons shot back to Fort Bragg. This 
18E did not make the commo shot because there 
was no one In the SICOET when he called. This 
18E did not attempt to make the comno shot 
again. A mandatory comno shot was missed, 
reflecting poorly upon the company. 

5. During a humanitarian assistance mission to 
a third world nation, this SF soldier was tasked 
with supervising the Instruction of disaster 
relief subjects by detachment nembers. This 
soldier planned, implemented, and directed a 
complete POI on air delivery systems. He 
researched environmental needs and directed an 
expert course of action to present critical, 
life-saving Information. The technigues were 
selected by the host nation as doctrine for 
disaster relief/situations. 

76. This SF NCO was given 30 days notice that 
he was to Infiltrate an SF teaij onto a beach and 
spend 24 hours on the Island with then. This 
NCO failed to bring his own food to The field. 
The team members had to share their food with 
him. 

78. This 18B was tasked to operate the plotting 
board for his patrol with one week's notice. 
This 18B realized that he forgotten a lot of 
necessary Information about the plotting board. 
This 18B asked for a refresher review from 
another 18B who had worked a lot with plotting 
boards. The two men worked together for the 
week to Improve this IBS's skills. This 18B was 
able to properly plot rounds when his team made 
contact. 
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niffl k N M S 76. This SF NCO was given 30 days notice that 
6 20 2 1.00 0.00 he was to Infiltrate an SF J®®™ 
H* 60 6 1.33 0.75 spend 24 hours on the Island with then. This 
I 20 2 1.50 0.50 NCO failed to bring his own food to Jhe field. 
All 10 1.30 0.64 The team members had to share their food with 

him. 

Din % 
H* 50 
I 30 
All 

Din % 
H* 40 
p* 40 
All 

Dim % 
G* 40 
H* 40 
All 

Oin % 
G 20 
H* 40 
P* 40 
All 

N H S 121. This 18B was tasked with developing classes 
5 1.00 0.00 to be given In French ^JkIs 
3 1.33 0.47 Africa. Upon arriving In the host nation, this 

10 lao 0.30 IBB Informed his team se^oe^Jt that he could not 
soeak French at all* This IBB had not asked for 
helS from his fellow team members In geve oplno 
the class materials. The training schedule hao 
to be changed and other members of ^e team had 
to prepare the IBB's classes In French. 

N H S 42. During a mortar field training 
4 1.25 0.43 this IBB was responsible for the eo^pment that 
4 1.75 0.43 would be used at the range. 

10 1.60 0.66 check with the S-3 to see the range was 
lald-on. The 18B was counseled on 
responsibility. 

H M S 51. This 18B was Involved 
4 6.50 0.87 possible mission In Desert Storm. This 18B 
4 5 00 1.22 considered the use of camels as a means of 

10 5.90 1.22 Infiltration Into Kuwait and, «P;" 
the idea, Incorporated It as part of the 
operational plan. The commander was confident 
of the 00A‘s ability to get the mission 
accomplished. 

N H S 8. This SF soldier had been responsible for 
2 1.00 0.00 preparing a detachment for an OCONUS 
4 1.00 0.00 deployment. This SF soldier did not JJJ^taln a 
4 1.50 0.87 continuity file or a tracking ®yjten for «^y 

10 1.20 0.60 actions he had taken 
He did not Inform any other detachment members He did not Inform any other detachment member 
of the prcdeployment Information. This SF 
soldler^^then^left on the advanced party. The 
team's officer had to have the detachment 
members jump through hoops to get everything 
back on line. 

Dim H 
H 20 
J 30 
S* 40 
All 

Dim H 
H 20 
I* 30 
P 20 
Q 20 
All 

Dim % 
G 20 
H 20 
J* 50 
All 

Oin % 
H 20 
J* 40 
All 

Din % 
H 20 
I* 50 
All 

N M S 107. This SF soldier was tasked to P^vl* base 
2 7.00 0.00 camp defense. He had a working 
3 5.67 1.25 weapon system within the country. This soldier 
4 6.00 0.71 acquired five 60nii mortars and 

10 6.00 1.00 emplaced them within the base c®»P ® P®’'lKi!t* 
The base camp had an extra measure of Indirect 
fire protection. 

N H S 94. A team member was tasked to maintain the 
2 5.50 0.50 Intelligence play for an exerolse. This team 
3 6.33 0.94 member maintained the situation map, 
2 5.00 0,00 up-to-date on developing situations, and briefed 
2 5.50 0.50 the detachment menters on Important 

10 5.80 0.87 kfonnatlon. The detachment knew the threat 
scenario and were up-to-date on the exercise 
course. 

M H S 78. This 18B was tasked to operate the plotting 
2 6.50 0,50 board for his patrol with one week s notice. 
2 6.00 1.00 This 18B realized that he 
5 6.00 0.63 necessary Information about the plotting board. 

10 6.00 0.77 This IBB asked for a refresher review „ 
another IBB who had worked a lot with plotting 
boards. The two men worked together for the 
week to Improve this IBB's skills. This IM ws 
able to properly plot rounds when his team made 
contact. 

N M s 26. This 18B coordinated with the stinger 
2 5.00 l.OO simulator facility for detachment training on 
4 5.50 1.12 the stinger. When the detachment strived, the 

10 5.00 1.41 man in charge told them their stinger simulators 10 b.OO 1.41 man^ 

pulled out the stinger that he had personally 
brought. It was possible to continue with 
training. 

N M S 35, Prior to a deployment, this IBB was 
2 5.00 0.00 assigned to write a Pol 
5 4.60 1.02 This IBB completed the POI but did wt cover all 

10 4.80 0.B7 the references that were «v«^l»*>le on the 
subject. The team sergeant was able to help him 
and eventually this IBB finished the POI 
successfully. 

01m % 
H 30 
0 20 
L* 50 
All 

Dim % 
A* 40 
H 30 
All 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
2 7.00 0.00 

117. An SF team spent two to three hours a day 
preparing for Its high alpine ski trip with 
foreign troops that trained In that environment 

I Ui ill {isr Thii S-iSlvi uJl rip.r.d by 
10 e.dO 0.66 ~nths^r nnlng 

exercises, swlnnlng, and doing ^‘“ckmarches. 
Even though the trip was extremely physically 
demanding, this individual sustained no 
Injuries. 

N M s 48. This 18B was tasked to give classes to 
4 1.50 0.87 guerrilla forces on the M16AI t1Tl®« 
3 1,33 0,47 soldier did only superficial planning. During 

10 1.30 0.64 his class, this 18B forgot 
Instruction. The 18B was severely 
by his performance and lack of Preparation, soto 
Of the guerrillas knew more about the H16A1 than 
the IBB. 

Dim % 
E* 40 
H 30 
J 20 
All 

Dim % 
G 20 
H* 30 
J* 30 
All 

Dim % 
A* 50 
D 20 
H 20 
All 

N H S 60. An SF soldier was preparing for 
4 6.00 0.71 establishing comaunlcatlons with the base 
3 fi 00 1.41 Station during a deployment. The SF soldier 
2 eioo 0:00 SeS outSide and desigrod a different antenna 

10 6.00 0.89 every day for several days ®®t11 he was 
successful. The soldier was confident that 
communication would be achieved In the 
deployment environment. 

N M S 5. During a humanitarian assistance mission to 
2 6.50 0.50 a third world nation, this SF soldier was tasked 
3 7.00 0.00 with supervising the Instruction of disaster 
3 7.00 0.00 relief subjects by detachment members. This 

10 6.80 0.40 soldier planned. Implemented, and directed a 
complete POI on air ^f^J^ery systems. He 
researched environmental needs and directed an 
expert course of action to present critical, 
life-saving Information. The techniques were 
selected by the host nation as doctrine for 
disaster rellef/sltuatlons. 

« H S 16. This 166 was given the task of giving a 
5 6.00 0.89 class in Spanish on OPSEC to a group Jf 
2 6.50 0.50 Paraguayan officers. This 188 gathered 

' 2 6.00 1,00 Information, wrote a lesson outline, translated 
10 6.00 0.89 the lesson to Spanish, and P^®s®5Ted IT Jo the 

class. The sergeant Increased the effectiveness 
of that unit by Improving Us OPSEC. 
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statenent. 

Oin % 
I* 100 
All 

Din % 
I* 90 
All 

DIB % 
I* 90 
All 

N H S 
10 1.40 0.49 
10 1.40 0.49 

N H S 
9 6.22 0.79 

10 6.20 0.75 

N M S 
9 1.22 0.42 

10 1.30 0.46 

Retranslatlon’ustlng’orincldents for Dimension I: (Problem name - iSbb) 

99. The team was conducting PT. This senior 
188 decided he did not care^for the team's PT 
schedule. This 188 went off on his own [uns or 
swins. The 188 alienated himself from the team 
and was finally reprimanded by the team sergeant. 

108. This SF KCO was very strong. This NCO 
helped a lot of the detachment members flet Into 
better ohysUal shape by teaching them a hard 
rouSne. leam togetherness was enhanced through 
hard work and morale increased. 

33. This SF soldier always acted like he knew 

he could not because he had left the safety on. 
This SF soldier was looked down on as he had 
claimed to know so much and yet had <lone 
something that had been drummed Into tea* 
meabers* heads not to do. 

92. This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring 
SATCOH, 4 days of water requirements (4 
gallons), observation equipment, a hidesite kit, 
and so on. This SF HCO/®*! iej^jhat the 18E 
had a very heavy load of equipment. This HCO 
took halfV the 18E's equipment, sharing the 
load. This lifted the iIe's spirits and helped 
the team accomplish the mission. 

126. An SF team was participating 1n an 
evaluated endurance event, moving « 
distance with a lot of equipment. This team 
member realized that the team was moving too 
slow and tried to motivate the team by taking 
the lead and giving words of 
teas completed the endurance event within the 
time standard. 

Din % 
I* 80 
All 

Dim 
I* 
All 

N H S 
8 6.38 0.86 

10 6.10 0.94 

N H S 
8 5.83 1.17 

10 5.80 1.25 

01B % 
I* 80 
K 20 
All 

01B \ 
I* 80 
All 

Dim % 
I* 78 
All 

Dim % 
I* 70 
R 20 
All 

Dim % 
I* 70 
All 

Dim % 
F 22 
I* 67 
All 

Dim % 
C 20 
I* 60 
All 

N H S 103. A rucksack march was planned with « 
8 1.13 0.33 weight requirement of 55 pounds. When 
2 2.00 l.OO from the ruck march, the rucks were welohed. 

10 1.30 0.64 This SF NCO had only carried 3^!® 
rucksack. The team members no longer viewed 
this NCO as a team player as everyone else had 
met the standard. 

N M S 64. This SF NCO was to meet with a contact at a 
8 2.00 1.94 scheduled time to obtain food for the next few 

10 2.00 1.79 days. This SF soldier overslept. The NCO 
missed meeting the contact, the team went 
without food for 2 days, and the NCO was 
counseled on his job performance. 

N ^ h 
7 1.00 0.00 
9 1.00 0.00 

N H S 
7 1.86 2.10 
2 1.50 0.50 

10 1.70 1.79 

N H S 
7 1.57 0.73 

10 1.40 0.66 

43. This team sergeant did not think that SF 
soldiers should be married. This team sergeant 
gave married team members a hard tl^, telling 
them to forget about their wives and families 
and Instructing them that they should be staying 
deployed as long as possible. Married team 
members — and single SF soldiers — lost 
respect for the team sergeant. 

28. The 18C on the team purchased a 1911 .45 
caliber pistol The 18C asked this senior 188 
how to disassemble the weapon.^ This 188 told 
the 18C that he was the tactician on the team 
and that he did not mess with small weapons. 
The 180 on the team disassembled the weapon and 
team members lost resp^t for the 188. 

72. This 18C was tasked to drive a 2 1/2 ton 
truck to the rifle range. This 18C was upset 
that he was not asked to 9? with the advance 
party In the rental car. This 18C deliberately 
drove the truck erratically, hitting the brakes 
hard and dumping the clutch, making the ride 
very uncomfortable for passengers. The soldier 
was counseled on his attitude and behavior as an 
NCO. 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
6 2.33 0.94 
9 2.00 0.94 

45. This SF soldier was tasked to perform a 
task. Whenever this SF soldier was given 
another task, he would stop performing the one 
he had been working on and move onto the next. 
The other team members had to finish up where 
this SF soldier had left off on tasks. 

Dim % 
B 30 
I* 60 
All 

01b S 
H 20 
I* 50 
All 

Dim H 
I* 40 
J 30 
L 30 
All 

Dim % 
0* 40 
I* 40 
All 

Dim H 
I 40 
L* 60 
All 

N M S 118. An SF team was training an Indigenous 
3 2.33 0.47 force. This SF soldier did not like any of the 
6 2.00 1.41 other team members and kept to himself when he 

10 2.10 1.14 was not conducting training. The indigenous 
soldiers could sense the tension and lost some 
of their confidence In the team. The training 
was slowed. 

N H S 35. Prior to a deployment, this 188 was 
2 5.00 0.00 assigned to write a POI for scute training. 
5 4.60 1.02 This 188 completed the POI but did not cover all 

10 4,80 0.87 the references that were available on the 
subject. The team sergeant was able te help him 
and eventually this 188 finished the POI 
successfully. 

N H S 63. During an endurance test, the batUllon was 
4 6.50 0.50 required to travel 50kB In 72 hours while 
3 6,00 0.82 conducting various rigorous tests with no 
3 5.33 1.25 sleep. The lightest team member^weighed 186 

10 6.00 1.00 lbs. When times were rough, tiring, and 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battellon completed the endurance test. 

N H S 11. This team member wanted to learn ano^er 
4 1.50 0.87 language instead of Korean. He put up quite a 
4 1.00 0.00 fuss until he found out that people were going 

10 1.20 0.60 to Sogan University In Korea; h®^,then bw^ out 
someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply 
himself and came back to the team without a 
rating or any workable knowledge of the 
language. A slot that could have been taken by 
someone who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

N H S 20. An OOA was climbing a mountain. This 180 
4 2.50 1.50 could not keep up; the rest of the OOA 
6 2.83 1.21 continually stopped and waited for him. 

10 2.70 1.35 Although they still climbed the mountain, the 
team fell behind schedule. 

N H S 98. This SF HCO had a different opinion from 
2 1.00 0.00 that of the team sergeant. This NCO became 
6 2,00 0.58 angry as he felt he was right and started to get 

10 zM 1.18 belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 

Dim % 
I* 40 
L* 40 
All 

Dim % 
I* 40 
3 20 
K 20 
All 

Dim H 
H 20 
I* 30 
P 20 
Q 20 
All 

Dim % 
H* 50 
I 30 
All 

Dim H 
A* 60 
I 30 
All 

Dim % 
A* 50 
1 20 
All 

N H S 82. During Operation Desert Storm, the Iraqi 
4 1,00 0.00 forces launched a SCUD missile. It was not 
4 2.00 1.00 known where It was supposed to land and so all 

10 1.80 1.33 commands were given the alert, vmen the ^ert 
was given, this SF soldier panicked and took 
about 30-40 seconds to put on his mask. As the 
alert was a false alarm, It pointed out a 
weakness In donning protective masks. 

N H S 135. This ISA's SF OOA was on the range 
4 2.50 2.60 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
2 5.50 1.50 detonation, It was Jeteralned that the IgJ s 
2 1.00 0.00 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 

10 3.00 2.57 had done everything correctly and It was.jot jns 
responsibility to clear the mistIre. An 18C took 
the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

N M S 94. A team member was tasked to maintain the 
2 5.50 0.50 Intelligence play for an exei^lse. This team 
3 6.33 0.94 member maintained the situation map. Jept . 
2 5,00 0,00 up-to-date on developing situations, and briefed 
2 5.50 0.50 the detachment members on Important 

10 5,80 0.87 Information. The detachment Jnew the thr^ 
scenario and were up-to-date on the exercise 
course. 

N H S 
5 1.00 0.00 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.10 0.30 

N H S 
6 6.00 1.00 
3 6,67 0,47 

10 6.10 0.94 

N H S 
5 2.00 0.89 
2 2.50 0.50 

10 2.30 1.19 

121. This 188 was tasked with developing classes 
to be given In French while on deployment In 
Africa. Upon arriving In the host nation, thU 
188 Informed his team sergeant that he cwld not 
speak French at all. This 168 had not asked for 
help from his fellow team members In 
the class materials. The training schedule had 
to be changed and other members of the team had 
to prepare the IBS's classes In French. 

34. While on an OP12 mortar range, J OOAs were 
receiving observed fire training on the HZZY 
mortar. '^Thls 188 tasked to run the range 
ensured that every OOA me;^er was.PjJ^iclent on 
observed fire procedures 
began. Every OOA member ("o matter ^at their 
PHOS was) was given an 
and adjust Indirect fire on a night fire target. 

32. In a classroom setting, the team was using 
THT trainers for stinger training. This 188 
Instructor forgot to put the BCU In and wen he 
tried to energize the stinger It malfunctioned. 
He failed to engage the aircraft and lost 
credibility with the trainees. 
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I 20 
80 

All 

Dia % 
I 20 
M* 60 
All 

Ola % 
I 20 
J* 40 
L* 40 
All 

Dim % 
E* 20 
G* 20 
1* 20 
0* 20 
All 

01b % 
6 20 
H* 60 
1 20 
All 

Ola % 
1 20 
L* 70 
All 

H M S 37. During a ^ployment on a real Id 
2 1.00 0,00 mission, an OOA was training with the U.S. Air 
6 1.50 l.OO Force and was using a "rope ladder" to climb up 

10 1.40 0.92 Into a hovering CH-53. This 180A was to climb 
up the ladder and Into the aircraft. He 
couldn't pull his body weight up and into the 
aircraft, fell approximately 15 - 20 feet, and 
suffered a broken wrist and slight concussion. 
He was "combat ineffective" for the remainder of 
the deployment. 

H H S 127. The detachment was Inserted Into an area to 
2 1.00 0.00 monitor movement by plane or by vehicle. This 
6 1,67 1,11 SF soldier failed to record map corrwtions that 

10 1.50 0.92 would have showed that travel by vehicle via 
road and landings by fixed wing aircraft were 
impossible. The coaoander had the area covered 
again, not knowing travel through It was not 
possible. 

N H S 105. While on a long, hard patrol during a 
2 5.50 0,50 lengthy field exercises, an SF soldier fell and 
4 6.25 0.83 broke n1 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension J: (Problem name 

4 6:25 o;83 broKe Bis leg. This SF soldier carried the 
4 6.50 0.50 Injured soldier's rucksack as well his own 

10 6.20 0.75 (for a total weight of about 130 pounds) to the 
exflltratlon site. All equipment was accounted 
for. 

N M S 
2 5.00 0.00 
2 5.50 1.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 5.00 0.00 

10 5.60 1.02 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
6 1.33 0.75 
2 1.50 0.50 

10 1.30 0.64 

N H S 
2 6.00 1.00 
7 6.00 1.07 

10 5.80 1.17 

39. A new officer Inherited a team with no long 
range plan or long range training calendar. 
This officer read the team mission letter and 
HETL. He then established the proficiency of 
the team In Its collective tasks, determining 
areas of strength and weaknesses. The officer 
Issued training guidance and oversaw the long 
range calendar. The team was brought back Into 
focus and was trained on HETL tasks. 

76. This SF HCO was given 30 days notice that 
he was to Infiltrate an SF team onto a beach and 
spend 24 hours on the Island with them. This 
NCO failed to bring his own food to the field. 
The team members had to share their food with 
him. 

24, An important message was to be delivered to 
higher HQ to say the team was going to be late 
due to vehicle problems. This SF soldier ran 
five miles In 100+ degree heat in boots to 
deliver the message. The message was received 
and another vehicle came to the team's rescue. 

Dim % 
J* 80 
All 

Dim H 
F 20 
J* 80 
All 

N H S 19. A class of 18Cs was to receive a lesson on 
8 6.00 0.87 the construction of the g1n pole. During the 

10 5.90 0,83 practical exercise, the class was «t a Joss 
where to begin. This 18C (a former 12B drill 
sergeant) took charge of the exercise In the 
absence of the Instructor and constructed the 
g1n pole. The class got hands-on experience in 
constructing a gin pole to standard. 

Dim % 
F 20 
J* 60 
All 

Dim h 
A 33 
J* 56 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
G 20 
J* 50 
All 

Dim % 
G 20 
H 20 
J* 50 
All 

N H S 124. During a training exercise, the ^tachment 
2 6.00 1.00 leadership was tied up In a coordination meeting 
8 6.50 0.50 at another location. The remainder of the 

10 6.40 0.66 detachment was aware that a Joint training event 
requiring their presence was to take place at a 
particular place and time In the near futuM. 
This senior detachment member took charge in the 
absence of authority, task organized the team, 
and prepared all equipment for training. This 
SF soldier waited till the last possible minute 
for the detachment leadership and then wved the 
remainder of the team to the training site. The 
detachment was able to conduct the Joint 
training and this SF soldier was given positive 
feedback for not Just waiting around for 
something to happen. 

N H S 77. This 18B was responsible for weapons 
2 5.50 0.50 training In an African country. Upon arrival, 
6 6.67 0.47 It was discovered that there were no ranges. 

10 6.30 0.78 This ISB talked to the 18C and the supply_ 
sergeant on the team about getting the equlp^nt 
to build a range and developing a plan for Its 
construction. The range was built and the host 
nation was able to acquire the materials to make 
more ranges. 

N H S 44. This SF NCO recognized that stu^nts were 
3 6.67 0.47 having problems maintaining their skills once 
5 5.80 0.75 they departed training for Instinctive firing 
9 6.11 0.74 under terrorist control. This HCO developed a 

shooting sustainment program for Special 
Operations designated detachments. He provided 
a handout to all graduates so they could 
Instruct their detachments In the art of 
selective shooting. Selective shooting skills 
were maintained at a greater level. 

H H S 96. This 18E was tasked to uke a 
2 1.00 0.00 conmunlcatlons shot back to Fort Bragg. ThU 
2 4.50 1.50 IBE did not make the conino shot because there 
5 1.80 0.75 was no one In the SICOET when he called. This 

10 2.10 1.51 18E did not attempt to make the conno shot 
again. A mandatory commo shot was missed, 
reflecting poorly upon the company. 

N H S 78. This 18B was tasked to operate the plotting 
2 6.50 0.50 board for his patrol with one week's notice. 
2 6.00 1.00 This 18B realized that he forgotten a lot of 
5 6.00 0.63 necessary information about the plotting board. 

10 6.00 0,77 This 18B asked for a refresher review from 
another 18B who had worked a lot with plotting 
boards. The two men worked together for the 
week to Improve this IBB's 
able to properly plot rounds when his team made 
contact. 

Dim H 
H 20 
J* 40 
All 

N M S 26. This 18B coordinated with the stinger 
2 5.00 1.00 simulator facility for detachment training on 
4 5.50 1.12 the stinger. When the detachment arrived, the 

10 5.00 1.41 man in charge told them their 
were broken. This 18B went to his truck and 
pulled out the stinger that he had personally 
brought. It was possible to continue with 
training. 

Dim H 
1 20 
J* 40 
L* 40 
All 

N H S 105. While oi 
2 5.50 0.50 lengthy fleV 
4 6.25 0.63 broke Bis lei 
4 6.50 0.50 Injured sold 

10 6.20 0.75 (for a total 

105. While on a long, hard patrol during a 
lengthy field exercises, an SF so^^l^er 'ell and 
broEe Bis leg. This SF soldier carried the 
injured soldier's rucksack J* well as his own 
(for a total weight of about 130 pounds) to the 
exflltratlon site. All equipment was accounted 
for. 

Dim % N H S 6. A soldier became dehydrated when 
J 33 3 4.67 1.89 participating In an obstacle course. This I8B 
0* 44 4 3.00 1,58 gave an IV to the 1nJ«^ed soldier even though he 
All 9 4.11 1.97 did not know what he was doing. ^^*e soldier 

recovered, but the 18B was given a negative spot 
report. 

Din h N M S 54. The team was conducting a mission. One 
E* 50 5 6.60 0.49 Of the Indigenous force's 
J 30 3 6.33 0.94 take-down pin. This 18B liSjl^.SwIss Aw knife 
R 20 2 7.00 0.00 and a drenel from the tool K)* 
All 10 6.60 0.66 stock sites he Ifd him to 

reconstruct the take-down pin. The weapon was 
100% operational. 
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D1B S 
I* 40 
J 30 
L 30 
All 

Oin % 
H 20 
J 30 
S* 40 
All 

Din ^ 
G 20 
H* 30 
J* 30 
All 

Dim % 
E* 33 
J 22 
R* 33 
All 

Oin 
E* 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.50 
3 6.00 0.82 
3 5.33 1.25 

10 6.00 1.00 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
3 5.67 1.25 
4 6.00 0.71 

10 6.00 1.00 

G* 20 
I* 20 
J* 20 
All 

Ola % 
J 20 
P* 70 
All 

63. During an endurance test, the battalion was 
required to travel 50ka In 72 hours while 
conducting various rigorous tests with no 
sleep. The lightest team aember weighed 186 
lbs. When tiaes were rough, tlrlna, and 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
thls^ean aeaber aoved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battalion completed the endurance test. 

107. This SF soldier was tasked to provIJ^S^JL 
camp defense. He had a working knowledge of the 
weapon system within the «untry. This soldier 
acquired five GOm aortars and effectively 
emplaced thea within the base camp's perimeter. 
The base caap had an extra measure of indirect 
fire protection. 

u H S 5. During a humanlUrlan assistance mission to 
2 6.50 0.50 a third world nation, this SF soldier was tasked 
3 7.00 0.00 with supervising the Instruction of J^saster 
3 7.00 0.00 relief subjects by detachment This 

10 6.80 0.40 soldier planned. Implemented, and directed a 
iu o.ou u.w complete POI on air delivery systems. He 

r^arched environmental needs and directed an 
expert course of action to present critical, 
life-saving Information. The techniques were 
selected by the host nation as doctrine for 
disaster rellef/sltuatlons. 

47. While conducting a range fire for machine 
quns. a number of the host nation weapons were 
malfunctioning. This 188 set up « station on 
the side to test and repair each of the faulty 
systems. Training was completed. 

39, A new officer inherited a team with no long 
range plan or long range training calendar. 
This officer read the team mission letter and 
KETL. He then established the proficlency of 
the team In Its collective tasks, ^determining 
areas of strength and weaknesses. The offleer 
Issued training guidance and oversaw the long 
range calendar. The team was brought back Into 
focus and was trained on METL tasks. 

58. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
the team's organic equiptient. The records from 
the prior leaoership were Ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to Include team and 
Individual issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where everything 
was. where everything should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g., comno 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
2 5.00 0.00 
3 6,33 0.47 
9 5.57 0.82 

H H S 
2 5.00 0.00 
2 5.50 1.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 5.00 0.00 

10 5.60 1.02 

2 5.00 0.00 
7 5.71 1.98 

10 5.50 1.69 

L* 80 
All 

Dim % 
J 20 
P* 70 
All 

Dim H 
H 30 
J 20 
L* 50 
All 

Dim % 
E* 70 
J 20 
All 

8 6.63 0.70 weeks of orienteering over rugged mountainous 
10 6.50 0.67 terrain for extended distances. This soldier 

could have withdrawn at any time. Despite 
numerous blisters and open wounds on bis feet, 
Achilles tendinitis, and poison Ivy on his legs, 
he continued to march. This soldier co»leted 
the course several hours under the deadline. 

N H $128. The battalion team leaders and tew 
2 6.00 1.00 sergeants had not been putting forth doeuw^s 
7 5.14 1.64 that met all of higher command's requirements 

10 4.90 1.97 for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, If any, 
significant problems in this area. 

N H S 117. An SF team spent two to three hours a day 
3 6.67 0.47 preparing for Its high alpine ski trip with 
2 7.00 0.00 foreign troops that trained in that environment 
5 6.00 0.63 all the time. This SF Individual preured by 

10 6.40 0.66 spending the previous two months running fow to 
six miles a day on mountain trails, dolw ski 
exercises, swlnnlng, and doing ruckmarchei. 
Even though the trip was extremely physically 
demanding, this Individual sustained no 
Injuries. 

N H S 134. During a winter, FTX a medic was having 
7 6.00 0.93 trouble keeping the IV solution Trom freezing 
2 6.00 1.00 up. This medic placed the IV solution in the 

10 6.10 0.94 heat packet that comes In Jhe new WEs. By 
adding water to this packet, the IV solution^ 
heated up and kept the solution from freezing. 

Dim % 
J 20 
L* 80 
All 

Dim H 
E* 50 
J 20 
All 

N H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
8 6.13 0.93 

10 6.00 1.10 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.89 
2 6.50 0.50 

10 6,20 0.75 

15. During a voluntary endurance program, this 
18D with no previous training participated In a 
four-event endurance race. This 18D coyleted a 
2-Blle swim, a 20km march with full ruck, an 8 
mile canoe course, and a 5-m1]e run. He 
collapsed as he crossed the finish line, but 
finished first In front of the triathletes and 
decathletes. 

23. Upon Inspecting weapon systems to be used 
for training In a foreign country, this 188 
found several of the systems to be ]2upu^®hle. 
This 18B conducted research to see If anv other 
weapons systems were available. This 18B 
discovered one warehouse full of weapons in one 
part of the country and another full of 
magazines in another area of the country. The 
host nation forces were able to refit their Army 
with new weapons systems that they had thought 
were unusable. 

Dim % 
B 20 
E* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

Dim % 
F* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

N M S 7. The host nation had three inoperable torId 
2 7.00 0.00 Mar Il-era recoilless rifles that were jeed«d to 
3 5.67 0.47 conduct training/operations. This 18B rebuilt 
2 7.00 0,00 all three weapons systems by cannibalizing from 
3 6,33 0.94 the three to get one full system and by 

10 6.40 0.80 manufacturing the parts for the 
a machine shop. ATI three weapons systems 
operated through all training and for upwards of 
two years In actual operations. 

H M S 50. This SF soldier was firing the 
3 2 33 0.94 gun. The spare barrel was not marked with the 
2 7,00 0.00 machine gun so this soldier could JJJt he sure 
3 1 67 0.94 that the spare barrel belonged to that gun. 

10 ^90 2.21 This SF soldier decided to Tire the gun anway 
and replace the barrel %rtien It became hot with 
the spare barrel. The soldier was reprimanded 
for snowing disregard for the weapon. 

Dim % 
40 

J 20 
K 20 
All 

N H S 
4 2.50 2.60 
2 5.50 1.50 
2 1.00 0.00 

10 3.00 2.57 

135. This ISA's SF OOA was on the range 
preparing a demolition ambush. After 
detonation, it was determined that the ISA's 
grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 
had done everything correctly and It was not his 
responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C took 
the responsibility and cleared it for him. 

Dim % 
£* 40 
H 30 
J 20 
All 

N M S 
4 6.00 0.71 
3 6.00 1.41 
2 6.00 0.00 

10 6.00 0.89 

60. An SF soldier was preparing for 
establishing co«n1cat1ons with the base 
station during a deployment. The SF soldier 
went outside and designed a different antenna 
every day for several days until he was 
successful. The soldier was confident that 
communication would be achieved In the 
deployment environment. 

Dim 
J 

. N W S 56. This OOA teabtT was voluntarily 
20 2 6.00 0.00 participating In a course requiring over two 
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Retranslatlon [lst1ng*of incidents for Olioenslon K; (Problem name • IBbb) 

Din N M S 84. This 18E lost a tool box tools for 
K* 90 9 1.33 0.47 which he was responsible. Instead of JJPortIng 
All 10 1.90 1.76 the missing Items and then paying for then 

through the Army, this 18E decided to purchase 
the missing Items himself In the civilian 
market. When an Inventory was called for. this 
18E borrowed a tool box and tools from another 
company to display to the company conmander as 
his wn as he not vet bought all the 
material lost. This 
for filing a false report with the commander. 

Dim % N H S 135. This ISA's SF OOA w« on the range 
I* 40 4 2.50 2.60 preparing a demolition ,.^Iter 
J 20 2 5.50 1.50 detonation. It was Jeternined that the ISA « 
K 20 2 1.00 0.00 grenade had misfired. stated that he 
All 10 3.00 2.57 nad done everi^hing correctly and It was not his 

responsibility to clear the »is5Jne. An 18C took 
the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

N M s 103. A rucksack march was planned with a minimum 
80 8 1.13 0.33 weight requirement of 55 pounds. When returning 

K 20 2 2.00 1.00 from the ruck march, the rucks were weighed. 
All 10 1,30 0.64 This SF NCO had only carried 40 pounds jnhis 

rucksack. The team members no longer vl^d 
this NCO as a team player as everyone else had 
met the standard. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Li (Problem name - 18bb) 

n<iii ic N H S 15. During a voluntary endurance program, this 
J 20 2 5.50 1.50 18D with no previous training participated In a 
L* 80 8 6.13 0.93 four-event endurance race. This 180 completed a 
All 10 6.00 1,10 2-m11e swim, a 20km march with full ruck, an 8 

mile canoe course, and a 5-m11e run. He 
collapsed as he crossed the finish line, but 
finished first In front of the trlathletes and 
decathletes. 

N H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
8 6.13 0.93 

10 6.00 1.10 

Dim % 
J 20 
L* 80 
All 

Dim % 
1 20 
L* 80 
All 

Dim H 
I 20 
L* 70 
All 

Dim H 
I 40 
L* 60 
All 

N H S 56. This OOA member was voluntarily 
2 6.00 0.00 participating In a course requiring over^two 
8 6.63 0.70 weeks of orienteering over rugged mountainous 

10 6.50 0.67 terrain for extended distances. This soldier 
could have withdrawn at any time. Despite 
numerous blisters and open wounds on his feet, 
Achilles tendinitis, and poison Ivy on his legs, 
he continued to inarch. This soldier cqnleted 
the course several hours under the deadline. 

N H S 37. During a deployment on a real wrld 
2 1.00 0.00 mission, an OOA was training with the U.S. Air 
8 1.50 1.00 Force and was using a "rope ladder" to cUrt up 

10 1.40 0,92 into a hovering CH-53. This 180A was to climb 
up the ladder and Into the aircraft. He 
couldn't pull his body weight up and Into the 
aircraft, fell approximately 15 - 20 feet, and 
suffered a broken wrist and slight concussion. 
He was "combat Ineffective" for the remainder of 
the deployment. 

N n S 24. An Important message was to be dellvewd to 
2 6.00 1.00 higher HQ to say the team was going to be late 
7 6.00 1.07 due to vehicle problems. This SF soldier ran 

10 5.80 1.17 five miles In lOO'*- degree heat In boots to 
deliver the message. The message was received 
and another vehicle cane to the team's rescue. 

N H S 20. An OOA was climbing a mountain. This 180 
4 2.50 1.50 could not keep up; the rest of the OOA 
6 2.83 1,21 continually stopped and waited for him. 

10 2.70 1.35 Although they still climbed the mountain, the 
team fell behind schedule. 

N M S 24. Ai 
2 6.00 1.00 higher 

4 2.50 1.50 could not keep up; 
6 2.83 1,21 continually stoppe 

Dim % 
H 30 
J 20 
L* 50 
All 

N K S 
3 6.67 0.47 
2 7.00 0.00 
5 6.00 0.63 

10 6.40 0.66 

117. An SF team spent two to three^hours a day 
preparing for Its high alpine ski trip with 
foreign troops that trained In that environment 
all the time. This SF Individual prepared by 
spending the previous two months running four to 
six miles a day on mountain trails, doing ski 
exercises, swimming, and doing ruckmarches. 
Even though the trip was wtremely physically 
demanding, this Individual sustained no 
Injuries. 

Dim V 
I 20 
J* 40 
I* 40 
All 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
4 6.25 0.83 
4 6.50 0.50 

10 6.20 0.75 

105. While on a long, hard patrol durinj a 
lengthy field exercises, an SF soldier fell and 
broke his leg. This SF soldier carried the 
Injured soldier's rucksack as well as his own 
(for a total weight of about 130 pounds) to the 
exfiltration site. All equipment was accounted 
for. 

Dim % 
I* 40 
L* 40 
All 

82. During Operation Desert Storm, the Iraqi 
forces launched a SCUD missile. It was not 

N H S 82. During Operation Desert 5' 
4 1.00 0.00 forces launched a SCUD missile 
4 2.00 1,00 known where It was supposed to 

10 1.80 1.33 connands were given the alert. 
to land and so all 
t. When the alert 10 1.80 1.33 connands were given the alert. When the alert 

was given, this SF soldier panicked and took 
about 30-40 seconds to put on his rask. As the 
alert was a false alarm. It pointed out a 
weakness In donning protective masks. 

Dim % 
I* 40 
J 30 
L 30 
All 

H H S 63. During an endurance test, the batUllon was 
4 6.50 0.50 required to travel SOkra In 72 hours while 
3 6.00 0.82 conducting various rigorous tests with Jo 
3 5:33 1.25 sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 

10 6.00 1.00 lbs. When times were rough, tiring, 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
th1™eam member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battalion completed the endurance test. 
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Retranslation Listing of incidents for Dimension M: (Problem name - Iflbb) 

Dim % « M S 123. A detachment was Infiltrated Into the field 
^ H* 90 9 6.11 0.87 three hours late by helicopter. In the wong 

All 10 6.20 0.87 location. This detachment had to locate 
themselves on the ground because they were not 

Dim % N H 5 
G 30 3 1.00 0.00 
M* 60 6 1.17 0.37 
All 10 1.10 0.30 

01m % N K S 
I 20 2 1.00 0.00 
K* 60 6 1.67 1.11 
All 10 1.50 0.92 

Dim % 
F 30 
G* 50 
H 20 
All 

N M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 2.00 1.10 
2 2.00 0.00 

10 1.70 0.90 

themselves on the ground because xney were irat 
Informed of where they were dropped off. Bv 
using resection, this SF soldier successfully 
determined their location on a map. The 
detachiKnt was able to continue on with their 
mission. 

83. This SF soldier was tasked to select a 
route of movement. This SF soldUr carw up with 
a route at the last minute without looking at 
the map. The team got lost and did not 
accomplish their mission. 

127. The detachment was Inserted Into an area to 
monitor movement by plane or by vehicle. This 
SF soldier failed to record map corrections that 
would have showed that travel by vehicle via 
road and landings by fixed wing aircraft were 
Imssible. The coroander had the area covered 
again, not knowing travel through 1t was not 
possible. 

113. A team was moving toward a target. This 
patrol leader determined the distance to the 
target on the map to be a few kilometers, 
without taking Into account the steep terral^ or 
thick vegetation. The patrol missed the time on 
target. 

Retransiatlon Listing of incidents for Dimension N: (Problem name - i8bb) 

Oin % N H S 81. This 18B was tasked to move down ranoe to 
N* 80 8 1.13 0.33 police a flash suppressor that came off of a 
All 10 1.30 0.64 M1919A6 machine gun during firing. This IBB 

asked the roan that fired the weapon if he had 
cleared It and the man said yes.^ This 18B moved 
In front of the weapon without clearing the 
weapon himself. He was shot In the upper arm. 

N H S 
8 1.13 0.33 

10 1.30 0.64 

01m H 
H* 80 
All 

01m H 
N* 80 
R 20 
All 

Dim % 
N* 80 
All 

Dim \ 
H* 80 
All 

N M S 75. This 18B was hanging a round on an 
8 2.38 1.87 Slim mortar. After releasing the round Into the 

10 2.70 2.24 tube, this 18B brought his right hand over the 
top of the tube. The range safety NCO pulled 
the 18B from the firing line to watch others 
conduct firing procedures. 

N H S 110. An^l8B was given some time to Jean; the 
8 1.38 0.70 cycle of operations of a 50 cal. H8. This 188 
2 4.50 1.50 held the bolt to the rear with 

10 2,00 1.55 stuck his finger Into the bolt. The bolt of the 
50 cal. went forward and the bolt went through 
the 18B's Index finger. 

N M S 100. The teem was conducting a range firing 
8 1.88 0.78 exercise with foreign nationals and were told to 

10 1.70 0.78 clear all weapons when leaving the range. The 
weapons sergeant did not carefully check all 
weapons. A 7.62 machincgun was found to have a 
live round (which luckily did not go off) I*' the 
chamber when It was unloaded from the truck 
after leaving the range, 

N M S 122. A soldier shooting a weapon at the range 
8 1.00 0.00 had a misfire. This range safety NCO did not 

10 1.60 1.80 Instruct or supervise the soldier in what to oo 
when the misfire occurred. The soldier ended up 
shooting himself In the arm because he did not 
know the SOP for misfires. 

Dim % 
N* 70 
All 

40. This 18B was coming off a range. 
7 1.00 0.00 arras room, this 18B cleared his weapon without 

10 l.OO 0.00 removing the magazine. A round went off and 
shot another soldier In the foot. 

01m H 
N* 70 
All 

N M S 
7 1.00 0.00 

10 1.60 1.80 

65. This junior SF soldier was 
pistol with ammunition. He was supwsed to know 
how to clear the handgun and keep It clear 
within the battalion area. This 
the magazine when he entered fNe battalion area 
but forgot he'd chambered a round and didn t 
clear the weapon. He Played with the weapon 
with a friend and pointed the pistol at his 
friend's head and pulled the trigger. The 
friend died. 

01m \ 
N* 70 
All 

N H S 114. The team was engaged in a live f1i^ 
7 3.29 1.39 exercise. This 18B was diligently firing hit 

10 4.00 1.90 SAW automatic weapon. This 188 was w 
that he did not feel the burning brass that was 
being ejected from his gas operated weapon. 
When the live fire exercise was i®® 
realized that his arm was peppered with burn 
marks. 

01m \ 
H* 70 
R 30 
All 

N H S 90. An 18B was live firing an 84an recoilless 
7 2.43 1.18 rifle. This 18B did not have his body turned 
3 3.00 1.63 perpendicular to the w®«P®". 

10 2.60 1.36 exposed his legs to the back blast area. The 
18& received minor burns. 

Dim % 
N* 60 
All 

N H S 
6 5.00 1.15 

10 3.80 1.83 

129. On a 60mra mortar range, this 18B with one 
vear of experience had a misfire. . 
nervous and refused to clear th® 
IBB stated that he was not comfortable with his 
ability to safely clear the weapon. Another, 
more experienced IBB cleared the weapon for him 
and gave him additional training to Improve his 
skills. 

01m H 
N* 60 
S 30 
All 

N H S 
6 1.33 0.47 
3 1.67 0.94 

10 1.60 0.80 

74. An t8B w«$ a ranj. safety HCO joj • 
mortar range. He was to check all J®ta and 
sight alignments before a tube was fired. This 
18B failed to check the data on a gun and told a 
student to fire the mortar which was aligned on 
another system's aiming stakes. The round was 
fired outside the range fan. 

01ra % 
N* 50 
R 30 
All 

N H S 
5 3.00 1.41 
3 2.33 0.94 

10 3.30 1.73 

120. During a class on the recolless rifle, an 
18B was learning the seguence oJL 
systems. While attemptina to lock the Breach 
system, this 18B mistakenly caught his finger In 
the breach. After letting out a scream, this 
18B regained control. He opened the breach and 
removed his finger. 
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01b, % H H S 130. The team was conducting a eOmra live fire. 
H 40 4 1.50 0.50 This 188 did not remove the proper amount of 
S* 60 6 1.67 0.75 charges. The round landed In a restricted 
A11 10 1.60 0.66 area. 

Din 
N 
S* 

% 
40 
50 

All 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.30 
5 6.00 0.89 

10 5.80 1.08 

116. During a unit mortar range fire, the mortar 
section was laid 1n and ready. This range 
safety 18B came to do a pre-check prior to 
launching rounds and directed the gun crew to 
raise their tube to the maximum elevation. The 
gun crew did not fire Into the overhanging tree. 

Din % 
F 20 
N* 40 
S* 40 
All 

H H S 89. This 18B was settling a base plate of an 
2 6.00 1.00 8lBn mortar. After flrlno the first three 
4 6.00 1.22 rounds, the base plate still would not settle 
4 6.00 0.71 firmly In the ground. This 18B chose an 

10 6.00 l.OO alternate location. After firing the J^^st _ 
three rounds In the new location, the base plate 
settled. There were no Injuries. 

Dim \ 
F 20 
N* 30 
R* 30 
All 

WHS 
2 1.00 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 
3 1.67 0.47 

10 1.20 0.40 

88. This SF NCO was not sure how to put 
headspace and timing on a .50 caliber machine 
gun. This NCO attempted to fire the weapon 
without telling anyone before he did so. The 
machine gun blew up, scattering small bits of 
brass and destroying the weapon beyond repair. 

Din \ 
H 30 
S* 50 
All 

H H S 12. This SF NCO was in charge of a mortar 
3 1.00 0.00 range. After the call for mortar adjustment was 
5 1.00 0.00 made, this NCO did not see that the number one 

10 1.00 0.00 gun was almost horizontal. This NCO did not 
observe the tube positions and allowed the 
soldiers to droo their round. The round came 
back down within 10 feet of the guns. Injuring 
three men—one seriously. 

Dim % 
N 20 
S* 80 
All 

N M S 69. An IBB was making large deflection changes 
2 1.00 0.00 with the HZZ4 60iw mortar. This 18B aligned his 
8 2.00 1.12 sights on another mortar system's aiming poles. 

10 1.80 1.08 A round was fired outside the range fan. 



Retranslat1o7L1st1n7orinc1dents’for Dimension 0; (Problem name • 18bb) 

H S 59. While on survival training, this HCO 
6.44 0.68 observed a fellow getachment me^er shakina out 
6.44 0.68 Of control. This NCO identified that the fellow 

Retranslatlon’Llstlnrof'lncldents for Dimension P: (Problem name - 18bb) 

Dim H 
0* 100 
All soldier was eip5?^«nc1nrh^thera1a. This 

NCO got the soldier ^ ^ 
him for shock, and called for the J. 
evacuation, the patient was removed from the 
cold to the hospital. 

nim \ N H S 73. During a sensitive mission, the detachment 
^ n* ftO 8 6 13 0 93 was reoulred to split Into 3 elements. One 

10 eiao o!87 element sustained a non-life 
oalnful Injury to one of Its members, this 
element had no 16D. This 18B had carried a 
medical kit with him on the mission. This 18B 
treated the Injury, where « 
entered the soldier's leg and broken off 
Internally, by numbing the area surrounding the 
wound and extracting the plant. The wounded 
soldier was able to continue with the mission. 

Dim % 
0* 80 
All 

Dim % 
J 33 
0* 44 
All 

Dim % 
A 20 
E 20 
0* 40 
All 

Dim % 
B* 60 
0 20 
All 

N H S 
8 6.50 0.71 

10 6.40 0.80 

N H S 
3 4.67 1.89 
4 3.00 1.58 
9 4.11 1.97 

N H S 
2 3.00 0.00 
2 4.00 1.00 
4 1.50 0.87 

10 2.30 1.27 

N H S 
6 6.33 0.94 
2 6.50 0.50 

10 6.20 0.87 

66. While performing land “ligation training, 
this SF NCO Stumbled upon a heat exhausted team 
SSiber. This NCO pullfed the soldier Into the 
shade, loosened his clothing. Initiated an IV, 
applied water, treated him for shock, and 
evacuated the member. The Injured soldier Is 
still alive. 

6. A soldier became dehydrated when 
oartlclpatlng In an obstacle course. This 18B 
gave an^IV to the Injured soldier even though he 
did not know what he was doing. The soldier 
recovered, but the 18B was given a negative spot 
report. 

3. The team was training In medical treatment 
procedures. One of the tasks was to start an 
IV. This SF soldier could not find a vein In 
which to stick the IV needle after 2 or 3 tries 
on two Individuals. This SF soldier was given 
extra training on Inserting needles properly, 
using fruit as a target. 

79. After a long, hot day of training, this 18B 
noticed that a host nation soldier walked away 
from the other team members and sat down by a 
vehicle. This 18B calmly took over an aid bag 
and evaluated the host nation soldier. Upon 
determining that the soldier d^ydrated, 
this 18B gave him an IV and got a rodlc to 
monitor the soldier. The host nation soldier 
was treated without embarrassment and the 
soldier gained respect for this 18B. 

Dim % 
P* 80 
All 

01m Jj 
J 20 
P* 70 
All 

N M S 
8 5.63 1.22 

10 5.50 1.20 

N M S 
2 5.00 0.00 
7 5.71 1.98 

10 5.50 1.69 

Dim H 
J 20 
P* 70 
All 

01m H 
H* 40 
p* 40 
All 

N H S 
2 6.00 1.00 
7 5.14 1.64 

10 4.90 1.97 

N M S 
4 1.25 0.43 
4 1.75 0.43 

10 1.60 0.66 

Dim \ N 
G 20 2 

40 4 
P* 40 4 
All 10 

M S 
1.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 
1.50 0.87 

01m 
H 

H 
20 

I* 30 
20 
20 

All 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
3 6.33 0.94 
2 5.00 0.00 
2 5.50 0.50 

10 5.80 0.87 

71. This team leader had primary responsibility 
for the day-to-day operations of the team. This 
team leader filled out all required 
records, and schedules ahead of time. This team 
leader also provided the ISA with Information 
for mission planning before the 18Ajrequested 
It. The administrative tasks for the detachment 
as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

58. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept trackof 
the team's organic equipment. The records from 
the prior leadership were Ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to include team and 
Individual Issue. This lac then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where evernh^ 
was, where ever^hlng should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g., commo 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

128. The battalion team leaders and team 
sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
that net all of higher coaBana's requlreaents 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few. If any, 
significant problems In this area. 

42. During a mortar field training exercise, 
this 18B was responsible for the equipment that 
would be used at the range. This 188 failed to 
check with the S-3 to see If the range was 
lald-on. The 16B was counseled on 
responsibility. 

8. This SF soldier had been responsible for 
preparing a detachment for an OCONUS . 
deployment. This SF soldier did not maintain a 
continuity file or a tracking system for 
actions he had taken regarding the deployment. 
He did not Inform any other detachment members 
of the predeployment Information. This SF 
soldier then left on the advanced party. The 
team's officer had to have the detachment 
mSbers jump through hoops to get everything 
back on line. 

94. A team member was tasked to ^5® 
Intelligence play for an exercise. This team 
member maintained the situation map, ^ ^ 
up-to-date on developing situations, and briefed 
the detachment members on Important ... 
Information. The detachment knew the threat 
scenario and were up-to-date on the exercise 
course. 
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Ratraiislat1on*Listiiirorineidents'for oimenslon Q: (Problen name - 18bb) 

86. Equlpnent needed to be turned . - 
^Th4« 1AF did not clear crypto out of 

Retraiisiation*Listing'o"inc“«"t* for Dimension Rs (Problem name • 18bb) 

nim * N H S 57. During a training exercise, tti? soldiers 

Q* 100 10 1.10 0.30 service. This 18E did not olear cwto 
All 10 1.10 0.30 the equipment. Material was seen by 

unauthorized personnel. 

”’"p. gS § 1.29 l.?0 ci2;slJlld'Strrla^!*12l2nScfeS?g 
A" 10 1.80 1.08 w«,f,^^*,M?lSlT?hrb?ttSS'o?'theyo!l! 

and piled heavy, oily 
materials became oily and unreadable. 

gg § 3 22 uii i^i-i)S’?oMr??or?hS’:JsSr%5sr;;ihis;;; 
All 10 3-00 1.80 sop ISlRVaS wss 

can. 

Oin % 
Q* 90 
All 

Din % 
Q* 90 
All 

Dim % 
Q* 70 
All 

u M s 41. A detachment was conducting pre-mission 
9 1.22 0.42 planning for a real Special 

?8Ki bS'! vi'S asf‘ss'.srsta w. f«^FSS' 
was put in the dumpster, the mission could have 
been canceled. 

N H S 80. This SF officer was carrying classified 
9 1 67 1.89 documents. This officer went to a *'cstaurant 

10 r.60 1.80 for dinner. This officer did not v<ant to be 
burdened with the documents 
locked the classified information In the trunk 
of his rental car. The car was stolen, along 
with the documents. 

N H S 38. This 18E went out of the base camp to make 
7 6.57 0.73 contact with the base station using HF 

10 6.70 0.64 equipment; he took Two locals with him to 
provide security on site. Prior to ^®P**^T1ng 
the area, the 18E checked the areas where 
locals were providing security, and found pocket 
litter pertaining to sensitive activities that 
would be performed at a later time. 
delivered the pocket litter to his intelligence 
and team sergeant. The two 
informants working for the opposition under 
duress. 

N H S 94. A team member was tasked to >’“®^?ta1n the 
2 5.50 0.50 Intelligence play for an exercise. This team 
3 6.33 0.94 member maintained the situation Mp, ^ 
2 5 00 0.00 up-to-date on developing situations, and briefed 
2 5.50 0.50 the detachment members on IW^ftant 

10 5.80 0.87 Information. The P«t;chment the threat 
scenario and were up-to-date on the exercise 
course. 

01ra H 
R* 90 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
R* 80 
All 

Dim H 
E 22 
R* 78 
All 

Dim H 
R* 70 
All 

Dim 
E 30 
R* 60 
All 

Dim \ 
A 20 
B 20 
R* 50 
All 

N M S 57. During a training exercise, cne soiuic.^ 
9 1.78 1.03 were shooting light machine guns. This 188 was 

10 1.90 1.04 firing a PKM and had a run away. This 18B 
failed to control the run away. The team 
sergeant reprimanded this 18B. 

N M S 132. This SF soldier was given a mission of 
2 4 50 0.50 employing an 84iBi recolless rifle on an enemy 
8 6.00 1.94 road Junction. This soldier set his weapon in a 

10 5.70 1.85 properly concealed site within range of the iu D./w 1.03 gp soldier effectively engaged 
the target area. 

N H S 30. On a live fire range, an H-16 was not 
2 6.00 1.00 continuously firing. This 18B looked «t the 
7 5 57 0.49 ejection part while the weapon was . 
9 5!67 0.67 determined that It had a short 

It by staggering the gas rings. The weapon was 
repaired. 

N H S 14. Three detachment members trained for and 
7 1.71 1.16 took the EIB test. This 18B did not 

10 2.20 1.89 successfully perform the task 
reduce stoppage on a machine gun within the 
prcscrlbed^tlme. This 18B was the only one of 
the three unable to perform the task, even 
though he should have been proficient on it. He 
did not get the EIB. 

N H S 106. The detachment was on the range using 
3 5.67 0.94 M60s. One H60 was new t>ut would not 
6 6.33 0.47 18B took the M60 that would not fire off the 

10 5.60 1.69 line, and disassembled and Inspected It. This 
18B found that a round was in the weawn and 
concluded that the ejector was not collapsino, 
thereby preventing the bolt Tron moving all the 
way forward. This 18B disassembled the bolt and 
cut the ejector spring down 1 1/2 colls. The 
weapon functioned and training was completad. 

N M S 61. An 188, while deployed overseas, wasgtvlng 
2 5.50 0.50 Instruction to Indigenous soldiers on a WP 
2 6.00 l.OO pistol. Of the 20 students, nine ©t th®",J®b 
5 6.20 0.75 weapons that were not functioning. This 18B 

10 6.10 0.83 disassembled, repaired, and **®;;55®^®JJ*'2 
nine weapons within an hour. This created a 
safer exercise and taught the Indigenous 
soldiers how to maintain their weapons. 

01m S 
£* 33 
J 22 
R» 33 
All 

Dim H 
N* 70 
R 30 
All 

Dim % 
F* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
R 30 
All 

N H s 47. While conducting a range fire for machine 
3 5.67 0.94 guns, a number of the host nation weapons were 
2 5.00 0.00 malfunctioning. This IBB set up 
3 ^33 0.47 the side to test and repair each of the faulty 
9 5.67 0.82 systems. Training was completed. 

N H S 90. An 18B was live firing an 84nn 
7 2.43 1.18 rifle. This 18B did not have his body turned 
3 3,00 1.63 perpendicular to the weapon system ajJ thus 

10 2.60 1.36 exposed his legs to the Back blast area. The 
18B received minor burns. 

N H S 50. This SF soldier was firing the 
3 2.33 0.94 gun. The spare barrel was not wr^d the 
2 7.00 0.00 machine gun so this soldier could jot be sure 
1 1 67 0 94 that the spare barrel belonged to that gun. 

10 2!90 2!21 This SF soldier decided to nj® the gun anyway 
and replace the barrel when It became hot with 
the spare barrel. The soldier was reprimanded 
for snowing disregard for the weapon. 

N H S 120. During a class on the 
5 3.00 1.41 18B was learning the seguence ot 3°5K]no 
3 2.33 0.94 systems.^ While attempting^to iwk the breach 

Dim H 
F 20 
N* 30 
R* 30 
All 

01m H 
B 20 
E* 30 
J 20 
R* 30 
All 

N H S 120. During a class on the 
5 3.00 1.41 18B was learning the seguence ot 3°5K]no 
3 2.33 0.94 systems. While attempting to lock the breach 

10 3 30 1.73 system, this 18B mistakenly caught his finger In 
the breach. After letting out a 
18B regained control. He opened the breach and 
removed his finger. 

N H S 88. This SF NCO was not sure bw to PUt 
n « nA A nA anH timlno OH H .50 CBlIber 1000106 

3 1.67 0.47 witnouc telling anyuuo ucivic 
10 1 ?o 0 40 machine Qun blew up, scattering small bits of 
10 1.20 0.40 Sestroying the weapon beyond repair. 

N H s 7. The host nation had three inoperable 
2 7.00 0.00 War Il-era recoilless rifles that were J!««b«b to 
3 5.67 0.47 conduct training/operations. This 18B rebuilt 

i lf3 tl ln 
10 6.40 0.80 

operated through all training and for upwards of 
two years In actual operations. 
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46. This 18B was adjusting 8inn mortar fire 
observed the strike of the first round. While 
nakina adjustments for the next three rounds, 
this 18B continued to use the wrong OT factor. 
Another 18B used the proper OT factor and 
embarrassed this 16B by hitting the target with 
the very next round. 

Dim 5 
S* 89 
All 

N H S 
8 2.50 0.87 
9 3.00 1.63 

Dim \ 
N 20 
S* 80 
All 

Dim ,5 
S* 70 
All 

Dim % 
N 40 
S* 60 
All 

Dim % 
F 30 
R 20 
S* 50 
All 

Dim % 
F 40 
S* 50 
All 

Dim % 
F 20 
H* 40 

40 
All 

69. An 18B was Mklng large deflection changes 
i i.uu u.uu with the HZZ4 6O1111 «>rtar. This 188 aligned his 
8 2.00 1.12 sights on another mortar system s aiming poles. 
.0 1.80 1.08 A round was fired outside the range fan. 

WHS 
2 1.00 0.00 

10 

N M S 10. An SF battalion was shooting 4.2 mortars on 
7 1.00 0.00 a hill top. The FO decided to hit something In 

10 lioo o:oO clo«ynd>lled It In to the FOC. The charge 
for this shot was 6 3/4. This SF NCO 
responsible for ensuring the use of correct 
charges put what he thought was a 6 3/4 charge 
In place, but was In fact a 1 3/4 charge — 3 
1/4 Mlow minimum. This NCO had taken the 5 
charge powder bag off the round. The round was 
fired and fell less than 150 meters from the 
gun; the round detonated. 

N H S 130. The team was conducting a 60nn live fire. 
4 1.50 0.50 This 188 did not ""ove the proper jjount of 
6 1.67 0.75 charges. The round landed In a restricted 

10 1.60 0.66 area. 

N M S 125. This 188 was tasked with emplacing a mortar 
3 1.00 0.00 firing position In support of his unit s 
2 1.50 0.50 patrol.*^ The ground to be covered was jaje JJP of 
5 1,40 0.80 a variety of terrains. This 18B selected to 

10 1.30 0.64 emplace nis mortar firing position In an 
lu i.ju eSSremely large, open field next to an occupied 

house. The mortar firing position was spotted 
by enemy troops and fired upon. 

N M S 29, This 18B was the gunner for an M224 60nin 
4 1.50 0,87 mortar. While preparing to fire the weapon in 
5 3.20 0.75 the hand-held mode, this 18B told his anmunltlon 

10 2.40 1.11 bearer to set the round for charge one. The 
anounltlon bearer stated that this was the wong 
charge setting. This 18B did not agree with the 
ammunition bearer and fired the weapons system. 
The rounds were fired short because the weapons 
system moved when It was fired. 

Dim % 
N 30 
S* 50 
All 

Dim H 
N 40 
S* 50 
All 

Dim % 
H 20 
0 30 
S* 40 
All 

Dim % 
F 30 
5* 40 
All 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 1.00 0.00 

10 1.00 0.00 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.30 
5 6.00 0.89 

10 5.80 l.OB 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
3 5.67 1.25 
4 6.00 0.71 

10 6.00 1.00 

N H S, 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 5.75 1.30 

10 5.70 1.27 

N H S 
2 6.00 1.00 
4 6.00 1.22 
4 6.00 0.71 

10 6.00 1.00 

Dim % 
N* 60 
S 30 
All 

N M 
6 1.33 0.47 
3 1.67 0.94 

10 1.60 0.80 

12. This SF NCO was In charge of a mortar 
range. After the call for mortar adjustment was 
made, this NCO did not see that the number one 
gun was almost horizontal. This NCO jot 
observe the tube positions and S^e 
soldiers to drop their round. The round came 
back down within 10 feet of the guns. Injuring 
three men—one seriously. 

116. During a unit mortar range fire, the mortar 
section was laid In and ready. This range 
safety 18B came to do a pre-check prior to 
launching rounds and directed the gun crew to 
raise their tube to the maximum elevation. The 
gun crew did not fire Into the overhanging tree. 

107. This SF soldier was tasked to provide base 
camp defense. He had a working knowledge of the 
wea^n system within the country. This soldier 
acquired five 60ni8 mortars and effectively 
emplaced them within the base camp's perIwter. 
The base camp had an extra measure of Indirect 
fire protection. 

97. This 18B was In charge of running a fire 
direction center and missed a plot on his 
plotting board. This 18B checked his data 
against that of his subordinates and saw that 
his data differed. This 18B checked his 
plotting board and then changed his data. The 
correct'^data was sent and the guns were fired 
correctly. 

89. This 188 Mt settllno «5*se plate of an 
Siam mortar. After firing the first three 
rounds, the base plate still would not settle 
firmly In the ground. This 18B chose an 
alternate location. After firing the Tljst 
three rounds In the new location, the base plate 
settled. There were no Injuries. 

74. An 18B was a range safety NCO for a 60nn 
mortar range. He was to check all 
sight alignments before a tube was fired. This 
IBB falleo to check the data on a gun and told a 

D1a H 
A* 60 
S 20 
All 

N H S 
6 6.50 0.76 
2 6.00 0.00 

10 6.40 0.66 

Student to fire the rortar which was 
another system's aiming stakes. The round was 
fired outside the range fan. 

13. This 18B was selected as NCOIC of Indirect 
fire training. The weapons sergeant's WIs were 
clear, concise, and to xhe point. In addition, 
he conducted cUssroom instruction at night so 
the firing range was at maximum utilization 
during the day, with very little down time. All 
personnel were trained. 
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27. An SF soldier was demonstrating the tactics 
used In selecting a mortar sight. This SF 
instructor used real life experiences to point 
out the good and bad ways to do the task. An 
easy learning environment was created. 

Dim ^ 
A* 100 
All 

N H S 
11 6.18 0.83 
11 6.18 0.83 

Dim \ 
A* 82 
All 

Din V 
A* 73 
All 

Dim \ 
A* 73 
All 

N M S 
9 6.33 0.67 

11 6.00 0.95 

N H $ 
6 6.00 1.12 

11 5.73 1.29 

01m % 
A* 73 
All 

01ffl % 
A* 64 
All 

78. This 18C was eonductina cross-training with 
the detachment on electrical and non-electrical 
firing devices. He started at the 55*^9 
and worked with team members Individually when 
necessary until all team members were 
proficient. After the training, the whole team 
was able to set up electrical and non-electrical 
firing devices. 

31. This SF soldier was to conduct night 
movement with host nation Joyces. This SF 
soldier showed the host nation soldiers the 
night vision devices before the TOvement. This 
SF®soldier explained how the devices would be 
used for link-up and during the movement, p® 
amount of time required for the movement was cut 
down as the soldiers knew how to use the 
equipment. 

H M S 75. During FID operations In Kuwait, an SF 
8 6.13 0.60 A-detachment was training a *^iJwjJt1§F company 

11 6.36 0.64 In MONT operations, with the detachment s senior 
engineer tcachlno social breaching 
demolitions. This SF soldier trained one 
Kuwaiti soldier spoke English and had 
passable demolitions knwledge 1" spec^l 
breaching techniques. Together, ^5®y 
to train one man per squad In the construction 
and use of these techniques. 

N H S 13. An SF NCO was serving as the primary 
8 1.25 0.43 Instructor. This soldier did not ’^ahej”® ^Ja¬ 

il 1.45 0.89 material with anyone. "^nutes Into th® POJ. 
this SF NCO forgot his train of thought, walked 
off stage, and never came back. The assistant 
Instructor Jumped In and tap danced through the 
POI. 

H H S 18. An SF OOA was tasked with teaching a 
7 6.57 0.49 foreign SF unit technical mountain climbing 

11 6.36 0.64 skills. Although the US SF team had sewal 
hundred thousand dollars worth of high speed 
equipment, they knew the other SF team wuld 
neversee such^equlpment. This SF soldier 
taught the foreign students using cheap, 
fabricated equipment such as large nuts and 
bolts on ropes as pieces for protection. The 
fabricated equlw^nt was cheap, ®«y to obtain, 
and very effective — making tne technical 
mountain climbing techniques applicable to these 
foreign students. 

Dim % 
A* 64 
T 27 
All 

01ffl % 
A* 55 
All 

N M $ 
7 1.57 0.49 
n 3.00 0.00 

98. This 18C was giving Instructions to^ 
■ loiltlons stSdeiti «°s dSi,'(itioXs7;sbsr Th s iBc dw 

not give clear Instructions on the firing 
11 2’ia ol94 sequence. A student pulled the firing device 

too soon as the time of detonation was not known. 

N H 5 158. The team ws training In n®<11cal treatront 
6 5.17 1.07 procedures. One of the tasks was to start an 

11 4.W 1.77 IV. This SF soldier could not find a vein In 
*.# jy needle after 2 or 3 tries 

on two Individuals. This SF soldier was given 
extra training on Inserting needles properly 
using fruit as a target. 

01m H 
A* 45 
All 

01m % 
A* 45 
I 27 
All 

N H S 
5 1.40 0.80 

11 1.27 0.62 

N H S 
5 5.80 0.98 
3 5.33 1.25 

11 5.45 1.78 

Dim \ 
A* 40 
B 30 
All 

01m H 
A 36 
I* 45 
All 

01m % 
A* 36 
J 27 
All 

Dim % 
A 27 
B* 64 
All 

Dim \ 
A* 27 
0* 27 
All 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.50 
3 6,00 0.82 

10 6.50 0.67 

N H S 
4 6.00 1.00 
5 5.80 0.98 

11 5.62 0.94 

N H S 
4 5.50 0.50 
3 7.00 0.00 

11 6.18 0.83 

N H S 
3 5.00 0.82 
7 6.14 1.12 

U 5,82 1.11 

N H S 
3 5.33 1.25 
3 5.67 0.47 

11 5.91 1,00 

warned about his mistakes and removed from the 
Instructor's role. 

48. This lec was tasked to teach host nation 
soldiers about the 63 rifle assembly/dlsass^ly 
and was given two months to prepare. This 18C 
did not ask for guidance from his two I88s and 
only picked up the weapon once prior to giving 
hIsMass. During class, this 18C did not know 
how to take the bolt apart and had to ask for 
assistance on how to disassemble the bolt and 
perform a functions check. The soldiers of the 
host nation thought the 18B was incompetent. 

37. During a training mission, an SF soldier 
was to crimp a B-cap as part of a ring-main. 
The soldier was terrified of explosives and 
could not make himself crimp the cap. Whan this 
18C asked If all caps were crimped, the soldier 
responded In the affirmative. As the fuse 
igniters were pulled, this 18C noticed that one 
charge was not crimped and crimped the cap 
before going up the range. This 18C pulled 
aside the soldier, talked to him to give him 
some confidence, and sent him down the range to 
try again. The soldier crimped the cap 
appropriately. 

127. This 18C needed to show the host nation 
commander how to improve his defense and 
his soldiers. This 18C built a terrain model to 
scale of a host nation camp to show the 
connander where to emplace bunkers and guard 
posts. The host nation connander had the 
modifications started on the camp. 

116. Selected team members were tasked to train 
host nation soldiers. This SF soldier who was 
not assigned a training class assisted others by 
making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 
charts, and lUtening to practice classes. The 
Instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

66. This 18B attended a SERE course. This 188 
saw the need for survival training his 
own team and came up with a week's twining plan 
for movement and dally procedures. This 18B 
also developed a standardized survival kit for 
the team. The team conducted survival training 
and used the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

72. This 18C was In charge of 
soldiers. The group was waiting for J®»l)t1on» 
equipment to arrive. While waiting, this 18C 
had the Indigenous soldiers go over some drill 
and ceremony techniques they had learned ««rll®J 
that day. The Indigenous conmander observed the 
group practicing and was happy with the 
professional training that was consistently 
given by the SF team. 

107. While training guerrilla forces, this SF 
soldier realized he was losing their attention. 
This SF soldier began to speak In Spanish with a 
Korean accent. The guerrilla ^Sjces laug^d so 
hard that they started paying attention again. 

01ir % 
A* 55 
T 36 
All 

N M S 2. This IBC was In charge of the team's 
6 6.33 0.75 demolitions training. This 1®$. 
4 6.00 1.22 excellent knowledge of calculating charges and 

11 6.09 1.00 had the class participate In step-by-step 
li o.u» i.w ScvelopHfhe same. Training was 

achieved with no Injuries or waste of material. 

Dim % 
A* 55 
All 

Din % 
A* 55 
N 36 
All 

N H S 41. An SF commo sergeant had prepared classes 
6 6.33 0.75 on the use of the radio for a group of soldiers 

11 6.09 0,79 In a third world country. Although he had been 
Informed that these personnel were well 
educated, upon arrival he found that they had 
little or no education. This SF co™ sergeant 
reorganized his classes to the level of the 
audience. The soldiers were trained and came 
away with a positive attitude. 

N H S 62. This 18C was giving a class on demolitions 
6 1.67 0.47 techniques to Indigenous personnel, teaching 
4 L25 1.09 them how to use TNi. This 18C gave the block of 

11 2.09 1.00 instruction very quickly and left out some 
safety precautions such as safe distances and 
the handling of blasting cops. The soldier was 
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87. The SF team was on « deployment. Provide 
Comfort, working 1n one of the ISSLio.* 
along tde Turkish/Iraal border. This Idler 
never missed a day walking through the cam to 

Dim k 
B* 100 
All 

N H S 
11 6.45 0.78 
11 6.45 0,78 

Dim \ 
B* 100 
All 

N H 
11 6.00 0.85 
11 6.00 0.85 

Dim % 
B* 91 
All 

Dim % 
B* 91 
All 

H H 
10 1.30 0.46 
11 1.45 0.66 

N M S 
10 6.60 0.66 
11 6,64 0.64 

01m % 
6* 91 
All 

Dim k 
B* 82 
All 

N H S 
10 6.70 0.46 
11 6.55 0.66 

N M 
9 2.00 0.47 

11 2.00 0.60 

Dim % 
A 27 
B* 64 
All 

ft H S 
3 5.00 0.82 
7 6.14 1.12 

11 5.82 1.11 

01m N H S 
B* 55 6 2.67 1.11 
All 11 3.73 1.71 

participated In tea time, customary In the 
region, and shared his JSlJh th- 
soldier's actions Improved relations with the 
Kurdish people In the camp and In the 
surrounding area. 

89. In preparation for an upcoming deplojwnt. 
this 180A told the team that It was part of his 
standard operation Pjocedure for every man to 
bring some extra comfort Items with him v®i5li4 
laundry soap, shampoo, toothpaste, canned food, 
clothes). During the deplo^nt, the ISOA 
organized the team to distribute these Items to 
some of the local people. Rapport was 
established between the team members and the 
indigenous forces and people. 

132. While deployed In a foreign country, this 
SF soldier went out drinking. Thjf SF soggier 
oot Into a fight with a local civilian. This 
caused tension between SF and the local populace. 

140. While In Africa, this team seraeant was 
told to meet with the Indigenous colonel at 
0530. This team seraeant, “PO" arriving at the 
colonel's tent, was Informed that It was the 
host nation's tradition that the eldest In the 
village eat goat's eyes; the team sergeant was 
the oldest and was to receive this great honor. 
This team seraeant ate the floats eyes. The 
colonel was pleased and Impressed as he/;ew 
this was not something Americans usually ate, 
particularly before coffee. 

8. While in a pre-combat (conflict 
preparation) environment, the King of Saudi 
Arabia visited the confinement area and the 
detachment members attended a wal. This SF 
soldier demonstrated an 
awareness of the culture and fit In with the 
host's situation. The King and his entourage 
were Impressed bv the soldier's 
the culture and language and Oy T^® .^®al wip 
which the soldier demonstrated the desire to 
work with the host nation. 

60. During a deployment for training In a 
fSfilgi! countrv.^hVs 18C became par!leularly 
close with a platoon among the Indigenous 
forces. This 18C started to show favoritism to 
that platoon during training by always sitting 
them In front for classes, ajj^ing them to go 
first during practical exercises, and giving 
them first shot at limited training resources 
(e.g., anmunltlon). The rest of tne ^J]^^0®J2US 
forces were aware of the favoritism and became 
annoyed, hurting rapport and training 
effectiveness. 

72. This 18C was In charge of 25 
soldiers. The group was waiting for 
eaulpment to arrive. While waiting, this 18C 
had the Indigenous soldiers go over some <lr111 
and ceremony techniques they bad learned earlier 
that day. The Indigenous coninander observed the 
group practicing and was happy with the 
professional training that was consistently 
given by the SF team. 

34. A squad of indigenous personnel was being 
led by an NCO In the wona direction. This SF 
soldier stopped the NCO, informed him of the 
error, and took over the lead. The squad was 
taken to the correct location. 

Dim H 
A* 40 
6 30 
All 

Dim k 
_ 27 
D* 36 
All 

N M S 
4 6.50 0.50 
3 6.00 0.82 

10 6.50 0.67 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.25 0.83 

11 6.55 0.66 

was being made. The students were able to build 
up to over 3 pull-ups and complete the airborne 
training. 

127. This 18C needed to show the host nation 
conroander how to Improve his defense and protect 
his soldiers. This 18C built a terrain model to 
scale of a host nation camp to show the 
commander where to emplace bunkers and guard 
posts. The host nation conaander had the 
modifications started on the camp. 

115. At a Kurdish refugee camp, there «re 
150.000 refugees and very few Interpreters for a 
two-month time period, this 18B decided to Jind 
a way to communicate with the refugees, so he 
found an English-speaking Kurd and created a 
dictionary tor all the SF soldiers to use. By 
the end of the mission, he and the rest of the 
unit could speak with the refugees and better 
ease their suffering. 

Dim S 
B* 45 
All 

N H S 67. Two 18Cs were placed to observe a patrol of 
5 6.60 0.49 foreign soldiers. One of the soldiers climbed a 

11 6,18 0.94 tree to get a better vlw of the target and 
out of tne tree. This 18C splinted the boat 
nation soldier's leg and directed the ^jdlflenous 
forces on how to make a stretcher. He then 
directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event Increased the Indigenous force's 
confidence In the SF, 

Dim % 
B* 36 
All 

N H S 108. An airborne school was being run for 
4 5.50 0.50 foreign nationals using the American JujP school 

11 5.36 1.07 standsrd for pull-ups, 2"* *''* 
foreign nationals could do more than 3 ... 
pull-ups. This SF soldier lowered the standard 
without making It look like a major adjustment 
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Din % N M S 55. While in a Middle Eastern country, this SF 
c* 55 6 5.17 0.69 soldier was stopped at a stop 
All 11 5.73 1.29 cross traffic to clear, A ^^cal civilian 

rear-ended the soldier s car. .civilIan s 
brakes had failed on the wet road.] The local 
police stated that the accident would not have 
happened If the SF soldier had not been their 
country. The SF soldier convinced the civilian 
to sign a statement saying that Indeed the 
civilian was at fault. Thus, no charges were 
brought against the SF soldier and the vehicle 
was repaired. 

01m ^ 
C* 45 
I 27 
All 

N H S 94. This SF team member had no medical 
5 3.20 1.94 training. While a medic was treating a medical 
3 1.67 0.94 emergency (heat casualty), this team member 

11 2 73 1.91 tried to get him to stop treatment so that the 
medic could operate a computer to flej ai 
report out. The medic ignored the team member 
and now has complete contempt for him. 

01m ^ 
C* 36 
I 27 
All 

Dim % 
C 27 
I* 45 
All 

\ N H S 74. A soldier was causing 
36 4 3.75 1.09 whole platoon by showing up late and falling to 
27 3 4.00 2.45 complete his work. The platoon was being 

1 11 4.27 1.76 punished because of him, but the soldier told 
them he did not care. This platoon sergeant 
decided to have a class on hand-to-hand, having 
the trouble-maker "volunteer," Rapport between 
the platoon sergeant and the platoon 
strengthened. 

% N H S 20. A team sergeant was very i«sjcure about his 
27 3 4.00 1.63 authority. He would complain to the OW, 
45 5 5.80 1.17 claiming that the team leader was dolna his 

1 11 5.00 1.41 Job. This team leader confronted the team 
I 3.UU Sergeant and told him to quit sniveling to the 

ODA and start acting like a team sergeant. This 
team leader told him to do his Job and the OOA 
would back him 100%. The team sergeant changed 
his attitude and proceeded to do his Job. 

s N M S 54. An SF team was training an Indigenous 
27 3 2.33 1.25 force. This SF soldier did 
36 4 2,00 0.71 Other team members and kept to himself when he 

II ^ 11 2.09 1.00 was not conducting training. The 
soldiers could sense the tension and lost some 
of their confidence in the team. 

% N H s 11. Two team members were alw^s fighting with 
C 27 3 5.00 1.63 each other. Once, the «nt1re OOA was 
I* 64 7 4.71 1.03 embarrassed In a bar because of these two team 
All 11 5.00 1.35 members. This team sergeant had the J®®" ® 

circle, placed the trouble makers in the middle, 
tied tfieir hands together and removed their 
shoes. The two team members fought until they 
lay on the ground out of breath; the men are 
now the best of friends. 



Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon 0: (Problem name - IBCA) 

01n % 
0* 82 
All 

OlB % 
0* 82 
All 

D1b % 
0* 73 
All 

OlB % 
0* 55 
0 36 
All 

N M S 25, This 18C neoded to obtain transport for h1s 
9 5.78 1.03 detachment In a foreign country. He used his 

11 5.91 1.00 knowledge of the host country's language to talk 
to a truck driver. This 18C obtained the truck 
driver for his unit and the detachment was able 
to travel to and froo necessary locations 
easily. 

9 5.78 0,79 lost. This tea* mcBber was able to communicate 
11 5.27 1.35 with a local In the native language. The local 

gave the teas directions to the area they wanted 
to visit. 

106. While 1n a foreign country, the A team got 
lost. This tea* mcBber was able to communicate 

8 5.75 1.48 In engineering skills. This 18C asked the 
11 5.73 1.29 participants to help him with his Spanish as he 

taught the« about demolitions, obstacles, and 
mines. This 18C Improved In his language skills 
while the host nation forces became familiar 
with the basic engineering skills. 

N M S 95. During deploy^nt to a foreign country, 
6 6.33 0.94 this 18B was tasked to teach « class In Spanish 
4 6,50 0.50 about certain weapons. This 18B did not speak 

11 6.36 0.77 Spanish very well. This 18B spent many hours 
after duty practicing Spanish with a local 
Indigenous person. He was able to teach the 
class. 

17. This 18C was Instructing host nation forces 
n engineering skills. This 18C asked the 

01b % N H S 
D* 45 5 6.20 0.98 
I 27 3 6.33 0.47 
All 11 6.09 0.90 

Dim % 
D* 45 
All 

DIb % 
0 45 
J* 55 
All 

N K S 
5 1.80 1.17 

11 1.91 1.00 

N M S 
5 6.20 0.98 
6 5.33 1.11 

11 5.73 1.14 

1m % N M S 
B 27 3 7.00 0.00 
0* 36 4 6,25 0.83 
All 11 6.55 0.66 

144. A team was extremely well trained and 
prepared In all areas but that of language 
proficiency. Tills team leader ordered that only 
Spanish would be spoken during the workday among 
team members. This team leader made a game out 
of It, making anyone who was caught speaking 
English do push-ups. The team greatly increased 
Its capability to coomunlcate In conversational 
Spanish. 

83. This HCO graduated from the basic Spanish 
course. This SF HCO did not work to maintain 
his proficiency with Spanish. When sent to a 
Spanish-speaking country to participate In a 
company exercise. It took longer for this NCO to 
co^ete tasks and the Indigenous forces were 
not receptive to hiB. 

51. This NCO was stationed In Germany for 4 1/2 
years. This soldier taught himself to read, 
write, and speak German during his first tour 
without formal instruction. He passed his 
language test with an original rating of 1+/2. 

115, At a Kurdish refugee camp, there were 
150,000 refugees and very few Interpreters for a 
two-month time period. This 18B decided to find 
a way to conminlcate with the refugees, so he 
found an English-speaking Kurd and created a 
dictionary for all the SF soldiers to use. By 
the end of the alsslon, he and the rest of the 
unit could speak with the refugees and better 
ease their suffering. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension E: (Problei naae • 18CA) 

Din H N H S 65. While conducting mounted operations, this 
£* 64 7 6.29 0.70 detachment developed one more flat tire than 
All 

N H S 65. While conducting mounted operations, this 
7 6.29 0,70 detachment developed one more flat tire than 

11 6.00 0.95 they had spare tires; they didn't have a tire 
plug kit. This SF soldier carved a tire plug 
out of a piece of mesquite and used gasket 
sealer to help seal the plug Into the tire 
tread. The tire held air and the detachment 
continued the mission. 

Dim H 
E* 45 
P* 45 
All 

Dim % 
E 36 
T* 55 
All 

OlB S 
E* 36 
U 27 
All 

01m % 
E* 27 
All 

Ola \ 
E 27 
U* 36 
All 

01b % 
E* 27 
L* 27 
All 

Dim % 
E* 27 
T* 27 
U* 27 
All 

N H S 
5 6.00 1.26 
5 6.00 0.89 
a 6.00 1.04 

N H S 
4 6.75 0.43 
6 6.00 1.15 

11 6.27 0.96 

N H S 
4 5.50 0.50 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 5.82 0.94 

N M S 
3 5.33 0.47 
a 5.36 1.15 

9. The battalion team leaders and team 
sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
that met all of higher conmand's requirements 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few. If any, 
significant problems In this area. 

22. The team had a demolition mission but their 
firing system was not operating. This 18C was 
able to construct a field expedient firing 
device. The mission was a success. 

119. This SF soldier was to teach a basic 
demolitions class to foreign officers. This SF 
soldier did not have any training aids. This SF 
soldier used the resources available to make the 
necessary training aids to teach the course, 
cutting down trees with explosives to teach 
calculations. The training aids were 
instrumental in getting the training across to 
the students. 

156. A range was planned to conduct 6RM with the 
H16. Upon getting to the range. It was found 
that anaunltlon was not available. This 188 did 
not cancel training, but had the team meMrs 
switch to dry firing training Instead, Good 
training was conducted despite the lack of 
annunition. 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 0,71 

11 6.00 1.35 

N H S 
3 5.33 0.47 
3 5.67 0.94 

11 5.55 1.37 

N M S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 6.00 0.82 
3 6.00 0.62 

11 6.18 0.72 

15. During an operation, the team needed to 
transport several heavy Items a great distance. 
This team engineer notked a farm with 
broken-down equipment In the field. He 
developed a system to transport the Items by 
rearranging the wheels and some of the metal 
pipes. The mission was completed on time. 

12. The detachment was conducting small boat 
operations off the Maine coast. This 18C was 
tossed overboard due to engine problews,and hkh 
seas. This 18C kept himself afloat while giving 
Instructions on how to repair the engine to 
those left In the boat. The engine ws 
repaired, the 18C was recovered, and the mission 
was completed without further Incident. 

43. The team was conducting a DA mission on a 
railroad bridge and part of their equipnnt was 
compromised prior to the Interdiction of the 
target. This 18C produced the necessary 
demolitions materials from a very nustere 
environment. The mission was accomplished. 

Dim 
0* 

I 
J 

% 

30 
20 
20 

K* 30 
All 

H M S 134, This team member wanted to learn another 
3 1.00 0.00 language Instead of Korean. He put up quite a 
2 1.00 0.00 fuss until he found out that people were going 
2 1.00 0.00 to Sogan University 1n Korea; he bumped out 
3 1.00 0.00 someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply 

10 1.00 0.00 himself and came back to the team without a 
rating or any workable knowledge of the 
language. A slot that could have been taken by 
someone who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

Dim % 
A* 27 
0* 27 
All 

N H S 107. While training guerrilla forces, this SF 
3 5.33 1.25 soldier realized he was losing their attention. 
3 5.67 0.47 This SF soldier began to speak in Spanish with a 

11 5.91 1.00 Korean accent. The guerrilla forces laughed so 
hard that they started paying attention again. 

Dim \ N M S 5. The battalion needed 5.56 rounds to conduct 
E 20 2 5.50 1.50 a range but had failed to forecast for the 
G 20 2 3.00 0.00 rounds. This SF soldier went to external 
J* 40 4 6.50 0.50 sources to secure rounds. The unit was able to 
All 10 5.10 1.81 conduct the training. 

Dim 
E 
U* 

% 

20 
60 

All 

N H S 155. An A-team was asked to train CQB to 
2 6.50 0.50 Indigenous personnel. No CQB range was 
6 6,33 0,75 available so this 18C purchased material and 

10 6.10 0.83 built one. training went on as scheduled. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension F: {Problem name • 18CA) 

Diin k N H S 26. During a combat assault on a hot land zone, 
55 6 5.83 0.90 thii SF soldier was told to fire 

N 36 4 4.25 1.48 direction even though SF 
All 11 5.36 1.43 personnel on his side of the 'Sl^o 

Soldier fired his weapon In such a 
avoid the friendlies. None of the friendly 
personnel were hurt. 

rum k M M 5 118. A arouD of SF soldiers were static in a 
55 6 6.33 1.11 hide s1?e oSserving an 

All 11 6.27 1.05 of a sudden It was comproiBlsed. 
AM n o.^/ qrtbbei^ the radio, called In Tire on the 

advancing enemy assauk force, and called for an 
emergency exfiltration. The team was able to 
distract and destroy the enemy so the SF 
soldiers could escape. 

^ II M 8 32. A reconnaissance element was to link up 
as 5 1 80 0 75 with the remainder of the SF team. This team 

r 27 3 2 67 0 47 leader decided that the reconnaissance element 
S 27 3 2 67 1 25 should move from a prominent piece of terrain to 
"ah 11 1:27 oisi liSk upwith the t.S». r.ther ;^an the tea. 

meeting the reconnaissance element at the 
prominent point. Link “P Took longer than 
expected as did the amount of time taken to 
reach the objective. 

r\*m t M H s 153 An SF team leader went to recon a SAH-2 
°^F* 45 5 5.80 1.17 site. This 18C asked whether a radar control 

All 11 5.73 1.14 van was on the site and the team ^ 
” there was not one present. Once this 18C got to 

thelarget area, he 1<lent1f1ed the Presence of a 
radar control van. He changed his method of 
engagement Inmedlately. The proper destruction 
of the SW1-2 site was accomplished. 

01a ^ 
F 27 
T* 36 
All 

3 1.67 0.47 conventional forces. The team was put of fuel 
3 2.00 1.41 for its vehicle and was unaMe to obtain any 

11 2.18 1.03 through Its supply chain. This team ae^r ^k 
some fuel from a nearby conventional unit. The 
conventional unit felt this team member had 
stolen the fuel and did not supply the team with 
needed help later on. 

N M S 10. This 18C was to disarm a U.S. 
3 2.33 1.25 anti-personnel mine In a hasty Protective 
4 1.75 0.83 minefield. Upon entering the mine field and 

11 1.73 0.96 probing, the soldier located the This 16C 
felt around the sides of the mine for booby 
traps, but did not find any before removing It, 
The mUe went off knocking out the 18C*s front 
teeth and blasting sand Into his eyes. 

Dim % 
F* 45 
All 

H H S 109. This IBC was tasked to lead a PJtrol 
5 6.00 0.63 against a surface-to-air missile (S^) J^Te. 
D o.uu u.Qo 'target was not where It was supposed tn h 11 6!o9 o!79 The target was not where It To be. 

This 18C adapted his plan and briefed the 
detachment members on the new one. The raid was 
successful. 

01m % 
F* 36 
H* 36 
All 

Dim V 
F* 36 
I 27 
U 27 
All 

Din % 
F* 30 
G 20 
I* 30 
All 

N M S 92. During a search and reconnaissance nlfslon. 
4 1.75 0.43 a 2-nan element was sent to p^^scTve an objective 
4 1 75 0.83 from a closer point. Prior to departure, the 

11 1*73 0.75 element was provided with a radio and advised to 
li i./j u. emergency or If observed by 

the enemy. This SF soldier took control of the 
radio and put it into his butt pack. This SF 
soldier did not secure the radio for ready 
access. When the element was compromised, it 
could not make radio contact due to the location 
of the radio. 

N H S 58. This 18C needed^to construct and f^lace a 
4 1.00 0.00 bridge connecting a base camp The TZ/OZ that 
3 1 33 0.47 was used to receive supplies. Other Team 
3 l!oo 0.00 members pointed out that he was 

11 1 09 0 29 build the bridge below the high water mark. 
11 1.09 ou This 18C would^not listen to Input from anyone. 

It rained and the bridge washed away. 

W H S 136. This 18C needed to construct and emplace a 
3 1 33 0.47 bridge connecting a base camp and the land 
2 1.50 0.50 zone/drop zone was used to receive 
3 1.33 0.47 create a chokepoint/control access. . Tjjj 

10 1.30 0.46 built the bridge below the JjTer high/flood 
level mark. It rained and the bridge washed 
away, leaving the team stranded awav from Its 
supplies (which were eventually stolen by 
locals). 

Dim % 
F* 30 
I* 30 
K* 30 
All 

01m \ 
F* 27 
G* 27 
All 

56. A new NCO took over as supply f^jjeant 
»iinn1u •at'nAJint fnitnn A 3 1.33 0.47 within a team. This supply s®Tgeant found a 

3 1 67 0.47 locker which many team members were using To 
3 2!67 1.70 keep spare items and turned ever^hlng over that 

10 1 80 1 17 was In the locker. When the soldiers returned 10 1.80 1.17 was^in Their equipment, they 
found It was not there and each of them was 
charged over $100. 

W H S 61. The OOA was given a difficult Je"»^JT1on 
3 6.00 0.82 mission during the battalion evaluation and this 
3 5.67 0.47 detachment engineer was fl1ve\The To 

11 6,00 0.74 plan the actions on the objective. All the 
detachment members were giving their advice on 
how to conduct the mission. Finally, this 
engineer told everybody to leave so he could 
figure out a plan. Although the plan the 
engineer came up with seemed too sWle to work, 
the target was destroyed In under half of the 
minimum estimate from the battalion staff. 

166. A team was deployed in an area occupied by 
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Retranslatlon’llstllirorincldents for Dimension G: (Problem name ■ 18CA) 

Dim % N H S 47. A night Insertion was planned for a 
G 36 4 1.50 0.50 sensitive mission. This elTlcer failed to get 
H* 45 5 1.40 0.49 the necessary maps for route to the 
All 11 1.36 0.48 pilots until take-off time. The pilots had to 

plan at night on the flight strip and one of the 

01b % 

F* 27 
G* 27 
All 

OlB % 
F* 45 
G 27 
M 27 
All 

01m % 
G 20 
H* 60 
J 20 
All 

01m % 
F* 30 
G 20 
I* 30 
All 

01m \ 
E 20 
G 20 
J* 40 
All 

plan at night on the TUght strip and one or tne 
3 elements was Inserted 8 kilometers south of 
the intended landing zone. 

N M S 61. The GOA was given a difficult *™olJt1on 
3 6.00 0,82 mission during the battalion 
3 5.67 0.47 detachment engineer was given The wifsioj To 

11 6.00 0.74 plan the actions on the objective. All the 
detachment members were giving their advice on 
how to conduct the mission. Finally, This 
engineer told everybody to leave so he could 
figure out a plan. Although the plan the 
engineer came*^up with seemed too 
the target was destroyed In under half of the 
minimum estimate from the battalion staff. 

N H S 32. A reconnaissance element was To link up 
5 1.80 0,75 with the remainder of the SF team. This tMm 
3 2.67 0.47 leader decided that The reconnaissance element 
3 2.67 1.25 should move from a prominent piece Terrain to 

11 2.27 0.96 link up with the team, rather than The team 
meeting the reconnaissance element at the 
prominent point. Link up took longer than 
expected as did the amount of time taken to 
reach the objective. 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
6 6.00 0.58 
2 5.50 0.50 

10 6.10 0.70 

N M S 
3 1,33 0.47 
2 1.50 0.50 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.30 0.46 

N H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
2 3.00 0.00 
4 6.50 0.50 

10 5.10 1.81 

133. This SF soldier had the mission of 
reporting back Intelligence on threat vehicles 
In a specified location. This SF soldier 
prepared for the mission by reviewing his thpat 
vehicles and preparing his equipment. The SF 
soldier acquired Intelligence on threat vehicles. 

136. This 18C needed to construct and emplace a 
bridge connecting a base camp and the land . 
zone/drop zone was used to receive supplies and 
create a chokepoint/control access. This 18C 
built the bridge below the water high/flood 
level mark. It rained and the bridge washed 
away, leaving the team stranded away from Its 
suppnes (which were eventually stolen by 
locals). 

5. The battalion needed 5.56 rounds to conduct 
a range but had failed to forecast for the 
rounds. This SF soldier went to external 
sources to secure rounds. The unit was able to 
conduct the training. 

Retraiislatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Hj (Problem name • 18CA) 

Oin, % N H S 124. This SF NCO was given 30 days notice that 
70 7 1.43 0.49 he was to Infiltrate an SF team onto a beach and 

All 10 1.30 0,46 spend 24 hours on the Island with them, pils 
NCO failed to bring his own food to the field. 
The team members had to share their food with 
h1m. 

Dim % 
G 20 
H* 60 
J 20 
All 

Dim H 
6 36 
H* 45 
All 

Dim % 
H* 45 
All 

Dim \ 
F* 36 
H* 36 
All 

N H S 133. This SF soldier had the mission of 
2 7.00 0.00 reporting back intelligence on threat vehicles 
6 6.00 0.58 In a specified location. This SF soldier 
2 5.50 0.50 prepared for the mission by reviewing his threat 

10 6.10 0.70 vehicles and preparing his equipment. The SF 
soldier acquired Intelligence on threat vehicles. 

Dim H 
H* 36 
All 

Dim % 
H* 27 
J* 27 
V* 27 
All 

Tllgence on threat vehicles. 

N H S 47. A night Insertion was planned for a 
4 1.50 0.50 sensitive mission. This officer failed to get 
5 1.40 0.49 the necessary maps for route Bionning To The 

11 1.36 0.48 pilots until take-off time. The pilots had to 
plan at night on the flight strip and one of the 
3 elements was Inserted 8 kilometers south of 
the Intended landing zone. 

N H S 69. This 18C was scheduled for 
5 2.20 1.94 an Indeterminate amount of time. He did not get 

11 2.00 1.41 his personal affairs In order before Ijjving. 
The colonel had to recall this 18C to the U.S. 
to take care of the personal problems after the 
ISC's wife created a scene at the colonel s 
office; the team was short one person for the 
duration of the mission. 

N H S 92. During a search and reconnaissance fission. 
4 1,75 0.43 a 2-man element was sent to observe an objective 
4 1.75 0.83 from a closer point. Prior to departure, the 

11 1.73 0.75 element was provided with a radio J"® ^1s«J To 
use it only In an emergency or If observed by 
the enemy. This SF soldier took control of the 
radio and put It into his butt pack. This SF 
soldier did not secure the radio for mdy 
access. When the element was compromised. It 
could not make radio contact due to the location 
of the radio. 

138. This 18C was packing a resuj 

It without askin 
back and repack 
necessary. 

N H S 138. This 18C was packing a resupply of food for 
4 2.00 0.71 his team. This 18C did not know now to pack the 

11 2.27 1.05 resupply bundle properly, hut procee^d to pack 
It without asking for help. This 18C had to go 

the bundle taking more time than 

N M S 139. An 18C was given the Job to help the 18E 
3 6.67 0.47 come up with the number of batteries the 
3 5.33 1,25 detachment would have to carry for the “^©"inj 
3 6.67 0.47 field exercise. Using “Th and his knowledge of 

11 6.27 0.96 electricity, this 18C was able to tell his team 
sergeant not only how many batteries To carry, 
but also how much energy 
batteries every time the 18E transmitted and/or 
received a message, and almost exactly how *eny 
receives/transmits each battery could make. Due 
to his work, the OOA was able to stay In the 
field longer than planned without having to 
carry or request additional unnecessary 
batteries. 

Dim % N H S 163. During a large scale exercise, this 18C was 
H* 27 3 6.33 0.47 tasked to provide the S-2 i^Telllgence brief. 
J* Z7 3 6.33 0.47 This 18C examined the Information 
All 11 6.09 0.67 him based on past experience JJ® prior knowledge 

and established a course of action for his 
brief. This 18C was able to provide the correct 
Information In a timely manner aiThoujh not 
formally trained as an Intelligence officer. 

Dim % 
H* 27 
U* 27 
All 

Dim % 
H 27 
M* 45 
All 

N M S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.27 0.75 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 1.80 0.40 

11 1.55 0.66 

143. This 18C was tasked to c®nsTruct a rope 
brldoe across a river. He coordinated the team 
to span the river with one 120 foot rope and 
three snap links per sian. The teaj sucMSSfully 
crossed tne river, keeping all team equipment 
and team members dry, 

159. This SF soldier was tasked to mark ® drop 
zone with flare at its north end for a military 
free fall Jump. This SF soldier placed the 
flare at the north end of a 
The Jumpers landed in trees off the drop zone, 
one jumper sprained an ankle, and several 
parachutes were damaged during recovery. 
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Retranslatton Listing of Incidents for Dimension I: (Proble« name - 18CA) 

42. An SF tew was participating in a day and 
night land navigation exercise. This NCO did 
not participate for medical reasons. This nCO 
therefore took his own time to cache a law . 
bucket of chicken and soda for his detachment at 
a contact site late at night. The team received 
a high rating and the morale during and after 
the exercise Increased. 

Oin S 
I* 91 
All 

N H S 
10 5.60 1.20 
11 5.64 1.15 

01m % 
I* 82 
All 

Dim % 
I* 73 
J 27 
All 

Dim \ 
I* 73 
All 

01m % 
C 27 
I* 64 
All 

Dim % 
I* 55 
L 27 
All 

Dim % 
I* 55 
J 45 
All 

N H S 
9 2.00 0.82 

11 1.82 0.83 

N H S 
8 6.50 0.50 
3 5.00 0.00 

11 6.09 0.79 

N H S 
8 1.88 1.27 

11 1.91 1.16 

63. During off-hours, this SF soldier would 
take off In a rental vehicle to take care of 
personal business. The^pthers would wait hours 
for him to return with the vehicle. When this 
SF soldier returned, he was not bothered that 
certain members of the OOA were upset. This SF 
soldier was ostracized from the rest of the 
element during deployment. 

157. This 18D was on patrol with the SF team. 
The weather was very ^d »ot1vat1on amowt 
the team members was low. This 18D kept a good 
attitude and took charge of the situation, 
making a conscientious effort to notivate the 
others. Team morale increased and the mission 
was completed. 

33. The 18C on the team purchased a 1911 .45 
caliber pistol The 18C asked this senior 18B 
how disassemble the weapon. This 18B told the 
18C that he was the tactician on the team and 
that he did not mess with small weapons. The 
180 on the team disassembled the weapon and team 
members lost respect for the 188. 

N H S 
3 5.00 1.63 
7 4.71 1.03 

11 5.00 1.35 

N H S 
6 5.83 1.07 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 5.82 0.94 

N H S 
6 5.83 0.69 
5 6.60 0.80 

11 6.18 0.83 

Dim % 
I* 55 
All 

OtB H 
r 27 
I* 45 
All 

Dim % 
A 36 
I* 45 
All 

N H S 
6 6.17 1.07 

11 5.91 0.90 

N H S 
3 4.00 1.63 
5 5.80 1.17 

11 5.00 1.41 

N H S 
4 6.00 1.00 
5 5.80 0.98 

11 5.82 0.94 

11. Two team members were alww fighting with 
each other. Once, the entire OOA was 
embarrassed In a bar because of these two team 
members. This team sergeant had the team form a 
circle, placed the trouble makers In the middle, 
tied their hands together and removed their 
shoes. The two team members fought until they 
lay on the ground out of breath; the men are 
now the best of friends. 

73. This 18B was tasked to carry the 
connunlcatlon s«raeant‘s gear as the 18E had 
been Injured. This 18B had to catch up to the 
team and he carried the extra gear for a long 
distance. The comunlcatlons equipment and men 
made It to the link-up point at the prescribed 
time. 

162. During relocation of the OOA's team room 
and equipment, the team was told to move In 
three days to the new location. Only three team 
members were present and this one team member 
was in language school. This 18B went to 
language school dally for eight hours then 
helped the team relocate, often working until 
11:30 pm. He helped construct working areas and 
a lounge In the team room on his "off time. 
The team and all equipment were moved In three 
days. 

147. During a team cross country run/swim, this 
183 noticed that certain soldiers were having 
difficulties swlBiIng. This 18B. who was a 
strong swlnaer, fell to the rear of the 
formation to help the weak swininers. Everyone 
completed the run/swim In a good time. 

20. A team sergeant was very Insecure about his 
authority. He would complain to the CBA, 
claiming that the team leader was doing his 
Job. This team leader confronted the team 
sergeant and told him to quit sniveling to the 
OOA and start acting like a team sergeant. This 
team leader told him to do his Job and the OOA 
would back him 100%, The team sergeant changed 
his attitude and proceeded to do his Job. 

116. Selected team members were tasked to train 
host nation soldiers. This SF soldier who was 
not assigned a training class assisted others by 
making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 
charts, and lUtenIng to practice classes. The 
Instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were 
given on time end handouts were available to 
students. 

Dim % 
I* 45 
L 27 
All 

Dim % 
C 27 
I* 36 
All 

Dim % 
F* 30 
I* 30 
K* 30 
All 

Dim % 
F* 30 
6 20 
I* 30 
All 

Dim % 
I 27 
J* 45 
All 

Dim % 
I 27 
J 27 
U* 36 
All 

01m % 
I* 27 
J* 27 
All 

Dim % 
C* 45 
I 27 
All 

Dim % 
C* 36 
I 27 
All 

Dim % 
A* 45 
I 27 
All 

N H S 
5 1.40 0.49 
3 1.67 0.47 

11 1.64 0.64 

N K S 
3 2.33 1.25 
4 2.00 0.71 

11 2.09 1.00 

N M S 
3 1.33 0.47 
3 1.67 0.47 
3 2.67 1.70 

10 1.80 1.17 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
2 1.50 0.50 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.30 0.46 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 6.20 0.75 

11 6.00 1.04 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.25 0.83 

11 6.64 0.64 

N H S 
3 4.67 0.47 
3 6.33 0.94 

11 5.55 0.89 

N H $ 
5 3.20 1.94 
3 1.67 0.94 

11 2.73 1.91 

N H S 
4 3.75 1.09 
3 4.00 2.45 

11 4.27 1.76 

N H S 
5 5.80 0.98 
3 5.33 1.25 

11 5.45 1.78 

16. The team was conducting PT on a day-to-day 
basis. This team sergeant was Incapable of 
doing many physical activities, and In the 
process held the team back many times from 
conducting effective physical training. The 
team did not utilize PT time effectively and was 
In poor physical shape. 

54. An SF teem was training an Indigenous 
force. This SF soldier did not like any of the 
other team members and kept to himself when he 
was not conducting training. The indigenous 
soldiers could sense the tension and lost some 
of their confidence In the team. 

56. A new NCO took over as supply sergeaM 
within a team. This supply sergeant found a 
locker which many team members were using to 
keep spare items and turned everything over that 
was In the locker. When the soldiers returned 
to the locker to reclaim their equipment, they 
found It was not there and each of them was 
charged over $100. 

136. This 18C needed to construct and Mlace a 
bridge connecting a base camp and the land 
zone/drop zone was used to receive supplies and 
create a chokepoint/control access. ^1s 18C 
built the bridge beW the water high/flood 
level mark. If rained and the bridge wash^ 
away, leaving the team stranded away from its 
suppnes (which were eventually stolen by 
locals). 

152. The detachment was given short notice of a 
FID mission. The 18C, acting as the S-4, 
submitted all the supply and eaulpMnt requests 
necessary for the mission and found that several 
of the Items were not available before the 
deployment date. This 16C started with one box 
of styrofoam coffee cups and two boxes of fax 
paper and began trading with other units. After 
two days, this 18C had acquired all the Items 
the detachment needed. The detachment had all 
the supplies necessary to accomplish the mission. 

130. This 18C was told that the team would be in 
a basic wooden building with all the necessary 
comfort items while on deployment. When th# 
team arrived in the host nation, the team found 
that there was no latrine, no doors, no windows 
or screens, and no showers in the building. 
This 18C went to town and bought supplies and 
borrowed tools. This 18C completed the 
necessary construction to get the team movm in 
and comfortable. The team was accommodated 
appropriately. 

114. This 18B was tasked to fllve^lndlrect fire 
training to the team. This I8B did not know the 
tasks. This 18B used the weekend to study the 
material and become proficient enough to give 
the training. The training was conducted to 
standard. 

94. This SF team member had no medical 
training. While a medic was treating a medical 
emergency (heat casualty), this team member 
tried to get h1ra to stop treatment so that the 
medic could operate a computer to get a ro^lne 
report out. The medic Ignored the team mesdiar 
and now has complete contempt for him, 

74. A soldier was causing problems for the 
whole platoon by showing up late and falling to 
complete his work. The platoon was being 
punished because of him, but the soldier told 
them he did not care, this platoon sergeant 
decided to have a class on hand-to-hand, having 
the trouble-maker "volunteer." Rapport between 
the platoon sergeant and the platoon 
strengthened. 

37, During a training mission, an SF soldier 
was to crimp a B-cap as part of a ring-main. 
The soldier was terrified of explosives and 
could not make himself crimp the cap. When this 
18C asked if all caps were crimped, the soldier 
responded In the affirmative. As the fUM 
Igniters were pulled, this 18C noticed that one 
charge was not crimped and crimd the cap 
before going up the range. This 18C polled 
aside the soldier, talked to him to give him 
some confidence, and sent him down the range to 

Dim 
F* 36 

L- 
27 
27 

try again, the soldier crimped the cap 
appropriately. 

N H S 58. This 18C needed to construct and e»tece a 
4 1.00 0.00 bridge connecting a base camp and the LZfOl that 
3 1.33 0.47 was used to receive supplies. Other team 
3 1.00 0.00 members pointed out that he was planning to 

11 1.09 0.29 build the bridge below the high water mark. 
This 18C would not listen to input from anyone. 
It rained and the bridge washed away. 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension J: (Problem name - IBCA) 

Din % N H S 7, A phone call cane Into the team room and 
j* 73 B 6.00 0.87 the resulting conversation Indicated that 
All 11 5.82 0.83 coninunicatlons “P 

as soon as possible. This 18E overheard the 
conversation, generated the proper request, and 
was heading out the door to pick up the 
equipment before the phone was hung up. The 
task was accomplished as quickly as possible. 

01a % 
J* 64 
All 

01a % 
J* 64 
All 

Dia % 
0 45 
J* 55 
All 

01a % 
I* 55 
J 45 
All 

Ola % 
I 27 
J* 45 
All 

N H S 
7 6.43 0.73 

11 6.36 0.77 

N H S 
7 6.14 0.83 

11 6.18 0.83 

N H S 
5 6.20 0.98 
6 5.33 l.ll 

11 5.73 1.14 

N M S 
6 5.83 0.69 
5 6.60 0.80 

11 6.18 0.83 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 6.20 0.75 

11 6.00 1.04 

Ola % 
J* 45 
P* 45 
All 

Ola % 
£ 20 
G 20 
J* 40 
All 

Ola % 
J* 36 
All 

Ola % 
0* 55 
J 35 
All 

01b % 
J 30 
K* 40 
T 20 
All 

01m % 
H* 27 
J* 27 
V* 27 
All 

101. This SF soldier was told to go to Camp A to 
start training and was given no other specific 
information. This soldier got to the camp, 
assessed the situation, made an outline of what 
he saw as weak, and started training. Camp A 
has been trained on their weak areas. 

38. This newly arrived SF soldier almost 
drowned on a swia test. Realizing that his 
swiiiiaing ability was weak, this SF soldier spent 
hours practicing swliwlng after duty. This SF 
soldier Is now a member of the scuba team. 

51. Tills KCO was stationed in Geirany for 4 1/2 
years. This soldier taught himself to read, 
write, and speak German during h1s first tour 
without formal Instruction. Be passed his 
language test with an original rating of 1+/2. 

162. During relocation of the OOA's team room 
and equipment, the team was told to move In 
three days to the new location. Only three team 
members were present and this one team member 
was In language school, this 18B went to 
language school dally for eight hours then 
helped the team relocate, often vwrklng until 
11:30 pa. He helped construct^working areas and 
a lounge In the team rooa on his off tine. 
The team and all equipment were moved In three 
days. 

152. The detachment was given short notice of a 
FID mission. The 18C, acting as the S-4, 
submitted all the supply and equipment requests 
necessary for the mission and found that several 
of the Items were not available before the 
deployment date. This 18C started with one box 
of styrofoam coffee cups and two boxes of fax 
paper and began trading with other units. After 
two days, this 18C had acquired all the Items 
the detachment needed. The detachment had all 
the supplies necessary to accomplish the mission. 

46. The new battalion coorander wanted to 
receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
his computer skills to assist In producing the 
slide show and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion conaander. 

5. The battalion needed 5.56 rounds to conduct 
a range but had failed to forecast for the 
rounds. This SF soldier went to external 
sources to secure rounds. The unit was able to 
conduct the training. 

146. The detachment was conducting desert 
survival OCOHUS. Water procurement In the area 
was a major problem. This 16B talked with the 
locals about how they had procured the water In 
the area. The detachment learned new water 
procurement methods. 

MM S 95. During deployment to a foreign country, 
6 6.33 0.94 this 186 was tasked to teach » class 
4 6.50 0.50 about certain weapons. This 18B did not speak 

11 6.36 0-77 Spanish very well. This spent many hours 
after duty practicing Spanish with a local 
indigenous person. He was able to teach the 
class. 

N H S 135, This ISA's SF OOA was on the range 
3 6.00 0.82 preparing a demolition a»bush. After 
4 1.25 0.43 detonation. It was determined that the 18A s 
2 4.50 2.50 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 

10 3.30 2.49 had done everything correctly and 1t was not his 
responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

N H S 139. An 16C was given the job to help the 18E 
3 6.67 0.47 come up with the number of batteries the 
3 5,33 1.25 detachment would have to carry for the UKoalng 
3 6.67 0.47 field exercise. Using math and his knowledoe of 

11 6.27 0.96 electricity, this 18C was able to tell his team 
sergeant not only how many batteries to carry. 

N M S 
5 6.20 0.98 
5 4.80 0.75 

11 5.36 1,15 

M H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
2 3.00 0,00 
4 6.50 0.50 

10 5.10 1.81 

N H S 
4 5.25 1.09 

11 5.73 0.96 

Dim H 
A* 36 
J 27 
All 

Dim H 
H* 27 
0* 27 
All 

Dim % 
I* 73 
J 27 
All 

Dim % 
J 27 
U* 45 
All 

but also how much energy would be used by the 
batteries every time tne 18E transmitted and/or 
received a message, and almost exactly how many 
receives/transmits each battery could make. Due 
to his work, the OOA was able to stay In the 
field longer than planned without having to 
carry or request additional unnecessary 
batteries. 

N H S 66. This l&B attended a SERE course. This 186 
4 5,50 0,50 saw the need for survival training within his 
3 7.00 0.00 own team and came up with a week's training plan 

11 6.18 0.83 for movement and dally procedures. This 18B 
also developed a standardized survival kit for 
the team. The team conducted survival training 
and used the survival kit for a period of 7 days. 

N M S 
3 6,33 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.09 0.67 

MM ^ 
8 6.50 0.50 
3 5.00 0.00 

11 6.09 0.79 

N H S 
3 7,00 0.00 
5 6.40 0.49 

11 6.45 0.50 

01m H 
I 27 
J 27 
U* 36 
All 

Dim % 
I* 27 
J* 27 
All 

01m % 
I 27 
J 27 
U* 36 
All 

Dim % 
J 27 
K* 36 
All 

Dim % 
G 20 
H* 60 
J 20 
All 

01m % 
J 20 
U* 70 
All 

N K S 
3 5,67 0.94 
3 6.67 0.47 
4 6.00 0.71 

11 6.18 0.83 

N H S 
3 4.67 0.47 
3 6.33 0.94 

11 5.55 0.89 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.25 0.83 

11 6.64 0.64 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 3.36 2.38 

163. During a large scale exercise, this 18C was 
tasked to provide the S-2 intelligence brief. 
This 18C examined the information provided to 
him based on past experience and prior knowledge 
and established a course of action for his 
brief. This 18C was able to provide the correct 
Information In a timely manner although not 
formally trained as an Intelligence officer, 

157. This ISD was on patrol with the SF team. 
The weather was very Bad and motivation amongst 
the team members was low. This 180 kept a good 
attitude and took charge of the situation, 
making a conscientious effort to motivate the 
others. Team morale increased and the alsslon 
was completed. 

35. This SF soldier was tasked with creating a 
moving target for live fire training. He 
planned a moving live fire range complete with 
vehicle and enemy personnel. In a heavily wooded 
area. He devised, directed, and organized the 
construction of the targets, with very little 
logistical support from the unit. A complete 
range was built for day and night ®®5ushes with 
moving targets 1n an area of the woods that had 
not previously been used; several units used it 
for training. 

1. The Special Forces team was sent to Africa 
where the surrounding environment was harsh and 
unsanitary. This 18C built a shower for the 
entire coniMny to use from materials he 
scavenged from the area. The ^tachment members 
were able to clean themselves and maintain a 
more sanitary lifestyle, 

114. This l&B was tasked to give Indirwt fire 
training to the team. This I8B did not know the 
tasks. This 188 used the weekend to study the 
material and become proficient enough to give 
the training. The training was conducted to 
standard. 

130. This 18C was told that the team would be In 
a basic wooden building with all the necessary 
comfort Items while on deployment. When the 
team arrived In the host nation, the team found 
that there was no latrine, no doors, no windows 
or screens, and no showers In the building. 
This lec went to town and bought supplies and 
borrowed tools. This 18C completed the 
necessary construction to get the team moved in 
and comfortable. The team was accommodated 
appropriately. 

145. This ISA's SF OOA was on the range 
preparing a demolition After 
detonation, it was detenalned that the IgA * 
grenade had misfired. This 18A 

“SiS ® 
took 

!sponslbliny*'to'c|Mr'tiie'i»1$firer An 18C 
lOK the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
6 6.00 0.58 
2 5.50 0.50 

10 6.10 0.70 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
7 6.29 0.70 

10 6.40 0.66 

133. This SF soldier had the mission of 
reporting back Intelligence on threat vehicles 
In a specified location. This SF 
prepared for the mission by reviewing his th^at 
vehicles and preparing his 
soldier acquired Intelligence on threat vehicles. 

164. This SF engineer was tasked to construct a 
kill house for close quarters combat. The 18C 
checked plans for construction, observed other 
houses that had been built, and came up with his 
own plan for the house. Tne design and 
construction of the house was far *op®lJor to 
any other observed, resulting In an outstanding 
training facility. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Olienslon K: (Problen name • 18CA) 

Oin % N H S 97. Prior to this SF soldier's deploj^nt 
K* 91 10 6.20 0.98 overseas, another soldier approached him and 
All 11 6.27 0.96 asked to trade a piece of controlled military 
All IqSipnint with him. This SF soldier felt he was 

put In an uncomfortable wsltIon, but he did not 
rake the trade. The soldier maintained his 
honor. 

Dln % N H S 165. An SF soldier was drivina In a forelon 
K* 82 9 1.44 0.50 country late at night In « 
All 11 1.82 1.40 This SF soldier accidentally drove down a 

one*way street. The SF soldier reversed and hit 
a civilian car. This SF soldier pretended not 
to notice and drove away. ^The vehicles 
sustained minimal damage; the Individual was 
never caught. 

01a % N M S 129. This 18C was placed as an S-4 on an 
K* 73 8 1.00 0.00 A-teaa. All team equipment was placed under his 
All 11 1.27 0.62 control. This 18C elth^ lost 

items from the team equipment. The team had to 
purchase new Items. 

Dim % N M S 135. This 18A's SF OOA was on the range 
J 30 3 6.00 0.82 preparing a demolition 
K* 40 4 1.25 0.43 detonation. It was determined that the 18A s 
T 20 24:502:50 gfenade haa misfired. This 18A stated that he 
All 10 3.30 2.49 had done everything correctly and It was not his 

responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

Din H N M S 145. This 18A‘s SF OOA was on the range 
j 27 3 6.00 0.82 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
K* 36 4 1.25 0.43 detonation. It was determined that the ISA's 
All 11 3.36 2.38 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 

had done everything correctly and It was not h1s 
responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension L: (Problem 

01m % 
K* 82 
All 

Ola % 
K* 73 
All 

Dim % 
J 30 
K* 40 
T 20 
All 

Din h 
J 27 
K* 36 
All 

Dim H 
I* 55 
L 27 
All 

Dim % 
E* 27 
L* 27 
All 

Din H 
I* 45 
L 27 
All 

N M S 73. This 188 was tasked to carry the 
6 5.83 1.07 connunlcatlon sergeant's gear as the 18E had 
3 6.33 0.47 been Injured. This 188 had to catch up to the 

11 5.82 0.94 team and he carried the extra gear for a long 
distance. The communications equipment and men 
rade It to the link-up point at the prescribed 
time. 

N H S 12. The detachment was conducting small boat 
3 5.33 0.47 operations off the Maine coast. This 18C ws 
3 5.67 0.94 tossed overboard due to engine problems and high 

11 5.55 1.37 seas. This IBC kept himself afloat while giving 
Instructions on how to repair the engine to 
those left In the boat. The engine was 
repaired, the 18C was recovered, and the mission 
was completed without further Incident. 

N H S 16. The team was conducting PT on a day-to-day 
5 1.40 0.49 basis. This team sergeant was Incapable of 
3 1.67 0,47 doing wny physical activities, and In the 

11 1.64 0.64 process held the team back rany times from 
conducting effective physical training. The 
team did not utilize PT time effectively and was 
In poor physical shape. 

01m \ 
F* 30 
I* 30 
K* 30 
All 

N N S 56. A new HCO took over as supply sergeant 
3 1.33 0.47 within a team. This supply sergeant found a 
3 1.67 0.47 locker which many team members 
3 2.67 1.70 keep spare Items and turned everything oyer that 

10 1.80 1.17 was In the locker. When the soldiers returned 
to the locker to reclaim their equipment, they 
found It was not there and each of them was 
charged over $100. 

Din % N H S 134. This team member wanted to learn another 
D* 30 3 1.00 0.00 language Instead of Korean, He put up quite a 
I 20 2 1.00 0,00 fuss until he found out that people were going 
i 20 2 1.00 0,00 to Sogan University In Korea; 
K* 30 3 1.00 0.00 someone else who wanted to go. He did not apply 
All 10 1.00 0.00 himself and came back to the team without a 

rating or any workable knowledge of the 
language. A slot that could have been taken by 
someone who truly wanted to learn was wasted. 

Dim % 
K 27 
Q* 73 
All 

H H S 
3 2.33 1.25 
8 1.00 0.00 

11 1.36 0.68 

93. This 18E was working at a base station 
overseas. During the close out of the base 
station, a portion of a crypto pad that this 18E 
had said was destroyed was found under his 
chair. He was given written counseling and 
constantly supervised. 

01m 
F* 

% 

27 
K* 27 
All 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.47 
3 2.00 1.41 

11 2.18 1.03 

166, A team was deployed In an area occupied by 
conventional forces. The team was out of fuel 
for Its vehicle and was unable to obtain any 
through its supply chain. This team member took 
some fuel from a nearby conventional unit. The 
conventional unit felt this team member had 
stolen the fuel and did not supply the team with 
needed help laUr on. 
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18CA) Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Olaenslon M: (Problem name 

24. An SF teal was serving as lead patrol from 
point A to point 8. This SF soldier was 
responsible for setting the route from the 
patrol base to the objective. This SF soldier 
got the patrol lost In a swamp for 2 hours 
during tne night. The patrol missed the target 
time and the mission was a failure. 

Dim 
M* ' 

All 

N M S 
10 1.50 0.50 
11 1.45 0.50 

01m % 
M* 91 
All 

01s % 
M* 73 
All 

N H S 
10 6.00 0.89 
11 6.09 0.90 

N M S 
8 6.38 0.66 

11 6.36 0.88 

40. The OOA was on an area reconnaissance to 
look for foot or vehicle movement. The terrain 
was very steepr rugged, and dangerous. This 18C 
Jwd hl4 iSnd^navIgatlon skills to maneuver the 
teas through the most level terrain. Jh®. team 
was saved a lot of unnecessary movement through 
rugged terrain, preventing soldiers from 
sustaining Injury. 

142. During ARTEP, an OOA was required to pick 
up a cache of C-ratlons and water. This SF 
soldier was tasked to r^over the cache at night 
from the desert floor with IJttle or no 
landmarks by which to navigate. This SF soldier 
used resection to locate and recover the cache. 
The guerilla forces were Impressed with the 
OOA's abilities which enhanced the success of 
the mission. 

01m % 
H* 64 
All 

Dim % 
H 27 
H* 45 
All 

Dim % 
F* 45 
G 27 
M 27 
All 

N H S 
7 1.86 0.64 

11 1.82 0.72 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
5 1.80 0.40 

11 1.55 0,66 

N H 
5 1.60 0.75 
3 2.67 0.47 
3 2.67 1.25 

11 2.27 0.96 

84. A team was moving toward a target. This 
patrol leader determined the distance to the 
larget on the map to be a few kilometers, 
without taking into account the steep terrain or 
thick vegetation. The patrol missed the time on 
target. 

159. This SF soldier was tasked to nark « drop 
2one with flare at Us north end for a military 
free fall jump. This SF soldier placed the 
flare at the north end of a different airfield. 
The Jumpers landed In trees off the drop 2one, 
one jumper sprained an ankle, and several 
parachutes were damaged during recovery. 

32. A reconnaissance element was to link up 
with the remainder of the SF team. This team 
leader decided that the reconnaissance element 
should move from a prominent piece of terrain to 
link up with the team, rather than the team 
meeting the reconnaissance element at the 
prominent point. Link uP 
expected as did the amount of tine taken to 
reach the objective. 



Rnranslatlon’llstlnrorincldents for Olwenslon N: (Problem name - 18CA) 

Dim H 
N* 82 
All 

01D H 
N* 73 
All 

Olo % 
n* 73 
All 

Dim H 
N* 73 
All 

Dim % 
N* 73 
All 

Dim % 
N* 73 
All 

01m % 
H* 73 
All 

Din % 
N* 73 
All 

N M S 
9 1.56 1.07 

U 1.45 0.99 

N H S 
8 1.00 0.00 

11 1.09 0,29 

99. This SF soldier was operating heavy 
equipment without ® 
SF soldier was speeding In the vehicle, missed a 
turn! and ran off road. The vehicle turned over 
klllhg the soldier. 

112. Two C-I30S In trail formation on 
exercise had two jumpmasters per aircraft. The 
trail aircraft did not offset and fly above the 
first aircraft; jumpers were about to exit the 
first aircraft. This SF lumpmaster jet the 
jum^rs exit before the plane properly cleared 
thealr- The second aircraft plowed in .ne alf.'^fhe“i;Sind‘SlrE;Sft fl^Jid^Into the 
jumpers, cutting the parachutes of the 
Indwiduals, who then fell to their deaths. 

H H S 
8 1.38 0.70 

11 1.27 0.62 

Dim % 
N* 73 
All 

Dim % 
N* 73 
All 

Dim % 
N* 70 
0 20 
All 

I 

properly, leaving them where others could find 
them, and did not tell anyone about the 
situation In which they arrived. A couple of 
soldiers found the chemicals and began to 
experiment with them, making what they would be 
black powder and causing serious potential 
danger. 

6. This 18C was In charge of an 18C class that 
had just sat off an explosive charge on the 
range. The class was then told to check their 
charges but not to touch anything. This 18C 
noticed that a student was about to pick up a 
mortar round. This 18C Instructed the student 
to put down the charge and leave the range. No 
one was hurt. 

90. This 18C was training host nation forces In 
the use of basic demolitions. While organizing 
demolitions materials In the hojding area, this 
18C stored blasting caps directly on top of an 
open box of C-4. The 18C was reprimanded In 
front of the team and host nation personnel. 

131. This 18C was teaching host nation personnel 
on demolitions safety. During a training 
ambush, the students counted the number of 
explosions but were unsure of the count. This 
18C waited an appropriate amount of tlTO and 
checked the kill zone for grenades that had not 
detonated. A grenade misfire was found and 
cleared. 

80. During cross-training for the battalion, 
this 18C noticed that one of the soldiers was 
stuffing cheese charges from an Slrm mortar into 
a grenade prior to priming It with detonating 
chord. This 18C stopped the soldier and removed 
the cheese charges from the grenade. A possibly 
serious accident was averted. 

88. This SF OOA was on the range preparing a 
demolition ambush; all members had received 
Instruction. A thumbs-up was given and the 
charge was initiated. After detonation. It was 
detennlned that a hand grena^ had "Iff ired. 
This 18C ordered the range cleared. Although 
the range was not clear, this 18C pulled the pin 
on another grenade and set It beside the 
misfire. Two personnel were struck by flying 
shrapnel. 

H H S 53. This 18C was tasked to make Improvised hand 
8 1.25 0.43 grenades. He assembled one and needed to 

11 1.27 0.45 perform a test shot. However, this was 
working In an unauthorized campsite that could 
not be viewed by passers-by. ^tlll. this 18C 
pulled the pin on the grenade and thrw It over 
his shoulder. It went over a berm and nearly 
struck a CSM who was walking by. The 18C was 
verbally reprimanded on the spot. 

N H S 76. This 18C was Instructing students on 
8 1.25 0.43 demolitions during cold wather. Some burn 

11 1.18 0.39 barrels were on to provide warmth. This 18C 
found a container that had sow type of black 
powder in It. This 18C got rid of the powder by 
emptying It Into the burn barrels. The fire 
Ignited the black substance and the NCO lost 2 
fingers and half of one palm. 

N H S 137. This 18C. who was range NCOIC, was 
7 5.00 2.33 observing a class on how to arm an M19AT mine 
2 6.50 0.50 and activate It using an M142 firing device. 

10 5,50 2.11 When he realized that the Instructor to 
detonate the mine from a shallow depression 15 
meters away, this 18C discontinued the class. 

H H 
8 5.63 0.99 

11 5.82 1.03 

N H S 
8 1.38 0.70 

11 1.27 0.62 

N H S 
8 6.50 1.00 

11 6,27 1.05 

N H S 
8 5.75 0.97 

11 6.00 0.95 

N H S 
8 1.63 0,70 

11 1.64 0.64 

Dim % 
N* 64 
All 

Dim % 
N* 64 
T 27 
All 

Dim H 
H* 64 
All 

Dim % 
N* 64 
All 

01m % 
N* 55 
T 45 
All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 30 
All 

M S 
.57 1.99 
.64 1.72 

N H S 
7 1.71 0.70 
3 1.67 0.94 

11 1.64 0.77 

N H S 
7 1.00 0.00 

11 1.00 0.00 

N H S 
7 3.00 1.31 

11 2.64 1.37 

N H S 
6 1.17 0.37 
5 1.80 0.98 

11 1.45 0.78 

N H S 
5 1.60 0.49 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.70 0.90 

He Informed the Instructor that needless 
endangerment on the range was not permissible. 

149. An ISC was explaining the K21 anti-tank 
mine to civilian language Instructors, 
explaining how the tilt rod worxs to make the 
mine explode. This 1^ noticed that an 
instructor was using a tilt rod and fuse that 
were live, not ones used for Practice. This 18C 
stopped the individual before he bent the tilt 
rod in front of 5 civilians. No one was hurt 
and the tilt rod and fuse were replaced with 
training versions, 

19. During a FID mission, this 18C was Usked 
to conduct counter-booby trap training for host 
country forces. He was very experienced In this 
area but d1dn*t always follow standard Mfety 
procedures In handling explosives, WMle 
performing a demonstration, he Inadvertently 
wde an electrical connection which causf^ an 
explosive squib to go off In his face. He 
suffered 2nQ degree burns and temporary 
blindness. 

59. An 18C conducting training for the U.H, In 
Pakistan purchased mine fuses for training aids 
at a smugglers bazaar. This 18C took these 
live fuses to the team house and tried to disarm 
a fuse with a knife. The fuse blew up, taking 
three fingers off his hand. 

71. This 18C was working on field 
fortifications, building wire obstacles. The 
soldier had excess rolls of wire left to ^ put 
back on the truck. This 18C pick up a roll of 
consentelna wire and threw It onto the t^ck. 
The wire caught on the soldier's arm and he had 
to get 14 stitches. 

105. A team was going on a training ^exercise to 
blow up a satellite antenna uslng^llve demo. 
Infiltration was to be by helicopter. The 18C 
decided to save time by priming jhe chaws, 
using electrical blasting caps. In flight. This 
created an extremely hazardous situation for the 
team. 

121. This 18C was planning to demonstrate how to 
arm an M19 mine and activate It using an M142 
firing device. This 18C planned to detonate the 
mine using the pull-release on the 142, ^11«,- 
laylng In a shallow depression not ®ore thw 15 
meters from the mine. The range NCOIC stopped 
him. 

Din % 
N* 45 
0 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 45 
T 27 
All 

Dim % 
N* 45 
T 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 40 
All 

Dim % 
N 40 
T* 60 
All 

N H S 
5 1.80 0.75 
4 1.75 1.30 

11 2.00 1.13 

N H S 
5 1.00 0.00 
3 3.00 1.41 

11 1.64 1.15 

K M S 
5 1.80 0.98 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 1.45 0.78 

96. This 18C was placing and setting 
non-electric charges on a ring main. This 18C 
threw a roll of tape across the ring main. The 
18C could have hit a piece of sensitized 
detonation cord and killed the class; the 18C 
was re-educated. 

103. This senior 18C was In charge of the 
student demolitions range. After of the 
students left the range, this 18C to get 
rid of some chemicals he had left from earlier 
classes. This 18C poured the chemicals on the 
ground and put a ULI knot in the mound. The gas 
and oil on the range ignited the mound of 
chemicals. Luckily, the chemicals Just^burned 
and did not detonate; 
had to run for cover. 

instructors and students 

N H S 
4 1.00 0.00 

10 1.00 0.00 

N H S 
4 1.50 0.50 
6 1.50 0.76 

10 1.50 0.67 

36, During a company level live ^1r« M«rc1$e 
for a hasty ambush; there was a verv t>ad storm 
with lightning striking very close to and on the 
range. This l8C primed a claymore mine 
electrically before the movement 800 meters out 
from the objective. Personnel were en^ngered 
given the static electricity that resulted. 

125. During a mountain assault In white wnds, 
this 18C was tasked to secure a safety line. 
Because this 18C was unsure of how to tie the 
appropriate knots, the safety line was not 
tled.*^ Two soldiers fell 100 feet to their death 
when the main line broke. 

123. SF soldiers were coitraand firing 3.75 Inch 
rockets. After being reminded, this 18C still 
failed to remove the boar riding safety pin. 
The rocket failed to detonate and the 18C had to 
locate and destroy the misfire. 
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01m % N H S 160. This new 18C was "structlng ron-electrlc 
N 36 4 1.50 0.50 firing systems In demolitions training. This 

55 6 1.33 0.47 18C handed an 18B what he thought was joj® tine 
All 11 1.36 0.48 fuse (but was really detonating cord) and an 

Igniter and told him to time « burn off the tine 
fuse. When after three tries the 18B could not 
get the fuse to light, another trainee noticed 
that it was detonating cord, not fuse. This lac 
felt stupid for incorrectly identifying the 
cord; the detonating cord could have been 
touefied off by the l8B applying heat and 
pressure. 

niB % N M S 62. This ISC was giving a class on Jewlltlons 
A* 55 6 1.67 0.47 techniques to Indigenous personnel, teaching 
N 36 4 2.25 1.09 them how to use THT. This 18C jjv* 
All 11 2.09 1.00 Instruction very quickly and J*tt out soto 

safety precautions such as safe distances and 
the banSlIno of blastln* caps. The sojj’e'' was 
warned about his alstakes and removed from the 
instructor's role. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name ■ 18CA) 

Din k 
F* 55 
N 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 36 
All 

Dim \ 
H 27 
T* 45 
All 

N 27 
T* 73 
All 

N 20 
T* 60 
All 

8 5.S3 oio t?ii §rl5ldle?“SS^S!d~«Vlre’ljj-a certain-- 
4 4.25 1.48 direction even though there *«ne friendly 

11 5.36 1.43 personnel on his side of the land zone. This SF 
soldier fired his weapon In such a 
avoid the friendlies. None of the friendly 
personnel were hurt. 

N H S 150. This 18C was tasked with the removal of a 
4 2.00 0.71 hasty protective minefield. This 18C stepped on 

11 1.45 0.66 a mine. This 18C did not turn away from the 
sound of the click, but looked at u Instead. 
The 16C took a piece of the training nine in his 
head. 

N M S 110. A team was conducting a live fire night 
3 4.67 2.05 ambush under observation from command elements. 
5 1.80 0.75 The team initiated the ambush with claymores 

11 2.64 1.87 then continued with ®rms fire. After the 
cease fire was called, this 18C Inspected 
demolitions and gave the "all clear," missing an 
unexploded live claymore. When they Jnoyed to 
the objective for an A^, the grader noticed 
everyone of the live nine and had It disarmed. 

N H S 30. This 18C was to locate and deactivate a 
3 1.33 0.47 nine during a practical exercise on 
B 1.13 0.33 mlne/counter-nine operation techniques. This 

11 1.18 0.39 18C found the first two of five anti-handling 
^ ^ devices, but then did not perform the remaining 

techniques In the order he should have 
followed. This 18C was killed by the mine. 

H H S 126. This 18C was watching indigenous soldier 
2 5.50 0.50 disarm an anti-tank mine. This 18C stopped the 
6 6.67 0.75 Indigenous soldier from removing the nine 

10 6,50 0.81 because he did not check for booby traps. A 
booby trap was found and the 18C was conroended. 

26. During a combat assault on a hot land wne, 
:h1s SF soldier was told to fire In a certain 

Dili H 
0* 73 
All 

01n % 
0* 73 
All 

Din H 
0* 73 
All 

Din % 
0* 64 
All 

Dim k 
0* 64 
All 

N H S 102. While this SF soldier was on a rucksack 
8 6.63 0.70 narch, he noticed a soldier from another unit go 

11 6.55 0.66 down from heat injury. This SF soldier 
administered quick first aid by pulling an IV 
out and giving it to the Injured soldier. This 
SF soldier had another soldier flag down a car 
for help In getting the injured soldier to the 
hospital. The individual was saved from heat 
Injury. 

Din \ 
N* 45 
0 36 
All 

Dim k 
H* 70 
0 20 
All 

N H S 161. While operating a jeep in the Jungle, far 
8 6.38 0.70 from any roads, an indigenous soldier became a 

11 6.27 0.75 heat Injury, this 18C took charge as there was 
no medic on site. This 16C Initiated an IV and 
treated the soldier. He also directed his 
medlvac to the nearest road. The Injured 
soldier was treated successfully. 

N H S 111. While on deployment to Hawaii, travelling 
8 6.63 0.70 with range control, exercise thermal 0al®» this 

11 6.55 0.78 SF soldier noticed another soldier laying beside 
the road. This SF soldier stopped his vehicle, 
rushed to the aid of the soldier, noticed he was 
suffering from heat stroke, and Imdlately 
began to administer first aid r- Initiating an 
IV. The SF soldier saved the Injured soldier's 
life, 

N M S 52. During a field training exercise, a soldier 
7 6.29 0.88 experienced dehydration and extreme heat 

11 6.18 0.94 exhaustion due to high heat and hunidity. This 
18B cooled the soldier with water, loosened his 
clothing, administered an IV. and arranged for 
evacuation. The heat casualty was effectively 
treated. 

N H S 148. During a sensitive mission, the detachment 
7 6,29 0.70 was required to split Into 3 elements. One 

11 6.18 0.83 element sustained a non-life threatening, but 
painful Injury to one of Its members, inis 
element had no 18D. This 18B had carried a 
medical kit with him on the mission. This 188 
treated the injury, where a poisonous plant had 
entered the soldier's leg and broken off 
Internally, by numbing the area sun^undlng the 
wound and extracting vhe plant. The woun(M 
soldier was able to continue with the mission. 

N H S 96. This 18C was placing and setting 
5 1.80 0.75 non-electric charges on a ring main. This IBC 
4 1.75 1.30 threw a roll of tape across the ring Min. The 

11 2.00 1.13 18C could have hit a piece of 
detonation cord and killed the class; the IBC 
was re-educated. 

N H S 137. This 18C. who was range NCOIC, was 
7 5.00 2,33 observing a class on how to arm an M19AT mine 
2 6.50 0.50 and activate It using an M142 firing 

10 5.50 2.11 When he realized that the instructor 
detonate the mine from a shallow depression 15 
meters away, this 18C discontinued the class. 
He informed the instructor that needless 
endangerment on the range was not permissible. 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon P: (Problea name • 18CA) 

Dla % N M S 128. This tea* leader had primary responsibility 
P* 82 9 6.00 0.94 for the day-to-day operations of the team. This 
All 11 6.00 0.95 team leader filled out all required reports, 

records, and schedules ahead of time. This team 
leader also provided the 18A with Information 
for mission planning before the 18A requested 
It. The administrative tasks for the detachment 
as a irtole were more manageable and effective. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q: (Problem name ■■ 18CA) 

01o H 
P* 55 
All 

Dim % 
J* 45 
P* 45 
All 

Dim % 
E* 45 
P* 45 
All 

H H S 81. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
6 6.00 0.82 the team's organic equipment. The records from 

11 6.09 0.79 the prior leadership wre Ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to Include team and 
individual issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered oarrlspn and packing for 
deployment and hel^d Identify where everything 
was, where everj^hlng should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g.. comno gear,..). 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

N H S 46. The new battalion coiwander wanted to 
5 6.20 0.98 receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
5 4.80 0.75 slides end other equipment. This 18C utilized 

11 5.36 1.15 his computer skills to assist In producing the 
slide show and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion commander. 

N H S 9, The battalion team leaders and team 
5 6.00 1.26 sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
5 6.00 0.89 that net all of higher connand's requirements 

11 6.00 1.04 for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, if any, 
significant problems in this area. 

Dim k 
Q* 100 
All 

01m % 
Q* 91 
All 

Dim % 
Q* 91 
All 

Dim k 
0* 82 
All 

Dim k 
K 27 
Q* 73 
All 

N H S 122. This 18E was on a field training exercise. 
10 1.30 0.46 This I8E dropped his classified material and 
10 1.30 0.46 left It behind. This caused his team extra days 

In the field and lost training time. 

N H S 91. An SF company was deployed overseas on an 
10 1.20 0.60 operational mission and was located In a staging 
11 1.27 0.62 base planning missions. This SF soldier 

frequently called home and told his wife about 
numerous classified activities. The wife told 
other Individuals and the Information reached 
the SF unit. Morale was lowered but no 
corrective measures were taken. 

N M S 104. This SF soldier was buying some fertilizer 
10 1.40 0.66 from a hardware store for a mission. This SF 
11 1.55 0.78 soldier revealed the Intent of usage for the 

fertilizer to an unauthorized host nation 
civilian while In the store. The team did not 
trust this soldier with security material 
anymore. 

N M S 23. The unit connander liked to have periodic 
9 1.67 1.05 unit formations to talk to his soldiers and tell 

11 1.82 1.19 them how things were going Inside and outside 
the unit. The general information put out was 
beneficial because It educated the separate 
sub-units on the major projects with which other 
units were Involved. This unit conmiander 
occasionally released classified Information, 
however, to people who had no need to either 
know or discuss It where passers-by could hear. 
There was an overall negative Impact on the unit 
OPSEC. 

N M S 93. This 18E was working at a base station 
3 2.33 1.25 overseas. During the close out of the base 
8 1.00 0.00 station, a portion of a crypto pad that this 18E 

11 1.36 0.88 had said was destroyed was round under his 
chair. He was given written counseling and 
constantly supervised. 

Dim k 
Q* 73 
All 

N H S 44. This Special Forces soldier was sitting In 
8 1.00 0.00 a bar talking with another soldier. To l^iress 

11 l.OO 0.00 some females that were sitting nearby, thls^ 
soldier talked about a sensitive mission. This 
got back to the unit and the CIO almost launched 
an Investigation on the soldier. 

Dim k N K S 62. This 18E was Instructed to burn used 
Q* 73 a 1.63 0.99 sensitive material and crush the ashes to make 
All 11 2.00 1.54 them unintelligible. This 18E did not crush the 

ashes. The team sergeant sprayed hair spray on 
the ashes, and was able to read a burnt page 
that held together. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension T; (Problem name - 18CA) 

Dim % 
T* 02 
All 

Dim 
T* 
All 

73 

Dim % 
H 27 
T* 73 
All 

Din % 
T* 73 
All 

Dim % 
T* 64 
All 

N H S 
9 2.11 0.74 

11 1.91 0.79 

N H S 
8 1.63 0.70 

11 1.64 0.77 

01m % 
T* 64 
All 

Dim % 
1* 64 
All 

4. This 18C was tasked to prime military 
explosives and to construct a ring main. The 
18C's supervisor instructed him to am each 
mine, including the anti-tank mines. This 18C 
did not am one of the anti-tank mines. A 
misfire occurred with that mine. 

certlflcatlon/vallSatlon, this 18C was emplacing 
an M18A1 claymore mine. This 18C refused to 
receive even a brief explanation of the task. 
This 18C emplaced the weapon with the front 
pointing towards him. The 18C received a "no 
go" at that station and was harassed by his 
.eannates for several years. 

r 

t 
N M S 30. This lec was to locate and deactivate a 
3 1.33 0.47 mine during a practical exercise on 
8 1.13 0.33 mlne/counter-mjne operation techniques. ^Is 

11 1.18 0.39 18C found the first two of five antl-handllno 
devices, but then did not perfom the remaining 
techniques In the order he should have 
followed. This 18C was killed by the mine. 

N H S 70. During deployment, this 18C was 
- demonstrating alternative 8 2.25 0.97 

11 2.16 0.83 

N H S 
7 5.00 0,93 

11 5.45 1.08 

N H S 
7 1.71 0.70 

11 2.36 1.49 

N M S 
7 3.00 1.07 

11 2.91 1.24 

Dim % 
N 20 
T* 60 
All 

01m % 
N 40 
T* 60 
All 

Dim % 
T* 55 
All 

N H S 
2 5.50 0.50 
6 6.67 0.75 

10 6.50 0.81 

ucHiuiisw* lii^ «means to ^oltlate 
bangalore torpedoes. He forgot to bring his 
reference manual to the site, and used too many 
wraps of detonating cord on the end of the 
torpedo. The resulting charge shattered the 
torpedo without setting It off, so he had to use 
most of the remaining explosive set aside for 
training to clear the misfire from the site. 

141. A simulated artillery attack for VIPs hod 
been practiced, tested, and double-checked. 
During the live fire exercise, the simulation 
charges did not explode. After the exercise, 
this 18C Inspected the electrical firing system 
and found nothing wrong. The 18C retried the 
system and It worked. At the next live fire. 
Instead of using the electrical system, the 18C 
used a manual system end It worked the first 
time. 

86. An SF team was conducting demolitions 
training on a range. The non-electric firing 
system was hit and the team was moved to a safe 
distance. This 18C waited the prescribed time 
for the time fuse (10 minutes) and then moved 
down range to check on the material. The 18C 
pulled off both blasting caps and reinserted new 
caps and a new time fuse. As the 18C started to 
walk away, the caps he had removed exploded. 
The teamMost faith In the l8C»s ability. 

14. This SF NCO was Instructing students on how 
to properly clear a room after breaching a 
door. The firing device was activated, but the 
explosive system did not go off. This NCO told 
the students to remain In their positions until 
they received an all clear from him. The NCO 
inspected the explosive system, noted It was 
Ignited, and tried to clear from the area. The 
explosive charge went off and the NCO sustained 
minor cuts from the flying debris; no one else 
was hurt. 

126. This 18C was watching an Indigenous soldier 
disarm an anti-tank mine. This 18C stopped the 
Indigenous soldier from removing the mine 
because he did not check for booby traps. A 
booby trap was found and the 18C was comnended. 

N H S 
4 1.50 0.50 
6 1.50 0.76 

10 1.50 0.67 

N H S 
6 6,67 0.47 

11 6.09 1.73 

123. SF soldiers were command firing 3.75 Inch 
rockets. After being reminded, this 18C still 
foiled to remove the boar riding safety pin. 
The rocket failed to detonate and the 18C had to 
locate and destroy the misfire. 

64. A team was tasked to blow up a vehicle 
bridge on a training exercise with charges 
prepared and cut prior to deployment. The 
target folder was sketchy and Indicated a simple 
truss bridge, but. when the team got to It, this 
18C realized the Wad bearing members were heavy 
I beams closely spaced under the road bed. 
While hanging from the supports In total 
darkness, this 18C mentally recalculated and 
then recut his explosives to cause the bridge to 
fall by twisting. The charges were Judged to be 
adequate to accomplish the mission by the 
exercise controllers. 

Dim % 
E 36 
T* 55 
All 

Dim H 
T* 55 
V 36 
All 

Dim % 
N 36 
T* 55 
All 

N H S 22. The team had a demolition mission but their 
4 6.75 0.43 firing system was not operating. This 18C was 
6 6.00 1.15 able to construct a field expedient firing 

11 6.27 0.96 device. The mission was a success. 

N M S 100. On a demo range firing demo with 
6 1.33 0.47 non-electric firing system, this ISC was tasked 
4 1.75 0.43 to construct a non-electric firing system with 

11 1,91 1.38 an 8 minute fuse. While figuring the burn rate, 
the 18C failed to convert the burn rate ^ ^ 
correctly. The charges were placed and Ignited 
and personnel walked back from the range safe 
distance, but the charges blew two minutes 
early. No one was hurt, but the 18C was 
counseled for falling to check system 
computations. 

M M S 160. This new IBC was Instructing non-electric 
4 1.50 0.50 firing systems In demolitions training. This 
6 1.33 0.47 18C handed an 18B what he thought was some time 

11 1.36 0.48 fuse (but was really detonating cord) and an 
Igniter and told him to time a burn off the time 
fuse. When after three tries the 188 could not 
get the fuse to light, another trainee noticed 
that It was detonating cord, not fuse. This 18C 
felt stupid for Incorrectly Identifying the 
cord; the detonating cord could have been 
touched off by the 188 applying heat and 
pressure. 

Dim % 
T* 55 
All 

Dim \ 
T* 45 
V 27 
All 

Dim % 
N 27 
T* 45 
All 

Dim H 
N* 55 
T 45 
All 

Dim V 
A* 55 
T 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 45 
T 36 
All 

Dim % 
F 27 
T* 36 
All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 30 
All 

N H S 
6 3.00 1.41 

11 3.73 2.05 

N H S 
5 2.00 1.55 
3 1.00 0.00 

11 1.55 1.16 

K M S 
3 4.67 2.05 
5 1.80 0.75 

11 2.64 1.87 

N H S 
6 1.17 0.37 
5 1.80 0.98 

11 1.45 0.78 

N H S 
6 6.33 0.75 
4 6.00 1.22 

II 6.09 1.00 

N H S 
5 1.80 0.98 
4 1.25 0.43 

11 1.45 0.78 

45. The 2nd division RTA needed an opening to 
start a CALFX; they gave the team different 
types of explosive ammo. They wanted an 
explosion to start the exercise. This 18C added 
200 lbs. of C-4, 150 lbs. of TNT, 200 lbs. of 
Bangalore Torpedo, and 50 lbs of mines. There 
was a b1g boom, which left a big crater and 
Impressed the Thai trainees. 

120. The team was conducting demolitions 
training while on FID. This 18C miscalculated 
the length of a time fuse. The charge went off 
early and endangered everyone In the area* 

110. A team was conducting a live fire night 
ambush under observation from coonand elements. 
The team Initiated the ambush with claymores 
then continued with small arms fire. After the 
cease fire was called, this 18C Inspected 
demolitions and gave the "all clear," missing an 
unexploded live claymore. When they wov^ to 
the objective for an AAR, the grader notified 
everyone of the live mine and had It disarmed. 

105. A team was going on a training exercise to 
blow up a satellite antenna using live Jemo. 
Infiltration was to be by helicopter. The ISC 
decided to save tine by priming the charges, 
using electrical blasting caps. In flight. This 
created an extremely hazardous situation for the 
team. 

2. This 18C was In charge of the team's 
demolitions training. This 18C displayed 
excellent knowledge of calculating charges and 
had the class participate In step-by-step 
procedures to develop the same. Training was 
achieved with no Injuries or waste of material. 

36. During a company level live fire exercise 
for a hasty ambush, there was a very had storm 
with lightning striking very close to and on the 
range. This ISC primed a claymore mine 
electrically before the movement 800 meters out 
from the objective. Personnel were en^ngered 
given the static electricity that resulted. 

N H S 
3 2.33 1.25 
4 1.75 0.83 

11 1.73 0.96 

N H S 
5 1.60 0.49 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.70 0.90 

10. This 18C was to disarm a U.S. 
anti-personnel mine In a hasty Protective 
minefield. Upon entering the fine field and 
probing, the soldier located the mjne. This 18C 
felt around the sides of the mine for booby 
traps, but did not find any before removing it. 
The mke went off knocking out the 18C s front 
teeth and blasting sand Into his eyes. 

121. This 18C was planning to demonstrate how to 
arm an H19 mine and activate It^uslng an H142 
firing device. This 18C planned to detonate the 
mine using the pull-release on the 142, - 
laying in a shallow depression oot more than 15 
meters from the mine. The range NCOIC stopped 
him. 
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OlB % N H S 103. This senior 18C was In charge of the 
N* 45 5 1.00 0,00 Student demolitions ranoe*.Jl®noi- 
T 27 3 3.00 1.41 students left the range, this 18C 
All 11 1.64 1.15 rid of some chemicals he had left from caT^llcj 

classes. This 18C poured the chemicals on the 
around and put a ULi knot In the mound* The gas 
and oil on the range Ignited the mound of 
chemicals, luckily, the chemicals Just burned 
and did not detonate; instructors and students 
had to run for cover. 

Dim % 
E* 27 
T* 27 
U* 27 
All 

Dim % 
N* 64 
T 27 
All 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 6.00 0.82 
3 6.00 0.82 

11 6.16 0.72 

N M S 
7 1.71 0.70 
3 1.67 0.94 

11 1.64 0.77 

43. The team was conducting a DA mission on a 
railroad bridge and part their equipment was 
coBipromlsed prior to the Interdiction of the 
target. This 18C produced the necessary 
demolitions materials from a very austere 
environment. The mission was accomplished. 

19. During a FID mission, this 18C was tasked 
to conduct counter-booby trap training for host 
country forces. He was very experienced In this 
area but didn't always follow standard Mfety 
procedures In handling explosives. While 
perfomlng a demonstration, he Inadvertently 
made an eWrlcal connectjon^whlch caused an 
explosive squib to go off In his face. He 
suffered 2nd degree burns and temporary 
blindness. 

Dim % 
A* 64 
T 27 
All 

Instructions to H H S 98. Uil5 18C MS olvlng Instnictions to 
7 1.57 0.49 students at a dennlltlons range. This 18C did 
3 3.00 0.00 not give clear instructions on the firing 

11 2.18 0.94 sequence. A student pulled the firing device 
too soon as the time of detonation was not known. 

01m % 
J 30 
K* 40 
T 20 
All 

N H S 135. This ISA's SF OOA was on the jange 
3 6.00 0.82 preparing a demolition After 
4 1.25 0.43 detonation. It was determined that the 16A s 
2 4.50 2.50 grenade had misfired. This 18A 

10 3.30 2.49 had <tone everything correctly and It was rot his 
responsibility to clear the 
tootc the responsibility and cleared It for him. 



Retranslatlon’ustlnrorincldentrfor Oinenslon U: (Problem name - 18CA) 

01a % 
J 20 
U* 70 
All 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
7 6.29 0.70 

10 6.40 0.66 

01m % N M S 
£20 2 6.50 0.50 
U* 60 6 6.33 0.75 
All 10 6.10 0.83 

Dim % 
U* 55 
V 36 
All 

Dim % 
U* 55 
All 

Dim % 
U» 45 
All 

N H S 
6 6.67 0.47 
4 5.50 0.87 

11 6.18 0.83 

H M 
6 6.33 0.75 

11 6.09 0.90 

N H S 
5 2.80 1.47 

11 2.36 1.23 

164. This SF engineer was tasked to construct a 
kill house for close quarters combat. The 18C 
checked plans for construction, observed other 
houses that had been built, and came up with his 
own plan for the house. The design and 
construction of the house ws far supoiljr to 
any other observed, resulting in an outstanding 
training facility. 

155. An A-team was asked to train COB to 
Indigenous personnel. Ho CQB range was 
available so this 18C purchased material and 
built one. CQB training went on as scheduled. 

29. This 18C was tasked to construct a wire 
fortification around a platoon-sited element in 
preparation for an attack by an OPFOR of unknown 
size. This 18C determined the necessary 
logistical requirements and coordinated for and 
suMrvIsed the construction of the wire ... 
obstacles. The platoon was 
repell a c(WMny-s1zed element of OPFOR from the 
platoon-sized defensive perimeter. 

77. This 18C was Usked to construct targets 
for a live fire exercise.^ The support 
structures for each target >«l[«,not Included In 
the material provided to assemble the targets. 
This 18C used natural materials from the 
Isnedlate environment to replace the material 
not included. The targets were constructed well 
enough to withstand rotorwash from 4 helicopters 
and hundreds of rounds of small arms fire. 

50. This 18C needed to wire a building In which 
the team was living. This 18C did not know the 
basic principles of electricity. This 18C Mde 
sow bad connections In the lights. The lights 
burned out causing a break In security. 

01m % 
U 27 
V* 45 
All 

Dim % 
H* 27 
U* 27 
All 

Dim % 
E* 
T* 27 
U* 27 
All 

Dim % 
F» 36 
I 27 
U 27 
All 

Dim H 
E* 36 
U 27 
All 

N M S 
3 6.67 0.47 
S 6.00 1.10 

11 6.09 1.00 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 6.27 0.75 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.00 
3 6.00 0.82 
3 6.00 0.82 

11 6.18 0.72 

N H S 
4 1.00 0.00 
3 1.33 0.47 
3 1.00 0.00 

11 1.09 0.29 

N H S 
4 5.50 0.50 
3 6.33 0.47 

11 5.82 0.94 

21. This 18C was to calculate the amount of 
lumber and hardware that was needed to build 
movable housing for a deployment. This 18C 
calculated the amount of material necessary 
correctly, allowing no waste or shortcomings. 
The mission was a success. 

143. This 18C was tasked to construct a rope 
bridge across a river. He coordinated the team 
to span the river with one 120 foot rope and 
three snap links per man. The team successfully 
crossed the river, keeping all team equipment 
and team members dry. 

43. The team was conducting a DA mission on a 
railroad bridge and part of their equipment was 
compromised prior to the Intertictlon of the 
target. This 18C produced the necessary 
demolitions materials from a very austere 
environment. The mission was accomplished. 

58. This 18C needed to construct and ffPlKe.® 
bridge connecting a base camp ai^ the L2/DZ that 
was used to receive supplies. Other team 
members pointed out that he was planning to 
build the bridge below the high water mark. 
This 18C would not listen to Input from anyone. 
It rained and the bridge washed away. 

119. This SF soldier was to teach a basic 
demolitions class to foreign officers. This SF 
soldier did not have any training aids. This SF 
soldier used the resources available to make the 
necessary training aids to teach the course, 
cutting down trees with explosives to teach 
calculations. The training aids were 
Instrumental in getting the training across to 
the students. 

OiB % N H S 35. This SF soldier was tasked with creating a 
j 27 3 7.00 0.00 moving target for live fire training. He 
ij* 45 5 6.40 0.49 planned a moving live Tire range complete with 
All 11 6.45 0.50 vehicle and enemy personnel. In a heavily wooded 

area. He devised, directed, and organized the 
construction of the^targets, w th very little 
logistical support from the unit. A complete 
range was bulu for day and night *»bushes with 
moving targets In an area of the woods that had 
not previously been used; several units used It 
for training. 

Dim % 
U* 45 
All 

Dim \ 
I 27 
3 27 
U* 36 
All 

Dim % 
I 27 
J 27 
U* 36 
All 

Dim % 
E 27 
U* 36 
All 

H H S^ 
5 5.80 0.75 

11 6.00 0.74 

N H 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.25 0.83 

11 6.64 0.64 

RMS 
3 5.67 0.94 
3 6.67 0.47 
4 6.00 0.71 

11 6.18 0.83 

UHL 
3 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 0.71 

11 6.00 1.35 

85. Live fire training was to be g1v;".to 
foreign nationals In wtrolling and 1;.1™<*1®te 
action drills. This SF sergeant was tasked with 
making the training more realistic. This SF 
sergeant Improvised an economical pop-up target 
even though the country had very few resources 
available. The pop-up targets were excellent 
training aids and enhanced training. 

130. This 18C was told that the team would be In 
a basic wooden building with all the Mcessary 
comfort items while on deployment. When the 
team arrived in the host nation, the team found 
that there was no latrine, no S?>rs, no windows 
or screens, and no showers in the building. 
This 18C went to town and bought supplies and 
borrowed tools. This 18C coroleted we 
necessary construction to get the team moved in 
and comfortable. The team was accommodated 
appropriately. 

1, The Special Forces team was sent to Africa 
where the surrounding environment was harsh and 
unsanitary. This 18C built a sh^r for the 
entire company to use from materials he 
scavenged from the area. The detachwnt members 
were able to clean themselves and maintain a 
more sanitary lifestyle. 

15. During an operation, the team nee^d to 
transport several heavy Items a great distance. 
This team engineer noticed a farm with 
broken-down equipment in the field. He 
developed a system to transport the items by 
rearranging the wheels and some of the metal 
pipes. The mission was completed on time. 

Dim % 
36 

All 

HNS 
4 6.00 0.71 

11 6.36 0.64 

49. This 18C was assigned a task of providing a 
water source to refugees who were living in a 
valley. This 18C went into the surrounding 
hills, located an underground water source, and 
ran piping from the source to the village. The 
villagers had clean drinking water. 
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RrtransUtloii List1tig*orincidentrfor*oiBenston V: (Proble* nane - 18CA) 

39. This SF NCO ws 
•amount of exp^J^Tes bridge cnbutewnt. This SF NCO Bade several 

of addition and subtraction* 
Conseouently* the teaa carried 60 extra pounds 
5? eSplSSlves over long and nountalnous Srraln. 

Din % 
V* 73 
All 

N H S 
8 1.63 0.48 

11 1.91 0.67 

Din % 
V* 64 
w n 
All 

OlB % 
U 27 
V* 45 
All 

Din % 
V* 45 
All 

Ola % 
U* 55 
V 36 
All 

Din % 
V* 36 
U 27 
All 

DIb % 
J* 55 
V 36 
All 

K M S 
7 1.43 0.73 
3 1.00 0.00 

n 1.36 0.64 

3 6.67 0.47 
5 6.00 1.10 

11 6.09 1.00 

N N S 
5 6.00 0.89 

11 5.45 1.16 

01m % 
M* 27 
J* 27 
V* 27 
All 

SSOT«“Sll«S®thete if dSlSmions 
the OOA would need to carry Into the operation. 
This IBC grossly underestlaated ^^SK*"nnw2liii 
explosive needed In order to keep the ^ fra# 
having to carry heavy rucksacks. The OOA was 
unable to conpiete Its mission to standard. 

21. This 18C was to calculate th® 
lumber and hardware that was 
■ovable housing for a deployaant. This 18C 
calculated the anount of material necessary 
correctly, allowing no waste or shortcomings. 
The mission was a success. 

151. This 18C was tasked to paint the Inside of 
the team room. This 18C took neasurewnts of 
the room to determine Its area. The JJC 
determined how much paint was needed to cover 
the room. 

N H s 29. This 18C was tasked to construct a wire 
A A A7 fl 47 fortification around a platoon-sized element 1n 
4 slo o:87 i?J6aratI6n fo? an attack bv an OPFOR of unknown 

11 A 1A 0 sl2e This 18C determined the necessary 
11 6.18 0.83 »^J^j^^S{%*5;irements and coordinated for and 

supervised the construction cj The „ 
nhstacias. The olatoon was able to successfully 
repell a company-sized element of OPFOR from the 
platoon-sized defensive perimeter. 

N M S 68. During a mission to destroy a radio tower, 
a 9 5Q 0 50 the Inte 1-analyst studied aerial photographs ot 
3 2 33 0 94 the tower and gave his estimate to the engineer 

11 2*55 0*89 of the measurements of the legs of the tower. 
11 2.55 0.89 fJ^yjn^JlSrdesIgned charts 

based on the Information given to him, falling 
to*take Into account the ’"Tormatlon was only an 
estimate. The tower legs were much leifger Than 
estimated and the charges too small. The tower 
was damaged but still standing and operational. 

6 1.33 0.47 
4 1.75 0.43 

11 1.91 1.38 

N M S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 5.33 1.25 
3 6.67 0.47 

11 6.27 0.96 

100. On a demo range firing demo with 
non-.1wtr1c fIrlno 
to construct a non-electric firing system wun 
an 8 minute fuse. While figuring the burn rate, 
the 180 failed to convert the burn rate 
correctly. The charges were placed and ignited 
and personnel walked back from the 
distance, but the charges blew two minutes 
early. No one was hurt, but the 180 was 
counseled for falling to check system 
computations. 

139. An 180 was given the job to help the 18E 
come up with the number of P^Tterles the 
detachiKnt would have to carry for the upcoming 
field exercise. Using math and his 
electricity, this 18C was able to tell his team 
sergeant not only how many P®Tter1es to carry, 
but also how much energy would be used by the 
batteries every time the 18E transmitted and/or 
received a message, and almost exactly how bbuV 
receives/transmits each battery could Mke. Due 
to his work, the OOA was able to stay In the 
field longer than planned without having to 
carry or request additional unnecessary 
batteries. 

Ritranslatlon’ustlng’orincldents for Dimension W: (Problem name 

167. This 18C was perfoiralnq a Target analysis 
on a bridge In preparation for a Training 
exercise. He was given an 
target folder; It had only P*^T1al Information 
This 18C made every effort to obtain criycal 
dimensions from The support Ing^ncy. The 
agency did not provide the InfoTtMtlon and 
consequently, the 18C was unable to calculate 
demolition charges accurately. 

IBCA) 

Dim % 
W* 100 
All 

N H S 
11 4.09 1.73 
11 4.09 1.73 

Dim % 
W* 100 
All 

Oil % 
W* 91 
All 

Oil % 
V* 36 
W 27 
All 

Dim \ 
H* 64 
W 27 
All 

H M 
11 6.00 1.13 
11 6.00 1.13 

N H S 
10 6.00 1.00 
11 5.91 1.00 

154. A company needed target holders for its 
training missions. This §F 
photos of objects, Masurements, 
photos. Including infrared shots. 
performed well as It had In-depth target folders. 

79 An SF team was given a mission to sever an 
oil pipe line. Although It was January, th®y. 
were^given a folder depicting The target jjj The 
spring, pis 18C reouested an “5g®Te on the 
target and discovered that Jhe pipeline was target onu ui»4.u»oi«w 
covered by four feet of snow, 
to complete the mission. 

waited 

N H S 68. During a mission to destroy «. **2**!2 
4 2.50 0.50 the Intel-analyst sTudied aerial photographsof 
3 2.33 0.94 the tower and gave his JstlMte to the «"0^[!®®’^ 

11 2.55 0.89 of the measurements of the legs oTpe tower. 
This engineer designed his explosive char«s 
based on the information olyen To him, f«ij|n0 
to take into account pe inTormatlon was only an 
estimate. The tower legs were much lorpJ’^.TMn 
estimated and the charges too small. 
was damaged but still standing and operational. 

explosive needed in order to keep tte W f^ 
havlno to carry heavy rucksacks. The OOA was 
unable to complete Its mission to standard. 

n4« tr M S 120. The team was conducting demolitions 
A 2 00 1 55 training while on FID. This 18C miscalculated 

V 27 3 lloo o!oo the length of a time fuse. The charge went off 
All 11 1.55 1*15 early and endangered everyone In the area. 
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Retraniiatlon List1no"or'incidentrfor Olaenslon A: (Proble* name - 18CB) 

01b % N H S 103. This 18C was usked to 9lve « class on the 
^ A* *57 4 2 DO 1 73 H142 f Irina device to host nation forces. This 

T 29 2 l‘.50 o!50 18C forgot^the sequence in ^ich ^ 
All 7 2.29 1.75 be removed from tfte firing device. The firing 

device went off and the hurt his hand. The 
class was discouraged and the 18C s teai-mates 
no longer trusted him. 

Din % 
A* 57 
All 

DIB ,5 
A* 57 
I 29 
All 

,5 
A* 38 
H* 38 
All 

01a % 
A 29 
C* 57 
All 

O’? oS A 29 
0* 57 
All 

o’f. Ji A* 29 
All 

no longer trusted hla. 

H M S 96. This 18C was Instructing host nation forces 
4 5.50 1.50 In nlne/counterBlne operations. TMs 18C 
7 5 57 1 40 Instructed the forces in laying, recording, 

removing and Identifying U.S. and foreign 
Bines. ®The surviMblllty o^.^he host n^lon 
forces was enhanced, as was their defense of 
their borders. 

« H S 122. This 18C was to cross-train his teaa In 
4 3 00 1 58 advanced and expedient demolitions. This 18C 
2 2lS0 0.50 needed to train himself Jo.Je a subiect matter 
7 3.29 1.67 expert and to ensure that he had ^he 

aaterlals required for the class. This 18C 
prepared his classes In such a way that he 
relied heavily on his aanuals. This 18C 
coapleted the training, but was repr^nded for 
notcoBnIttlng more to acaory or to notes. 

H H S 64. This 18C was conducting training on U.S. 
3 4.67 2.62 Bines. This 18C demonstrated the use of an M21 
3 1 33 0.47 as a platter charge by removing the booster and 
8 3.75 2.59 breaking the plastic shell with a blasting cap, 

exposing the platter and e^loslves. The 
detachment BeSbers were made aware of the use of 
the H21 Bine as a platter charge. 

N M S 81. While In thelocalt^. a drunk began to 
2 5 50 0 50 Insult a teaa aeaber. This SF soldier wauea 
4 el25 o!83 way from the confrontation. A major Incident 
7 5.86 0.83 was avoided. 

M H S 98. The team was training HH forces In basic 
2 6.50 0.50 skills using an Interpreter while this IBC, the 
4 6.00 l.OO teaB*s best 1 Insist, observed. 
7 6.00 0.93 several cases where the Interpreter did not 

fully understand what was said but told the HN 
troops what he thwwht was belno said. The IW 

corrected the Blslnformatlon. The students got 
the right inforaatlon. 

N H S 119. As an Instructor on a field training site. 
6.00 1,00 thii lie warSiSSsIble ^or developing and 
5.86 0.64 5.«S*i 

special deBSlItlons device, cutting a 
s^are hole In the roof of a WWII-era building, 
Si lie standing 2 meters away. The Mpabllltles 
of both the special demolitions 
the instructor were successfully demonstrated. 

DIB H 
A 25 
N 25 
T* 38 
All 

2 3.50 2.50 of a carver matrix. This 18C was out of the 
3 2.00 0.82 country and did not have the proper books to 
8 3.00 1.87 prepare the class. This 18C was unable to 

settle disagreements that arose about how the 
nuabers were used In the rating of the carver as 
he had not anticipated that he would need his 
books. The class was not successful. 

N M S 86. This 18C was conducting demolition training 
2 2.50 1.50 for some ROTC cadets. During the training, one 
2 1.00 0.00 of the cadets asked this 18C how an artillery 
3 3.00 2.16 simulator operated. This 18C responded that the 
8 2.75 2.11 cadet would never need to know such Information 

unless he was an expert in demolitions, but that 
he would show him. This 18C cut open the 
simulator with a buck knife. When the 18C was 
halfway through the simulator. It Ignited 
severely burning him. The 18C was 
nonoperatlonal for 3 months. 

A 29 
I* 43 
All 

N M S 104. This 18C was to task out certain classes 
2 5.00 2.00 for an upcoming mission to Jls Junior. This 18C 
3 6.00 0.82 let the Junior engineer Pick the dajj®* 
7 5.57 1.29 which he was most knowledgeable so ^bat he could 

give the best Instruction possible. This 18C 
Interacted with the Junior to confirm or deny 
information that should be Included In the 
classes. The Junior 18C was able to do « Q^d 
Job and he developed greater respect for his 
senior. 

Dim % 
A 25 
fl* 50 
All 

H H S 12. During a FID mission, this 188 was 
2 6.00 0.00 Instructing host nation NCOS and officers In 
4 6.50 0.50 offensive operations. It w* ^*17 bj!;. 
8 6.00 0.87 the classroom portion of the InsjrtctIon. this 

16B made the oblectlye of each attack a FepsI 
truck. During the field exercise, this 18B 
emlactd two cooler* filled with fepjl ;t the 
Objective. When the students arrived, they 
•captured* the l^sl. Rapport was strengthened, 
the classroom and field portions of training 
were tied together, and the lesson was driven 
home. 

Dim % 
A 25 
C* 50 
All 

H H S 50. During a Joint exercise with foreign 
2 2.00 1.00 forces, an SF officer got Into an arguront at 
4 1.25 0.43 the Tactical Operations Center on the Issue oT 
8 1.38 0.70 where the troops should be fed lunch. JMs was 

of no significance from a tactical standpoint. 
This officer threw a handful of Pap«J* ^be 
air, stormed out, and ripped a sink gut of the 
wall In the latrine (water came gushing out of 
the wall). The foreign division coimander 
called the corps coBmander and the officer was 
reprimanded. 

54. This 18C was to train his team on the use 
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Retranslatlon'ustlng’orincldents for Olmenilon B: (Problem nans - 18CB) 

Dim % N H S 33. This IBC was deployed to a foreign 
B* 88 7 6.43 0.73 country. This 18C was honest and op«" 
All 8 6.13 1.05 Indigenous owpla. It was obvious to all that 

thiswise really enjoyed being In the country and 
that he really liked the people. The Indigenous 
people were sorry to see nia leave. 

Dim % H M S 126, This team aeaber was 
B* 86 6 5,67 1,25 East several times, where he was personally 
All 7 5.86 1,25 offended by sever^f the local customs. This 

left-handed team member ate goat and rice with 
his right hand, was sprayed with perfume, and 
held hands witfc the counterparts. He continued 
to have good rapport with the local 
representatives of the host nation forces. 

7 2.29 1.28 

Dim H 
B 25 
H* 50 
All 

a Job. The equipment was damaged and 
unoperatlonal for a couple of days. 

N H S 53. This 18C was tasked to dispatch a storage 
2 6.00 1.00 truck to transport the team to the range. The 
4 1.25 0.43 18C did not pull PMCs on the vehicle. The truck 
8 2.38 2.18 broke down on the way to the range and a day was 

wasted. 

2 6.00 1.00 truck to transport the team to the range. 
4 1.25 0.43 18C did not pull PMCs on the vehicle. Thi 

N H S 52. An SF company was sent to assist with 
2 6.00 1.00 Haitian refugees. The refugees only spoke 
2 6.50 0.50 French Creole. This SF soldier went to great 
2 5.50 1.50 pains to learn Creole as there are no 
8 5.38 1.65 Creole-French dictionaries. The SF soldier 

learned the language In 2 weeks and was able to 
establish a good working relationship with the 
refugees. 

Din % H H S 34. During construction of a school In a 
B* 75 6 1.33 0.47 foreign country, the locals Pjesented this SF 
All 8 1.75 1.30 soldier with various resouroeful construction 

techniques using Improvised tools. Jhe SF 
soldier did not agree with the local methods of 
construction and refused their Input. The 
school was not finished In time because the 
locals resented the soldier's response. 

Dim % 
B* 57 
C 29 
All 

H M S 136. This soldier was In charge of a work detail 
4 1.50 0.50 that was days behind schedule. This soldier 
2 2.00 0.00 made the HN soldiers work on Sundays PejPite the 
7 2.00 0.93 fact that HH soldiers only had Sundays to visit 

family members. The HH forces' morale hit rock 
bottom, their work became sloppy, and they cm 
close to refusing to work anymore at all until 
they were promised all Sundays off. 

Dim % 
B* 57 
All 

H H S 79. This IBC was giving derolltlgns training to 
4 6.75 0.43 host nation forces and local civilians, 
7 6.29 1,03 specifically addressing road cratering. A 

farmer described to the 18C how the technloue 
could help him in building an Irrigation ditch. 
This 18C spent the next class showing the farmer 
and the other students how to use the technique 
for the purpose of building an Irrigation 
ditch. The rapport between the SF team end the 
Indigenous forces and people was greatly 
enhanced. 

Dim % 
A 25 
B* 50 
All 

H H S 12. During a FID mission, this 18B was 
2 6,00 0.00 Instructing host nation HCOs and officers In 
4 6.50 0.50 offensive operations. It was very hot. During 
B 6.00 0.87 the classroom portion of the Instruction, this 

IBB made the objMtIye of each attack a Pepsi 
truck. During the TieId exercise, this 18B 
emplaced two coolers filled with Pepsi at the 
objective. When the students arrived, they 
-captured'' the Pepsi. Rapport was strengthened, 
the classroom and field portions of training 
were tied together, and the lesson was driven 

Din % N H 5 99. During an OCONUS FID deployment, this 18C 
B* 43 3 6.00 0.00 became friendly with a local farmer. The farmer 
All 7 6.14 0,64 Identified numerous large trees on his property 

that he needed removed but did not have the 
means to do so. This 18C suggested to his teu 
sergeant that the calculation and placement of 
timber charges be added to the training schedule 
and that the students remove the trees. The 
students received additional hands-on experience 
In the use of demolitions and the rapport 
between SF personnel and local area civilians 
was Improved. 

Dim % H H S 140. This i8C was to flet rid of refining 
§• 43 3 2.67 2.36 demolition materials. This 18C took the demo 
N 29 2 2,00 1.00 materials and went Into a valley that was too 
All 7 2.14 1.73 close to a HN village: he did not coordinate 
AM what he was doing with HN personnel. He blew 

out the windows In the local village. As a 
result of this ISC's actions, the l8A had to be 
very diplomatic with the HN officer to smooth 
out the problem. 

Dim % 
B* 43 
C 29 
All 

WHS 
3 6.33 0.94 
2 3.50 0.50 
7 5.57 1.50 

117. While on an exercise In a third world 
country, this 18C discovered that the local 
populatkn lacked an adequate water supply 
although a water pumping station had recently 
been Installed. This 18C retraced the piping 
that went from the water station to the pump and 
discovered that a portion of It had been crushed 
by a vehicle. This IBC repaired the pipe. The 
team gained the respect of the local populace. 

Dim % N H S 128. This 18C was on a construction site for the 
B* 29 2 3.00 2.00 host nation. This 18C was In charge of the 
F* 29 2 1.50 0.50 equipment. This 18C forgot to clean the 

29 2 2.50 0.50 concrete off some of his tools after conducting 
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DIB H 
C* 71 
All 

M S 
5.60 1.85 
5.71 1.67 

Retrans1at1on*L1st1ng"of Incidents for Dimension C: (Problem name - 18CB) 

139. While In a host country training indigenous 
soldiers, an NCO picked up an unsup«rv1sed 
weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 
point, the NCO wouldn't return the weapon, 
creating a tense situation. 
this situation, •"<*J;i^.*jj.rtihiiitv 
NCO that he could destrov the teas*s credibility i without causing him to lose face with the 
rabs). Ha also told the Arabs It was Just a 

drill and started telling Jokes In one of the 
region's languages, the situation was diffused 
In a matter of seconds. 

Dim 
C 

S 
^ 25 
K* 50 
All 

N H S 
2 3.00 2.00 
4 1.75 0.43 
8 2.00 1.22 

25. Members of an SF detachment were drinking 
at an Air Force sports pub and were involved in 
some good humored inter-service Jo^iJO- 
officer grabbed a female bv the shirt after she 
said "where you going little guy." breaking her 
necklace. This officer had previously warned 
his team members about such behavior, 
officer was counselled. 

Dim % 
A 29 
C* 57 
All 

DIB % 
A 25 
C* 50 
All 

D1B % 
C* 43 
1 29 
All 

N H S 81. While In 
2 5.50 0.50 Insult a tea« K^r. This SF soWJ'f 
4 6.25 0.83 way from the confrontation. A major Incident 
7 5.86 0.83 was avoided. 

2 2.00 1.00 
4 1.25 0.43 
8 1.38 0.70 

H H 
3 2.33 1.89 
2 1.00 0.00 
7 2.14 1.81 

50. Ourlnq a joint exerels. with foreign 
forces, en SF officer got Into an •[‘flu*;*‘L 
the Tactical Operations Center on the Issue of 
where the tro^ should 
of no slonlflcence fron htytjcal standpoint. 
This officer threw a handful of 
alr. storwd out. and ripped a »1"J Sl. n? 
wal\ In the latrine (water cane onshlnj 
the wall). The foreign division coraander 
called the corps coaaander and the officer was 
reprimanded. 

132. During a FID deployment, this teai member 
was unable to adapt to the harsh conditions and 
becasB withdrawn. Hejrefused to accept the 
cultural diversity and was a 
Bisslon. This teaj Beuber was redeployed to the 
rear and the detachment continued the mission 
minus one individual. 

Dim % 
C* 38 
1 25 
All 

3 2.67 2.36 
2 1.00 0.00 
fi 2.75 2.28 

62. This 18C was tasked to drive a 2 1/2 ton 
truck to the rifle range. This 18C was upset 
that he was not asked to 9? with the advance 
nartv In the rental car. This 18C deliberately 
Srove the truck erratically, hitting the brakes 
hard and dumping the clutch, making the ride 
very uncomfortable for passengers. The soldier 
was counseled on his attitude and behavior as an 
NCO. 

01m % 
C 29 
J* 43 
All 

Dim % 
B* 57 
C 29 
All 

Dim % 
C* 29 
All 

N M S 
2 5.00 i.og 
3 6.33 0.47 
7 6.00 0.93 

H H S 
4 1.50 0.50 
2 2.00 0.00 
7 2.00 0.93 

7 5.29 1.83 

97. This 18C was aware of the limited funds 
available to the unit and of the necessary 
frequency of demolitions training within cha 
unU. This 18C started a test shot photo album 
of all the shots that he fired, recording the 
taroet material and dimensions with the 
demolition type and formula used. Consequently, 
a reference source for test shots was available 
on file for the detachment's use. 

136. This soldier was In charge of a wrk detail 
that was days behind schedule. This joljler 
made the HN soldiers work on Sundays 
fact that HN soldiers only had Sundays to visit 
family members. The HN forces morale hit rock 
bottom, their work became sloppy, and they c^ 
close to refusing to work anymore at all until 
they were promised all Sundays off. 

75. This 18C was asked to ensure that he knew 
how to build an A-Frame for the OOA's 
mountaineer training exercise. This 18C did not 
know what an A-Frame was. The team sergeant 
Instructed the 18C to present a 4 hour class on 
knots and lashings. This 18C did the necessary 
research and gave an outstanding class. The IBC 
learned what an A-Frame was and the whole team 
^nefltted. 

Dim % 
B* 43 
C 29 
All 

Ola % 
C 29 
E 29 
N* 43 
All 

fl H S 117. VBille on an exercise in a third wgHd 
3 6.33 0.94 country, this 18C discovered that the local 
2 3.50 0.50 population lacked an adequate water supply 
7 5 57 1.50 although a water pumping station had recently 
7 b.a/ 1.5U ^"stalled. This 18C retraced the piping 

that went from the water station to the pump and 
discovered that a portion of it had been crushed 
by a vehicle. This 18C repaired the plPf. The 
team gained the respect of the local populace. 

80. During a hand grenade range, this SF 
u w.-w soldier did not know whether or not he had 

2 5.00 0.00 pulled the pin on a grenade. This 18C cleawj 
3 5.33 0.47 everyone off the range and went out to clear the 
- mlsfw of the hand grenade. The SF engineer 

noticed the pin was still on the grenade, put It 
back on Una, pulled the pin, and re-thrw the 
grenade. The range did not have to be closed 
for range control to clear the misfire. 

N M S 
2 6.50 0.50 

7 5.57 0.73 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon £: (Problen name 

Dim % 
E* 50 
All 

H H S . 15. While preparing for an airborne insertion 
4 6.25 0.43 into the desert, the detachment was having^ 
8 6.13 0.93 problems with the A-21 cargo container. The 

size of the container was going to be a problem 
given the size of the drop zone and the number 
of personnel who were to follow the container. 
This 188 devised a roller skid that MUld 
quickly elect the cargo container. The 
detachment successfully Inf lied in only one pass. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension F: (Problem name «* 18CB) 

Dim % N H S 49. Several SF teams were training In a very 
F* 75 6 1.50 0.76 bad snowstorm. This SF officer decided to 
All 8 2.38 1.93 cancel the training. Instead of keeping the 

soldiers at the training sight In the local 
barracks, the SF officer ordered the soldiers to 
drive 30 miles In the storm to the other 
barracks. One vehicle flipped over killing a 
medic, injuring 5 other soldiers, and destroying 
the vehicle. 

01m % 
£* 50 
All 

Dim % 
£* 43 
I 29 
All 

01m % 
£• 38 
J 25 
All 

N M S 41. This 18C was tasked to construct mechanical 
4 4.75 1.30 targets. He constructed the targets but then 
8 4.75 0.97 realized that they could not be removed fi^ the 

building because wey «re too large to fit 
through the door.^ Thls^lSC thought about 
removing a wall of the building. This 16C then 
realized he could disassemble the targets and 
reassemble them outside. The targets were used 
outside. 

N N S 
3 6.00 0.82 
2 5.50 0.50 
7 5.57 1.29 

N H S 
3 5.00 2.16 
2 7.00 0.00 
8 4.63 2.23 

Dim % 
C 29 
E 29 
N* 43 
All 

Dim % 
£• 29 
N* 29 
T* 29 
All 

Olm % 
E* 29 
I* 29 
U* 29 
All 

Dim % 
£* 29 
All 

Dim % 
E* 25 
V* 25 
All 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 5.00 0.00 
3 5.33 0.47 
7 5.57 0.73 

N H S 
2 3.00 2.00 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
7 2.29 1.75 

H H S 
2 6.00 0.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 5.50 1.50 
7 6.00 1.07 

2 5.00 1.00 
7 5.43 1.18 

N H S 
2 6.00 0.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
8 6.63 0.48 

137. During an FTX, the detachment was 
experiencing poor communications. This 
experienced senior 18E offered concise advice to 
the detachment 18E on how to Improve conoo. 
Coano Improved. 

92. The OOA was short of food and still a fw 
days away from exfil. With the food supply low, 
this 18E ran an antenna lead to a nearby tree 
noted to harbor a hefty squirrel population. He 
placed a small amount of peanut butter on the 
wire to attract squirrels'attentlon. then keyed 
the transmitter and shocked the squirrels when 
they had the peanut butter In their mouths, 
stunning them long enough to have sonmne 
hastily retrieve the squirrels. The OOA was 
able to have sufficient food for a couple of 
extra days. 

80. During a hand grenade range, this SF 
soldier did not know whether or not he had 
pulled the pin on a grenade. This 18C cleared 
everyone off the range and went out to clear the 
misfire of the hand grenade. The SF engineer ^ 
noticed the pin was still on the grenade, put It 
back on line, pulled the pin, and re-threw the 
grenade. The range did not nave to be closed 
for range control to clear the misfire. 

95. This SF engineer was gathering and checking 
his equipment wnlle preparing to train a 
demoluIon course. He checked a Chinese 
personnel mine with an American test without 
understanding the electrical system of the 
Chinese mine. Due to the electrical difference, 
the mine detonated—killing the engineer. 

127. The team was executing the battalion's 
endurance event. During a river crossing, this 
16C made a rig which got a big wooden dusny 
across the river effectively and In a timely 
manner. The team accomplished Its mission. 

102. During a winter. FTX a medic was having 
trouble keeping the IV solution from freezing 
up. This medic placed the IV solution In the 
heat packet that comes In the new HREs. By 
adding water to this packet, the IV solution 
heated up and kept the solution from freezing. 

30. While on deployment, the need for safe 
drinking water for lOO.OOO personnel was^ 
evidenced by the high Incidence of diarrhea. 
The team ISC was tasked to construct a system of 
water delivery that would prevent contamination 
of water. This 18C contacted a civilian relief 
agency who supplied 500 yds of 4" plastic pipe. 
He sank this Into a natural spring, ran the pipe 
down hill and through the camp, punching holes 
every 50' and Installing spigots. Consequently, 
sick call went from 500+ per day down to less 
than 100 per day. 

Dim % 
F* 75 
All 

01m % 
F* 43 
6 29 
All 

Dim % 
F* 38 
N 25 
All 

Dim % 
8* 29 
F* 29 
J* 29 
All 

Olm % 
F* 25 
U* 25 
V* 25 
All 

Dim H 
F* 25 
P* 25 
All 

Dim % 
F* 25 
N* 25 
All 

H M S 
6 1.33 0.47 
8 1.75 1.30 

N H S 
3 1,33 0.47 
2 2.00 0.00 
7 2.86 2.10 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
2 2.00 1.00 
8 3.25 2.59 

N H S 
2 3.00 2.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
2 2.50 0.50 
7 2.29 1.28 

N H S 
2 2.00 1.00 
2 5.00 2.00 
2 2.50 0.50 
8 3.38 1.73 

N H S 
2 2.00 1.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
8 3.50 2.29 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
8 5.63 1.41 

40. This team leader was Informed that a cache 
of antitank mines In the team's area of 
operations should be destroyed as they were In 
hostile hands. The team leader would not allow 
the team to destroy the mines, saying It was not 
politically correct for the leaders' careers. 
Three Canadian vehicles hit mines and the team's 
medic died after hitting mines on the road. 

116. A team was participating In a battallon^^ 
emergency deployment readiness exercise (EORE) 
In Isolation. This team leader was working on 
the courses of action. After briefing the 
courses of action, and being told to work on 
another, he failed to modify the course of 
action and continued to do things the way he 
wanted to. The team failed the briefbade and 
was put into Isolation for another week. 

90. While deployed In Africa, an SF medic told 
this team leader not to use untreated water or 
Ice. This team leader disregarded the advice 
and drank a soda with Ice made locally. The 
team leader had severe diarrhea, was treated for 
parasitic Infestation, and was counseled. 

128. This 18C was on a construction site for the 
host nation. This leC was In charge of the 
equipment. This 18C forgot to clean the 
concrete off some of his tools after conducting 
a job. The equipment was damaged and 
unoperatlonal for a couple of days. 

14. This 18C was working as part of an advisory 
staff for a mechanized unit. This 18C 
recoownded to the detachment comunder that he 
place a number of anti-tank obstacles at 
selected sites In his area of operation. This 
IBC failed to consider the seasonal change that 
had occurred since the Intelligence photos he 
had reviewed were taken. The SF advlso)^ staff 
lost credibility with the mechanized unit. 

68. This 18C was detailed with obtaining 
construction material to build slmula^d 
placements In host nation training. This 180 
was unable to obtain some of the material that 
he requested. Instead of letting someone In 
charge know about the deficit In material, this 
18C started working on other tasks. The deficit 
was discovered In a spot check and the material 
was ordered again. 

47. An Air Force C-130 airplane had been struck 
by a UH-53 helicopter during ground refueling 
operations on a joint training exercise. The 
C-130 caught fire, the emergency exit bells 
sounded, and the soldiers who were on board the 
C-130 started to exit. This senior ^ Inside 
the burning aircraft realized that the soldiers 
were starting to panic. He stood up and in a 
strong and reassuring tone directed the soldiers 
to their appropriate exits, and was one of the 
last soldiers off the burning aircraft. All 
soldiers were evacuated without serious Injury* 

Dim % 
E 25 
U* 38 
All 

N H S 
2 5.00 1.00 
3 6.33 0.47 
8 6.00 1.00 

22. The Special Forces team was Instructed to 
dig a bunker for protection Inside the 
perimeter. The soil was extremely hard and 
compacted. This 18C Instructed the team to^use 
waste water throughout each day to loosen the 
soil so It would oe easier to dig 1n each 
morning. As the soil was wet, the digging 
process was shortened considerably. 

H-lOO 



ietranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 6: (Problem name • 18CB) 

Dim % N H S 7. During planning for an extensive covert 
G* 75 6 6.33 0.47 operation, this SF soldier <leveloped an 
All 8 5.63 1.32 Intricate escape and evasion plan. He .<^es1gned 

the plan to cover every contingency and briefed 
every member of the OOA completely so that no 
one had questions. Although a coupjf 
members were compromised, ihe majority of the 
team was able to escape safely with all 
sensitive Intelligence and equipment. 

n* ^ H S 76. This 18C was responsible for conducting a 
G* 43 3 3.33 1.25 reconnaissance of the team s area of 
All 7 3.71 2.12 operations. This 18C did 

and never went to the area Itself to see If the 
team could be supported with the essential 
elements to survive. The area could not support 
the team with water and water had to be trucked 
In. 

Dio % H H S 58. The team needed to car|^ a certain amount 
° G* 38 3 1.33 0.47 Of water on Infiltration. ^Thls SF soldier came 

T 25 2 5.50 0.50 up with the Idea to carry 5 gallon cans on 
All 8 3.13 2.09 stretchers to the cache site. The stretcher was 

more weight than had bwn bargained for and 
never made It to the actual site. 

Dim % N H S 120. This SF team was conducting a search and 
G* 33 2 4.00 2.00 reconnaissance mission during a JRTC rotation. 
All 6 5.17 1.57 This 18C correctly Identlflea key 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension H; (Problem name ■ 18C8) 

Dim % 
G* 38 
T 25 
All 

Dim H 
6* 33 
All 

Dim % 
6* 29 
All 

Dim % 
f* 43 
6 29 
All 

Dim h 
G 29 
H 29 
V* 43 
All 

Dim \ 
G* 29 
N* 29 
All 

Dim % 
G 25 
W* 50 
All 

Dim % 
G* 25 
U* 25 
All 

N M S 
2 2.00 1.00 
7 2.66 1.88 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
2 2.00 0.00 
7 2.86 2.10 

N H S 
2 4.50 2.50 
2 3.00 2.00 
3 1.00 0.00 
7 2.57 2.26 

I ms lot correct Iy luenkii icu iuui.c« 
points) In the area of operation. The team was 
able to occupy positions that allowed them to 
give critical, time-sensitive Information to 
higher headquarters. 

113. This 18C chose a site next to a^rlver for 
the team's stay during a deployment for 
training. This 18C failed to take the ra ny 
season into account. The camp site was flooded 
during the last two weeks of the mission. The 
detachment had to relocate and lost some 
equipment. 

116. A team was participating In a battalion 
emergency deployment readiness exercise (FORE) 
in Isolation. This team leader was^working on 
the courses of action. After briefing the 
courses of action, and being told to work on 
another, he failed to modify the course of 
action and continued to do things the way he 
wanted to. The team failed the briefback and 
was put Into Isolation for another week. 

121. This 18C was sent to obtain measurement of 
a bridge and to determine the best places for 
and appropriate types of charges. This 18C did 
not take any measuring devices or writing 
material with him. The 18C could not remember 
all of the measurements and alternate plans had 
to be made. 

131. A team was conducting a training exercise 
Involvlno helo cast ups. This Individual exited 2 2.50 1.50 Involving helo cast ups. This Individual exited 

2 1.00 0.00 the helo Inwedlatcly Toll wing the boat and 
7 2.00 1.60 entered the water. The flotation device failed 

and he could neither swim nor save himself. He 
drwned. 

H N S 4. For a OA mission, this 18C was tasked to 
2 6.00 1.00 Identify key targets for interdiction. He spent 
4 6.50 0.50 four days in Isolation studying satellite 
6 6.25 0.83 photos, maps, and Intelligence traffic. Due to 

the thoroughness of his effort, he was able to 
narrw dwn the options for direct action 
targets to three choices. 

H H S 44. This 18C was tasked to do a route 
2 4.00 2.00 reconnaissance of a critical main supply route 
2 7.00 0.00 and to evaluate the type and amount of repair 
8 5.25 1.85 material needed to open the road for use by 

tractor-trailers. He measured, sketched, and 
documented all critical problem areas. This IBC 
made a detailed reconstruction plan and even 
developed plans for temporary detours to avoid 
Impeding civilian traffic flow. Consequently, 
the company was able to accomplish In several 
weeks what was expected to take several months. 

Dim % 
H* 50 
All 

Dim H 
50 

All 

Dim H 
B 25 
H* 50 
All 

01m \ 
H* 43 
All 

Dim % 
A 25 
H* 38 
All 

Dim H 
H* 38 
I 25 
All 

Dim H 
H* 38 
P* 38 
All 

Dim V 
H 33 
K* 67 
All 

Dim h 
G 29 
H 29 
V* 43 
All 

Dim % 
H 29 
J 29 
M* 43 
All 

Dim k 
H 25 
L* 50 
All 

Dim H 
H* 25 
All 

H H S 16. This 188 was tasked to Inspect and Issue 
4 1.25 0.43 night vision devices. The 18B forgot to put 
8 1.88 1.62 batteries In the devices. The night vision 

devices did not work. 

N H S 51. A team was training on the demolitions 
4 1,75 1.30 range. This 18C was charged with nicking up 
3 1.75 1.30 demolitions for the range. The 18C forgot to ?1ck up blasting caps. The team wasted training 

Ime waiting for the caps to arrive. 

N H S 
2 6.00 1.00 

53. This 18C was tasked to dispatch a storag 
truck to transport the team to the range. Th 2 6.00 1.00 truck to transport the team to the range, me 

4 1.25 0.43 18C did not pull PMCs on the vehicle. The truck 
8 2.38 2.18 broke down on the way to the range and a day was 

wasted. 

N H S 106. An OOA was deploying on a strategic 
3 2.33 1.25 reconnaissance mission for 3 days witn long 
7 2.57 1.59 movements. This 18C only brought 2 quarts of 

waters with him and then drank that 2 quarts 6 
hours Into the mission. The soldier became 
severely dehydrated and had to rely on other 
soldiers* supplies. The mission had to be 
called to an administrative halt. 

N M S 54. This 18C was to train his team on the use 
2 3.50 2.50 of a carver matrix. This 18C was out of the 
3 Loo 0.82 country and did not have the proper books to 
8 3.00 1.87 prepare the class. This 18C was unable to 

settle disagreements that arose about how the 
numbers were used In the rating of the carver as 
he had not anticipated that he would need his 
books. The class was not successful. 

N M S 
3 2.33 0,47 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 1.75 0.83 

M M S 
3 1.67 0.47 
3 1.00 0.00 
8 2.25 1.71 

N H S 
2 2.00 0.00 
4 1.00 0.00 
6 1.33 0.47 

N H S 
2 4.50 2.50 
2 3.00 2.00 
3 1.00 0.00 
7 2.57 2.26 

N H S 
2 6.00 0.00 
2 6.50 0.50 
3 6.00 1.41 
7 6.14 0.99 

N M S 
2 2.00 1.00 
4 2.25 1.64 
8 2.75 1.64 

N H S 
2 6.50 0,50 
8 5.50 1.80 

20. An A-team was deployed In South East Asia 
to train on FID. This 18C failed to take proper 
medication for malaria. The 18C became sick and 
had to be sent to the hospital. 

88. This SF soldier was sent to coordinate 
lodging, transportation, and training sites for 
an arriving team. This SF soldier failed to 
complete his mission as he did not take 
coordinates, arrange for transportation, or get 
the training sites. The team lost several 
training days as they were forced to make the 
arrangements. 

135. A team was deploying on a reconnaissance ^ 135. A team was deploying on a reconnaissance 
mission. This 18E falsely stated all equipment 
had been tested. The team was deployed with bad 
equipment and vital information was denied to 
the assault force for 18 hours. 

121. This 18C was sent to obtain measurement of 
a bridge and to determine the best Pjuces for 
and appropriate types of charges. TMs 18C did 
not take any measuring devices or writing 
material with him. The 18C could not remember 
all of the measurements and alternate plans had 
to be made. 

130. This SF soldier was sent to conduct 
reconnaissance of a target area for Army 
Rangers. This SF soldier acquired pictures of 
the target area so that they could be developed 
and placed In a panoramic picture set-up. The 
Ranger unit was ecstatic with the vlw and 
clarity of the target area; their ability to 
Infiltrate the area was greatly Improved. 

21. The team was placed Into an exten^d 
movement corridor with limited food and water, 
and had to move 20-25 miles per day on foot for 
six days. This 18A had placed wo* 
training emphasis on being able to lift weights 
and run a i6k rather than extended cross country 
walking with rucksacks. This 18A jovolopjJ 
extensive blisters and became <*®hy^rated while 
on the move. He was evacuated on the third day 
due to his condition. 

91. This 18C was responsible for locating a 
site for and emplacing a cache of water 
rations for an 60A that would be moving through 
the desert area In about 2 weeks, ^pls IW used 
movement tables to locate an area that would be 
easy to Identify on the map and ground. The 
team was on their last quart of water when they 
came to the area. They were able to 
the cache and to continue with their mission. 

H-lOl 



Dira % 
H* 25 
N* 25 
T* 25 
All 

N H S 56. This 18C was tasked to t;un demolitions 
2 2.00 1.00 traimna on a rainy dav. * 
2 1,50 0.50 poorly functioning firing device to the . 
2 3.00 0.00 resulting In several misfires. The misfires had 
8 3.13 1.90 to be cleared, endangering personnel. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon I: (Problem name • 18CB) 

OliB % N H S 104. This 18C was to task out certain classes 
A 29 2 5.00 2.00 for an upcoming mission to his junior. This 18C 
I* 43 3 6.00 0,82 let the junior engineer pick the classes about 
All 7 L57 1.29 which he was most knowledgeable so that he could 

give the best Instruction possible. This 18C 
interacted with the Junior to confirm or deny 
information that should be Included In the ^ 
classes. The Junior 18C was able to do a good 
job and he developed greater respect for his 
senior. 

Oln % N H S 137. During an FTX, the detachment was 
E* 43 3 6.00 0.82 experiencing poor cosiminl cat Ions. This 
I 29 2 5.50 0.50 experienced senior 18E offered concise advice to 
All 7 5.57 1.29 the detachment 18E on how to improve conmo. 

Conno Improved. 

Dim \ 
C* 43 
I 29 
All 

H H S 132. During a FID deployment, this team^»ei*er 
3 2.33 1.89 was unable to adapt to the harsh conditions and 
2 1.00 0.00 became withdrawn. He refused to accept the 
7 2.14 1.81 cultural diversity and was a liability to the 

mission. This team member was redeployed to the 
rear and the detachment continued the mission 
minus one Individual. 

Dim H 
I 29 
J* 57 
All 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 

134, An SF team stopped In Panama on Its wy 
back to the U.S. The team was notified that 

4 5.00 2.35 their aircraft had mechanical problems and would 
7 5.57 1.99 be delayed for 48 hours. Another aircraft was 

available In 4 hours that could transport 
personnel but no equipment. This SF soldier 
volunteered to stay 1n Panama until the plane 
was fixed and then ride with the equipment. The 
team leader praised this SF soldier for 
volunteering to stay. 

Dim % 
I* 29 
K* 29 
All 

N H S 125. A class was given to an A-teaa on how to 
2 l.OO 0.00 operate KY-57 by an 18E so all members of the 
2 1.50 0.50 team would be able to send SITREP In the absence 
7 1.86 1.36 of an 18E. This SF soldier was reading a book 

during the class and did not pay attention. 
When told to llsten-up, he replied he already 
know this stuff. Two weeks later, this soldier 
had to send SITREP without an 18E and could not 
remember the procedures. He ended up clearing 
the fills and missing contact time. 

Dim H 
I* 29 
All 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
7 5.71 1.67 

73. An OOA was to link up with a submarine at 
sea. In the dark, via CH47 helicopter.The team 
helo-casted with all equipment, weapons, and 
rucksacks averaging 80 lbs. each,This SF soldier 
had an almost consuming fear of water and was a 
weak swimmer.Though terribly afraid of juaplng 
Into the water, this soldier maintained an 
attitude of enthusiasm, offered words of 
encouragement and motivation to others '5fho.'^[® 
nervous or apprehensive, and saw to It that the 
other weak swimmers had a strong swim-buddy 
assigned to them (even though he was without 
one).He was first to exit the aircraft to show 
others how to overcome their fears .All members 
successfully exited the aircraft and were 
recovered by the sub without Incident or loss of 
equipment. 

Dim H 
E* 29 
I* 29 
U* 29 
All 

N M $127. The team was executing the battalion's 
2 6.00 0.00 endurance event. During a river crossing, this 
2 7.00 0.00 18C made a rig which got a big wooden dumiy 
2 5.50 1.50 across the river effectively and In a timely 
7 6.00 1.07 manner. The team accomplished Its mission. Its mission. 

Dim H 
A* 57 
I 29 
All 

N H S 
4 3.00 1.58 
2 2.50 0.50 
7 3.29 1.67 

122. This lec was to cross-train his tew In 
advanced and expedient demolitions. This 18C 
needed to train himself to be a sublect matter 
expert and to ensure that he had all the 
materials required for the class. This 18C 
prepared his classes In such a way that he 
relied heavily on his manuals. This 18C 
completed the training, but was reprimanded for 
not conaittlng more to memory or to notes. 

Dim % 
H* 38 
I 25 
All 

N H S 
3 2.33 0.47 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 1.75 0.83 

20. An A-team was deployed In South East Asia 
to tram on FID. This 18C failed to take proper 
medication for malaria. The 18C became sick and 
had to be sent to the hospital. 

Dim % 
C* 38 
I 25 
All 

N M S 
3 2.67 2.36 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 2.75 2.28 

62. This 18C was tasked to drive a 2 1/2 ton 
truck to the rifle range. This 18C was upset 
that he was not asked to 9$ with the advance 
party 1n the rental car. This 18C deliberately 
drove the truck erratically, hitting the brakes 
hard and dumping the clutch, making the ride 
very uncomfortable for passengers. The soldier 
was counseled on his attitude and behavior as an 
NCO. 
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Din 
I 25 
T* 50 
All 

N M S 31. During a field exercise, the team was 
2 6.50 0.50 practicing using 
4 6.75 0.43 taught the rest of lit ions 
A fi 0 fi3 Imorovlsed methods of Initiating demolitions 
8 6.25 0.83 “\ound in the SF ^nuals or taught 

at school. The team was motivated by the 
training. 

Retran»iation*Usting'o?*ineidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name • 18C8) 

jfe M M s 134. An SF team stopped in Panama on its way 
I 29 2 7.00 0.00 back to the U.S. Tne team was notified thai 

57 4 5 00 2.35 their aircraft had mechanical problems and would 
7 5 57 1 99 be delayed tor 48 hours. Another aircraft Mas 

All 3.3/ » available In 4 hours that could transport 
personnel but no equipment. This SF wldler 
volunteered to stay In Panaw until the pl«n®- 
was fixed and then ride with the equipment. The 
team leader praised this SF soldier for 
volunteering to stay. 

n\m H H H S 18. This 18B was tasked to^have the map chest 
° J* 50 4 4.75 2.28 and manual shelf organized tor a coaMnd 

p 25 2 6.00 l.OO Inspection. This 18B organized the wp chest 
an a 5 25 1 92 and manual shelf. The Inspector noticed that All 8 5.25 1.92 ana Its highest standard 

and the 18B was awarded an MSM for his actions. 

Dim % 
J* 50 
All 

Dim % 
C 29 
J* 43 
All 

N H S 13. AS a deployment was 
4 6.00 0.71 detachment was very low on ammunition, jje 
a 5 38 1 32 situation was not looking good for team training 

to be conducted. This IBB went out to other 
units searching for those who had 
amaunttlon or Tor those who would be willing to 
alve some annunltlon up. The detachment was 
able to conduct the team training and everyone 
received Instruction as planned. 

N H S 97. This 18C was aware of the limited funds 
2 5.00 1.00 available to the unit and of the 
3 6,33 0.47 frequency of demolitions training 
7 6 00 0 93 unit. This 18C started a test shot photo album 

of all the shots that he fired, recording the 
target material and dimensions with the 
demolition type and formula used. Consequently, 
a reference source for test shots was available 
on file for the detachment’s use. 

Dim H 
J* 38 
P* 38 
All 

N H S 28. During a practice Isolation, the detachment 
3 5.33 0.47 was planning Its 
3 Loo 0.82 for this were not available from the S-2. At 
8 4.88 0.93 the completion of The exercise, the detactont 

found that they had the maps but had 
able to find them due to confusion The filing 
system. This 18B took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, 
filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use Its assets. 

Dim H 
a* 38 
All 

Dim H 
J 29 
W* 43 
All 

Dim H 
B* 29 
F* 29 
J* 29 
All 

Dim % 
K 29 
J 29 
W* 43 
All 

Dim % 
J 29 
U* 43 
All 

M H s 29. This 18C was tasked to give demolitions 
3 6 33 0 94 training to the team prior to allowing team 
8 6!25 i!39 members to use the ‘^®®®J^T1ons on the ""gj* 

The demolitions were not permitted to be taken 
into the team room. ,Thls IBC Toj[fl!}T « cloth 
line and wood (2 x 2 and 2 x 4 ) at the 
store. This lic drilled holes « ejeJ Mi®? 
each piece of wood and spray painted the wood 
green . He then used these «* 
substitutes for TNT, C-4. hiwldetOMS^®! 
The 18C gave an 
did a great Job when they got to the range, 

N H S 138. Target analysis was being conducted by 
2 6.50 0.50 several teams. This 18C PTCVided moro 
3 5 00 1.41 Information on size, capacity, distance, and 
7 5*71 1.28 structure strength to his team than was 9^v*5 To 

other teams. This 18C's team presented a better 
target analysis and display than the other teams. 

N M S 128. This 18C was on a construction site for the 
2 3.00 2.00 host nation. This 18C was In charge 
2 1.50 0.50 equipment. This 18C forgot to clean Jh® . 
2 2.50 0.50 concrete off some of his tools after conducting 
7 2.29 1.28 a Job. The equipment was damaged and 

unoperatlonal for a couple of days. 

N M S 130. This SF soldier was pnt To conduct 
7 6 00 0 00 reconnaissance of a target area for Army 
2 1:50 0.50 RiSgert. This SF soldier acquired 
3 6.00 1.41 the'*target area so that they could m develwd 
7 14 0 99 and placed In a panoramic picture set-up. The 
7 6.14 0.99 gJX Scstatic wUh the vl^ 

clarity of the target area; their ability to 
infiltrate the area was greatly Improved. 

MRS 109. This 18C was working at a field Training 
2 6.50 0.50 Site. This IBC coordinated »”■* <2 
3 5.33 1.70 operations of several 
7 5,57 1.40 upgrading the range facilities. The 

comprehensive operation was completed In one day 
ano the training facility was Improved, 

N M 
2 3.00 2.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
2 2.50 0.50 
7 2.29 1.28 

N M 
Z 6.00 0.00 
2 6.50 0.50 
3 6.00 1.41 
7 6.14 0,99 
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Dim H 
J* 25 
P* 25 
All 

Din H 
B* 25 
D* 25 
0* 25 
All 

Din Jf 
J 25 
L* 63 
All 

Din % 
J 25 
T* 50 
All 

Din % 
E* 38 
J 25 
All 

u u s 42, DurInQ Desert Shield/Desert Stonn» a 
2 7.00 0.00 company's sltraap was established 
2 6.50 0.50 eventsVcurred. This SF 
8 5.75 1.20 company's sltnap on the enemy 

time tne company's sitmap was 
returned to the OOA and updated the (»A 
verbally. The company's sitmap was up-to-date. 

N M s 52. An SF company was sent to assist with 
2 6 00 1 00 Haitian refugees. The refugees only spoke 
2 6.50 0:50 F?iSih cJeol?. This SF soldier weni to great 
2 5.50 1.50 pains to learn Creole as there are no 
I sla lls E?e5le“re“h"dl"liM?1el1*"ThrSF"1old1er ^ 8 5.38 1.65 Creole^Frencn^dlci^ ^ 

establish a good working relationship with the 
refugees. 

N H $ 8. On a recent deployment to Korea 
2 4.50 0.50 winter, the temperatures were fjeezlno and there 
5 6 40 0.80 was snow. This weapons sergeant drove on . 
8 5.25 1.92 through the bad weather to keep 
o ohiectlve was reached. The team 

tnrougn me oog weamci wu 
until the objective was reached, 
reached the objective on time. 

N M S 39. An A-team was deployed overseas with no 
2 7.00 0.00 demolitions equipment although ^t 
4 6.00 1.00 training was on the schedule. This 18C bought 
8 5.75 1.39 chemicals In the local town and made J®®®Jit Ion 

material. Demolitions training went on as 
scheduled. 

H M 5 92 The OOA was short of food and still a fw 
3 5.00 2.16 dayiiSayTomexfll. With the food supp y low, 
2 7.00 0.00 this 18E ran an antenna lead to a nearby tree 
8 4.63 2.23 noted to harbor a hefty squirrel population. He 

Placed a small amount of peanut butter on the 
wire to attract squirrels" attention, then keyed 
the transmitter and shocked the soulirels when 
they had the peanut butter In their mouths, 
stunning them long enough to have somMje 
hastily retrieve vhe squirrels. The OOA was 
able to have sufficient food for a couple of 
extra days. 

Retranslatlon^LUtlng’of’lncldents for Dimension K; (Problem name - 18CB) 

Dim % N M S 19. While deployed In Africa, the teu ms 
“ K* 75 6 1.67 0.75 staying In a villa that had been supplied by the 

All ^ 8 ^13 1.62 host nation. Caretakers also were provided who 
did various odds and ends around the villa at no 
charge. At the end of the stay, the team took 
up a fund to give each caretaker some money to 
thank them. This SF soldier said he had no 
money. This SF soldier later returned from 
shopping and showed everyone the purse he had 
bought for his wife. The team members now 
question the soldier's credibility. 

N M S 124. A team was crossing a rope Jt 
5 1.60 0.80 recondo school. Jhls soldier said he could 
7 2.29 1.39 swim. When he slipped and fell Into the water, 

he had to activate nis vest, and float 
downstream to a safety boat. He was safe. 

Dim % 
K* 71 
All 

Din S 
H 33 
K* 67 
All 

Dim % 
C 25 
K* 50 
All 

Dim % 
I* 29 
K* 29 
All 

Dim % 
K* 29 
All 

H H S 135. A team was deploying on a reconnaissance ^ 
2 2.00 0.00 mission. This 18E falsely stated 
4 1,00 0.00 had been tested. The team was 
6 1.33 0.47 equipment and vital Information was denied to 

the assault force for 18 hours. 

N H S 25. Members of an SF detachment 
2 3.00 2.00 at an Air Force sports pub and 
4 1.75 0.43 some good humored Jnter-servlce 
8 2.00 1.22 officer grabbed a female by the wit 

said "where you going little guy. breaking her 
necklace. This officer had previously !gr®ed 
his team members about such behavior. This 
officer was counselled. 

N M S 125. A class was given to an A-teM on hw to 
7 i 00 0 00 operate KY-57 by an 18E so all members of the 
2 r.50 olso team would be able to send SITREP 
7 lias 1.36 of an 18E. This SF so dier was readina a book 

during the class and did not pay 
When told to Usten-up, he replied J® already 
know this stuff. Two weeks later, this soldier 
had to send SITREP without an IBE and could not 
remember the procedures. He en^d up clearing 
the fills and missing contact time. 

N H S 74. This SF NCO was tasked to carry military 
2 1.00 0.00 explosives In his rucksack to be used in target 
7 2.29 1.83 destruction as part of a field training 
/ i.oj exercise. Thls’^SF soldier was unsure of the 

effects that high altitude wuId l«ve on the 
explosives and so removed them f^ his rucksack 
prW to making a jump. 
explosives on the aircraft. The could 
not be completed according to plan and the NCO 
received a written reprimand. 

N H S 83. This 18C was In charge of making a bridge 
2 1.50 0.50 classification. The team had to Jove 
3 2.00 1.41 construction egulP"*"* wJise 
8 3.50 2.40 different location. This 18C turned in a raise 

classification to his senior engineer, 
misrepresenting the capabilities of the bridge. 
A jeep loaded with equipment fell Into the creek. 

Dim % 
K 25 
V* 38 
All 
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Retranslatlorilstlng of Incidents for Oinenslon L; (Problem name - i8CB) 

Olm % N M S 10. This team member was Jo conduct 
L* 8B 7 5.57 1.84 a reconnaissance of a possible MSS for an SR 
All 8 5.25 1.92 mission. The terrain was very rocky and 

mountainous, the teroerature was excess of 
100 degrees, and this soldier was Infilled with 
a 70 pound rucksack. 
reconnaissance area and 
soldier ran out of water. The individual pushed 
on until he had to stop to prevent possible heat 
Injury. This SF soldier then gave nimself an IV 
and was able to make It to the exfiltration 
site. The mission was completed. 

Din \ 
J 25 
L* 63 
All 

Din % 
H 25 

50 
All 

Dim \ 
L* 43 
All 

Dim \ 
L* 43 
All 

Dim % 
L 25 
T* 38 
All 

N H S 8. On a recent deployment to Korea during the 
2 4.50 0.50 winter, the temperatures were freezing and there 
5 6.40 0.80 was snow. This weapons w^'go^o^^jjove on 
6 5.25 1.92 through the bad ^^ather to keep the Patro1 going 

until the objective was reached. The team 
reached the objective on time. 

N M 5 21. The teas was placed Into an extended 
2 2.00 1.00 movement corridor with limited food and water, 
4 2.25 1.64 and had to move 20-25 miles per day on foot for 
a 2 75 1.64 six days. This 18A had placed 

training emphasis on being able to lift weights 
and run a WK rather than extended cross country 
walking with rucksacks. This 18A developed 
extensive blisters and became dehydrated while 
on the move. He was evacuated on the third day 
due to his condition. 

N M S 100. The team was completing the required 
3 6.67 0.47 20-mne read march segment of the annua 
7 5.86 2.03 certification exercise. This 53-year old 180A 

completed the march twice. He earned the 
respect of the other younger team members. 

N H S 110. This 18C had to conduct bridge 
3 6.67 0.47 reconnaissance while the enemy was the 
7 5 43 1.40 bridge. It was the middle of winter and about 

20 degrees at night. This 18C took off all his 
clothes and swam about 200 wters to get under 
the bridge and measure critical dimensions. The 
mission was a success; the bridge was totally 
demolished. 

H M s 72. The staff had oversupplied the unit with 
2 6.00 0.00 explosives for a FID mission. This 18C brought 
3 5.33 0.47 support personnel down range to blow up 
8 5.75 0.66 explosives. Due to one poorly crimped camp and 

a faulty time fuse, a misfire occurred. The 18C 
followed procedures, solved the problem, and 
detonated the charge. Excess explosives were 
eliminated. 

Retransiatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension H; (Problem name • 18CB) 

Dim N M S 5. This 18E was tasked with navigating his 
M* 88 7 3.00 1.77 team toward the objective rally point. TMs I8E 
All 8 3.00 1.66 misplotted the azimuth, ending up 15 degrees off 

point. The team sergeant had someone else take 
the responsibility for land navigation. 

Dim h N M S 66. This SF soldier was responsible for land 
H* 63 5 1.40 0.49 navigation techniques, with an estlwted tiK of 
All 8 2.13 1.17 arrival of 12 midnight. This SF soldier did wt 

arrive until 8 am. He could not use his azimuth 
or his map appropriately and had gotten lost. 
The soldiers who were waiting for him were 
resentful, affecting team morale. 

Dim % N H S 142. An SF NCO leading a dismounted patrol 
M* 57 4 5.50 2.06 realized that the map reconnaissance was wildly 
All 7 5.57 1.68 Inaccurate due to the age of the map. This SF 

NCO made major deviations from the . 
route, navigating on the move. The SF HCO got 
the patrol to Its target within the window and 
the mission was accomplished. 

Dim h 
H* 63 
All 

Dim h 
M* 57 
All 

Dim H 
M* 25 
All 

N M S 
2 6.00 I.00 
8 5.88 0.93 

48. This SF soldier was tasked to design and 
build a new co^ass course. The present coomss 
course was laid out, but the relatively short 
distance between the points did not allow for 
the use of a map to determine the exact azimuth 
and distance from point to point. This SF 
soldier used the pythagorean theorem to 
mathematically determine the exact azimuth and 
distance between points. The compass course was 
revised appropriately and used to teach students. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension N: (Problem name ■ 18CB) 

2. This SF soldier was evaluating pistol 
marksmanship on a shoot and move range. This 5F 
soldier was following a host nation soldier 
closely through the course, falling to pay 
attention to prescribed safety rules, when the 
host nation soldier was changing magazines, his 
pistol discharged—shooting this SF soldier In 

01m % 
N* 88 
All 

N H S 
7 1.71 0,70 
a 1.63 0.70 

the chest and i him. 

Dim 
N* 8 
All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 33 
All 

Dim % 
50 

All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 38 
All 

Dim k 
H* 50 
T 38 
All 

01m \ 
C 29 
E 29 
N* 43 
All 

Dio % 
A* 38 
N* 38 
All 

Dim % 
N 38 
T* 50 
All 

Dim \ 
H* 38 
1* 38 
All 

Dim % 
N* 38 
T* 38 
All 

H H S 
6 1.33 0.75 
7 1.71 1.16 

N H i 
4 1.75 1.30 
3 2.33 0.47 
8 1.88 1.05 

123. Sob. host wtlon^soldlers gave this 18C 
some grenades they had found on the border. 
This I8C attempted to disarm the flrenades by 
removing the detonators and sawing into them. 
The 18C was verbally reprimanded for a safety 
violation by the company coimander. 

6. This 18C was tasked to remove a hasty 
protective minefield. As a guide Jed him 
around, this 18C strayed Into the minefield, 
looked down, and stepped onto the pressure 
firing device of a mine. The 
exploded and launched a projectile that crushed 
his forehead. 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.43 
8 2.50 1.32 

67, This 18C was giving a class on demolitions, 
specifically addressing firing systems and 
military explosives. Ouring the hands-on 
portion of the class, this 18C Instructed the 
team members to fill aonunltlon cans with 
demolitions material and put a couple of 
blasting caps Into the cans. Personnel were 
needlessly endangered. 

N H S 
4 1.50 0.87 
3 1,33 0,47 
8 2.00 1.66 

N H S 
4 2.00 1.73 
3 1.33 0.47 
8 2.25 1.92 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 5.00 0.00 
3 5.33 0.47 
7 5.57 0.73 

H M S 
3 4.67 2.62 
3 1.33 0.47 
8 3.75 2.59 

N H S 
3 5.33 0.94 
4 6.25 0.83 
8 5.50 1.32 

N H S 
3 2.67 0.94 
3 1.00 0.00 
B 2.25 1.71 

N M S, 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 6.00 0.82 
B 6.13 0.78 

3. This 18C was teaching about breaching 
charges to foreign soldiers. This 18C made 
several lengths of sensitized detonation chord 
which he then looped around his neck while he 
continued to give the class. This 18C 
endangered himself and the students around h1ra 
and was not allowed to teach any more classes. 

26. During the set-up of an electrical firing 
system, this 18C hooked up the power source 
before completing the wire splices In the 
system* This SF soldier then left h1s M3^H and 
went down the line to continue splicing wires, 
leaving the system hooked to the pwer source. 
The IBc was counseled and rcprlwnded for the 
danger In which he placed his life. 

80, During a hand grenade range, this SF 
soldier did not know whether or not he had 
pulled the pin on a grenade. This 18C cleared 
everyone off the range and went out to clear the 
misfire of the hand grenade. The SF engineer 
noticed the pin was still on the grenade, put It 
back on line, pulled the pin, and re-threw the 
grenade. The range did not nave to be closed 
for range control to clear the misfire. 

64. This 18C was conducting training on U.S. 
mines. This 18C demonstrated the use of an M21 
as a platter charge by removing the booster and 
breaking the plastic shell with a blasting cap, 
exposing the platter and explosives. The 
detachment members were made aware of the use of 
the H2I mine as a platter charge. 

23. This 18C was responsible for destroying 
lOOnn and 120imi artillery rounds. He moved the 
targeted rounds Into an abandoned underground 
bunker from the above-ground site where they 
were located and detonated. The underground 
detonation prevented shrapnel from being 
projected through the air. 

U. On a demolitions range, this 18C a 11 wed 
team members to bury M-14 AP (toe poppers), but 
he forgot to remind them to mark the locations. 
This 18C then told individuals to start the time 
delays on other charges. Nobody knew where It 
was safe to walk and time fire was burning on 
other charges. All Individuals were in great 
danger exiting the down range area. 

1, During a training exercise, this 18C and 
the host nation personnel noticed a number of 
grenades were leaking. This 18C was asked to 
destroy the grenades because they were unstable 
and a hazard. This 18C followed his training 
and took all safety precautions In destroying 
the grenades. The grenades were destroyed 
properly and a safety hazard was averted. 

D1ia h 
H* 38 
T 25 
All 

Dim k 
G* 29 
N* 29 
All 

Dim k 
E* 29 
N* 29 
T* 29 
All 

Dim k 
B* 43 
N 29 
All 

Dim k 
F* 38 
N 25 
All 

Dim k 
H* 25 
Q* 25 
All 

Dim k 
H 25 
T* 50 
All 

N H S 60. While conducting training for his GOA on 
3 2.00 1.41 electrical firing systems, this 18C ms tasked 
2 1.50 0.50 to ensure that all range safety requirewnts 
8 2.88 2.32 were followed. When this 18C took his OOA down 

range to place their charges, he left the poMr 
source connected to the firing wire. This 18C 
had to be reminded by another OOA member to go 
back and remove the power source before 
attempting to hook up the charges. No one was 
Injured, out this 18C had difficulty In gaining 
the trust and confidence of the team. 

N H S 131. A team was conducting a training exercise 
2 2.50 1,50 involving helo cast ups. This individual «1ted 
2 1.00 0.00 the helo Immediately following the boat and 
7 2.00 1.60 entered the water. The flotation device failed 

and he could neither swim nor save himself. He 
drowned. 

95. This SF engineer was gathering and checking 
his equipment while preparing to train a 
demolition course. He checked a Chinese 
personnel mine with an American test without 
understanding the electrical system of the 
Chinese mine. Due to the electrical difference, 
the mine detonated—killing the engineer. 

140. This IBC was to get rid of remaining 
demolition materials. This 18C took the demo 
materials and went Into a valley that was too 
close to a HN village: he did not coordinate 
what he was doing with HM personnel. Ite blew 
out the windows In the local village. As a 
result of this 18C's actions, the IBA had to be 
very diplomatic with the HN officer to smooth 
out the problem. 

90. While deployed In Africa, an SF medic told 
this team leader not to use untreated water or 
Ice. This team leader disregarded the advice 
and drank a soda with Ice made locally. The 
team leader had severe diarrhea, was treated for 
parasitic Infestation, and was counseled. 

84. While on a deployment In South America, a 
captain's camp was overthrown by terrorists. 
This officer Instructed the 18E to destroy all 
connunlcatlons equipment and SOI In the camp and 
take only one radio and antenna. Later after 
the team members had evacuated the camp and were 
secured, the 18E used the emergency crypto 
system to transmit their status to higher HQ 
using the contingency plan. 

85. This 18C was teaching demolition procedures 
to foreign nationals. One task was to test the 
firing circuit and H47 firing device. This 18C 
did not place a live blasting cap under the 
sandbag while testing In front of the students. 
Although the cap did not go off, proper safety 
procedures for the training context were not 
followed. 

56. This 18C was tasked to run demolitions 
training on a rainy day. This 18C brought a 
poorly functioning firing device to the range, 
resulting In several misfires. The misfires had 
to be cleared, endangering personnel. 

47. An Air Force C-130 airplane had been struck 
by a UH-53 helicopter during ground refueling 
operations on a Joint training exercise. The 
C-130 caught fire, the emergency exit bells 
sounded, and the soldiers who were 02-^**** Jhe 
c-130 started to exit. This senior NCO Inside 
the burning aircraft realized that the soldiers 
were starting to panic. He stood up jnd In « 
strong and reassuring tone directed the soldiers 
to their appropriate exits, and was one of the 
last soldiers off the burning aircraft. All 
soldiers were evacuated without serious Injury. 

Din Jk N M $ 86. This 18C was conducting demolition training 
A 25 2 2.50 1.50 for some ROTC cadets. During the training, one 
N 25 2 I.00 0.00 of the cadets asked this IBC how an 
T* 38 3 3.00 2,16 simulator operated. This 18C respon^d that the 
All 8 2.75 2.11 cadet would never need to know such Information 

unless he was an expert In demolitions, but that 
he would show him. This 18C cut open the 
simulator with a buck knife. When the 18C was 
halfway through the simulator. It Ignited 
severely burning him. The 18C was 
nonoperatlonal for 3 months. 

Dim k N 
H* 25 2 
N* 25 2 
T* 25 2 
All 8 

Dim k N 
F* 25 2 
N* 25 
All 

N H S 
2 3.00 2.00 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
7 2.29 1.75 

N H S 
3 2.67 2.36 
2 2.00 1.00 
7 2.14 1.73 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
2 2.00 1.00 
8 3.25 2.59 

N M S 
2 5.50 0.50 
2 6.00 1.00 
8 6.00 1.12 

N H S 
2 3.50 2.50 
4 3.25 0.83 
8 3.50 2.06 

M S 
2.00 1.00 
1.50 0.50 
3.00 0.00 
3.13 1.90 

2 6.50 0.50 
8 5.63 1.41 
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Oln 
N* 

k 
25 

All 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 4.50 2.45 

82. During an XONUS FIO mission, It was 
determined that a ditch was necessary outside 
the village to improve drainage In the area. 
The detachment i8C calculated and placed the 
charges necessary to blast the ditch, but did 
not observe the minimum safe firing distance for 
personnel In the open. When the charge was 
Initiated, several large dirt clods were 
launched In the air. One of the dirt clods hit 
the village chief rendering him unconscious and 
severely damaging the rapport developed with the 
local civilians. 

Retranslatlon’llstlng'of'incldents for Dimension 0: (Problem name - 18C8) 

Dim % 
0* 75 
All 

N M S 
6 6.67 0.47 
8 6.13 1.27 

35. While performing land navigation training, 
this SF NCO stumbled upon a heat exhausted team 
member. This NCO pulled the soldier Into the 
shade, loosened his clothing, initiated an IV, 
applied water, treated him for shock, and 
evacuated the member. The Injured soldier Is 
still alive. 

D1m % 
0* 63 
All 

N H S 
5 4.00 1.55 
8 4.25 1.39 

32. A soldier became dehydrated when 
participating In an obstacle course. This 188 
gave an IV to the Injured soldier even though he 
did not know what he was doing. The soldier 
recovered, but the 18B was given a negative spot 
report. 

Dim 
0* 

H 
50 

All 

N H S 69. During OCONUS military operations In urban 
4 6.50 0.50 terrain (HoUT) training, this 18B saw an 
8 6.25 0.97 explosion In an Indigenous soldier s hand. The 

18D was on another range and this 18B did not 
have any bandages. This 16B used an Indigenous 
soldier's T-shirt to stop the bleeding. The 
bleeding was stopped until the 180 arrived to 
suture the wound and treat for Infection. 
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Ret«MlItiorListi^9*orincidMtt"OT oinentlon ft (Problea name • 18CB) 

88. This SF soldier was sent “=“'['*1!!?^ tr.,. 
lodalna, transportation, and 
an arriving team. This SF 
complete his mission as he did not tajce 
coordinates, arrange for transportation, or get 
the training sites. The team Tost several 
training days as they were forced to make the 
arrangements. 

1BC8) 

01m H 
H* 38 
P* 38 
All 

3 1.67 0.47 
3 1,00 0,00 
3 2.25 1.71 

Din 
Q* I 
All 

RrtMMiation*LUtin9 of Incident, for Olmenilon Qi (Problea na 

N H S 9. The detachment was pregaPln9 for an CCOXUS 
7 6.14 0.99 mission. For the purpose of i«o 
8 5.75 1.39 classified material was beiJU 

observed the detachment comnander scoring 
confidential material In TiJl® 
advised the comnander that all raterlal 
classified as confidential j!. 
stored In a safe. The classified raterlal was 
safeguarded. 

01m h 
0* 38 
P* 38 
All 

Din % 
P* 29 
All 

Dim % 
J* 25 
P* 25 
All 

Dim ^ 
J* 50 
P 25 
All 

Oin % 
F* 25 
P* 25 
All 

N H S, 
3 5.33 0.47 
3 5.00 0.82 
S 4.8B 0.93 

N H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
7 6.00 0.93 

28. During a practice Isolation, the 
w« DiSnniSd th."l?2 At for this were not available from tne a-t. At 
the completion of the exercise, the detachment 
found that they had the raps but had not been 
able to find them due to confusion In Jhe filing 
System: This 18B took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, 
filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use its assets. 

the 
77. This SF soldier was ehJTfl* «L, 

denlovments to various locations in tne 
Pac1f^ This soldier rade it possible for tl 
OOAs to train while he coordinated everything 
from travel orders, supplies, ®3i[i8‘"®Il);;rtAr« 
requests for drop zone oir^®nSr rood, quarters. 

There were no problems with deployments. etc 

« M 5 42. Ourlnq Desert Shield/Desert Store, a 
2 7.00 0.00 company's si trap ^$s established 
9 6*50 0 50 events occurred. This SF soldier updated the 
a 5 75 llio Company's sltrap on the enemy situation. Any 
a b./D Company's sitmap was update^ he 

returned to "the OOA and updated the 
verbally. The company's sitmap was up-to-date. 

N M S 18. This 18B was tasked to have the map chest 
4 4 75 2.28 and manual shelf organized Tor a command 
2 6*00 1.00 inspection. This 188 organized 
ft ft*95 1 92 and manual shelf. The Inspector noticed that 8 5.25 1.92 ena ^i^ed to Hts highest standard 

and the 18B was awarded an MSM for his actions. 

N H S 68. This IBC was detailed with obtaining 
2 2.00 1.00 construction material to lor 
2 1.50 0.50 placements In host nation JSSt 
fi 3 50 2 29 was unable to obtain some of the material that 8 3.50 was of lett ng someone 1n 

charge know about the ^®T1c1t1n material, this 
18C started working on other t®sks. pe deficit 
was discovered in a spot check and the material 
was ordered again. 

Dim V 
q* 86 
All 

01m \ 
Q* 57 
All 

Dim % 
N* 25 
Q* 25 
All 

N H S 141. Equipment needed to be turned In Toi*,. - 
6 1.00 0.00 service. This 18E did not clear crj^to out of 
7 1.71 1.75 the equipment. Material was seen by 

unauthorized personnel. 

N H S 
4 5.25 1.09 
7 5.57 1.05 

8 6 

5.50 0.50 
6.00 1.00 

.00 1.12 

112, This SF soldier was to burn oi'.^tostroy 
classified material that 
non-classifled material. . 
removed the non-classifled material W5^®5 ® 
sign asking others not to throw non-classifled 
Mterlal with classified trash. The personnel 
re-routed their non-classifled trash. 

84. While on a deployment In South America, a 
captain's camp was overthrown by tenrerUts. 
This officer Instructed the 18E to destroj^a 11 
comnunlcatlons equipment and SOI ^n the jamp and 
take only one radio and ®ntenna. Later jTter 
the team members had evacuated the camp and were 
secured, the 18E used the en»^9®ncy crwto 
system to transmit their status to higher HQ 
using the contingency plan. 
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RrtraMlationistino'of’incidentrfor’oiBeMion R: (Problen name - 18C8) 
Retransiation’iisting’of'incidents for Blmenslon Ts (Problem name • 18C8) 

Dim H H H S 118. This 18C was teaching «l>out crrterlng 
" 0 29 2 4.00 0.00 charges when a misfire occurred below ground. 

T* 71 5 6.00 1.10 This 18C put a 45 pound 
All 7 5.43 1.29 cratering Charge and Ignited The shape 

This 18C put a 45 pound shape charge over th( 
cratering charge and Ignited It. The shape 
charge set off the cratering charge and the 
olsfire was cleared. 

Dim H 
T* 71 
All 

01m % 
T* 63 
All 

Dim \ 
1* 63 
All 

Dim % 
T* 63 
An 

N H S 105. This 18C was Instructing on 
5 l.OO 0.00 charges, using detonating chord and sp^ai 
7 2.00 1.77 knots. This 18C daisy-chained cjgywre 

nines using detonating chord. This - 
placed the sliding uly knots on the 
the claymores Instead of prying Jhe backs off 
and placing them inside. Tne 
did not detonate the claymores. It Just blew 
them apart. The Instructor had to close the 
range until all claymore fragments were found, 

N M S 45. This 18C was preparing for an 
5 3.00 1.26 18C placed the claymore mines along a north to 
8 2.88 1.05 south road, facing north. The empiaceaeiii 

should also have Seen from east to 
enemy could have come from either dirwtion. 
The soldier was verbally corrected and 
corrective action was taken before the enemy 
cane. 

N H $ 55. An 18C was tasked to Present field 
5 1.80 0.75 expedient demolitions cross training (on 
8 2.50 1.87 Incendiaries) to the team. While 

quantities of different liquids needed to make a 
delayed fire bomb, this 18C did not take Into 
account that plastic containers would ^ 
dissolved by the chemicals they cental^. 
There was a spontaneous explosion resulting 
premature mixing of chemicals. No Injuries were 
sustained. 

N H S 37. This 18C was tasked to remove atw stump 
5 6.60 0.49 from a landing zone. This 18C m 
8 6.13 1.27 wire and a blasting machine, but did not have an 

electrical cap. This 18C dW have a 
non-electrical cap, 7.62 rods, tape, and a flash 
bulb. This 18C used the electrical system to 
set off the flashbulb, which set off the black 
powder he removed from the rods, whijj 
Tgnited the non-electric cap, which blew tte 
TNT. The stump was removed and the team gained 
confidence In the 18C. 

01m \ 
J* 63 
All 

Dim % 
T* 57 
All 

Dim h 
N 38 
T* 50 
All 

Dim % 
T* 50 
All 

Dim % 
N 25 
T* 50 
All 

N H S 27. 18Cs were conducting demolitions training. 
5 2.40 1.36 This 18C was running behind In Jlj charge 
8 2.00 1.22 construction and, as he was In a rush, failed to 

conduct a test burn when constructing his firing 
system. The system detonated 1 minute and 4b 
seconds prenaturely; luckily, no one was hurt. 

N M S 111. This 18C was performing a safety Inspection 
4 6.00 1.22 of a training site after an had 
7 5 71 1.2B occurred. This 18C discovered a charge that had 

not exploded. This 18C used all appropriate 
standard operating procedures and detonated tne 
hazard. The safety hazard was rerowd and the 
soldier received an on-the-spot connendatlon 
from his team leader. 

M H S 23. This 18C was responsible for destroying 
3 5.33 0.94 lOOmra and 120nin artillery rounds, 
4 6.25 0.83 targeted rounds Into an abandoned 
8 5.50 1.32 bunker from the above-ground 

were located and detonated, Jhe underground 
detonation prevented shrapnel from being 
projected through the air. 

N H s 61. This IBC was a breacher with an assault 
4 2.00 0,71 element during a counter-terrorism aeration. 
8 3.63 2.23 This 18C emplaced a charge on 

breach point. Once the count dwn was given, 
the charge did not correspond with the court. 
Consequently, the team was late getting through 
the breach point. 

N H S 85. This 18C was teaching demolition procedures 
2 3.50 2.50 to foreign nationals. ^This^llc 
4 3.25 0.83 firing cVcult and M47 firing device. This 18C 
8 3.50 2.06 did not place a live blasting cap “Pjef the 

sandbag while testing in front of *J“2afHv 
Although the cap did not go off.proper safety 
procedures for the training context were not 
followed. 
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Din h 
T* 50 
All 

Dim 
T* 50 
All 

Din % 
I 25 
T* 50 
All 

Din % 
J 25 
T* 50 
All 

D1n H 
T* 50 
All 

Din % 
T* 50 
All 

Oin % 
T* 43 
All 

Din % 
T* 43 
V 29 
All 

Din If 
T* 43 
All 

Din % 
T* 43 
All 

01n % 
T* 38 
V* 38 
All 

Din % 
A 25 
N 25 
T* 38 
All 

H M S 
4 3.00 1.22 
8 2.63 1.22 

N M S 
4 2.25 1.64 
8 3.00 1.73 

N H 
2 6.50 O.fO 
4 6.75 0.43 
8 6.25 0.83 

N « L 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 1.00 
8 5.75 1.39 

65. This 16C was tylna a “^5 * 
time fuse on a ring main; another 
ty™o on the other portion 
dual prime. On the count of 5, this 18C and the 
other*^tean nenber were to pull f 
sloniltaneously. However, this IBC did not pun 
the safety from the device until other team 
nenber (who had already pulled his) told him to 
do so. consequently, detonation was late. 

«.!!! MFJiSS. 
guard. 

31. During a field exewise, the team was 
practicing using improvised munitions. This 18C 
taught the rest of the <l®tachTOnt various 
Imorovlsed nethods of Initiating dew lit Ions 
that were not found In the SF or taught 
at school. The team was motivated by the 
training. 

39. An A-tean was <*epl®y®5, 
demolitions equipment although 
training was on the schedule. 
chemicals in the local town and made demolitions 
material. Demolitions training went on as 
scheduled. 

M M 5 57 This SF soldier was learning about firing 
4 1.25 0.43 systems. The soldier used a detonatlno chord 
8 2.50 2.06 for a time fuse. No ham was done as fuse 

Ignitors cannot detonate detonation chords. 

N H 5 87. This 18C was setting up dooby traps for the 
4 6.25 0.83 enemy In likely avenues of approach. This 18C 
A 5 A3 1 58 used 2 pieces of Coca-Cola cans attached to 8 5.63 1.5B 5«d^z^pieceyi^^ ^ 

Betty to make the booby traps. The booby traps 
were almost undetectable and killed a squad oi 
aggressors. 

H H s 107. A team was conducting a demolition 
3 6.67 0.47 ijemlon to take down a fc-foot ]^®r jnd 
7 5.71 1.03 conino. This 18C used specific demo charges for 

cutting steel and computed where and how 
place on target. This 18C ^®®"d he nwded less 
total material than had been used by other teams 
to attempt the operation. The team succeeded 
where four others had failed. 

N 
3 .. 
2 2 
7 2 

M S 133. A team was to limit the usage of a bridge. 
33 0.94 This SF soldier miscalculated the amount of 

*00 l!oo charge needed. The bridge was destroyed In 
’’.29 1.16 of only limiting Its usage. 

Instead 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
7 6.00 1.07 

115. This 18C was training foreign soldiers In 
electric and non-electric systems using 
Improvised missions as primary ch®raes. During 
the first non-electric charge, an object cut the 
electric firing wire. This went 
step-by-step through the electric misfire 
procedures and connected the broken wire. The 
class was successfully completed. 

N M S 78. This 18C was to explode some 
3 4.33 0.94 equipment that *'®<*,**®®® 
7 5 OD 1 07 Thiswise was to calculate a 30 second time 
7 5.00 1.0/ lac miscalculated the amount of time 

for the fuse, allowing 50 seconds . 
explosion, the 18C was counseled and received 
extra training. 

3 6.33 0.94 
3 6.33 0.47 
8 6.38 0.70 

2 2.50 1.50 
2 1.00 0.00 
3 3.00 2.16 
8 2.75 2.11 

59. A bar of case hardened steel had never been 
cut although repeated tries had been 
18C calculated the appropriate charge to ^^® 
steel using a C-4 diamond. This ISC then added 
50% to his calculated amount of explosives. The 
steel was effectively destroyed. 

86. This 18C was conducting demolition training 
for some ROTC cadets. During the training, one 
of the cadets asked this 18C how an 
simulator operated. This 18C ’^®SP®"^® 
cadet would never need to know Infomtion 
unless he was an expert in demolitions, but that 
he would show him. This 18C cut open the 
simulator with a buck knife. When the 18C was 

nonoperatlonal for 3 months. 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 38 
All 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 38 
All 

01m % 
N* 38 
T* 38 
All 

Dim % 
L 25 
T* 38 
All 

Dim % 
T 38 
M* 50 
All 

N M S 
4 2.00 1.73 
3 1.33 0.47 
8 2.25 1.92 

N H S 
4 1.75 1.30 
3 2.33 0.47 
8 1.88 1.05 

N H S 
3 2.67 0.94 
3 1.00 0.00 
8 2.25 1.71 

N H S 
2 6.00 0.00 
3 5.33 0.47 
8 5.75 0.66 

N H S 
3 3.00 0.82 
4 2.25 0.43 
8 2.75 0.83 

26. During the set-up of an electrical firing 
system, this 18C hooked up the power source 
before coroletlng the wire splices In the „ 
system. This SF soldier then left his H3^ and 
went down the line to continue splicing wires, 
leaving the system hooked to the power source. 
The 18C was counseled and reprlwnded for the 
danger In which he placed his life. 

6. This 18C was tasked to remove a hasty 
protective minefield. As a guide ]e0 him 
around, this 18C strayed Into the minefield, 
looked down, and stepped onto the pressu^ 
firing device of a mine. The training mine 
exploded and launched a projectile that crushed 
his forehead. 

11, On a demolitions range, this 18C allowed 
team members to bury M-14 AP (toe^pop^rs). but 
he forgot to remind them to mark the locations. 
This 18C then told Individuals to start the time 
delays on other charges. Nobody knew where it 
was safe to walk and time fire was burning on 
other charges. All Individuals were In great 
danger exiting the down range area. 

72. The staff had oversupplied the «J^t ^th 
explosives for a FID mission. This IBC brought 
support personnel down range to blow «P^.^ . 
explosives. Due to one poorly crimped c®®P 
a faulty time fuse, a misfire occurred. The 18C 
followed procedures, solved the prohj^; Jhj. 
detonated the charge. Excess explosives were 
eliminated. 

36. An 18C was tasked to construct a tank 
obstacle to prevent access down a main supply 
route. It was decided that a fertilizer charge 
would be used to blow a pit open. This IflC 
failed to properly calculate the required 
material and did not use enough explosives, 
a result, the hole was not deep or , 
enough. This 18C spent the rest of the day 
digging the hole with a shovel. 

As 

Dim % 
N* 50 
T 38 
All 

01m % 
N* 38 
T* 38 
All 

Dim % 
A* 57 
T 29 
All 

Dim % 
E* 29 
N* 29 
T* 29 
All 

Dim % 
H* 38 
T 25 
All 

M S 
1,50 0.87 

1 1.33 0.47 
2.00 1.66 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
3 6.00 0.82 
8 6.13 0.78 

N H S 
4 2.00 1.73 
2 1.50 0.50 
7 2.29 1.75 

H S 
3.00 2.00 
1.00 0.00 
1.50 0.50 
2.29 1.75 

N H S 
3 2.00 1.41 
2 1.50 0.50 
a 2.88 2.32 

Dim % 
G* 38 
T 25 
All 

N M S, 
3 1.33 0.47 
2 5.50 0.50 
8 3.13 2.09 

3. This 18C was teaching about breaching 
charges to foreign soldiers. This 18C made 
several lengths of sensitized detonation chord 
which he then looped around his neck wile he 
continued to give the class. This 18C .... 
endangered himself and the students around him 
and was not allowed to teach any more classes. 

1. During a training exercise, this IfC and 
the host nation personnel noticed a number of 
grenades were leaking. This 18C was asked to 
destroy the grenades because they wre unsttble 
and a hazard. This 18C 
and took all safety precautions in destroying 
the grenades. The grenades were destroyed 
properly end a safety hazard was averted. 

103. This 18C was tasked to give a class on the 
H142 firing device to host nation forces. This 
18C forgot the sequence In which the PIns should 
be removed from the ^J^lng device. Tne firing 
device went off and the 18C hurt his hand. The 
class was discouraged and the 18C s team-mates 
no longer trusted him. 

95. This SF engineer was gathering and checking 
his equipment while preparing to tra^ a 
demolition course. He checked a Chinese 
personnel mine with an American test without 
understanding the electrical system of the 
Chinese mine. Due to the electrical difference, 
the mine detonated—killing the engineer. 

60. While conducting training ^or hi$ CW on 
electrical firing systems, this 18$ was tasked 
to ensure that all range safety requirewnts 
were followed. When this 18C took his OOA^n 
range to place their charges, be left ^® P^*^ 
source connected to the tj[lbg wlre^T^ls IW 
had to be reminded by another OOA member to go 
back and remove the power source beforo 
ettemoting to hook up the charges. No one was 
Injured, out this IsE had difficulty In gaining 
the trust and confidence of the team. 

58. The team needed to carry a certain amount 
of water on infiltration. This SF soldier came 
up with the idea to carry 5 gallon cans on 
stretchers to the cache site, Jbe stretcher was 
more weight than had been bargained for and 
never made It to the actual site. 
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Dim H 
H* 25 
N* 25 
T* 25 
All 

Dim % 
T* 25 
All 

Dim % 
T* 25 
All 

Dim ^ 
T 25 
U* 63 
All 

H M S 56. This 18C was tasked to 
2 2.00 1.00 training on a rainy day. This i8CJ)rought a 
2 1.50 0,50 poorly functioning tiring device to the range. 
2 3.00 0.00 resulting In several misfires. The misfires had 
8 3.13 1.90 to be cleared, endangering personnel. 

N H S 71. This 18C was In charge of blowing up a 
2 6.50 0.50 wooden bridge during a team field training 
8 6.00 0,71 exercise. While the denglltlons team was 

emplacing charges and tying Into a 
this 18C hit his head on a cross beam, dropping 
hU hat and weapon; he inmedlat^y tejovered his 
gear and completed the dual primed 
system. The bridge was blown Into toothpicks. 

N M S 63. An element was conducting surveillance on a 
2 6.00 0.00 target during flintlock; Intelligence sources 
8 5.88 0.93 reported that the target was lightly 

This 18C had primary wans of destruction with 
platter charges. He decided to use a light 
anti-tank weapon as an alternate wans of 
destruction when the team found out that the 
target was actually guarded by a 5|Jnfcreed 
platoon. The target experienced 75% Instead of 
90% destruction, but It was out of action for 
the required time and the element was not 
compromised. 

N H S 17, This 18C was tasked to design and construct 
2 3.50 0.50 a facility that could be used as a blast 
5 2.60 1.36 container for explosive charges up to two 
8 ^88 1.17 kilos. He was given several dozen 4 x 4 s 100 o 4.00 various 

other construction materials. This 18C 
constructed a barrier that would absorb any 
shrapnel produced but that did not take Into 
account gas overpressure. The net designed to 
trap projectiles was thrown hPEroxIiMtelY 50 . 
The soldier spent the next weekend policing the 
range and reconstructing the demolitions pit. 

Retranslatlon’llstlng of Incidents for Dimension U; (Problem name - i8C8) 

01m % 
T 25 
U* 63 
All 

Dim % 
U* 57 
All 

Dim % 
U* 57 
All 

01m % 
U* 50 
All 

N M S 17. This 18C was tasked to design and construct 
2 3.50 0.50 a facility that could be used as a blast 
5 2.60 1.36 container for explosive charges up to two 
8 2.88 1.17 kilos. He was given several dozen 4" x 4 s. 100 

car tires, 50' of chain link fence, and various 
other construction materials. This 18C 
constructed a barrier that would absorb any 
shrapnel produced but that did not take Into 
account gas overpressure. The net designed to 
trap projectiles was thrown approximately 50 . 
The soldier spent the next weekend policing the 
range and reconstructing the demolitions pit. 

N H S 129. Six SF soldiers were setting up a gin 
4 6.00 1.22 pole. Before attempting to set the main pole In 
7 6.14 0.99 he hole using a backbone, this 18C set up a 

leverage system using blocks of tackle and local 
trees to raise the main pole. The task was made 
really simple to perform. 

N H S 
4 5.25 2.05 
7 5.14 1.64 

94, This 18C was given a task to employ Xht 
space available for a team room In the most 
effective way. This 18C blueprinted the room 
and provided for each of the 12 team neikiers' 
needs for space. The plan was put to use and 
the SF team was able to conduct planning, 
training, isolation, etc. In the space. 

N H S 43. This 18C was tasked to ensure a proper 
4 1.75 0.83 anchoring system was installed In order to 
8 2.13 1.27 provide stability to the structure where 

students were training. This 18C miscalculated 
the proper depth of the "dead man" “pchorlng 
system given he soil conditions. This 18C did 
not coordinate with local experts to gain an 
understanding of the soil type. Training time 
was lost when the anchoring system had to be 
replaced to ensure student safety. 

Dim % 
J 29 
U* 43 
All 

N H S 109. This 18C was working at a field training 
2 6,50 0.50 site. This 18C coordinated and supervised the 
3 5.33 1.70 operations of several heavy equipment crews In 
7 5.57 1.40 upgrading the range facilities. The 

comprehensive operation was completed In one day 
and the training facility was Improved. 

Dim % 
U" 43 
All 

N H S 101. This 18C was in charge of making an A-frame 
3 1.67 0.47 rigging device while on a mountain operation; 
7 2.43 1.29 the frame is designed to haul up 

This 18C did not remember to tie a «i«ty knot 
to his security knot. This 18C also did not tie 
his square knot tight enough to hold the load. 
The A-frame did nor hold the load of the 
equipment and had to be rebuilt. 

01b % N M S 89. This 18C went on the advanced party to 
U* 38 3 1.33 0,47 supervise the construction of temporary 
All 8 3.50 2.06 structures for the team members to live in. 

This 18C did not ensure that the e^^trlcal 
fixtures were properly protected from the rain. 
The first time it rained, the team members could 
not touch any of the doors or light switches. 

Dim % 
E 25 
U* 38 
All 

Dim % 
E* 29 
I* 29 
U* 29 
All 

N M S 22. The Special Forces team was Instructed to 
2 5.00 1.00 dig a bunker for protection Inside the 
3 6.33 0.47 perimeter. The soil was extremely hard and 
8 6.00 1.00 compacted. This 18C Instructed the team to «s« 

waste water throughout each day to loosen the 
soil so It would be easier to dig In each 
morning. As the soil was wet, the digging 
process was shortened considerably. 

N H S 127. The team was executing the battalion's 
2 6.00 0.00 endurance event. During a river 
2 7.00 0.00 18C made a rig which got a big ^den dray 
2 5.50 1.50 across the river effectively abjjn a timely 
7 6.00 1.07 manner. The team it:s mission. 

Dim % 
6* 25 
U* 25 
All 

N M S 44. This 18C was tasked to do a route 
2 4.00 2.00 reconnaissance of a critical main jupj'y ;;;!Jte 
2 7,00 0.00 and to evaluate the type and a®2«;t or repair 
8 5.25 1.85 material needed to open the "ad for use by 

tractor-trailers. He measured. s^*tched, and 
documented all critical problem areas. This 18C 
made a detailed reconstruction plan and even 
developed plans for temporary detours to avoid 
impeding civilian traffic flow. Consequently, 
the company was able to accomplish In feyeral 
weeks wnat was expected to take several months. 
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Dim V N H S 14. This 18C w»s working as Mj;* “(.5" 
^ 2 2.00 1«00 Staff for a mecnanlzed unit. This 18C 

U* 25 2 5.00 2.00 reconiiiended to the 
V* 25 2 2.50 0.50 place a number of anti-tank ot^stacles at 
All 8 3 38 ll73 selected sites 1n h1s area of ope»‘at^SI:nJJh5r 

fac failed to consider the seasonal change that 
had occurred since the intelligence photos he 
had reviewed were taken. The SF advisory staff 
lost credibility with the mechanized unit. 

Retranslation'usting’orincidents for Dimension Vs (Problem name • 18CB) 

Dim % H H S 70. This 18C was tasked to determine the “ater 
^ V* 50 4 6.25 0.83 requirement for each man for training in the 

All 8 6 25 0.83 desert. The team was to be resupplied every 5 
days. This 18C computed the amount 
spent In the desert, the dal y movement of the 
team, and the weather conditions to cone up with 
the amount of water needed per man. No tean 
member ran out of water prior to resupply and 
the team knew the necessary size and number of 
containers to be brought to the area. 

Dim S 
T 38 
V* 50 
All 

H S 36. An 18C was tasked to construct a tank 
3.00 0.82 obstacle to prevent access down a win 5uPP»y 
2.25 0.43 route. It was decided that a fertilizer charge 
2.75 0.83 would be used to blow a pit open. This 18C 

failed to properly calculate the requlMd 
material and did not use enough explosives. As 
a result, the hole was not deep or large 
enough. This 18C spent the rest of the day 
digging the hole with a shovel. 

Dim H 
G 29 
H 29 
V* 43 
All 

N H S 121. This 18C was sent to obtain measurewnt of 
2 4.50 2.50 a bridge and to determine the best Bjaces for 
2 3.00 2.00 and appropriate types of charges. This 18C did 
3 1.00 0.00 not take any measuring devices or writing ^ _ 
7 2.57 2.26 material with him. The 18C could not 

all of the measurements and alternate plans had 
to be made. 

01m % 
T* 38 
V* 38 
All 

Dim H 
K 25 
V* 38 
All 

Dim S 
V* 29 
All 

01ra % N 
T* 43 3 
V 29 2 
All 7 

Dim % N 
F* 25 2 
U* 25 2 
V* 25 2 
All 8 

H M S 59. A bar of case hardened steel had never 
3 6.33 0.94 cut although repeated tries had been made. This 
3 6.33 0.47 J8C calculated the appropriate charg. to cut the 
8 6.38 0.70 steel using a C-4 diamond. This 18C then adoea 

50% to his calculated amount of explosives. The 
steel was effectively destroyed. 

N H S 83. This leC was in charge of making a bridge 
2 1.50 0.50 classification. The team had to wove 
3 2 00 1.41 construction equipment over this bridge to e 
8 siso 2.40 different location. This 18C turned in a false 

classification to his senior engineer, 
misrepresenting the capabilities of the-bridge. 
A jeep loaded with equipment fell Into the creek. 

N H S 114. A school house was to be constructed^le 
2 1.50 0.50 the team was In El Salvador. This 18C ordered 
7 2.57 2.06 the wrong size and quantity of roonng 

material. The building of the school was set 
back 3 or 4 days. 

H H S 133, A team was to The usage cj a bridge. 
3 2.33 0.94 This SF soldier miscalculated the amount oj . 
2 2.00 1.00 charge needed. The bridge was destroyed instead 

14. This 18C was working as part of an advisory 
staff for a mechanized unit. ThU 18C 
recommended to the detachment conron^r that he 
place a number of anti-tank o^^Tacles at 
selected sites In his area of operation. This 
18C failed to consider the seasonal change that 
had occurred since the intelligence photos he 
had reviewed were taken. The SF advisory staff 
lost credibility with the mechanized unit. 

Dim % 
V 25 
W* 38 
All 

N H S 38. A direct action mission was given to a 
2 6.00 1.00 detachment to blow up a Timber trestle br^ge. 
3 6.00 0.00 The target folder was a year old. This 18C 
8 6.00 1.00 requested an updated photo, but none was 

avallsble. This 18C figured 
would have been repaired or at least reinforced 
by this time. This 18C »*e<l“esTed enough 
demolitions material to accomplish the mission 
even In the case of steel seance 
reinforcement and planned for a reconnaissance 
of the target prior to destruction. The bridge 
had been reinforced with steel I beams and the 
mission was accomplished. 

Dim % 
£♦ 25 
V* 25 
All 

N M S 30. While on deployment, the need Tor safe 
2 6.00 0.00 drinking water Tor 100.000 personnel was 
2 7.00 0.00 evidenced by the high of 
8 6.63 0.48 The team 18C was tasked to construct a syrtem or 

water delivery that would Pi'event contamination 
of water. This 18C contacted a civilian relief 
agency who supplied 500 yds of 4" 
He sank this Into a natural E?" 

ss,asiifitf».rc!!gS». 
sick call went from 600+ per day down to less 
than 100 per day. 
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24. This 18C was pre-planning for a 
exercise. This SF^englneer researched the vital 
Itlt4st1cs of the target from open source 
material He was able to realistically plan for 
5?ISl1tlin 2nd ?la??ment of charges to destroy 
the target. 

RetrMslJt1o7LUt1^rof*Inc1deIitrforD1n«ns^ W: (Problem name - 18C8) 

nim k N H S 46. An OOA was tasked to recon a railroad 
63 5 6.60 0.49 bridge and write up a !5® 

A 6 25 0 97 moved Into position to provide 425a All 8 6.25 0.97 the nioh? this 18C slipped Into 
the stream above the Bridge. Using a small tree 
« cover, this 18C swam to the bridge to gjt «11 
the critical information 
downstream to link up again with the team. The 
target folder was completed and handed ovy to 
the conventional forces who then conducted a 
raid? the mission was a success. 

Dim J 
G 25 
W* 50 
All 

Dim H 
H 29 
J 29 
W* 43 
All 

01m % 
J 29 
W* 43 
All 

Dim H 
V 25 
W* 38 
All 

N M s 4. For a OA mission, this 18C was tasked to 
2 6.00 1.00 Identify key targets for ^IJTerdlctlon. Ite spent 
4 6.50 0.50 four days In isolation studying satellite 
A fi 25 0 83 Dhotos. maps, and intelligence traffic. Due to 
8 6.25 0.83 PjJJ thorSSghfiess of his effort, he was able to 

narrow down the options for direct action 
targets to three choices. 

Dim % 
V 25 
W* 38 
All 

N H S 130. This SF soldier was sent to conduct 
2 6.00 0.00 reconnaissance of a target area of 
2 6 50 0.50 Rangers. This SF soldier acquired 
3 6.00 1.41 the^target area so that they could be 
7 6 14 0 99 and placed In a panoramic picture set-up. The 
7 6.14 0.99 was Ecstatic with the v1« and 

clarity of the target area; their ability to 
Infiltrate the area was greatly Improved. 

M H S 138. Target analysis was being conducted by 
2 6.50 0.50 several teams, this 18C provided moTj 

5 00 1 41 Information on size, capacity, ^1 stance, and 
7 5 71 i!28 structure strength to his team than was 
7 5.71 i.« 18C's team presented a better 

target analysis and display than the other teams. 

N M S 38. A direct action mission was given to a 

1 l\ll 5;§§ rK I gs jils ir• 
8 6.00 1.00 s. .4 

demolitions material to accomplish the mission 
even In the case of steel or concrete 
reinforcement and planned for 5/cc®®DJ2®S?S2a 
of the target prior to destruction. The bridge 
had been reinforced with steel I beams and the 
mission was accomplished. 

N H S 24. This 18C was pre-planning for a 
2 6.50 0.50 exercise. This SF engineer 
■a c C7 1 oc Statistics of the target from open source 
8 ils 0:97 MteHal" He iai able to realistically plan^for 
® demolition and placement of charges to destroy 

the target. 



Retranslation Llstino'of’lncideiitrfor oimension A: (Problea name • Uda) 

DIB A N H S 
A* 92 11 1.73 0.62 
All 12 1.67 0.62 

01b % 
A* 83 
All 

01b <1 
A* 75 
All 

N H S 
10 5.80 0.75 
12 5.92 0.76 

H H S 
9 6.33 0.47 

12 6.33 0.47 

Din % 
A* 67 
All 

Din \ 
A* 67 
All 

Din % 
A* 58 
J 25 
All 

H H S 
8 6.25 0.66 

12 5.75 1.59 

« H S 
8 1.63 0.48 

12 1.92 0.64 

N H S 
7 5.43 0.49 
3 6.67 0.47 

12 5,83 0.69 

70. This 18E was to give a coniBunIcatlons 
class. He had developed a lesson plan and was 
familiar with the task. This 
from one subject to another and rarely asked if 
anyone had any questions. The class was highly 
Ineffective. 

31. This 18B was tasked to teach 
encrypt/decrypt to the team. This 18B O^Thered 
Information froB nanuals «'!'< other SF soldiers. 
The 188 taught an excellent class and the class 
objectives were net. 

81. This NCO was training Kuwaiti soldiers 
vehicular patrolling. The 
taking the training seriously, using It as a joy 
ride. This SF NCO used a rcTOte control 
demonstration to Illustrate what if 
scenarios. He showed different Techniques and 
procedures of traveling. The •^“w®iT1s wre 
interested In the demonstration. The Kuwaitis 
began to realize the seriousness of the_ 
situation and the Implications of not learning. 

152. This IBD was working In the clinic and 

self-cathe?er1zat1orinMrrectly. 

procedure correctly for him, and ^^structed him 
on correct procedure. The patient learned how 
to perform catheterization correctly. 

84. This 18E was tasked to Ojve a class on 
setting up an ANC-PRC 119^1n [M jode «nd on 
constructing a Tield expedient 292. This 18E 
only brought one radio to the class, no 
materials to construct a 292, and no 
aids. The students did not get to see or learn 
how to make a 292 and received no hands-on 
training on the radio. 

23. An SF team was tasked with providing 
marksmanship training but did not have m *t 
the training site. One of the team members had tne training siio. who wi - 

Dim % 
A* 58 
E 33 
All 

Dim % 
A* 42 
All 

N M S 
7 6.29 0.70 
4 6.25 0.43 

12 6.25 0.60 

, _ so 
• was lesKeu wiwh in**.* 

set up training using past experiences and props 
(e.g.. balloons, slloets, sand bags, etc.).' The 
SF team was provided witfi the proper environment 
In which to learn and all the nwly trained 
individuals were able to fire their weapons 
effectively. 

127. During a class on IV techniques, a student 
was having problems understandina the mechanics 
of starting an IV Injection. This 1®? 
spare medical tubing, adhesive moleskin, and 
fS™ rSbber and created 
The student was able to visualize the needle 
emplacement and the mechanics (physiology) 
involved and complete the task. 

N M s 3. The team had prepared for deployment on a 
5 5.80 0.75 misilon that wouldMast for three days. On the 

12 5!83 0.69 third day. the mission was extended an 
additional eight days and the team was .’{jth 
few rations and little water. This team medic 
was able to quickly give instruction on survival 
techniques and the gathering of food and water. 
There were no 111 effects and the mission was 
accomplished. 

Dim % 
A* 42 
N 33 

M S 
^ 1.80 0.75 
4 1.50 0.50 

124. This 180 was giving IV training for hls^ 
- *“'* ""d not dr team. 'fhe*i80''d1d"n6t drain the air out of the 

IV line before inserting the needle Into the 
12 il58 patients arm. All the air from the IV line went 

into the patient's vein. 

Dim H 
A* 33 
G 25 
All 

Dim % 
A 33 
H* 50 
All 

N H S 
4 6.00 0.71 
3 6.00 0.82 

12 6.08 0.76 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.43 
6 2.83 1.57 

12 2.58 1.32 

105. During a FID train-up phase, this SF 
soldier was tasked to Identify the needs, 
develop, and be prepared to ^stltute a medical 
POI for an OCONUS mission. This soldier 
researched subject areas, assigned classes, and 
submitted logistical requirements seven days 
prior to suspense. Although he did not end up 
using the POI, other detachments used It on 
three occasions with great success. 

21, An OOA was participating In medical 
training at the detachment level. This 180 was 
assigned to observe an 18B Initiate an IV on an 
18C during a practical exercise. This 180 
turned away and started arguing with another 
team member about the Importance of IV 

Dim % 
A* 25 
H* 25 
All 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 

12 1.42 l.U 

training. While unsupervised, the 18B started 
the IV, but could not remember whether he had 
flushed the tubing of air before starting the 
fluid drip. The 18C was evacuated to the 
hospital for evaluation, due to the possibility 
of an air embolus. 

36. This NCO was tasked to serve as part of a 
light weapons and small unit tactics committw. 
This SF NCO was assigned a block of Instruction 
to be given to foreign nationals and given 2 
months to prepare ana rehearse his classes. One 
hour prior to the time scheduled for delivering 
training, this NCO Informed the NCO In charge of 
the coimlttee that he "just couldn't do It. 
The NCOIC had to give the Instruction without 
preparation. 
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Retranslation Listing of incidents for Olnenslon 0: (Problem name - 18da) 

Dim H 
B* 100 
All 

Dim h 
B* 83 
All 

Dim H 
B* 83 
All 

Dim \ 
B* 73 
All 

Dim % 
0* 67 
C 25 
All 

Dim % 
B* 67 
X 33 
All 

01b % 
B* 67 
C 25 
All 

Dim \ 
B* 58 

BB 25 
All 

01m \ 
B* 50 
X 33 
All 

01m % 
B* 50 
J 42 
All 

Dim % 
B* 50 
C 33 
All 

N H S 
12 6.42 0.64 
12 6.42 0.64 

N H S 
10 1.30 0.46 
12 1.33 0.47 

N H S 
10 6.40 0.49 
12 6.42 0.49 

H S 
.75 0.43 
,64 0.48 

101. The detachment was attempting to establish 
rapport with foreign troops. All methods of 
dipwraacy were falling. P^s lSB moved out of 
the team house and moved In with the foreign 
troops. Rapport was established. 

68. An awards dinner was being given for host 
nation generals at a foreign base. This SF 
soldier refused to give a toast in honor of the 
host nation general. The foreign officers were 
angry and distrust developed between the SF team 
and the host nation personnel. 

95. While In a third world country, this SF 
soldier was the only American so dier who 
accompanied a group of local medical personnel 
to a remote village some distance from the OOA 
training site. The group was gone for 7 days. 
This SF soldier Independently demonstrated 
extensive medical knowledge to the group and to 
the people In the village. A follow-on medical 
m was requested by the host nation. 

56. While on a mission to aid Kurds, this 18D 
treated everyone from babies to the elderly. 
This 18D also helped ensure that a shot program 
was Initiated and went down Into the village 
every day to treat Kurds. This built an 
Incredible amount of rapport with the Kurds. 
One family adopted him as their own. 

18. A small child had received second and third 
degree burns on one arm and had received 
treatment from the local witch doctor. This 
medic saw her about one week after the Injury 
and provided care according to the U.S. 
standard, but Ignored local superstitions and 
beliefs. He removed the plants the witch doctor 
had applied to the burns and did not perform 
"rltes^ or follow any of the local wisdom. The 
child did not return for follow-up care. 

66. During a deployment, a village mother took 
her Infant to see an SF medic. The medic 
diagnosed a severe eye infection and cold, 
prescribed the appropriate medication, and 
monitored the child for a day until totally 
recovered. The village chief overwhelmingly 
accepted the SF detachment. 

62. While deployed In a foreign country, this 
SF soldier went out drinking. This SF soldier 
got Into a fight with a local civilian. This 
caused tension between SF and the local populace. 

64. During a vehicle movement on a major 
highway in a host nation, a group of SF soldiers 
came upon an accident scene; two regular Army 
medics were upset, running around, and alarming 
the victims. This SF medic assigned onlookers 
to be litter bearers, splinted the fractures. 
Initiated IVs, and talked to victims and 
onlookers to calm them down. The host nation 
troops felt confident In the SF medic's 
abilities. 

N H S 160. During a training exercise with host 
6 5.17 2.03 country soldiers In bulldlng/room clearing, an 
4 6.00 0.71 SF soldier was hit in the head by a large brick, 

12 5.50 1.55 causing a laceration to his head. The host 
country soldiers were very upset by the 
bleeding. This 18D cleaned and bandaged the 
wound and returned him to his training platoon. 
The host country soldiers gained confidence In 
the 180 and other soldiers. 

N H S 67. Two teams were deployed overseas to conduct 
6 6.17 0.69 basic Infantry training for a battalion at a 
5 6.40 0.49 remote location. This 180 spent his spare time 

12 6.25 0.60 working at the battalion dispensary Providing 
dental treatment for the soldiers. Many of the 
soldiers received dental treatment for the first 
time In their lives. 

N H -S 80. This 180 was overseas, off-duty, and 
6 6.67 0.47 downtown with his friends In a bar. This 180 
4 5.75 0.43 went to buy himself another soda as he was the 

12 6.33 0.62 designated driver. A local person came up to 
the IbD and tried to start trouble, calling h1ra 
some profane names. This 180 smiled and walked 
away. The team did not get Into an altercation 
and the team members felt the 180 had done the 
right thing. 

N H S 
8 1.75 0.43 
3 2.00 0.82 

12 1.92 0.64 

M M S 
6 6.38 0.48 
4 6.25 0.83 

12 6.33 0.62 

N K S 
a 1.25 0.43 
3 1.67 0,47 

12 1.42 0.49 

N H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
3 6.00 0.82 

12 6.33 0.62 

D1a \ 
B* 42 
J* 42 
All 

Dim V 
B 42 
C* 50 
All 

Dim % 
42 

0* 50 
All 

Dim \ 
B* 33 
Z* 33 
All 

Dim % 
B 27 
0* 45 
All 

01m H 
27 

C* 45 
All 

Dim 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.87 
4 6.25 0.43 

12 6.50 0.65 

% 

. 27 
F* 55 
All 

Din H 
B 25 
L* 50 
All 

Dim % 
6 25 
N* 58 
All 

N M S 17. A civil affairs team was deployed to act as 
5 6.00 1.10 liaison between the civilian populace and the 
5 5.80 0.75 military. During a meeting with a local 

12 6.00 0.91 organl2at1on to coordinate security for a mobile 
clinic, this tean's 18D asked If they needed any 
medical help. When the offer was accepted, he 
went to all the coalition doctors and asked for 
volunteers. The volunteers staffed three mobile 
clinics per week for the next four months, 

N H S 60. While 1n a host country training Indigenous 
5 6.40 0.49 soldiers, an NCO picked up an unsupervised 
6 6.33 0.47 weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 

12 6.42 0.49 point, the NCO wouldn't return the weapon. 
creating a tense situation. This SF soldier saw 
this situation. Intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs It was Just a 
drill and started telling jokes In one of the 
region's languages. The situation was diffused 
1n a matter of seconds. 

N H S 29. SF medics were sent to a flooded area to 
5 7.00 0,00 conduct a medical exercise. This 18D knew the 
6 6.33 0,47 language very well and was constantly 

12 6.58 0.49 accompanying doctors to serve as a translator, 
even after duty hours. This 18D was asked to 
see many patients and saved at least three ^ 
children due to his ability to conaunlcate and 
establish rapport with the parents. 

125. A pregnant (In active labor) foreign 
national woman entered an SF treatment facility 
with her husband and mother. Although she ws 
having difficulty in labor, due to cultural ^ 
differences the SF medic was not able to either 
talk directly to or physically touch the woman. 
This SF medic used his knowledge of the language 
and Indirectly used Instruments through the 
woman's clothing to determine that she was 
having a breech delivery. He notified an 06/6YN 
physician and assisted In further treatment. A 
healthy baby was delivered. 

12. An 18C was placed to observe a patrol of 
foreign soldiers. One of the soldiers climbed a 
tree to get a better view of the target and fell 
out of tne tree. This 18C splinted the host 
nation soldier's leg and directed the indigenous 
forces on how to make a stretcher. He then 
directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event increased the Indigenous force's 
confidence in the SF. 

55. While In the local town, a drunk began to 
insult a team member. This SF soldier walked 
way from the confrontation. A major Incident 
was avoided. 

109. While driving into a small town, an A team 
was fired upon. This team leader told the team 
not to return fire and to wait 1t out to see 
where the confusion lay. The local army 
apparently knew nothing about the team's 
scheduled arrival. This team leader discussed 
the situation with the local army and explained 
why the team was there. The locals rwelved 
medical treatment for the women and children. 

149, The team was conducting long range 
patrolling and basic infantry tactics training 
for foreign soldiers under extremely hot weather 
conditions. This SF soldier conducted training 
day after day In the heat and rough terrain, 
while maintaining a superior physical ..... 
appearance, posture, and professional attitude. 
A^greater Wvel of respect for the abilities of 
U.§. troops was developed. 

111. This 18C was working with host nation 
personnel In an arms room. The arms room 
contained many old weapons, grenades, and arms 
from various countries. This 18C started 
playing with the mines. Although he was told to 
stop playing with the mines as they were live, 
this 18C continued - saying that the mines were 
not live. This 16C then started to take one of 
the mines opart. The host nation armorer banned 
the 18C from the arms room for endangering the 
lives of the personnel. 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
5 6.20 0,40 

11 6.45 0.50 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 6.20 0.40 

11 6.36 0.48 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
6 5.83 0.90 

11 6.00 0.95 

N M S 
3 6.33 0.94 
6 5.83 0.69 

12 6.00 0.82 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
7 1,43 0.73 

12 1.25 0.60 

Dim H 
6 25 

AA* 33 
OD 25 

All 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
4 5.75 1.09 
3 6.00 0.00 

12 6.08 0.76 

150. A water treatment facility was constructed 
In a refugee camp. A rumor was circulating that 
Iraqi agents had contaminated or poisoned the 
water, causing mass hysteria to break out In the 
camp. This SF medic assessed the situation, 
tested the water with a doctor, and convinced 
the elders that the water was not contaminated. 
The refugees drank the water and the cases of 
dehydration continued to decrease. 
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ietranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olmenslon C; (Problem name ■ 18da) 

Dim % 
C* 67 
I 25 
All 

N H S 9. This SF NCO had a different opinion from 
8 3.00 1.87 that of the team sergeant. ^Th1s NCO became 
3 2.00 0.00 angry as he felt he was right and started to get 

12 2.67 1.60 belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 
statement. 

C 25 
All 

3 1.67 0.47 
12 1.42 0.49 

got Into a fight with a local civilian, 
caused tension between SF and the local 

Dim % 
B 42 
C* 50 
All 

N H S 60. While In a host country training indigenous 
5 6.40 0.49 soldiers, an NCO picked up an unsupervised 
6 6.33 0.47 weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 

12 6.42 0.49 point, the NCO wouldn’t return the weapon. 
creating a tense situation. This SF soldier saw 
this situation. Intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs It was just a 
drill and started telling Jokes In one of the 
region’s languages. The situation was diffused 
in a natter of seconds. 

Dim % 

27 
C* 45 
All 

N M S 55. While In the local town, a drunk began to 
3 6.67 0.47 Insult a team member. This SF soldier walked 
5 6.20 0.40 way from the confrontation. A major Incident 

11 6.36 0.46 was avoided. 

Dim % N H S 106, This 180 had to inte^iew a psychiatric 
C* 42 5 6.00 0.63 patient and try to draw blood from her to get 

DD 25 3 5.67 1.25 lab work completed. This 180 listened to her 
All 12 5.83 0,80 talk for an hour and then explained why the 

blood was needed. Finally she agreed to have 
the blood taken and the diagnosis was confirmed 
from the lab work. 

Din % N H S 125. A pregnant (In active labor) foreign 
B* 33 4 6.50 0.87 national woman entered an SF treatment facility 
C* 33 4 6.25 0.43 with her husband and mother. Although she was 
All 12 6.50 0.65 having diffIculty^ln labor, due to cultural 

differences the SF medic was not able to either 
talk directly to or physically touch the woman. 
This SF medic used his knowledge of the language 
and Indirectly used Instruments through the 
woman’s clothing to detemlne that she was 
having a breech delivery. He notified an 06/GYH 
physician and assisted in further treatment. A 
healthy baby was delivered. 

01m % N H S 77. Members of an SF detachment were drinking 
C* 33 4 2.00 0.71 at an Air Force sports pub and were Involved in 
All 12 1,83 0.55 some good humored inter-service joking.^ This 

officer grabbed a female by the shirt after she 
said "wherewu going little guy." breaking her 
necklace. This officer had previously warned 
his team members about such behavior. This 
officer was counselled. 

01m % H M S 80. This 180 was overseas, off-duty, and 
B* 50 6 6.67 0.47 downtown with his friends In a bar. This 180 
C 33 4 5.75 0.43 went to buy himself another soda as he was the 
All 12 6.33 0.62 designated driver. A local person came up to 

the 180 and tried to start trouble, calling him 
some profane names. This 18D smiled and walked 
away. The team did not get into an altercation 
and the team members felt the 180 had done the 
right thing. 

Dim % 
C 25 

58 
All 

N M S 63. An Officer who could not stand to have 
3 2,00 0.82 anything go wrong or get out of his control was 
7 1.29 0.45 responsible for a warfare scenario. When 

12 2.00 1.63 communications went down and none of the 
opposing forces had captured any of the teams, 
he got mad and kicked a hole In the wall. He 
caused damage and lost the respect of the team. 

Dim - % 
B* 67 
C 25 
All 

W M S 18. A small child had received second and third 
8 1.75 0.43 degree burns on one am and had received 
3 2.00 0.82 treatment from the local witch doctor. This 

12 1.92 0.64 medic saw her about one ^k after the injury 
end provided care according to the U.S. 
standard, but Ignored local superstitions and 
beliefs. He removed the plants the witch doctor 
had applied to the burns and did not perform 
’’rites'* or follow any of the local wisdom. The 
child did not return for follow-up care. 

Dim % 
C* 25 

AA* 25 
All 

N H S 
3 4.33 1,25 
3 6.33 0.47 

12 5.58 1.32 

118. The SF company deployed to a foreign 
country to perfom special operations missions. 
Living and working space (tents) were at a 
premium and did not allow for a medical aid 
lent. This company medic forcefully told the 
connander that it was necessary to have a 
medical tent. A tent was allocated and used to 
handle minor medical procedures and provide 
laboratory practice for the l8Ds. 

Dim % 
B* 67 

H H S 62. While deployed In a foreign country, this 
8 1.25 0.43 SF soldier went out drinking. This SF soldier 

This 
populace. 
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Dim % 
0* 92 
All 

N H S 34. This 18B did not know how to speak the host 
11 5.36 0.88 country language. This SF soldier used a small 
12 5.42 0.86 dictionary In his spare time to pick up the 

language. This 188 was able to help his team 
members connunlcate with the guerrilla forces. 

01m 
D* 
J 

75 
25 

All 

N H S 134. Prior to working In Korea, this team 
9 6.22 0.79 sergeant had been to language classes. When In 
3 5.67 0.94 the Korean CLP (Connunlty Language Program), he 

12 6.08 0.86 put In extra work to Improve his language 
ability. He was able to connunlcate with and 
relate better to the Koreans, 

01m \ 
0* 50 
J 42 
All 

N H S 13. This SF soldier was deployed to a foreign 
6 6.33 0.47 country. This soldier had no relevant language 
5 6.00 0.63 training and had to learn the language. This 

12 6.17 0.55 soldier studied the language, asking questions 
of native speakers and schooled speakers on the 
team. This SF soldier learned the language, was 
more effective on his Job, and was of greater 
use to the team. 

Olm % 
B 42 
0* 50 
All 

N H S 
5 7.00 0.00 
6 6.33 0.47 

12 6.58 0.49 

29. SF medics were sent to a flooded area to 
conduct a medical exercise. This 160 knew the 
language very well and was constantly 
accompanying doctors to serve as a translator, 
even after duty hours. This 180 was asked to 
see many patients and saved at least three 
children due to his ability to conmunlcate and 
establish rapport with the parents. 
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Dim V N H S 140. While on an OCONUS FID mission, tn 
I* 67 8 6.13 0.60 soldier did not have the 
All 12 6.25 0.60 conduct the mission. The SF soldier used tr^ 

resources he had on hand and l\The environment 
to complete the mission. A cost-effective 
answer was found to the problem. 

Ola ^ 
E* 58 
All 

Dim % 
£ 42 
J* 50 
All 

Din % 
E* 42 

42 
All 

Din % 
A* 58 
E 33 
All 

Din \ 
£ 25 
G* 67 
All 

It M s 11. Hortar training from the U.S. team was 
7 5.00 0.76 eipictSd bj forelon^natlonals but no range was 

12 4.75 1.23 available. This SF soldier Insisted l^at a 
farmer*s field could be used as the Impact area, 
even though this was not standard Procedure. 
Live fire training was conducted and students 
gained more from a live fire exercise. 

M H S 59. On a deploynent, this soldier was told to 
5 5.60 0.83 set Up a rifle range and give training. 5 5.60 0.83 set up a rifle range'and give training. 
6 6.83 0.37 no materials for jetting up the range. This SI 

12 6.33 0.85 soldier went to the landfill and got materials 
and also looked behind department stores for 
cardboard boxes to use for targets. The 
training was a success. 

sex up a ni IB rango aiiu ..-t • 
no materials for setting up the range. This SF 
soldier went to the landfill and got materials 

H H 5 116. It usually takes several days or weeks to 
5 5,00 1.10 go to a line fire range because of problems In 
5 6.40 0.49 scheduling ranges and Jnd^ 

12 5.83 1.07 senior 188 was able to coordinate with a TTiend 
In another battalion to oet five men out to a 
live fire range. As « result, the five men all 
zeroed and qualified with M16A2, 

N H S 127. During a class on IV techniques, a student 
7 6.29 0.70 was having problems understandlna 
4 6.25 0.43 of starting an IV Injection. This 18D used some 

12 6.25 0.60 spare medical tubing, adhesive moleskin, and 
* foan rubber and creaied a false «« 

The student was able to visualize the needle 
emplacement and the mechanics (physiology) 
Involved and complete the task. 

N M S 148. The detachment was planning for a 
3 5.67 0.47 reconnaissance mission, ^^'ere was to be J poin^ 
8 6,13 0.78 element to detect, avoid, and engage The enemy 

12 6.08 0.76 before the main body was <*^scovered. The plan 
for engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. 
This 18B suggested that silenced weapons be 
carried by the point element. This Qjve The 
point element more time to move away before 
petting decisively engaged by the enemy s main 
body. 



Ritransiation'Listing’of'incidentrfor oinenslon F: (Problem name • 18da) 

Dim % 
f* 92 
All 

Dim \ 
F* 83 
All 

Dim % 
F* 75 
All 

N M S, 
11 5.64 1.07 
12 5.58 1.04 

N H S 
10 1.40 0.80 
12 1.92 1.71 

N H S 
9 6.78 0.42 

12 6.75 0.43 

Dim % 
F* 67 
All 

D1n % 
F* 58 
All 

Dim 

N H 
8 6.50 0.50 

12 6.50 0.50 

N M 
7 5.57 1.05 

12 5.75 1.30 

Dim % 
58 

I 25 
All 

\ 
. 27 
F* 55 
All 

N M 
7 2.00 0.76 
3 1.67 0.47 

12 1.75 0.72 

7. A "G" base that had just been constructed 
was over-flown by an unknown ®1^craft. This br 
team comnander had everyone jjjove to the 
alternate location. The team was safe. 

7A This SF team leader was given a direct 
aaion Blsilon! This team leader led his team 
to the target and found 2 P^®toons of the eneny 
there instead of just one squad. team 
leader did not puil back, but continued ''^^th the 
hit on the target. Many SF casualties resulted. 

107 Durina an actual combat mission, the 
was receiving heavy ground fire. It was relayed 
tSthealr crew that friendly Indigenous troops 
were In the field of fire. The order was given 
to the gunner to Ignore this and 
This 18b heard the order and asked 
repeated to be sure that he was 
told to fire on friendly troops. This 188 
shifted his fire In the mean time so that It 
affected no one. The order had In fact been a 
mistake. 

89. A group of SF soldiers were static In a 
hide site observing an enemy 
of a sudden 1t was compromised. 
ik grabbed the radio, called in Tire on the 
advancing enemy assault foree, and called for an 
emergency exf1 itratlon. The team was able to 
distract and destroy the enemy so the SF 
soldiers could escape. 

86. A composite team of males and females, the 
malorlty of whom were not SF, were on an evasion 
exercise. Exercise instructions said not to use 
bridges. The team was confronted with a river 
in flood stage. This SF NCO was placed ij 
charge. This SF NCO Mde a short reconnaissance 
of the river bank and found a road PFldoe, The 
SF NCO led the team over the bridae jnjhe basis 
of Its being the safest route. .The team safely 
crossed the river and accomplished the mission. 

137. This officer was deployed in a foreign 
country and went out for the evening with some 
of the^ys. This officp got drunk and gave 
the car keys to one of the guys he saw in the 
bar without Informing the other soldiers. The 
car was lost and It took several hours for the 
others to find It. 

N M 5. 3 6.33 0.94 
6 5.83 0.90 

11 6.00 0.95 

109. While driving Into a small town, an A team 
was fired upon. This team leader told the team 
III U”etl!?S"f1re and to It out to sea 
where the confusion lay. The local army 

l?RrdSnJ^S?i:.r'’llils«»‘eSd^?“3llcussed 
the situation with the local army and o^^pljlned 
why the team was there. The locals received 
medical treatment for the women and children. 

F* 33 
G 25 
All 

Dim H 
F* 27 
All 

4 1.25 0.43 
3 l.OO 0.00 

12 1.08 0.28 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 

11 1.82 0.72 

Dim % 
F 25 
X* 58 
All 

N H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
7 6.43 0.49 

12 6.25 0.72 

Dim 
F 25 
K 25 
H* 50 
All 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 
6 1.17 0.37 

12 1.08 0.28 

received a message that gave a different attack 
time than that layed out in Isolation planning. 
When confirmation of the new time was given, 
this SF officer did not pass on the new 
Information to the team members. ^The attack 
took place at the wrong time and the team was 
compromised. 

44. A parade was scheduled. It was puT out 
that the appropriate uniform to be wrn In the 
parade consisted of BOUs and black boots ^bat 
had been spit-shined. This SF foIdler cw to 
the parade In jungle boots. This soldier stated 
that he did not think It would make a difference 
what boots he wore and that he was planning to 
stay in the back of the formation «n>njay. ^e 
soldier was replaced with another individwl 
wearing the correct boots and was counseled at a 
later date. 

144. A senior NCO who had previous ankle 
problems twisted his ankle during an «ndurance 
event for certification. This medic examined 
the ankle and found the Injury To^mlnor, but 
thought that the NCO would cause "Oje w^us 
Injury to It (and possible permarwnt damage) If 
allowed to continue the event. He evacuated the 
NCO to prevent more damage, and stuck |o "is 
decision despite the NCO’s protests. The HCO s 
ankle healed and he was able to participate In 
follow-on missions. 

39. The unit was conducting a navigation and 
evasion exercise. The opposing force was 
patrolling the roads on foot and 1n vehicles. 
The exercise was being conducted on an 
Individual basis. This officer chose to walk on 
the roads rather than cross-country. The 
officer was captured 3 times, twice in tne same 
location. This officer failed the exercise and 
In real life would have been killed or captured. 

Dim A 
F* 45 
L 27 
All 

N M 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 6.00 1.41 

11 5.91 0.90 

01m % 
F* 45 
J 27 
All 

Dim % 
F 36 
G* 45 
All 

Din 

45, A three-man SF element was positioned to 
watch a known crossing point J’OJO.the 
U.S./Mexican border In support of a counterdrug 
operation. A civilian car puljed ijp and one 
occupant started walking towards the SF 
soldiers. This SF soldier noticed mannerisms 
consistent with aggressive and threatening 
behavior, positioned his weapon, JJl® 
civilian reached behind h1ro,^swung his weapon to 
cover the civilian end 8® 16 Show me . 
hands." He lifted up the civilian's sblrt and 
noticed a BHP in his waistband, then told him to 
leave the area. The civilian Wft, averting a 
potential deadly encounter. 

52. While working with law enforcement aj6 
team members, this 18E had to climb an ®^tremely 
hazardous mountain with ® 
was very fatigued. This 18E volunteered for 
extended radio watch, rather than 
San a specific radio watch Um, He tried to 
stay up all night but fell asleep for ®i9bt 
hours and missed eight contacts. As a result of 
the lost contact for eight hours, an emergency 
plan had to be Implemented. 

N M S 108. There was to be an 0800 forMtIon. This SF 
4 2 25 0.43 soldier instructed the teams to be In the 

?*20 0 98 oarklng lot of a local school for formation. As 
11 2*18 0^83 ?here were three parking lots, SF personnel were 

scattered all over. 

N H S 159. During a field training exercise, the team 

H H 
5 1.60 0.49 
3 1.67 0.47 

11 1.73 0,62 
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46. An S-3 for the forward operatinq base was 
tasked to plan a mission for three OOAs. This 
S-3 took 12 hours to develop a Mltask that was 
substandard. The OOA's planning was compressed 
and the mission was hurt. 

123. During a mission planning phase, this 18B 
was responsible for threat assessment. This 18B 
found that the enemy was an overwhelming force 
that the team would not be able to handle. The 
mission was canceled and many lives were spared. 

148. The detachment was planning for a 
reconnaissance mission. There was to be « point 
element to detect, avoid, and engage the enemy 
before the main body was discovered. The plan 
for engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. 
This 18B suggested that silenced weapons be 
carried by the point element. This gave the 
point elemnt more time to move away before 
getting decisively engaged by the enemy s main 
body. 

14. An SF team was given a mission requiring 
air Infiltration and a foot narch to the 
target. This team leader, without studying the 
area and conducting reconnaissance of the 
operational environment, decided to recover 
cached water along the route. The team ran out 
of water before they got to the cache and had to 
have water flown in. risking compromise of the 
mission. 

01m k 
82 

All 

01m \ 
G* 75 
All 

D1ra % 
E 25 
G* 67 
All 

Dim % 
6* 58 
H 33 
All 

N H S 
9 2.67 1.56 

11 2.45 1.50 

N H S 
9 6.33 0.82 

12 6.50 0.76 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
8 6.13 0.78 

12 6.08 0.76 

N M S 
7 1.43 0.49 
4 1.75 0.43 

12 1.50 0.50 

submitted logistical requirements seven 
prior to suspense. Although he did not 
using the POi, other detachments used It 
three occasions with great success. 

Dim % 
G* 50 
All 

Dim % 
F 36 
G* 45 
All 

N H S 20. This 18C. new to SF and only with the team 
6 6.17 0.69 for six months, was Ojven the mission to plan 

12 5.83 0.80 and conduct a 20-day demolition POI. This 18C 
reviewed previous lesson plans from other teams, 
reviewed the training request from the Thai 
Army, prepared the TOI, and cross-trained hls 
team to the level needed to conduct classes. 
Training was completed In Thailand without 
Injury or loss of equipment. 

N H S 
4 2.25 0.43 
5 2.20 0.98 parking 

11 2.18 0.83 there W( 

108. There was to be an 0800 formation. This SF 
soldier Instructed the teams to be 1n the 

‘ 10 lot of a local school for formation. As 
were three ^rklng lots. SF personnel were 

scattered all over. 

Dim % 
G* 42 

AA 25 
All 

N H S 85. An 180 was deployed on a team to South 
5 6.20 0.40 America to provide treatment to civilians at 
3 6.67 0.47 three remote locations. The country s 

12 6.33 0.62 government planned to spend $250,000 on ^dlcal 
supplies for the three aid stations. This 180 
determined the list of supplies that should be 
purchased, advised the team sergeant on the 
sources for obtaining the supplies, and 
developed a training program to teach civilians 
how to use the supplies. The detailed planning 
helped In establishing the aid stations. 

Dim % 
G 33 
fi* 50 
All 

01m \ 
G 25 
H*-42 
All 

Dim % 
F* 33 
G 25 
All 

Dim % 
A* 33 
G 25 
All 

N H S 
4 2.25 0.43 
6 2.17 1.07 

12 2.08 0.86 

N M S 
3 2.00 0.82 
5 2.60 0.80 

12 1.92 0.95 

4. This SF soldier was In charge of planning 
the route of march for a team. This SF soldier 
planned what he thought was a good route around 
features such as tall mountains and lakes. This 
SF soldier forgot to look at the contour 
interval used and the type of map: the nap used 
a ratio of 1:25.000. The team would have had to 
go through very deep ravines. 

132. An OOA was conducting Its annual dive 
requalification with this 180 serving as Dive 
Medical Technician. This 18D did not assess the 
experience and comfort level of the divers 
before they made a 120-foot dive In a dark lake 
nor did he make recoswendatlons to the team 
sergeant about who should or should not dive. 
One Inexperienced diver panicked and surfaced 
too quickly, lost consciousness, and required 
treatment. 

H M S 159. During a field training exercise, the team 
4 1.25 0.43 received a message that gave a different attack 
3 l.OO 0.00 time than that layed out In Isolation planning. 

12 1.08 0.28 When confirmation of the new time was given, 
this SF officer did not pass on the new 
Information to the team members. The attack 
took place at the wrong time and the team was 
compromised. 

N M S 
4 6.00 0.71 
3 6.00 0.82 

12 6.08 0.76 

105. During a FID train-up phase, this SF 
soldier was tasked to Identify the needs, 
develop, and be prepared to Institute a medical 
POI for an OCONUS mission. This soldier 
researched subject areas, assigned classes, and 

days 
end up 

on 
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Dim % 
H* 58 
All 

01» H 
H* 50 
I 25 
All 

Dim % 
H 33 
I* 42 
All 

01m % 
G* 58 
H 33 
All 

Dim % 
A* 25 
H* 25 
All 

N H S 162. During a search and reconnaissance mission, 
7 1 57 0.49 a 2-man element was sent to observe an objective 

12 lisa 0.49 from a closer point. Prior Jeparture, the 
element was provided with a radio 
use It only In an eoeroency or if 
the enemy. This SF soldier took control of the 
radio and put 1t Into his butt pack. This SF 
soldier did not secure the radio for ready 
access. When the element was compromised. It 
could not make radio contact due to the location 
of the radio. 

u H S 16. A team was preparing to deploy to Saudi 
6 5.83 0.69 Arabia. This team member fl®Thered information 
3 6.00 0.00 from every available source and 

12 6.08 0.64 dispensed It to the team to 
As a result, the team members felt that they 
could handle anything required by higher command 
because they were well Informed. 

N H s 115. While conducting OA FTX, the SF detachment 
4 1.25 0.43 was reaulred to carrv 
5 1.20 0.40 In addition to normal TieId gear. This ^ 

12 1.33 0.47 soldier did not carry his 
This was not due to physical Inability. The 
detachment arrived on target without critical 
equipment. 

H H S 14. An SF team was given a mission requiring 
7 1 43 0 49 air Infiltration and a foot inarch to the 
4 li75 0.43 target. This team leader, without the 

12 1.50 0.50 area and conducting reconnaissance of the 
ooeratlonal environment, decided to recover 
cached water alono the route. 
of water before they got to the cache ^lad to 
have water flown In, risking compromise of the 
mission. 

M H s 36 This NCO was tasked to serve as part of a 
3 1.00 0.00 light weaoons and 5Mll unit tactics cOTittee. 
3 1.00 0.00 This SF NCO was assigned J block of 

12 1 42 1.11 to be given to foreign nationals and given 2 
months to prepare and rehearse his classes. One 
hour prior w^the time scheduled for delivering 
training, this NCO Infold the KO In charge of 
the comnutee that he "just couldn t do it. 
The NCOIC had to give the Instruction without 
preparation. 

Retranslatlon’llstlng of Incidents for Dimension I: (Problem name - I8da) 

% N M S 112. This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring 
!♦ 100 12 6.17 0.80 SATCOM, 4 days of water requirements (4 
All 12 6.17 0.80 gallons), observation equipment, a hlaesite kit, 

N M S 
12 6.17 0.80 
12 6.17 0.80 

Dim S 
I* 92 
All 

01m % 
I* 92 
All 

Dim % 
I* 75 
All 

Dim % 
I* 70 
All 

Dim % 
I* 67 
All 

‘ and so on. This SF NCO realized that the 18E 
had a very heavy load of equipment. This NCO 
took half of the IBE’s equipment, sharing the 
load. This lifted the l8E*s spirits and helped 
the team accomplish the mission. 

N H S 50, During off-hours, this SF soldier would 
11 1.73 0.62 take off 1n a rental vehicle to take cai^ of 
12 1.67 0.62 personal business. The others would wait hours 

for him to return with the vehicle. When this 
SF soldier returned, he was not bothered that 
certain members of the OOA were upset.^ This SF 
soldier was ostracized from the rest of the 
element during deployment. 

N H S 153. While on deployment, a member of the 
11 5.91 0.67 detachment was responsible for making radio 
12 5.92 0.64 conaunlcatlon with higher headquarters late at 

night. Because of sleep requirements, this 
could have prevented the soldier from conducting 
other activities during training hours. p»l5 SF 
soldier volunteered to help the Individual with 
demonstrations and other tasks that he was to 
perform as much as possible. The tasks were 
completed with little aggravation. 

N M S 88. Selected team members were tasked to train 
9 5.89 1.29 host nation soldiers. This SF soldier who was 

12 5.75 1.16 not assigned a training class assisted others by 
making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 
charts, and listening to practice classes. The 
Instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

M H S 28. The detachment was preparing for a live 
7 1.71 0.45 fire assault on a fortified position. This SF 

10 1.50 0.50 soldier disrupted the training exercise by 
showing up late and falling to perform his 
assigned duties. The entire platoon was 
punished with extra PT due to his actions. 

N M S 142. This junior NCO was given duties as a turn 
8 6.38 0.70 sergeant even though another member of the team 

12 6.17 0.90 outranked him. This Junior NCO used the Input 
of the senior NCO at all tiroes.^ The senior NCO 
felt his opinions were important and the team s 
moral remained Intact. 

Dim \ 
C 25 
I* 58 
All 

D1ra H 
I* 50 
All 

N H S 63. An officer who could not stand to have 
3 2.00 0.82 anything go wrong or get out of his control was 
7 1.29 0.45 responsible for a warfare scenario. When 

12 2.00 1.63 communications went down and none of the 
opposing forces had captured any of the teams, 
he got mad and kicked a hole In the wall. He 
caused damage and lost the respect of the team, 

N M S 145. An OOA was conducting a land navigation 
6 1.33 0.47 exercise for a company size element during 

12 1.17 0.37 periods of extremeV warm weather. This 16E was 
on radio watch In case any emergencies ame and 
so he could pass messages to and from range 
control. This 18E wandered away from hit 
station and forgot about his 
duties. While fie was gone, I«3iv1dual came 
running in to the tean^s position to report two 
heat injuries he‘d been unable to [eport over 
the radio. The treatment for the beat casualty 
victims was delayed by two hours; the 18E was 
relieved of his duties. 

Dim H 
H 33 
I* 42 
All 

Dim H 
C* 67 
I 25 
All 

N M S 115. While conducting DA FTX, ^beSF detachment 
4 1.25 0.43 was required to carry surface swInning equipment 
5 1.20 0,40 In addition to normal field gear. This SF 

12 1.33 0.47 soldier did not carry his 
This was not due to physical Inability. The 
detachment arrived on target without critical 
equipment* 

K H S 9. This SF NCO had a different jpln^n f^ 
8 3.00 1.87 that of the team sergeant. This NCO ^came 
3 2.00 0,00 angry as he felt he was right and Parted to get 

12 2.67 1.60 belligerent. The NCO was given a counseling 
statement. 
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Dlra J 
I 25 
J* 33 
All 

01m It 
F* 5B 
I 25 
All 

Dim h 
H* 50 
I 25 
All 

N M S 102. A senior engineer was supervising a 
3 1.67 0.47 construction project. The senior engineer had 
4 1,00 0.00 to leave for about 2 weeks and left Junior 

12 1.58 0.86 sergeant with explicit instructions for 
completion. This Junior i8C was unable lojhink 
or act without his senior engineer s 
The senior engineer returned to find that no 
work had been done in his absence. 

M H S 137. This officer was deployed In a foreign 
7 7 00 0 76 country and went out for the evening with some 
3 1 67 0.47 Sf the guyl This officer got drun? and gave 

12 1I75 0.72 the car keys to one of the guys he saw In the 
bar without Informing the other soldiers. The 
car was lost and it took several hours for the 
others to find It. 

N H S 16. A team was preparing to deploy to Saudi 
6 5.83 0.60 Arabia. This team member gathered Inforwtlon 
3 6.00 O.OJ from every available source and constantly 

12 6.08 0.64 dispensed it to the team to them Inforrcd. 
As a result, the team members felt that they 
could handle anything required by higher conmand 
because they were well Informed. 

Retranslation*Ust1nrof’inc1dents for Dimension J: (Problem name - 18da) 

nim % N H S 128. On his own. this medic arranged a program 
92 11 6.55 0.66 with hospital staff so that he could work 

All 12 6.58 0.64 after-duty hours in the post hospital emergency 
room. This medic screened patients and assisted 
doctors? they relied on him to supervise Junior 
enlisted E.R. staff in medical procedures. He 
received more exposure to hospital operations 
and trauma-type injuries and gained experience 
in supervising others. 

Dim H 
E 42 
J* 50 
All 

01m H 
J* 50 
L 42 
All 

01m H 
E* 42 

42 
All 

Dim H 
B* 50 
J 42 
All 

N H S 59. On a deployment, this soldier was told to 
5 5.60 0.80 set up a rifle range and give training. He hag 
6 6.83 0.37 no materials for setting up the range. This SF 

12 6.33 0.85 soldier went to the landfill and got materials 
and also looked behind department stores for 
cardboard boxes to use for targets. The 
training was a success. 

N M S 131. This SF soldier wanted to make up his 
6 5.17 0.69 workout routine but was not sure what jo/ocus 
5 6.80 0.40 on. This SF soldleiT conducted research onwhat 

12 5.83 0.99 1s needed to accomplish each mission and ^Ided 
that physical endurance was the most Important 
physical ability. This SF soldier got In shape. 

N H S 116. It usually takes several days or ^ks to 
5 5.00 1.10 go to a line fVe range because of problems ^ 
5 6.40 0.49 scheduling ranges and annunltlon reouesti. This 

12 5.83 1.07 senior 18§ was able to coordinate with a 
In another battalion to get five men out to a 
live fire range. As a result, the five men all 
zeroed and qualified with M1W2. 

N H S 67. Two teams were deployed overseas to conduct 
6 6.17 0.69 basic Infantry training for a battalion at a 
5 6.40 0.49 remote location. This 180 spent his sp^^e tiw 

12 6.25 0.60 working at the battalion dispensary yPTOvIdIng 
dental treatment for the soldiers. .Many of the 
soldiers received dental treatment for the first 
time in their lives. 

Dim % 
0* 50 
J 42 
All 

Dim % 
B* 42 
J* 42 
All 

Dim \ 
I 25 
J* 33 
All 

Dim % 
J 33 
P* 42 
All 

Dim % 
?* 45 
J 27 
All 

N H S 13. This SF soldier was deployed to a foreign 
6 6.33 0.47 country. This soldier had no relevant 
5 6.00 0.63 training and had to learn the language. This 

12 6.17 0.55 soldier studied the language, asking questions 
of native speakers and schooled speakers on the 
team. This SF soldier learned the language, was 
more effective on his Job, and was of greater 
use to the team. 

N H S 17. A civil affairs team was deployed to act as 
5 6.00 1.10 liaison between the civilian populace and the 
5 5.80 0.75 military. During a meeting w^th a local , 

12 6.00 0.91 organization to coordinate security for a »b11e 
dime, this team's 18D asked If they needed any 
medical help. When the offer was accepted, he 
went to all the coalition doctors and asked for 
volunteers. The volunteers staffed three mobile 
clinics per week for the next four months. 

N H S 102. A senior engineer was supervising a 
3 1.67 0.47 construction project. The senior engl^r had 
4 1.00 0.00 to leave for about 2 weeks and left this ^nwr 

12 1.58 0.86 sergeant with explicit instructions for PJ^Jjet 
ic A.ao u. completion. This Junior 18C was unable to think 

or act without his senior engineer's guidance. 
The senior engineer returned to find that no 
work had been done In his absence. 

N H S 5. During a practice isolation, the detachynt 
4 6.50 0.50 was planning Its infiltration, the maps neeted 
5 5.40 0.49 for this were not «ya11able from the S-2, At 

12 5.92 0.64 the completion of the exercise, the detachment 
found that they had the "®ps but had not been 
able to find them due to confusion In the filing 
system. This 18B took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, comprehensive 
filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use Its assets. 

N M S 52. While working with Jaw enforcement and two 
5 1 60 0.49 team mei^ers, this 18E had to climb an extremely 
3 i!67 0.47 hazardous mountain with 

11 1 73 0 62 was very fatigued. This 16E volunteei^d for 11 1.73 0.6Z was^verj rather than ««" 
man a specific radio watch time. He tried to 
stay up all night but fell asleep for eight 
hours and missed eight contacts. As a result of 
the lost contact for eight hours, an emergency 
plan had to be Implemented. 
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Dim J 
J 25 
P* 50 
All 

Dim S 
0 25 
L* 58 
All 

01m % 
A* 58 
J 25 
All 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
6 5.67 0.47 

12 6.08 0,76 

N M S 
3 6.67 0.47 
7 5.43 1.92 

12 5.92 1,61 

Dim % 
0* 75 
J 25 
All 

Dim % 
J 25 
P* 58 
All 

01m % 
J 25 
X* 42 

BB 25 
All 

96, This 18B was tasked to have the map chest 
and manual shelf organized for a conmand 
Inspection. This ISB organized the map chest 
and manual shelf. The Inspector noticed that 
the map case was filed to Its highest standard 
and the 18B was awarded an MSH for his actions. 

72. This OOA was tasked to conduct a small boat 
Infiltration Into a target area. .The team was 
transported on a large Coast Guard cutter to a 
release point approximately 10 miles from the 
shore. Approximately 90 percent of the OOA was 
becoming sea sick. This soldier, 
feeling sick, entered one of the two boats that 
was lowered Into the water, wrked for 20 
minutes to get the boat to started, and went on 
the mission. The mission was a success and the 
team received recognition for overcoming 
tremendous obstacles. 

23. An SF team was tasked with providing 
marksmanship training but did 
the training site. One of the team members had 
a greater understanding oT marksmanship and so 
he was tasked with Instructing. This Instructor 
set up training using past experiences and proos 
(e.g,, balloons, slloets. sand bags, etc.). The 
b team was provided with the proper environment 
In which to learn and all the newly trained 
Individuals were able to fire their weapons 
effectively. 

N H S 134. Prior to working In Korea, this team 
9 6.22 0.79 sergeant had been to language classes, when in 
3 5.67 0.94 the Korean CLP (Community Language Program), he 

12 6.08 0.86 put In extra work to Improve his language 
ability. He was able to comnunlcate with and 
relate better to the Koreans. 

N H S 
7 5,43 0.49 
3 6.67 0.47 

12 5.83 0.69 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
7 5.57 0,90 

12 5.67 0.85 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 5.67 0.47 

12 6.00 0.71 

15. A conmo inspection was upcoming and the 18E 
was told to Insure all his paperwork was In 
order. This 18E went over all of his . ^ - 
maintenance forms thoroughly and, to the best of 
his knowledge, filled them out correctly. He 
received a conniendable report on the inspection. 

138. A patient requested a rectal exam, 
complaining of pain. This 180 discovered an 
ano/rectal fistula. Since he could not remember 
the significance, he went home and looked It up, 
discovered it was life-threatening, and 
contacted IT for follow-up with a PA/Or. The 
patient had surgery. 

Retranslation’usting of Incidents for Dimension K: (Problem name - I8da) 

01m \ N H S 
K* 100 11 6.00 0.85 
All 11 6.00 0.85 

54. A soldier asked this SF soldier to trade a 
protective mask for whatever Item he could get 
in trade for It overseas. This SF soldier said 
he would not trade a piece of military equipment 
for any reason. This SF soldier did not break 
regulations. 

01m H 
K* 92 
All 

Dim H 
K* 92 
All 

Dim S 
F 25 
K 25 
H* 50 
All 

N H S 117, An SF soldier had what he called a 
11 5.36 1.55 "legitimate war trophy" that otJvJoujjY Jad 
12 5.42 1.50 nothing to do with the war and had belonged to a 

civilian. This younger SF soldier pointed out 
to the soldier that he was stealing. The war 
trophy was given to a local church. 

H H S 75. During a battalion-sized ARTEP, this senior 
11 6.27 0.86 NCO was sent to monitor and evaluate the SF 
12 6.33 0.85 operations base. This SF NCO made an honest but 

critical evaluation, even though he knw It 
would be an unpopular point of view. The 
superiors of tne evaluated unit questioned his 
loyalty to the unit. 

N H S 39. The unit was conducting a navigation and 
3 1.00 0.00 evasion exercise. The opposing force 
3 1.00 0.00 patrolling the roads on toot and In vehicles. 
6 1,17 0.37 The exercise was being conducted on an 

12 1.08 0.28 Individual basis. This officer chose to walk on 
the roads rather than cross-country. The 
officer was captured 3 times, twice In the same 
location. This officer failed the exercise and 
In real life would have been killed or captured. 
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Ritranslat1on*Ustin7o^’lnc1dentrforD^^ L: (Problem name - I8da) 
Retransiation’Llstlnrorincldents for Dimension M: (Problem name - 18da) 

Dim 
L* 92 
All 

Din \ 
L* 83 
All 

Din % 
L* 67 
All 

N H S, 
11 6.09 0.67 
12 6.17 0.69 

N M S 
10 6.20 0.60 
12 6.25 0.60 

8 1.50 0.50 
12 1.58 0.64 

01n % 
J 25 
i* 58 
All 

61. This SF soldier was participating In a 
water jump exercise Into extremely cold water. 
After following the rubber aircraft out of the 
aircraft, this soldier continued swimming 
despite ihe distance and cold; 
raft, put It Into operative condition, and 
p1cked*^up the fellow jumpers In the water, 
^ ■ "1 mission was completed. 

The 

N H S 
3 6.67 0.47 
7 5.43 1.92 

12 5.92 1.61 

Dim } 
B 25 
L* 50 
All 

3 6.33 0.94 
6 5.83 0.69 

12 6.00 0.82 

picked up 
training i 

129. This SF soldier sprained his ankle during a 
mission while carrying a conno ruck. 3^are was 
no Mssible way for him to 
of the surrounding terrain. 
switched the conrao ruck with one that was 
lighter and obtained « strong limb to “je «s a 
cane. The soldier walked until he reached a 
place where he could be picked up by the medivac. 

122. A training mission was being conducted In 
very steep mountains. The team members were 
carrying rucksacks weighing about 5^ pounds. 
Thls^SF soldier kept falling behind as he could 
not keep up with the other team membws. This 
SF soldier required that the team "«Jbers stop 
and wait for him many times during the mission. 
The time on target was almost missed and there 
were^M eyes on'the target because of the length 
of time It took to get there. 

72. This OOA was tasked to conduct a small boat 
Infiltration Into a target area. .The team was 
transported on a large Jo®st Guard cutter to a 
release point approximately 10 
shore. Approximately 90 percent of the OOA was 
becoming sea sick. This §F soldier, who was not 
feellng^slck. entered one of the two boats that 
was lowered ^nto the water, worked fo»* 20 
minutes to get the boat to started, and went on 
the mission. The mission was a success and the 
teem received recognition for overcoming 
tremendous obstacles. 

149. The team was conducting long range 
patrolling and basic Infantry Tactics training 
for foreign soldiers under extremely hot weather 
conditions. This SF soldier conducted training 
day after day In the heat and rough terrain, 
while maintaining a superior physlca 
appearance, posture, and Professional attitude. 
A greater level of respect for the abilities of 
U.S. troops was developed. 

Oho % N H S 
J* 50 6 5.17 0.69 
L 42 5 6.80 0.40 
All 12 5.83 0.99 

131, This SF soldier wanted to make up his 
workout routine but was not sure what to focus 
on. This SF soldier conducted research on what 
Is needed to accomplish each mission and decided 
that physical endurance was the most Important 
physical ability. This SF soldier got In shape. 

n4- N M 9 45. A three-man SF element was positioned to 
45 5 5.60 0.49 watch a known crossing point The 

I 07 no 1 41 U.S./Mexican border in support of a counterdrug 
^All 11 Ifl OISO o^ifatlSn. A civilian earful led up and one AH 3.^71 w occupant Started walking towards the SF 

soldiers. This SF soldier noticed mannerisms 
consistent with aggressive and Threatening 
behavior, positioned his weapon, and when the 
civilian reached behind him, swung his weapon to 
cover the civilian and sald/Shgw m wur 
hands." He lifted up the civilian's shirt and 
noticed a BHP in his waistband, then told him to 
leave the area. The civilian ^eft, averting a 
potential deadly encounter. 

Dim 
H* 100 
All 

01m H 
M* 92 
All 

N M S 
12 6.00 0.71 
12 6.00 0.71 

N H S 
11 1.73 0.62 
12 1.67 0.62 

01m % 
H* 91 
All 

Dim % 
M* 73 
All 

Dim % 
F 25 
K 25 
H* 50 
All 

Dim ^ 
G 33 
M* 50 
All 

N H S 
10 5.90 0.83 
11 6.00 0.85 

N M S 
8 6.38 0.48 

11 6.27 0.45 

N M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 
6 1.17 0.37 

12 1.08 0.28 

N H S 
4 2.25 0.43 
6 2.17 1.07 

12 2,08 0.86 

41. The OOA was on an area reconnaissance to 
look for foot or vehicle movement. The te^ain 
was very steep, rugged, and dangerous. This 18C 
used his land navigation skills to maneuver the 
team through the most level terrain, pe team 
was saved a lot of unnecessary movement through 
rugged terrain, preventing soldiers from 
sustaining Injury. 

143. An SF soldier was tasked for a 
reconnaissance mission during a training 
exercise overseas. This soldier got lost, 
despite having a major highway to use as a 
reference. The soldier didn't return nT the 
scheduled time, foot search paifTles couldn t 
find him, and a helicopter recovered him about 4 
km from the main highway. He suffered jevew 
dehydration and nearly caused the team to miss 
exfiltration. 

157. This team member was the point man on 
patrol while conducting a long 
movement. This point man became <*lsoi^J?!Ted, 
then used resection to locate his position. He 
got his team to the pickup zone on time. 

26, The OOA was conducting soft duck operations 
in the Atlantic Ocean. This SF soldier, who had 
received limited nautical navigation 
Instruction, was responsible for navloatlon. 
Despite no land references, this soldier guided 
the coxain to the exact BUS during night 
conditions. The mission was a success. 

39. The unit was conducting a navigation and 
evasion exercise. The ogpos'^ng force was 
patrolling the roads on foot and In vehicles. 
The exercise was being conducted on an 
individual basis. This officer chose to walk on 
the roads rather Than cross-country. The 
officer was captured 3 times, twice in the same 
location. This officer Tailed the exercise and 
In real life would have been killed or captured. 

4. This SF soldier was In charge of planning 
the route of march for a team. This SF solmler 
planned what he thought was a flood route around 
features such as tall mountains and lakes. This 
SF soldier forgot to look at the contour 
Interval used and the type of "“P? 
a ratio of 1:25,000, The team would have had to 
go through very deep ravines. 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension N: (Problem name - 18da) 

! >."» .,1. 
II 1.110.SS asw^s.'rswSiawffir.. 

the Dikol. His team sergeant was hit in the _ 

N H S 43. 
9 1.00 0.00 with 

12 1.17 0.55 repei 

down. 

Din % 
H* 67 
All 

Din % 
N* 58 
All 

Din % 
B 25 
N* 58 
All 

Din % 
A 33 
H* 50 
All 

H H S 136. This 18C was teaching an Indigenous soldier 
8 1.00 0.00 how to use a circular saw. Another 18C 

12 1.00 0.00 disagreed with him on the saw s use and the two 
soldiers started arguing. This 18C ^W JJT 
watch over the circular saw or turn It off. The 
circular saw fell on the Indigenous soldier s 
head and killed hin; an international Incident 
resulted. 

N H S 139. A group of students was Instructed on 
7 1,00 0.00 setting up a landing zone/pickup 

12 1.17 0.55 aircraft. They were Informed of all hazards and 
told to renaln^alert because the exercise was 
conducted In the dark. This Individual, despite 
acting as security, disregarded the Instructions 
and fell asleep on the landing zone path. He 
was crushed by the wheel of an aircraft and 
died. 

WHS 111. This 18C was working with host nation 
3 1.00 0.00 personnel In an arms room. The eras room 
7 1.43 0.73 contained many old weapons, grenades, and arms 

12 1.25 0.60 from various countries. This 18C started 
playing with the mines. Although he was told to 
stop playing with the mines as they were live, 
this 18C continued — saying that the mines were 
not live. This 18C then started to take one of 
the mines apart. The host nation armorer banned 
the 18C from the arms room for endangering the 
lives of the personnel. 

N H $ 21. An OOA was participating In medical 
4 1.75 0.43 training at the detachment jevej. This 180 was 
6 2.83 1.57 assigned to observe an 18B initiate an IV on an 

12 2.58 1.32 18C during a practical exercise. This 180 
turned away and started arguing with another 
team member about the Importance of IV . 
training. While unsupervised, the 18B started 
the IV, but could not remember whether he had 
flushed the tubing of air before starting the 
fluid drip. The I8C was evacuated to the 
hospital for evaluation, due to the possibility 
of an air embolus. 

Dim \ 
6 25 
H* 42 
All 

Dim % 
A* 42 
N 33 
All 

N H S 132. An OOA was conducting Its annual dive 
3 2.00 0.82 requallfIcatlon with this 180 serving as Dive 
5 2.60 0.80 Medical Technician. This 180 did not assess the 

12 1.92 0.95 experience and comfort level of the divers 
before they made a 120-foot dive In a dark lake 
nor did he make rcconmendatlons to the team 
sergeant about who should or should not dive. 
One Inexperienced diver panicked and surfaced 
too quickly, lost consciousness, and required 
treatment. 

N M S 124. This 180 was giving IV training for his 
5 1.80 0.75 team. The 180 did not drain the air out of the 
4 1.50 0.50 IV line before Inserting the needle Into the 

12 1.58 0.64 patients arm. All the air from the IV line went 
Into the patient's vein. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0; (Problem name • 18da) 

Oim N M S 92. While on a field training exercise In a 
0* 67 8 5,88 0.60 forest, a soldier fell out of a tree and caught 
X 25 3 6,33 0.94 his hand on a broken branch; the entire right 

A11 12 6.08 0.76 palm and thumb were avulsed. This 180 stopped 
the bleeding, covered the wound, radioed for 
assistance, and treated the soldier for shock 
until medical assistance arrived. The soldier 
recovered end regained full use of his thumb. 

01m H 
0* 67 
All 

Dim H 
0* 67 
All 

N H S 
8 6.00 0.87 

12 6.08 0.86 

N H S 
8 5.63 0.48 

12 6.08 0.76 

01m h N M S 
0* 58 7 5.71 0.45 

BB 42 5 7.00 0.00 
All 12 6.25 0.72 

Dim % N H S 
0* 50 6 5.33 1.11 

BB* 50 6 5.50 1.50 
All 12 5.42 1.32 

103. Two SF soldiers were sent on a recon in the 
Panama jungle. They had to move fast and the 
temperature was very high. One soldier suffered 
heat Injury. This sF soldier treated the other, 
although he had no medical background. The 
Injured soldier recovered and the mission was 
completed. 

93. While on survival training, this HCO 
observed a fellow detachment member shaking out 
of control. This NCO identified that the fellow 
soldier was experiencing hypothermia. This SF 
NCO got the soldier as warm as he could, treated 
him for shock, and called for the soldier s 
evacuation. The patient was removed from the 
cold to the hosplul. 

133. A soldier suffered heat stroke. This 180 
Inwedlately took the patient's blood pressure 
and temperature, assessed the extent of the 
soldler^s condition, doused him with water, 
started an IV, and evacuated h1m to the TMC. 
The soldier recovered without permanent injury 
after being evacuated to the hospital. 

104. A soldier was Injured by an explosive while 
handling what he thought was an Inert mine. 
This medic remained calm despite the carnage, 
cleared an airway, and did a cut-down to swrt 
an IV. The soldier died due to massive Injuries 
but It was good hands-on training for the 
medic. 

Dim S 
0* 50 

BB 25 
All 

01m % 
0* 50 

BB 42 
All 

Dim \ 
B 27 
0* 45 
All 

Dim V 
0* 42 

BB 25 
All 

N H S 151. While In a host nation, this SF soldier 
6 5.83 0.90 with no medical training witnessed « 
3 6,67 0.47 hit by a car. This SF soldier went to the boy s 

12 6.25 0.83 aid, maintaining control of the situation until 
medical help arrived. The boy was cared for 
properly. 

N H S 94. A team was fast roping out of a helicopter 
6 1.83 1.07 and one team member sustained a neck Injury, 
5 2.80 1.72 This IBD did not follow proper C-spine 

12 L67 1.93 precautions: he grabbed the team member by the 
shoulder and dragged him out from under the 
helicopter. Fortunately, no serious problems 
occurred as a result of his action. 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
5 6.20 0.40 

11 6.45 0.50 

N H S 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 7.00 0.00 

12 6.33 0.75 

12. An 18C was placed to observe a patrol of 
foreign soldiers. One of the soldiers climbed a 
tree to get a better view of the target and fell 
out of the tree. This IBC splinted the host 
nation soldier's leg and directed the indigenous 
forces on how to make a stretcher. He then 
directed the soldiers to the hospital. The 
event Increased the Indigenous force s 
confidence In the SF. 

113. This 18D examined an indigenous wn ^o had 
cut his foot in half with an axe. This 180 
calmly administered emergency first aid. He 
then treated the man for about a month, giving 
medications, dally nursing care, and follw-up 
treatment. The man s foot healed with full 
range of motion. 

Dim H 
0 42 

BB* 50 
All 

N H S 
5 2.20 0.98 
6 2.50 0.76 

12 2.75 1.53 

83. This 180 witnessed a car accident where one 
person had an open fracture of the femur. 
Although he did not have a traction splint, he 
applied traction to the leg. When * regular 
splint was applied, he released traction and the 
bone ends were displaced again. 

Dim H 
0 42 

BB* 58 
All 

N H S 
5 1.00 0.00 
7 1.00 0.00 

12 l.OO 0.00 

163. This 180 was the drop zone medic covering a 
parachute jump. A member of his companv was 
knocked unconscious on the jump. This 180 did 
not Initiate basic first aid — no I.V.s and no 
oxygen. The soldier went Into anoxia-Induced 
seizures and had to be hospitalized for several 
days. 
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D1ib V 
0* 42 
X 33 
AU 

N M S 97. During battalion downhill ski training, the 
5 5.80 0.40 Instructor for the beginner group fell and 
4 6.50 0.87 dislocated his shoulder; his radio did not 

12 6.25 0.72 work. This 180 carc upon the Injured 
Instructor, Improvised a skl-litter, secured his 
dislocation, and moved him down the mountain to 
the ambulance on call In the parking lot. It 
was later found that the arm was broken as well 
as dislocated, and further trauma had been 
avoided by securing, rather than reducing, the 
dislocation. 

01m \ 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All 

H H S 69. This medic was returning home from work and 
4 6.00 0.00 witnessed an automobile accident where a man was 
7 6.29 0.88 hit by a car. He retrieved his medical bag and 

12 6.25 0.72 treated the victim until the S;5u];!!Se 
He Intervened and supervised the loading when 
the ambulance crew tried to Improperly move the 
injured man before splinting fractures. The 
Injured man recovered and commended the medic. 

Dim % 
0 33 

B8* 67 
All 

N « 5 33. While serving In an observation position, 
4 6.25 0.83 an SF soldier was shot In the face when the 
8 6,50 0.50 position came under fire. This medic on site 

12 6.42 0.64 administered first aid, stopping the bleeding 
and inserting an IV. The soldier was moved to a 
hospital where his treatment was continued by 
this medic; the soldier’s life was saved. 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All 

N M S 82. This 180 was ending a long UW training 
4 5.75 0.43 exercise. A team member was stung or bit jy jn 
7 6.43 0.73 unidentified Insect, This 180 examined the team 

12 6.17 0.69 member and found his condition worsening. He 
Identified the problem as analphvlactlc shock 
and gave him Benadryl and Epinephrine. The team 
member was monitored throughout the night and 
recovered 100%. 

N « S 8. During a static line Jump, a soldier 
4 6.00 0.00 fractured his femur. This medic In the drop 
7 6.29 0.70 zone set his leg and stabilized h1m for the 

12 6.17 0.55 evacuating helicopter. The patient arrived at 
the hospital ready for x-ray and emergency 
fcurnerv. 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 67 
All 

f| H S 35. In a combat environment, an 180 was faced 
4 6.00 0.71 with a profusely bleeding patient with multiple 
8 6.50 0.50 associated war wounds. This 180 approached the 

12 6.33 0.62 patient with confidence, worked quickly, and 
lude decisions about treatment. The patient 
survived and was stable for transportation. 

Dim % 
0 25 
Y* 50 
All 

WHS 
3 1.67 0.47 
6 1.17 0.37 

12 1.33 0.47 

98. A soldier fell during a training exercise 
and punctured his eye with a metal object. This 
180 prescribed Demerol for the pain. The 
patient’s nausea Increased, leading to Increased 
Intrathoracic pressure and retinal detachment. 

01m % 
0 25 
X 25 

BB* 50 
All 

H H S 
3 4.33 1.70 
3 5.00 0.82 
6 6.17 0.90 

12 5.42 1.38 

154. At halo school, a soldier had « partial 
malfunction of his parachute and fell quickly to 
the ground from a moderate altitude. This 180 
arrived on the scene and evaluated the soldier, 
finding a fractured right ankle and left leg 
posteriorly dislocated at the knee. When a 
Physicians Assistant arrived, he treated the 
Injuries Identified by the 180. 

Dim % 
0 25 

BB* 67 
All 

WHS 
3 6.00 0.82 
8 6.38 0.66 

12 6.25 0.83 

22. This 18D came across a group of pwple 
standing around an unconscious person In a 
park. Be checked the person over, noticed the 
medic alert tag on the wrist, sent someone to 
call EMS, and administered first aid for a 
diabetic condition. The person recovered 
inraedlately, avoiding a life-threatening 
situation. 

Dim % 
0 25 

BB* 75 
All 

WHS 
3 6.00 0.82 
9 6.00 0.82 

12 6.00 0.82 

42. This 180 found a very badly injured halo 
jumper. This 18D performed lifesaving measures 
and arranged for evacuation. Although the 
jumper was paralyzed by the accident, his life 
was saved. 

Dim % 
0* 25 
X* 25 

BB* 25 
All 

WHS 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 5.67 0.94 
3 6.00 0.82 

12 5.92 0.95 

87. An 180 received an indigenous child with a 
fishing hook in his left eye. This 180 obtained 
a history, applied a bandage and arranged for 
transportation to a local hospital. This 18D 
remained calm and reassured the child and 
parents. The patient was transported to the 
capital for treatment. 

Din % 
0 25 
X* 33 

BB* 33 
All 

WHS 
3 5.67 0.47 
4 5.50 0.87 
4 6.50 0.50 

12 6.00 0.62 

100. A civilian was brought Into the clinic 
after a car accident. This 18D on duty assessed 
the man. Immobilized the head and neck, cleaned 
and bandaged the wounds and transported the 
patient 25 miles for X-rays. The man recovered 
from his Injuries. 
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Retranslation'ustino’orincidents'ror Dimension P: (Problem name - 18da) 

Dim t H H S 135. This team leader haJ^PrlMIMi^nonslblllty 
p* 67 8 6.13 0.78 for the day-to-day operations of the team. This 
All 12 6.00 0.71 team leader filled out aU required 

recordSr and schedules ahead of time. This team 
leader also provided the 18A with Information 
for mission plannina before the ISAjrequested 
It. The administrative tasks for the detachment 
as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q: (Problem name 

Dim % 
J 25 
P* 58 
All 

01m % 
J 25 
P* 50 
All 

01m % 
J 33 
P* 42 
All 

N H S 15. A coBWo Inspection was upcoming and the 18E 
3 6.00 0.82 was told to Insure all his paperwork was In 
7 5,57 0.90 order. This IBE went over all of 

12 5.67 0.85 maintenance forms thoroughly and. to the best of 
u p.o/ knowledge, filled them out correctly. He 

received a conaendable report on the Inspection, 

N H S 96. This 188 was tasked to^have the map chest 
3 6.00 0,82 and manual shelf organized (or a conwand 
6 5.67 0.47 Inspection. This 188 organized the map chest 

12 6.08 0.76 and Mnual shelf. The Inspector noticed that 
0.00 o./o ana highest standard 

and the 188 was awarded an HSH for his actions. 

N H S 5. During a practice isolation, the detachment 
4 6,50 0.50 was planning Its needed 
5 5.40 0.49 for this were not cyallable from the S-2. At 

12 5.92 0.64 the completion of the exercise, the detachment 
found that they had the maps but had not been 
able to find them due to confusion In the filing 
system. This 188 took all the maps, charts, and 
overheads and created a simple, comprehensive 
filing and marking system. The detachment was 
able to find and use Its assets. 

Dim H 
Q* 100 
All 

Dim \ 
Q* 83 
All 

N M S 53. This 
11 2.00 0.74 destroying 
11 2.00 0.74 sterllue ' 

N M S 
10 1.60 0.80 
12 1.58 0.76 

Dim % 
Q* 83 
All 

53. This 18B was assigned the task of 
destroying sensitive materials In order to 
sterllue the detachment's Isolation area. Some 
of the material was recorded on plastic 
viewgraph film, requiring that It be completely 
burned. This 180 did not ensure the materials 
were completely burned. The intelligence 
sergeant checked the burn barrel and discovered 
that some mission-related information could 
still be gleaned from the film; this 180 was 
counseled and given corrective training. 

40. The unit commander liked to have periodic 
unit formations to talk to his soldiers end tell 
them how things were going Inside and outside 
the unit. The general Information put out was 
beneficial because It educated the separate 
sub-units on the major projects with which other 
units were Involved. This unit counander 
occasionally released classified Information, 
however, to people who had no need to either 
know or discuss It where P4sser*-t>y could hear. 
There was an overall negative Impact on the unit 
OPSEC. 

N H S 57. While on an OCONUS mission, classified 
10 4.70 2.00 messages were left unsecured and unattended 
12 4.67 1.84 after an OOA left their forward-location and 

moved back to a rear area. This SF soldier, 
upon arrival at the rear area, established that 
the messages were missing after speaking with 
the team leader about their location. This 
soldier returned to the forward location and 
recovered the messages. The confidentiality of 
the materials was not compromised. 

Dim % 
0* 82 
All 

N H S 
9 1,11 0.31 

11 1.45 1.16 

24. A team leader was tasked to write a mission 
concept for a sensitive overseas deployment. 
Against regulations, the team leader wrote the 
Classified concept on his own personal 
computer. He was relieved for the 1®Ptoper 
safeguarding of sensitive classified material. 
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Dim % 
X* 100 
All 

Din % 
X* 92 
All 

Din % 
X* 92 
All 

Din \ 
X* 92 
All 

Din % 
X* 91 
All 

Din % 
X* 91 
All 

N H S 
12 6.00 0.91 
12 6.00 0.91 

N H S 
11 5.82 0.72 
12 5.83 0.69 

M S 
.. 5.82 0.94 
12 5.92 0.95 

N 
11 

N H 
11 2.00 
12 2.08 

Retranslat1on*Llst1ng of Incidents for Dimension X: (Problem name - 18da) 

155. During a coamunlcatlon FTX, a soldier 
reported to this medic with tooth pain and a 
severe headache. This medic examined the 
patient and discovered tooth decay. He 
adfflinistered treatrent. “e^^catIons, and 
forwarded the soldier tor dental care. The 
soldier experienced little discomfort, 
proper care and returned to the exercise without 
any further problems. 

58. The weapons sermant was suffering froj a 
viral URI, stayed In his room for three days 
without telling anyone, and became dehydrated. 
This 180 noticed he hadn't seen , 
seroeant over the 4-day weekend, found him in a 
weakened state In his room, 
ran tests, and ruled out a bacterial infection 
clinically. He started an IV, gave him Tvlenol, 
etc. The weapons sergeant recovered quickly. 

156. An indlgewus soldier JSg. 
because he could not hear 
hear. The 180 found the ear to be full of dirt 
and wax. The IBD slowly cleaned out the 
soIdler*s ear over a period of several hours. 
The soldier was able to hear again. 

2. On a deployment overseas, a soldier was 
having ear pain/problems. A Junior medic 
examined the ear, diagnosed an ear Infection, 
and asked the senior medic to look. This senior 
medic said there was no Infection and gave no 
treatment. Later, green stuff started running 
out of the soldier's ear and he was in a lot of 
pain. 

158. A soldier complained of nausea and behaved 
as If confused. After taking vitals and oettlng 
a second opinion, this 180 decided the soldier 
was a malingerer and sent him back to the 
barracks. The soldier then vomited and was 
evacuated to the hospital; his condition was 
diagnosed to be due to an environmental 
condition not covered In medic school. 

47. After climbing a volcano In Central 
America, 90% of two teams came down with a dry, 
persistent, nonproductive cough. This 18D 
diagnosed the condition as high altitude 
bronchitis caused by the cold dry air and the 
heavy mouth breathing used on the volcano. This 
180 treated the coughs symptomatically with 
cough suppressants and reconmended saunas to 
moisten the team members* lungs. The coughs 
were resolved within two days. 

91. A woman came to the CR with symptoms of 
pain, cramping, distention, fCd sjoul odor 
emanating from her vagina. This SF medic 
examined her and found a month-old tampon 
Impacted under the cervix. He removed It, 
performed curettage with copious amounts of 
saline solution, and prescribed some 
antibiotics. Tne woman felt much better. 

37. A female prostitute complained of itching 
1n the pubic region and had shaved off her hair 
thinking she had lice. This IBD observed red 
bumps scattered throughout the mons pubis and 
made the clinical diagnosis of scabies. He 
treated her with lindane cream and advised her 
to contact previous sexual partners so that they 
too could be treated. Her condition was 
resolved within a week. 

65. An OOA was deployed In a cold weather 
area. Multiple team members began developing 
cough, congestion, chest pain, and fatigue. 
This medic performed physical exams and 
administered medications. The team members 
conditions did not deteriorate and the OOA was 
able to complete Its mission. 

H H S 
10 2.40 1.11 
11 2.27 1.14 

N M S 
10 6.00 0.89 
11 6.00 0.85 

Dim % 
X* 83 
All 

Din % 
X* 83 
All 

Dim % 
X* 83 
All 

N ..MS 
10 6.00 0.77 
12 5.92 0.76 

N M $ 

10 5.50 0.92 
12 5.58 0.95 

H M S 
10 5.70 0.78 
12 5.83 0.80 

Din % 
X* 83 
All 

MM S 49. A soldier had followed a physician's 
10 6.10 0.83 treatment of antifungal therapy. When the 
12 6.00 0.82 condition worsened, he went to an SF Jhe 

SF medic examined him and determined that the 
soldier was suffering from a bacterial-related 
condition and treated 1t accordingly. The 
soldier had a good outcome and developed more 
respect for SF medic abilities. 

Dim % 
X* 75 
All 

Dim % 
X* 75 
All 

Dim V 
X* 58 
All 

Dim % 
X* 58 

DO 33 
All 

Dim % 
X* 58 
All 

N M S 
9 4,89 1.73 

12 4.50 1.85 

N H S 
9 5.89 0.87 

12 5.75 0.83 

N H S 
7 1.71 0.70 

12 1.92 0.86 

N M S 
7 5.71 0.70 
4 6.50 0.50 

12 6.08 0.76 

N H S 
7 5.71 0.70 

12 6.08 0.76 

Dim % 
F 25 
X* 58 
All 

01m % 
X* 42 

BB 25 
All 

01m % 
d 25 
X* 42 

BB 25 
All 

01m H 
X 33 

CC* 50 
All 

Dim H 
0* 42 
X 33 
All 

how to treat the problem. The diagnosis was 
made and treatment started. 

90. While a team was returning to the U.S. on a 
C-130, a team member complained of not being 
able to urinate. This medic started an I.V. 
The team member attempted an Intra-pub1c stick 
and the medic finally catheterlzed him. This 
resolved the problem. 

32. An SF medic on a clinical practice rotation 
in an emergency room examined a child 
complaining of nausea and vomiting. When the 
child vomited all over the office, this medic 
decided the child might be dehVjrated, 
prescribed an IV, and admitted the child with a 
doctor's confirmation for one day. The child 
recovered from viral enteritis without 
complication from dehydration. 

114. This 18D was checking for range of shoulder 
motion on a patient with a history of dislocated 
shoulder. After taking the medical history, he 
pushed the arm anteriorly to check the patient $ 
story and dislocated the shoulder. The patient 
reset the shoulder himself. 

141. A team member went to this 18D and 
complained about a possible STO. He was 
concerned because he was returning to the U.S. 
(and his wife) In 142days. This ISD took a 
sample and cultured It, Identified the organism, 
and successfully treated the team member. Ho 
cross-contamination occurred. 

99. During Operation Provide Comfort, a 
refugee's leg was amputated due to diabetes. 
This 18D treated the festering wounds on the 
refugee’s leg stump continually for two weeks. 
Due to h1s treatment, the stump healed and the 
man required no further amputation. 

144. A senior NCO who had previous ankle 
problems twisted his ankle during an enduranw 
event for certification. This medic e^lned 
the ankle and found the Injury to be minor, but 
thought that the NCO would cause more serious 
Injury to It (and possible permanent damage) If 
allowed to continue the event. He evacuated the 
HCO to prevent more damage, and stuck to nis 
decision despite the NCO^s protests. The HCO s 
ankle healed and he was able to participate in 
follow-on missions. 

121. A team member became very ill 
vomiting, diarrhea, high temperature) while 
deployea in Cent^^^ Anerlea, This 160 was busy 
socializing with the local females and did not 
monitor or treat the team member; he left nim 
alone and virtually unattended for four (toys. 
The team member went into septic shock due to a 
burst appendix. The injured soldier spent four 
weeks In a hospital and three months on 
convalescent leave. 

N M S 138. A patient requested a recta] exam, 
3 6.67 0.47 complaining of pain. This 18D d1yove|^d an_^_ 
5 5.60 0.49 ano/rectal fistula. Since he could not rememj^r 
3 5.67 0.47 the significance, he went home and looked it up, 

12 6.00 0.71 discovered It was life-threatening, and 
contacted IT for follow-up with a PA/Dr. The 
patient had surgery. 

N H S 161. A patient 1n her first pregnwy w« 
4 1.50 0.87 dilated to lOcra In the delivery room. The 
6 1.00 0.00 doctor and this medic did not pay attention to 

12 1.25 0.60 the patient. The baby almost dropped to the 
floor. 

N H S 97. During battalion downhill ski training, the 
5 5.80 0.40 Instructor for the beginner group fell and 
4 6.50 0.87 dislocated his shoulder; his radio did not 

12 6 25 0.72 work. This 180 came upon the Injured 
Instructor, Improvised a ski-litter, secured his 
dislocation, and moved him down the mountain to 
the ambulance on call In the P***k1ng lot. U 
was later found that the arm was broken as well 
as dislocated, and further trauma had been 
avoided by securing, rather than reducing, tne 
dislocation. 

N M S 
3 6.33 0.94 
7 6.43 0.49 

12 6.25 0.72 

M S 
1.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 

Dim % 
X* 75 
All 

H M S 19. A man entered the clinic with jaundice. 
9 5.44 1.17 This 18D did a lot of reading 1n different 

12 5.50 1.04 manuals to determine the correct diagnosis and 
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Dim H 
B* 50 
X 33 
All 

N M S 160. During a training exercise with host 
6 5.17 2.03 country soldiers 1n bulldlng/roofa clearing, an 
4 6.00 0.71 SF soldier was hit 1n the head by a large brick 

12 5.50 1.55 causing a laceration to his head. The host 
country soldiers were very upset by the 
bleeding. This 18D cleaned and 
wound and returned him to his training platoon. 
The host country soldiers gained confidence in 
the 18D and other soldiers. 

3 6,33 0.47 In with a fever of unknown origin, and after 
5 6.00 0.63 running tests, the doctor couldn't figure out 

12 6.17 0.69 the etiology and sent hln hone. This SF medic 
got a personal history from the patient, found 
out he^d been to India, and Identified the 
parasite. The doctor then ran tests, confirmed 
malaria, and treated the patient. 

Dim H 
0 25 
X* 33 

BB* 33 
All 

N M S 100. A civilian was brought into the clinic 
3 5.67 0.47 after a car accident. This 18D on Jity assessed 
4 5.50 0.87 the man, Innoblllzed the head and neck, cleaned 
4 6.50 0.50 and bandaged the wounds and 

12 6.00 0.82 patient 25 miles for X-rays. The man recovered 
from his Injuries. 

Din H 
X 33 

AA* 58 
All 

N H S 48. A senior company medic was responsible for 
4 5.75 1.09 medical treatment of 50 “ 
7 5.86 1.12 month-long winter deployment. 

12 5.83 1.07 established a dally post-training fick call and 
treated an average of ten personnel per day for 
various Illnesses and orthopedic InJuj]**- . 
Minor Illnesses were effectively treated and 
serious conditions/Illnesses were referred to 
higher medical authorities. 

Din % 
B* 67 
X 33 
All 

Dim % 
X 25 
Y* 67 
All 

N H S 
8 6.38 0.48 
4 6.25 0.83 

12 6.33 0.62 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.47 
8 2.00 0.50 

12 2.33 1.49 

66. During a deployment, a village mother took 
her Infant to see an SF medic. The medic 
diagnosed a severe eye Infection and cold, 
prescribed the appropriate medication, and 
inonitored the child for a dav until totally 
recovered. The village chief overwhelmingly 
accepted the SF detachment. 

51. A tea* member came In to be treated. This 
18D began to apply Solu-Cortef to the face of a 
team member who was using Rofl” A on his face. 
Several other i8Ds had to tell him this was an 
unwise treatment so that he would not cause 
further Injury to the team member. 

Oln ^ H H S 147. A patient had multiple cavities on his 
X 25 3 2.00 0.82 tooth. This 18D attempted a maxillary block 
Y* 75 9 ZAl 0.74 with outdated Xylocalne. An eTTfCtIve level of 
All 12 2.08 0.76 anesthesia was not achieved and the decayed 

tooth could not be extracted. 

Dio % 
0* 25 
X* 25 

BB* 25 
All 

Din % 
X 25 

AA* 75 
All 

N H S 87. An 180 received an indigenous child with 
3 6.33 0.47 fishing hook In his left eye. This 18D obtained 
3 5.67 0.94 a history, applied a bandage and arranged for 
3 6.00 0.82 transportation to a local fiospital. This 18D 

12 5.92 0.95 remained caln and reassured the child and 
parents. The patient was transported to the 
capital for treatment. 

N M S 74. Seven of eleven team members became 111 
3 6.33 0.47 (vomiting and diarrhea) while deployed, although 
9 6.11 0.87 the HN water supply had been checked and 

12 6.17 0,80 purified. This junior 18D first rechecked the 
water supply, then widened his search to Include 
an Inspection of the meat packing Ice, finding 
that the 1ce was not being treated prior to 
being frozen. He had the procedures changed and 
continued to treat the team. Within a week, all 
team members were healthy and able to continue 
the mission. 

Dio % 
0 25 
X 25 

BB* 50 
All 

N H S 
3 4.33 1.70 
3 5.00 0.82 
6 6.17 0.90 

12 5.42 1.38 

154. At halo school, a soldier had a partial 
malfunction of his parachute and fell gulcXlv to 
the ground from a moderate altitude. This 18D 
arrived on the scene and evaluated the soldier, 
finding a fractured right ankle and Ijsft leg 
posteriorly dislocated at the knee. When a 
Physicians Assistant arrived, he treated the 
injuries Identified by the 180, 

Dim % 
X 25 

CC* 58 
All 

Dim % 
0* 67 
X 25 
All 

N H $ 
3 1.33 0.47 
7 1.86 0.64 

12 1.58 0.64 

N H S 
8 5.88 0.60 
3 6,33 0.94 

12 6.08 0.76 

6. This 180 was working in the troop medical 
clinic preparing a patient for the removal of an 
Ingrown toenail. The PA asked this 180 tp^^ ^ ^ PA asked this 18D to ingrown ^oenaii. ine rn ..w 
anesthetize the patient‘s big toe. This 180 had 
the patient sit with his foot dangling over the 
edge of the table, rather than lie down on the 
table. When he injected the patlent‘s toe, the 
?at1ent passed out and fell, hitting his head on 

he floor. He required sutures on his head, 

92. While on a field training exercise In a 
forest, a soldier fell out of a tree and caught 
his hand on a broken branch; the entire right 
palm and thumb were avulsed. This 180 stopped 
the bleeding, covered the wound, radioed for 
assistance, and treated the soldier for shock 
until medical assistance arrived. The soldier 
recovered and regained full use of his thumb. 

30. During a hospital rotation, a patient came 
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Retranslation’ustinroriiicidents for Olmenslon Y: (Problen name - I8da) 

Din H 
Y* 100 
All 

Din H 
Y* 92 
All 

Din % 
X 25 
Y* 75 
All 

N H S 
12 1.58 0.49 
12 1.68 0.49 

N H S 
11 2.82 2.21 
12 2.75 2.13 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.82 
9 2.11 0.74 

12 2.08 0.76 

130. A patient required an InlectIon 
This 180 Bisplaced the decimal Pojnt ... 
calculating the dosage. A reduced jnwunt of the 
drug was given and the patient had to be 
retreated for his Illness. 

10. This 18D needed to request a medication for 
a respiratory condition for a Oetachnient 
member. He classified the drug 
requested the Inappropriate drug at * 
duration well above the safe level. When a 
medical supervisor reviewed The request, he 
noticed the error and ensured the patient was 
put on the proper medication. 

147. A patient had multiple cavities on hU 
tooth. This 18D attempted a majUla^y block 
with outdated Xylocalne. An affective level of 
anesthesia was not achieved and the decayed 
tooth could not be extracted. 

Retranslatlon'usting’of incidents for Dimension Z: (Problem name - I8da) 

Dim H H H S 30. During a hospital rotation, a came 
X 25 3 6.33 0.47 In with a fever of unknown origin, and after 

42 5 6.00 0.63 running tests, the doctor cojnSn 
All 12 6.17 0.69 the etiology and sent him home. This Sr mdic 

got a personal history from the P®Tlent, found 
out he^d been to India, and Identified the 
parasite. The doctor then ran tests, confirmed 
malaria, and treated the patient. 

Din % 
Y* 73 
All 

Dim % 
X 25 
Y* 67 
All 

Dim S 
Y* 67 
All 

Dim % 
Y* 60 
All 

Dim % 
0 25 
Y* 50 
All 

Dim \ 
Y* 25 

CC* 25 
All 

! .A ..A Ena 
111.«1 o.» gs'gg “ ?8!li K >. 

missing. 

N M S 
3 1.67 0.47 
8 2.00 0.50 

12 2.33 1.49 

51. A team member came In to be treated. This 
180 began to apply Solu-Cortef to The ace of a 
team member who was using Retin A op his face. 
Several other I80s had to tell him This was an 
unwise treatment so that he would not cause 
further Injury to the team member. 

g i.go oio ug isfthfoi 5; * 

S« MW'-V 
medication given to the 18C caused a psychiatric 
disorder and the soldier spent a month In the 
hospital. 

H $ 
1.17 0.37 
2.10 1.87 

N H $ 
3 1.67 0.47 
6 1.17 0.37 

12 1.33 0.47 

N H S 
3 2.00 0.00 
3 2.67 0.47 

12 3.17 1.62 

110. A new medic was running sick call w1Th this 
senior medic for students In SF training. A 
student complained of burning In h1s stomach, so 
the new medic treated him. This senior medic 
told the new wdic to give The student 
Thorazine. The student slept for 18 hours, with 
danger to his well-being; the new medic never 
listened to the senior medic again, 

98. A soldier fell during a Training exercise 
and punctured his eye witn a metal object. This 
180 prescribed Demerol for the 
patient's nausea Increased, Ij^blng to In^eased 
intrathoraclc pressure and retinal detachment. 

73. This 180 was told by a doctor to start an 
IV. He cleaned the site, appljed a tourniquet, 
and inserted the IV. The IV bid not run. A 
second medic determined the problem was that the 
tourniquet was still on. 
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Retranslatlon’usting’orincldentrror Dimension AA: (Problem name ■ 18da) 

Dim H 
AA* 100 

All 

Dim \ 
AA* 92 

All 

Dim % 
AA* 92 

All 

Dim % 
AA* 92 

All 

N H S 
11 6.27 0.75 

Dim % 
X 25 

AA* 75 
All 

N H S 38. A team was In an area where the food could 
IZ 5.83 0.80 be purchased locally and then slaughtered. This 
12 5.83 0.80 18D Inspected animals prior to purchase, then 

slaughtered them end conducted detailed 
Inspections of the major organs for diseases, 
parasitic infestation, and any other 
abnonnalltles prior to approving that 1t could 
be safety consumed. The team was able to get 
Its food locally. 

N H S 120. This 180 was deployed with an advance party 
11 6.27 0.75 for an overseas training exercise. This IBD 
12 6.33 0.75 noticed that the host-nation ^ucks transporting 

water were also used to transport 
advised the advance party members not to drink 
the water. The KCOIC made other arrangements 
for water and none of the advance party members 
got sick. 

N M S 71. This 180 was responsible for the team's 
11 5.91 0.79 food consumption during a deployment. He 
12 5.92 0.76 discussed and performed a physical JJ®® each 

cow's heart, lungs, eyes, 
while the cow was alive. This then 
euthanized each cow and looked at the lungs, 
heart, liver, spleen, and Intestines for 
parasues or abnormantles. Food free of 
diseases was available for the team s survival. 

N M S 146. During a field operation, an A team was to 
11 6.09 0.79 be deployed to train guerrilla forces for 
12 6.08 0.76 approximately five weeks In the jungle. This 
Lc Q.uo u. gg Instructions to the guerrilla 

forces to build some deep-pit latrines with 
banana-leaf partitions and bamboo-hole covers; 
he also instructed them to consolidate all trash 
In one remote burn pit. The conditions were 
clean and sanitary with fewer insects and 
rodents; there were no Infections from poor 
field sanitation. 

N H S 74. Seven of eleven team members became 111 
3 6.33 0.47 (vomiting and diarrhea) while deployed, although 
9 6.11 0.87 the HN water supply had been checked and 

12 6.17 0.80 purified. This junior 18D first 
water supply, then widened his search to Include 
an inspection of the meat packing Ice. finding 
that the Ice was not being treated prior to 
being frozen. He had the procedures changed and 
continued to treat the team. Within a week, all 
team members were healthy and able to continue 
the mission. 

01m % 
X 33 

AA* 58 
All 

Dim % 
6 25 

AA* 33 
DO 25 

All 

Dim ^ H 
G* 42 

AA 25 
All 

N H S 48. A senior company medic was responsible for 
4 5.75 1.09 medical treatment of 50 support personnel on a 
7 5.86 1.12 month-long winter deployment. ,'bis medic 

12 5.83 1.07 established a dally post-training sick call and 
treated an average of ten personnel per day for 
various Illnesses and orthopedic Injuries. 
Minor Illnesses were effectively treated and 
serious conditions/illnesses were referred to 
higher medical authorities. 

N M S 150. A water treatimnt facility was constructed 
3 6.67 0.47 In a refugee camp. A rumor was circulating that 
4 5.75 1.09 Iraqi agents had contaminated or poisoned the 
3 6.00 0.00 water, causing mass hysteria to break out In the 

12 6.08 0.76 camp. This Sp medic assessed the situation, 
tested the water with a doctor, and convinced 
the elders that the water was not contaminated. 
The refugees drank the water and the cases of 
dehydration continued to decrease. 

N H S 85. An 180 was deployed on a team to South 
5 6.20 0.40 America to provide treatment to civilians at 
3 6 67 0.47 three remote locations. The country's 

12 6!33 0.62 government planned to spend $250,000 
supplies for the three aid stations. This 180 
determined the list of supplies that should be 
purchased, advised the team sergeant on the 
sources for obtaining the supplies, and 
developed a training program to teach civilians 
how to use the supplies. The detailed planning 

Dim % 
C* 25 

AA* 25 
All 

sources lur uukoiiiinu vii« 
developed a training program to teach civilians 
how to use the supplies. The detailed planning 
helped In establishing the aid stations. 

N H S 118. The SF company deployed to a foreign 
3 4.33 1.25 country to perform special operations missions. 
3 6.33 0.47 Living and working space (tents) wji;® ® 

12 5.58 1.32 premium and did not allow for 
tent. This company medic forcefully told the 
comnander that it was necessary to ftave a 
medical tent. A tent was allocated and used to 
handle minor medical procedures and provide 
laboratory practice for the 180s* 

Dim ^ 
BB* 67 

All 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension BBj (Problem name • 18da) 

nim % N M S 42. This 18D found a very badly Iniured halo 
0 25 3 6.00 0.82 jumper. This 180 performed lifesaving measures 

BB* 75 9 6.00 0.82 and arranged for evacuation. Although the 
All 12 6.00 0.82 jumper was paralyzed by the accident, his life 

was saved. 

Dim k N H S 1. A physician examined a soldier with a high 
BB* 67 8 6.50 0.50 fever, and put him Into an ice bath and on an IV 

All 12 6.42 0.49 with a high rate of Infiltration. Vital signs 
taken over the following hour showed the 
soldier's condition was worsening. This 5F 
medic was asked to observe and Imnedlately 
determined the problem, shut down the IV, and 
administered a diuretic. The patient's vital 
signs shortly improved and remained within 
normal limits; he avoided a life-threatening 
condition and completely recovered. 

Din % N H S 35. In a combat environment, an 180 was faced 
0 33 4 6.00 0.71 with a profusely bleeding patient with muItInle 

BB* 67 8 6.50 0.50 associated war wounds. This 180 appwched the 
All 12 6.33 0.62 patient with confidence, worked quickly, and 

lude decisions about treatment. The patient 
survived and was stable for transportation. 

Din k H H S 33. While serving In an observation position, 
0 33 4 6.25 0.83 an SF soldier was shot in the faw when the 

BB* 67 8 6.50 0.50 position came under fire. This wdic on site 
^ All 12 6.42 0.64 administered first aid, stopping the bleeding 

and inserting an IV. The soldier was moved to a 
hospital where his treatment was continued by 
this medic; the soldier's life was saved. 

Dim k N M S 22. This 180 came across a group of people 
0 25 3 6.00 0.82 standing around an unconscious person In a 

BB* 67 8 6.38 0.86 park. He checked the person over, noticed the 
All 12 6.25 0.83 medic alert tag on the wrist, sent someone to 

call EMS, and administered first aid for a 
diabetic condition. The person recovered 
Immediately, avoiding a life-threatening 
situation, 

010 k N M S 82. This 180 was ending a long UW training 
0 33 4 5.75 0.43 exercise. A team member was stung or bit by an 

BB* 58 7 6.43 0.73 unidentified Insect. This 180 examined the team 
All 12 6.17 0.69 member and found his condition worsening. He 

Identified the problem as analphylactic shock 
and gave him Benadryl and Epinephrine. The team 
member was monitored throughout the night and 
recovered 100%. 

Din % 
0 33 

BB* 67 
All 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 67 
All 

Dim % 
0 25 

BB* 67 
All 

01m % 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All member ana Touna ms conoinon wrsenin 

Identified the problem as analphylactic 
and gave him Benadryl and Epinephrine, 
member was monitored throughout the nig 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 58 
All 

Dim % 
0 42 

BB* 58 
All 

Dim % 
0* 50 

BB* 50 
All 

Dim % 
0 42 

BB* 50 
All 

01m % 
0 25 
X 25 

BB* 50 

N M S 8, During a static line jump, a soldier 
4 6.00 0.00 fractured fils femur. IbISTOdic In the drop 
7 6.29 0.70 zone set his leg and stabilized him for the 

12 6.17 0,55 evacuating helicopter. The patient arrived at 
the hospital ready for x-ray and emergency 
surgery. 

N H S 69. This medic was returning hone from work and 
4 6.00 0.00 witnessed an automobile accident where a man was 
7 6.29 0.88 hit by a car. He retrieved his medical baa and 

12 6,25 0,72 treated the victim until the ambulance arHved. 
He Intervened and supervised the loading wnen 
the ambulance crew tried to improperly move the 
Injured man before splinting fractures. The 
injured man recovered and coianended the medic. 

N H S 163. This 180 was the drop zone medic covering a 
5 1.00 0.00 parachute jump. A member of his cojjwny was 
7 l.OO 0.00 knocked unconscious on the jump. This iflQ oio 

12 1.00 0.00 not Initiate basic first aid — no 
oxygen. The soldier went into anoxia-induced 
seizures and had to be hospitalized for several 
days. 

N H S 104. A soldier was injured by an explosive while 
6 5.33 l.U handling what he thought was an "ine. 
6 5.50 1.50 This medic remained calm despite The carnage. 

12 5,42 1.32 Cleared an airway, and did a cut-down to start 
an IV. The soldier died due to massive Injuries 
but It was good hands-on training for the 
medic. 

N H S 83. This 18D witnessed a car accident where one 
5 2.20 0.98 person had an open fracture of the fajj^r* . 
6 2.50 0.76 Although he did not have a traction splint, he 

12 2,75 1.53 applied traction to the leg. When «. 
splint was applied, he released traction and the 
bone ends were displaced again. 

N H S 154. At hslo school, « soldier had •,PJrtlal 
3 4.33 1.70 malfunction of his parachute and fell 
3 5.00 0.82 the jround from a moderate altitude. This IBO 
6 6,17 0.90 arrived on the scene and evaluated the soldier. 
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All 

Olni % 
0* 50 

BB 42 
All 

12 5.42 1.38 finding af^tured right jnkle and left leg 
posteriorly dislocated at the knee. When a 
Physicians Assistant arrived, he treated the 
Injuries Identified by the 180. 

H H S 94. A team was fast roping out of a (jelljopter 
6 1.83 1.07 and one team nenoer sustained a neck Injury. 
5 2.80 1.72 This 180 did not uv the 

12 2.67 1.93 precautions: he grabbed the team 
shoulder and dragged hln out fron under the 
helicopter. Fortunately, no serious problems 
occurred as a result of nis action. 

J 25 3 6.67 0.47 complaining of pain. This 180 discovered an 
X* 42 5 5.60 0.49 ano/rectal fistula. Since he could not rerember 

BB 25 3 5.67 0.47 the Significance, he went hone and looked it up. 
All 12 6.00 0.71 discovered It was life-threatening, and 

contacted IT for follow-up with a PA/Or. The 
patient had surgery. 

Dio \ 
0* 58 

BB 42 
All 

Dim % 
BB* 36 

All 

N M S 
7 5.71 0.45 
5 7.00 0.00 

12 6.25 0.72 

WHS 
4 3.75 1.09 

11 3.64 1.77 

Din % 
0 25 
X* 33 

BB* 33 
All 

Oin % 
0* 50 

BB 25 
All 

Dio \ 
0* 42 

BB 25 
All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
4 5.50 0.87 
4 6.50 0.50 

12 6.00 0.82 

N H S 
6 5.83 0.90 
3 6.67 0.47 

12 6.25 0.83 

133. A soldier suffered heat stroke. This 180 
Iniiiedlately took the patlenVs blood Pressure 
and temperature, assessed the extent of the 
soldler^s condition, doused him with watery 
started an IV, and evacuated him to the THC. 
The soldier recovered without permanent Injury 
after being evacuated to the hospital, 

25. A one-year old male child a^^^ved at the 
clinic with respiratory distress. This 18D 
started the patient on low Ilow oxvgen through 
the nasal cannula. He started an IV with a 
scalp vein needle but then spent precious time 
trying to calculate the dose required for a 
child from the dose required for adults. This 
180 then decided that Jhe equlpront and 
medications he needed to treat the child were 
not available. The patient was evacuated to 
another clinic and treated there, 

100. A civilian was brought into the clinic 
after a car accident. This 18D on duty assessed 
the man, limoblllzed the head and neck, cleaned 
and bandaged the wounds and transported the 
patient 25 miles for X-rays. The man recovered 
from his injuries. 

151. While in a host nation, this SF soldier 
with no medical training witnessed a bov being 
hit by a car. This SF soldier went to the boy s 
aid, maintaining control of the situation until 
medkal help arrived. The boy was cared for 

« H S 
5 5.60 0.49 
3 7.00 0.00 

12 6.33 0.75 

properly. 

113. This 18D examined an Indigenous wn who had 
cut his foot in half with an axe. This 18D 
calmly administered emergency first Jltl- H® ^ 
then treated the man for about a month, giving 
medications, daily nursing 
treatment. The ■an*s foot healed with full 
range of motion. 

Dim \ 
B* 58 

BB 25 
All 12 

N H S 64. During a vehicle movement on 
7 6.57 0.49 highway In a host nation, a group of SF soldiers 
3 6,00 0.82 came upon an accident scene; 

6.33 0.62 medics were upset, running around, and alarming 
the vletlms. This SF 
to be litter bearers, splinted the fractures, 
initiated IVs, and talked to victims and 
onlookers to calm them down. The host nation 
troops felt confident in the SF medic s 
abilities. 

Dim % 
X* 42 

BB 25 
All 

01m % 
BB 25 
CC* 58 

All 

Dim V 
0* 25 
X* 25 

BB* 25 

N H S 
5 1.00 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 

12 1.00 0.00 

All 

N H S 
3 6.00 0.82 
7 6.43 0.49 

12 6.42 0.64 

H H S 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 5.67 0.94 
3 6.00 0.82 

12 5.92 0.95 

121. A team member became very 111 (nausea, 

'busy 
socializing with the local females and did not 
monitor or treat the team member; he left him 
alone and virtually unattended for four days. 
The team member went Into septic shock due to a 
burst appendix. The Injured soldier spent four 
weeks in a hospital and three months on 
convalescent leave. 

76, A man suffered multiple InJu;*!®* ® 
grenade exploded in his hands: both of h1s 
hands were blown off and he had penetrating and 
lacerating wounds over his entire body. This 
180 worked for five hours with an Indigenous 
doctor performing multiple procedures to 
stabilize and then manage the wounds. The 
patient's life-threatening wounds were 
stabilized enough to send him to a medical 
facility 50 miles away. 

87. An 180 received en Indigenous child with a 
fishing hook 1n h1s left eye. This 180 obtained 
a history, applied a bandage and (or 
transportation to a local hospital. This 180 
remained calm and reassured the child and 
parents. The patient was transported to the 
capital for treatment. 

Dim % M H S 138, A patient requested a rectal exam. 
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tetransiatlon'LUtlng’ot'iiieideiits for Dimension CC: (Problem name • 18da) 

Dim k N H S 119. This medic was working the 
CC* 100 12 2.08 0.64 during a tooth extraction. The dentist told the 

All 12 2.08 0.64 medic not to show the i®."® 
used for the extraction. This medic did not 
hide the pliers well enough. 
the tool. The patient got out of the chair, 
left the clinic, and did not return. 

Retranslat1on"L1st1ng’of"inc1dents for Dimension 00: (Problem name ■ 18da) 

12 2.08 0.64 

Dio \ 
BB 25 
CC* 58 

All 

Dim % 
X 25 

CC* 58 
All 

Dim % 
X 33 

CC* 50 
All 

Dim 5 
Y* 25 

CC* 25 
All 

N H S 76. A man suffered multiple InJu;:!®* • 
3 6.00 0.82 grenade exploded In his hands: 
7 6.43 0.49 hands were^blown off 

12 6.42 0.64 lacerating wounds over his entire 
180 worked for five hours with an Indigenous 
doctor performing multiple procedures to 
stabilize and then manage the wounds. The 
pat lent • s 1 ITe-threatenlng wounds w^e 
stabilized enough to send him to a medical 
facility 50 miles away. 

H H S 6. This 180 was working In the troop oe^lcal 
3 1 33 0.47 clinic preparing a patient for the 
7 1*86 0.64 Ingrown toenail. The PA asked this IM To 

12 liss 0.64 anesthetize the P*Tlent*s big J®®;, 
the patient sit with his foot dangling over the 
Sge of the table, rather than lie down on the 
table. When he Injected the Wtlent J Toe. the 
patient passed out and fell. 
the floor. He required sutures on his head. 

N M S 161. A patient In her first pregnancy was 
4 1.50 0.87 dilated to 10cm In The delivery room. The 
6 1.00 0.00 doctor and this medic did not pay *Ttent1on to 

12 1.25 0.60 the patient. The baby almost dropped to the 
floor. 

N M s 73. This 180 was told by a doctor to start an 
3 2.00 0.00 IV. He cleaned the site, 
3 2,67 0.47 and inserted the IV. The IV did not run. A 

12 3.17 1.62 second medic determined the problem was that the 
tourniquet was still on. 

Dim h 
DO* 67 

All 

01m % 
X* 58 

DO 33 
All 

01m S 
C* 42 

DO 25 
All 

Dim % 
B 25 

AA* 33 
DO 25 

All 

fi H s 79. A group was examining a chest X-ray with a 
8 6.13 0.60 group In a hospital, this 180 noticed something 

12 6.17 0.69 unusual that the rest of the group had not 
Identified. This IBD pointed out that the left 
lung was not fully Inflated. The patient*s 
doctor was notified that his patient had a 
collapsed lung that he failed to Identify, and 
the luD was commended for his attention to 
detail. 

N H S 141. A team member went to this 180 and 
7 5.71 0.70 complained about a possible STD. He was 
4 6.50 0,50 concerned because he was returning to the U.S. 

12 6.08 0.76 (and his wife) In 142days. This 180 took a 
Umple and cultured It. identified the organism. 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.63 
3 5.67 1.25 

12 5.83 0.80 

daDtu ic aiiu A.uibui6u lb. •• w. , 

and successfully treated the team member. Ho 
cross-contamination occurred. 

106. This 180 had to Interview a psychiatric 
patient and try to draw blood from her to oet 
lab work completed. This 180 listened to her 
talk for an hour and then explained why the 
blood was needed. Finally she agreed to have 
the blood taken and the diagnosis was confirmed 
from the lab work. 

N H S 150. A water treatment facility was constructed 
3 6.67 0.47 In a refugee camp. A rumor was circulating that 
4 5.75 1.09 Iraqi agents had contaminated or poisoned The 
3 6.00 0.00 water, causing mass hysteria to break out In the 

12 6.08 0.76 camp. This SF medic assessed the situation. 
tested the water with a doctor, and convinced 
the elders that the water was not contaminated. 
The refugees drank the water and the cases of 
dehydration continued to decrease. 
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Retr«nsl«tion'Listin8*o"incidentrfor oimenslon As (Problem nsme • 18db) 

n4_ j, MM s 64 An SF team was tasked to fl1ve Instruction 
° A* 68 7 6.86 0.35 on basic land M^igatlon and movewnt techniques 

All 8 6.75 0.43 to Park Service personnel. This 18C suggested 
using only the eguipwent 
Service personnel. nested equipment that was unobtainable and suggested 
that Park Service Personnel 
typical techniques prior to starting 
classes. The Park Service Peiisojlje] 
Involved and Interested In •’’.Pj?*** S'‘''!t 
classes, and each group learned as much as it 
taught. 

Dim ^ 
A* 78 
All 

Dim % 
A* 75 
B 25 
All 

Dim % 
A* 67 
I 22 
All 

Dim % 
A* 67 
I 33 
All 

Dim % 
A* 56 
B 33 
All 

N M S 55. This senior 16D was giving a class on IV 
7 6 14 0.99 insertion when a volunteer Inserting an ^ 
9 6.22 0.92 another soldier fainted. ‘^Jj5LJ5*than®thG concerned about the person who fainted than tne 

class itself. This l80 pulled out some annonla 
iJhllaJttofevlJetne IndWIdu.U The tension 
of the class was relieved and the training 
continued. 

N M S 72. While deployed in a foreign country, a 
6 6.50 0.76 local person cane to the team s blvjujc . 
2 7.00 0.00 asked for help In treating a 
8 6.63 0.70 horse. This 18D grabbed 51* as a 

the team members present along to use It as a 
training opportunity. ^ThS 
members In how to sew up the i^cerotlon. The 
horse lived, the team received some yaiuapie 
hands-on training, and the Incident helped In 
establishing rapport with the Indigenous 
population. 

N M S 57. During a surgical tralnup, this <1®™® 
6 5 50 1.26 (acting as the assistant surgeon) was to 
2 3!50 2.50 debride a wound. He nicked 
q 4 89 1 79 wound immediately filled up with blood. He 
9 4.89 1./9 wou^ jrhls hands, asked what to do, be«5® 

rattled. The medic assistant put hemostats and 
gauze over the bleeding site and the procedure 
continued. 

N H S 49, This 18B was tasked to give foreign weapons 
6 6 67 0.47 training to the team and to a mor^r squad. 
3 6*67 0,47 This 18B got the rest of the team In on the 
9 6.67 0.47 training by letting each member prepare « cl®** 

N M S 
6 5.50 1.26 
2 3.50 2.50 

3 6 67 0,47 iniS ioD QOC tne rest me veow 
9 6.67 0.47 training by letting each * 

of Instruction on a designated weapon, Tn® 
mortar squad was Impressed by the knowledge of 
the whole team, the team members learned by 
participating, and the training was a success, 

N H S 106. While attached to Eoyptlan/®!;®®* 
5 6.80 0.40 Desert Storm, this 180 found out that the 
3 7.00 0.00 Egyptians did not know hw To use the J®^® 
9 6.89 0.31 agent auto-injector. This 18D set “P 

the proper use of auto Injectors basic 
NBC-related classes. This R^«P;’^®^ The 
Egyptians for NBC agents and esTabllshed better 
rapport because they valued the 180 s knowledge 
In medical matters. 

3 7.00 0.00 
9 6.69 0.31 

Dim H 
A 22 
0* 67 
All 

Dim H 
A* 22 
All 

Dim H 
A 22 
G 22 

AA* 44 
All 

N H S 42. This soldier was Tasked to Teach surround 
2 4.50 0.50 and search procedures to HN forces. Although he 
6 2.67 1.49 possessed the technical skills to <^0 The job 
9 3.33 1.56 himself, this soldier was not able to speak 

Spanish well enough to make his Instructions 
clear to soldiers. A translator had to be 
assigned to the soldier, which took up valuable 
training time. 

M H . S 127. During ? three-wnth beploynent In^AfrlM, N M S 127. During a tnree-monin oep oyment m am iwa, 
2 6.50 0.50 this senior 18D was responsible for supervising 
9 5.11 1.91 two junior 18Ds. After a long day training, 

the two medics refused to bandage ® 
and referred him to the local army base clinic. 
When this senior 180 was notified, he treated 
the child and counseled the two l8Ds about 
rapport with foreign nations. The I80s were 
reminded of their responsibilities. 

H H S 37. During an OCOMUS Medical HCA mission, this 
2 6.50 0.50 180 planned iniminlzatIon. sanitation, end . 
2 6.50 0.50 hygiene programs. This 180 oaye ^“®unizations 
4 5.50 2.60 to selected host country civilian perjionnel, and 
9 6.11 1.85 gave classes in general sanitation ejj Persorwl 

hygiene to selected civilian communities, T^je 
national government got help with Their programs 
and the connunity became more aware of diseases 
related to poor sanitation and personal 
hygiene. 

H H S 151. A team was tasked to deploy To Wrica to 
2 7.00 0.00 teach classes for three months. This Team 
2 5.50 0.50 member divided the class Tasking list according 
3 6.67 0.47 to abilities and Issued classes to individuals, 
2 7.00 0.00 then assisted them in 9®TT1ng equipment and 
9 6.56 0.68 contacting people for help, 

than enough training material and felt ® 5®U5®.^ 
of accomplishment for the efficiency Involved in 
preparing the training. 

Dim H 
A* 56 
Y 33 
All 

Dim ^ 
A* 45 
All 

Dim % 
A* 44 
L 33 
All 

N M S 61. This 180 was providing medical Trailing o® 
5 2 40 1.50 lab animals to other medics. An experimental 
3 l'.33 0.47 anesthesia was to P®^uTed, but no doctor was 
Q 1 AO 1 29 available for support. This 18D was not 
9 1.89 I.Z9 thS^drug but used It anyway. The 

lab animal being used died from an overdose. 

N H S 16. This 18D was supervising busy clinic 
5 1 60 1.20 In a developing nation and was j|)?^TUct1ng his 

11 i!64 0.98 weapons sergeant In dentistry. The was 
* called away to see an Injured child. This 180 

told the weapons sergeant to continue with the 
removal of the tooth. Without supervision, the 
weapons sergeant used too much force anj. Pjoke 
the^tooth. '^The patient had to undergo three 
hours of painful root removal. 

N M S 41. This 180 dislocated his shoulder In a ski 
4 5.75 1.09 accident during winter Training about 60 miles 
3 5,67 0.94 from the nearest clinic. The 9lA at The ski 
9 5 44 1.07 site did not know how to reduce a dislocation, 
^ * so this 18D talked the 91A through the Procedure. The ISO's pain was reduced, making 

he 60 mile trip to the nearest doctor 
unnecessary. 

Dim \ 
A 25 
C* 63 
All 

N M S 88. During physical training, a soldier tnade a 
2 6.50 0.50 sarcastic remark about The HR P®Tsonnel. This 
5 6.80 0.40 SF soldier removed the soldier from The training 
B 6.75 0.43 area and pointed out his Inappropriate behavior 

and the consequences of that behavior. The 
soldier stopped making negative coranents. 
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Dim H 
82 

All 

Retranslat1on*L1st1nrof incidents for Olioenslon B: (Problem name - 18db) 

H S 22. The mayor of a small village In Honduras 
9 1.00 0,00 threw a party for the A team that had been there 

11 1,00 0,00 for two months. This team member had too much 
to drink and attempted to talk the mayor s 
sixteen-year old daughter Into jjnclng with 
him. When she declined, he grabbed her and 
dragged her, kicking and screaming, onto the 
dance floor. After he released her, the party 
ended and the team Instantly lost all rapport 
they had built over the previous two months. 

01m % 
B* 67 
C 22 
All 

Dim % 
B* 67 
C 22 
All 

01ffl ' 
B* 64 
C 27 
All 

01m H 
B* 63 
C 25 
All 

Dim % 
B 45 
X* 55 
All 

Dim H 
B* 44 
C 33 
P 22 
All 

H S 
1.00 0.00 
1.50 0.50 
1.11 0.31 

36. On an OCONUS mission, this SF soldier was 
training foreign soldiers In tactical 
maneuvers. During the course of the tralnino, 
this soldier made statements that these people 
were stupid, dirty, and not trainable. The 
foreign soldiers overheard his comnents. their 
morale dropped, and the mission failed In this 
sold1er*s area. 

162. During Operation Provide Comfort, numerous 
refugees relied on horses for transportation. A 
helicopter landed near an area with concertina 
wire, startling a horse so that It bolted and 
got stuck In the wire. This SF medic helped get 
the horse out of the wire and put stitches on 
the bleeding spots. His actions helped In 
gaining rapport with the Kurds and the horse was 
able to be used again In one week. 

4. During the Gulf War the team was stationed 
with a Kuwaiti brloade. This SF team member 
adjusted to the culture of the Arabs, He 
learned to eat using his right hand only and did 
not show offense wnen greeting a Kuwaiti male 
who wanted to kiss on the cheek or hold hands. 
The greater understanding of the culture helped 
the team Integrate Into the Kuwaiti brigade. 

N H S 73. This 180 was OCONUS treating patients and 
5 6.40 0,80 observed a local trying to find something wrong 
2 6.00 1.00 with himself In order to be treated by the 18D. 
8 6.38 0.86 The local finally stated that he had a 

headache. This 180 knew ]t wasn't true, but 
gave him one large pink pill (Motrin, W mg.) 
because he didn't want to Insult or embarrass 
the local. This treatment made the local happy 
and helped the 180 establish rapport with him. 

N H S 
6 6.17 1.07 
2 5.50 0,50 
9 6.11 0.99 

N M S 
7 6.57 0.49 
3 6.00 0.82 

11 6.36 0.64 

N H S 
5 6.40 0.80 
6 6.50 0.50 

11 6.45 0.66 

N M S 
4 2.00 0.71 
3 2.33 0.47 
2 5.50 1.50 
9 2.89 1.66 

8. This 18D was managing a clinic In Turkey. 
Several children were seen by the Turkish 
doctors for loss of vision and spacitles of the 
eyes but were not treated. This 18D saw several 
of these children at his clinic and Immediately 
recognized the condition as Trachoma, which he 
had seen In Senegal. The children were treated, 
regained their sight, and rapport with the 
refugees was greatly Increased. 

145. This soldier was In charge of a work detail 
that was days behind schedule. This soldier 
made the HN soldiers work on Sundays despite the 
fact that HN soldiers only had Sundays to visit 
family members. The HN forces' morale hit rock 
bottom, their work became sloppy, and they came 
close to refusing to work anymore at all until 
they were promised all Sundays off. 

Dim k 
A* 75 
B 25 
All 

Din H 
B 25 
I 25 
L* 38 
All 

Dim 

N M S 
6 6.50 0.76 
2 7.00 0.00 
8 6.63 0.70 

N H S 
2 5.00 2.00 
2 6.50 0.50 
3 3.33 2.62 
8 4.25 2.59 

72. While deployed in a foreign country, a 
local person came to the team's bivouac and 
asked for help In treating a laceration on his 
horse. This 18D grabbed his aid bag and took 
the team members present along to use It as a 
training opportunity. He Instructed the team 
members In now to sew up the laceration. The 
horse lived, the team received some valuable 
hands-on training, and the Incident helped In 
establishing rapport with the Indigenous 
population. 

156. This SF team was conducting maritime 
operations training In a kleeper. The kleeper 
flipped over In the waves ejecting the team Into 
the water. This SF soldier was not awd 
switriner and was not able to support himself In 
the water. The other team members brought him 
to shore, sending him to the hospital as he had 
swallowed a lot of water. 

% 
_ 22 
0* 33 
X 22 
All 

Dim k 
B 22 
C* 44 
E 22 
All 

N H S 83. During a training exercise, soma indigenous 
2 5.50 1.50 and SF soldiers had been drinking heavily one 
3 4.67 2,05 night. Early the next morning, one Thai soldier 
2 4.50 0.50 began vomiting blood and became unconscious. 
9 5.22 1.62 The Thai soldiers woke this 18D; he treated the 

soldier and evacuated him to a hospital. The 
soldier was returned to duty three days later 
with no performance restrictions. 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 7.00 0.00 
2 3.50 2.50 
9 5.78 2.10 

135. A patient with an Injury wuId not allow a 
doctor to look at him. This 180 established 
rapport with him, demonstrating his wturlty and 
demeanor. The patient allowed the 18D to treat 
him, which solved his medical problem and led to 
better relations. 

Dim k 
B 44 
C* 56 
All 

N M S 114. The team was attempting to build rapport 
4 5.75 1.09 with and win the confidence of an Indigenous 
5 6.60 0.49 force. The team leader cou d not nake the 
9 6.22 0.92 Indigenous force's leader like him. although he 

made great efforts to make the indWldual 
happy. This warrant officer jumped in and got 
the two leaders to better understand and accept 
each other. The team was able to build rapport 
with the Indigenous force. 

Dim k 
B* 35 
All 

N H S 2. During a live fire exercise, « farmer's 
4 6.75 0.43 water buffalo was Injured, This medic on the 

11 6.45 0,66 scene performed a quick assessrcnt, removed 
foreign bodies and monitored the animal. The 
animal recovered, enabling the fanner to support 
his family. 

Dim k 
A* 56 
B 33 
All 

N H S 106. While attached to Egyptian forces during 
5 6.80 0.40 Desert Storm, this 18D found out that the 
3 7.00 0.00 Egyptians did not know hw to use the nerve 
9 6.89 0.31 agent auto-Injector. This 18D set up classes on 

tne proper use of auto injectors and other basic 
NBC-related classes. This prepared the 
Egyptians for NBC agents and established better 
rapMrt because they valued the l8D's knowledge 
1n medical matters. 
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RitMnslatiorLUtlJirorinc1dentr?orD1n« C: (Problem name - 18db) 
All 

Dim % 
C* 89 
All 

Dim ^ 
C* 78 
All 

N H S 
8 2.25 1.20 
9 2.22 1.13 

N H S 
7 7.00 0.00 
9 6.89 0.31 

152 An SF company was trying to get Its 
eq3lpS2ntcleS??a\hrough;a foreign county's 
customs that was very restrictive. This SF 
soldier, who did not know anything about the 
customs process, became very Insulting and loud 
5hen hJ rMlIzed that some of the eaulpment was 
being Impounded. The customs officials walked 
away and had to be bribed Just to return. 

nationals 
Bn iHiuwi vuiiw vwww. - -Cial as a 

patient. The patient and medic could not 
coinicate in each others* languages. The 
medic used sign language and his knowledge of 
the foreign nationals culture and background to 
deteiilne'^that the patient had a worm problem. 
He took appropriate action to remedy the 
situation, and also established good relations 
with the host nation. 

108. An SF medic working with ^otelgn nett 
received an ImportajJ 

Dim % 
A 25 
C* 63 
All 

Dim \ 
B 44 
C* 56 
All 

Dim ^ 
6 22 
C* 44 
£ 22 
All 

Dim % 
C* 33 

AA* 33 
All 

Dim % 
B* 44 
C 33 
P 22 
All 

Dim % 
B* 64 
C 27 
All 

Dim % 
B* 63 
C 25 
All 

D1ffl % 
B* 67 
C 22 
All 

H M S 
2 6.50 0.50 
5 6.80 0.40 
8 6.75 0.43 

88, During physical training, a soldier iwde a 
sarcastic remark about the HN personnel. This 
SF soldier removed the soldier from the training 
area and pointed out hi* ^fhe''^*”' and the consequences of that behavior. The 
soldier stopped making negative comnents. 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.09 
5 6.60 0.49 
9 6.22 0.92 

114. The team was attempting to build rapport 
with and win the confidence of an 
force. The team leader could not make the 
indigenous force*s leader like him. although he 
mSde great efforts to make the Individual 
happy. This warrant officer Jumped In jnd got 
the two leaders to better understand and accept 
each other. The team was able to build rapport 
with the Indigenous force. 

ns A catlent with an Injury would not allow a 
dortor iMk «tHim. Tfils^SD established 
repport with him, 
demeanor. The patient allowed the 18D to treat 
him, which solved his medical problem and led to 
better relations. 

N H S 148. During an overseas deployment, all ^rlean 
^ 7 DO 0 00 soldiers were required to eat In a foreign 
3 6!33 o!94 dining facility, for an 
9 6.67 0.67 medicine NCO went to the dining facility for an 
y 0.0/ u.o/ This 180 was constructive In 

assisting the natives with ^ooreaslng the 
standards of the sanitation but did so without 
making comnents that would offend them. The 
standards markedly Increased and Intestinal 
disease Incidence remained at a very minimum. 

N M S 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 7.00 0.00 
2 3.50 2.50 
9 5.78 2.10 

N H S 145. This soldier was In charge of a work detail 
4 2 00 0.71 that was days behind schedule. This 5® 
3 2)33 0,47 made the HM soldiers work on Sundays despite the 
? 5*50 1 50 fact that HM soldiers only had Sundays to visit 
9 2*89 1*66 family members. The HN forces morale hit rock 
9 2.89 i.bb ^helr work became sloppy, and they came 

close to refusing to wrk anymore at all until 
they were promised all Sundays off. 

M H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
3 6.00 0.82 

11 6.36 0.64 

H H S 
5 6.40 0.80 
2 6.00 1.00 
8 6.38 0.86 

N M S 
6 1.00 0.00 
2 1.50 0.50 
9 1.11 0.31 

4. During the Gulf War the team was stationed 
with a Kuwaiti brigade. Jbis SF team member 
adjusted to the culture of the Arabs. He 
learned to eat using h1s right hand only jjd did 
not show offense when J[®®ting a Kuwaiti male 
who wanted to kiss on the cheek or hold hands. 
The mater understanding of the culture helped 
the team Integrate Into the Kuwaiti brigade. 

73. This 180 was OCONUS treating patients and 
observed a local trying to find something wrong 
with himself in order to be treated by tfie 18D. 
The local finally stated that he had a 
headache. This 180 knew Jtwaw’t true, but 
gave him one large pink pill 
because he didn't want to Insult or e«nbarrass 
the local. This treatment made the local happy 
and helped the 180 establish rapport with him. 

36. On an OCONUS mission, this SF soldier was 
training foreign soldiers In 
maneuvers. During the course of the training, 
this soldier made statements that these People 
were stupid, dirty, and not trainable. The 
foreign soldiers overheard his conronts, their 
morale dropped, and the mission failed In this 
soldier’s area. 

9 6.11 1.85 "the smilin' nighty Jesus." Instead of blowing 
It off, this 180 talked to the patient In his 
language, asked to see the medication, and asked 
him to describe the symptoms. The patient 
finally produced a scrap of paper with the 
diagnosis of spinal meningitis; the exam was 
completed and proper protective measures were 
taken. 

01m % 
B* 67 
C 22 
All 

N H S 162. During Operation Provide Comfort, nwrous 
6 6 17 1.07 refugees relied on horses for transportation. A 
2 5.50 0.50 helicopter landed near an a|[J®/JJb wjeertina 
9 6,11 0,99 wire, startling a horse so that lb bolted Md 

got stuck In the This SF helped get 
the horse out of the wire and put stitches on 
the bleeding spots. His actions helped in 
gaining rapport with the Kurds and the hors* was 
able to be used again in one week. 

Dim % 
C 22 
D* 56 

M H S 62. This 180 was called to see an HN civilian 
2 6.50 0.50 for a follow-up on a previous illness, when 
5 7.00 0.00 asked what the Illness was, the patient said 
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Retranslatlon’Llstlng’orincldents for Oinenslon 0: (Problem name ■ 18db) 

“aii®^ aiilMolla ^Mor Thai “neers. 
Thai language, which made It difficult fo_J®ve a 

working rapport with tbe Thai 

soldier learned enough of to 
Thai civilian (who spoke excell^t English) to 

greet the Thai officers the morning. The 

Thai officers appreciated his effort and he 

developed a more comfortable working 

relationship with them. 

N M S 84. Ourlno RIR time on a deployment In Korea, 

7 4.86 1.96 three soldiers were finding their 

9 4,67 2.00 downtown and became lost. This 
forgotten most of the Korean he had taken three 

years earlier, managed to SO“;|«te with a 

civilian bystander forget <11**ect1ons. The 

soldiers got back to base camp on time. 

1 ..I. .!iiM !-SIW rSKj'SisijV/i" 
trying to^communlcate, but neither could speak 

the other person’s language. PJ?„§5..5il^^®The 
offered to translate for Both Individuals. The 

offer was accepted and the officers were able to 

productively exchange Ideas. 

H H S 42. This soldier was tasked to teach surround 

2 4.50 0.50 and search procedures to HN forces. Although he 

6 2.67 1.49 possessed the technical skills Jo do the job 

9 3.33 1.56 himself, this soldier was not able to speak 

Spanish well enough to make his ^"StructIons 

clear to soldiers. A translator had to be 

assigned to the soldier, which took up valuable 

training time. 

Dim % 

0* 73 

All 

Dim % 

0* 75 

All 

Dim % 

A 22 

0* 67 

All 

N H S 

6 6.83 0.37 

8 6.63 0.70 

9 3I33 i!56 

Dim % 

D* 56 

All 

Dim % 

C 22 

D* 56 

All 

H M S 122. While In Africa, the detachment was sharing 

5 3.00 0.89 a host nation meal wUh French-speaking 

9 3.56 1.34 indigenous personnel. This 18E 
In French. The soldier mispoke the word and the 

host nation personnel thought he had said he was 

leaving. This 18E lost a little of his 

credibility with the Indigenous forces, 

N M S 62. This 18D was called to see an HN civilian 

2 6.50 0.50 for a follow-up on a P»‘®v1o“5 
5 7.00 0.00 asked what the Illness was, the P;t1®”t said 

9 6.11 1.85 "the smilin* mighty Jesus. ^ 
It off. this 18D talked to the patient In his 

language, asked to see the medication, and asked 

him to describe the symptoms. The patlent 

finally produced a scrap of paper with the 

diagnosis of spinal meningitis: the exam was 

completed and proper protective measures were 

taken. 



RrtrMis'iatioIi*Usting*of*incidentrfor’DiMnsion V. (Problem name • ISdb) 

4. u M c Q7 Ourina a UW mission In Thailand, an 180 had 

All ^ 9 6.56 0.68 had limited rcsourees for medical treat^nt. 
help from a local soldier, this IBD useo 

bamboo for splints, litter PO|®!»J5sion was 
temporary drug/supply case. The mission was 
successful, with no untreated Injuries or 
Illnesses. 

.!l;r.8:a s,?yw,*!Si!51«'l!4S" 
SSlWliS& !!s; t. 

construction. The range 
nation was able to acquire the materials to make 
more ranges. 

V* H 4 6 50 0:50 nill had a caseVveterInary worm medlclM^ 
Q fi*44 0 6fl This senior 180 purchased a mortar All 9 6.44 0.68 «8lcat1on, broke down the dosage, 

put It In powdered milk, and used It oj . ^ 
personnel. Jhe animal medication was ^PjP^®® ^ 
personnel In sufficient supply to complete the 
mission. 

1, M M 5 76 During a health civic action, this 

I* Fo I Ifs 0-« thi j8ird*!“ndVt?SMUto!!“w« iSSllabl^ He 

child, thus saving her life. 

n,- e H H S 133. This 18D observed that the HH battalion had 

01m % 
E* 73 
All 

D1| 3% 

Y* 44 
All 

Dim % 
E 25 

BB* 50 
All 

Rrtransiation'Listing'of'incibents'for'oiniension Fi (Problem name - I8db) 

Din % N H S 78. This SF Individual was HALO »'»««';„«; * 
^ c* ion a 2 25 0 66 18.000*, night, combat equipment (CE), 02 Jump. 

S Hi Si ThU iilmSinaiter hesitated on hU decision Jo 

Dim % 
E 22 

AA* 67 
All 

Dim % 
E 22 
J 22 
L* 33 
All 

Dim S 
B 22 
C* 44 
E 22 

A11 

§ 7. 0 0.!o iFbri333u^l8 ?5r ^ "if ?v’" ‘ 
A ^ 17 2 61 field perimeter, and over 30V had 
I i;iJ 1:11 

S!!pS?^'{l?3neili^to33dJ*5lJle?^^^^ 
building field showers, wash basins, and 
facilities. The dysentery cases dropped off to 
less than 10% battalion-wide. 

MM s 50. This 180 was on a training exercise 
2 6 50 0.50 transporting wounded soldiers 6y 
2 5*50 0.50 Without prior training In taking 
3 1:33 0.94 transportation, this l8D figured out how to 
0 6 22 0 79 obtain blood pressure In a high noise ... 
g 6.ZZ o./s by putting the ««" «" 

the needle. He was able to monitor blood 
pressure during transportation. 

N M S 135. A patient with an Injury would not allow a 
2 7.00 0.00 doctor to look at him. Jnls 180 established 
4 7 00 0.00 rapport with him, <i®®onstrat1ng his Mturlty and 
2 3*50 2.50 demeanor. The patient allowed ^he 180 to freat 
9 5*78 2.10 him, Which solved his medical problem and led to 

better relations. 

Dim % 
F* 56 

BB 22 
All 

Dim % 
F* 56 
N 22 
All 

Dim % 
F* 50 

AA 25 
All 

01m % 
F* 44 

CC 22 
All 

01m % 
F* 33 
0* 33 
All 

Dim % 
F* 33 

CC* 33 
All 

Dim % 
F* 29 
0* 29 
All 

N M S 78. This SF Individual was HALO Jumomaster on a 
a 2 25 0 66 18.000*, night, combat equipment (CE), 02 Jump. 
8 1:11 0166 T^ls SF'jum?master hesItSteS on hU declslon^o 

give the Go command. The team ®1sse<i the w 
By I 1/2 kilometers and some members got hung up 
In the trees. 

N M S 134. A soldier fell off a 75-foot tower and 
5 1.00 0.00 broke his back and right leg on 
2 1,00 0.00 180 who was on-site had left the graining 
9 1 67 1.89 facility with the ambulance to make a "soda 
9 1.0/ i.oy soldier laid on the ground untreated 

for over an hour until the 180 returned. 

N H S 117. A cache of 84 antitank mines was Jound In 
5 5.80 1.17 Somalia, This 18C strongly suggested to the 
2 4.00 3.00 team leader that the mines should be destroyed 
9 5.56 1.89 because they were In the hands of hostile 

Somalis and posed a direct threat to the U.S. 
and Canadian forces In the area. This ejvice 
was supported and the mines were destroyed. 

N M S 66. The company deployed to the HJddle East and 
4 1.25 0.43 all medics were advised to treat the water. 
2 1.50 0.50 This senior medic did not Jest or treat the 
8 1 25 0.43 water, based on the word from the host country 8 1.43 U.43 wa« potable. Everyone drank 

the water and 90% of the company got severe 
diarrhea, preventing them from training with tne 
host country. When tested, the water was found 
to be contaminated with bacteria. 

N H S 141. An 180 was In the team room with the 
4 2.00 1.22 engineer discussing a growth on the engineer s 
2 2.00 l.OO neck. The engineer Pu^ lot of o" 
9 1 89 0.99 medic to remove the growth. The medic wens 

ahead and removed the 9ro^» 
that was not sterile and improMr suture 
material. The engineer has a larp® 
the 180 knew to not make that mistake again. ke again. 

N M S 
3 5.67 1.25 
3 5.33 2.36 
9 5.56 1.71 

M H 
3 1,33 0.47 
3 1.00 0.00 
9 1.33 0.67 

N H S 
2 4.50 0.50 
2 4.00 0.00 
7 3.14 1.46 

53. During a training exercise, a local 
severely injured his hand. This medic 
countermanded the orders of several ranking 
Individuals and treated the Injury In spite of 
several senior personnel drying to overrule 
him. The local regained partial use of his 
hand. 

154 This 18D was assisting a veterinarian in an 
operation on a horse. This 180 left the horse 
unattended for approximately JO /Sled? 
this time, the horse stopped b[e®Jb1ng and died, 
the U.S. government paid for the norse. 

79. During a training exercise, this 180 was 
serving with a FID team advising a Plotoon of 
foreign nationals. This iSSSinpd* 
casualties, read their casualty cards, examined 
them, treated them with the supplies gP 
instructed foreign nationals to JJ'^f^^them to the 
road for pick-up. and went back to the Platoon 
to continue In nis role as advisor for the 
attack. Although he treated the Ijjltlal wounds, 
the conditions were not managed and the 
casualties "died of wounds" according to the 
exercise rules. 

Dim % 
F 25 

AA* 38 
All 

Dim % 
F 22 
K* 33 
All 

Dim % 
F* 22 
K* 22 
All 

1 !:!S 8:11 SS. SaVSySL™.'! 
with cramps and diarrhea. The senior medic naa 
to treat niro with drugs. 

M H S 101. A team was deployed In an area occupied by 
2 2.00 0.00 conventional forces. The team J®® 
3 2.67 0.47 for its vehicle and was to obt^n any 
Q 3 11 1 10 throuuh Its supply chain. This teais neiaMr cotk 9 3.11 l.io tnrouan IIS PP 7 conventional unit. The 

conventional unit felt>1s tean^iie^r had 
stolen the fuel and did not supply the tea« with 
needed help later on. 

N M S 104. Our1no hospital rotations, an 180 was 

8:S 8:88 SW gAS:‘T“lSSw ^ 

SJJK :.?«.■!» ssj* *• 
desired. She later expressed 0f®t1tude and 
positive comments to tne pbyslciM about the 
ISO's maturity and professionalism. 
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01m % 
F 22 
I 22 
X* 33 
All 

Dio % 
F 22 
K 22 

CC* 33 
All 

N M S 96. This medic accompanied a support comany on 
2 6.50 0.50 a raid during winter environmental training in a 
2 6.50 0.50 mountainous area. The temperatures were below 
3 5.67 1.25 zero and It was windy. 0;® support so dier 
9 6.33 0.94 arrived at the ORP complaining of djjzInMS. 

shortness of breath, and coldness. JJIs TOd1c 
evaluated the soldier, kept him In the 
him in his own sleeping 5«0 (remaining In the 
cold himself), and stayed with him JJTll the 
raid was over, then evacuating him to lower 
altitude. The soldier was evacuated back to 
base camp. 

N H S 139, One night during the time this 180 was on 
2 1.00 0.00 hospital rotation, he was out partying and 2 1.00 0,00 hospital rotation, he was out partying and 
2 1.00 0.00 stopped by the ER to meet some Trlends. The 
3 1.00 0.00 doctor was working 9" a. 
9 1,11 0,31 fractures. When asked by the Joctor (^who didn t 

realize he was drunk) to assist in K-wire 
insertion In the bones of the leg so that 
traction could be applied, this 180 said he 
would assist. Th1s^l8D didn't align the K-wIres 
properly and drilled two or three times to get 
the wires in straight. The patient was very 
traumatized. 

N M S 51. A soldier Injured his leg during an 
2 6.00 0.00 airborne operation in a ^ 
2 5 50 0.50 evacuation to a hospital would take a lot of 
3 7.00 0.00 time. This medic looked at 
2 6.00 0.00 and evaluated the benefits of Irmgblllzing the 
9 6,22 0,63 leg vs. trying to set the bone prior w 

splinting the fracture. He decided to 
Inmobillze the leg and evalucate. The soldier 
had shattered the'^leg Into at least ten separate 
bone fragments, requiring surgery. 

Retraiislat Ion'll sting of incidents for Dimension G: (Problem name • I8db) 

nin % N H S 10. A company was deploying OCONUS. This nedlc 
G* 45 5 1.60 0.80 did not check on the endemic diseases present In 
H 27 3 1.33 0,47 the country, and did not find out the strain of 
All 11 1.55 0.66 malaria present before treating everyone with an 

anti-malarial drug. Although no one contracted 
malaria, this medic had treated everyone with malaria, this med1 
the wrong drug. 

01m % 
G* 45 
J* 45 
All 

Dim H 
6 33 
H* 44 
All 

01n % 
G 33 
H* 56 
All 

Dim \ 
G* 27 
All 

N M S 12. This SF soldier planned and directed the 
5 5.60 0.80 calls for fire and close air support (with 
5 6.60 0.49 various A-10, F-15, F-16 and F-1 ^irj9® 

11 6.09 0,79 assets) for multi-service, multi-unit training 
during overseas deployment. He insured that 
Interoperability worked well by orchestrating 
the entire scenario for day and night 
operations. Consequently, the aviation units 
and SF teams were able to train up quickly. 

N H S 110. This 18C was tasked to provide a 
3 2.33 0,94 briefback. This 18C did not follow the 
4 2.25 0.43 specified briefing foj^t, drying instead to 
9 2.33 0.67 brief off the top of his head. The skipped 

some areas and mentioned other areas twice, pe 
team did not appear ready to conduct the mission. 

N H S 105. Selected individuals were sent to serve as 
3 2 33 0.94 an advanced party that would set up a base of 
5 i;20 0.40 Spe?atlSni. ^hls SF soldier failed to procure 
9 1.78 0.92 vehicles and training areas and Torgot to sign 

for CLV supplies (ammunition, etc.). T_^ was 
wasted in accomplishing the advanced party s 
mission. 

>yed in Peru started N H S 11. Team members deployed in Peru started 
3 4.67 0.94 suffering from high altitude sickness. This 180 

11 4.82 1.47 did not have the proper »ed1cat1on to trMt the 
team members so he treated them with a local 
cure (coco tea) made from the leaves of the coco 
plant. The team members recovered and completed 
the mission. 

Dim % 
G 22 
H* 44 
I 22 
All 

Dim % 
A 22 
G 22 

AA* 44 
All 

N H S 95. On a scuba operation deplo™nt, some team 
2 1.50 0.50 members got colds. This 
4 2.00 0.71 wrong bag (bandages, not ^dicatipns) with him, 
2 1.50 0.50 the other bag was at the rear. The individuals 
9 1.67 0.67 with colds could not be given »®dicaUon and 

were not able to dive that day, resulting in a 
loss of operational ability. 

M H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
4 5.50 2.60 
9 6.11 1.85 

37. During an OCONUS Medical HCA mission, this 
18D planned Inmunizatlon. sanitation^, and 
hygiene programs. This l8D gave limunizations 
to selected host country civilian personnel, and 
gave classes in general sanitation and personal 
hygiene to selected civilian connunities. The 
national government got help with 
and the community became more aware of diseases 
related to poor sanitation and personal 
hygiene. 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 5.50 0.50 
3 6.67 0.47 
2 7.00 0.00 
9 6.56 0.68 

151. A team was tasked to deploy to Africa to 
teach classes for three months. This team 
member divided the class tasking list according 
to abilities and issued classes to individuals, 
then assisted thera^in getting equipwnt and 
contacting people for help. J^e team had more 
than enough training material and ^e^t * sense 
of accomplishment for the efficiency involved In 
preparing the training. 
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RrtraIis'iation*Listiiig*o"inc«e''« for oinenslon H: (ProBlen name • I8db) 

n. k M H S 150 This Special Forces soldier was tasked to 

“in" 9 1-67 Hs n” 2e“ "wl l?''sS“liJ''?Sg» trorepS?J'for 

MldlSr riad the material out of the manual. 

Retranslatlon 

G 33 
H* 56 
All 

OlB h 
H* 44 
J 22 
All 

Dia % 
G 22 
H* 44 
I 22 
All 

Din % 
6 33 
H* 44 
All 

Din \ 
A 22 
G 22 
M* 33 
I 22 
All 

Ola % 
6* 45 
H 27 
All 

01ra ^ 
H 25 
I* 38 
M 25 
All 

Dim \ 
H 22 
I* 56 
All 

u M s 105 Selected Individuals were sent 

5 lio o:« 2?e?«iSSI? ’’tms f 
0 1 78 0 92 vehicles and training areas and forgot to sign 

a1s$1on. 

H H S 129. This SF NCO was tasked to 
M a 7C ft tPiiiB with 2 davs notice* This nCO diQ not 

NCO's jumpers were nervous and lost confidence 
in his ability. 

ti M s 95 On a scuba operation deploynent, 

ilrl srisf 
9 1.67 0.67 with c^lds^could a 

loss of operational ability. 

ti H S 110. This 18C was tasked to provide a 
3 2 33 0 94 briefback. This 18C did not ^ 
4 2:25 0 43 specified briefing skinned 

»'■« te • % ! team did not appear ready to conduct the mission. 

N H S 151. A team was tasked to <iepJoy 
2 7.00 0.00 teach classes for three itIt accordlno 
2 5 50 0.50 member divided the class tasking list according 
\ fi 67 0 47 to^llltles and Issued classes to Individuals. 
2 7!oO oioo then assisted them In 9®^J^"®T?2“iP5S"had"more 

preparing the training. 

N H S 10. A company was deploying 
c 1 60 n AO did not check on the endemic diseases present in 
3 M? oi? the wintry, and did not find out the stra n of 

11 1 li n 66 Mlarla nresent before treating everyone with an 
U 1.55 0.66 drug. Although no one contracted 

SSlarla. this medic had treated everyone with 
the wrong drug. 

I i-g s-li 

the tracks. The enemy was not able to track me 
element. 

y u c 45 The team was In a remote mountainous area. 

ri-E§“o-§°o ‘ i }:5§ ifz srnor 
maintained his equipment In Iniaedlate evacuate 
mode and pulled a red smoke grenade while 
Stemptlng to secure his rucksack. ]he team 
location was compromised. ^J^ultlna In hasty 
wUhdrawal and compromise of the mission. 

Ustlrirof'incldents for Dimension I: (Problem name - Ifidb) 

N H S 19. A new team member arrived on ®^team. pis 
10 5.80 1.17 SF officer told the new member Ifowt® behave to 
10 Lao 1.17 make the team more effective. PpSF officer 

also told the new member not to call each ower 
by rank as everyone knows what rank th^ all 
are. Team members understood the Importance oi 
team unity. 

Dim % 
I* 100 
All 

Dim % 
I* 78 
All 

“1. it 
All 

01m H 
I* 67 
J 22 
All 

Dim H 
H 22 
I* 56 
All 

Dim H 
H 25 
I* 38 
M 25 
All 

H M S 93. This 180 was the senior medic for a team In 
7 1.43 0.49 the field during a tralnlno exercise. He did 
9 1.67 0.67 not carry any medical supplies In Ms^ald bag 

and refused to treat any minor problems. 
Although the team leader and team serwant 
overlooked it. others felt he was avoiding his 
duties. 

N M S 142. The detachment was preparing for «^jje 
6 1.33 0.47 fire assault on a fortified position. This 5F 
8 1.88 ^62 soldier disrupted the training hy 

showing up late and falling To perform his 
assigned duties. The entire Pj®Toon was 
punished with extra PT due to his actions. 

N H S 128. A team was on a PIO 
6 6.33 0.94 At tiroes when no one wanted to get out to train. 
2 7.00 0.00 this soldier Injected humor and Team 
9 6.22 1.13 members of the mission In such 

everyone wanted to work all nloht. 5*^* 
It was the best FID team and also had fun while 
accomplishing the mission. 

N H S 45. The team was in a re^oTe mountainous area. 
2 1.00 O.CO Team policy was to remain Patked and ready to 
5 1.00 0.00 move at a moment's notice, especially durpg 
9 1.22 0.63 daylight hours. A !j®l^t?BTer came ewse^and 

hovered overhead. This SF soldier had not 
naintalned his equipment In evacuate 
mode and pulled a red smoke grenade 
attempting to secure his rucksack. Th® Team 
location was compromised. ^esj^TIno In hasty 
withdrawal and compromise of the mission. 

N M S 63. An OOA was given the mission To conduct a 
2 6.50 0.50 search and reconnaissance J^sslon for a 
3 6 67 0.47 exercise. They Inflltrated by air 
2 6.50 0.50 their movement to the search and 
8 6.63 0.46 site. This SF soldier f. Jo^-Was rear 

and counter-ticking. The so Idler cleared 
the tracks. The enemy was not able to track me 
element. 

Dim H 
A* 67 
I 33 
All 

Dim *t 
1 33 
L* 56 
All 

01m % 
I 33 

AA* 56 
All 

Dim \ 
B 25 
I 25 
L* 38 
All 

M H S 49. This 18B was tasked to give foreign yapons 

9 6.67 0.47 tralnlngj^^lettlng e“!| “MpSS” Thf“ 
mortar squad was Impressed by the knowledge of 
the whole team, the team memDers learned by 
participating, and the training was a success. 

N M S 98. This captain was tasked to conduct w>JJjTa1n 
3 5.33 1.25 training and was leading the company 
5 eilo 0.49 steep trail Into the mountains. The {BE h®J ® 
9 5,89 1.20 lot of weight (about 100 Rounds) In bis ruck 

sack and became very tired quickly. This 
niif* thft Tiirt OH His owH bOck ano cainea 

9 5,89 1.20 Ot OT weignt vauuui. iw uwu.” 
sack and became very tired quickly*. ISJ* ™iad 
captain put the ruck on his 01^ and careiea 
it^up the rest of the way, refusing help even 
though Others offered. He made It to the top 
and didn't appear to be tired. 

N M S 90. An SF company was ‘^®Pl;ySj^l9.f<S°“2iI2 
3 5.33 1.70 overseas ;l!«renoJJS support facilities were 

1 Mi 1-25 E5*nl5utt The «i.S5y'l iSo'lMshed an aid 9 6.33 1.25 Consulate. pJ55i5i"S cWeh.nsIv. sick cell and 
Initial emergenev medicine “pahlllty. The 
other company soldiers were confitent that ii 
thev were sick or Injured, there would be an 
adequate facility to whick they could be taken. 

N H S 156. This SF team was conducting «a?1T1me 
2 5.00 2.00 operations training In a •^l®®^; It? team^nto 
2 6.50 0.50 flipped over In the waves ®j®cTljJ0 The team into 
3 3 33 2.62 the water. This SF soldier was not 0 in 
a 4*25 2.59 swimmer and was not able to support himself in a 4.2b 2.3V Team refers brought him 

to shore, sending him to the hospital as he had 
swallowed a lot of water. 
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01m % 
I* 25 
K* 25 
Y* 25 
All 

Din % 
G 22 
H* 44 
1 22 
All 

' 
A 22 
G 22 
H* 33 
I 22 
All 

Dim % 
A* 67 
I 22 
All 

H H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 6.00 1.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
8 6.75 0.66 

74. The team deployed to a malaria 
area. Ant1-nalar1al wdlcatlon was available 
that had unpleasant side-effects that ®ade the 
team not want to take the medication. This 180 
took the medication himself and physically 
observed the other team members take Jt to 
ensure compliance. The team took the 
medication that had been prescribed for then. 

N H S 95. On a scuba operation deplowent. some team 
2 1.50 0.50 members got colds. This 
4 2.00 0.71 wrong bag (bandages, not 
2 1.50 0.50 the other bag was at the rear. 
9 1.67 0.67 with colds could not be given ®o<1^oat1on and 

were not able to dive that day, resulting In a 
loss of operational ability. 

N H S 151. A team was tasked to deploy to Africa to 
2 7.00 0.00 teach classes for three months. This team 
2 0.50 member divided the class tasking list according 
3 6.67 0.47 to abilities and Issued classes to individuals, 
2 7.00 0.00 then assisted then in getting equipment and 
9 6.56 0.68 contacting people forJelp. The team had «re 

than enough training aaterlal and felt a sense 
of accomplishment for the efficiency Involved In 
preparing the training. 

N H S 57. During a surgical tralnup. this dero man 
6 5.50 1.26 (acting as the assistant surgeon) was asked p 
2 3.50 2.50 debride a wound. He nicked nTter^ and the 
9 4.89 1.79 wound Inaedlatcly 

threw up his hands, asked what to do, and becaTC 
rattled. The medic assistant put hemostats and 
gauze over the bleeding site and the procedure 
continued. 

Retranslatlon'usting of Incidents for Dimension J: (Problem name - 18db) 

Din % 
J* 91 
All 

01m H 
J* 67 
All 

Dim \ 
J* 56 
P 22 
All 

Dim % 
J* 56 
P 22 
All 

Dim \ 
J* 55 
All 

N M S 13. This SF soldier placed a high emphasis on 
10 4.10 2.21 hard work. This SF soldier would come Into work 
11 4.09 2.11 on weekend days to start on work for the 

following week. When finished, this SF soldier 
would water the grass and re-wax the floors on 
the way out If he left footprints on the floor. 
The team had the best looking building and was 
proud of It. The team knew they would have to 
follow this sold1er*s standards when he left. 

N M S 118. A team received a late notice XET and had 
6 7.00 0.00 one week to prepare a 45-day POI, This tew 
9 6.33 1.25 member was "volunteered" to prepare the POI. He 

spent extremely late nights and early wjjlnfls , 
preparing the to, 1n addition to completing his 
normal work assignments and InstructIna other 
team members on POI production. The POI was 
completed on time. 

N H S 146. This SF soldier was tasked to work 
5 6.60 0.49 individually to produce operational 
2 6.50 0.50 Information. This SF soldier researched, 
9 5.89 1.37 developed, and wrote a standard operating 

procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces In the future. SOP was developed 
1n areas that had never been addressed. 

N H S 43. The new battalion compander wanted to 
5 5.20 2.23 receive weekly training briefs with the u» of 
2 5.50 0.50 slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
9 5.22 1.93 his computer skills to assist In producing the 

slide snow and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion comnander. 

N H S 18. Two SF A teams deployed to Honduras to 
6 6.17 0.90 provide basic Infantry 

11 5.82 1.70 battalion at a remote site. This 180 spent his 
spare time working at the battalion s dls^^nsary 
providing dental care for the Honduran 
soldiers. Many of the Honduran soldiers 
received dental treatment for the first time In 
their lives. 

Dim \ 
G* 45 
J* 45 
All 

Dim \ 
J 44 
P* 56 
All 

N H S 
5 5.60 0.80 
5 6.60 0.49 

11 6.09 0.79 

N H S 
4 7.00 0.00 
5 6.80 0.40 
9 6.89 0.31 

12. This SF soldier planned and directed the 
calls for fire and close air support (with 
various A-10, F-15, F-16 and F-l Mirage aviation 
assets) for multi-service, multi-unit training 
during overseas deployment. He loured that 
Interoperability worked well by orchestrating 
the entire scenario for day and night 
operations. Consequently, the aviation units 
and SF teams were able to train up quickly. 

44. This 18C was the team S-4 and 
the team's organic equipment. The records from 
the prior leadership were ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to Include team and 
Individual issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where J^oryth^g 
was, where everything should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g.. 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

Dim S 
J 36 

45 
All 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.87 
5 5.80 1.17 

11 5.82 1.34 

Dim % 
J 33 
L* 44 
All 

N M S 
3 5.67 0.47 
4 7.00 0.00 
9 5.78 1.81 

31. During a training mission. It was 
discovered that all the water In the area was 
poisoned. The nearest location for amrnate 
water was 4 miles away and the team members were 
dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the ^her 
team members to wait In the ®rea while he «nt 
to get safe water. This SF soldier wnttM 4 
miles to get the water and brought enough back 
for everyone. All the team members were 
rehydrated and were able to continue with the 
mission. 

46. During team mountain training, an SF 
soldier was unable to physically climb a 
training platform without aid. He knew basic 
mountain climbing techniques but he was 
physically unprepared. He 
program to Improve his physical 
didn't quit. On the next mountain training 
exercise, he easily climbed and manuevered 
around the training platform. 

Dim H 
J 22 
P* 33 
All 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
3 6.00 0.82 
9 5.22 1.93 

124. The battalion team leaders and team 
sergeants had not been putting forth 
that met all of higher conmand’s requirements 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents* This battalion now has few. If any, 
significant problems In this area. 
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Dim \ 
H* 44 
J 22 
All 

Dim % 
E 22 
J 22 
L* 33 
All 

Oin % 
I* 67 
J 22 
All 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.83 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 2.00 1.56 

129. This SF NCO was tasked to his 
team with 2 days iwtice. This RCO did not 
properly JMPI his jumpers, d'd not put out 
necessary jump Information, and did not conduct 
his 30 second outs1de-a1r safety check. The 
NCO’s jumpers were nervous and Tost confidence 
In his ability. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension K: (Proble 18db) 

6.50 0.50 
5.50 0.50 
6.33 0.94 
6.22 0.79 

N H S 
6 6.33 0.94 
2 7.00 0.00 
9 6.22 1.13 

50. This 180 was on a training exercise 
transporting wounded soldiers by helicopter. 

?;awaMn.j"r5Rffl <! ™ 
environment^rputtlna^the cu?f ^ and watching 
the needle. He was able to monitor blood 
pressure during transportation. 

128. A team was on a FID mission for JO* 
At times when no one wanted to get out to tram, 
this soldier Injected humor and reminded team 
members of the mission In such a way that 
everyone wanted to work all nloht. 
It was the best FID team and also had fun while 
accomplishing the mission. 

01m 
K* 78 
All 

D1a % 
K* 78 
All 

Din % 
K* 60 
N 20 
All 

N H S 140. This junior 18B was told to clear out his 
7 1.29 0.45 locker, rucksack, and duffle bag of all 
9 1.33 0.47 non-authorlzed equipment and contraband In 

preparation for a walk through insp^tIon of the 
company*s team rooms. This I8B took all of the 
extra personal field gear, unused explosives, 
bullets, and pyrotechnics that he had failed to 
properly turn In and put It all In the pack 
drawer of his wall locker. He stuffed a few 
Items on top of them so they would^not be 
noticeable. The 18B was counselled In writing 
because his team sergeant found the Items during 
a pre*Inspection. 

N H S 155. A soldier was tasked to set up commo via 
7 1.00 0.00 SATCOH with a team in the field. This soldier 
9 1.22 0.63 Chose to sleep and did not even atterot to make 

commo. When ihis soldier said that he tried, 
another soldier with him disputed his statement, 
saying he siroly slept all night. Coano was not 
made with the team In field. 

N M S 33. This 18A*s SF OOA was on the range 
6 2.50 2.14 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
2 1.50 0.50 detonation, It was determined that the ISA's 

10 2.00 1.79 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 
had done everything correctly and It was not his 
responsibility to clear the misfire. J 
tooK the responsibility and cleared It 

An 18C 
for him. 

Dim % 
K* 38 
All 

N H S 80. A detachment went to the local medical 
3 5.67 1.25 facility to receive Inmunizatlons, Incorporating 
8 5.50 1.94 team medical training. After everyone had been 

given needed Immunizations, the ISA Instructed 
the detachment to go to lunch. This 18D 
demanded that the team stay put for the rwulred 
20 minutes to rule out any allergic reactions. 
Less than five minutes later, an 18E went Into 
anaphylactic shock from his rabies vaccination 
and had to be hospitalized. The 18A went back 
to his own work and left the team operations to 
the NCOS. 

Dim H 
F 22 
K* 33 
All 

Dim S 
I* 25 
K* 25 
Y* 25 
All 

H S 
2.00 0.00 
2.67 0.47 
3.11 1.10 

N M S 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 6.00 1.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
8 6.75 0.66 

101. A team was deployed in an area occupied by 
conventional forces. The team was out of fuel 
for Its vehicle and was unable to obtain any 
through its supply chain. This team mei^r took 
some fuel from a nearby conventional unit. The 
conventional unit felt this team member had 
stolen the fuel and did not supply the team with 
needed help later on. 

74. The team deployed to a malaria end^lc 
area. Anti-malarial medication was available 
that had unpleasant side-effects that made the 
team not want to take the medication. This 180 
took the medication himself and physically 
observed the other team members take It to 
ensure compliance. The team members took the 
medication that had been prescribed for them. 

Dim % 
F 22 
K 22 

CC* 33 
All 

H S 
1.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 
l.U 0.31 

139. One night during the time this 180 was on 
hospital rotation, he was out partying and 
stopped by the ER to meet some friends. The 
doebr was working on a trauma patient's leg 
fractures. When asked by the doctor (who dldn t 
realize he was drunk) to assist In K-wIrt 
Insertion In the bones of The leg so that 
traction could be applied, this 180 said he 
would assist. This i80 didn't align the K-wIres 
properly and drilled two or three times to get 
the wires In straight. The patient was very 
traumatized. 

Dim % 
F* 22 
K* 22 
All 

N H S 104. During hospital rotations, an 180 was 
2 5.00 0.00 ordered by a physician to catheterIze a female 
2 6.50 0.50 soldier patient. She was alone In the exam room 
9 5.78 1.03 and the tR was too busy to afford a female 

chaperone. This 180 approached the young 
soldier In a respectful manner, explained the 
procedure, and offered a female chaperone If she 
desired. She later expressed gratitude and 
positive comments to the physician about the 
180's maturity and professionalism. 
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reached the objective on tline. 

RSmslaiion'ilstlng’orincldents for Dimension L: (Problem name - ISdb) 

Dim H 
I* 89 
AU 

Dim \ 
L* 78 
All 

Dim % 
I* 73 
All 

Dim % 
I 33 
L* 56 
All 

Dim % 
J 36 
L* 45 
All 

N H S 
6 6.63 0.70 
9 6.67 0.67 

N H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
9 6.44 0.68 

H M S 
8 6.75 0.43 

11 6.82 0.39 

M S 
5.33 1.25 
6.60 0.49 
5.89 1.20 

N H S 
4 6.50 0.87 
5 5.80 1.17 

11 5,82 1.34 

149. This soldier was In an escape and survival 
situation. He could not be evacuated due to the 
difficulty of the terrain. He constructed a 
shelter, built a fire without matches, and 
trapped and cooked came. He was able to survive 
until three days later when he was rescued and 
evacuated. 

109. A team was conducting an operation within a 
short time frame that required * 
using rubber boats that had to be paddled and 
then pulled along the bank when the current was 
too strong. It was expected that this could not 
be accomplished and a backup plan was ready. 
This team member paddled and pulled his boat 
continuously despite the 
made It to the objective In time. The ambush 
operation was executed. 

14. A soldier was struggling in a 
river after diving In and cracking his head on a 
rock. This SF team member saw the problem and 
oot In to help. He struggled against the 
current and brought the soldier back to shore. 
The soldier fully recovered because of the 
strong swimming by this SF team member. 

98. This captain was tasked to conduct mountain 
training and was leading the company “g a 
steep trail Into the mountains. The 18E had a 
lot of weight (about 100 pounds) In his ruck 
sack and became very tired quickly. This 
captain put the ruck on his own back and carried 
it up the rest of the way, refusing help even 
though others offered. He made It to tne top 
and didn't appear to be tired. 

31. During a training mission. It was 
discovered that all the water In the area was 
poisoned. The nearest location for alternate 
water was 4 miles away and the team »em^rs were 
dehydrated. This SF soldier directed the other 
team members to wait In the area while he went 
to get safe water. This SF soldier went the 4 
miles to get the water and brought enough back 
for everyone. All the team members were 
rehydrated and were able to continue with the 
mission. 

H N M S 50. This IBD was on a training exercise 
F 22 2 6.50 0,50 transporting wounded soldiers by helicopter, 
j 22 2 5.50 0.50 Without prior training In taking vitals during 
L* 33 3 6.33 0,94 transportation, this 180 figured out how to 
All 9 6.22 0.79 obtain blood pressure In a nigh noise 

environment by putting the cuff on and watching 
the needle. He was able to monitor blood 
pressure during transportation. 

Oiia H H H S 96. This medic accompanied a support company on 
F 22 2 6.50 0.50 a raid during winter environmental training In a 
L 22 2 6.50 0.50 mountainous area. The temperatures wci^ below 
X* 33 3 5.67 1.25 zero and It was windy. One support soldier 
All 9 6.33 0.94 arrived at the CRP complaining of dizziness. 

shortness of breath, and coldness. This medic 
evaluated the soldier, kept him in the put 
him In his own sleeping 
cold himself), and stayed with him until the 
raid was over, then evacuating him to lower 
altitude. The soldier was evacuated back to 
base camp. 

Dim % 
J 33 
I* 44 
All 

Dim % 
8 25 
I 25 
L* 38 
All 

01m \ 
L* 33 
X 22 

BB 22 
All 

Dim % 
A* 44 
L 33 
All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
4 7.00 0.00 
9 5.78 1.81 

N M S 
2 5.00 2.00 
2 6.50 0.50 
3 3.33 2.62 
a 4.25 2.59 

H H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
9 6.67 0.67 

46. During team mountain training, an SF 
soldier was unable to physically climb a 
training platform without aid. He knew basic 
mountain climbing techniques but he was 
physically unprepared He 
program to Improve his physical condition and 
didn't quit. On the next mountain training 
exercise, he easily climbed and manuevered 
around tne training platform, 

156. This SF team was conducting marltlnw 
operations training 1n a kleepen The Jleeper 
flipped over In the waves ejecting the team Into 
the water. This SF soldier was not J Qood 
swininer and was not able to supPO^t,^hi*«self In 
the water. The other team members brought him 
to shore, sending him to the hospital as he had 
swallowed a lot of water. 

47. An OOA was teaching basic rapelHng to a 
group of soldiers from « artillery unit. 
Curing the training, « soldier shattered his 
ankle half way down a 75-foot rappel. This 160 
coordinated the Initial rescue by organizing 
personnel to prepare an IV and mdcatlons, 
constructed a Utter, and called for 
evacuation. The IBD then climbed down and 
stabilized the ankle, placed the patient on his 
back, and pulled him back up. The patient was 

J -^ m .\ntanf iJll iy 
rort and 

N M 
4 5.75 1.09 
3 5.67 0.94 
9 5.44 1.07 

back, and pulled him back up. ‘ne paiiei 
treated and evacuated from a potentially 
dangerous situation with minimal dlscomn 
suffering. 

41. This 180 dislocated his shoulder In a ski 
accident during winter tralnlno about 60 b1 as 
from the nearest clinic. The 91A at the sk1 
site did not know how to reduce a dislocation, 
so this 18D talked the 91A through the 
?rocedure. The ISO's pain was reduced, making 

he 60 mile trip to the nearest doctor 
unnecessary. 

Dim % 
L* 33 
All 

N M S 158. On a recent deployment to Korea during the 
3 7.00 0.00 winter, the temperature* were freezing and there 
9 5 56 2.17 was snow. This weapons sergeant drove on 

through the bad weather to keep the patrol going 
until the objective was reached. The team 
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Retranslation'usting’of’incidents'for’oiineiislon H: (Problem name - 18db) 

nj« c M M ^ 132 This 18B was tasked to locate a point on a 
M* 78 7 2.00 2.07 map*to exfiltrate. The 
All 9 2.44 2.22 point. The team Bissed exfiltration. 

H H $138. During a three day land navigation 
7 5 29 2.05 exercise, an SF soldier lost his 5)*P heading to 
9 lioo 2.11 his f Ina^ point. It was about 0100 Jj] J 

dark night and he was «PP^ox mately three 
kilometers from his prior point. Jhls sti^ent 
made his way back to the prior point In two 
hours, using the hill tops to 
The siudent was able to overcome a difficult 
situation. 

N H S 82. An operations sergeant directed this 18C to 
6 1.67 0.75 navigate the detachment through mountainous 
9 2.22 1.81 terrain during a winter «o"*Tactleal movement. 

The operations sergeant recommended a fast route 
over the terrain on a trail 
the map and on the ground. This 18C said he 
understood the Instructions, then led the 
detachment In another direction on a different 
trail to a point 25kB from the Intended 
endpoint. The operations sergeant had the team 
nav^te all night to get back to the riaht_ 
locaHon and teach the 18C a navigation lesson. 

H H S 3. During a sensitive mission, a nloht 
7 5.29 1.28 Insertion was planned. \t^ree («n element was 

11 5.64 1.23 Inserted 8 kilometers south of the Intended 
landing zone. The next day, this team lender 
was able to determine the team s approximate 
location on the ground using 
and distances traveled. The team notified the 
coRnand element of their location and they were 
picked up and re-Inserted In the correct 
location. The alsslon was a success. 

MM S 63. An ODA was given the mission to conduct a 
2 6.50 0.50 search and reconnaissance mission for a training 
3 6.67 0.47 exercise. They Infiltrated by air and began 
2 6.50 0.50 their movement to the search and reconnaissance 
8 6.63 0.48 site. This SF soldier's job was rear security 

and counter-tracking. The SF soldier cleared 
the tracks. The enemy was not able to track the 
element. 

Dim % 
M* 78 
All 

Dim Jt 
M* 67 
All 

01m % 
H* 64 
All 

Dim % 
H 25 
I* 38 
H 25 
All 

Retranslat1on*[isting’of Incidents for Dimension N; (Problem name - I8db) 

n^- if N H S 29. This SF soldier recovered unauthorized 
N* 45 5 1.00 0.00 mines during a deployment. The SF soldier 
0 27 3 1.00 0.00 Improperly stored the anti-personnel mines in a 
All 11 1.00 0.00 drawer in the team room, planning to use them as 

training aids. An explosion occurred, resulting 
In the death of a soldier. 

Dim % 
N 33 
0* 44 
All 

Dim % 
F* 56 
H 22 
All 

Dim H 
F 22 
N 22 
0* 33 

BB 22 
All 

Dim % 
K* 60 
N 20 
All 

N H S 81. An IBC was disarming an MV2 57 fuse when It 
3 3.33 2.62 exploded in his hands. When this 180 living 
4 6.50 0.50 down the hall heard the explosion, he rushed 
9 5.56 2.22 down the hall and had the 18C’s hands bandaged 

and the bleeding under control In less than 
three minutes. The 18C was treated promptly. 

N M S 117. A cache of 84 antitank mines was found In 
5 5.80 1.17 Somalia. This 18C strongly suggested to the 
2 4.00 3.00 team leader that the mines should be destroyed 
9 5.56 1.89 because they were In the hands of hostile 

Somalis and posed a direct threat to the U.S. 
and Canadian forces In the area. This advice 
was supported and the mines were destroyed. 

K H S 51. A soldier Injured his leg during an 
2 6.00 0.00 airborne operation In a location where 
2 5.50 0.50 evacuation to a hospital would take a lot of 
3 7.00 0.00 time. This medic looked at the closed fracture 
2 6.00 0.00 and evaluated the benefits of immobilizing the 
9 6.22 0.63 leg vs. trying to set the bone prior to 

splinting the fracture. He decided to 
linraoblllze the leg and evalucate. The soldier 
had shattered the leg into at least ten separate 
bone fragments, requiring surgery. 

M H S 33. This ISA's SF ODA was on the range 
6 2.50 2.14 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
2 1.50 0.50 detonation, it was determined that the IJA * 

10 2.00 1.79 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 
had done ever:^h1ng correctly and It was wt his 
responsibility to clear the « sH^e., An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 
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Retranslat1on*L1st1nQ of Incidents for Dlaenslon 0: (Problem name - 18db) 

Dim H N H S 144. While this 180 was at home, the 
0* 67 6 5.83 1.34 14-year-old son of h1s friend caj^ed the 18D to 

BB 22 2 6.50 0.50 say he had been bitten by his 
All 9 5.67 1.49 This 180 oot the Child's wither to calm him dwn 

and wash the wound while he collected h1s gear 
and got to their house. He then put a 
restrictIna band on the child. 
were actually bites on the palm ajg oj® 
After two weeks in the hospital» the cPl]® 
discharged, missing only the tip of one finger. 

niiB \ N H S 69. During a pre-scuba course, one of the 
0* 63 5 5 80 1.94 students started to hyperventilate durlno a 
°A11®^ 8 5:1a i:62 SSfldiJcJ exercise, "the student was pulled 

from the pool to be Ojven medical attention. 
This medic was on call and noticed that the 
soldier's fingers and toes were curled and 
suspected a possible seizure might be 
occurring. He gave the individual a,pap®!;^^!2t» 
to breathe Into. The student's respiration rate 
slowed down, preventing a potential seizure. 

ni. % N H 5 125. An SF soldier had gotten an object stuck In 
° 0* 56 5 1.20 0.40 his ear during a field training «{«**? 

X 22 2 1.50 0.50 medic tried to pull the object out. although he 
All 9 1.67 0.82 lacked the proper medical tools and adequate 

light to perform the task. This medic 
Inadvertently pushed the object further Into the 
ear. The soldier was In more pal" and the 
object caused more damage: he had to be treated 
by doctors at the hospital. 

Dim % 
0* 63 
All 

H H S 69. Ourin 
5 5.80 1.94 students s 
8 5,88 1,62 confidence 

Dim % 
0* 56 
X 22 
All 

Dim ^ 
0* 56 
X 33 
All 

Dim % 
0* 56 
X 22 
All 

Dim % 
0* 50 
X 25 
All 

Dim % 
0* 45 

BB 27 
All 

Din \ 
0* 44 
X 22 

BB 33 
All 

Dim % 
N 33 
0* 44 
All 

Dim % 
0 36 

BB* 55 
All 

Dim % 
0* 33 

BB* 33 
All 

N H S 
5 7.00 0.00 
3 7.00 0.00 
9 7.00 0.00 

N H S 
5 1.60 0.49 
2 3.00 2.00 
9 2.67 1.76 

N H S 
4 7.00 0.00 
2 6.50 0.50 
8 6.25 1.30 

38. This 180 noticed a team member slip, fall, 
and grab at his leg. This 18D kept others away 
and examined the injured team nemoer- .H® . 
determined the leg was broken, splinted it, and 
moved him onto a stretcher and Into a shelter to 
wait for the ambulance. Further Injury to the 
leg was prevented. 

136. During a weekend of skydiving, a joldle^ 
ran Into a wind sock on the OZ, *«1s team medic 
conducted a manipulation exam, gave him Hotrln, 
and told him to get an X-ray later In the week. 
Three weeks later the soldier had 50cc of yood 
extracted and the X-ray showed a fracture of the 
tibia plateau. The soldier was P^acfJ In * 
brace for three weeks, with the possibility of 
surgery. 

130. A man came In with a snake bite which he 
had covered In human feces «« 
leaves. This IBD cleaned off the wound, put on 
a clean dressing and started the «an on.. 
antibiotics. The man was spared a possible 
secon^ry Infection resulting from his personal 
treatment. 

H H S 15. This 180 examined a female patient with 
5 5.80 1.47 extensive vaginal bleeding, «« 
3 6.67 0.47 the bleeding was uterine, packed the vagina with 

11 6.27 1.14 gauze, tamMnauded the bWedIng, 
the patient to a nearby Ob/Gyn doepr who was 
able to perform a OiC. The patient was fine and 
came back to thank the 180. 

N H S 40. This 180 came upon a woman with a severe 
4 1.75 0,43 laceration to her left arm at the Jlf* of a 
2 1.00 0.00 multiple auto accident. This 18D put a 
3 1.67 0.47 tourniquet above and below the 
9 1.56 0.50 applying a pressure dressing. The woman had a 

loss of circulation in the distal 
had to have more extensive repair than would 
otherwise have been necessary. 

H H S 81. An 18C was disarming an MVZ 57 fuse when It 
3 3.33 2.62 exploded In his hands. When this 180 living 
4 6.50 0.50 down the hall heard the exoloslon, he jushed 
9 5.56 2.22 down the hall and had the l8C s hands bandaged 

and the bleeding under control In less than 
three minutes. The 18C was treated promptly. 

H H S 6. A man went Into cardiac unrest while on a 
4 6.75 0.43 helicopter. This 180 worked in «^t1ght, awkward 
6 7.00 0.00 position to perform CPR on the P«t1ent while the 

11 6.91 0.29 helicopter was in notion. The nan s vital signs 
were restored. 

N H S 143. This 180 was riding in a convoy going 
3 4.00 2.45 through a village while deployed In Africa. A 
3 5.67 0.47 small child ran bejjeen two 
9 5.22 1.87 the road and was hit by the vehicle the medic 

was In. This medic assessed the child, 
determined she had a broken arm, and Infonned 
the parents of the location of the nearest 

Dim H 
0* 33 
All 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 44 
All 

Dim \ 
0 33 

BB*, 67 
All 

Dim % 
F* 33 
0* 33 
All 

Dim H 
0 33 
X* 56 
All 

Din H 
B 22 
0* 33 
X 22 
All 

clinic. The child was treated successfully. 

3 6.00 0.82 mission walked through a 
9 5.78 1.13 about four and a half fei 

Dim % 
0* 30 
X 20 
Y* 30 
All 

N H S 39. A detachment on a night-time training 
3 6.00 0.82 mission walked through a field of grain that was 
9 5.78 1.13 about four and a half feet tall and that had 

been treated with a combination 
pesticide/herbicide. This 180 Initiated 
treatment for three team members for allergic 
reaction. They were transported to the 
hospital, given blood analysis, and treated for 
organo-phosphate poisoning (nerve agent). 

N M S 56. A patient was complaining of lethargy. 
3 7.00 0,00 This 180 performed a quick medical exam and 
4 6.75 0.43 Identified several signs of congestive heart 
9 6.89 0.31 failure that had not been Identified by the 

doctor: shortness of breath, distended neck 
veins, pitting edema, and positional dyspnea. 
The patient was quickly hospitalized. 

H H S 54. During an OOA's annual dive ^ ^ _ 
3 5.67 0.94 requalification, a diver with minimal wpericnee 
6 5.83 1.07 was on a 120-foot dive In a dark lake when he 
9 5.78 1.03 panicked. This 180, the Olve Hedleal Technician 

for the dive, saw the diver shoot to the surface 
at a very fast pace, grunt, lose consciousness, 
and beoln to sink. This 1§D grabbed 
bin Into the boat, and initiated treatrent for 
an unconscious diver. The diver regained 
consciousness. 

N H S 53. During a training exercise, a local 
3 5.67 1.25 severely Injured his hand. This medic 
3 5.33 2.36 countermanded the orders of several ranking 
9 5.56 1.71 Individuals and treated the Injury In spite of 

several senior personnel trying to ovemile 
him. The local regained partial use of his 
hand. 

N M S 103. An SF soldier broke his leg while rock 
3 3.33 0.94 climbing. Although the break 
5 2.60 1.20 still needed a cast. This SF medic placed the 
9 2.78 1.13 cast improperly and put the foot In the wrong 

position. The tendons In the leg became sore 
over time and the man suffered from tendinitis, 

N H S 83. During a training exercise, some Indigenous 
2 5.50 1.50 and SF soldiers had been drinking beavijy ow 
3 4.67 2.05 night. Early the next morning, one Thai »ld1er 
2 4.50 0.50 began vomiting blood and ^came . 
9 5.22 1.62 The Thai soldiers woke this 180/ he treated the 

soldier and evacuated him to a nospital, pe 
soldier was returned to duty three days later 
with no performance restrictions, 

N H S 51. A soldier Injured hp leg during an 
2 6.00 0.00 airborne operation In a location where 
2 5.50 0.50 evacuation to a hospital would take a lot of 
3 7.00 0.00 time. This medic looked at 
2 6.00 0.00 and evaluated the benefits of timgblllzlng the 
9 6.22 0.63 leg vs. trying to set the bone Ppor to 

splinting the fracture. He decided to 
Irmoblllze the leg and evalucate. The soldier 
had shattered the leg Into at least ten separate 
bone fragments, requiring surgery. 

N H S 32. An OOA was conduetpg pre-scuba training. 
1 a nn i.fii Durlno an exercise a soldier came to the surface 

9 6.22 0.63 

Dim % 
F* 29 
0* 29 
All 

Dim H 
0* 27 

BB* 27 
All 

N H S 32. An OOA was conduetpg pre-scuba training. 
3 4.00 1.63 During an exercise a soldier ®®®® to the surfac® 
2 2.50 0.50 breathing very ap 
3 4.00 1,63 junior 180, This 180 tried to calm the patient 

10 3.70 1.95 by placing him on oxygen. The Patpjt b^J® 
disoriented and had tingling p his hands, a 
senior 180 came and took the hyperventilating 
patient off the oxygen. 

N H S 79. During a training exercise, this 180 was 
2 4.50 0.50 serving with a FID team advPing a platoon of 
2 4.00 0.00 foreign nationals. This 180 came upon 
7 3.14 1.46 casualties, read thep casualty ^ 

them, treated them with the supplies h«5g» . 
instructed foreign nationals to move them to the 
road for pick-up. and went back to the olatoon 
to continue in nh role as advisor for pe 
attack. Although he treated the Initpl wounds, 
the conditions were not managed and the 
casualties "died of wounds according to the 
exercise rules. 

N H S 7. A fifty-year-old male arrived at the clinic 
3 2.67 1.25 with a snakebite. He hj^ placed huMn feces 
3 3 33 1.70 over the snake bite. This 180 was InltWiiy 

11 4109 1.88 confused, then he treated the 
Ignoring the feces and keeppj 
about the situation to himself. The patient 
survived. 
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Dim % 
N* 45 
0 27 
All 

Dim H 
0 25 
X* 50 
All 

N H S 
5 l.OO 0.00 
3 1.00 0.00 

11 1.00 0.00 

H M S 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 7.00 0.00 
8 6.63 0.70 

Din % 
0 22 

BB* 67 
All 

Dim % 
0 22 

DO* 56 
All 

Dim % 
0 22 
2* 67 
All 

Dim % 
0 22 

BB* 44 
All 

Dim \ 
0 22 
X* 44 

CC 33 
All 

N K ^ 
2 1.00 0.00 
6 1.83 0.37 
9 1.56 0.50 

29. This SF soldier recovered unauthorized 
mines during a deployment. The SF soldier 
improperly stored the anti-personnel mines in a 
drawer In the team room, planning to use them as 
training aids. An explosion occurred, resulting 
In the death of a soldier. 

52. A student In SERE training developed a 
combat, stress-like syndrome. 180 was 
called when the student was locked in classic 
body position. This 18D removed the student 
from the cause of stress. Identified 
a friendly U.S. medic, gave him warm fluids . . 
rubbed his tingling arms and legs, and talked to 
him In a father-to-son way. The student 
recovered within two to four hours and was 
reinserted Into the situation with no further 
problems. 

99. A soldier overheated during a physical 
performance event. This 18D told him to lay 
Sown In the back of the truck but did not take 
his temperature. The soldier's body temperature 
exceeded 108 degrees and he had to be 
hospitalized. 

N H S 92. This 18D saw a patient complaining of 
2 1.00 O.Op diarrhea. This IBO^dld not perform jhjjslcal or 
5 l!o0 0.00 laboratory te 
9 1.22 0.42 appendicitis. 

tests. The patient almost died from 

N M S 112. A soldier complained to a medic about 
2 7.00 0.00 contracting frostbue In Louisiana, where it had 
6 5.83 1.07 not been below 32 degrees since the previous , 
9 6.11 0.99 year. This medic performed a complete wedleal 

check and wrote up the records. The soldier was 
sent back to duty. 

N H S 48. When a company was conducting an airborne 
2 6.00 1.00 operation, one Individual landed inthe Trees 
4 7.00 0.00 and got a stick In his eye while still hanging 
9 6.44 1,07 from the tree. This 18D was notified and went 

to the casualty. This 18D calmed down the 
semi-shocked patient, treated the Injury 
quickly, and evacuated the patient to the ER 
while reassuring him that he wouldn't lose the 
eye. The patient was treated with minimal 
Injury to the eye. 

N H S 120. A man reported to the ER complaining of a 
2 6.50 0.50 pain In his penis. This medic assessed the 
4 6.50 0.50 condition as paraphlwsls (foreskin stuck behind 
3 7.00 0.00 head of penis), applied ice, started an IV, 
9 6.67 0.47 administered vallum and demerol (as instructed 

by the doctor), cleaned the area, and applied 
topical antibiotics. The patient was relieved 
of pain and was referred to surgery for 
circumcision. 

Retranslation’listlng of Incidents for Dimension P: (Problem name ■ I8db) 

Dim % N H S 44. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
j 44 4 7.00 0.00 the team's organic equipment. The records from 
P* 56 5 6.80 0.40 the prior leadership were Ineffective and 
All 9 6.89 0.31 out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 

end Items by hand receipts to include team and 
Individual Issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where everything 
was, where everything should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g., cobho gear...). 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

N M S 124. The battalion team leaders and team 
2 7.00 0.00 sergeants had not been putting forth foments 
3 6.00 0.82 that net all of higher conraand's requli^nts 
9 5.22 1.93 for clarity and conciseness. This officer 

developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, If any, 
significant problems In this area. 

01n H 
J 22 
P* 33 
All 

Din \ 
B* 44 
C 33 
P 22 
All 

Dim % 
J* 56 
P 22 
All 

Dim H 
J* 56 
P 22 
All 

M S 
2.00 0.71 
2.33 0.47 
5.50 1.50 
2.89 1.66 

145. This soldier was In charge of a work detail 
that was days behind schedule. This soldier 
made the HN soldiers work on Sundays despite the 
fact that HN soldiers only had Sundays to visit 
family members. The HN forces' morale hit rock 
bottom, their work became sloppy, and they cm 
close to refusing to work anymore at all until 
they were promised all Sundays off. 

N H S 43. The new battalion commander wanted to 
5 5.20 2.23 receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
2 5.50 0.50 slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
9 5.22 1.93 his computer skills to assist in producing the 

slide show and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion connander. 

N H S 146. This SF soldier was tasked to work 
5 6.60 0.49 Individually to produce operational 
2 6.50 0.50 Information. This SF soldier researched, 
9 5.89 1.37 developed, and wrote a standard operating 

procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces in the future. SOP was developed 
In areas that had never been addressed. 
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Retransiatlon Listing of Incidents for Dlnenslon 0: (Problem name • I8db) 

Dim % N M S 85. This SF soldier found classified material 
Q* 100 9 1.67 0.82 while cleaning the team room. This SF soldier 
All 9 1.67 0.82 stored the classified material In a foot 

locker. The material was found during an 
Inspection. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension X: (Problem name • 18db) 

^^0* 100 11 2.27 1.14 classified document handling) was Sestroylng 
All 11 2.27 1.14 exercise-related documents tnat had Instructions 

stating "Destroy at end of exercise." He did 
not complete a destruction certificate or keep a 
log of the documents he destroyed. Another 
Individual (trained In handling these documents) 
had to make a determination about what was 
destroyed and make logs showing accountability. 

01m % H H S 157. This SF soldier was tasked to destiny 
Q* 78 7 4.57 2.19 classified materials. This SF 
All 9 4.00 2.26 directly to the shredder without speaking to 
All V c Snyone.^ The classified materials were destroyed. 

Din ^ N H S 160. This 18E was on training exercise. 
0* 7ft 7 1.43 0.49 This 18E dropped his classified material and 
^All * 9 2.U 1.79 left It behind. This caused his team extra days 
^ In the field and lost training time. 

Din v N H S 159. This 18E went out of the base camp to make 
Q* 33 3 7.00 0.00 contact with the base station using HF 
All 9 6.00 2.00 equipment? he took two locals with him to 

provide security on site. Prior to departing 
the area, the IBE checked the areas where the 
locals were providing security, and found pocket 
litter pertaining to sensitive activities that 
would be perfomeo at a later tlme.^ He 
delivered the pocket litter to his Intelligence 
and team sergeant. The two locals were 
Informants working for the opposition under 
duress conditions. 

M H S 24. This soldier (with no training In 
11 2.27 1.14 classified document handling) was destroying 
11 1.11 1.14 exercise-related documents that had Instructions 

stating "Destroy at end of exercise." He did 
not complete a destruction certificate or keep a 

Dim % 
X* 100 
All 

Dim % 
X* 82 
All 

Dim % 
X" 82 
All 

Dim S 
X* 82 
All 

Dim % 
X* 78 
All 

N H S 100. An NCO on deployment complained of a numb 
9 1.89 0.87 tongue and had difficulty speaking. This medic 
9 1.89 0.87 did not recognize the symptoms as the beginnings 

of a neurologic condition and did not seek 
higher medical authority. The NCO was evacuated 
from the field when his condition worsened; he 
was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy. 

N H S 20. A patient was having ear pain and requested 
9 1.11 0.31 an examination. This 180 examined the ears, 

11 1.09 0.29 discovered large amounts of hardened wax, and 
attempted to dig out the wax with the broken end 
of a stick. When the patient reported to 
another 180 for pain about 12 hours later, there 
was blood In the canals and signs of 
lacerations. The patient was seen by a doctor 
and later recovered. 

N H S 25. This 18D noticed that a team member had a 
9 6.22 0.79 persistent cough for three days. The team 

11 6.27 0.75 member thought the cough was due to having the 
flu several weeks earlier. This 180 examined 
him and determined the cough was caused by a 
bacterial infection end gave him an antibiotic. 
The cough disappeared after several days. 

complained of a numb 

H M S 1. 
9 2.22 0.92 male 

11 2.09 0.90 foot 

N H S 
7 1.71 0.70 
9 2.22 1.81 

1. This 18D was presented with a 26-year old 
male complaining of pain of the lower leg and 
foot that had lasted about three months and that 
Increased with activity. This 18D X-rayed the 
foot, found nothing, then treated the soldier 
for tendinitis. This soldier later returned to 
the clinic and was treated for a boot-top stress 
fracture. 

161. During R&R on a training exercise, some 
soldiers were playing basketball when ow 
sustained a severe ankle injury. TMs 180 
evaluated the Injury, wrapped it. atolnistercd 
pain medication and returned the soldier to duty 
with a two-week physical profile requiring no 
future evaluations. The soldier was debilitated 
by the injury for five weeks and then 
permanently disabled because a neceswry 
surgical procedure was delayed for that time. 

Din \ 
X* 73 
All 

N H S 17. This medic saw a soldier with a sinus 
8 1.50 0.50 problem during sick call. This 18D had never 

11 1.91 1.68 conducted an LENT exam before, but proceeded to 
examine the soldier and found nothing 
significant. When the physician reviewed the 
?at lent, he found symptoms of s1nus1^Js» O*)!* 

he proper medications, and required that the 
medic give a briefing on EENT exams and 
sinusitis. 

Dim % 
X* 56 
Y 22 
All 

N M S 153. While on an OCONUS mission to Africa, a 
5 1.60 0.49 detachment member suffered from severe 
2 3.00 0.00 diarrhea. This 18D gave him an antimotlllty 
9 2.56 1.71 medication to stop the diarrhea. The patient 

really had amebiasis; the amoeba invaded the 
mucosa and caused diverticulitis which greatly 
prolonged the recovery period. 

Dim \ 
0 33 
X* 56 
All 

N H S 
3 3.33 0.94 
5 2.60 1.20 
9 2.78 1.13 

103. An SF soldier broke his leg while rock 
climbing. Although the break was minor. It 
still needed a cast. This SF medic placed the 
cast Improperly and put the foot In the wrong 
position. The tendons In the leg becaK sore 
over time and the man suffered from tendinitis. 

Dim J 
B 45 
X* 55 
All 

Dim % 
X"^ 50 
All 

N H S 8. This 180 was managing a clinic IpJurkey. 
5 6.40 0.80 Several children were seen by the Turkish 
6 6.50 0.50 doctors for loss of vision SlwiSSi 

11 6.45 0.66 eyes but were not treated. This ISO *aw several 
oT these children at his clinic and lanedlately 
recognized the condition as Trachoma, which he 
had seen In Senegal. The children were mated, 
regained their sight, and rapport with the 
refugees was greatly increased. 

N H S 71. A soldier deployed to Thailand got stomach 
4 6.50 0.50 cramps, nausea, headaches, and a general 
8 6.50 0.50 run-down condition from eating the local food. 

This 18D had the choice of treating him on-site 
or evacuating him to another location. He 
questioned the soldier, gave him antibgtics, 
placed him on bed rest, and monitored his 
condition. The soldier got better In 24 hours. 
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Dim % 
0 25 
X* 50 
All 

N M S 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 7.00 0.00 
8 6.63 0.70 

Dim \ 
X* 50 
All 

Din % 
0 22 
X* 44 

CC 33 

N H S 
4 3.75 1.92 
a 3.63 2.12 

All 

Dim % 
X* 44 
Y 33 
All 

Dim \ 
X* 44 

OD 33 
All 

Dim % 
X 3B 

CC* 50 
All 

Dim % 
X* 38 
All 

Dim % 
0* 56 
X 33 
All 

Din \ 
F 22 
L 22 
X* 33 
All 

52. A student In SERE training developed a 
combat, stress-llte syndrome. This IBO was 
called when the student was 'ot^ed In classic 
body position. This 18D removed the student 
from the cause of stress. Identified himself as 
a friendly U.S. medic, "I” ““rj . 
rubbed his tingling arms and ’eflS' *52-!“’''®“ ™ 
him in a father-to-son way. The student 
reeove4d within two to four hours •"<*“*» 
reinserted Into the situation with no further 
problems. 

67. This 18D was «x;Bln1"9,* ;(°“th 
of shortness of breath and fatlQue. This 18U 
was going to treat for 
hearina abnormal lung sounds. After being 
examined by a doctor, the 
as having rheumatic heart disease: this ISO 
learned to always seek higher level care when 
available. 

H S 
6.50 0.50 
6.50 0.50 
7.00 0.00 
6.67 0.47 

N H S 
4 7.00 0.00 
3 6.67 0.47 
9 6.89 0.31 

120. A nan reported to the ER complaining of a 
oaln In his penis. This medic assessed the 
condition aAaTaphlijosIs (foreskin stuck behind 
head of penis;, applied Ice, sf*rf*®,*^*,**i4.*H 
administered valium and l^Jnolled^ 
by the doctor), cleaned the area, and applied 
topical antibiotics. The patient was relieved 
of pain and was referred to surgery for 
circumcision. 

59. The leader of a team participating in a 
joint exercise In Thailand had complained of 
stomach pain and diarrhea for Tive days. This 
18D examined him, took a 
determined he had an a«»eO 1c dysentery 
and treated him with wdlcatlons. The co^nder 
recovered fully; confidence In the 180 was 
established. 

N H S 102. A patient came to see this for jock 
4 7.00 0.00 Itch." This 18D did a scraping and 
3 6.00 0.82 correctly diagnosed tenia cruls. The patient 
9 6.67 0.67 was cured. 

N H S 
3 4.33 0.47 
4 3.00 0.71 
8 3.50 0.67 

N H S 
3 3.00 1.41 
8 2.88 1.36 

M S 
7.00 0.00 
7.00 0.00 
7.00 0.00 

N „ M S 
2 6.50 0.50 

6.50 0.50 
5.67 1.25 

77. A student was Injured ty sow fragments 
from an explosive device. 
removed the fragments but did not sterilize the 
operative site. The patient developed a 
secondary Infection In the surgical site. 

70. An 18D at SERE observed that one Instructor 
was unable to take himself out of the [jole of 
ROW camp worker; he became eogry and upset all 
the time and spoke with the accent requ^ed for 
his role. This IBO reported what he saw to the 
psychiatrist and expressed his concern for the 
Individual. Unfortunately, very little action 
was taken. The Instructor killed himself three 
months later. 

38. This 18D noticed a team member slip, fall, 
and grab at his leg. This 18D kept others away 
and examined the Injured team inemoer. He 
determined the leg was broken, splinted it, and 
moved him onto a stretcher and into a shelter to 
wait for the ambulance. Further injury to the 
leg was prevented. 

96. This medic accompanied a 
a raid during winter environmental training in a 
mountainous area, pe temperatures were below 
zero and It was windy. ^One^supportjoldler 

Dim % 
X 30 
Y* 60 
All 

Dim % 
X* 25 
All 

_ zero anu iiwoiwmuj. wn* 
6.33 0.94 arrived at the ORP complaining of dlwInMS. 

shortness of breath, and coldness. t 
evaluated the soldier, kept him in the WP, put 
him in his own sleeping ♦hS 
cold himself), and stayed with h m until the 
raid was over, then evacuating him to lower 
altitude. The soldier was evacuated back to 
base camp. 

N H S 35. This 180 was XONUS at an Isolated site 
3 1.67 0.47 with no other medical support 
6 2.17 2.19 used the wrong treatment on a soldier with 

10 1.90 1.76 cellulitis of the lower leg. .Jh® SSS® 
septic, was hospitalized for three weeks, and 
aliMst lost his leg. 

N M S 116. A medic was doing follow-up wound care and 
? 2.50 0.50 a dressing change on a motorcycle accident 
8 2.75 0.97 victim. The wound care was P®lhful for 

victim. This medic continuallv talked about how 
stupid It was to ride motorcycles. The wound 
healed, but the talk caused the patient mental 
anguish. 

Dim H 
0* 50 
X 25 
All 

01m S 
L* 33 
X 22 

BB 22 
All 

N H S 130. A man came In with a snake bite which he 
4 7.00 0.00 had covered in human feces and wrapped in 
2 6.50 0.50 leaves. This 180 cleaned off the wound, put on 
8 6.25 1.30 a clean dressing and started the man on 

antibiotics. The man was spared a possible 
secondary Infection resulting from his personal 
treatment. 

N H S 47. An OOA was teaching basic rape1ling to a 
3 6.33 0.94 group of soldiers from «*< 
2 7.00 0,00 During the training, a soldier shattered his 
2 7.00 0.00 ankle half way down a 75-foot rappel, pils 180 
9 6.67 0.67 coordinated the Initial rescue by organizing 

personnel to prepare an IV and medications, 
constructed a litter, and called for 
evacuation. The 180 then climbed down and 
stabilized the ankle, placed the patient on his 
back, and pulled him back up. The patient was 
treated and evacuated from a potentially 
dangerous situation with minimal discomfort and 
suffering. 

01m h 
X 22 
Y 22 
Z* 33 
All 

Dim H 
0* 44 
X 22 

BB 33 
All 

01ra H 
B 22 
0* 33 
X 22 
All 

Dim % 
0* 56 
X 22 
All 

Din \ 
0* 56 
X 22 
All 

M S 60, A soldier went to this SF medic (Instead of 
1.00 0,00 the hospital) over a period of several 
1,00 0,00 complaining of chills and night sw®®Vk4i.l!!j5 
2.00 1.41 medic did not take a pe»‘sonal/med1cal history 
1.33 0.94 and advised him that It was just a cold and to 

take aspirin. The soldier went to the hospital, 
i^ere he was diagnosed wUh malaria as a result 
of his recent return from a malaria area. 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.43 
2 1.00 0.00 
3 1.67 0.47 
9 1.56 0.50 

N H S 
2 5.50 1.50 
3 4.67 2.05 
2 4.50 0.50 
9 5.22 1.62 

N H S 
5 1.60 0.49 
2 3.00 2.00 
9 2.67 1.76 

H M S 
5 1.20 0.40 
2 1.50 0.50 
9 1.67 0.82 

40. This 180 came upon a woman with a severe 
laceration to her left arm at the site of a 
multiple auto accident. This 180 put a 
tourniquet above and below the Injury site, thus 
applying a pressure dressing. The woman had a 
loss of circulation In the distal extremity and 
had to have more extensive repair than would 
otherwise have been necessary. 

83. During a training exercise, some Indigenous 
and SF soldiers had been drinking heavily one 
night. Early the next morning, one Thai soldier 
began vomiting blood and became “jconsclous. 
The Thai soldiers woke this 18D; he treated the 
soldier and evacuated him to a^hospltal. The 
soldier was returned to duty three days later 
with no performance restrictions. 

136. During a weekend of skydiving, a soldier 
ran Into a wind sock on the DZ. This team medic 
conducted a manipulation exam, gave him Motrin, 
end told him to get an X-ray l«er In the w^. 
Three weeks later the soldier had 50cc of blood 
extracted and the X-ray showed a fracture of the 
tibia plateau. The soldier was placed In a 
brace for three weeks, with the possibility of 
surgery. 

125. An SF soldier had gotten an object stuck In 
his ear during a field training «;«^Jse. This 
medic tried to pull the object out, ajtoough he 
lacked the proper medical tools and adequate 
light to perform the task. This medic 
Inadvertently pushed the object Torther Into the 
ear. The soldier was in more paIn the 
object caused more damage: he had to be treateo 
by doctors at the hospital. 

Dim N 
0* 30 3 
X 20 2 
Y* 30 3 
All 10 

H S 32. An OOA was conducting pre-scuba training. 
During an exercise a soldier cai __came to the surface 

also o!50 breathing very rapidly and was Drought to this 
4.00 1.63 junior 160. This 18D tried to calm the wtUnt 
3.70 1.95 By placing him on oxygen. The patient bwame 

disoriented and had Ungling jn his hands: a 
senior 18D came and took the hyperventilating 
patient off the oxygen. 
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RetrtnjlatiorListing'of’incidentrfOT'oiBension Yi (Problem name - 18db) 

All 
9 3.11 1.59 

Y* 89 
All 

Y* 89 
All 

Y* 89 
All 

Dim % 
Y* 67 

BB 33 
All 

Dim Jf 
Y* 67 

BB 22 
All 

3 i ;S9 iharScSligJrhrj^rsiflbcd rbSut'ten times the 
?2?SderaosaaS. The wught the 
mistake before the drug 
counseled this 180 and advised him to use a drug 

N M S 147. This 180 was in charge of administering the 
A 9 DO 1 22 anesthesia (IV) to a patient. 
9 2:56 liss hdSfn'irajeJ-Mr^^ 

bagged for an hour. 

N H s 123. This senior medic vforking in the battalion 
8 1.75 1.09 surgeon*s office was u^thnut 
9 2 22 1 69 linnunlzatlons. He gave Immunizations without 
9 Z.ZZ 1.W SiSg either expWlon bates or the shelf 

life of the medicines. Several Individuals In 
the battalion became very sick. 

M M S 131. This medic was treating a child who had 
8 2.38 1.41 multiple cuts from a boQ attack. The chll^ was 
9 2 22 1*40 scared and screaming while the medic attempted 9 z.zz uw scarea^on inlected too much 

local anesthesia. Although the child was 
monitored and nothing serious happened, the 
Injection was potentially toxic, 

N M S 94. A small child came Into the clinic with 
A A A3 0 37 resolratory distress. This 18D weighed the 
3 6!67 0*.47 ch1?d, calculated The dosage, and Jiluted the 
9 6 78 0.42 medications to be administered to the child. 
^ ® ^ The child was medicated properly and was brought 

out of respiratory distress. 

N H 5 119. During a routine exercise a soldier was 
6 2 00 1.15 stung by a bee. The man was 
2 2.50 0.50 stings. ThlsJF_red1c 
i ills IIXS b« stlnr^it rniteid of a es'ser 

amount. The man had difficulty breathing and 

Dim J 
0* 30 
X 20 
Y* 30 
All 

Dim % 
I* 25 
K* 25 
Y* 25 
All 

Dim H 
X* 56 
Y 22 
All 

Dim H 
X 22 
Y 22 
Z* 33 
All 

N M S 32. An OOA was conducting pre-scute training. 
3 4.00 1.63 During an exercise a soldier came to the surface 
2 2.50 0.50 breathing very rapidly and was brought to this 
3 4.00 1.63 junior iSD. This 18D tried to calm the patient 

10 3.70 1.95 by placing him on oxygen. The patient becam** )y placing him on oxygen. The patient became 
jlsoriented and had tingling In his hands: a 
senior 180 came and took the hyperventilating 
disoriented and had tin 
senior 180 came and too 
patient off the oxygen. 

74, The team deployed N H ^ 74. The team deployed to a malaria endemic 
2 7.00 0.00 area. Anti-malariai medication was available 
2 6.00 1.00 that had unpleasant side-effects that >“20 the 
2 7.00 0.00 team not want to take the medication. This 180 
8 6,75 0.66 took the medication himself and physically 

observed the other team members take It to 
ensure compliance. The team me^rs took the 
medication that had been prescribed for them. 

N H S 153. While on an XONUS mission to Africa, a 
5 1,60 0.49 detachment member suffered from »«vere 
2 3.00 0,00 diarrhea. This 18D gave him an «”y*>t111tY 
9 2.56 1.71 medication to stop the diarrhea. The patient 

really had amebiasis? the amoeba invaded the 
mucosa and caused diverticulitis which greatly 
prolonged the recovery period. 

H H S 60, A soldier went to this SF medic (Instead of 
2 1.00 0.00 the hospital) over a period of several bbys 
2 1.00 0,00 complaining of chills and night 
3 2.00 1.41 medic did not take a PJ^sonaymedlcal history 
9 1.33 0.94 and advised him that It was just ® 

take aspirin. The soldier went to the hospital, 
where he was diagnosed with malaria as a result 
of h1s recent return from a malaria area. 

amount, me man nao om n-uiv/ ... 
Chest pain from too "wch epinephrine: an excess 
of this could have caused a heart attack. 

01m % 
Y* 67 
All 

Dim % 
X 30 
Y* 60 
All 

Dim \ 
E 33 
Y* 44 
All 

N H S 86. An l8-year-old patient was stung by a bee 
6 1 67 0.94 and In respiratory distress. 180 started 
9 2!33 l.H an IV Antecubital and started to 9lve him 1ml of 
» Y.iAAn CMinanhftifui throuflh an IV route. When ^ ! l5oo EpInS h^iw thrSigh aii V ?6Gte. When 

told by a second 18D that the dose and dilution 
were wrong, this 18D couldn’t teraember how to 
Slculate the new dose. The second 18D had to 
give the correct dosage. 

N H S 35. This 18D was XONUS at an Isolated site 
3 1.67 0,47 with no other medical support 
6 2.17 2.19 used the wrong treatment on a fj^bler with 

ID 1 90 1.76 cellulitis of the lower leg. The soldier became 
septic, was hospitalized for three weeks, and 
almost lost his leg. 

N H S 111. On a mission in Africa, the Pbarracy 
3 A 33 0 94 exhausted its supply of human worm medicine but 
4 e’.so olo nil! ted a case of veterinary worm wdicine. 
Q A 44 0 68 This senior 180 purchased a mortar and pestle, 
9 6.44 0.68 SJ°{he meSicatlon, broke down the dosage, 

put It In powdered milk, and used It the 
personnel.^he animal medication was adapted to 
personnel In sufficient supply to complete the 
mission. 

^ k N H S 68. This 180 was admlnlsterlng^an Inhalation 
^ Y* 38 3 1 67 0.94 anesthesia. He did not check the patient s I if illoooloo vltil Sion, .very five ■mum. Tlie patient 
rc 25 2 1.00 0.00 went Into cardiac arrest? this 18D began CPR but 

All B 1*25 0.66 the patient still died. 

» N H S 61. This 18D was providing medical training on 
56 5 2 40 1.50 lab animals to other medics. An experimental 

Y 33 3 1 33 0 47 anesthesia was to be used, but no doctor was 
All 9 1 89 1 29 avanable for support. This 180 was not 
All 9 1.B9 familiar with the drug but used it anyway. The 

lab animal being used died from an overdose. 

% N H S 59. The leader of a team participating in a 
44 4 7.00 0.00 joint exercise In Thailand had complained of . 

Y ^ 3 6 67 0.47 stomach pain and diarrhea for five days. This 
Q 6 89 0 31 18D examined him, took a medical history. All 9 6.89 0.31 amoebic dysentery re^je, 

and treated him with fnedlcatlons. The commander 
recovered fully? confidence in the 180 was 
established. 
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Retranslatlon^Llstlng of incidents for Dimension Z: (Problem name I8db) 

Dim % 
Z* 78 
All 

Dim % 
0 22 
Z* 67 
All 

Dim % 
X 22 
Y 22 
2^ 33 
All 

Din % 
Y* 38 

CC 25 
All 

N H S 
7 2.29 0.88 
9 2.22 0.92 

N H S 
2 7.00 0.00 
6 5.83 1.07 
9 6.11 0.99 

N M S 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 1.00 O.CO 
3 2.00 1.41 
9 1.33 0.94 

N H S 
3 1.67 0.94 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 1.25 0.66 

126. A patient was receiving care for an 
inlury. This nedic did not document his 
treatnents. At a 1«er Jlje-•'*“ 
to be delayed In order to determine the 
patient's history. 

112. A soldier complained to a medic 
rontractlno frostbite In Louisiana, where It had 
not^been below 32 degrees 
vear. This medic performed a complete medical 
chKk and wrote up^he records. The soldier was 
sent back to duty. 

60. A soldier went to this SF 

W.ss'W5ii=«»S<!iS; 
take asDirIn. The soldier went to the hospital, 
where he was diagnosed with malaria as a result 
of his recent return from a malaria area. 

68. This 180 was «<to1;1ster1nQ an Inhalation 
anesthesia. He did not check ^he patient s 
vital signs every five PJ^cpr but went into cardiac arrest; this 180 began cpk out 
the patient still died. 

Dim % 
E 22 

AA* 67 
All 

Dim H 
I 33 

AA* 56 
All 

H S 
7.00 0.00 
5.17 2.61 
5.78 2.30 

Retranslatioii'Listing’orineidents for Dimension AA: (Problem name - IBdb) 

133. This 180 Observed that the HH battalion had 
no procedures for field sanitation for 600 In a 
field perimeter, and oyer 30% had dysentery 
symptoms. This 180 POlply suggested field 
sanitation, latrine, and wash facilities to the 
HN adjutant, then obtained materials and 
supervised team members and HN soldiers In 
building field showers, wash basins, and latrine 
facilities. The dysentery cases dropped off to 
less than 10% battalion-wide. 

90. An SF company was deployed In a countn; 
overseas where no US support facilities were 
present other than the US Em^ssy and 
Consulate. The company's 180 established an aid 
station to provide a cororehenslye sick Mil and 
initial emergency medicine capability. The 
other company soldiers were confident that If 
they were sick or Injured, there 
adequate facility to which they could be taken. 

N M S 
3 5.33 1.70 
5 6.80 0.40 
9 6.33 1.25 

Dim % 
A 22 
G 22 

AA* 44 
All 

Dim % 
F 25 

AA* 38 
All 

Dim % 
AA* 36 

All 

M M S 37. During an OCONUStedIcal HCA mission, this 
2 6.50 0.50 180 planned Ininunizatlon. sanitation, and 
2 6.50 0:50 hygiene programs. This IsO gave . 
4 5.50 2.60 w selected host country civilian persoi^l. and 
9 6.11 1.85 gave classes In general sanitation and ^rsonal 
9 o.u selected civilian cowunit es. TJe 

national government got help with bhelr programs 
and the community became more aware of diseases 
related to poor sanitation and personal 
hygiene. 

N H S 
2 1.00 0.00 
3 2.00 0,82 
8 1.75 0.83 

N M 
4 6.25 0.83 

11 6.64 0.64 

01m % 
C* 33 

AA* 33 
All 

Dim % 
F* 50 

AA 25 
All 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
3 6.33 0.94 
9 6.67 0.67 

N M S 
4 1.25 0.43 
2 1.50 0.50 
8 1.25 0.43 

75. A team was deployed to The Carlbtean 
Islands. This junior medic walked barefoot and 
ate local foods not cooked coTOleteW. |te 
contracted schistosomiasis and was douMed up 
with cramps and diarrhea. The senior medic had 
to treat him with drugs. 

5. This senior 180 was sent « “Jof SF 
training camp to serve as a medical supervisor. 
Three subordinate medic fJoTs were not assigned 
due to shortages. This 
requirements, planned for the and 
ordered the \og1st1cal base. »*S«l“ejTed and 
received the budget, and he«peb ajTjMIsh the 
evacuation net. The camp had a system oj 
medical care and evacuation for all SF students 
In the field. 

148. During an overseas deployront, all torlcan 
soldiers were required to eat In a foreign 
dinino fAclUtv. This 180 and preventative 
medicine NCO went to the dinina facility for an 
Inspection. This 180 was constructive in 
assisting the natives with Increasing the 
standards of the sanitation but did so without 
making comments that would offend them. The 
standards markedly increased and IntestiMl 
disease incidence remained at a very minimum. 

66. The company 5®?loyed to the fiddle East and 
all medics were advised to treat the water. 
This senior medic did not test or treat the 
water based on the word from the host country 
that the water was 100% potable. 

ZXi: S?2v?n?l“nS the 
host country. When tested, the water was found 
to be contaminated with bacteria. 
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ietranslatlon LIstingV Incldents’for Oloenslon BB: (Problem name - 18db) 

N M S 58. This 180 was covering HAIO school jumps. 
8 6.88 0.33 There was a m1d-a1r entanglement that caused two 
9 6.89 0.31 jumpers to fall 200 feet. Th s 18D recovered, 

treated, and talked to the soldiers while he 
treated them. Later, doctors said that the 
treatment saved their lives. he would 
have died if the 180 had not talked to him. and 
the 180 was recoi»ended for a soldier s medal. 

Dim \ 
BB* 89 

All 

Dim ^ 
BB* 89 

All 

N H S 107. During an OCONUS training exercise, two SF 
8 2.88 1.36 soldiers had been stabbed, one In the leo and 
9 2.89 1.29 one In the neck. This 180 stopped the bleeding 

and dressed the leg wound. For the neck wound, 
he initiated IVs and applied a dressing without 
ascertaining Internal bleeding, taking a blood 
pressure reading. The soldier with the leg 
wound was evacuated and lived; the one with the 
neck wound died within four hours. 

Dim % N H S 28. A soldier driving a vehicle had rolled It 
BB* 64 7 6.29 0.70 over and the steering wheel had crushed his 

All II 6.55 0.66 chest. An SF medic used available materials to 
treat this chest trauma casualty; he placed a 
chest tube and one way valve using a regular 
pipe and a finger cut from a rubber glove. The 
Injured soldier survived and fully recovered. 

Dim ^ N M S 30. This 180 was driving down the freeway with 
BB* 64 7 6.71 0.45 his family, saw smoke up ahead, and then a car 

All 11 6.64 0.64 on the side of the road In flames. This 180 
stopped, got his aid bag. dragged the 
unconscbus victim from the car. and gave him 
medical care until an ambulance came. The 
victim lived. 

Ola % NH S 6. A man went Into cardiac arrest while on a 
0 36 4 6.75 0.43 helicopter. This 180 worked In a tight, awkward 

BB* 55 6 7,00 0.00 position to perform CPR on the patient while the 
All 11 6.91 0.29 helicopter was In motion. The Ban*s vital signs 

were restored. 

Dim \ 
BB* 89 

All 

01m % 
BB* 78 

All 

Dim S 
BB* 78 

All 

Dim % 
BB* 75 

All 

Dim If 
BB* 73 

All 

Din % 
BB* 70 

All 

Dim % 
0 33 

BB* 67 
All 

Dim % 
0 22 

BB* 67 
All 

H M S 115. A medic cane upon an accident scene. A 
8 6.25 1.30 person was lying In the road covered by coats. 
9 6.33 1.25 with his leg (severed below the knee) In his 

view. This medic picked up the severed leg and 
put It out of sight of the patient. This 
reduced the patient's anxiety. 

H H S 113. A small airplane landed at an airfield and 
7 7.00 0.00 a woman got out and walked Into the propeller. 
9 7.00 0.00 Her entire chest area and side of her head were 

cracked open; she was losing blood fast. This 
medic stopped the other medical personnel at the 
scene from throwing her In an ambulance and 
rushing her to the hospital. He applied 
Immediate first aid and stopped some of the 
bleeding before transporting her. Her life was 
saved; she would have bled to death without 
Inwedlate treatment. 

N H S 137. During a deployment to the Caribbean, this 
7 6.43 1.05 180 walked by and noticed a man that had been 
9 6.56 0.96 robbed and stabbed through the lung. He 

retrieved his medical equipment from the base 
camp, placed an occlusive dressing to the 
puncture wound, started on I.V.. and arranged 
for transportation. The man was taken to the 
local hospital and then released. 

N H S 89. This ISO was attending a Christmas party 
6 6.83 0.37 off post at a restaurant when a team member told 
6 6.88 0.33 him that a man was dying In the restroom. This 

180 ran to the restroom and found an elderly man 
apparently suffering a heart attack; he began 
CPR and mouth-to-mouth, and revived the man. 
The civilian paramedics took the man to the 
hospital and the 180 received praise for his 
efforts. 

N M S 21. A man arrived at the clinic with extremely 
8 6.38 0.99 severe respiratory distress. He was very 

11 6.45 0.89 anxious due to hypoxia, making It impossible to 
get a physical exam done. This 180 prepared for 
the possibility that the iwn might stop 
breathing and assembled all the equipment he 
might need. When the patient needed It. this 
180 was able to calmly Insert an £T tube and 
begin artificial respiration on the patient. 

H M S 34. During waterborne operations with a NATO 
7 5.29 0.88 country, an SF soldier was severely injured 

10 5.00 1.55 while dWing., The host nation was not Prepared 
to provide relief for the SF soldier. This 180 
took charge of the situation by providing first 
aid and directing the rescue and relief of the 
Injured diver, ihf diver died but the 180 
deronstrated his skill and training while 
working under stress. 

H H S 54. During an OOA's annual dive 
3 5.67 0.94 requallficatlon, a diver with minimal experience 
6 5.83 1.07 was on a 120-foot dive In a dark lake when he 
9 5.78 1.03 panicked. This 180, the Dive Medical Technician 

for the dive, saw the diver shoot to the surface 
at a very fast pace, grunt, lose consciousness, 
and begin to sink. This 180 grabbed him, pulled 
him Into the boat, and Initiated treatment for 
an unconscious diver. The diver regained 
consciousness. 

KM S 99. A soldier overheated during a physical 
2 1.00 0.00 performance event. This 180 told him to lay 
6 1.83 0.37 Sown In the back of the truck but did not take 
9 1,56 0.50 his temperature. The soldier's body temperature 

exceeded 108 degrees and he had to be 
hospitalized. 

Dim H 
BB* 55 
CC 36 

All 

Dim % 
E 25 

BB* 50 
All 

Dim H 
BB* 45 

All 

Dim \ 
0 22 

BB* 44 
All 

Dim \ 
0 33 

BB* 44 
All 

Dim H 
BB* 43 

All 

01m H 
0* 44 
X 22 

BB 33 
All 

Dim \ 
0* 33 

BB* 33 
All 

N H S 
6 6.33 1.11 
4 5.50 2.60 

11 5.62 1.90 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
4 6.75 0.43 
8 6.75 0.43 

N H S 
5 5.80 1.17 

11 5.91 1.00 

H S 
6.00 1.00 
7.00 0.00 
6.44 1.07 

H S 
7.00 0.00 
6.75 0.43 
6.89 0.31 

23. A patient sustained a gunshot wound to his 
thigh tnat shattered the femur. This 180 
performed prompt surgical treatment, which 
Included a complete amputation of the injured 
leg. The skin closure was skillful and neat, 
with no further harm to the patient. 

76. During a health civic action, this medic 
was to evaluate a child. He couldn't undersUnd 
the child and no translator was available. He 
completed a thorough physical exam, noting 
movements, reflexes, and facial expressions of 
the child. The medic made a correct diagnosis 
of appendicitis and was able to evacuate the 
child, thus saving her life. 

26. During hospital rotations, this 180 was on 
duty In the E.R. when a gunshot wound patient 
was admitted. Although he had never^before 
performed It on a female patient, this 180 
catheterIzed the patient without assistance. 
All treatment was done appropriately and the 
patient was resuscitated. 

48. When a company was conducting an airborne 
operation, one Individual landed in the trees 
and got a stick in his eye while still hanging 
from the tree. This 180 was notified and went 
to the casualty. This 180 calmed down the 
seml-shockcd patient, treated the Injury 
quickly, and evacuated the patient to the ER 
while reassuring him that he wouldn't lose the 
eye. The patient was treated with minimal 
injury to the eye. 

56. A patient was complaining of lethargy. 
This 180 performed a quick medical exam and 
Identified several signs of congestive heart 
failure that had not Been Identified by the 
doctor: shortness of breath, distended neck 
veins, pitting edema, and positional dyspnea. 
The patient wa - • 

N H S 
3 7.00 0.00 
7 6.71 0.45 

H S 
1.75 0.43 
1.00 0.00 
1.67 0.47 
1.56 0.50 

H S 
4.00 2.45 
5.67 0.47 
5.22 1.87 

was quickly hospitalized. 

65. During a dive operation off the North 
Atlantic coast line, a diver slipped and fell 
off the dock Into the Icy water^beforo he had 
put his regulator Into his mouth. This 180 
noticed the problem right away and Instructed 
someone to stick the regulator into his mouth. 
The diver Immediately calmed down; a 
near-drowning Incident was averted and the dive 
was continued. 

40. This 180 came upon a woman with a severe 
laceration to her left arm at the site of a 
multiple auto accident. This 180 put a 
tourniquet above and below the Injury site, thus 
applying a pressure dressing. The woman had a 
loss of circulation in the distal extremity and 
had to have more extensive repair than would 
otherwise have been necessary. 

143. This 180 was riding In a convoy wing 
through a village while deployed In Africa. A 
small child ran between two parked vehicles Into 
the road and was hit by the vehicle the medic 
was In. This medic assessed the child, 
determined she had a broken arm, and Informed 
the parents of the location of the nearest 
clinic. The child was treated successfully. 
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DIth % 
Y* 67 

BB 33 
All 

OlBl % 
0* 27 

BB* 27 
All 

Din \ 
0* 45 

BB 27 
All 

Oin H 
F 22 
N 22 
0* 33 

BB 22 
All 

N H S 
6 6.63 0.37 
3 6.67 0.47 
9 6.78 0.42 

N M S 
3 2.67 1.25 
3 3.33 1.70 

11 4.09 1.88 

N M S 
5 5.80 1.47 
3 6.67 0.47 

11 6.27 1.14 

94. A small child cane Into the clinic with 
respiratory distress. This 180 welQheJ The 
child, calculated the dosaoe, and luted the 
Dedications to be administered to the child. 
The child was medicated properly and was brought 
out of respiratory distress. 

7. A fifty-year-old male arrived at the clinic 
with a snakebite. He had placed huwn feces 
over the snake bite. This 180 was Initially 
confused, then he treated the patient while 
ignoring the feces and keeping J>e felt 
about the situation to himself. The patient 
survived. 

15. This 180 examined a female patient with 
extensive vaginal bleeding. He determined that 
the bleeding was uterine, packed the vagina with 
gauze, tamponauded the bleeding, and transported 
the patient to a nearby 0b/6yn doctor who was 
able to perform a O&C. The patient was fine and 
came back to thank the 180. 

H H S 
2 6.00 0.00 
2 5.50 0.50 
3 7.00 0.00 
2 6.00 0.00 
9 6.22 0.63 

51. A soldier injured his leg during an 
airborne operation in a location where 
evacuation to a hospital would take a lot of 
time. This medic looked at the closed fracture 
and evaluated the benefits of Immobilizing the 
leg vs. trying to set the bone prior to 
splinting the fracture. He decided to 
inaoblllze the leg and evalucate. The soldier 
had shattered the leg Into at least ten separate 
bone fragments, requiring surgery. 

Retran$Ut1on*Llst1ng of Incidents for Dimension CC: (Problem name • I8db) 

Dim % M H S 77. A student was Injured by some fragments 
X 38 3 4.33 0.47 from an explosive device. This 180 surgically 

not sterilize tn 

01b % 
X 38 

CC* 50 
All 

D1b \ 
BB* 55 
CC 36 

All 

Din \ 
F* 33 

CC* 33 
All 

Dim % 
F 22 
K 22 

CC* 33 
All 

N H S 77. A student was Injured by some fragments 
3 4.33 0.47 from an explosive device. This 180 surgically 
4 3.00 0.71 removed the fragments but did not sterilize the 
8 3.50 0.87 operative site. The patient developed a 

secondary Infection In the surgical site. 

N M S 23. A pai 
6 6.33 1.11 thigh thai 
4 5.50 2.60 performed 

11 5.82 1.90 Included i 

23. A patient sustained a gunshot wound to his 
thigh that shattered the femur. This 180 
performed prompt surgical treatment, which 
Included a complete amputation of the Injured 
leg. The skin closure was skillful and neat, 
with no further harm to the patient. 

N H S 154. This 180 was assisting a veterinarian In an 
3 1,33 0.47 operation on a horse. This 180 left the horse 
3 1.00 0.00 unattended for approximately 10 minutes. During 
9 1.33 0.67 this time, the horse stopped breathing and died? 

the U.S. government paid for the horse. 

N H S 139, One night 
2 1.00 0.00 hospital rotat 
2 1.00 0.00 stopped by the 
3 1.00 0.00 doctor was wor 
9 1,11 0,31 fractures. Wh 

ng the time this 180 was on 
he was out partying and 

stopped by the ER to meet some friends. The 
doctor was working on a trauma patient's leg 
fractures. When asked by the doctor (who didn t 
realize he was drunk) to assist In K-w1re 
insertion In the bones of the leg so that 
traction could be applied, this 180 said he 
would assist. This 180 didn't align the K-wIres 
properly and drilled two or three times to get 
the wires In straight. The patient was very 
traumatized. 

Din % 
F* 56 

BB 22 
All 

Dim % 
Y* 67 

BB 22 
All 

Din \ 
L* 33 
X 22 

6B 22 
All 

H H S 
5 1.00 0.00 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 1,67 1.89 

N H S 
6 2.00 1.15 
2 2.50 0.50 
9 2.33 1.15 

134. A soldier fell off a 75-foot tower and 
broke his back and right leg on Impact. This 
180 who was on-site had left the training 
facility with the ambulance to make a -soda 
run. The soldier laid on the ground untreated 
for over an hour until the 180 returned. 

119. During a routine exercise a soldier was 
stung by a bee. The man was allergic to bee 
stings. This SF medic gave the man three shots 
from the bee sting kit instead of a lesser 
amount. The man had difficulty breathing and 
chest pain from too much epinephrine; an excess 
of this could have caused a heart attack. 

N H S 47. An OCA was teaching basic rape1ling to a 
3 6.33 0.94 group of soldiers from «n artillery unit. 
2 7.00 0.00 During the training, iah 
2 7.00 0.00 ankle half way down a 75-foot rappel. This 180 
9 6,67 0.67 coordinated the Initial rescue by organizing 

personnel to prepare an IV and medications, 
constructed a Utter, and called for 
evacuation. The 180 then climbed down and 
stabilized the ankle, placed the patient on his 
back, and pulled him back up. The patient was 
treated and evacuated from a potentially 
dangerous situation with minimal discomfort and 
suffering. 

01m H 
0 22 
X* 44 

CC 33 
All 

OlB % 
Y* 38 
2 25 

CC 25 
All 

01m % 
F* 44 

CC 22 
All 

H H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
4 6.50 0.50 
3 7.00 0.00 
9 6.67 0.47 

N M S 
3 1.67 0.94 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 1.00 0.00 
8 1.25 0.66 

N H S 
4 2.00 1,22 
2 2.00 1.00 
9 1.89 0.99 

120. A roan reported to the ER complaining of a 
pain In his penis. This medic assessed the 
condition as paraphimosis (foreskin stuck behind 
head of penis), applied ice, started an IV, 
administered vallum and deinerol (as Instructed 
by the doctor), cleaned the area, and applied 
topical antibiotics. The patient was relieved 
of pain and was referred to surgery for 
circumcision. 

68. This 180 was administering an Inhalation 
anesthesia. He did not check the patient s 
vital signs every five minutes. The P«t1ent 
went Into cardiac arrest; this 180 began CPR but 
the patient still died. 

141. An 180 was In the team room with the 
engineer discussing a growth on the engineer s 
neck. The engineer put a lot of pressure on the 
medic to remove the growth. The medic went 
ahead and removed the growth, using equipment 
that was not sterile and improper suture 
material. The engineer has a large scar, and 
the 180 knew to not make that mistake again. 

01m S 
0* 67 

BB 22 
All 

N H S 144. While this 180 was at home, pe hysterical 
6 5.83 1.34 14-year-old son of his friend called the 180 to 
2 6.50 0.50 say he had been bitten by his pet rattlesnake. 
9 5,67 1.49 This 180 got the child’s mother to calm him down 

and wash the wound while he collected his gear 
and got to their house. He then put a 
restricting band on the child, observing there 
were actually bites on the palm and one finger. 
After two weeks In the hospital, the child was 
discharged, missing only the tip of one finger. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension HH: (Problem name • 18db) Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 00; (Problem name • 18db) 

Dim % 
DO* 100 

All 

N M S 121. A patient complained of malaria. This 
9 1.78 1.31 medic drew blood and prepared for the lab test. 
9 1.78 1.31 He looked at the slide and Incorrectly 

determined that malaria was not present. The 
patient was not treated for h1s condition. 

Din % N H S 92. This 18D saw a patient complaining of 
0 22 2 1.00 0.00 diarrhea. This 18D did not perform physical or 

OD* 56 5 1.00 0.00 laboratory tests. The patient almost died from 
All 9 1.22 0.42 appendicitis. 

Dim % N H S 102. A patient came to see this 18D for "lock 
X* 44 4 7.00 0.00 Itch." This 18D did a fungal scraping and 

00 33 3 6.00 0,82 correctly diagnosed tenia cruls. The patient 
All 9 6.67 0.67 was cured. 



Retransiat1oirListinQ*orinciaentrfor*oi»ens1on A: (Problem name • 18EA) 

nim N H S 11, This SF soldier was giving a class In cycle 
OR 19 i; o.fto of ooeratlons to a group of students. This SF Dim H 

A* 86 
All 

Dim 
A* 69 
All 

Dim % 
A* 64 

HH 29 
All 

DIB % 
A* 62 
H 23 
All 

Dim S 
A* 62 
All 

N H S 11. This SF soldier was Ojving a ciass .n 
12 5.83 0.80 of operations to a group students. This SF 
14 5.86 0.83 soldier gathered training aids to help with his 

class and related the cycle of 
everyday actions. The soldiers had a Qooc 
workIng^knowledge of the cycle of operations. 

11 M s 01 This 18E was teach a class on the PRC 104, 
0 2 22 1 93 This 18E did not acquire all the materials 
n 254 1 91 needed for the class. This 18E also did not 

develop a full understanding of the 5? 
was to teach. The class did not go well and the 
students did not learn the material they were 
supposed to learn, 

u e 4, During a battalion traIn-up, 
9 5.89 0.74 required to teach ewrgency crwtographlc 
4 6.75 0.43 systems. This 18E developed his owj 

14 6.21 0.77 made simplistic charts for 
entire battalion was trained on the systems, 
thereby enhancing Its capabilities. 

N H S 84. An 18E was to alve a class on comouting and 
8 1.75 1.30 applying time zone indicators. 
3 1 33 0.47 allotted tine of one hour, was not ohle to 

13 1*69 1.07 correctly teach the students on the subject 
u 1.05# i.u/ presenting the material 

and was not prepared. This 18E was "joved from 
his teachIng^posItIon and not allowed to lead or 
supervise students, 

N M S 99. An 18E was tasked to train his team on the 
8 6 50 0.71 procedures to determine the proper 120 group 

13 6:62 8:62 ?all-up. This 18E thorouahlv reviewed fhe 
procedures, drew up simplistic charts to aid his 
Ein and presented^he information accurately 
without any undue Information. He also 
conducted classroom exercises, pd field , 
Sercises with another post. The team was fully 
trained on 120 group call-up, sending and 
receiving burst transmissions, and antenna 
construction. 

DIb % 
A* 54 
All 

Dim % 
A* 50 
D 33 
All 

7 6.00 0,76 
J 6.23 0.B0 wa, 

variety of training aids such as practice 
sheets, butcher blocks, and several types of 
eaeraency crypto systems that were very easy to 
remember. Tne Instructions were clear, easy to 
understand, and effective. This 18E effectively 
cross-trained the entire detachment in several 
types of emergency crypto. 

N H S 98. An 18E was responsible for teaching basic 
A 1 no 1 63 antenna theory to a host country. While 
4 2:25 o:83 teaching classes his fjansltlon was Inconsistent 

12 2.58 1.38 and out of sequence. As a Jesuit, the host 
nation students became frustrated and 
Inattentive. 

Dim % N H S 
A* 38 5 5.40 1.02 
G 23 3 4.33 0.47 
All 13 4.B5 1,41 

Dim % 
A 36 

GG* 43 
All 

01m % 
A 21 
j* 50 
All 

5 1.60 0.80 
6 1.50 0.76 

14 1,57 0,82 

N M S, 
3 2.67 0.47 
7 2.57 1.99 

14 2.43 1.50 

51. Isolation was being conducted for a 
mission. This SF officer assigned team members 
staff tasks that were oi^slde their area of 
expertise. The team members were forced to see 
mission planning from a different angle. 

13. An IBE was suPE?sed to give a block of 
Instruction on the iSEC KY 57. This 
know how to operate this Pjece Jf coTOnIcatlons 
equipment. He could not give this block of 
instruction and had to be retrained. 

5. An SF soldier was required to give a slide 
presentation to a senior officer. This soldier 
did rot check the slides prior to the briefing 
and the spelling was grossly Incorrect. Before 
the presentation, this Individual told some 
crude jokes. The senior officer made several 
coiments on the misspelled words and the whole 
presentation made all Involved look less than 
professional. 



Rrtranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olnenslon Bs (Problem name - 18EA) 

Oin % N H S 86. While deployed 1" « 
B* 82 9 1.89 1.20 SF soldier went out drinking. This SF soldier 
All 11 2,00 1.28 oot Into a fight with a local civilian. This 

caused tension betwean SF and the local populace. 

Dim % 
B* 69 
All 

M H S 27. A US OOA and a host nation OOA tJoToed *nd 
9 2.11 1.97 executed a night live fire raid. A host nation 

13 2,69 2.01 soldier and a US soldier who had become friends 
both performed the raid in 
manner. The host nation soldier had limited 
capability in English. This SF NCO put his arm 
around his host nation friend and said you are 
one bad B..f.." The host nation soldier ... 
understood the words but w^.^he context and had 
to be physically restrained by his team leader. 
Rapport was permanently, negatively affected 
with the host nation OOA. 

3 6.33 0.94 the Haitian refugees. The Haitians did not like 
6 6,17 0.37 1t when the soldWs spoke French because it was 

13 6.31 0.72 the language used by the government officials. 
Within one week, this Special Forces soldier 
learned French Creole, which was spoken by the 
Haitians. This assisted in much smoother 
operations and Improved morale among the 
Haitians. 

01m % 
B* 64 
C 36 
All 

Dim % 
B* 62 
C 23 
All 

Dim % 
B* 62 
All 

N H S 
9 1.89 1.29 
5 2.60 1.02 

16. A detachment was deployed to Korea to 
provide a support element for a Joint U.S. and 
Korean exercise. When the convoy arrived at Its 

■ SF soldier could not locate 
5 2!60 i!02 Korean exercise. When the 
u 2 14 1-25 destination, this SF soldier could not locate 

his baggage. This SF soldier became irate and 
Knrean nrivate driver. The Korean 

ms Dfluuaae. iiii» — 
yelled'^at'^the Korean private driver. The Korean 
NCO repeatedly struck the private for his 
mistake even though Uie baggage wj* 
located. The other drivers saw that the bag was 
recovered and, seeing no apology from the SF 
soldier, lost a lot of respect for the U.S. 
forces. 

N H S 50. This 180, who was in Pakistan, knew the 
a 5.38 0,86 Pashtu language and owned some of the regional 
3 6.00 1.41 clothes. He was Invited to dinner at an Afghan 

13 5 38 1,21 Instructor's house. This 18D '^OTe the local 

as was the custom, A visitIno Pakistani 
neighbor mistook him for an Afghan because he 
was not able to fit in so well. 

N H S 116. While in Saudi Arabia, a host country 
8 1 88 1.05 soldier had said that he was e rappel master but 

13 2.38 1.64 then fell while repelling. This 1§D made fun of 
the soldier. When it was <ll4covered that the 
soldier had broken his arm, the 180 took him to 
the local hospital to set and cast the arm; he 
still lost rapport with the host country because 
he had made fun of the soldier. 

Dim % 
B* 50 
H 42 
All 

N N S 97. The team was training African host nation 
6 1.67 0.75 forces in light infantry tactics, fhe live fire 
5 ^40 2.33 range was covered with dud mortar rounds. The 

12 2.00 1.63 SF team marked the dud rounds and instructed the 
indigenous forces not to touch them. This SF 
soldW decided he would like to keep an inert 
120nn mortar for a door stop and took one back 
to his tent. The indigenous forces saw the 
soldier take the mortar and reported him to 
their colonel. The soldier was counseled on 
safety and had to make a personal apology to the 
host nation troops. 

Dim % 
B 46 
C* 54 
All 

Dim % 
B 42 
C* -50 
All 

N H S 60. An SF company was trying to get its 
6 2.50 0,96 equipment cleared through a foreign country s 
7 1.71 1,39 customs that was very restrictive. This SF 

13 2.08 1.27 soldier, who did not know «nyfhina about the 
rustoms orocess. became very insulting and lo 

Demo impounueu, me 
away and had to be bribed just to return. 

N M S 102. While In a host country training indigenous 
5 4.20 1.94 soldier*. »n HCO picked up an u5|J|P«J2!j!!2 ... 
6 6.00 0.82 weapon belonging to an Arab. After making his 

12 4.92 1.85 point, the NCO wouldn't i*eturn the wapon, 
creating a tense situation. 
this situation, intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs it was just a 
drill and started telling jokes in one of the 
region's languages. The situation was diffused 
in a natter of seconds. 

Dim % 
B 31 
N* 46 
All 

N S no. Classes were being given to Kenyan soldiers 
4 5.50 1.50 on field expedient shelters. It was a fji^est 
6 6.00 0.82 environment with a great deal of rain. As night 

13 5,77 1.37 fell, the Kenyans refused to sleep in the ij □,// leader questioned the 
senior Kenyan NCO who showed him a nearby path 
created the previous night by elephants. The SF 
leader noted the large uprooted trees and 
crushed vegetation and had the SF personnel move 
out of the shelters also. Everyone was safe. 

42. The Special Forces unit was sent to assist 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension C; (Problem name ■ 18EA) 

Dim % N M S 105. While deployed In Africa, an 18C was In an 
C* 62 8 6.13 1.05 NCO club drinking beer with j!;«*1fienous NCOS. 
All 13 5.46 1.55 This 18C was accosted by another scaler who was 

drunk and belligerent. This 
disengaged himself and reported the incident. 
The drunk soldier was counseled. 

Dim % 
B 46 
C* 54 
All 

Din \ 
B 42 
C* 50 
All 

N H S 60. An SF company was trylno to get Its 
6 2.50 0.96 equipment cleared through a foreign country s 
7 1.71 1.39 customs that was very restrictive. This SF 

13 2.08 1.27 soldier, who did not know anythino about the 
customs process, became very Insulting and loud 
when he realized that some of the coulpment was 
being Impounded. The customs officials walked 
away and had to be bribed Just to return. 

N H S 102. While In a host country training Indigenous 
5 4.20 1.94 soldiers, an NCO picked up an his 
6 6.00 0.82 weapon belonging to an Arab. After making ms 

12 4.92 1.85 point, the JjCO wouldn't return the weapon. 
creating a tense situation. This SF soldier saw 
this situation, Intervened and told the first 
NCO that he could destroy the team's credibility 
(without causing him to lose face with the 
Arabs). He also told the Arabs it was Just a 
drill and started telling Jokes in one of the 
region's languages. The situation was diffused 
In a matter of seconds. 

Dim % 
B* 64 
C 36 
All 

N H S 16. A detachment was deployed to Korea to 
9 1.89 1.29 provide a support element for a joint U.5. and 
5 2.60 1.02 Korean exercise. When the convoy arrived at its 

14 2.14 1.25 destination, this SF soldier could not locate 
his baggage. This SF soldier became irate and 
yelled at the Korean private driver. The Korean 
NCO repeatedly struck the private for his 
mistake even though the baggage was later 
located. The other drivers saw that the bag was 
recovered and, seeing no apology from the SF 
soldier, lost a lot of respect for the U.S. 
forces. 

N M S 50. This 18D, who was In Pakistan, knew the 
8 5.38 0.86 Pashtu language and owned some of the regional 
3 6.00 1.41 clothes. He was Invited to dinner at an Afahan 

13 5.38 1.21 Instructor's house. This ISD.wore the local 
garb and sat on the floor eating with his hands, 
as was the custom. A visiting Pakistani 
neighbor mistook him for an Afghan because he 
was not able to fit In so well. 

Joint U.S. and iroviue 0 support cicwcnt lui u jw 
Corean exercise. When the convoy arrived at its 
iestinatlon. this SF soldier could not locate. 

Dim % 
8* 62 
C 23 
All 



Retmslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olinenslon D; (Problew name • 18EA) 

niffl it N H S 87. The team was conducting training overseas 
^ 0* 82 9 6.11 0.87 with translators PTOVided by the host nation. 

All 11 5.91 0.90 One day there was a substitute ^or the usual 
translator and this team member, who spoke the 
Unguage. noticed that the nw interpreter was 
not^accurately translating the class. This team 
member notified the team sergeant and then 
rep^ced the translator. The course continued 
on schedule with Its content translated 
correctly. 

Dim % 
D* 77 
All 

N H S 58. A detachment was on a deployment In Iraq. 
10 6 40 0.80 This SF soldier picked up a 300-400 vwrd 
13 5*85 1.46 vocabulary of Iraqi Kurdish within three weeks. 
13 5.8 soldier could coomunlcate with camp 

refugees. 

Dim % 
0* 62 
All 

Dim % 
B 23 
0* 46 
All 

N H S 108. A team was extremely well trained and 
8 6.13 1.27 prepared 1n all areas but that .1®nguage 

13 5 77 1 25 pronclency. This team leader ordered that only 13 5.77 i.Zb gjontiency.^ be spoken during the wrkday among 
team members. This team leader made a game out 
of it. making anyone who was caught speaking 
English do push-ups. The team greatly Increased 
its capabllW to connunlcate In conversational 
Spanish. 

N H S 42. The Special Forces unit was sent to assist 
3 6.33 0.94 the Haitian refugees. The Haitians did not like 
6 6,17 0.37 It when the soldiers spoke French because It was 

13 6.31 0.72 the language used by the government off 1cla Is. 
Within one week, this Special ^otces soldier 
learned French Creole, which was spoken by the 
Haitians. This assisted In much smoother 
operations and Improved morale among the 
Haitians. 

nin % N H S 98. An 18E was responsible for teaching basic 
^ A* *;o 6 3 00 1.63 antenna theory to a host country. While 

D 33 4 2!25 0.83 teaching classes his Transition was inconsistent 
All 12 2.58 1.38 and out of sequence. As a result, the host 
^ nation students became frustrated and 

Inattentive. 

Dim % 
D 23 
J* 31 
All 

N H S 118, An OOA was deployed to a third world 
3 5.33 0.47 country where English was not spoken. . . 
4 5.25 1.79 interpreters were available. This 18E initiated 

13 5,46 1.28 the use of Q and Z signals with the 
coBiBunlcatlon specialist from the host nation 
army. The team was able to train and 
coBBunlcate with the host nation army. 



Retraiislatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension E: (Problem name - 18EA) 

k N H S 15. Contact had to be made with range control 
^ E* 71 10 6.10 0.83 to open a drop zone, located on the far edge of 

All 14 6.21 0.86 the ^st. A 292 antenna group had 
but a communications path was oot established. 
This cowBunlcatlons chief directed two soldiers 
In the construction of a ^’expedient 
vertical half-rhombic antenna, j^jchlng It to 
the 292 antenna mast using old wire found on the 
DZ. A strong communications path was 
established with range control. 

Dim \ 
E* 64 
J 27 
All 

01n % 
E* 57 
0 21 

GG 21 
All 

01m % 
E* 54 

EE 23 
All 

01a k 
E* 54 
All 

Dim % 
E* 50 
J* 50 
All 

Dim \ 
E* 46 

GG 31 
All 

Dim % 
E* 43 

GG* 43 
All 

Dim % 
E* 38 
J 23 
P 31 
All 

Dim k 
E* 38 
All 

N H S 85. An 18E on deployment to Thailand occupying 
7 6.14 0.64 the billets, noticed the 
3 5.67 1.89 the fans were not running. 

11 5.64 1.61 his assigned tasks, on his own ®ccord, this 18E 
Investigated the problem and rewired the 
billets. There was electricity for the lights 
and fans. 

N H S 7. During a mission 
8 5.38 1.32 coBiainlcatlons between the ^art and 
3 6.33 0.94 United States, an o" SJj SJShihiiltv 
3 6,67 0.47 long- range HP conwnlcatlons. The probMlnty 

14 5.86 1.25 of making connunicatlons were low with small 
windows of opportunity. This 18E designed and 
constructed field expedient dptchnas such as 
arrays and log period basically with a bunch of 
wlre^that would^typlcally take a 
up. The group was able to connunicate using 
voice a few tines. 

N H S 33. After the team lumped Into PSC-7 
7 6.43 1.05 was damaged and would work only intermittently. 
3 6.67 0.47 This senior coibdo sergeant took apart the face 

13 6 62 0.84 plate to try to determine If there was an 
obvious deficiency. He ^onnd a broken contact 
pin on the power switch and bridged the gap 
with some tin foil. The fix (though 
unauthorized) allowed the team to maKe satellite 
coDBunlcatlon. 

N H S 80. The detachment was deployed to a forward 
7 6.71 0,70 site OCONUS and was required to Jjainjaln 

13 6 23 1.31 coniBunlcatlon with headquarters by SATCOM. 
During Infiltration, the antenna was broken. 
This 18E built a replacement antenna out of two 
broomsticks and some house wire. SATCOM 
copnunicatlons was established with headquarters. 

N H S 6. This detachment member realized the need to 
7 6 57 0.49 conduct vehicle modifications. The ^tachment 
7 6!43 0.73 member applied his welding background and welded 

14 6.50 0.63 all necessary parts to the vehicles without 
having been directed to do so. The detachment 
was able to mount crew-served weapons systems on 
its vehicles, thus enhancing Its combat 
capabilities. 

N M S 94. An 18E was on a field training exercise. 
fi 17 1 07 He was reoulred to make commo but found that the 

4 1:00 Un Sntenna wSs broken. This 18E figured out the 
13 5 77 1.42 antenna length and used a barbed wire fence to 

make conno over a 1000 mile distance. Thus, 
commo was maintained. 

N H 
6 5.67 0.75 
6 6.00 1.00 

14 5.93 0.88 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 5.50 1.12 

13 5.77 0.97 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.89 

13 4.85 2.07 

1. An 18E wanted a light, portable, hendheld 
syste* In lower VHF renge to coranunlcate with 
O.P. over 20 miles away. While at his 
checkpoint, this 292 and Installed 
an antenna on the PRC-126 O-P- 
followed his Initiative, uslno KL-43C Tor secure 
device end contact was established. 
Consunlcatlons were maintained night and day in 
a secure manner. 

46. This warrant officer was trying to plan 
training concepts while remaining under a 
specific budgeted amount. This warrant officer 
used creativity and Innovation to plan a full 
week of training and still stay under the 
budget. The mission was complete. 

83. A detachment was operating in a remote 
location in South East Asia JSithe length of 
operation was extended. An AN/PRC-70 was being 
carried and tha 18E had Issued an extra 70 
rechargeable batteries to team members to 
carry. The detachment had urgent intelligence 
pass approximately 12 days Into the operation. 
The batteries were brought out. but all were 
dead and the only^recharge available was solar. 
This 18E used a phone with alligator clips that 
he always carried, found a phone line 
approxirately 6 k^ometers distant, spliced Into 
a line, spoke with a local operator then to an 
overseas operator, and finally to base station 

01ra k 
E* 38 
All 

Din k 
E* 38 

FF 31 
All 

Din k 
E* 38 
F 23 

FF 23 
All 

at FOB. The intelligence was reported in a 
timely manner and the mission was conpletcd. 

H M S 30. A local field problem required the making 
5 4.80 1.17 of a coinno shot. The B team was utilizing the 

13 4.62 1.73 wrong antenna. This 18E had to construct four 
different antennas before finally making 
contact. The conao shot was made. 

N H S 115. An 18Z ordered information from bap 
5 6.80 0.40 through his 18E. This 18E exhausted all tj^s 
4 5.50 0.87 of radio and antenna configurations that the 

13 5.62 1.33 Jungle and high mountainous 
allow. This IBE then tuned his radio to "CW* 
continuous wave and transmitted his mesuge by 
morse code, using his hand mike as ha did not 
have a code key. Radio contact was ude and, 
seconds later, base responded via code. 

N H S 28. This 18E unsuccessfully made repeated 
5 6.40 0.80 attempts to make HF communication with Ft. 
3 6.33 0.47 Bragg. The 18E Insisted that th®^^requenc1es 
3 6.00 1.41 for transmission must be Incorrect for that time 

13 6.23 0.89 period. He tried several dlfprent types of 
antennas, moved his transmission site to 
optimize transmission, and asked for Input and 
suggestions from other team members with more 
experience. Flwlly the loc, 
contacted by telephone and informed of the l8Es 
opinion of the frequencies being used. The base 
station re-checked the calplations for 
determining frequencies and determined that the 
18E was correct: the team then made all 
scheduled contacts and changes were made to the 
base station SOP. 

Dim k 
E* 36 
H 21 
L 21 
All 

Dim k 
E* 31 
All 

Dim k 
E 31 
J* 38 
All 

Dim k 
E 23 
H* 38 
All 

Dim k 
E* 23 

FF* 23 
GG* 23 

All 

Dim k 
E 23 
J* 31 

FF 23 
All 

H H S 25. A team was operating In the mountains with 
5 6.00 0.89 only a two days supply of wapr. After no_ 
3 5.67 0.47 resupply, the team was out of water and thero 
3 5.67 1.25 was no potable water sourw 1« 

14 5.86 0.91 180 had packed a water filter kit that some 
teams had been given to evaluate, jj® ®xtracted 
a one-day supply of water from a mud hole. The 
team was able to continue the mission for an 
additional day without compromise. 

N H S 39. During a winter, FTX a pdic '*** 
4 6.50 0.50 trouble keeping the IV solution pom TrMZing 

13 5.54 1.08 up. This medic placed pe IV solution In the 
heat packet that comes in 
adding water to this packet, the IV solution 
heated up and kept the solution from freezing, 

N H S 111. An OOA was pployed on a search jnO 
4 6.00 0.00 reconnaissance mission. They needed to Mke 
5 5,60 1.20 communication with higher HQ but could not get 

13 5.69 0.99 through. This coniio sergeant dressed Ij , . 
civilian clothes and walked through a populated 
area so he could get to some higher ground. The 
coinno sergeant made contact witn higher HQ and 
the OOA was given a good rating. 

M H S 57. Prior to deployment It was determined that 
3 5,67 0.94 FM conroo would be used with training sites from 
5 6.20 0.75 headquarters. An RC-292Jungle antenna was 

13 5,77 0.97 requested and not available. This 18E grabbed 
his field-expedient RC-292 antenna and packed it 
with his gear. The FH base station was able to 
conraunlcate with all training sites. 

N M S 92, During a Joint Foreign training exercise. 
3 2.67 0.94 this 18E was supposed to make co™n1cat1ons 
3 2,67 0.94 from the outstarIon to the base station using 
3 1.67 0.94 the AN/PRC-70 as the primary means and the 

13 2.62 1.15 KAL-43 and SATCOM as the secondary means. This 
l&E attempted to make conoo with the AN/PRC-70 a 
couple of times using the same type of antenna 
from the same location without success. This 
18E then went to his alternate means using the 
KAL-43 in conjunction with the/o^IgS J,;!?!- 
which were unsecured Instead of reconfiguring 
the antenna and radio. Communication was 
established through Ineffective means. 

N M S 72. During an exercise there was cwlete base 
3 5 33 0.47 station failure of the AN/TSC-99. This 18E 
4 6!oo 1,00 Immediately started to send 20 group call ups 
3 6 00 0 82 via morse code. 90% commo was maintained with 

13 5!46 i!39 outlying stations until AN/TSC-99 was brought 
back online. 
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D1ffi % 
E 21 
I 21 

GG* 50 
All 

N M S 
3 4.00 1.63 
3 6.00 1.41 
7 3,14 0.83 

14 4.14 1,68 

Dim % 
E 21 
F* 29 
G* 29 
All 

N M S 
3 5.00 0.00 
4 6.50 0,50 
4 5.75 0.83 

14 5.93 0.88 

14. During an exercise prior to an SR . 
deployment the base station was 
maklngSATCOM checks with the teams. The 18E at 
the b«e station went through his team to ensure 

?S‘ullSS fe«“»‘f«Ssed on 
the technical operation of the radio that he had 
failed to thoroughly check the entire system. 
With the help of the 188, the 18E was able to 
comnmnicate. 

10. A Special ForcM company was deployed to 

t?IlnlSQ*«e"lSS. “ IS SpISldlM iSs 
tasked ?o plan the mission found that the 
required actions were changed *®veral tij®®* . 
This SF soldier successfully 
changes using his own ideas and 
subordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

Dim ^ 
F* 69 
All 

Dim H 
F* 38 
I 31 
All 

Retranslatlon’uistlng’orincldents for Dimension F: (Problem name • 18EA) 

ri\m V N H S 49. SF team leader was coitmandlng the teM 
^ F* 77 10 5.50 1.12 through a survival, evade, and escape «j«jc1se. 

All ^ 13 5.54 1.15 This SF team leader decided to 'W*^® con^jct with 
local Indigenous personnel for possible survival 
and escape assistance. The detachment was set 
up In a secure safe house and through a s®**1®s_ 
of secure assets, the detachment was returned to 
friendly lines, 

N H S 93. An ODA was deployed on a search and 
9 1.67 0.67 reconnaissance mission. They were tasked to dig 

13 2.31 1.73 a reinforced hide site and to relay all 
Information to the HSS. This team . 
decided to change the construction plans wd 
construct the door of the hide site with ^ncho 
and leaves. An enemy soldier stepped on the 
hide site door and fell Into the hide JJJ® 
team was compromised and had to escape and evade. 

N H S 114. This 188 was put In charge of an SRteam 
5 2,40 1.85 for a 5 day mission: one of the 
4 1.25 0.43 an 18C who taught h^de s^^® construction. This 

13 1.77 1.31 188 put the 18C In charge of communist Ions and 
personally took charge of the hide s1^ 
construction. When the 18C tried to make 
suggestions, this 188 told the W!L 
In charge and that was the end of It. 
site was constructed poorly and built in an 
Inappropriate site. 

H S 112. A team was packing nisslon-essentlal 
2.00 0.71 equipment for an upcoming mission. This team 
2.00 0.71 sergeant directed the way In which J^® 
4.00 1.63 would b®^Packed without asking other team 
2.77 1.37 members for guidance. He had them pack Mdlv 

needed equipment which should have been at the 
top at the bottom. As a result, the team spent 
a lot of unnecessary time unpacking and 
re-packing. 

N H S 10. A Special Forces company was deployed to 
3 5.00 0.00 JRTC to act as an AOB In ®P®cta Ion field 
4 6.50 0.50 training exercise. This SF soldier who was 
4 5.75 0.83 tasked to plan the mission mLc 

14 5.93 0.88 required actions were changed several . 
This SF soldier successfully made the 
changes using his own Ideas and J!!£se of his 
subordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

N H S 103. Ordnance was found by a team while 
3 1.33 0.47 overseas. The team's 18C strongly advised this 
7 2.43 1.92 team leader that ®®ch ordnance piece had to be 

13 2.15 1.56 Individually charged (because It wuld not 
sympathetically detonate) but that the team did 
not have enough demolitions material to Place a 
charge on each separate piece, ^hls team Uader 
said to "do It anyway." The explosion 
several unexploded projectiles towards the team 
at a high rate of velocity. 

01m % N 
F* 31 4 
G* 31 4 
H 23 3 
All 13 

Dim H 
E 21 
F* 29 
G* 29 
All 

Dim \ 
F 23 
N* 54 
All 

Dim H 
E* 38 
F 23 

FF 23 
All 

N H S 28. This 18E unsuccessfully made repeated 
5 6.40 0.80 attempts to make HF comnunicetIon with 
3 6.33 0.47 Bragg, The 18E insisted that the frequencies 
3 6.00 1.41 for^transmlsslon must 

13 6,23 0.89 period. He tried several types of 
antennas, moved his transmission Jjte to 
optimize transmission, and ask^ 

that 
18E was correct; the team then made «^1 
scheduled contacts and changes were made to the 
base station SOP. 
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unsatisfactory rating. 

Retransiation Listing of incidents for Dimension G: (Problem name - 18EA) 

01m % 
G* 79 
All 

Din % 
G* 54 
All 

Dim % 
6* 46 
H 23 
All 

20. The senior 18E was tasked with being the 
team sergeant for the first time to conduct a 

N H S 

U 6l43 olal ils$ion ?harre5!ilfe5 
Querrlllas. During Isolation, this I8c planned 
a DA mission against a multlpie-bulldlng target 
with a platoon of OPFOR on the target. The 
mission was a complete success. 

N H S 
7 2.00 0.93 

13 2.23 1.37 

N H S 
6 1,67 1.11 
3 4.00 0.82 

13 2.15 1.35 

78. This senior SF NCO was tasked with 
preparing an operations order. This SF soldier 
completed the writing order without thinking 
about basic security considerations and gave It 
to the team. The operation did not take place 
and the soldier was told to write the operations 
order again. 

36. This officer was tasked to conduct a site 
survey to ORTC for the company forward operating 
base. Upon arriving at JRTC, this officer 
learned that no awaunltlon had been coordinated 
for the rotation. This officer did not work out 
the problem with higher headquarters. The 
company had no anaunltlon at the beginning of 
JRTC rotation. 

D1ra H 
A* 38 
G 23 
All 

Dim k 
G 23 
H* 38 
All 

N H S 
5 5.40 1.02 
3 4.33 0.47 

13 4.85 1.41 

N H S 
3 3.00 2.16 
5 1.00 0.00 

13 2.08 1.77 

Dim \ 
G* 31 
All 

N H S 
4 3.50 2.06 

13 3.15 1.46 

63. Operating as part of a Combat Support 
Counter-Terrorism (CSCT) In Korea, this 18E had 
planned to use lithium batteries to power the 
PRC-70S. On day two of the exercise, the power 
cable failed (another power cable was not 
available) ana the 18E was forced to use pieces 
of wire and safety pins to make contact between 
the radio and the batteries. The connection was 
not positive and shorted out his supply of 
batteries half way through the FTX. To maintain 
comDO, the 18E had to leave the field site to 
get a resupply of batteries. 

Dim % H 
F* 31 4 
G* 31 4 
H 23 3 
All 13 

Din % 
6 31 
K* 46 
All 

M S 112. A team was packing mission-essential 
2.00 0.71 equipment for an upcoming mission. This team 
2.00 0.71 sergeant directed the way in which the equipment 
4.00 1.63 would be packed without asking other team 
2.77 1.37 members for guidance. He had them pack badly 

needed equipment which should have been at the 
top at the bottom. As a result, the team spent 
a lot of unnecessary time unpacking and 
re-packing. 

N H S 47. A mission was given to a team at JRTC for 
4 1.75 1.30 an ARTEP to rescue a downed pilot. Intelligence 
6 2.33 1.80 reports gave no Information on the size ot the 

13 2.23 1.53 force and very little Information regarding the 
terrain. This IW planned the mission using the 
little information they had. This 18A ensured 
the battalion coiwiander that the mission would 
be a success because he thought that was what 
the conwander wanted to hear, instead of 
rejecting the mission until more Information was 
received. The team failed. 

Dim \ 
E 21 
F* 29 
G* 29 
All 

N H S 10. A Special Forces company was deployed to 
3 5.00 0.00 JRTC to act as an AOB In a battalion field 
4 6.50 0.50 training exercise. This SF soldier who was 
4 5.75 0.83 tasked to plan the mission found that the 

14 5.93 0.88 required actions were changed several times. 
This SF soldier successfully made the required 
changes using his own Ideas and those of his 
subordinates. Everything was accomplished. 

D1ra k 
6* 25 

GG* 25 
All 

N H S 32. An A detachment was responsible for 
3 6.33 0.47 collecting and forwarding intelligence on the 
3 7.00 0.00 enemy during the Gulf war. This I8E 

12 6.58 0.64 experimented with several HF antennas In order 
to ensure back-up communications would be 
available If needed. At the outbreak of 
hostilities, the satellite channels were so 
iaimed with traffic that no one could pass 
intelligence reports. This 18E hooked up the HF 
radio to the HF antenna he had constructed. 
Timely Intelligence was sent to headquarters. 

Dim % 
G 25 
P* 33 
All 

N H S 
3 2.67 1.25 
4 1.75 0.83 

12 2.58 1.50 

104. This weapons sergeant was tasked with 
requesting the range for a weapons-firing 
exercise. He did not follow up on the request 
to be sure the range was scheduled. Two weeks 
later — the day before the range exercise — it 
was discovered that range control had never 
received the request because It had never left 
the company; the team lost out on training time. 

Dim % 
G 23 
H* 38 

EE 31 
All 

N H S 109. An 18E was responsible for establishing 
3 2.67 0.47 coDinunicatlon for a team deployront. ^Thls I8E 
5 1.40 0.80 failed to conduct an operational check of his 
4 3.00 2.45 equipment prior to departure. The equipment was 

13 2.23 1.62 inoperable and the team was unable to provide 
adequate communication, resulting In an 

51. Isolation was being conducted for a 
mission. This SF officer assigned team members 
staff tasks that were outside their area of 
expertise. The team members were forced to see 
mission planning from a different angle. 

40. Prior to deployment, it was determined that 
there nay be a requirement for manual morse 
code. This 18E did not practice copying or 
sending code prior to deployment. During the 
deployment, this 18E needed to receive manual 
morse code but was unable to copy the message. 
The team did not receive vital Information. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oltnenslon H: (Problem name - 18EA) 

Dim % N H S 26. The team was In a remote mountainous area. 
H* 69 9 2.22 1.81 Team policy was to remain parked and ready to 
All 13 1.92 1.59 move at a moment's notice, especially during 

daylight hours. A helicopter came close and 
hovered overhead. This SF soldier had not 
maintained his equipment In Imaediate evacuate 
mo^ and pulled a red smoke orenade while 
attempting to secure his rucksack. The team 
location was compromised, resulting in hasty 
withdrawal and compromise of the mission. 

Dim \ 
H* 54 
Q 23 
All 

N H S 43. A team was doing an ARTEP with a unit 
7 2.14 2.03 stationed out of state._Th1s 18E left all 
3 1.00 0.00 crypto for his unit at his home station. The 

13 1.77 1.62 exercise was delayed four days. 

Dim % 
H* 54 

£E 23 
All 

Dim % 
G 23 
H* 38 

££ 31 
All 

H H S 
7 3.43 1.40 
3 2.00 0.82 

13 2.62 1.44 

« H S 
3 2.67 0.47 
5 1.40 0.80 
4 3.00 2.45 

13 2.23 1.62 

117. While deployed on an SR mission at NTC, the 
detachment's primary means of conminlcatlon was 
secure SATCOH voice/data using an LST-5 radio 
and a KY*57 secure device. The 18E on this 
detachment failed to properly test all the 
equipment prior to InTlUration. The detachment 
had to repair the KY-57 In the field, thereby 
sending a late angus Initial infiltration report. 

109. An 18E was responsible for establishing 
coRiminIcatlon for a team deployment. This 18E 
failed to conduct an operational check of his 
equipment prior to departure. The equipment was 
Inoperable and the team was unable to provide 
adequate conminlcatlon, resulting In an 
unsatisfactory rating. 

conao be done In this manner. This l&E was 
out-of-practice with code and was so slow that 
his transmissions could not be correctly copied 
at headquarters. Connunlcatlons totally broke 
down, forcing communication to be made by voice. 

Dim H 
G* 46 
H 23 
All 

N M S 
6 1.67 1.11 
3 4.00 0.82 

13 2.15 1.35 

36. This officer was tasked to conduct a site 
survey to JRTC for the company forward operating 
base. Upon arriving at JRiC, this officer 
learned that no ammunition had been coordinated 
for the rotation. This officer did not work out 
the problem with higher headquarters. The 
company had no annunitlon at the beginning of 
JRTC rotation. 

Dim 
H 

g2* 

H N H S 64. The team was deployed on a real world ^ , 
23 3 1.00 0.00 search and reconnaissance mission. This Special 
31 4 1.00 0.00 Forces soldier deployed to the field without a 
31 4 3.25 2.28 good working knowledge of the radios. Once In 

All 13 1.92 1.73 the field, this SF soldier lost the fill for the 
crypto device. The team could not establish 
coinminlcatlons with higher HQ for Information or 
evacuation. 

Dim % N H S 38. This 18E was establishing a conwnicatlons 
H 23 3 3.67 0.94 net with SATCOH as the main method of 

FF* 62 8 3.00 1.41 communications and HF (PRC-70) as the back-up 
All 13 3.08 1.27 method. The SATCOH failed, reverted to HF^ 

communications, and the 16E received a series of 
"Q A Z” signals, asking him questions. This 18E 
did not know the "Q & Z" signals received, and 
had to look them up In the manual. There were 
long delays In conounicating, tying up the HF 
net and causing long hours for the 18E and the 
base station. 

Dim % N H S 29. During a training exercise, message 
H* 38 5 3.20 2.40 encryption/decryption was required. This 18E 

HH 31 4 1.00 0.00 forgot to bring the encrypt/decrypt pads and did 
All 13 2.00 1.84 not check with the COHSEc custodian a^ut 

receiving the pads. This 18E received a verbal 
reprimand for not complying with policy. 

Dim % 
E 23 
H* 38 
All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
5 6.20 0.75 

13 5.77 0.97 

57. Prior to deployment It was determined that 
FM coano would be used with training sites from 
headquarters. An RC-292^1ungle antenna was 
requested and not available. This 18E grabbed 
his field-expedient RC-292 antenna and packed It 
with Ms gear. The FH base station was able to 
connunlcate with all training sites. 

Dim \ 
H* 38 

EE 23 
FF 23 

All 

Dim % 
G 23 
H* 38 
All 

H H S 
5 3.20 1.60 
3 1.33 0.47 
3 2.00 0.82 

13 2.46 1.34 

H M S 
3 3.00 2,16 
5 1.00 0.00 

13 2.08 1.77 

100. An 18E was to perform a radio check with 
the base station prior to deploying on a 
training exercise. This 18E used a whip antenna 
with the radio set Instead of the antenna wire 
he would have used to construct an antenna while 
In the field. This 18E was not able to make 
coimo as the antenna wire had a break In the 
radiating element. 

40. Prior to deployment. It was determined that 
there may be a requirement for manual morse 
code. This 18E did not practice copying or 
sending code prior to deployment. During the 
deployment, this 18E needed to receive manual 
morse code but was unable to copy the message. 
The team did not receive vital Information. 

Dim % 
H 31 
Q* 38 
All 

N M S 
4 3.75 1.64 
5 2.20 2.40 

13 3.08 2.06 

68. An A detachment deployed on an SR training 
exercise with a primary connunlcatlons means of 
HF wing PRC-70S, manual CW, and one-time pads. 
The senior 18E forgot the one-time pads, leaving 
them in the Isolation area. Although the team 
utilized the alternate crypto system to 
encode/decode message traffic, they were looked 
upon poorly for leaving their crypto behind and 
unsecured. 

Dim N H S 
F* 31 4 2.00 0.71 
G* 31 4 2.00 0.71 
H 23 3 4.00 1.63 
All 13 2.77 1.37 

112. A team was packing mission-essential 
equipment for an upcoming mission. This team 
sergeant directed the way in which the equipment 
would be packed without asking other team 
members for guidance. He had them pack badly 
needed equipment which should have been at the 
top at the bottom. As a result, the team spent 
a lot of unnecessary time unpacking and 
re-packing. 

Dim % 
H 21 

EE* 71 
All 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1,90 1.04 
14 1.86 0.99 

8. This 18E was responsible for maintaining 
the battalion's radios in good working order. 
This 18E was lax about doing regular PHCS and 
had not checked out the radios since returning 
from the last deployment. When the battalion 
deployed for a major training exercise (which 
involved extensive communications 
requirements), several radios did not operate 
— delaying establishment of connunlcatlons. 

Dim N H S 
£* 36 5 6.00 0.89 
H 21 3 5.67 0.47 
L 21 3 5.67 1.25 
All 14 5.86 0.91 

25. A team was operating In the mountains with 
only a two days supply of water. After no 
resupply, the team was out of water and there 
was no potable water source In the area. This 
IBD had packed a water filter kit that some ^ 
teams had been given to evaluate. He extracted 
a one-day supply of water from a mud hole. The 
team was able to continue the mission for an 
additional day without compromise. 

Dim % N H S 
H 21 3 6.33 0.94 
J* 36 5 6.00 0.89 
P* 36 5 6.20 0.75 
All 14 6.07 0.88 

12. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
the team's organic equipment. The records from 
the prior leadership were ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end items by hand receipts to include team and 
individual issue. This 16C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where everything 
was, where everything should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g,, conao gear...). 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

Din % 
H 29 
H* 57 
All 

H M S 19. This SF soldier was to complete a 
4 2.75 1,09 certification. He did not test his compass 
8 2.13 1.17 before starting, and travelled unnecessary miles 

14 2.21 1.15 before he realized his compass was sticking. He 
failed his first test. 

Dim % 
A* 62 
H 23 
All 

N H S 
8 1.75 1.30 
3 1.33 0.47 

13 1.69 1.07 

84. An 18E was to give e class on computing and 
applying time zone indicators. This 16E, in the 
anotted time of one hour, was not able to 
correctly teach the students on the subject 
matter. He was slow In presenting the material 
and was not prepared. This 18E was removed from 
his teaching position and not allowed to lead or 
supervise students. 

Din % 
H 23 

FF* 54 
All 

H H S 
3 1.67 0.94 
7 2.29 1.67 

13 2.46 1,78 

69. This 18E was responsible for maintaining 
his skill level at sending and receiving manual 
morse code. When an officer decided to use h1s 
IBE's skills at morse code, he directed that all 
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Din H 
I* 85 
All 

N M S 
11 6.09 0.90 
13 5.92 1.00 

Retranslatlon"L1st1ng*orinc1dents for Oloenslon I: (Problem name - 18EA) 

76. This SF NCO was on an SR mission requiring 
SATCOM, 4 days of water requirements (4 
gallons), observation equlpwnt. J. hlaesite kit, 
and so on. This SF NCO real zed that the 18E 
had a very heavy load of equipment. This NCO 
took half of the 18E's equipment, sharing the 
load. This lifted the ISE’s spirits and helped 
the team accomplish the mission. 

nim % N H S 56. This detachment commander felt some of the 
I* 69 9 1.78 1.55 detachment members were not wrking hard__ 
All 13 1.77 1.37 enough. During isolation before a deployment, 

this 18A stated very Jfrlously that all th^COs 
were unprofessional, then stood up and stormed 
out of the rooB. After talking to the team 
sergeant, he agreed that It had been the wrong 
thing to do but didn’t say that to the 
detachment. This ruined the morale of the 
detachment and made the team sergeant s job more 
difficult. 

GG* 50 7 3.14 0.83 the base station went through his team to ensure 
All 14 4.14 1.68 his radio was working properly but was not 

having any luck. Eventually, an 188 checked the 
antenna system and found a loose connection was 
causing tne problem. This 18E was so focused on 
the technical operation of the radio that he had 
failed to thoroughly check the entire system. 
With the help of the 188, the 16E was able to 
conounlcate. 

Dim % 
I* 62 
J 23 
All 

N H S 61. An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance 
8 6.25 0.66 event, moving a long distance w^th a lot of 
3 4.33 2.49 equipment, this team member realized that the 

13 5.38 1.82 team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 
the team by taking the lead ®nd giving words of 
encouragement. The team completed the endurance 
event within the time standard. 

Dim % 
I* 46 
K 23 
All 

N H S 
6 2.17 1.46 
3 3.00 1.41 

13 2.85 1.83 

44. During a Joint foreign training exercise 
after Isolation, everybody’s equipment was 
divided up equally. The mountainous terrain 
made travel difficult. This SF soldier, who had 
•sprained his ankle" In several previous 
training exercises, sprained his ankle again and 
his equipment had to Be distributed among the 
other team members. Team morale suffered 
because the other team members suspected that 
this SF soldier might be faking the sprained 
ankle. 

Dim % 
I* 38 
J* 38 
All 

N M S 77. While on a counter narcotics mission, an 
5 6.20 0.75 OOA did not have an 18E. The SR mission had to 
5 6.80 0.40 maintain a push to make cow at all times. 

13 6.00 1.47 

ssn 
COOIBO With the 8 team for the entire mission. 

Dim % 
I* 38 
J 23 
P 23 
All 

H S 71. Selected team members were tasked to train 
4.60 1.62 host nation soldiers. This SF soldier who was 
6.33 0.47 not assigned a training class assisted others by 
6.33 0.94 making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 
5.31 1.90 charts, and listening to practice classes. The 

instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

Dim \ 
I* 38 
J 23 
All 

N H S 67. Three team memoers were going through 
5 7.00 0.00 pre-scuba and were In the middle of the second 
3 3.00 1.41 (last) week of the very physically taxing 

13 5.69 1.73 course. During cross overs, one team member had 
a bad cramp in his hamstring and could only 
cross the pool on the bottom using his hands. 
This team member saw him. dove down to help, and 
lifted him up on the wall, using up his own few 
seconds of breathing time and risking a 
reprimand from the instructor for letting go of 
the wall. This team member gained the respect 
of the rescued team member. 

nin V N H S 114. This IBB was put In charge of an SR team 
F* 38 5 2.40 1.85 for a 5 day mission: one of the team ambers was 
I 31 4 1.25 0.43 an 18C who taught hide site construction. This 
All 13 1.77 1.31 18B put the IBC In charge of communications and 

personally took charge of the hide site 
construction. When the 18C tried to make 
suggestions, this 188 told the 18C that he was 
In charge and that was the end of It. The hide 
site was constructed poorly and built In an 
Inappropriate site. 

Dim % N H S 119. This ISA’s SF OOA was on the range 
I 23 3 3.00 1.41 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
K* 31 4 2.75 1.48 detonation, it was determined that the ISA’s 
All 13 3 46 1 78 grenade hab misfired. This 18A stated that he 

^ad done everything correctly and It was not his 
responsibility to clear the misfire. An 18C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

Dim \ 
E 21 
1 21 

N H S 
3 4.00 1.63 
3 6.00 1.41 

14. During an exercise prior to an SR 
deployment the base station was having trouble 
making SATCOH checks with the teams. The 18E at 
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18EA) Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Oiaenslon J: (Problem name 

% N M S 65. This i8E was scheduled to take the SQT 
j- 92 12 6.67 0.75 test. He began studying months in advance. 
All ^ 13 6.3B 1.21 This 18E scored 100% on the placed 

In a position of greater responsibility. 

Dim 

Din % 
0* 69 
All 

Dim % 
J* 69 
All 

H H $ 
9 6.22 1.03 

13 6.38 0.92 

N H S 
9 5.78 0.79 

13 5.77 0.97 

Dim % 
J* 69 
All 

H M S 
9 5.78 1.13 

13 5.69 1.14 

Dim % 
A 21 
J* 50 
All 

Dim % 
E* 50 
J* 50 
All 

Dim V 
J* 46 
P* 46 
All 

01m % 
£ 31 
J* 38 
All 

31. Although SF personnel write a message using 
crypto-text to produce the code, this 5F 
soldier developed the capability to listen to 
the code while liking at the crypto-text and 
simultaneously write down the decrypted 
message. He eliminated the time consuming task 
of writing the encrypted text, decrypting the 
message, and then writing the plain text message. 

73. An 18E Just out of the Q-cjUT-se ^ ^ 
assigned to an A-team, without the benefit of a 
senior conroo sergeant to mentor him. 
familiar with the radio equipment ujeb Jy 
team or with the base operating Proce^res for 
the battalion. This 18E arranged to wet with 
the B-team conw sergeant to learn IJbIg and 
maintenance procedures. He became familiar with 
all the company and battalion radio procedures 
and SOPs. 

37. An 18E was on a coimminicatlons exercise and 
was being evaluated on his Ability to ..... 
send/receive manual morse code. This Individual 
was originally an 18B and had not received any 
formal iBE/morse code tralnina. As this 
Individual did not have the skills necessary to 
receive morse cooe at the speeb transmitted, he 
used a tape recoroer so he could play back the 
message as often as necessary until he had a 
complete message. The IBE had a 
score at the end of the exercise and carried out 
all Instructions contained 1n the messages. 

H S 5. An SF soldier was required to give 
!.67 0.47 presentation to a senior officer. This 
‘.57 1.99 did not check the slides prior to the b 

3 2 
7 2.,. 

14 2.43 1.50 

H H S 
7 6.57 0.49 
7 6.43 0.73 

14 6.50 0.63 

N H S 
6 5.83 1.07 
6 5.83 0.90 

13 5.62 1.21 

give a slide 
is soldier 

aig nuw me ». .wv.* 
and the spelling wsflfoss y,incorrect. Before 
the presentation, this Individual told some 
crude jokes. The senior officer made several 
coninents on the misspelled words and the whole 
presentation made all Involved look less than 
professional. 

6. This detachment member realized the need to 
conduct vehicle modifications. The detachment 
member applied hi* weldinp beckpround end welded 
all necessary parts to the vehicles without 
having been directed to do so. The detachment 
was aole to mount crew-served weapons systems on 
Its vehicles, thus enhancing its combat 
capabilities. 

107. This SF soldier was tasked to,work 
Individually to produce operational 
Information. This SF soldier researched, 
developed, and wrote a standard operating 
procedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces In the future. SOP was developed 
in areas that had never been addressed. 

Dim % N H 
I* 38 5 6.20 
J* 38 5 6.80 
All 13 6.00 

Dim % H M 
H 21 3 6.33 
J* 36 5 6.00 
P* 35 5 6.20 
All 14 6.07 

N H S 111. An OOA was ^ployed on a search and 
4 6.00 0.00 reconnaissance mission. T^y nwded to wke 
5 5.60 1.20 comminlcatlon with higher HQ but could not get 

13 5 69 0.99 through. This cobmo sergeant dressed in , ^ ^ 
civilian clothes and walked through a populated 
area so he could get to some higher ground. The 
coBiDO sergeant made contact with higher HQ and 
the OOA was given a good rating. 

77. V«lhne on a counter narcotics mission, an 
OOA did not have an 18E* The SR mission had to 
maintain a push to make commo at all times. 
This 18D took charge of all comnunicatlons. 
including AM/FH and SATCOH radios. He 
encrypted/decrypted all messages wd sent them 
through burst transmission. The OOA maintained 
conmo with the B team for the entire mission. 

12. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
the team’s organic equIpment.^^The records from 
the prior leadership were Ineffective and 
out-of-date. This 18C completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to Include team and 
Individual issue. This IBC then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped Identify where everything 
was, where ever^hlng should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g., commo gear...). 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

01m % 
J 31 
O"' 38 
All 

Dim % 
E 23 

31 
FF 23 

All 

Dim % 
J* 31 
All 

01m % 
D 23 
J* 31 
All 

Dim % 
J* 31 

G6 23 
All 

01m % 
E* 64 
J 27 
All 

01m % 
I* 62 
J 23 
All 

Dim % 
J 23 
P* 46 
All 

Dim V 
J* 23 

23 
All 

Dim % 
E* 38 
J 23 
P 31 
All 

01m % 
J 23 
P* 69 
All 

Dim % 
I* 38 
J 23 
All 

M H S 70. An 18B was off duty at a local restaurant. 
4 5,00 1.41 This 18B observed a civilian having a heart 
5 7.00 0.00 attack and administered CPR until the emergency 

13 5.92 1.64 medical services arrived. The man lived. 

72. During an exercise there was complete base 
station failure of the AN/TSC-95. This l8E 
Imoedlately started to send 20 group call ups 
via morse code. 90% cofmo was maintained wip 
ou. ^ ' —— — - 

N H S 
3 5.33 0.47 
4 6.00 1.00 
3 6.00 0.82 via morse coae. comno was mainLaiiicu wiw 

13 5.46 1,39 outlying stations until AN/TSC-99 was brought 
back online. 

N H S 
4 6.00 0.71 

13 5.62 1,50 

N H S 
3 5.33 0.47 
4 5.25 1.79 

13 5.46 1.28 

75. This 18E was sent to an A-team right out of 
the Q course. He did not know the team’s 
equipment or the base operating procedures for 
the battalion. This 18E established a 
maintenance program and became familiar with the 
team’s radio equipment. This 18E was able to 
perform as expected. 

118. An OOA was deployed to a third world 
country where English was not spoken. No 
interpreters were available. This IBE initiated 
the use of Q and Z signals with the 
conniunicatlon specialist from the host nation 
army. The team was able to train and 
connunlcate with the host nation army. 

N M S 
4 6.25 0.43 
3 7.00 0.00 

13 6.23 1,12 

35, An A team was training host nation forces 
In the desert. The battalion was spread out 
over a large area and had fewer radios than 
needed. This 18E went Into abandoned tanks and 
APCs and removed the radio sets. He worked on 
them and repaired enough to send out one radio 
with each company. The team was able to 
communicate with each other at all times. 

85. An 18E on deployment to Thailand occupying 
the billets, noticed the lights did not «nd 
the fans were not running. After «ccompl1$hlnQ 
his assigned tasks, on his own accord, this 18E 
Investigated the problem and rewired the 
billets. There was electricity for the lights 
and fans. 

61. An SF team was doing an evaluated endurance 
event, moving a long distance with a lot of 
equipment. This team member realized that the 
team was moving too slow and tried to motivate 
the team by taking the lead and giving words of 
encouragement. The team completed the endurance 
event within the time standard. 

45. The new battalion commander wanted to 
receive weekly training briefs with the uw of 
slides and other equipment. This IBC utilized 
his computer skills to assist 1n producing the 
slide show and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion connander. 

H S 24. Because the detachment had not been dropped 
6.00 0.82 at the correct landzone. It had to maka an 
5.67 0.94 unplanned crossing of an Inland waterway to get 
5.54 1.28 to^lts objective. This SF soldier was able to 

sw1m across the waterway, The detachment^was 
able to reach Its objective without Incident. 

46. This warrant officer was trying to plan 
training concepts while remaining under a_ 
specific budgeted amount. This warrant officer 
used creativuy and innovation to plan « full 
week of training and still stay under the 
budget. The mission was complete. 

59. This team leader had primary responsibility 
for the day-to-day operations of the team. This 
team leader filled out all required reports, 
records, and schedules ahead of tlw. This team 
leader also provided the 18A Information 
for mission planning before the 18A requested 
it. The administrative tasks for the detachment 
as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

N M S 
7 6.14 0.64 
3 5.67 1.89 

11 5.64 1.61 

N H S 
8 6.25 0.66 
3 4.33 2.49 

13 5.38 1.82 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
6 5.50 1.38 

13 5.62 1.27 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
3 6,33 0.47 
4 5.50 1.12 

13 5.77 0.97 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.47 
9 5.76 0.92 

13 5.69 0.82 

N H S 
5 7.00 0.00 
3 3.00 1.41 

13 5.69 1.73 

67 Three team members^were^^olng^through 
pre-scuba and were in the middle of the second 
(last) week of the very physically taxing _ 
course. During cross overs, one team member had 
a bad cramp In his hamstring and could only 
cross the pool on the ^ttom bis bands. 
This team member saw him. dove down Jo help, and 
lifted him up on the wall, using up his own few 
seconds of breathing time and 
reprimand from the Instructor To’f* 
the wall. This team member gained the respect 
of the rescued team member. 
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I* 38 
J 23 
P 23 
All 

Dim J 
E* 57 
0 21 

6G 21 
All 

Dim S 
J 21 
L* 43 
All 

M M ^ 71 Selected team members were tasked to train 
5 4.60 1.62 host nation soldiers. This SF soldier wjo was 
3 6,33 0.47 not assigned a training class assisted others by 
3 6.33 0.94 making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 

i"! 31 1 90 charts and listening to practice classes. The 
Instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the Quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes wre 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

N H S 7, During a mission 
B 5.38 1.32 communications between the 
3 6.33 0.94 United States, an 18E worked on his cj" J® 
3 6.67 0.47 long- range HF conminlcatlons. The probability 

14 5.86 1.25 of making connunlcayons were low w^Jh small 
windows of opportunity. This 18E designed and 
constructed field expedient nf 
arrays and log period basically 
wire that would typically take a wench to set 
up. The group was able to communicate using 
voice a few times. 

N H S 9. On an OCONUS OFT, the detachment came under 
3 6.33 0.47 simulated artillery «^^ack In the open in a 
6 6.50 0.50 snowy environment. One m®n|bjr This 

14 6.21 0.77 simulated wounds and needed to be carried. This 
180 saw that no one could l^Tt the wounded man 
into an appropriate carry, so be lifted and 
carried hHm himself for “K'LrSSo the 
meters. The detachment was able to escape the 
area of attack with the wounded man. 

Retransiation'usting of Incidents for Dimension K; (Problem name - IBEA) 

Dim % N H S 120. This 18E lost a tool box and tools for 
K* 77 10 1.90 1.58 which he was responsible. Instead of reporting 
All 13 1.85 1.46 the missing Items and then paying for them 

through the Army, this 18E decided to purchase 
the missing Items himself In the civilian 
market. When an Inventory was called for, this 
18E borrowed a tool box and tools from another 
company to display to the company conraander as 
his own as he had not yet bought all the 
material lost. This 18E is being investigated 
for filing a false report with the comnander. 

D1ffl H 
K* 64 
All 

01m V 
G 31 
K* 46 
All 

N H S 21. At the School of the Americas, this 180 was 
9 2.78 1.31 assigned to evaluate each member of an El 

14 2.93 1.39 Salvadoran squad of NCOs on his patrol leading 
skills. At the conclusion of the 3-day field 
exercise, this 180 gave all members of the 
patrol a grade of 100%. The NCOs were not patrol a grade of 1 
properly evaluated. 

The NCOS were not 

Dini % N M S 82. A Special Forces team was Jbe 
^ K* 54 7 2.29 1.48 field. This team leader allowed xhe unit to^^^ 

All 13 3.00 2.00 drink alcohol while In the field 
not get caught. 

The unit did 

N H S 47. A mission was given to a team at JRTC for 
4 1.75 1.30 an ARTEP to rescue a downed pilot. Intelligence 
6 2.33 1.80 reports gave no information on the size of the 

13 2.23 1.53 force and very little Information regarding the 
terrain. This 18A planned the mission using the 
little Information they had. This 18A ensured 
the battalion comnander that the mission i^uld 
be a success because he thought that was what 
the comnander wanted to hear. Instead of 
rejecting the mission until more Information was 
received. The team failed. 

01m % 
I 23 
K* 31 
All 

Dim H 
I* 46 
K 23 
All 

N H S 119. This ISA's SF OOA was on the range 
3 3.00 1.41 preparing a demolition ambush. After 
4 2.75 1.48 detonation. It was Setermlned that the JW s 

13 3.46 1.78 grenade had misfired. This 18A stated that he 
had done everything correctly and It was rot his 
responsibility to clear the »)sf1re. An 1^8C 
took the responsibility and cleared It for him. 

N M S 44. During a joint foreign training exercise 
6 2.17 1.46 after Isolation, everybody's equipment was 
3 3.00 1.41 divided up equany. The mountainous terrain 

13 2.85 1.83 made travel difficult. This SF soldier, who had 
’’sprained his ankle" in several PT*ev1ous 
training exercises, sprained his ankle again and 
his equipment had to be distributed among the 
other team members. Team morale suffered 
because the other team members suspected that 
this SF soldier might be faking the sprained 
ankle. 
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Retranslation Listing of incidents for Dimension L; (Problem name ■ 18EA) 

H 
77 

N H 
10 1.70 
13 2.31 

$ 
0.64 
1.49 

74. An SF team was on a mission in which they 
needed to reach a target by a certain tine. 
This team member was very out of shape and moved 
slower than was acceptable. The team was forced 
to move much slower and they did not reach the 
target In tine. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension M: (Problem nane - 18EA) 

Din H 
M* 92 
All 

N H S 
11 2.09 1.44 
12 2.08 1.38 

95. This soldier was told to recon an area and 
meet the team at a given location. Although 
this soldier had a map and compass, he became 
lost and could not find the team. The mission 
had to be cancelled so that the rest of the team 
could locate the lost soldier. 

nia % N M S 9. On an OCONUS OFT. the detachment came under 
j 21 3 6.33 0.47 simulated artillery attack In the open In a 
L* 43 6 6.50 0.50 snowy environment. One member received 
All 14 6.21 0.77 simulated wounds and needed to be carried. This 

18D saw that no one could lift the wounded man 
into an appropriate carry, so he lifted and 
carried him himself for approximately 300 
meters. The detachment was able to escape the 
area of attack with the wounded man. 

Dim 
H* 77 
All 

N H S 
10 6.00 0.77 
13 5.92 1.14 

54. During ARTEP, an OOA was required to pick 
up a cache of C-ratlons and water. This SF ^ ^ 
soldier was tasked to recover the cache at night 
from the desert floor with little or no^ 
landmarks by which to navigate. This SF soldier 
used resection to locate and recover the cache. 
The guerilla forces were Impressed with the ^ 
OOA's abilities which enhanced the success of 
the mission. 

Qin % H H S 24. Because the detachment had not been dropped 
j* 23 3 6.00 0.82 at the correct landzone, it had to make an 
L* 23 3 5.67 0,94 unplanned crossing of an Inland waterway to get 
All 13 5.54 1.28 to Its objective. This SF soldier was able to 

swim across the waterway. The detachment was 
able to reach Its objective without Incident. 

Dim % N H S 62. An SF NCO leading a dismounted patrol 
M* 77 10 6.10 0.70 realized that the map reconnaissance was wildly 
All 13 5.77 1.19 inaccurate due to the age of the map. This SF 

NCO made major deviations from the planned 
route, navigating on the move. The SF HCO got 
the patrol to its target within the window and 
the mission was accomplished. 

Dim % 
£* 36 
H 21 
L 21 
All 

N H S 
5 6.00 0.89 
3 5.67 0.47 
3 5.67 1.25 

14 5.86 0.91 

25. A team was operating In the mountains with 
only a two days supply of water. After no 
resupply, the team was out of water and there 
was no potable water source In the area. This 
18D had packed a water filter kit that some 
teams had been given to evaluate. He extracted 
a one-day supply of water from a mud hole. The 
team was able to continue the mission for an 
additional day without compromise. 

Dim H 
M* 69 
All 

N H S 
9 6.22 0.79 

13 5.85 1.03 

48. A detachment Infiltrated Into an exercise^ 
by C-130 aircraft. Once on the ground, this SF 
soldier realized the plane did not drop them 
where they had planned to be dropped. This 
soldier oriented the team on the ground, located 
them on the map, and moved them out. The 
mission was a success once they overcame the 
problem of unfamiliar terrain. 

Dim % 
H 29 
M* 57 
All 

N H S 19. This SF soldier was to complete a 
4 2.75 1.09 certification. He did not test his compass 
8 2.13 1.17 before starting, and travelled unnecessary miles 

14 2.21 1.15 before he realized his compass was sticking. He 
failed his first test. 
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Retranslatlortistinrorincldentrror 0loans Ion N: (Problem name ■ 18EA) 

Dim % N M S 90. This SF NCO was told not to handle large 
77 10 1.60 1.80 anti-tank hand grenades. 

All 13 1.62 1.64 anyway and chucked 1t down 
blew up the bunker and himself and had to be 
evacuated, leaving the split team short-handed. 

Dim % 
N* 77 
All 13 1.54 1.60 j«0jro«^exp.o|lve /?h S 

elr “bSt 
actually went back to what he had been JoJlJJ 
was blown up as he triggered his own detonating 
device. 

Retranslation Listing of 

Dim H 
J 31 
0* 38 
All 

N H S 
4 5,00 1.41 
5 7.00 0.00 

13 5.92 1.64 

Dim % 
N* 64 
All 

N H i 
7 6.29 1.03 

11 6.36 0.88 

Din % 
N* 54 
All 

Dim % 
F 23 
N* 54 
All 

Din % 
B 31 
N* 46 
All 

N H S 
7 2.57 I.IB 

13 2.69 1.43 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
7 2,43 1.92 

13 2.15 1.56 

N H S 
4 5.50 1.50 
6 6.00 0.82 

13 5.77 1.37 

88. An SF tea* was training a regular Army unit 
In demoItIons, Several bangelores were placed 
under a wire obstacle and Individually 
detonated, resulting in a grass fire on the 
range, wftlle the brush fire was 
thlslBC noticed that one of the Pgnaelores had 
been cut off and was In the fire that the SF and 
Army soldiers were fighting while waiting for 
fire trucks. The 18C1iimedlately moved all 
personnel to a safe distance ^’'‘on the 
explosive. When the fire was contained, the IBC 
and his Junior sergeant safely destroyed the 
nine. 

79. While deployed on an OCONUS FID mission, 
the team sergeant instructed all detachment 
members on the speed limit when operating 
tactical vehicles off the road. This detachment 
member went over the speed limit and hit a large 
sharp rock that could have been avoided at the 
proper speed. The vehicle s front tire had a 
catastrophic failure, requiring the team to use 
one of only two spares they had. 

103. Ordnance was found by a team while 
overseas. The team's 18C strongly «<lv1sed this 
team leader that each ordnance piece had to be 
Individually charged (because It would not 
sympathetically detonate) but that the team did 
not’have enough demolitions material to place a 
charge on each separate piece. This team leader 
said to "do It anyway." The explosion Jjunched 
several unexploded projectiles towards the team 
at a high rate of velocity. 

110. Classes were being given to Kenyan soldiers 
on field expedient shelters. It was a forest 
environment with a great deal of rain. As night 
fell, the Kenyans refused to sleep In the 
shelters. This SF team leader questioned the 
senior Kenyan NCO who showed him a nearby path 
created the previous night by elephants. The SF 
leader noted the large uprooted trees and 
crushed vegetation and had the SF personnel move 
out of the shelters also. Everyone was safe. 

Dim % 
B* 50 
N 42 
All 

WHS 
6 1.67 0.75 
5 2.40 2.33 

12 2.00 1.63 

97. The tea* was training African host nation 
forces In light Infantry tactics. The live fire 
range was covered with dud mortar rounds. The 
SF team marked the dud rounds and instructed the 
Indigenous forces not to touch them. This SF 
soldier decided he would like to keep an Inert 
IZOnn mortar for a door stop and took one back 
to his tent. The Indigenous forces saw the 
soldier take the mortar and reported him to 
their colonel. The soldier was counseled on 
safety and had to make a personal apology to the 
host nation troops. 

Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name • 18EA) 

70. An 18B was off duty at a local restaurant. 
This 18B observed a civilian having a heart 
attack and administered CPR until the emergency 
medical services arrived. The man lived. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension P; (Problem name • 18EA) 

Dim % N M S 59. This team leader had primary responsibility 
J 23 3 5.67 0.47 for the day-to-day operations of the team. This 
P* 69 9 5.78 0.92 team leader filled out all leQU^je^^^eports, 
All 13 5.69 0.82 records, and schedules ahead 

leader also provided the 18A with Information 
for mission planning before the 
It. The administrative tasks for the detachment 
as a whole were more manageable and effective. 

N H S 2. A detachment connander conducted his 
8 5.75 0,83 Initial inventory of ssslgned team equipment and 

14 5.86 0.91 was shocked by the pwr condition In wMch the 
equipment was maintained. This detachment 
Mmmander established a maintenance/recovery 
SOP. The detachment equipment Is now 100% 
mission-ready. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q: (Problem name - IBEA) 

Dim ^ 
P* 57 
All 

Dim % 
J 23 
f* 46 
All 

Dim % 
J* 46 
P* 46 
All 

Dim H 
H 21 
0* 36 
P* 36 
All 

N H S 
3 5.67 0.94 
6 5.50 1.38 

13 5.62 1.27 

N fi S 
6 5.83 1.07 
6 5.83 0.90 

13 5,62 1.21 

H H S 
3 6.33 0.94 
5 6.00 0.89 
5 6.20 0.75 

14 6.07 

45. The new battalion commander wanted to 
receive weekly training briefs with the use of 
slides and other equipment. This 18C utilized 
his computer skills to assist 1n producing the 
slide snow and briefing. The presentation was 
accepted by the battalion comraander. 

107. This SF soldier was tasked to wrk 
Individually to produce operational 
Information. This SF soldier researched, 
developed, and wrote a standard operating 
orocedure for operations to be conducted by 
Special Forces In the future. SOP was developed 
in areas that had never been addressed. 

12. This 18C was the team S-4 and kept track of 
the team’s organic equipment. The records from 

prior leadership were Ineffective and 

0.88 

Dim % 
G 25 
P* 33 
All 

Dim H 
E* 38 
J 23 
P 31 
All 

Dim H 
38 

J 23 
P 23 
All 

N H S 
3 2.67 1.25 
4 1.75 0.83 

12 2.58 1.50 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
3 6.33 0.47 
4 5.50 1.12 

13 5.77 0.97 

N H S 
5 4.60 1.62 
3 6.33 0.47 
3 6.33 0.94 

13 5.31 1.90 

out-of-date. This lec completely organized all 
end Items by hand receipts to include team and 
Individual issue. This 18C then established an 
SOP that covered garrison and packing for 
deployment and helped identify where everything 
was, where everything should be loaded, and who 
was responsible for what (e.g., coinno 
The SOP enabled the team to cut down on loading 
time and made accountability easier. 

104. This weapons sergeant was tasked with 
requesting the range for a weapons-fIring 
exercise. He did not follow up on the request 
to be sure the range was scheduled. Two weeks 
later — the day before the range exercise — It 
was discovered that range control had never 
received the request because It had never left 
the company; the team lost out on training time. 

46. This warrant officer was trying to plan 
training concepts while remaining under a 
specific budgeted amount. This warrant officer 
used creativity and Innovation to plan a full 
week of training and still stay under the 
budget. The mission was complete. 

71. Selected team members were tasked to train 
host nation soldiers. This SF soldier who was 
not assigned a training class assisted others by 
making copies, obtaining supplies, drawing 
charts, and listening to practice classes. The 
Instructors for these classes could concentrate 
more on the quality of their classes Instead of 
having to spend time on details. Classes were 
given on time and handouts were available to 
students. 

01m % 
Q* 92 
All 

Dim % 
85 

All 

Dim H 
Q* 71 
All 

Dim H 
Q* 64 
All 

Dim \ 
Q* 62 
All 

Dim 
H 

N M S 95. This SF officer was given classified 
11 2.09 1.50 documents pertaining to his area of operation 
12 2.08 1.44 while preparing for an XONUS mission. He^ ^ 

attended a briefing and then got up, walked out, 
and left the classified documents In the office 
where the briefing was held. This officer was 
informed about leaving the papers and Instructed 
to ensure he accounted for all documents. 

N M S 106. The detachment was preparing for an OCONUS 
11 4.64 1.82 mission and for planning purposes they were 
13 4.54 1.74 using classified material. An 18B was In an 

officer’s vicinity when the officer was supposed 
to be safeguarding classified material.^ This 
18B observed the officer place the confidential 
material 1n his desk rather than In his safe. 
This IBB lectured the officer about the proper 
procedure for classified material storage. The 
material was stored appropriately. 

N H S 22. A team leader was tasked to write a mission 
10 1.50 1.02 concept for a sensitive overseas ^ployment. 
14 1.71 1.03 Against regulations, the team leader wrote the 

classified concept on his own personal 
computer. He was relieved for the Improper 
safeguarding of sensitive classified material, 

N H S 89. During a deployment, a team was responsible 
7 2,43 1.50 for maintaining all sensulve Items, This 18E 

11 ^27 1.29 did not do a proper check and later noticed that 
his crypto was missing, even though he had been 
reporting all sensitive Items accounted for. He 
had the team locked down, conducting a search In 
order to find the missing Items. The sensitive 
items were found and the 18E was given a letter 
of reprimand. 

Dim % 
H 31 
Q* 38 
All 

23 

N H S 
8 1.50 1.32 

13 1.69 1.32 

H S 
3.75 1.64 
2.20 2.40 
3.08 2.06 

Q* 31 
GG* 31 

All 

Dim H 
H* 54 
Q 23 
All 

Dim % 
q 21 

HH* 64 
All 

N H S 
3 1.00 0.00 
4 1.00 0.00 
4 3.25 2.28 

13 1.92 1.73 

N H S 
7 2.14 2.03 
3 1.00 0.00 

13 1.77 1.62 

N M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
9 2.33 1.94 

14 1.93 1.67 

53. An OOA was deployed CONUS under field 
conditions on a training mission for 13 days. 
Contio was not required on a dally basis. Three 
days Into field, after moving base camp tM 
tiroes for a total distance of approximately nine 
kilometers, this 18E discovered he had misplaced 
his one time pads. He thoroughly searched his 
personal equipment and could.not locate the 
pads. The 18E did not then notify his team 
sergeant, but assumed the other 18E had the 
pads. On the following day, when a coano link 
was required using erwto. the 18E finally told 
the team sergeant he had lost the pads. The 
team failed to make conmo when required and the 
crypto pads could not be recovered due to 
dIsUnce. 

68. An A detachment deployed on an SR training 
exercise with a primary conwunicatlons means of 
HF wing PRC-70S, manual CW, and one-time pads. 
The senior 18E forgot the one-time pads, leaving 
them In the Isolation area. Although the team 
utilized the alternate crypto system to 
encode/decode message traffic, they were looked 
upon poorly for leaving their crypto behind and 
unsecured. 

64, The team was deployed on a real world 
search and reconnaissance mission.^ This Special 
Forces soldier deployed to the field without a 
good working knowledge of the radios. Once In 
the field, this SF soldier lost the fill for the 
crypto device. The team could not establish 
connunlcatlons with higher HQ for information or 
evacuation. 

43. A team was doing an ARTEP with a unit 
stationed out of state. This 18E left all 
crypto for his unit at his home station. The 
exercise was delayed four days. 

17. An 18E attempted to make an unscheduled 
contact using a StCOH radio, KY-57 secure 
device, and a DHDG. The message In the DMDG was 
In plain text since a secure device would 
scramble the message. After two hours of 
continuously attempting to contact via 
SATCOM unsuccessfully, the 18E decided to use an 
HF system to transmit his message. The 18E set 
up the HF system, obtained the appropriate 
frequency and transmitted the message using the 
DHDG. He failed to check the message In the 
DHDG and transmitted the message In plain text 
without properly encrypting the message prior to 
transmission. Operational Information was 
transmitted In the clear that could have 
compromised the OOAs location. 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension EE: (Problem name ■ 18EA) 

Din % N H S 55. While deployed on an exercise requiring 
EE* 85 U 1.64 1.43 communications, the comnunlcatIons equipment did 

All 13 1.62 1.33 not work. This 18E had failed to Inspect the 
connunlcatlons equipment prior to deployment. 
This 18E received a reprimand for not following 
maintenance policy. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension FF: (Problem name - 18EA) 

Dim % 
H 21 

EE* 71 
All 

Din % 
G 23 
H* 38 

EE 31 
All 

Din % 
H* 38 

EE 23 
FF 23 

All 

Din % 
H* 54 

EE 23 
All 

D1n \ 
E* 54 

EE 23 
All 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 

10 1.90 1.04 
14 1.86 0.99 

N H S 
3 2.67 0.47 
5 1.40 0.80 
4 3.00 2.45 

13 2.23 1.62 

N H S 
5 3.20 1.60 
3 1.33 0.47 
3 2.00 0.82 

13 2.46 1.34 

N H S 
7 3.43 1.40 
3 2.00 0.82 

13 2.62 l.a 

N M 
7 6.43 1.05 
3 6.67 0.47 

13 6.62 0.84 

8. This 18E was responsible for maintaining 
the battalion's radios In good working order. 
This 18E was lax about doing regular PMCS and 
had not checked out the radios since returning 
from the last deployment. When the battalion 
deployed for a major training exercise (which 
Involved extensive connunlcatlons 
requirements), several radios did not operate 
— delaying establishment of connunlcatlons. 

109. An 18E was responsible for establishing 
connunlcatlon for a team deployment. . This 18E 
failed to conduct an operational check of his 
equipment prior to departure. The equipment was 
Inoperable and the team was unable to provide 
adequate connunlcatlon, resulting In an 
unsatisfactory rating. 

100. An 18E was to perform a radio check with 
the base station prior to deploying on a 
training exercise. This 18E used a whip antenna 
with the radio set Instead of the antenna wire 
he would have used to construct an antenna while 
In the field. This 18E was not able to make 
conno as the antenna wire had a break In the 
radiating element. 

117. While deployed on an SR mission at NTC, the 
detachment's primary means of coinnunlcation was 
secure SATCOM voice/data using an LST-5 radio 
and a KY-57 secure device. The 18E on this 
detachment failed to properly test all the 
equipment prior to Inilltration. The detachment 
had to repair the KY-57 In the field, thereby 
sending a late angus Initial infiltration report. 

33. After the team lumped Into Korea, the PSC-7 
was damaged and would work only intermittently. 
This senior coirnio sergeant took apart the face 
plate to try to determine If there was an 
obvious defklency. He found a broken contact 
pin on the power switch and bridged the gap 
with some tin foil. The "fix" (though 
unauthorized) allowed the team to make satellite 
cocnunlcatlon. 

Dim H 
FF* 69 

All 

Dim H 
H 23 

FF* 62 
All 

Din H 
H 23 

FF* 54 
All 

Dim H 
FF* 43 
HH 36 

All 

Dim % 
E* 38 

FF 31 
All 

N M S 101. An 18E transmitted 20-group call up but did 
9 2.11 1.20 not Install Special Operations code In correct 

13 2.15 1.23 group. Because he forgot where to place special 
code, he did not send the message. This l&E was 
written up for mission failure. 

N M S 38. This 18E was establishing a connunlcatlons 
3 3.67 0.94 net with SATCOH as the main method of 
8 3.00 1.41 connunlcatlons end HF (PRC-70) as the back-up 

13 3,08 1.27 method. The SATCOH failed, reverted to HF 
connunlcatlons, and the 18E received a series of 
"Q & Z" signals, asking h1n questions. This 18E 
did not know the "Q & Z" signals received, and 
had to look them up In the manual. There were 
long delays In communicating, tying up the HF 
net and causing long hours for the IBE and the 
base station. 

N H S 69. This 18E was responsible for maintaining 
3 1.67 0.94 his skin level at sending and receiving manual 
7 2.29 1.67 morse code. When an officer decided to use his 

13 2.46 1.78 18E's skills at morse code, he directed that all 
conno be done In this manner. This 18E was 
out-of-practice with code and was so slow that 
his transmissions could not be correctly copied 
at headquarters. Connunlcatlons totally broke 
down, forcing connunlcatlon to be made by voice. 

N H S 3. During an exercise with host nation forces, 
6 2.67 0.94 an 18E was sending in a morse code net using Q 
5 1.40 0.80 and Z signals. Tnis 18E was unable to perform 

14 2.00 1.00 timely message transfer because he did not know 
0 and Z signals. This 18E had to be retrained 
and there was negative contact with the host 
nation forces. 

N K S 
5 6.80 0.40 
4 5.50 0.87 

13 5.62 1.33 

Dim % N H S 
H* 38 5 3.20 1.60 

EE 23 3 1.33 0.47 
FF 23 3 2.00 0.82 

All 13 2.46 1.34 

115. An 18Z ordered information from base 
through his 18E. This 18E exhausted all types 
of radio and antenna configurations that the 
jungle and high mountainous terrain would 
allow. This 18E then tuned his radio to "CW" 
continuous wave and transmitted his mesuge by 
morse code, using his hand mike as he did not 
have a code key. Radio contact was made and, 
seconds later, base responded via code. 

100. An 18E was to perform a radio check with 
the base station prior to deploying on a 
training exercise. This 18E used a whip antenna 
with the radio set instead of the antenna wire 
he would have used to construct an antenna while 
In the field. This IBE was not able to make 
comno as the antenna wire had a break In the 
radiating element. 

Dim % N H S 
E 23 3 5.33 0.47 
J* 31 4 6.00 1.00 

FF 23 3 6.00 0.82 
All 13 5.46 1,39 

Dim % N M S 
FF 23 3 1.00 0.00 
GG* 62 8 1.88 1.54 

All 13 2.08 1.90 

72. During an exercise there was complete base 
station failure of the AN/TSC-99. This j8E 
immediately started to send 20 group call ups 
via morse code. 90% comno was maintained with 
outl, . 
back I 
outlying stations until AN/TSC-99 was brought 
back onil line. 

66. An 18E was to assist In the assembly of the 
"Hermes Loop" antenna system In support of the 
TSC-99 operation. This 18E placed lithium 
grease on the connectors of the nitrogen-filled 
antenna cables. The antenna system 
malfunctioned and the OOAs In the field were not 
able to coninunlcate with the base station. 

Dim % N M S 28. This 18E unsuccessfully made repeated 
E* 38 5 6.40 0.80 attempts to make HF coniminlcatlon with Ft. 
F 23 3 6.33 0.47 Bragg. The 18E Insisted that the frequencies 

FF 23 3 6,00 1.41 for transmission roust be Incorrect for that tine 
All 13 6.23 0.89 period. He tried several different types of 

antennas, moved his transmission site to 
optimize transmission, and asked for Input and 
suggestions from other team members with more 
experience. Finally the base^statlon was 
contacted by telephone and Informed of the 18Es 
opinion of the frequencies being used. The base 
station re-checked the calculations for 
determining frequencies and determined that the 
18E was correct; the team then made all 
scheduled contacts and changes were made to the 
base station SOP. 
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Dim \ 
£* 23 

FF* 23 
6G* 23 

AU 

N H S 92. During a Joint foreign training exercise, 
3 2.67 0.94 this 18E was supposed to make 
3 2.67 0.94 from the outstatlon to the base station using 
3 1.67 0.94 the AH/PRC-70 as the primary means jnJ the 

13 2.62 1.15 KAL-43 and SATCOM as the secondary means. This 
18E attempted to make conino with the AN/PRC-70 a 
couple of tiroes using the same type of antenna 
from the same location without success, This 
18E then went to his alternate means using the 
1^-43 In conjunction with the foreign lines 
which were unsecured instead of reconfiguring 
the antenna and radio. Communication was 
established through Ineffective means. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 6G; (Problem name • 18EA) 

Dim % N M S 23. This soldier was tasked to Install an 
GG* 86 12 1,92 1.11 0E-316/TSC-99 antenna group during an overseas 

All 14 2.07 1.16 training exercise. The TSC-99 unit was being 
used as the base operations radio station. 
Under this soldier^s supervision, the antenna 
was assembled and Installed improperly and ^ 
damaged. Another antenna had to be brought In, 
delaying base operation for several hours and 
delaying deployment of the teams. 

Dim \ 
GG* 85 

All 

N H S 34. On an OCONUS tralnlno exercise, an I8E with 
11 2,55 1.50 the battalion's signal detachment was 
13 2.77 1.67 responsible for rapidly eswbl shina Mtelllte 

conraunicatlons with Ft. Campbell. This 18E had 
forgotten how to properly load the uplink and 
downlink frequencies into the satellite radio. 
Satellite communications were not established 
rapidly. 

Dim k MM S 41. During desert tralnlno. a nw 18E Installed 
GG* 77 10 1.60 0.92 radios In vehicles. This i§E failed to connect 

All 13 2.15 1.51 one antenna cable to the radio on the team 
sergeant's vehicle. No conaunlcatlon was 
established that night with that element. 

01m k 
FF 23 
GG* 62 

All 

H M S 66. An 18E was to assist in the Ty of the 
3 1.00 0.00 -Hermes Loop- antenna system in support of the 
8 1.88 1.54 TSC-99 operation. This 18E p1«ced lithium 

13 2.08 1.90 grease on the connectors of the nitrogen-filled 
antenna cables. The antenna system 
malfunctioned and the OOAs In the field were not 
able to conmunlcate with the base station. 

Dim k 
GG* 54 

All 

N H S 52. An A-teara was requesting extraction froro a 
7 2.43 1.18 beach site. An LST-5 SATCOM radio was being 

13 3.15 1.35 used to talk to a submarine at antenna ^Pjn. 
The 18E used llne-of-site with the satellite 
antenna and was unable to keep the antenna on 
azimuth because It Is a directional antenna. 
The satellite antenna was damaged due to 
salt-water spray and the 18E received several RF 
burns from tne uninsulated antenna. Cobod with 
the sub was sporadic until the LOS antenna was 
used. 

Dim k 
E 21 
I 21 

GG* 50 
All 

N H S 14. During an exercise prior to an SR 
3 4,00 1.63 deployment the base station was having trouble 
3 6.00 1.41 making SATCOM checks with the teams. The ia| 
7 3,14 0.83 the base station went through his team to ensure 

14 4.14 1.68 his radio was working properly 
having any luck. Eventually, an 18B choked the 
antenna system and found a loose connection ws 
causing tne problem. This 18E 
the technical operation of the radio that he had 
failed to thoroughly check the entire system. 
With the help of the IBB, the 18E was able to 
conmunlcate. 

Dim k 
A 36 

GG* 43 
All i‘, i:S ««sir.% ira's””’ 

Instruction and had to be retrained. 

Din k 
E* 43 

GG* 43 
All 

N H S 1. An 18E wanted a light. Portable, handheld 
6 5.67 0.75 system In lower VHF range T® 
6 6.00 1.00 O.P. over 20 miles While at bis 

14 5.93 0.88 checkpoint, this IgE built a 292 jjg.^^stalled 
an antenna on the PRC-126 (J1®I • 
followed his Initiative, usina KL-43C for secure 
device and contact was established. 
Cormunlcatlons were maintained night and day in 
a secure manner. 

Dim k 
H 23 
g* 31 

GG* 31 
All 

N H S 64. The team was deployed on a real world 
3 1.00 0.00 search and reconnaissance mission. This Special 
4 l.OO 0.00 Forces soldier deployed to the field without a 
4 3.25 2.28 good working knowledge of the radios. Once in 

13 1.92 1.73 the field, Jhls SF soldier jost the fill for the 
crypto device. The team could not establish 
coimunl cat Ions with higher HQ for Information or 
evacuation. 

Dim k 
E* 46 

GG 31 
All 

H H S 94. An 18E was on a field tralnlno exercise. 
6 6.17 1.07 He was required to make conino but found that the 
4 6.00 1.22 antenna was broken. This 

13 5.77 1.42 antenna length ami 
make comroo over a 1000 mile distance. Thus, 
coniDO was maintained. 
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Din % N H S 32. An A detachnent was responsible for 
6* 25 3 6.33 0.47 collecting and forwarding Intelligence on the 

GG* 25 3 7.00 0.00 enemy during the Gulf war. This I8E 
All 12 6.58 0.64 experimented with several HF antennas in order 

to ensure back-up connunlcatlons would be 
available If needed. At the outbreak of 
hostilities, the satellite channels were so 
laained with traffic that no one could pass 
intelligence reports. This 18E hooked up the HF 
radio to the HF antenna he had constructed. 
Timely Intelligence was sent to headquarters. 

Dim % N M S 92. During a joint foreign training exercise, 
E* 23 3 2.67 0.94 this 18E was supposed to make communications 

FF* 23 3 2.67 0.94 from the outstatlon to the base station using 
GG» 23 3 1.67 0.94 the AN/PRC-70 as the primary means and the 

All 13 2.62 1.15 KAL-43 and SATCOH as the secondary means. This 
18E attempted to make conmo with the AN/PRC-70 a 
couple of times using the same type of antenna 
from the same location without success. This 
18E then went to his alternate means using the 
KAL-43 In conjunction with the foreign lines 
which were unsecured instead of reconfiguring 
the antenna and radio. Coimuinlcatlon was 
established through Ineffective means. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension HH: (Problem name - 18EA) 

01m H 
. 21 

HH* 64 
All 

N H S 17. An 18E attempted to make an unscheduled 
3 1.00 0.00 contact using a WCOM radio, KY-57 secure 
9 2.33 1.94 device, and a DMDG. The message In the 0H)G was 

14 1.93 1.67 in plain text since a secure device would 
scramble the message. After two hours of 
continuously attempting to make contact via 
SATCOH unsuccessfully, the 18E decided to use an 
HF system to transmit his message. The 18E set 
up tne HF system, obtained the appropriate 
frequency and transmitted the message using the 
DHDG. He failed to check the message In the 
DMDG and transmitted the message In plain text 
without properly encrypting the message prior to 
transmission. Operational Information was 
transmitted In the clear that could have 
compromised the ODAs location. 

01m % 
HH* 57 

All 

N H S 
8 1.50 0.50 

14 1.71 1.03 

18. This 18E was sent out to make 
communications for the day from the A-team‘s 
position. The 18E used tne wrong one-time pad 
to send his message. CoDmunlcation was not made 
and the team did not receive the resupply 
requested. 

Dim % 
J* 31 

6G 23 
All 

N H S 
4 6.25 0.43 
3 7.00 0.00 

13 6.23 1.12 

35. An A team was training host nation forces 
in the desert. The battalion was spread out 
over a large area and had fewer radios than 
needed. This 18E went into abandoned tanks and 
APCs and removed the radio sets. He worked on 
them and repaired enough to send out one radio 
with each company. The team was able to 
communicate with each other at all times. 

Dim \ 
FF* 43 
HH 36 

All 

N H S 
6 2.67 0.94 
5 1.40 0.80 

14 2.00 1.00 

3. During an exercise with host nation forces, 
an 18E was sending In a morse code net using Q 
and 2 signals. This 18E was unable to perform 
timely message transfer because he did not know 
Q and Z signals. This 18E had to be retrained 
and there was negative contact with the host 
nation forces. 

Dim % 
E* 57 
J 21 

GG 21 
All 

N H S 
8 5.38 1.32 
3 6.33 0.94 
3 6.67 0.47 

14 5.86 1.25 

7. During a mission requiring long range HF 
comounlcations between the Middle East and 
United States, an 18E worked on his own to Mke 
long- range Hr communications. The probability 
of making connwnlcatlons were low with small 
windows of opportunity. This 18E designed and 
constructed field expedient antennas such as 
arrays and log period basically with a bunch of 
wire that would typically take a wrench to set 
up. The group was able to conaunlcate using 
voice a few times. 

Dim H 
H* 38 

HH 31 
All 

N H S 
5 3.20 2.40 
4 1.00 0.00 

13 2.00 1.84 

29. During a training exercise, message 
encryption/decryption was required. This 18E 
forgot to bring the encrypt/decrypt pads and did 
not check with the COHSEC custodian about 
receiving the pads. This 18E received a verbal 
reprimand for not complying with policy. 

Dll % 
A* 64 

HH 29 
All 

N H S 
9 5.89 0.74 
4 6.75 0.43 

14 6.21 0.77 

4. During a battalion traIn-up, an 18E was 
required to teach emergency cryptographic 
systems. This 18E developed his own POI and 
made simplistic charts for Instructions, The 
entire battalion was trained on the systems, 
thereby enhancing Its capabilities. 

H-170 



Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension A: (Problem name ■ 18EB) 

Dini H N H S 01. This SF soldier was tasked to give a class 
A* 100 9 6.56 0.50 on various types of operating systems to a group 
All 9 6.56 0,50 of civilians. This SF soldier lectured, showed 

the class a videotape on the subject, and then 
took the civilians to the range and gave a live 
fire demonstration for each operating system. 
The civilians had an excellent working knowledge 
of operating systems. 

N H S 
9 6.56 0.50 
9 6.56 0,50 

Dim 
A* 89 
All 

N M S 
8 5.75 1.85 

117. An 18F was having a difficult time 
understanding/learning how to operate the PSC-J 

9 5.44 1.95 after extensive one-on*one training with his 
18E. This 18E took small pieces of paper and 
put them on eacn switch of the radio, thus 
making it so simple even the 18F could put 
switch and talk. The 18F was able to make coi 
without an 18E helping. 

Dim % 
A* 78 
All 

N H S 40. An Instructor a c’as| o" ProP®'" 
7 1.57 1.05 set-up and operation of the TSEC/KY-57 with an 
9 1.56 0.96 AN/PRC-77 radio. During the class, the 

Instructor (IIB) stated that he really did not 
know how to operate the TSEC/KY-57. Secure 
connunlcatlons between the two radio sets did 
not occur. 

Dim % H H S 93. The teen was due for yearly certification. 
A* 78 7 6.43 0.49 This 18E provided his team with enough basics to 
I 22 2 5.00 1.00 establishing compo without his presence. The 
All 9 6.11 0.87 team members passed the certification. 

Dim h 
A* 67 
All 

Dim 
A* 67 
All 

N M S 114. During an FTX, the detachment was 
6 6.67 0.47 experiencing poor coninunleations. This 
9 6.22 0.79 experienced senior 18E offered concise advice to 

the detachment 18E on how to improve coimio. 
Comroo improved. 

N M S 19. During airborne school for foreign troops, 
6 6.00 0.82 this instructor was unable to speak Spanish. To 
9 5,78 0.92 compensate, he used signs and gestures and a 

positive, energetic style in his instruction. 
The trainees comprehended the training, and he 
was actually thought to be a better instructor 
than others who could speak the language. 

Dim % 
A* 56 
B 22 
All 

N M S 52. This NCO was training Kuwaiti soldiers on 
5 1.60 0.80 vehicular patrolling. The Kuwaitis were not 
2 2.00 0.00 taking the training seriously. This NCO drew on 
9 1.56 0.68 a chalkboard the location of vehicles in a 

movement formation and lectured the Kuwaitis. 
The Kuwaitis completely lost interest and did 
not learn. 

D1« V N M S 23. An 18E was tasked to Instruct his OOA on 
A* 44 4 5.75 0.43 antenna construction. This 18E researched his 
I 33 3 6.67 0.47 manuals and asked around to ensure there had 
All 9 6,11 0,74 been no changes in the procedures. He trained 

his detachment very effectively and efficiently 
on antenna construction. 

Dim % 
A 44 
N* 56 
All 

N M S 
4 1.25 0.43 
5 1.40 0.49 
9 1.33 0.47 

103. This IBE was tasked to train his support 
section on marksmanship of an AK-47 because he 
was the only qualified soldier within the 
section. This 18E failed to explain the proper 
manner to clear the weapon after firing it. As 
a result, one of the support soldiers failed to 
properly clear the chamber, discharging a round. 

01m 
A 22 
D» 67 
AU 

N M S 
2 1.00 0.00 
6 1.17 0.37 
9 l.n 0,31 

131. An SF soldier was tasked to teach a class 
in Spanish. He had attended language training, 
but after completing language senool, he had 
never used or practiced fils skills. His 
presented his class material poorly and it was 
not understood by the natives. 

Dim \ 
A 22 
D 22 
J* 44 
All 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
4 5.75 0.43 
9 6.11 0.57 

2. An A-team on deployment had to give classes 
to their Thai counterparts. Althougfi they 
normally had translators during these classes, 
this 18E was told the night before giving his 
class that there would not be a translator. He 
stayed up most of the night with a Thai 
dictionary, translated his class into Thai, and 
practiced giving his class. The next day he was 
able to give the entire class in Thai and the 
students learned the needed Information. 



RetransNation Listing of Incidents for Dimension B: (Problem name ■ 18EB) 

Dim N M S 84. While talking with a bar owner in another 
B* 100 9 6.11 0.99 country, this 18E discovered that 
All 9 6.11 0.99 broken. The 18E offered to repair the stereo. 

Later, the 18E also ran telephone wire for a 
phone line for the host country colonel, ihis 
18E built rapport with host nation people. 

Dim \ N M S 91. A team was living with HN ^oifoes, eating 
B* 100 9 1.22 0.63 with them and building ^aPPOjT. Is team 
All 9 1.22 0.63 leader would not eat or drink tea with the HN 

hosts. The HN forces were insulted and this 
team leader was asked to leave. 

Dim *< 
B* 78 
All 

N M S 136. A team was sent to live In a small town 
7 2.29 1.39 with the natives. This SF soldier felt that 
9 2.00 1.33 after duty hours he should not talk or pass time 

with the natives. The natives thought he 
disliked them and that caused problems for the 
team. 

Din 
B* 78 
All 

Din ^ 
fl* 67 
C 22 
All 

Dim 
B* 67 
C 33 
All 

N M S 
7 1.14 0.35 
9 1.22 0.42 

H M 5 
6 6.00 0.58 
2 4.50 0.50 
9 5.67 0.82 

N M S 
6 6.33 0.75 
3 5.33 0.47 
9 6.00 0.B2 

112. This SF soldier ordered host nation forces 
not to wear Jewelry while In uniform, this br 
soldier continued to wear 4 gold ® „ 
bracelet, and 2 gold chains. The host nation 
forces did not respect tnis SF soldier. 

43. This 188 was working with Syrian coalition 
forces. An SF detachment had previously failed 
to establish rapport. This 186 suggested that 
his team wear Khaffe (head wraps) and the 
national flag and buttons of the President. The 
team established a good working relationship 
with the Syrians. 

89. A U.S. medic was using an HN medical 
facility with the grudging permission of the 
local doctor. The HN doctor felt threatened by 
the presence of the American medic. This medic 
Incorporated the doctor Into the treatment and 
diagnosis of the patients in a way that 
preserved the doctor's "face." The medic would 
examine the patients and then present his 
dlagnosis/treatment plan to the local docpr for 
his approval. He had continued use of the 
facility. 

01m >5 
B* 67 
C 33 
All 

N H S 
6 1.17 0.37 
3 1.00 0.00 
9 1.11 0.31 

34. While deployed In Malaysia, a team number 
took offense to a Malaysian trying to hold his 
hand and touch him while talking to h1ra. This 
team member pushed him away, lectured him on not 
touching him, and Inferred that he was gay* 
Rapport decreased because word got around to the 
other troops. 

Dim S 
B 22 
C* 78 
All 

N H S 18. Six U.S. and six host nation forces were 
2 6.00 1.00 acting as a comolned unit during a training 
7 4.86 1.12 exercise in a host nation. Tension between 
9 5.11 1.20 these two groups developed after an 

International Incident. This team sergeant was 
serving as an evaluator/observer and Intervened 
by separating the groups for a cool-down period 
and talking people Into calming down. Tension 
was reduced tor awhile. 

Dim % 
A* 56 
fi 22 
All 

N M S 52. This NCO was training Kuwaiti soldiers on 
5 1.60 0.80 vehicular patrolling. The KuwalUs were not 
2 2.00 0.00 taking the training seriously. This NCO drew on 
9 1.56 0.68 a chalkboard the location of vehicles In a 

movement formation and lectured the Kuwaitis. 
The Kuwaitis completely lost Interest and did 
not learn. 

Dim *< 
B 22 
J* 44 
All 

N M S 
2 5.50 0.50 
4 6.00 1.22 
9 5.22 1,75 

12. An Indigenous soldier needed medical 
attention ana no medic was available. This I8t 
put out a call on SATCOM worldwide and vfas able 
to contact an SF medic. Guidance was given and 
the soldier received the required medical 
attention. 



Retranslation'llstlng of incidents for Dimension C: (Problem name ■ 18EB) 

Dim ^ 
B 22 
C* 78 
All 

N M S 18. Six U.S. and Six host nation forces were 
2 6.00 1.00 acting as a combined unit during a training 
7 4.86 1.12 exercise in a host nation. Tension between 
9 5.11 1.20 these two groups developed after an 

international Incident. This team sergeant was 
serving as an evaluator/observer and intervened 
by separating the groups for a cool-down period 
and talking people Into calming down. Tension 
was reduced for awhile. 

nim *1 N M S 41. The SF team was Isolated for long periods 
C 44 4 6.00 0.71 of time. This 18E kept his mouth shut about 
I* 56 5 5.40 0.49 some annoying quirks 
All 9 5.67 0.67 team members. This allowed harmony to prevail 

in some odd situations. 

Dim \ 
6* 67 
C 33 
All 

N M S 34. While deployed in Malaysia, a team member 
6 1.17 0.37 took offense to a Malavsian trying to hold hs 
3 1.00 0.00 hand and touch him whi le talking to him. ihis 
9 1 11 0.31 team member pushed him away, lectured him on not 

touching him, and inferred that he was gay. 
Rapport decreased because word got around to the 
other troops. 

Dim h 
B* 67 
C 33 
All 

89. A U.S. medic was using an HN medical n 5 o^. n U.J. lifeVI I.... --- - 

6 6.33 0.75 facility with the grudging perm sslon of the 
3 5.33 0.47 local doctor. The HN doctor felt threatened by 
9 6.00 0.82 the presence of the American medic. This medic 

Incorporated the doctor into the treatment and 
diagnosis of the patients In a way that 
preserved the doctor’s ’’face." Tne medic would 
examine the patients and then present his 
diagnosis/treatment plan to the local doctor for 
his approval. He had continued use of the 
facility. 

01m \ 
C* 33 
I* 33 
All 

N H S 
3 5.00 0.82 
3 6.67 1.25 
9 4.22 1.99 

13. An 18E was testing and evaluating antenna 
systems that would be effective for his 
operational areas. This 18E became angry, 
uncooperative, and basically gave up. His 
supervisor told him to calm down and return to 
work as the ISE walked away. This 18E began 
walking away and rudely replied that he would 
not continue. His supervisor remained calm and 
collected and told the 18E to take his gear with 
him. 

Dim 
B* 
C 

% 
67 
22 

All 

N H S 
6 6.00 0.58 
2 4.50 0.50 
9 5.67 0.82 

43. This 18B was working with Syrian coalition 
forces. An SF detachment had previously failed 
to establish rapport. This 18B suggested that 
his team wear Khaffe (head wraps) and the 
national flag and buttons of the president. The 
team established a good working relationship 
with the Syrians. 



fietranslatlorLIstinrof'lncidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name - IBEB) 

Dim % 
A 22 
D* 67 
All 

N M S 131. An SF soldier was tasked to teach a class 
2 1.00 0.00 In Spanish. He hao attended language training, 
6 1.17 0.37 but after completing language school, he had 
9 1.11 0.31 never used or practiced his skills. His 

presented his class material poorly and it was 
not understood by the natives. 

Dim % 
0* 33 
1* 33 
K* 33 
All 

01m % 
A 22 
0 22 
J* 44 
All 

N M S 97. During detachment training at a 
3 1.00 0.00 country’s maneuver and range complex, the team 
3 1.67 0.47 leader and four otner '^embers became disoriented 
3 1 33 0,47 and stopped a foreign national to find out where 
9 r.33 0.47 a specific range was. The team leader, despite 

having OLI school in that language, denied 
having any language skills and had another team 
member ask for the directions. The team members 
lost respect for the team leader for not having 
kept up nis language training. 

41 H S 2. An A-team on deployment had to give classes 
2 6.50 0.50 to their Thai counterparts. Although they 
2 6.50 0.50 normally had translators during these classes. 
4 5.75 0.43 this 18E was told the night before 
9 6.11 0.57 class that there would not be a translator. He 

stayed up most of the night with a Thai 
dictionary, translated his class Into Thai, and 
practiced giving his class. The next day he was 
able to give the entire class in Thai and the 
students learned the needed information. 



Retrans lation Listing of Incidents for Dimension £: (Problem name • 18EB) 

Dim 
89 

An 

Dim % 
78 

Dim % 
E' 78 
All 

Dim % 
£* 67 

EE 22 
All 

N M S 
B 6.50 0,71 
9 6.33 0.82 

132. A two-and-a-half ton truck went dead on the 
highway. This so'<i*er conducted a trouble 
shooting sequence and found npr 
fixed the electrical problem with a foil wrapper 
from a stick of chewing gum. The truck was able 
to move safely to Ms destination. 

H S 
5.86 0.64 
5.89 0.74 

N M S 
7 5.71 1.48 
9 5.44 1.42 

M S 
5.67 1.25 
5.00 1.00 
5.67 1.25 

Dim \ 
£• 56 

GG 22 
All 

Dim h 
£* 56 
J 22 
All 

Dim ^ 
E* 56 

GG 33 
All 

Dim % 
£• 56 

GG 22 
All 

Dim \ 
£* 44 
J. *33 

GG 22 
All 

Dim H 
£* 44 

GG 33 
All 

Dim h 
E* 44 

GG 33 
All 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
2 4.50 1,50 
9 5.11 1.37 

H S 
5.60 1.02 
5.50 0.50 
5.22 1.40 

H S 
6.40 0.49 
4.33 2.49 
5.22 2.10 

N M S 
5 5.20 0.75 
2 6.00 1.00 
9 5.56 0.96 

N M S 
4 6.00 0.71 
3 5.33 1.70 
2 6,00 0.00 
9 5.78 1.13 

72. An A-team was using a Packhoe to build a 
bunker system. When the backhoe stopped 
running, the team realized it was out of fuel 
and filWd It up, but it still would not start. 
This team member loosened the ^uel lines to let 
the air out of the fuel system. The backhoe 
started and they completed the bunker system to 
be used for training the next day. 

64. During airborne operation, all |fadios in 
the marshal Una area failed to ope**at®* ^ 
18E began troubleshooting all systems, he found 
and fixed one of four radios, tommo was 
restored. 

8. A team was preparing Tor an 
was short one I8t. The detachment trained an 
18B as the second 18E. This 18B working as the 
second 18£ was to stay at the lagger site, while 
the 18E was to go on the SR team. This 18B, 
while operating a SATCOM radio set, lost 
corranunicatlon with the FOB. The went 
through his checklist Tor trouble-shooting and 
aTter several hours finally h^nJpJ^nff 
male portion of the co-ax cable had broken off 
Inside the SATCOM The team 
conmunication with the FOB and the team s 
mission was successful. 

88. An 18E augmenting a Special Operations 
Conmand and Control inSc 
unable to maintain effective FM 
with the logistics center. This 18E Puilt a 
field expedient 292-jungle antenna and hung it 
under the camouflage netting. 
were improved and maintained for the duration of 
the exercise. 

140. This 18E needed a way to suspend an 
antenna, and was running short on time. He had 
two soldiers hold the antenna with their hands 
while commo was established. The team was 
exfiled on time. 

77. An 18E was having difficulty sending 
message traffic on a doublet antenna. The 18E 
decided to try a terminated long wire with 
counter poise but had not carried the equipment 
necessary to build the system. Using fence 
wire, plastic spoons, and other poor boy 
methods, the 18£ buiU the system. Commo was 
accomplished. 

4. A drop zone party was on the ground setting 
up the OZ for personnel. The radio antenna was 
not effective in transmitting to range control 
to open the drop zone approximately ten minutes 
before time on target (Jumptime). This 18E 
hurriedly constructed a field-expedient antenna 
which was pulled up In a tree. The OZ was 
opened on time and the airborne operation was 
completed as scheduled. 

36. A unit received radios without the proper 
power supply. This SF soldier experimented with 
alternate power sources and adapted cables to 
work on the new radios. The new equipment was 
issued and used. 

N H S 118. An OOA was having trouble communicating 
4 1 50 0.87 using the PSC-3 radio. The OOA did not have its 
3 1.33 0.47 own I8E, but was familiar with Jh® 
9 1 44 0.68 This ist assigned to help kept blaming the OOA, 

use the equipment, that the equipment was fine, 
and that he could find no problem with it. 
However, three days later, he found the battery 
inside the radio was dead and had to be replaced. 

N M S 58. In order to coimnunicate with higher 
4 6 50 0.50 headquarters, there was a requirement to use two 
3 5 67 1.25 antennas which required reconstructing daily. 
9 5 78 1.13 This 18E rigged and tested both antennas to one 

connector. This tuned the radio frequencies and 
resulted In commo that no longer required 
twice-daily construction of antennas. 

Dim *i 
E* 44 

GG 22 
All 

Dim h 
E* 33 

GG* 33 
All 

Dim H 
E* 33 

EE* 33 
GG 22 

All 

Dim h 
E* 33 

FF 22 
All 

Dim H 
E 33 
J 22 

GG* 44 
All 

Dim H 
£ 33 

FF* 44 
GG 22 

All 

Dim H 
E 25 
G* 63 
All 

Dim ii 
E 22 

EE 22 
GG* 33 

All 

Dim % 
E 22 

N M S 126. An 18E needed to make coimno using a KY 57 
4 5,00 1.00 and SATCOM, but the signal would not go through. 
2 6.50 0.50 After performing various tests, this IBE 
9 5.22 1.23 realized the SATCOM would not work in the secure 

mode. He received another SATCOM and the 
signals went through. 

N M S 45. This 18E had to make a commo shot during a 
3 6.00 0.82 field problem but had left his generator crank 
3 6.33 0.47 behind. This 18E thought of another way to send 
9 5.22 1.87 the message. A good commo shot was made. 

H M S 1. The OOA was deployed to Fort Chaffee for a 
3 6.00 0.82 FID mission. A PRC-77 would not transmit, 
3 6.33 0.47 causing communication difficulties between the 
2 6.50 0.50 OOA and the OOB. This 18E took the PRC-77, 
9 6.22 0.63 removed the cover, opened the transmit section 

of the radio, and reseated the squelch wlenoid 
switch, thus repairing the radio. The OOA was 
once again able to establish coniminlcatlon with 
the 008. 

N M S 133. Lightning blew out a wire antenna (cobra 
3 5.67 0.47 head). When the storm subsided, this SP soldier 
2 7.00 0.00 rigged an antenna during darkness. Coinoo was 
9 5.33 1.25 restored. 

N M S 104. This 18E needed an antenna to make 
3 6.67 0.47 connunications from a valley in the host nation 
2 7.00 0.00 to Fort Bragg. This 18E constructed an antenna 
4 6,00 0.71 from locally purchased materials that allowed 
9 6.44 0.68 the team to make communications even during time 

of atmospheric disturbance. The team achieved 
100% communications with higher headquarters. 

H H S 24. During combat operations, coniminications 
3 6.00 0.82 were being disrupted by jamming on net 
4 6.75 0.43 frequencies. This 18E worked out a matrix of 
2 3.50 2.50 frequencies to be used as alternates when 
9 5.78 1.81 janming occurred. Communications became 

effective. 

GG* 44 
All 

All 

N H S 
2 5.00 1.00 
5 4.40 0.80 
8 4.88 1.17 

37. The detachment was planning for a 
reconnaissance mission. There was to be a point 
element to detect, avoid, and engage the enemy 
before the main body was discovered. The plan 
for engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. 
This 18B suggested that silenced weapons be 
carried by the point element. This gave the 
point element more time to move away before 
getting decisively engaged by the enemy s main 
body. 

N M S 9. During an exercise, communications via 
2 1.00 0.00 SATCOM was not established for 72 hours. This 
2 5.50 1,50 18E opened up radios and reset Internal 
3 4.67 1.25 frequencies of SATCOM. Communications was 
9 3.67 2.00 reestablished. 

M S 
5.00 l.OO 
3.25 1.64 
3.89 1.45 

67. During an overseas deployment, this 18E had 
to send the initial entry report. He 
constructed a doublet antenna by the book (right 
length and right height), but could not 
establish commo. When commo was not 
established, the IBC assisting b]™ sugg®f^«?or 
that he put the antenna 4 feet high. This IBt 
replied that this was not the way he had been 
taught to do It. The 18C explained that he had 
seen other 18Es do it and make conroo and that he 
should at least try it. Commo was established. 

Dim % N H S 39. During an operation in the desert, this 18E 
E 22 2 6.50 0.50 had to establish conmo with the 

GG* 44 4 6.25 0.43 Operating Base using P5C-70. Com was hard to 
All 9 5.67 1.76 achieve because the water table was 

plus there was a lack of vegetation. TJm lot 
constructed a slant antenna using team member 
rifles as anchor points which were raised over 
Individuals' heads. He also duo a hole and had 
everyone urinate in it, then colled bis 
ref iktive wire into It. Commo was established. 

68. An OOA was on a training mission. The 18E 
was forced, due to terrain, to set uo his 

6.50 0.50 antenna next to a small road. This IBt 
constructed his antenna in such a way that it 
was impossible to see it even from a very short 
distance away. He was able to maintain commo 
with the base station without his antenna being 
detected. 

Dim % N 
E* 22 2 
L* 22 2 

FF* 22 2 
GG* 22 2 

H 

6.50 0.50 
6.33 0.67 

H-175 



Stranslatlon'llstlng of Incidents for Dimension Fj (Problem name - iSEB) 

nim % N H S 7. Individuals were conducting 
F* 67 6 1.50 0.76 landings in Central America from a/ubber Boat 
N 22 2 1.50 0.50 15; the weather and sea were not ideal and were 
All 9 1.44 0.68 very dangerous, care and «fety were 

paramount. Hours of Planning were conducted 
prior to the mission. This SF soldier shut down 
the engines approximately 200 feet from the 
breaker wall (knowing that this was _ 
InaDoropriate). The engine would not restart 
and the boat slammed Into the wall, causing 
Injuries and loss of equipment. 

H S 15. This 18B who had not conducted any research 
4.80 1.47 was tasked to determine a route 
5.00 0.82 to an extraction point. An (8A told the 18B 
4 67 1.33 that the route he had determined would take 

longer than their allotted time and iise 
another route instead. This 188 used the route 
that he had determined without informing the 
18A. The entire team completed the movement, 
with plenty of time to spare. 

Dim *! 
F* 56 
M 33 
All 

Dim If 
F* 44 
G 33 
All 

Dim 
F* 44 
G 22 
All 

Dim % 
F* 44 
J* 44 
All 

N H S 
4 2.75 1.09 
3 3.00 0,00 
9 2.89 0.74 

26. This 18E was tasked to choose a team to 
conduct a site survey. He chose a site survey 
team without Including an engineer. When the 
team was sent out to identify locations for 
demolitions training, they selected an 
unsuitable site, and demolition tram ng had to 
be delayed until a new site could be Identified 
and autnorized for use. 

M M S 11. In preparing for an overseas deployment, It 
4 1.25 0.43 was suggested to the detachment commander that 
2 1.50 0.50 the commo gear be cross-loaded on the aircraft 
9 1 78 1.03 in accordance with SOP. This commander chose to 

leave all commo gear on one aircraft. The 
aircraft with all the conmo gear broke down at a 
layover en route. Half of the unit arrived 
without the ability to communicate with anyone 
until that plane arrived about six days later. 

N H S 42. Four team members were Infilled to a drop 
4 6.00 0.71 zone before the aircraft had to cancel Jump 
4 6.50 0.87 operations due to hazardous weather conditions. 
9 6 22 0,79 This SF soldier evaluated the situation and 

determined that he had the resources to 
accomplish the mission despite the loss of seven 
team members. Unable to contact higher 
headquarters to confer, this SF soldier decided 
to conduct the mission. The mission was 
successful and the training exercise considered 
a success. 

01m *f 
F 22 
Q* 56 
All 

N M S 
2 6.50 0.50 
5 5.60 1.02 
9 6.00 0.94 

Dim % 
F 22 
H* 33 
All 

Dim \ 
F 22 

FF* 44 
All 

Dim H 
F 22 
N* 44 
All 

Dim H 
F 22 
I 33 
K* 44 
All 

N M S 
2 l.OO 0.00 
3 1.67 0.47 
9 1.78 0.79 

N M S 
2 6.00 0.00 
4 5.75 1.30 
9 5.56 0.96 

N M S 
2 5.00 1.00 
4 6.25 0.43 
9 5.78 0.92 

H S 
1.00 0.00 
1.33 0,47 
1.25 0.43 
1.22 0.42 

01m \ 
F* 44 
I 33 
All 

Dim \ 
F 33 

FF* 44 
All 

Dim % 
F* 33 

GG 22 
AM 

Dim \ 
F 25 

FF* 38 
All 

H $ 
5.50 0.50 
5.33 0.47 
5.56 0.50 

M S 
1,33 0.47 
1.50 0.50 
1.56 0.50 

M S 
1.67 0.47 
1.00 0.00 
1.89 1.85 

N H S 
2 2.50 1.50 
3 2.67 1.70 
8 2.13 1.45 

78. This Junior NCO was given duties as a team 
sergeant even though another member of the team 
outranked him. This Junior NCO used the,Input 
of the senior NCO at all times. The senior NCO 
felt h1s opinions were Important and the team s 
moral remained Intact. 

10. This 18E was to select a transmission site 
and construct a doublet antenna during a field 
exercise. This 18E placed his transmission site 
and antenna by a road which could have been used 
by the OPFOR as a high avenue of approach. He 
had to be told his site selection was an error 
and to move his antenna to a more concealed 
site. Detection by the OPFOR patrol that 
actually passed by a few hours later was avoided. 

115. An 18E thought he had a better way to 
charge batteries than using the G-76 generator. 
This 18E attempted to charge the batteries using 
a regular house current and a device he had 
built with parts from Radio Shack. The 
batteries were all destroyed and the 18£ was 
forced to pay for the batteries by signing a 
statement of charges. 

76. An 18E was responsible for commo with each 
wing team.The west wing team could only receive 
and not transmit to the IBE on the net.Commo was 
established by relay through another net, then 
by messenger.The team sergeant Instructed the 
18E that he wanted direct commo with the wing 
team.When direct coiiino was not established, the 
team sergeant asked why and the 18E replied that 
he had commo through re lay.The team sergeant 
then instructed the 18E to construct a Jungle 
antenna and test It prior to night time 
operation.When commo was not established that 
night, the 18E stated that he had told the wing 
team to construct the antenna and could not 
explain why It had not been done.Upon completion 
of mission, this 18E was replaced. 

3, This 18E went out of the base camp to make 
contact with the base station using HF 
equipment; he took two locals with him to 
provide security on site. Prior to departing 
the area, the IBE checked the areas where the 
locals were providing security, and found pocket 
litter pertaining to sensitive activities that 
would be performed at a later time. He 
delivered the pocket litter to his intelligence 
and team sergeant. The two locals were 
Informants working for the opposition under 
duress conditions. 

75. The detachment was inserted into an area to 
monitor movement by plane or by vehicle. This 
SF soldier failed to record map corrections that 
would have showed that travel by vehicle via 
road and that landings by fixed wing aircraft 
were impossible. The conroander had the area 
covered again, not knowing travel through it was 
not possible. 

25. An 18E needed to relay SITREP to higher 
headquarters. This 18E could not reach them so 
he called another outstation to confirm If 
higher was on line. They were not, so this 18b 
relayed traffic to the outstatlon. Traffic was 
passed on to higher later that day. 

100. This SF team sergeant wanted the team to 
train in close quarter battle with Korean 
soldiers. This team sergeant decided the 
training should be conducted using blank 
ammunition. The team did not endanger 
themselves. 

46. The team was being deployed In the states 
for a JTF mission for at least four months. 
This team member tried to obtain an operation 
that would make him non-deployable, even though 
It wasn't an emergency and could wait until his 
return. He didn't get the operation, was 
deployed anyway, and later received a negative 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 6: (Problem name - 18EB) 

Dim ^ 
G* 89 
All 

N M S 59. A team was on a mission to blow up an 
8 1,00 0.00 abandoned bridce. This team leader asked for 
9 1.00 0.00 very little information about the bridge and 

made many assumotlons based on hearsay. The 
team blew up a functioning bridge by mistake. 

% N M S 
6 3.00 1.83 
2 2.00 1.00 
9 2.56 1.71 

108. This SF soldier was In charge of planning 
the route of march for a team. This SF soldier 
planned what he thought was a good route around 
reatures such as tall mountains and lakes. This 
SF soldier forgot to look at the contour 
Interval used and the type of map; the map used 
a ratio of 1:25.000. Tne team would have had to 
go through very oeep ravines. 

Dim 
£ 

G* 

% 
25 
63 

All 

N M S 
2 5.00 1.00 
5 4.40 0.60 
8 4.88 1.17 

37. The detachment was planning for a 
reconnaissance mission. There was to be a point 
element to detect, avoid, and engage the enemy 
before the main body was discovered. The plan 
for engaging the enemy was getting nowhere. 
This 18B suggested that silenced weapons be 
carried by the oolnt element. This gave the 
point element more time to move away before 
getting decisively engaged by the enemy's main 
body. 

Dim % 
G* 56 
All 

N M S 
5 1.40 0.80 
9 1.22 0.63 

65. This IBB was conducting an aerial 
re-supply. This 18B did not coordinate with the 
farmer whose field he was using. As the 
aircraft was coming In, the farmer and his 
friends ran off the 18B. The mission was a 
failure. 

G 22 2 1.50 0.50 the commo gear be cross-loaded on the aircraft 
All 9 1.78 1.03 in accordance with SOP. This commander chose to 

leave all commo gear on one aircraft. The 
aircraft with all the conrno gear broke down at a 
layover en route. Half of the unit arrived 
without the ability to communicate with anyone 
until that plane arrived about six days later. 

Dim % N M S 16. A team without an 18E had a replacement 
G 22 2 1.00 0.00 come In the night before an exercise. This 

replacement 18E did not Inspect the H* 44 4 1.25 0.43 
EE 33 3 1.00 0.00 communications equipment and did not notice that 

All 9 1.11 0.31 an essential piece was missing. The 18E was 
unable to make connunleations during the 
exercise. 

Dim H 
G* 22 
Q* 22 

HH* 22 
All 

N M S 61. An 18A was In a situation where crypto was 
2 2.50 1.50 compromised In the HN hotel. He had to use 
2 1.00 0.00 emergency crypto, but could not remember how to 
2 1.50 0.50 use emergency crypto or where to start the 
9 1.44 0.96 message. As a result, this ISA had to be given 

a lot more training In using the emergency 
cryptography system. 

Dim % 
G 22 

FF* 33 
All 

N M S 38. A link Up operation was to take place 
2 3.50 1.50 between two OOAs using time, place, and radio 
3 1.00 0.00 authentication. This SF soldier failed to 
9 3.00 2.26 properly authenticate three times. One OOA 

aborted the linkup. 

Dim S 
G* 56 
H 22 
All 

H M S 
5 6.80 0.40 
2 6.50 0.50 
9 6.56 0.68 

62. This 18C was tasked to be on a conrolttee 
assigned to teacn a demolitions course. Part of 
the course involved a field problem. This 18C 
wrote an operations order that was so complete 
that 4 teams working In different locations 
could understand what was to be done and when. 
The target of interest was hit and the field 
mission was a success. 

Dim % 
6* 56 
H 33 
All 

N H S 
5 2.40 1.20 
3 1.67 0.94 
9 2.33 1.25 

113. During pre-deployment activities, this 18E 
determined the equipment needed by the team. He 
calculated In excess of what was actually 
needed. Members had to carry excessive 
equipment which affected mission performance. 

Dim H 
6 44 
H* 56 
All 

H 
4 
5 
9 

M S 
2.25 0.83 
1.20 0.40 
1.67 0.82 

138. While out-loading for an MTT. this SF 
soldier did not take a proper look at the load 
to be carried. He underestimated the number of 
pallets needed for the load. As a result, he 
did not have enough pallets to carry the 
equipment. 

Dim % 
G 33 
H* 56 
All 

N M S 124. This Junior 18E was tasked to set up his 
3 1.33 0.47 coimunications equipment on an embassy. He was 
5 1.20 0.40 given a two weex notice to prepare his equipment 
9 1.22 0.42 prior to deploying. Two weeks after arrival, 

the 18E began to construct his doublet antenna 
atop the embassy wnen he discovered he had not 
brought along any connectors to connect two 
cables together. As a result, this 18E failed 
to make communications for six days and was 
given a letter of reprimand. 

Dim 
G* 
P 

\ 
33 
22 

All 

H M S 
3 1.00 0.00 
2 2.00 0.00 
9 1.44 0.50 

35. This 18B was tasked with coming up with a 
defensive alert plan. This 18B did not brief 
anyone on the alert plan. There was chaos In 
the unit because nobody knew what was going on 
or where the enemy activity was located. 

Dim \ 
G* 33 

FF* 33 
All 

N H S 
3 3.00 0.82 
3 2.00 0,00 
9 2.78 1.69 

17. An SF A-detachment conducting SR operations 
during an NTC rotation was charged with sending 
real time Information as soon as possible by 
SATCOM primary and HF secondary. This SF 
soldier responsible for communications to higher 
headquarters did not anticipate the SATCOM going 
down during a critical time of reporting. This 
SF soldier was not prepared with HF 
coimunications. A i hour lull in the delivery 
of critical Information was created. 

Dim 
F* 
G 

% 

44 
33 

All 

N H S 
4 2.75 1.09 
3 3.00 0.00 
9 2.89 0.74 

26. This 18E was tasked to choose a team to 
conduct a site survey. He chose a site survey 
team without Including an engineer. When the 
team was sent out to identify locations for 
demolitions training, they selected an 
unsuitable site, and demolition training had to 
be delayed until a new site could be identified 
and authorized for use. 

Dim 
F* 44 

N H S 11. In preparing for an overseas deployment, It 
4 1.25 0.43 was suggested to the detachment commander that 
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Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension H: (Problem name 

Dim H N H S 21- During a Comoany Direct Action (CODA) 
^ 1 Hsnintinn. this 18E was responsible for 01m ^ 

H* 67 
££ 22 

All 

Dim % 
G 33 
H* 56 
All 

Dim % 
G 44 
H* 56 
All 

6 3.50 1.38 Isolation, this 18E was responsible for 
2 4.50 0.50 communication planning, commo equipment 
9 3.67 1.25 accountability, and .JW5 

18E laid out the equipment to be cross loaded. 
RTs, antennas, and batteries. 
list of equipment and matched It to the names of 
the persons responsible for carrying 
After Issuing the equipment, the 18E jeft pe 
packing of the equipment to the Individuals 
carrying the Items. This 18E did not conduct a 
final Inspection. One piece of satellite 
equipment Drought to the field was damaged on 
Infiltration due to improper loading. 

N M S 
3 1.33 0.47 
5 1.20 0.4C 
9 1.22 0.42 

N M S 
4 2.25 0.83 
5 1.20 0.40 
9 1.67 0.82 

124. This junior 18E was tasked to set up his 
comminlcations equipment on an 
given a two week notice to prepare his eauioment 
prior to deploying. Two weeks after arrival, 
the 18E began to construct his doublet jntenna 
atop the embassy when he discovered he had not 
brought along any connectors to connect two 
cables together. As a result, this 18E f4|'®d 
to make communications for six days and was 
given a letter of reprimand. 

138. While out-loading for an HU. this 5F 
soldier did not take a proper look at the load 
to be carried. He underestimated the number of 
pallets needed for the load. As a result, he 
did not have enough pallets to carry the 
equipment. 

Dim H 
H* 22 
J* 22 

GG* 22 
All 

Dim *'i 
G* 56 
H 22 
All 

4 2.50 1.12 a conmo man for an OOA. He didn't read his 
9 2.33 0.94 encrypt and decrypt pads and used the ercrypt 

pad for decrypt and vice versa. The OOA failed 
to make commo for 72 hours and received low 
marks on Its ARTEP. 

N M S 20. This 18C was the acting 18E on a training 
2 6.50 0.50 exercise in Australia. This 18C made comro 
2 6.00 0.00 contacts twice dally for 10 days using different 
2 6.50 0.50 antennas as needed to send bursts from distances 
9 6.44 0.50 up to 300 miles. The team had 100% contact with 

higher command during training. 

H M S 62. This 18C was tasked to be on a conmlttee 
5 6.80 0.40 assigned to teach a demolitions course. Part of 
2 6,50 0.50 the course involved a field problem. This 18C 
9 6.56 0.68 wrote an operations order that was so c^iete 

that 4 teams working in different locations 
could understand what was to be done and when. 
The target of interest was hit and the field 
mission was a success. 

Dim % 
H* 44 
P 22 
All 

N M S 
4 1.25 0.43 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 1.11 0.31 

98, While preparing for a deployment, this 18C 
was tasked with ordering critical supplies. 
This 18C did not follow orders and did not order 
the appropriate supplies- The team could not 
accomplish Its mission. 

Dim % 
G 22 
H* 44 

EE 33 
All 

«i M s 16. A team without an 18E had a replacement 
2 1.00 0.00 come In the night before an exercise. This 
4 1.25 0.43 replacement 18E did Inspect the . 
3 1,00 0.00 connunlcatlons equipment and d1d not ygjice that 
9 1.11 0.31 an essential piece was missing. The 18E was 

unable to make comminlcations during the 
exercise. 

Dim ^ 
G* 56 
H 33 
All 

Dim ^ 
H* 33 

FF* 33 
All 

WHS 113. During pre-deployment activities, this 18E 
5 2.40 1.20 determined the equipment needed by the team. He 
3 1.67 0.94 calculated in excess of what was actually 
9 2 33 1,25 needed. Members had to carry excessive 

equipment which affected mission performance, 

W M S 22. An ODA was on a field training exercise. 
3 3 00 0.82 This 18E was to receive a Blind Transmission 
3 1*33 0.47 Broadcast (BTB) although both the DMOGs he had 
9 2!44 1^89 brought on the ground with him were broken 
y 1,0^ iSlltratlon. This IBE's morse code speed (15 

groups per minute) was not what It should have 
Been. He was unable to copy the message and the 
detachment was unable to get the message sent. 

Dim % 
H* 33 

FF 22 
GG* 33 

All 

N H S 31. One week prior to deployment, we team was 
3 3.00 0.82 Issued an AN/PRC-132. The 18E received a class 
2 4.00 0.00 on putting the radio 
3 3.00 0.82 this 18E neglected to read the specification 
9 3.00 1.05 sheet that outlined the radios capabilities. 

During the field exercise, the 18E was able to 
make his scheduled contacts with the base 
station located 180 miles away, but failed to 
make contact on the voice net with outstatIons 
located only 5 miles away. The radio worked 
well 1n the high frequency range but was 
Incapable of commo in the VHF range because It 
was an AM transmitter only. 

N H S 75. The detachment was Inserted Into an area to 
2 1.00 0.00 monitor movement by plane or by vehicle. This 
3 1.67 0.47 SF soldier failed to record map corrections that 
9 1.78 0.79 would have showed that travel by vehicle via 

road and that landings by fixed wing aircraft 
were Impossible. The commander had the area 
covered again, not knowing travel through It was 
not possible. 

♦IMS 125. An 18E newly assigned to an A team was 
2 1,00 0.00 deployed after four days. Once the A team 
3 1.67 0.94 arrived at their destination, 1t took ^[1® 
8 1 88 1.17 three days to become familiar with the CEOI to 

* where he could properly communicate. There was 
no conmo for three days and this 18E was 
reprimanded. 

*nt, the team was 
received a class 

Dim % 
F 22 
«« 33 
All 

Dim % 
H 25 

FF* 38 
All 

1 N M S 29. During a field training exercise, an 18C 
22 2 2.50 0.50 who was cross-trained as an 18E was tasked to be 
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Retranslation listing of Incidents for Dimension I: (Problem name • 18E0) 

Dim N M S 119. A team was on a FID mission for 70+ days. 
1* 67 6 6.67 0.47 At times when no one wanteo to get out to train, 
j 22 2 7.00 0.00 this soldier Injected humor and reminded team 
All 9 6.78 0.42 members of the mission in such a way that 

everyone wanted to work all night. As a resu t. 
It was the best FID team and also had fun while 
accomplishing the mission. 

Dim % N H S 41. The SF team was Isolated for long periods 
c 44 4 6.00 0.71 Of time. This 18E kept his mouth shut about 
I* 56 5 5.40 0.49 some annoying quirks demonstrated by his fellow 
All 9 5.67 0.67 team members. This allowed harmony to prevail 

In some odd situations. 

Dim % 
I* 56 
L 22 
All 

Dim \ 
I» 44 
J* 44 
All 

N M S 99. The team sergeant was responsible for 
5 5.80 0.40 keeping the detachment physically fi^ .^ll 
2 6.00 1.00 times. This team sergeant made sure that his 
9 6.11 0.74 detachment performed physical training at least 

twice a day. The team members always passed the 
PT test and scored higher than other detachments 
with younger members. 

N M S 143. A soldier was assigned to set up SATCOM 
4 1.00 0.00 with a team In the HN field with assistance from 
4 2.50 2.60 this soldier. The first soldier fa1 ed to 
9 1.67 1.89 accomplish his assignment. This assisting 

soldier, when asked why he did not then do it 
himself, simply stated "Hey. it was not my 
Jobl" ^ATCOM was not estafanshed with the team 
In the field. 

Dim % 
I* 44 
J 33 
All 

N H S 
4 5.75 1.09 
3 6.33 0.47 
9 5.78 0.92 

82. Many problems arose during a mission, 
including constantly changing plans, lack of 
support, and no time off. This team member 
constantly put forth an effort to do the best 
possible job, despite the working conditions and 
problems. This team member was successful at 
his tasks. 

Diffl \ N H S 105. During an endurance test, the battalion was 
I* 44 4 6.00 1.00 required to travel 50km in 72 hours while 
L 33 3 6.33 0.47 conducting various rigorous tests with no 
All 9 5.78 1.55 sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 
^ * Ibs.^ When times were rough, tiring, and, 

everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battalion completed the endurance test. 

niTO % N M S 74. An OOA was selected for an SR mission In 
I* 44 4 6.75 0.43 mountainous desert terrain. On the morning 
L* 44 4 6.50 0.50 prior to Infll, this team member twisted and 
All 9 6.33 0.94 severely sprained his ankle during a PT run. 

Though In physical pain, this soldier 
Infiltrated with the team as planned and 
continued to move with the team without 
complaining and without slowing down, although 
he had the heaviest rucksack. The other members 
of the team conducted the mission trying to live 
up to the standards and ability of the Injured 
member. 

All 9 1.22 0.42 It wasn't an emergency and could wait until his 
return. He didn't get the operation, was 
deployed anyway, and later received a negative 

Dim H 
F* 44 
I 33 
All 

N 
4 
3 
9 

M S 
5.50 0.50 
5.33 0.47 
6.56 0.50 

78. This junior NCO was given duties as a team 
sergeant even though another member of the team 
outranked him. This junior NCO used the Input 
of the senior NCO at all times. The senior NCO 
felt his opinions were Important and the team's 
moral remained Intact. 

Dim 
I 

GG* 
All 

H 
25 
38 

N M S 139. An 18E In the field had to switch 
2 1.50 0.50 frequency. This 18E did not remember how to use 
3 1 67 0.94 the appropriate formulas. Commo was lost, and 
8 1.50 0.71 the I8t needed help from the 18A to complete the 

task. 

01m H 
A* 78 
I 22 
All 

N M S 
7 6.43 0.49 
2 5.00 1.00 
9 6.11 0.07 

93. The team was due for yearly certification. 
This 18E provided his team with enough basics to 
establishing commo without his presence. The 
team members passed the certification. 

Dim H 
I 22 

EE 22 
FF* 33 

All 

N H S 128. During a training exercise, there was no 
2 6.00 0.00 electricity In the compound. This 18E set up a 
2 6.50 0.50 schedule to keep the team Informed of what days 
3 6.67 0.47 to change the radio batteries. As a result, 
9 5.67 1.76 there was constant conmo with higher 

headquarters. 

Dim H 
I 22 

FF 22 
GG* 56 

All 

N M S 
2 1.50 0.50 
2 1.00 0.00 
5 l.OO 0.00 
9 1.11 0.31 

142. While on an FTX, this 18E was required to 
set up a long wire antenna as part of the 
training. He needed to calculate the required 
length for the antenna before setting It up. He 
forgot his calculator and did not understand how 
to use the formula to compute the length. He 
missed his block time and wasn't able to 
construct the antenna he needed. 

Dim 
I : 
L 

HH* 
All 

N M S 102. An 18E was receiving a manual morse code 
2 6.00 0.00 message. There was a lot of static and it was 
2 5.50 0.50 raining very hard. This IBE maintained his 
3 6.33 0.47 concentration and copied the message. The 
9 6.11 0.57 message was received and the team extracted. 

Dim H 
I 22 
K* 33 
All 

M S 
2.00 1.00 
2.67 0.94 
2.11 0.99 

30. Members of an SF detachment were drinking 
at an Air Force sports pub and were Involved In 
some good humored 1nter-serv1ce Joklng.^^Thls 
ofMcer grabbed a female by the shirt after she 
said "where you going little guy," breaking her 
necklace. This officer had previously warned 
his team members about such behavior. This 
officer was counselled. 

Dim 
0* 33 
I* 33 
K* 33 
All 

I M S 
i 1.00 0.00 
1 1.67 0.47 
1 1.33 0.47 
I 1.33 0.47 

97. During detachment training at a foreign 
country's maneuver and range complex, the team 
leader and four other members became disoriented 
and stopped a foreign national to find out where 
a specific range was. The team leader, despite 
having Oil school In that language, denied 
having any language skills and had another team 
member ask for the directions. The team members 
lost respect for the team leader for not having 
kept up nls language training. 

Dim % 
C* 33 
I* 33 
All 

H S 
5.00 0.82 
5.67 1.25 
4.22 1.99 

13. An 18E was testing and evaluating antenna 
systems that would be effective for his 
operational areas. This 18E became angry, 
uncooperative, and basically gave up. His 
supervisor told him to calm down and return to 
work as the 18E walked away. This 18E began 
walking away and rudely replied that he would 
not continue. His supervisor remained calm and 
collected and told the 18E to take his gear with 
him. 

Dim 
A* 
I 

44 
33 

All 

N M S 
4 5.75 0.43 
3 6.67 0.47 
9 6.11 0.74 

>3. An 18E was tasked to Instruct his OOA on 
itenna construction. This 18E researched his 
inuals and asked around to ensure there had 
;en no changes In the procedures. He trained 
Is detachment very effectively and efficiently 
1 antenna construction. 

Dim % N 
F 22 2 
I 33 3 
K* 44 4 

M S 46. The team was being deployed In the states 
1 00 0.00 for a JTF mission for at least four months. 
1*33 0,47 This team member tried to obtain an operation 
1 25 0.43 that would make him non-deployable, even though 
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Dim H 
J» 89 
All 

01m H 
J* 78 
All 

Dim ^ 
J* 44 

6G* 44 
All 

Dim ’i 
1* 44 
J* 44 
All 

Din H 
F* 44 
J* 44 
All 

N M S 
8 6.50 0.50 
9 6.44 0.50 

N H S 
7 6.43 0.49 
9 6.11 1.20 

tl H S 
4 5.75 0.43 
4 6.75 0,43 
9 6.11 0.74 

Din h 
fl 22 
J* 44 
All 

Din % 
A 22 
D 22 
J* 44 
All 

Din 
I* 44 
J 33 
All 

Din ^ 
J 33 
K* - 44 
All 

M S 
1.00 0.00 
2.50 2.60 
1.67 1.89 

27. This SF soldier was complaining about his 
lack of knowledge about the computer in the team 
S. Thli SF loldier suved in the team room 
until midnight for two nights and then for part 
of the weekend to learn how to use the 
computer. This SF soldier learned how to 
operate a computer using every system. 

127. A mobile training team was tasked to 
establish a national radio net for security 
forces. This IBE used his own resources to 
determine frequencies, training, and 
for the country. The mission 
the security forces were able to communicate 
throughout the nation. 

137. A need developed to set up a new commo 
system. After a brief look at the very 
complicated drawings and associated text, this 
soldier set up the system and got it on-line. 
The new system replaced two other pieces of 
equipment and made the job easier. 

143. A soldier was assigned to set up J^TCOM 
with a team in the HN field with assistance from 
this soldier. The first soldier failed to 
accomplish his assignment. Jbis assisting 
soldier, when asked why he <ii^ not then do it 
himself, simply stated """ 
job!" SATCOH was not es 
in the field. 

f'”Hey, it was not my 
estabnshed with the team 

M S 
6.00 0.71 
6.50 0.87 
6.22 0.79 

N M S 
2 5.50 0.50 
4 6.00 1.22 
9 5.22 1.75 

N M 5 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 6.50 0.50 
4 5.75 0.43 
9 6.11 0.57 

N M S 
4 5.75 1.09 
3 6.33 0.47 
9 5.78 0.92 

42. Four team memoers were infilled to a drop 
zone before the aircraft had to cancel jump 
operations due to hazardous weather conditions. 
This SF soldier evaluated the situation and 
determined that he had the resources to 
accomplish the mission despite the loss of seven 
team members. Unable to contact higher . 
headquarters to confer, this SF soldier decided 
to conduct the mission. The mission was 
successful and the training exercise considered 
a success. 

12. An indigenous soldier .or 
attention and no medic was available. Ihis lot 
put out a call on SATCOH worldwide and vfas able 
10 contact an SF medic. Guidance was given and 
the soldier received the required medical . 
attention. 

2. An A-team on deployment had to give classes 
to their Thai counterparts, Although they 
normally had translators during these classes, 
this 18t was told the night before his 
class that there would not be a translator. He 
stayed up most of the night with a Thai 
dictionary, translated his class Into Jhal, and 
practiced giving his class. The next day he was 
able to give the entire class in Thai and the 
students learned the needed Information. 

82. Many problems arose during a mission, 
Including constantly changing plans, lack or 
support, and no time off. This team member 
constantly put forth an effort to do the^best^ 
possible job. despite 
problems. 
his tasks. 

' put forth an effort to do the best 
lob, despite the working conditions and 

This team member was successful at 

N M 5 
3 5.67 1.25 
4 2.25 0.83 
9 4.22 1.99 

14. During a joint training mission where FM 
conmunications were ^^^^^ouit, a unit 
behind their RC-292 antenna. This SF soldier 
from a neighboring unit took down the antenna 
system and took It to be used by his 
dkachment. The team's FM conmunications became 
more effective. 

All 

Dim \ 
I* 67 
J 22 
All 

Dim % 
J 22 
p» 67 
All 

01m ^ 
E* 56 
J 22 
All 

Dim H 
J* 22 

FF* 22 
6G* 22 

All 

Dim h 
J 22 
L* 33 

FF 22 
All 

Dim H 
J 22 
0* 67 
All 

01m H 
E 33 
J 22 

GG* 44 
All 

Dim ^ 
H* 22 
J* 22 

G6* 22 
All 

Dim H 
J 22 

GG* 67 
All 

9 5.89 1.37 contact, then repositioned himself outside the 
safety of the perimeter to act as a relay In 
re-establishing conmunications. Communications 
were maintained. 

M S 
6.67 0.47 
7.00 0.00 
6.78 0.42 

N M S 
2 5.50 0.50 
6 6.17 1.21 
9 5.78 1.23 

N M S 
5 5,60 1.02 
2 5.50 0.60 
9 5.22 1.40 

119. A team was on a FID mission for 70+ days. 
At times when no one wanted to get out to train, 
this soldier Injected humor and reminded team 
members of the mission In such a way that 
everyone wanted to work all night. As a result. 
It was the best FID team and also had fun while 
accomplishing the mission. 

56. This 18B was tasked to have the map chest 
and manual shelf organized for a coninand 
Inspection. This 18B organized the map chest 
and manual shelf. The inspector noticed that 
the map case was filed to its highest standard 
and the 18B was awarded an MSM for his actions. 

140. This 18E needed a way to suspend an 
antenna, and was running short on time. He naa 
two soldiers hold the antenna with their hands 
while coimo was established. The team was 
exflled on time. 

M S 51. During a FID operation, the OOA was tasked 
.50 1.50 to maintain coitmo via PRC-70 while training was 

- — being conducted with A06. This 18E went to the 
middle of the training site and constructed 
numerous antennas. When unable to establish 
commo, he reported to the team sergent. When 
asked if he had tried another site, he replied 
that he had not. This 18E was instructed to try 
on top of a hill 300 miles away; coimno was 
estabnshed. 

N 
2 3- 
2 1.00 0.00 
2 2.00 1.00 
9 2.44 1.50 

N M S 
2 6.00 1.00 
3 5.33 1.25 
2 4.50 0,50 
9 5.56 1.17 

123. During a flintlock training exercise In 
Germany, an 18E was attempting to receive his 
message from the base station during a thunder 
storm. This 18E, knowing the dangers, kept on 
listening for the total receive time. He was 
able to decrypt the exfiltration message using 
both the DMD6 and what he could copy by hand. 

M S 
5.50 0.50 
5.33 1.49 
6.44 1.26 

N M S 
3 6.67 0.47 
2 7.00 0.00 
4 6.00 0.71 
9 6.44 0.68 

M S 
6.50 0.50 
6.00 0.00 
6.50 0.50 
6.44 0,50 

5. While operating a 
ads, an in 

N M S 
2 6,50 0,50 
6 5.50 0.76 
9 5.56 0.96 

jeep In the Jungle, far 
from any roads, an Indigenous soldier became a 
heat injury, this 18C took charge as there was 
no medic on site. This 18C initiated TV and 
treated the soldier. He also directed his 
medevac to the nearest road. The Injured 
soldier was treated successfully. 

104. This 18E needed an antenna to make 
communications from a valley In the host nation 
to Fort Bragg. This 18E constructed an antenna 
from locally purchased materials that allowed 
the team to make communications even during time 
of atmospheric disturbance. The team achieved 
100% communications with higher headquarters, 

20. This 18C was the acting 18E on a training 
exercise in Australia. This 18C made coetto 
contacts twice daily for 10 days using 
antennas as needed^to send bursts from distances 
up to 300 miles. The team had 100% contact with 
higher comnand during training. 

54. An 18E was loading an aircraft when an 
officer came to him and asked him to talk with 
the OOA on the drop zone using his SATCOH 
radio. This 16E quickly removed his radio and 
put it into operation. He immediately 
established commo with the OOA observing the 
drop zone for the officer. 

Dim % 
J* 33 

GG* 33 
All 

N H S 135. SAR OP was being conducted by the 
3 5.00 0.B2 detachment as it needed iimediate outside 
3 6 00 1.41 support. An 18E operated equipment outside his 
9 5.44 1.26 own net to expedite support. The necessary 

support was Identified In a timely manner. 

Dim % 
E* 44 
J 33 

GG 22 
All 

Dim % 
J* 22 
L* 22 

FF* 22 

N M 5 
4 6.00 0,71 
3 6,33 1.70 
2 6.00 0.00 
9 5.78 1.13 

H H S 
2 6.00 1.00 
2 7.00 0.00 
2 6.00 1.00 

36. A unit received radios without the 
power supply. This SF soldier experimented with 
alternate power sources and adapted cables to 
work on the new radios. The new equipment was 
Issued and used. 

48. Communications with higher HQ were 
disrupted, after moving into a new defensive 
position during combat operations. This 18E 
determined the new location was preventing 
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Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension K: (Problem name Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension L: (Problem name • IflEB) 

01m % 
K* 100 
All 

Dim % 
K* 67 
N 33 
All 

Dim ^ 
K* 67 
All 

Dim \ 
K* 44 

HH 33 
All 

Dim ^ 
J 33 
K* 44 
All 

Dim 
F 22 
I 33 
K* 44 
All 

01m \ 
0* 33 
I* 33 
K* 33 
All 

Dim H 
1 22 
K* 33 
All 

N M S 121. This 18E was NCOIC of the base station 
9 2.00 1.15 during a training exercise. He briefed the 
9 2.00 1.15 officer In charge every day on how the OOAs made 

commo the previous day. Few OOAs were being 
received by the base station between the hours 
of 0100 - 0500. This 18E knew that his men were 
falling asleep inside the receive van, but did 
not report this. This 18E was given an award 
for his work in the base station. 

Dim U 
L* 78 
All 

N M S 
7 6.00 0.76 
9 5.89 0.74 

N H 5 
6 1.50 0.76 
3 4.33 1.70 
9 2.44 1.77 

N H S 
6 1.33 0.47 
9 1.22 0.42 

N H S 
4 1.75 0.83 
3 1.00 0.00 
9 1.33 0.67 

N M S 
3 5.67 1.25 
4 2.25 0.83 
9 4.22 1.99 

N M S 
2 1.00 0.00 
3 1.33 0.47 
4 1.25 0.43 
9 1.22 0.42 

120. A team was crossing a rope bridge at 
recondo school. This soldier said he could 
swim. When he slipped and fell Into the water, 
he had to activate his vest, and float 
downstream to a safety boat. He was safe. 

47. This SF soldier was responsible for 
evaluating a team during a training exercise. 
This SF soldier never came in contact with the 
team, having his "helpers'* stay on the ground to 
do his lob. When It came time for giving the 
after action reoort, this SF soldier did not 
have a proper account of how the team performed 
and the team's evaluation was worthless. 

141. An 18E transmitted sensitive Information on 
OMOG without encrypting the message. This 18E 
told his coimanoer that by selecting a certain 
address, this 1n itself made the message 
transmission secure. Sensitive information was 
sent out unencrypted and this 18E was corrected, 
counseled, and became more truthful In his 
actions and deeds. 

14. During a joint training mission where FM 
conmunications were difficult, a unit left 
behind their RC-292 antenna. This SF soldier 
from a neighboring unit took down the antenna 
system and took it to be used by h1s 
detachment. The team's FM communications became 
more effective. 

46. The team was being deployed In the states 
for a JTF mission for at least four months. 
This team member tried to obtain an operation 
that would make him non-deployable, even though 
It wasn't an emergency and could wait until his 
return. He didn't get the operation, was 
deployed anyway, and later received a negative 

N M S 
3 l.OO 0.00 
3 1.67 0.47 
3 1.33 0.47 
9 1.33 0.47 

N M S 
2 2.00 1.00 
3 2.67 0.94 
9 2.11 0.99 

97. During detachment training at a foreign 
country's maneuver and range complex, the team 
leader and four other members became disoriented 
and stopped a foreign national to find out where 
a specific range was.' The team leader, despite 
having DLI school In that language, denied 
having any language skills and had another team 
member asK for the directions. The team members 
lost respect for the team leader for not having 
kept up nis language training. 

30. Members of an SF detachment were drinking 
at an Air Force sports pub and were Involved in 
some good humored Inter-service joking. This 
officer grabbed a female by the shirt after she 
said "where you going little guy," breaking her 
necklace. Tnis officer had previously warned 
h1s team members about such behavior. This 
officer was counselled. 

Dim % 
L* 78 
All 

D1ra V 
I* 44 
L* 44 
All 

Dim 
J 22 
L* 33 

FF 22 
All 

Dim ^ 
I* 44 
L 33 
All 

Dim H 
L 33 
M* 56 
All 

83. This OOA was tasked to conduct a small boat 
Infiltration Into a target area. The team was 
transported on a large Coast Guard cutter to a 
release point approximately 10 miles from the 
shore. Approximately 90 percent of the OOA was 
becoming sea sick. This SF soldier, who was not 
feeling sick, entered one of the two boats that 
was lowered Into the water, worked for 20 
minutes to get the boat to started, and went on 
the mission. The mission was a success and the 
team received recognition for overcoming 
tremendous obstacles. 

N M S 69. A soldier sprained his ankle during a 
7 5.29 1.16 mission. There was no possible way for him to 
9 5,22 1.03 be evacuated because of the surrounding 

terrain. This soldier was carrying a coano 
ruck. This SF soldier switched the commo ruck 
with one that was lighter and obtained a strong 
limb to use as a cane. The soldier walked until 
he reached a place where he could be picked up 
by the medivac. 

N M S 28. An Air Force C-130 airplane had been struck 
7 6.71 0.45 by a UH-53 helicopter during ground refueling 
9 6.67 0.47 operations on a joint training exercise. The 

C-130 caught fire, the emergency exit bells 
sounded, and the soldiers who were on board the 
C-130 started to exit. This senior NCO Inside 
the burning aircraft realized that the soldiers 
were starting to panic. He stood up and 1n a 
strong and reassuring tone directed the soldiers 
to their appropriate exits, and was one of the 
last soldiers off the burning aircraft. All 
soldiers were evacuated without serious injury. 

N M S 74. An OOA was selected for an SR mission in 
4 6.75 0.43 mountainous desert terrain. On the morning 
4 6.50 0.50 prior to infll, this team member twisted and 
9 6.33 0.94 severely sprained his ankle during a PT run. 

Though In physical pain, this soldier 
infiltrated with the team as planned and 
continued to move with the team without 
complaining and without slowing down, although 
he had the heaviest rucksack. The other memters 
of the team conducted the mission trying to live 
up to the standards and ability of the injured 
member. 

N M S 123. During a flintlock training exercise In 
2 6.00 1.00 Germany, an 18E was attempting to receive his 
3 5.33 1.25 message from the base station during a thunder 
2 4.50 0.50 storm. This 18E, knowing the dangers, kept on 
9 5.56 1,17 listening for the total receive time. He was 

able to decrypt the exflltratlon message using 
both the OMOG and what he could copy by hand. 

N M S 105. During an endurance test, the battalion was 
4 6.00 1.00 required to travel 50km in 72 hours while 
3 6.33 0,47 conducting various rigorous tests with no 
9 5.78 1.55 sleep. The lightest team member weighed 186 

lbs. When times were rough, tiring, and 
everyone felt like stopping for only a minute, 
this team member moved ahead of everyone or ran 
to pull the rest of the team through. The 
battalion completed the endurance test, 

N M S 55. This SF soldier was training at night. 
3 1.00 0,00 When he encountered a water hazard 
5 1.00 0.00 he became disoriented and could not find land. 
9 1.00 0.00 He drowned. 

N M S 68. An OOA was on a training mission. The 18E 
2 6.00 0.00 was forced, due to terrain, to set uo his 
2 6.50 0,50 antenna next to a small road. This 18E 
2 6,00 1.00 constructed his antenna in such a way that It 
2 6.50 0.50 was Impossible to see It even from a very snort 
9 6.33 0.67 distance away. He was able to maintain commo 

with the base station without his antenna being 

Dim % N M S 
J* 22 2 6.00 1.00 
L* 22 2 7.00 0.00 

FF* 22 2 6.00 1.00 
All 9 5.89 1.37 

48. Communications with higher HQ were 
disrupted, after moving Into a new <lefens1ve 
position during combat operations. This 18E 
determined the new location was preventing 
contact, then repositioned himself outside the 
safety of the perimeter to act as a relay In 
re-establishing communications. Communications 
were maintained. 
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Dim % N M S 50. This SF soldier was driving through a 
L 22 2 6.50 0.50 residential area on the wav to work and came 
N 22 2 7.00 0.00 upon a traffic accident. A motorcycle lay on 
0* 33 3 6.33 0.94 the ground, a car was on fire, a man and a woman 
All 9 6.67 0.67 were lying next to the car bleeding. He 

immediately accelerated to the site, jumped out 
of his vehicle, and administered first aid until 
the paramedics arrived. The soldier was 
credited with saving the man's life. 

Dim % N M S 102. An 18E was receiving a manual morse code 
I 22 2 6.00 0.00 message. There was a lot of static and it was 
L 22 2 5.50 0.50 raining very hard. This 18E maintained his 

HH» 33 3 6.33 0.47 concentration and copied the message. The 
All 9 6.11 0.57 message was received and the team extracted. 

Retranslatlon Listing of Incidents for Olmenslon M; (Problem name • 18EB) 

01m *'i N H S 44. The OOA was conducting soft duck operations 
M* 89 8 6.25 0.66 in the Atlantic Ocean. This SF soldier, who had 
All 9 6.11 0.74 received limited nautical navigation 

instruction, was responsible for navigation. 
Despite no land references, this soldier guided 
the coxa in to the exact BLS during night 
conditions. The mission was a success. 

Dim N M S 55. This SF soldier was training at night. 
L 33 3 1.00 0.00 When he encountered a water hazard in the dark, 
K* 56 5 1.00 0.00 he became disoriented and could not find land. 
All 9 1.00 0.00 He drowned. 

Dim % 
I* 56 
L 22 
All 

N M S 99. The team sergeant was responsible for 
5 5.80 0.40 keeping the detachment physically fit at all 
2 6.00 1.00 times. This team sergeant made sure that his 
9 6.11 0.74 detachment performed physical training at least 

twice a day. The team members always passed the 
PT test and scored higher than other detachments 
with younger members. 

Dim Jk N H S 109. An 18E was being evaluated during an SR 
L* 22 2 5.00 0.00 mission. He was told to send manually over the 

FF* 22 2 3.50 2.50 emergency cryptographic system. For the next 
GG* 22 2 6.00 1.00 three days, this 18E sent In the team traffic on 
HH* 22 2 6.00 1.00 this difficult system, working under ponchos, at 

All 9 5.22 1.69 night, in sub-zero temperatures. The base 
station, unaware of the change, did not monitor 
the morse code messages on the frequency, , 
however, the team knew the 18E was doing his job. 

Dim 
F* 
M 

56 
33 

All 

N M S 15. This 18B who had not conducted any research 
5 4.80 1.47 was tasked to determine a route to move his team 
3 5.00 0.82 to an extraction point. An 18A told the 18B 
9 4.67 1.33 that the route he had determined would take 

longer than their allotted time and to use 
another route Instead, this 18B used the route 
that he had determined without informing the 
18A. The entire team completed the movement, 
with plenty of time to spare. 

Dim % M H S 108. This SF soldier was in charge of planning 
G* 67 6 3.00 1,83 the route of march for a team. This SF soldier 
M 22 2 2.00 1,00 planned what he thought was a good route around 
All 9 2.56 1.71 features such as tall mountains and lakes. This 

SF soldier forgot to look at the contour 
Interval used and the type of map; the map used 
a ratio of 1:25,000. The team would have had to 
go through very deep ravines. 
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Retransldtlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension N: (Problem name - 18EB) 

Dim N M S 85. This SF soldier was evaluating pistol 
N* 57 6 1.00 0.00 marksmanship on a shoot and move range. This 5F 
All 9 1.00 0.00 soldier was following a host nat on soldier 

closely through the course, falling to pay 
attention to prescribed safety rules. When the 
host nation soldier was changing magazines, his 
pistol discharged—shooting this SF soldier in 
the chest and killing him. 

Dim ^ 
A 44 
N* 56 
All 

N H S 
4 1.25 0.43 
5 1.40 0.49 
9 1.33 0.47 

103. This 18E was tasked to train his support 
section on marksmanship of an AK-47 because he 
was the only qualified soldier within the 
section. This 18E failed to exp la n the 
manner to clear the weapon after firing 1 
a result, one of the support soldiers fal 
properly clear the chamber, discharging a round. 

Dim 
F 
N* 

S 
22 
44 

All 

K H S 
2 5.00 1.00 
4 6.25 0.43 
9 5.78 0.92 

100. This SF team sergeant wanted the team to 
train in close quarter battle with Korean 
soldiers. This team sergeant decided the 
training should be conducted using blank 
amnunltion. The team did not endanger 
themselves. 

Dim H 
K* 67 
N 33 
All 

N H S 120. A team was crossing a rope bridge at 
6 1.50 0.76 recondo school. This soldier sad he could 
3 4.33 1.70 swim. When he slipped and fell into the water, 
9 2.44 1.77 he had to activate his vest, and float 

downstream to a safety boat. He was safe. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension 0: (Problem name - 18EB) 

Oira H N M S 5. While operating a jeep in the Jungle, far 
J 22 2 5.50 0.50 from any roads, an indigenous soldier became a 
0* 67 6 5.33 1.49 heat Injury. This 18C took charge as there was 
All 9 5.44 1.26 no medic on site. This 18C Initiated an IV and 

treated the soldier. He also directed his 
medevac to the nearest road. The Injured 
soldier was treated successfully. 

Dim % N M S 95. This 18C found himself taking care of a 
0* 44 4 6.25 0.43 host nation general after the general got In a 
All 9 6.44 0.50 car accident. This 18C took care of the general 

to the hospital, treating him on the way to the 
best of his ability. The general reached the 
hospital in a condition that allowed him to 
receive further care. 

Oira % N M S 50. This SF soldier was driving through a 
L 22 2 6.50 0.50 residential area on the way to work and came 
N 22 2 7.00 0.00 upon a traffic accident. A motorcycle lay on 
0* 33 3 6.33 0.94 the ground, a car was on fire, a man and a woman 
All 9 6.67 0.67 were lying next to the car bleeding. He 

inmediately accelerated to the site, jumped out 
of his vehicle, and administered first aid until 
the paramedics arrived. The soldier was 
credited with saving the man's life. 

Dim 
F* 57 

N H S 7. Individuals were conducting night beach 
6 1.50 0.76 landings in Central America from a Rubber Boat 
2 1.50 0.50 15; the weather and sea were not Ideal and were 
9 1.44 0.68 very dangerous, care and safety were 

paramount. Hours of planning were conducted 
prior to the mission. This SF soldier shut down 
the engines approximately 200 feet from the 
breaker wall (knowing that this was 
inappropriate). The engine would not restart 
and the boat slamed into the wall, causing 
Injuries and loss of equipment. 

% 
22 
22 
33 

All 

N H S 
2 6.50 0.50 
2 7.00 0.00 
3 6.33 0.94 
9 6.67 0.67 

50. This SF soldier was driving through a 
residential area on the way to work and came 
upon a traffic accident. A motorcycle lay on 
the ground, a car was on fire, a man and a woman 
were lying next to the car bleeding. He 
imedlateiy accelerated to the site, lumped out 
of his vehicle, and administered first aid until 
the paramedics arrived. The soldier was 
credited with saving the man's life. 
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Retranslatlon'usting of incidents for Dimension P; (Problem name • 18EB) 

Dim 
P* 100 
All 

N M S 
9 1.89 0.74 
9 1,89 0.74 

66, This Special Forces NCO was redoing orders 
for additional duties for the company. This SF 
NCO retyped and processed over 30 pages of 
orders and consistently typed the commander s 
name wrong. More than one-half day was wasted 
as the orders had to be typed again. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension Q: (Problem name - 18EB) 

Dim h N M S 116. During an operational deployment, this 18E 
0* 89 8 1.63 0.99 was responsible for the crypto equipment. This 
All 9 1.67 0.94 18E failed to ensure that the detachment officer 

was fully knowledgeable of proper procedures to 
handle crypto. The equipment was unsecured by 
the officer. 

Dim V 
P* 78 
All 

Din \ 
P* 78 
All 

Dim •'J 
J 22 
P* 67 
All 

01m % 
H* 44 
P 22 
All 

N H S 
7 5.57 1.05 
9 5.67 1,05 

N M S 
7 6.43 0.90 
9 6.56 0,83 

N M S 
2 5,50 0.50 
6 6.17 1.21 
9 5.78 1.23 

N M S 
4 1,25 0.43 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 1.11 0.31 

71. The battalion team leaders and team 
sergeants had not been putting forth documents 
that met all of higher command’s requirements 
for clarity and conciseness. This officer 
developed an accurate format for such 
documents. This battalion now has few, if any, 
significant problems In this area. 

107. This SF soldier was in charge of 
deployments to various locations m the 
Pacific. This soldier made It possible for the 
OOAs to train while he coordinated everything 
from travel orders, supplies, equipment, 
requests for drop zone orders, food, quarters, 
etc. There were no problems with deployments. 

56. This 188 was tasked to have the map chest 
and manual shelf organized for a command 
inspection. This 180 organized the map chest 
and manual shelf. The Inspector noticed that 
the map case was filed to Its highest standard 
and the 18B was awarded an MSH for his actions. 

98. While preparing for a deployment, this 18C 
was tasked with ordering critical supplies. 
This 18C did not follow orders and did not order 
the appropriate supplies. The team could not 
accomplish its mission. 

Dim 
G* 
P 

33 
22 

All 

N M S 
3 1,00 0.00 
2 2.00 0.00 
9 1,44 0.50 

35. This 188 was tasked with coming up with a 
defensive alert plan. This 188 did not brief 
anyone on the alert plan. There was chaps in 
the unit because nobody knew what was going on 
or where the enemy activity was located. 

Dim 
P 

FF* 
All 

% 
22 
44 

W M S 101. On a training mission, the base camp was to 
2 1.50 0.50 Issue radio frequencies to all the teams In the 
4 1.00 0.00 operational area. This 18E Issued the wrong 
9 1,11 0.31 frequencies to all of the teams. No 

communications or Intelligence could be 
transferred among the teams. 

Dim 
Q* 

HH 

% 

78 
22 

All 

N M S 
7 1.57 1.40 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 1.44 1.26 

129. During an ARTEP off Ft. Bragg, an 18E was 
tasked to manually encrypt and exfil a message. 
Once the message was transmitted and 
acknowledged, this 18£ moved out from h1s 
transmission site quickly, not steriUzInp the 
site. Upon arriving at the exfil site, the 18A 
asked if he had sterilized the transmission site 
and If he had his crypto. It was then that the 
18E realized he had left bis crypto at the 
transmission site; the crypto was permanently 
lost. 

H 
67 

N M S 92. This SF soldier was buying some fertilizer 
6 1.50 0.76 from a hardware store for a mission. This SF 
9 1.78 1.31 soldier revealed the intent of usage for the 

fertilizer to an unauthorized host nation 
civilian while In the store. The team did not 
trust this soldier with security material 
anymore. 

67 
N M S 
6 1.00 0.00 
9 1.00 0.00 

111. An SF captain was in charge of 
communication. This officer left the crypto In 
the hotel room while he went to the US embassy. 
There was a possible compromise of crypto 
material. 

Dim % 
q* 67 
All 

N H S 80. A battalion HI detachment was positioned 
6 1.00 0.00 forward to receive and retransmit intelligence 
9 1.11 0.31 reports from A teams on the Kuwaiti border. 

They had a safehouse full of state-of-the-art 
communications, cryptographic, and Intelligence 
equipment. When the enemy crossed the border, 
this team leader did not nave the team destroy 
or take the equipment with them when they ran 
away. When the town was retaken, the equipment 
was Intact but It was obvious the enemy had been 
in the safehouse and possibly gathered 
Information on the equipment; the theater-level 
crypto had to be changed, temporarily disrupting 
communications. 

Dim H 
F 22 
Q* 56 
All 

N M S 3. This 18E went out of the base camp to make 
2 6.50 0.50 contact with the base station using HF 
5 5.60 1.02 equipment; he took two locals with him to 
9 6.00 0.94 provide security on site. Prior to departing 

the area, the 18E checked the areas where the 
locals were providing security, and found pocket 
litter pertaining to sensitive activities that 
would be performed at a later time. He 
delivered the pocket litter to his intelligence 
and team sergeant. The two locals were 
Informants working for the opposition under 
duress conditions. 

Dim ii N H S 6. During a combined operation to rescue U.S. 
33 3 1.00 0.00 citizens held In Grenada, a marine helicopter 
44 4 1.75 0.83 (CH-40) transported soldiers from Point Sacinas 

All 9 1.56 0.68 to an objective area located next to the beach. 
Upon landing, the helicopter struck a palj tree 
and had to be abandoned. The crew chief failed 
to bring or destroy the comnunicatlons equipment 
In the abandoned helicopter. The helicopter was 
destroyed by Air Force aircraft, totally 
destroying the helicopter and coirano equipment. 

01m N N H S 61. An 18A was in a situation where crypto was 
G* 22 2 2.50 1.50 compromised In the HN hotel. 
Q* 22 2 1.00 0.00 emergency crypto, but could not remember how to 

HH* 22 2 1.50 0.50 use emergency crypto or where to start The 
All 9 1.44 0.96 message. As a result, this 18A had to be given 

a lot more training In using the emergency 
cryptography system. 
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Retranslation'llsting of Incidents for Dimension EE; (Problem name - 18EB) 
Retranslatlon'llstlng of Incidents for Dimension FF: (Problem name • 18EB) 

Dim h 
EE* 67 

All 

Dim h 
EE* 44 
FF 33 

All 

Dim % 
G 22 
H* 44 

• EE 33 
All 

Dim % 
E* 67 

EE 22 
All 

Dim \ 
H* 67 

EE 22 
All 

N M S 73. While preparing for an operation, all radio 
6 2.00 0.58 batteries failed to operate. An SF soldier 
9 1.89 0.74 instructed this 18E to check user codes/dates on 

batteries. This 18E had failed to place codes 
and user dates on me batteries. New batteries 
had to be procured on short notice. 

N M S 87. This SF team had scheduled radio contwt 
4 1.50 0.87 with the forward operation base during an OCONUS 
3 1.67 0.47 deployment. This 18E failed to check the 
9 1.44 0.68 batteries in the KL-43 prior to contact time. 

The Kl-43 went dead during the contact, dumping 
both the receive and send message from the 
memory bank. 

N N S 1. The OOA was deployed to Fort Chaffee for a 
3 G 00 0.82 FID mission. A PRC-77 would not transmit, 
3 6;33 0.47 causino comnunicatlon <1}J[^cult1es between the 
2 6.50 0.50 OOA and the OOB. This 18E took the PftC-77, 
9 6.22 0.63 removed the cover, opened the transmit section 

of the radio, ana reseated the squelch glenoid 
switch, thus repairing the radio. The OOA was 
once again able to establish communication with 

Dim N M S 
E* 33 3 6.00 0.82 

EE* 33 3 6.33 0.47 
GG 22 2 6.50 0.50 

All 9 6.22 0.63 

N M S 16. A team without an 18E had a replace^nt 
2 1.00 0.00 come In the night before an exercise. This 
4 1.25 0.43 replacement 18E did not Inspect the 
3 1.00 0.00 conwunicatlons eauipment and did not notice that 
9 1.11 0.31 an essential piece was missing. The 18E was 

unable to make conitiun teat Ions during the 
exercise. 

N M S 8. A team was preparing for an SR mission and 
6 5.67 1.25 was short one 18E. The detachTOnt trained an 

9 5.67 1.25 
18B as the second 18E. This 18B working as the 
second 18E was to stay at the lagger site, while 
the 18E was to go on the SR team. This 18B, 
while operating a SATCOH radio set, lost 
comnunicatlon with the FOB. The 18B went 
through his checklist for trouble-shooting and 
after several hours finally learned that the 
male portion of the co-ax cable had broken off 
Inside the SATCOH radio. The team regained 
communication with the FOB and the team's 
mission was successful. 

N M S 21. During a Company Direct Action (COOA) 
6 3.50 1.38 Isolation, this IBE was responsible for 
2 4.50 0.50 comnunicatlon planning, comno equipment 
9 3.67 1.25 accountability, and performance checks. This 

18E laid out the equipment to be cross loaded, 
RTs, antennas, and batteries. He prepared a 
list of equipment and matched it to the names of 
the persons responsible for carrying tbe itps. 
After Issuing the equipment, the 18E left the 
packing of the equipment to the individuals 
carrying the items. This 18E did not conduct a 
final inspection. One piece of satellite 
equipment brought to the field was damaged on 
Infiltration cue to improper loading. 

Dim H 
£ 22 

EE 22 
GG* 33 

All 

Dim % 
EE 22 
GG* 33 

All 

Dim % 
I 22 

EE 22 
FF* 33 

All 

N M S 9. During an exercise, communications via 
2 1.00 0.00 SATCOM was not established for 72 hours. This 
2 5 50 1.50 18E opened up radios and reset Internal 
3 4!67 1.25 frequencies of SATCOM. Communications was 
9 3.67 2.00 reestablished. 

N M S 96, The team was on a tactical patrol mission 
2 6.00 1.00 to report Information to the rear for the 
3 6.67 0.47 development of strategic missions. This SF 
9 6.56 0.68 soldier conducted proper and unsolicited 

maintenance for the communications equipment, 
along with creative thinking in antenna theory. 
The mission was accomplished, with 9 out of 10 
reports received at base. 

N H S 128, During a training exercise, there was no 
2 6.00 0.00 electricity in the compound. This 18E set up a 
2 6.50 0.50 schedule to keep the team informed of what days 
3 6.67 0.47 to change the radio batteries. As a result, 
9 5.67 1.76 there was constant commo with higher 

headquarters. 

Dim h 
FF* 78 
GG 22 

All 

01m h 
FF* 67 

All 

Dim 
FF* 67 
HH 22 

All 

01m H 
FF* 67 

All 

Dim H 
F 22 

FF* 44 
All 

Dim 
P 22 

FF* 44 
All 

Dim H 
F 33 

FF* 44 
All 

Dim % 
E 33 

FF* 44 
GG 22 

All 

Dim % 
FF* 44 
GG 22 

All 

Dim H 
H 25 

FF* 38 
All 

N M S 33. This 18E was responsible for sending HF 
> 1.43 0.73 radio traffic from the team to.higher 
2 1.50 0.50 headquarters during an SR mission. This 18E set 
9 1.44 0.68 up his antenna with the wrong lengths of wire 

out. He then decided to raise the height of 
the antenna and also lengthened the wire 
further. The radio was further out of tune and 
he could not make commo with higher levels to 
pass on the SR information. 

N M S 32. An 18E had selected a site and made 
6 2.00 0.82 communications with higher headquarters. This 
9 2.33 0.94 18E then sat down on his rucksack and started 

eating h1s MRE rather than leaving the site. 
The soldier was corrected and had to give a 
class on the proper procedures. 

H M S 79. During a communication exercise, an 18E was 
6 1.83 1.21 receiving messages. This 18E did not know the 
2 2.00 0.00 difference between jamming and Interference and 
9 1.78 1.03 stopped receiving because he could not figure 

out the message. The IBE had to be retrained 
and there was a negative copy of the message. 

N M S 130. While conducting radio training for an 
6 1.50 0.76 A-team, this 18E Issued bootleg frequencies for 
9 2.11 1.85 use during the training and was Instructed to 

get/clear authorized frequencies through the 
spectrum manager. This I8E decided he could not 
be bothered seeing the spectrum manager. The 
unit was reprimanded for an FCC frequency 
violation. 

N H S 25. An 18E needed to relay SITREP to higher 
2 6.00 0.00 headquarters. This 18£ could not reach them so 
4 5.75 1.30 he called another outstatlon to confirm If 
9 5.56 0.96 higher was on line. They were not, so this 18E 

relayed traffic to the outstatlon. Traffic was 
passed on to higher later that day, 

N M S 6. During a combined operation to rescue U.S. 
3 T.OO 0.00 citizens held in Grenada, a marine helicopter 
4 1.75 0.83 (CH-40) transported soldiers from Point Sadnas 
9 1.56 0.68 to an objective area located next to the beach. 

Upon landing, the helicopter struck a pal; tree 
and had to be abandoned. The crew chief failed 
to bring or destroy the communications equipment 
In the abandoned helicopter. The helicopter was 
destroyed by Air Force aircraft, totally 
destroying the helicopter and comno equipment. 

N M S 101. On a training mission, the base camp was to 
2 1.50 0.50 issue radio frequencies to all the teams In the 
4 1.00 0.00 operational area. This 18E Issued the wrong 
9 1.11 0.31 frequencies to all of the teams. No 

communications or intelligence could be 
transferred among the teams. 

N M S 10. This 18E was to select a transmission site 
3 1.33 0.47 and construct a doublet antenna during a field 
4 1.50 0.50 exercise. This 18E placed his transmission site 
9 1.56 0.50 and antenna by a road which could have been used 

by the OPFOR as a high avenue of approach. He 
had to be told his site selection was an error 
and to move his antenna to a more concealed 
site. Detection by the OPFOR patrol that 
actually passed by a few hours later was avoided, 

N M S 24. During combat operations, comnunlcatlons 
3 6.00 0.82 were being disrupted by Jatimlng on net 
4 6.75 0.43 frequencies. This 18E worked out a matrix of 
2 3,50 2.50 frequencies to be used as alternates when 
9 5.78 1.81 jamming occurred. Communications became 

effective. 

N H S 122. This 18E was to compute t1ine zone 
4 1,00 0.00 indicators. He did not. By not computing the 
2 1.00 0.00 correct time zone, the 18E missed the contact 
9 1.22 0.42 times. 

N M S 125. An 18E newly assigned to an A team was 
2 I.00 0.00 deployed after four days. Once the A team 
3 1.67 0.94 arrived at their destination, 
8 1.88 1.17 three days to become familiar with the CEOI to 

where he could properly communicate. There was 
no commo for three days and this 18E was 
reprimanded. 
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Dim H 
F 25 

FF* 38 
All 

N M S 
2 2.50 1.50 
3 2.67 1.70 
8 2.13 1.45 

01m 
FF 33 
GG* 44 

All 

Dim % 
FF 33 
GG* 67 

All 

Dim % 
G 22 

FF* 33 
All 

01m % 
I 22 

EE 22 
FF* 33 

All 

Dim % 
FF 33 
HH* 56 

All 

Dim % 
FF* 33 
HH 22 

All 

Dim % 
G* 33 

FF* 33 
All 

D1ra V 
£E* 44 
FF 33 

All 

Dim % 
H* 33 

FF* 33 
All 

Dim 
J* 22 
L* 22 

FF* 22 
All 

N H S 
3 1.33 0.47 
4 1.75 0.43 
9 1.44 0.53 

N « S 
3 2.67 1.70 
6 4.17 0.90 
9 3.67 1.41 

H M S 
2 3.50 1.50 
3 1.00 0.00 
9 3.00 2.26 

76. An 18E was responsible for commo with each 
wing team.The west wing team could only/^^ve 
and not transmit to the 16E on the net.Commo was 
established by relay through another net, then 
by messenger,The team sergeant instructed the 
18E that he wanted direct commo wing 
team.When direct commo was not established, the 
team sergeant asked why and the 18E replied that 
he had commo through re lay.The team sergeant 
then Instructed the 18E to construct a jungle 
antenna and test It prior to iHQf’T 
operation.When conino was not established that 
night, the 18E stated that he had told the wing 
team to construct the antenna Id not 
explain why it had not been done.Upon completion 
of mission, this 18E was replaced. 

134. During a UW training exercise, which 
communications was high priority from higher 
headquarters. This 18E was not having success 
making communication using his anjejna 
configuration. This 18E would not take advice 
and Implement a different configuration. There 
was very poor cownunicatlon from the detachment, 

90. During a comraex, an 18E needed to send a 
message by DMOG quickly. This 18E sent the 
message three or four times but the message was 
never received. After checking the eguipment, 
he found out that In his rush he had forgotten 
to hook up cables to the radio. He corrected 
the problem and made coimo. 

38. A link up operation was to take place 
between two OOAs using time, place, and radio 
authentication. This SF sokier failed ^ ..  --— .4— Qjjg OOA 

re-establishing communications, 
were maintained. 

Communications 

autnent itaviuji. . 
properly authenticate three times, 
aborted the linkup. 

H M S 128. During a training exercise, there was no 
2 6.00 0.00 electricity in the compound. This 18E set up a 
2 6.50 0.50 schedule to keep the team Informed of what days 
3 6.67 0.47 to change the radio batteries. As a result. 
9 5.67 1.76 there was constant conwno with higher 

headquarters. 

N H 5 86. During an OCONUS joint-training exercise. 
3 1,00 0.00 an 18E in a company was Instructed to send and 
5 1.20 0.40 receive all messages using code and 
9 1.22 0.42 one-time cipher pads. This 18^ 

encrypt the messages before sending them or sent 
the messages by voice rather than By manual 
morse code. Several elements were compromised 
as operational Information was Intercepted by 
the aggressor forces. 

N H S 94. During an operation using the company cgimio 
3 2.67 1.25 net with deployed units, this 18E was on radio 
2 2 00 1.00 watch. Due to a long absence from performing 
9 2.56 1.07 this task, he was unable to appropriately 

respond to 0 and Z signals to copy code at the 
speed sent. As a result, there was poor 
communications. 

N M S 
3 3.00 0.82 
3 2.00 0.00 
9 2.78 1.69 

17. An SF A-detachment conducting SR operations 
during an NTC rotation was cnarged with sending 
real time Information as soon as possible by 
SATCOH primary and HF secondary. This SF 
soldier responsible for communications to higher 
headquarters did not anticipate the SATCOM 
down during a critical time of reporting. 
SF soldier was not prepared with HF 
coninunicatlons. A 1 hour lull in the del comnunlcatlons. .. - — 
of critical Information was created. 

delivery 

M S 
1.50 0.87 
1.67 0,47 
1.44 0.68 

87. This SF team had scheduled radio contwt 
with the forward operation base during an OCONUS 
deployment. This 18E failed to check the 
batteries in the KL-43 prior to contact time. 
The KL-43 went dead during the contact, dumping 
both the receive and send message from the 
memory bank. 

N H S 22. An OOA was on a field training exercise. 
3 3.00 0.82 This 18E was to receive °!! .4 
3 1.33 0.47 Broadcast (BTB) although both the OMOGs he had 
9 2.44 1.89 brought on the ground with him were broken after 

Infiltration. This 18E’s morse code speed (15 
croups per minute) was not what it should have 
been. He was unable to copy the message and the 
detachment was unable to gel the message sent. 

H H S 48. Coninunicatlons with higher HQ were 
2 6.00 1.00 disrupted, after moving into a new defensive 
2 7.00 0.00 position during combat operations. This 18E 
2 6.00 1.00 determined the new location was preventing 
9 5 89 1.37 contact, then repositioned himself outside the 

safety of the perimeter to act as a relay In 

Dim \ 
FF 22 
GG* 67 

All 

01m ^ 
E* 33 

FF 22 
All 

Dim \ 
I 22 

FF 22 
GG* 56 

All 

Dim 
E* 
L* 

FF* 
GG* 22 

All 

Dim 
L* 

FF* 
22 
22 

GG* 22 
HH* 22 

All 

Dim 
J* 22 

FF* 22 
GG* 22 

All 

Dim H 
FF 22 
HH* 44 

All 

01m *"• 
H* 33 

FF 22 
GG* 33 

All 

N M i 106. This 18E was attempting to establish HF 
2 6.00 l.CO commo using a slant-wire antenna. This 18E cut 
6 5.83 0.50 three different antennas in order to make 
y 5.67 1.C5 commo. Commo was established. 

3 5.67 0.47 head). When ?he storm subsided, this Sf soldier 
2 7.00 0.00 rigged an antenna during darkness. Commo was 
9 5.33 1.25 restored. 

blew out a wire antenna^^cobra 

N H 5 142. While on an FTX, this 18E was required to 
2 1.50 0.50 set up a long wire antenna as part of the 
2 1.00 O.C-0 training. He needed to calculate the required 
5 1.00 O.CO length for the antenna before setting It up. He 
9 1.11 0.31 forgot his calculator and did not understand how 

to use the formula to compute the length. He 
missed his block time and wasn't able to 
construct the antenna he needed. 

Dim H 
FF 22 
GG* 67 

All 

01m H 
FF 22 
GG* 78 

All 

N H S 68. An OOA was on a training mission. The 18E 
2 6.00 0.00 was forced, due to terrain, to set up his 
2 6.50 0.50 antenna next to a small road. This i8t 
2 6.00 l.CO constructed his antenna in such a way that It 
2 6.50 0.50 was imoossible to see It even from a very short 
9 6.33 0.67 distance away. He was able to maintain copo 

with the base station without his antenna being 
detected. 

N M S 109. An 18E was being evaluated during an SR 
2 5.00 0.00 mission. He was told to send manually over the 
2 3.50 2.50 emergency cryptographic system. For the next 
2 6.00 l.CO three days, this 18b sent In the team traffic on 
2 6.00 l.CO this difficult system, working under ponchos, at 
9 5.22 1.65 night, in sub-zero temperatures. The base 

station, unaware of the change, did not monitor 
the morse code messages on the frequency, 
however, the team knew the 16E was doing his job. 

N M 5 51. During a FID operation, the OTA was tasked 
2 3.50 1.50 to maintain commo via PRC-76 while training was 
2 1.00 O.CO being conducted with A06. This 18E went to the 
2 2.00 l.CO middle of the training site and constructed 
9 2.44 1.50 numerous antennas. When unable to establish 

conmo, he reported to the team sergent. when 
asked if he had tried another site, he replied 
that he had not. This 18E was Instructed to try 
on top of a hill 300 miles away; conino was 
estab ilshed. 

H M S 110. This 18E received a manual morse code 
2 6.50 0.50 message with a high level of Interference. This 
4 6.50 0.50 IBE distinguished between manual morse code and 
9 6.11 0.74 other tone interference while receiving a 

message over the radio. About 65% of the 
message was received, enough to decipher an 
order to make it to the pick-up point. 

N M S 31. One week prior to deployment, the team was 
3 3.00 0.82 issued an AN/PRC-132. The 18E received a class 
2 4.00 0.00 on putting the radio Into operation. However, 
3 3.00 0.52 this 18E neglected to read the specification 
9 3.00 1.C5 sheet that outlined the radios capabilities. 

During the field exercise, the 18E was able to 
make nis scheduled contacts with the base 
station located 180 miles away, but faljeJ to 
make contact on the voice net with outstatIons 
located only 5 miles away. The radio worked 
well In the high frequency range but was 
Incapable of commo In the VHF range because It 
was an AM transmitter only. 

N M S 49. An 18E was to send a burst transmission to 
2 3,50 0.50 another team. After several unsuccessful 
6 1.50 0.75 attempts, he started to troubleshoot the 
9 2.33 1.41 system. This 18E was told by the other 18E that 

he had heard nothing and he was falling to Key 
the hanamike. The Band set was keyed and the 
burst was sent. 

N H S 70. This 18E was in the field on a training 
2 2.00 l.CO exercise and was supposed to send and receive 
7 1.29 0.70 message traffic. The 18E had already received 
9 1,44 0.83 the necessary information to construct an 

antenna. He finished setting up the antenna and 
sent his message by manual morse code. Mter 
sending the entire message the 18E looked ®t his 
radio and saw that the antenna was not attached 
to the radio. The message was not received by 
the base station. 
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Dim N M S 123. During a flintlock training exercise In 
J 22 2 6.00 1.00 Germany, an 18E was 
L* 33 3 5.33 1.25 message from the base station during a 

FF 22 2 4.50 0.50 storm. This 18E, knowing the dangers, on 
All 9 5.56 1.17 listening for the total receive tin«. He was 

able to decrypt the exflltratlon message using 
both the DMOG and what he could copy by hand. 

Retrailsiatlon Listing of Incidents for Dimension 6G: (Problem name ■ 18EB) 

01m ^ 
GG* 89 

All 

N M S 57, A soldier was looking for an alternate 
8 1.38 0.48 power source for radio equipment. This SF 
9 1.33 0.47 soldier connected the radio to a battery without 

testing the output. As a result, there was 
damage done to the radio equipment. 

Dim h 
FF 22 
GG* 78 

All 

MM S 70. This 18E was in the field on a training 
2 2.00 1.00 exercise and was supposed to send and receive 
7 1.29 0.70 message traffic. The 18E had already received 
9 1.44 0.83 the necessary Information to construct an 

antenna. He finished setting up the antenna and 
sent his message by manual morse code. After 
sending the entire message the 18E looked at his 
radio and saw that the antenna was not attached 
to the radio. The message was not received by 
the base station. 

Oim fc N M S 53. An A team was located at a border station. 
GG* 78 7 5.71 0.45 collecting Intelllaence on the enemy acrow the 

All 9 5.67 0.82 way. They had to transmit their reports by both 
AH y u.ot HF radio systems. However, there 

weren't two high points on which to attach each 
end of a doublet antenna. This 18E saw a single 
light pole and hoisted the midpoint of the 
doublet antenna to the top of the pole and 
extended each leg out and downward, making an 
Inverted "V." The 18E successfully made two HF 
contacts each day for 105 days. 

Dim h 
FF 33 
GG* 67 

All 

MM s 90. During a commex, an 18E needed to send a 
3 2.67 1.70 message by DMOG qulcxly. This 18E sent the 
6 4.17 0.90 message tnree or four times but the message was 
9 3.67 1.41 never received. After checking the equipment. 

he found out that In his rush he had forgotten 
to hook up cables to the radio. He corrected 
the problem and made coimo. 

Dim H 
FF 22 
GG* 67 

All 

N M S 49. An 18E was to send a burst transmission to 
2 3.50 0.50 another team. After several unsuccessful 
6 1.50 0.76 attempts, he started to troubleshoot the 
9 2.33 1.41 system. This 18E was told by the other 18E that 

he had heard nothing and he was falling to key 
the handmike. The hand set was keyed and the 
burst was sent. 

Dim ^ 
J 22 

GG* 67 
All 

N M S 
2 6.50 0.50 
6 5.50 0.76 
9 5.56 0.96 

54. An 18E was loading an aircraft when an 
officer came to him and asked him to talk with 
the OOA on the drop zone using his SATCOM 
radio. This 18E quickly removed his radio and 
put It Into operation. He Inrodlately 
established commo with the OOA observing the 
drop zone for the officer. 

Dim H 
FF 22 
GG* 67 

All 

N M S 
2 6.00 l.OO 
6 5.83 0.90 
9 5.67 1.05 

106. This 18E was attempting to establish HF 
commo using a slant-wire antenna. This 18E cut 
three different antennas in order to make 
commo. Commo was established. 

Oin, % N H S 142. While on an FTX, this 18E was required to 
I 22 2 1.50 0.50 set up a long wire antenna as part of the 

FF 22 2 1.00 0.00 training. He needed to calculate the required 
GG* 56 5 1.00 0.00 length for the antenna before setting It up. He 

All 9 l.U 0.31 forgot his calculator and did not understand how 
to use the formula to compute the length. He 
missed his block time and wasn't able to 
construct the antenna he needed. 

Dim % 
E 33 
J 22 

GG* 44 
All 

N H S 104. This 18E needed an antenna to make 
3 6.67 0.47 communications from a valley in the host nation 
2 7.00 0.00 to Fort Bragg. This 18E constructed an antenna 
4 6.00 0.71 from locally purchased materials that allowed 
9 6.44 0,68 the team to make comnunlcatlons even during time 

of atmospheric disturbance. The team achieved 
100% communications with higher headquarters. 

Dim H 
J* 44 

GG* 44 
All 

Dim % 
E 22 

GG* 44 
All 

N M S 137. A need developed to set up a new commo 
4 5.75 0.43 system. After a,brief look at the very 
4 6.75 0.43 complicated drawings and associated text, this 
9 6.11 0,74 soldier set up the system and got It on-line. 

The new system replaced two other pieces of 
equipment and made the job easier. 

N M S 67. During an overseas deployment, this 18E had 
2 5.00 1.00 to send the Initial entrv report. He 
4 3 25 1.64 constructed a doublet antenna by the book (right 
9 3.89 1.45 length and right height), but could not 

establish commo. When commo was not 
established, the 18C assisting Him suggested 
that he put the antenna 4 feet high. This 18t 
replied that this was not the way he had been 
taught to do it. The 18C explained that he had 
seen other IBEs do It and^make conmo jnd that he 
should at least try it. Commo was established. 
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Dim V 
FF 33 
GG* 44 

All 

N 
3 
4 
9 

M 5 
1.33 0.47 
1.75 0.43 
1.44 0.50 

134. During a UW training exercise, which 
communications was high priority from higher 
headquarters. This 18E was not having success 
making communication using his antenna 
configuration. This 18£ would not take advice 
and Implement a different configuration. There 
was very poor communication from the detacnmenc. 

Dim % 
E 22 

GG* 44 
All 

N H S 39. During an operation In the desert, this 18E 
2 6.50 0.50 had to establish commo with the Advanced 
4 6.25 0.43 Operating Base using PRC-70. Commo was hard to 
9 5,67 1.76 achieve because the water table was very low 

plus there was a lack of vegetation. The 18t 
constructed a slant antenna using team member 
rifles as anchor points which were raised over 
individuals* heads. He also dug a hole and had 
everyone urinate In It, then colled h1s 
reflective wire Into It. Comtio was established. 

D1ra > 
I 25 

GG* 38 
All 

N M S 139. An 18E In the field had to switch 
2 1.50 0.50 frequency. This 18E did not remember how to use 
3 1.67 0.94 the appropriate formulas. Com was lost, and 
8 1.50 0,71 the IBE needed help from the 18A to complete the 

task. 

Dim \ 
EE 22 
GG* 33 

All 

Dim % 
J* 33 

GG* 33 
All 

N M S 
2 6.00 1.00 
3 6.67 0.47 
9 6.56 0.68 

N M S 
3 5.00 0.82 
3 6.00 1.41 
9 5.44 1.26 

96. The team was on a tactical patrol mission 
to report Information to the rear for the 
development of strategic missions. This SF 
soldier conducted proper and unsolicited 
maintenance for the communications equipment, 
along with creative thinking In antenna theory. 
The mission was accomplished, with 9 out of 10 
reports received at base. 

135. SAR OP was being conducted by the 
detachment as It needed Inmedlate outside 
support. An 18E operated equipment outside his 
own net to expedite support. The necessary 
support was Identified In a timely manner. 

Dim ^ 
E* 33 

GG* 33 
All 

Dim % 
£* 44 

GG 33 
All 

Dim % 
E 22 

EE 22 
GG* 33 

All 

Dim % 
E* 44 

GG 33 
All 

N M S 
3 6.00 0.82 
3 6.33 0.47 
9 5.22 1,87 

N M S 
4 1.50 0.87 
3 1.33 0.47 
9 1.44 0.68 

M S 
1.00 0.00 
5.50 1.50 
4.67 1.25 
3.67 2.00 

N M S 
4 6.50 0.50 
3 5.67 1.25 
9 5.78 1.13 

45. This 18E had to make a commo shot during a 
field problem but had left his generator crank 
behind. This 18E thought of another way to send 
the message. A good commo shot was made. 

118. An OOA was having trouble cqirrjunlcatlng 
using the PSC-3 radio. The OOA did not have Its 
own I8E. but was familiar with the equ1pj«n^ 
This 18E assigned to help kept blaming the OOA. 
saying that the OOA did not know how to properly 
use the equipment, that the equipment was fine, 
and that he could find no problem with It. 
However, three days later, he found the battery 
Inside the radio was dead and had to be replaced. 

9. During an exercise, communications via 
SATCOM was not established for 72 hours. This 
18E opened up radios and reset internal 
frequencies of SATCOM. Communications was 
reestablished. 

58. In order to conwunlcate with higher 
headquarters, there was a requirement to use two 
antennas which required reconstructing dally. 
This 18E rigged and tested both antennas to one 
connector. This tuned the radio frequencies and 
resulted In conmo that no longer required 
twice-daily construction of antennas. 

batteries were all destroyed and the 18E was 
forced to pay for the batteries by signing a 
statement of charges. 

Dim % 
E* 44 

GG 22 
All 

N M S 126. An 18E needed to make corano using a KY 57 
4 5.00 1.00 and SATCOM, but the signal would not go through. 
2 6.50 0.50 After performing various tests, this I8E 
9 5.22 1.23 realized the SATCOM would not work in the secure 

mode. He received another SATCOM and the 
signals went through. 

Dim % 
J* 22 

FF* 22 
GG* 22 

All 

N M S 
2 3.50 1.50 
2 l.OO 0.00 
2 2.00 1.00 
9 2.44 1.50 

51. During a FID operation, the OOA was tasked 
to maintain cotnno via PRC-7() while training was 
being conducted with A06. This 16E went to the 
middle of the training site and constructed 
numerous antennas. When unable to establish 
commo, he reported to the team sergent. When 
asked if he had tried another site, he replied 
that he had not. This 18E was Instructed to try 
on top of a hill 300 miles away; commo was 
established. 

Oim H N M S 20. This 18C was the acting 18E on a training 
H* 22 2 6.50 0.50 exercise in Australia. This 18C made conw 
J* 22 2 6.00 0,00 contacts twice dally for 10 days using different 

GG* 22 2 6.50 0.50 antennas as needed to send bursts from distances 
All 9 6.44 0.50 up to 300 miles. The team had 100% contact with 

higher command during training. 

Dim 
L* 

FF* 
GG* 
HH* 

All 

M S 109. An 18E was being evaluated during an SR 
5.00 0.00 mission. He was told to send manually over the 
3.50 2.50 emergency cryptographic system. For the next 
6.00 1.00 three days, this 18t sent In the team traffic on 
6.00 1.00 this difficult system, working under ponchos, at 
5.22 1.69 night, in sub-zero temperatures. The base 

station, unaware of the change, did not monitor 
the morse code messages on the frequency, 
however, the team knew the 18E was doing his Job. 

Dim H 
E* 56 

GG 22 
All 

N H S 
5 5.60 1.02 
2 4.50 1.50 
9 5.11 1.37 

88. An 18E augmenting a Special Operations 
Command and Control Element at corps level was 
unable to maintain effective FM communications 
with the logistics center. This 18E built a 
field expedient 292-jungle antenna and hung it 
under the camouflage netting. FM cofinunicatlons 
were improved and maintained for the duration of 
the exercise. 

Dim % 
FF* 44 
GG 22 

All 

N M S 122. This 18E was to compute time zone 
4 1.00 0.00 indicators. He did not. By not computing the 
2 1.00 0.00 correct time zone, the 18E missed the contact 
9 1.22 0.42 tiroes. 

Dim % 
E 33 

FF* 44 
GG 22 

All 

N M S 
3 6.00 0.82 
4 6.75 0.43 
2 3.50 2.50 
9 5.78 1.81 

24. During combat operations, communications 
were being disrupted by Jamming on net 
frequencies. This 18E worked out a matrix of 
frequencies to be used as alternates when 
Jamming occurred. Comnunlcatlons became 
effective. 

Dim 
FF* 
GG 

All 

% 
78 
22 

H S 
1.43 0.73 
1.50 0.50 
1.44 0.68 

33. This 18E was responsible for sending HF 
radio traffic from the team to higher 
headquarters during an SR mission. This 18E set 
up his antenna with the wrong lengths of wire 
out. He then decided to raise the height of 
the antenna and also lengthened the wire 
further. The radio was further out of tune and 
he could not make conino with higher levels to 

Dim % 
H* 33 

FF 22 
GG* 33 

All 

N M S 
3 3.00 0.82 
2 4.00 0.00 
3 3.00 0.82 
9 3.00 1.05 

Dim % 
E* 56 

GG 33 
All 

Dim % 
F* 33 

GG 22 
All 

31. One week prior to deployment, the team was 
issued an AN/PRC-132. The 18E received a class 
on putting the radio into operation. However, 
this 18E neglected to read the specification 
sheet that outlined the radios capabilities. 
During the field exercise, the 18E was able to 
make his scheduled contacts with the base 
station located 180 miles away, but failed to 
make contact on the voice net with outstations 
located only 5 miles away. The radio worked 
well in the high frequency range but was 
Incapable of commo In the VHF range because It 
was an AM transmitter only. 

77. An 18E was having difficulty sending 
message traffic on a doublet antenna. The 18E 
decided to try a terminated long wire with 
counter poise but had not carried the equipment 
necessary to build the system. Using fence 
wire, plastic spoons, and other poor boy 
methods, the 18E bulk the system. Coirono was 
accomplished. 

N M S 115, An 18E thought he had a better way to 
3 1.67 0.47 charge batteries than using the 
2 1.00 0.00 This 18E attempted to charge the batteries using 
9 1.89 1.85 a regular house current and a device he had 

built with parts from Radio Shack. The 

6.40 0.49 
4.33 2.49 
5.22 2.10 

Dim % 
E* 56 

GG 22 
All 

Dim H 
E* 44 
J 33 

GG 22 
All 

Dim 
E* 
L* 

FF* 
GG* 

All 

H s 4. A drop zone party was on the ground setting 
5 5.20 0.75 up the DZ for personnel. The radio antenna was 
2 6.00 1.00 not effective In transmitting to range control 
9 5.56 0.96 to Open the drop zone approximately ten alnutes 

before time on target (Jumptime). This 18E 
hurriedly constructed a field-expedient antenna 
which was pulled up In a tree. The OZ was 
opened on time and the airborne operation was 
completed as scheduled. 

N M S 36. A unit received radios without the proper 
4 6.00 0.71 power supply. This SF soldier experimented with 
3 5.33 1.70 alternate power sources and adapted cables to 
2 6.00 0.00 work on the new radios. The new equipment was 
9 5.78 1.13 Issued and used. 

N H S 68. An OOA was on a training mission. The 18E 
2 6.00 0.00 was forced, due to terrain, to set uo his 
2 6.50 0.50 antenna next to a small road. This 18E 
2 6.00 1.00 constructed his antenna In such a way that It 
2 6.50 0.50 was Impossible to see It even from a very short 
9 6.33 0.67 distance away. He was able to nalntaln cornnq 

with the base station without his antenna being 
detected. 
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5, H H S 1. The OOA was deployed to Fort Chaffee for a 
33 3 6.00 0.82 FID mission. A PRC-77 would not tranpit, 

EE* 33 3 6.33 0.47 causinq communication t^jj^jultles between the 
GG 22 2 6.50 0.50 OOA ana the OOB. This 18E took the ^5^-77, 

All 9 6.22 0.63 removed the cover, opened the transmit section 
of the radio, and reseated bhe squelch 
switch, thus repairing the radio, pe WA was 
once again able to establish coimunlcatlon with 
the OOB. 

Retranslation Listing of Incidents for Dimension HH: (Problem name • 18EB) 

nim >f N M S 63. An 18E was sent on a mission to recon an 
HH* 78 7 1.29 0.45 exfiltration OZ and was to report the status of 

All 9 1.22 0.42 the OZ to the team. The 16E did not use the 
proper crypto and transmitted In the open. The 
OPFOR intercepted the message and set up an 
ambush for the team as they approached the DZ. 

01m 
HH* 56 

All 

N M S 60. An A team had a lot of Intelligence to 
5 5.40 1.85 report each day by radio. The team leader wrote 
9 5.22 1.87 up very long reports which would have 

long to transmit over the busy radio net. This 
18E had prior experience as a technical editor 
and secretly edited all of the team leader s 
reports before transmitting them. He was able 
to shorten the reports by about 80% without 
changing the Intent or content. All reports 
were transmitted In a much shorter time. 

Dim >5 N H S 86. During an OCONUS Joint-training exercise, 
FF 33 3 1.00 0.00 an 18E In a company was Instructed to send and 
HH* 56 5 1.20 0.40 receive all messages using manual morse code and 

All 9 1.22 0.42 one-time cipher pads. This 18E «<ther Old not 
encrypt the messages before sending them or sent 
the messages by voice rather than oy manual 
morse code. Several elements were compromised 
as operational Information was Intercepted by 
the aggressor forces. 

Dim % M M S 110. This 18E received a^manual morse code 
FF 22 2 6.50 0.50 message with a high level of 
HH* 44 4 6.50 0.50 186 distinguished between manual morse code and 

All 9 6.11 0.74 other tone Interference while receiving a 
message over the radio. About 65% of the 
message was received, enough to decipher an 
order to make It to the pick-up point. 

Dim % N H S 29. During a field tT'alnIng exercise, an 18C 
H 22 2 2.50 0.50 who was cross-trained as an 18E was tasked to be 

HH* 44 4 2.50 1.12 a coinno man for an OOA. ^ 
All 9 2.33 0.94 encrypt and decrypt pads used the encrm 

pad Tor decrypt and vice versa. The OW Taiiea 
to make commo for 72 hours and received low 
marks on its ARTEP. 

Dim % 
K* 44 

HH 33 
All 

N M S 141. An 18E transmitted sensitive on 
4 1.75 0.83 DHDG without encrypting the message. This IBt 
3 1.00 0.00 told h1s coimander that by selecting a certain 
9 1.33 0.67 address, this In itself nade the messw 

transmission secure. Sensitive Information was 
sent out unencrypted and this IBE was corrected, 
counseled, and became more truthful In his 
actions and deeds. 

Dim % 
I 22 
L 22 

HH* 33 
All 

Dim % 
FF* 33 
HH 22 

All 

N M S 102. An 18E was receiving a manual morse code 
2 6.00 0.00 message. There was a Jot 
2 5.50 0.50 raining very hard. This 18E maintained his 
3 6.33 0.47 concentration and copied the message. The 
9 6.11 0.57 message was received and the team extracted. 

H M s 94. During an operation using the company cgnino 
3 2.67 1.25 net with deployed units, this 18E was T®d1o 
2 2.00 1.00 watch. Due to a long absence from performing 
9 2.56 1.07 this task, he was unable to appropriately 

respond to Q and Z signals to copy code at the 
speed sent. As a result, there was poor 
communications. 

Dim % 
L* 22 

FF* 22 
GG* 22 
HH* 22 

All 

N M S 
2 5.00 0.00 
2 3.50 2.50 
2 6.00 1.00 
2 6.00 1.00 
9 5,22 1.69 

N H S 
7 1.57 1.40 
2 1.00 0.00 
9 1.44 1.26 

109. An 18E was being evaluated during an SR 
mission. He was told to send "•soually over the 

on 
this difficult systen, working under ponchos, at 
night, in sub-zero temperatures. The base 
Station, unaware of the change, did not monitor 
the morse code messages on the 
however, the team knew the IBE was doing h1s Job. 

129. During an ARTEP off Ft. Braga, an l^E was 
tasked to manually encrypt and exfl] a message. 
Once the message was transmitted and 
acknowledged, this 18E moved jut from his 
transmission site quickly, ooT sterilizing the 
site. Upon arriving at the exfil site, the 
asked If he had sterilized The transmission site 
and if he had his crwto. It was then that the 
18E realized he had left h1s crypto at the 
transmission site; the crypto was permanently 
lost. 
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Appendix J 

Expert Judgment Materials 



Instructions for 

Subject Matter Expert Exercise: 

T inVing Individual Attributes to Special Forces Performance Categories 

Privaqr Act Statement 

This is an experimental personnel data collection activity conducted by the U.S. Army 
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences pursuant to its research mission 
as prescribed in AR 70-1. When identifiers (e.g., name) are requested, they are to be 
used for administrative and statistical control purposes only. Full confidentiality of the 
responses will be maintained in the processing of these data. 

Although your participation is voluntary, we encourage you to provide complete and 
accurate information in the interests of the research. There will be no effect on you for 
not providing all or any part of the information. 
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Job Analysis of Special Forces Jobs: 
Linking Individual Attributes to Special Forces Performance Categories 

Purpose 

The overall goal of the SF Job Analysis is to gather information that will aid in the 
development of new SF performance measures. This goal requires three types of 
information: 

(1) definitions of the individual attributes (e.g., interpersonal skills, judgment 
ability) requisite to SF performance 

(2) definition of categories of SF performance, and 

(3) the linkage between the individual attributes and SF performance 
categories. 

Definitions of individual attributes and categories of SF performance were developed 
with SF NCOs and officers and warrant officers in previous phases of this project. 
(Please see the enclosed Executive Summary for further information about previous steps 

in this project.) 

The purpose of the current exercise is to develop the third piece of information, the 
linkage between individual attributes and SF performance categories. Once they are in 
place, these linkages vdll provide a structure for planning changes in selection and 
training. The linkages will provide a vehicle for assessing current programs and planning 
future human resource needs. 

These judgments are the crux of the job analysis. Your input is, therefore, very 
important and greatly appreciated. 

Materials 

Enclosed you should find the follovring items: 

• an Executive Summary, 
• a Background Information Sheet, 
• an 8 1/2" by 14" rating form (12 pages), 
• Attribute Definitions (3 pages) 
• SF Performance Category Definitions (3 pages) 
• a folded, stamped return envelope 

Please contact Teresa Russell (703) 706-5666 if any of the items are missing. 
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What are Attributes and Performance Categories? 

Attributes. Attributes are personal characteristics such as mechanical ability and 
interpersonal skills. Attribute Definitions lists 47 items representing a wide range of 

characteristics: 

• Reasoning - attributes relevant to processing information and drawing conclusions 
• Communication - attributes relevant to verbal and nonverbal communication 
• Interpersonal Skills, Motivation, and Character 
• Physical/Psychomotor - such as physical strength, endurance, and coordination 
• Interests - hobbies and other interest areas 
• Conventional Army Experiences - technical and general soldiering skills 

SF Performance Categories. Performance categories describe effective and ineffective 
behaviors. Twenty-six categories were identified in workshops with SF NCOs, officers, 
and warrant officers. They are listed on the following page; full definitions appear in 

your packet. 

Role 
SF Roles and Perfonnance Categories l^eri on Ferfonnauce jaaroples 
Feribrmaace Categoiy(les) 

Teacher A. Teaching Others ‘ 

Diplomat B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations 

C. Handling Interpersonal Situations 

D. Using and Enhancing Own Language Skills 

Professional E. Contributing to the Team Effort and Morale 

F. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort 

G, Displaying Honesty and Integrity 

Mission H. Planning and Preparing for Missions 

Planner I. Decision Making 

Soldier J. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges 

IC Navigating in the Field 

L. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems 

M. Being Safety Conscious 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties 

O. Managing Administrative Duties 

Weapons P. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons 

Expert Q. Employing Indirect-Fire Weapons and Techniques 

Engineer R. Employing Demolitions Techniques 

S. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements 

Communi* T Following Communication Policies and Procedures 

cations U. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment 

Medic V. Evaluating and Treating Medical Conditions and Injuries 

w. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages 

X. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures 

Leader Y. Showing Consideration for Subordinates 

Z. Providing Direction 
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Instructions 

The purpose of the current exercise is to make judgments about the importance of each 
individual attribute for effective performance in the SF performance categories. This is 
the linkage between individual attributes and SF performance categories. Once they are 
in place, these linkages will provide a structure for planning changes in selection and 

training. 

Please follow these steps to make your ratings: 

(1) Read the definitions of all of the attributes on the Attribute Definitions sheet. 

(2) Review the list of SF performance categories so that you have a feel for the range 
of performance categories that are listed. 

(3) Read the definition for performance category A (Teaching) in your Performance 
Category Definitions. 

(4) Consider the first attribute "Judgment and Reasoning." How important is 
Judgment and Reasoning (as defined on the attribute definitions page) for 
effective performance in the "Teaching" category? Use the following scale to 

make your judgments: 

0 = Not at all Important - this attribute is not at all important for effective performance in 
this Special Forces performance category. 

1 = Slightly Important - this attribute is slightly important for effective performance in this 
Special Forces performance category. 

2 = Somewhat Important - this attribute is somewhat important for effective performance in 
this Special Forces performance category. 

3 = Important - this attribute is important for effective performance in this Special Forces 
performance category. 

4 _ Very Important - this attribute is very important for effective performance in this Special 
Forces performance category. 

5 = Cmdal - this attribute is crucial for effective performance in this Special Forces 
Performance category. 

(5) Record your rating on the rating form. For example, if you think that Judgment 
and Reasoning is "Important" for effective Teaching performance, write a "3" in 
the cell where Teaching and Judgment and Reasoning intersect. 

(6) Rate the remainder of the 47 attributes for Teaching. Please notice that they 
continue on three pages. 

(7) Move to the next category "B. Building Effective Relationships with Indigenous 
Populations" and repeat steps 3-6. 
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(8) After you have completed the exercise, complete the Background Information 
Sheet. Make a copy of your completed exercise (in case it gets lost in the mail). 
Place your completed forms in the pre-addressed envelope and drop it in the mail. 

Please mail your completed forms by 20 January 1994. If you wish, you may fax 
your completed materials to Teresa Russell at (703-548-5574). 

• Use the full range of the scale (i.e., 0 for not at all important to 5 crucial). An 
attribute may be "not at all" important for some performance categories and 

"crucial" for others. 

• Remove yourself from distractions and keep moving. We are asking you to make 
a total of 1222 judgments. If you make six judgments per minute, you will 
complete the task in three hours and 15 minutes. It is very important that you 
create an atmosphere where you can concentrate. 

• Read the attribute definitions carefully before you begin so that you can move 
more quickly in making your ratings. It will save you time in the long run to learn 
the definitions in advance. 

Questions and Answers 

What MOS should I consider when I make my ratings? Performance categories A through 
O are applicable to all, or almost all SF jobs. MOS distinctions should not be important 
in rating what attributes are important for performance in those categories. The 
remaining categories (P through Y) are MOS-specific as indicated by their labels. 

What if I have comments on the wording of definitions? This exercise does have a second 
purpose. It will require that you review the category definitions carefully. Please record 
any comments you have on the attributes or the performance categories. Return those 
comments along with your completed rating form and background information sheet. 

If you have any other questions please call Teresa Russell at (703) 706-5666. 
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SF Performance Category Definitions 

A. Teaching Others. Conveying knowledge and skill to others; developing POI and 
tailoring material to the target audience’s needs and capabilities; obtaining 
audience interest and involvement; presenting material in an orderly fashion; using 
handouts, aids, or tools; finding appropriate ways around language barriers; 
demonstrating own proficiency. 

B. Building and Maintaining Effective Relationships with Indigenous Populations. 
Demonstrating respect for and engaging in behavior appropriate to indigenous 
culture, values, and customs; providing services and assistance to develop rapport 
with indigenous people and build respect for SF. 

C Handling Interpersonal Situations. Dealing with others constructively, persuading 
rather than forcing own way; remaining composed, even when provoked; using 
non-verbal communication skills to interpret behaviors; resolving disputes; allowing 
others to "win" confrontations. 

D. Using and Enhancing Language Skills. Using foreign language skills to 
communicate with Host Nation/Guerilla (HN/G) or other foreign personnel; 
practicing and developing language skills. 

R Contributing to the Team :^ort and Morale. Motivating others; communicating 
effectively with team members; enhancing new and existing team members’ skills 
and readiness; building team spirit through personal interactions. 

F. Showing Initiative and Extra Effort. Putting forth the effort to produce high- 
quality work in a timely fashion; actively pursuing self-improvement goals; 
volunteering for demanding tasks or extra responsibility; taking initiative; 
presenting a positive image of SF. 

G. Displaying Honesty and Integrity. Adhering to laws or rules of conduct; knowing 
when to put aside personal beliefs to follow policy requirements/SOPs, but taking 
a more difficult, morally correct course of action when appropriate; owning up to 
own mistakes; being truthful and genuine with others. 

H. Planning and Preparing for Missions. Developing mission plans that are 
technically sound, well-coordinated, and likely to lead to mission accomplishment; 
obtaining complete information needed for planning; drawing on team member’s 
experiences; anticipating enemy movement or other obstacles; weighing alternative 
courses of action; determining and preparing resources needed for mission 
accomplishment. 
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L Decision Making. Assessing the situation and determining an appropriate course 
of action within a reasonable time frame; digesting information and drawing 
conclusions; using time, personnel, equipment, and tactics effectively; acting swiftly 
and decisively when needed; remaining level-headed and task-oriented in stressful 
situations. 

J. Confronting Physical and Environmental Challenges. Defeating odds and 
environment to survive an ordeal; maintaining team standard of performance in 
physically challenging situations; preparing physically for challenge; following field 
survival guidance; taking steps to ensure own health and endurance. 

K- Navigating in the Field. Maintaining correct direction of movement in 
diverse/demanding conditions; orienting self/team members using navigational aids 
and terrain features; noticing and taking into account map or environmental 
details to aid in navigating. 

L. Troubleshooting and Solving Problems. Thinking of alternative ways to solve a 
problem; using the resources at hand to fabricate needed items; improvising from 
own technical knowledge of mechanical and electrical principles. 

M. Being Safety Conscious. Being alert to safety at all times; rigorously following 
safety guidelines and instructions for weapons/explosives or other hazardous 
materials; monitoring others to ensure compliance with SOP when using 
weapons/dangerous equipment; being alert to potential threat; maintaining 
noise/light discipline. 

N. Administering First Aid and Treating Casualties. Applying emergency life-saving 
techniques and skills when accidents or injuries occur; treating ailments/conditions 
caused by the environment; following SOP for treating conditions and injuries. 

O. Managing Administrative Duties. Keeping accurate, up-to-date, organized 
records; processing paperwork in a timely fashion; establishing SOP; obtaining and 
ensuring maintenance of supplies and equipment; coordinating with others to 
share resources or work on projects; finding the source of administrative 
problems; using computers; handling classified materials. 

P. Operating and Maintaining Direct-Fire Weapons. Operating and maintaining 
direct-fire weapons; loading, disassembling, assembling, clearing, reducing 
stoppage in weapons. 

Q. Employing Indirect Fire Weapons and Techniques. Emplacing, laying, and 
aligning mortars and their ammunition; executing FDC procedures. 
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R. Employing Demolitions Techniques. Emplacing mines or charges in appropriate 
area(s); using firing systems correctly and clearing misfires appropriately, electric 
and non-electric. 

S. Constructing for Mission-Related Requirements. Improving the environment of 
operations through construction; building necessary structures; using rigging 
devices; overseeing construction. 

T. Following Communication Procedures and Policies. Planning and preparing 
communication requirements; following SOP in communication procedures; suing 
cryptic message format to send and receive messages; coordinating communication 

efforts. 

U. Assembling and Operating Commo Equipment - Configuring and operating 
equipment, using knowledge of equipment; managing equipment problems. 

V. Evaluating and Treating Medical Conditions and Injuries - Obtaining medical 
records and treatment histories; investigating and evaluating symptoms; 
performing or assisting doctor in surgical procedures; conducting laboratory tests; 
treating and monitoring patients. 

W. Determining and Administering Medications and Dosages - Taking patient history 
into account in prescribing/administering medications; administering 
immunizations; ensuring security of drugs; calculating dosages; preparing drug 
supplies for missions. 

X. Ensuring Standards of Health-Related Facilities, Conditions, and Procedures in 
the Field. Testing and monitoring environmental conditions; providing guidance 
to HN in preventive health; establishing facilities or procedures for treatment, 
sanitation, and disease prevention procedures. 

Y. Considering Subordinates. Noticing when subordinates are experiencing personal 
problems or are demoralized or injured; listening; uplifting others; taking the time 
and effort to research and correct subordinates’ problems (e.g., problems receiving 
mail while on deployment). 

Z. Providing Direction. Establishing a direction; defining tasks clearly; setting 
specific, challenging, but attainable goals; giving praise when due and discipline as 
appropriate. 
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SF ATmiBUTES 

General Attributes 

1. Judgment and Reasoning - to make sound decisions; using common sense; improvising; extracting 

general principles and applying them in new situations. 

2. Planning - to plan and organize activities and resoinces such that mission objectives are met. 

3. Adaptability - to switch gears; modifying plans to fit the situation. 

4. Creativity - to find novel ways to use the resources at hand in solving problems. 

5. Auditory Ability - to detect, memorize, retain, and distinguish tonal patterns or sounds. 

6. Mechanical Ability - to understand electrical and mechanical principles; to understand how 

equipment works. 

7. Spatial Ability - to readily orient oneself in an unfamiliar environment; reading maps or diagrams; 
forming mental pictures of things (e.g., equipment, terrain). 

8. Perceptual Ability - to notice details of the physical environment; to be attentive to and observant of 

surroundings. 

9. Basic Math - to add, subtract, multiply, divide, and use formulas. 

10. Advanced Math - to use advanced math such as geometry or algebra. 

Communicatioii Attributes 

11. Reading Ability - to read and comprehend written materials. 

12. Writing Ability- to write materials that are easily understood; using appropriate grammar, 

punctuation, and level (for the audience). 

13. Language Ability - to be multi-lingual; learning new languages. 

14. Communication Ability - to present information clearly; using voice inflection and eye contact for 

emphasis; tailoring presentations to the audience. 

15. Non-Verbal Communication - to use and read non-verbal behaviors (e.g., posture, gestures) 

accurately. 
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Interpersonal Skills, Motivation, and Character 
16. Persuasiveness/Diplomacy - to be tactful, pleasant, and diplomatic toward others; to be persuasive. 

17. Cultural/Interpersonal Adaptability - to modify own style and behavior to fit the situation and 

culture; being tolerant of other cultures and value systems. 

18 Maturity • to be level-headed and emotionally stable; to remain calm under stress. 

19. Autonomy - to be self-confident, self-sufficient, and comfortable when working alone. 

20. Team Playership - to be cooperative-to support the team effort, making contributions to the team. 

21. Dependability - to be responsible and loyal; following through on duties. 

22. Initiative - to be self-motivated, self-starting, and achievement-oriented. 

23. Perseverance - to sustain a high level of effort over long periods of time, in spite of hardships* 

24. Moral Courage - to act on own convictions, despite consequences; choosing the more difficult 

"right" over the easier "wrong." 

25. Motivating Others - to encourage team work and maintain esprit d’corps; setting an example for 

others. 

26. Supervising - to organize and monitor the work of others. 

Physical and Psychomotor Attributes 
27. Swimming - to swim capably; using water survival skills; avoiding water hazards. 

28. Physical Flexibility and Balance - to kneel, stoop, reach, or get into awkward physical positions, 

maintaining balance. 

29. Physical Strength - to push, pull, lift, or carry heavy objects. 

30. Physical Endurance - to do cardiovascular activities, such as running, skiing, climbing; achieving and 
maintaining a high level of physical readiness. 

31. Psychomotor Ability - to have good eye-hand coordination and quick reaction time. 

Interests 

32. Interest in Adventure and Outdoor Activities - to like adventurous activities such as riding 
motorcycles or parachuting; to like hunting, fishing, and camping. 

33. Interest in Skilled Trades - to like auto mechanics, carpentry, or other skilled types of work. 

34. Interest in Other Cultures - to like learning about other cultures. 

35. Interest in People - to like people, enjo^ng being around people. 

36. Enterprising Interests - to like activities that involve leadmg others or being persuasive or assertive. 
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Conventional Army Experiences 

37. Leadership - to use good judgment in dealing with subordinates (e.g., counseling, disciplining); 
acting as a role model, communicating, and supervising effectively. 

38. Achievement and Effort - to produce high quality work, exhibiting effort and initiative; to achieve 

notable accomplishments. 

39. Personal Discipline - to follow regulations/orders; to exhibit integrity and self-control. 

40. Physical Fitness and Military Bearing - to maintain physical fitness, strength, and stamina; to 
maintain proper military appearance and bearing. 

41. General Soldiering Proficiency - to perform basic soldiering tasks (e.g., first aid, land navigation, 
NBC activities, field techniques, weapons, communications, mines) effectively. 

42. Infantry (11 CMF) Core Technical Proficiency - to perform infantryman tasks proficiently. 

43. Combat Engineer (12 CMF) Technical Proficiency - to perform combat engineering tasks 

proficiently. 

44. Other Combat MOS Technical Proficiency - to be proficient in combat MOS other than 11 or 12 

CMF (e.g., 13B, 16S, 19E). 

45. Radio Teletype Operator (31 CMF) Technical Proficiency - to perform radio teletype operator tasks 

proficiently. 

46. Medical Care Specialist (91 CMF) Technical Proficiency - to perform medical care specialist tasks 

proficiently. 

47. Other Non-Combat MOS Technical Proficiency - to be profident in non-combat MOS other than 31 

or 91 CMF (e.g., 63B, 64C, 71L, 95B). 
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Background Information Sheet 

This form requests some information about you so that we can document the expertise of participants in this 

exercise. 

L Name (Optional):_____ 

2. Rank:_ 

3. MOS: _ 

4. Current Assignment:_____ 

5. Length of Time in Special Forces:_years _months 

6. Length of Time in the Army: _years _months 

7. Assignment History: 

Assignment From To 
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Appendix K 

Mean Attribute Importance Ratings for Each Performance Category 
Pooled Across Raters 
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